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2002-2003 ACADEMIC CALENDAR
FIRSTTERM
Summer Dioloma Exercises
New Faculty Orientation
Last day to complete registration
Upperclass students move in to UD housing
Please note: Upperclass students living in
Marycrest and Kettering Halls may not move
in from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on August 24
New Student Orientation
New Student Convocation at 9:00 a.m.
Classes begin at 10:00 a.m.
Labor Day-no classes
Last day for late registratiory change of grading options and
schedules
General Faculty Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
Last day to change Second Session and full Third Term grades
Academic Senate Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
Last day to withdraw without record
Last day to submit Undergraduate candidacy for May graduation
Last day to submit Masters and PhD candidacy for December
graduation
Academic Senate Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
Parents Weekend
First-year students' midterm progress grades due by 4:00 p.m.
Last day to withdraw with record of W--no registration
Faculty Meeting: Budget plans at 3:00 p.m.
Thanksgiving recess begins after last class
Saturday classes meet
Classes reslune at 8:00 a.m.
Last class for Tuesday classes that meet once per week
Last class for Wednesday classes that meet once per week
Last class for Thursday classes that meet once per week
Last class for all classes that meet on both Tuesday and Thursday
Academic Senate at 3:00 p.m.
Feast of the Immaculate onCampus
Last class for Monday classes that meet once per week
Last class for all classes that meet on both Monday and Wednesday
Last class for all classes that meet on Mondav Wednesday, and
Friday
Last day of classes
Examinations
Graduating students' grades due by noon
First Term ends after final examinations
Diploma Exercises at 10:00 a.m.
Final grades due by 9:00 a.m. Deficiency slips due in Deans'
offices
Grades ready
Last day to change First-Term grades
SECONDTERM
Last day to complete regishation
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Academic Senate Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
Last day for late registration, change of grading options and schedules
Mon, Jan 20
Thu, Jan 23
Fn,furr24
Fri,larr24
Mon,Jan27
Fti,FebT
Fri, Feb 14
Mon, Mar 3
TBA
TBA
Fri, Mar 14
Sat, Mar 15
Sat, Mar 22
Mon, Mar 24
Wed, Mar 26
Fri, Apr 11
Mon, Apr 14
Tue, Apr 15
Thu, Apr 17
Sat, Apr 19
Ttte, Apr22
Tue, Apr22
Wed, Apr 23
Wed, Apr 23
Thu, Apr 24
Thu, Apr 24
Fri, Apr 25
Fri, Apr 25
Sat-Fi, Apr2GMay 2
Wed, Apr 30
Sun, May 4
Tue, May 6
Fri, May 9
Fri, ]un 6
Fri, May 9
Sat, May 10
Mon, May 12
Thu, May 15
Wed, May 21
Mon, May26
Fri, Jun 6
Mon, Jun 9
Thu, Jun 19
Fri-Sat, Jun 20-21
Sat, ]un 21
Tue, Jun 24
Fri,lun27
Fri,ltutrr27
Wed,ful 2
Mon, Jul 28
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day - no classes
Schedule Adjustment Day - classes operate on Monday schedule
Last day to change First Term grades
Faculty Meeting: Budget decisions at 3:00 P.m.
Last day to withdraw without record
Last day to submit Masters and Ph.D. candidacy for May graduation
Academic Senate Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
First-year students' midterm progress grades due by 4:00 p.m.
Bro. foseph Stander Symposium
Bro. Joseph Stander Symposium
Academic Senate Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
Mid-Term break begins after last class-Saturday classes meet
Safurday classes meet
Classes resume at 8:00 a.m.
Last day to withdraw with record of W - no registration
Academic Senate Meeting at 3:00 p.m.
Last class for Monday classes that meet once per week
Last day to submit Undergraduate candidary for August
and December graduations
Easter recess begins after last class
Safurday classes meet
Classes resume at 8:00 a.m.
Last class for Tuesday classes that rneet once per week
Last class for Wednesday classes that meet once per week
Last class for all classes that meet on both Monday and Wednesday
Lat class for Thursday classes that meet once per week
Last class for all classes that meet on both Tuesday and Thursday
Last class for all classes that meet on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
Last day of classes
Examinations-Second Term ends after final examinations
Graduating students' grades due by noon
Commencement Exercises at 10:00 a.m.
Final grades due by 9:00 a.m. Deficiency slips due in Deans' offices
Grades ready
Last day to change Second Term grades
THIRD TERM-FIRST SESSION
Last day to complete regishation
Saturday classes begin
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Last day for late registration, change of grading options and schedules
Last day to withdraw without record from First Session courses
Memorial Day-no classes
Last day to change Second Term grades
Last day to withdraw with record of W from First Session courses
Last day of classes
Examinations-full Third Term classes do not meet
First Session ends after final examinations
Grades due by 9:00 a.m.
Deficiency slips due in Dearu'offices
Grades ready
Last day to submit Masters and Ph.D. candidacy for August graduation
Last day to withdraw without record from full Third Term courses
Last day to change First Session grades
Sat, Iun 21
Moru Jun 23
Thu, fun 25
Fn,Jtuuir27
Wed,ful2
Thu, ful 4
Mon,Iul21
Mon,Jul28
Wd,lul30
Thu, Jul 31
Fri-Sat, Aug 1-2
Sun, Aug 3
Tue, Aug5
Fri, Aug 8
Tue, Sep 9
T}IIRD TERM-SECOND SESSION
Saturday classes begin
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
l,ast day for late regishation, change of grading options and sdredules
last day to submit Masters and Ph.D. candidacy for August graduation
Last day to withdraw without record from Second Session and full
Third Term courses
hdependmce Day-no classes
Last day to withdraw with record of W from Second Session and ftrll
Third Term courses
l^ast day to change First Session grades
Graduating students' grades due by noon
l,ast day of classes
Examinations-Second Session ends after final examinations
Degrees confened (no ceremony)
Final grades due by 9:00 a.m.
Deficimcy slips due in Deans' offices
Grades ready
Last day to drange Second Session and full Third Term grades
2003-2004 PROPOSED ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Fall 2003
Tues, Aug 26
Mon,Sep 1
Mon, Oct 13
Wed-Fri, Nov 2G28
Mon, Dec 8
Sat, Dec 13
Fri, Dec 19
Sat, Dec 20
Winter20(X
Mon, fan 5
Mon, fan 19
Mon-F4 Mar 1F19
Fri-Mor; Apr 9-12
Sat, Apr 24
Fri, Apr 30
Sun, May 2
Summer2004
Summer I
Mon, May 10
Mon, May 31
Fri, Iun 19
Sat, Jun 20
Summer II
Mon, Jun 21
Mon,Iul5
Fri,lul30
Sat, Iul 31
Classes begin
labor Day-no classes
Columbus Day-no classes
Thanlsgiving recess
Immaculate Conception/Christmas on Campus-no classes
Exams begin
Exams end
Commencement
Classes begin
Martin Luther King, fr. Day-no classes
Mid-Term Break
Easter recess
Exams begin
Exams end
Commencement
Classes begin
Memorial Day-no classes
Exams begin
Exams end-Summer Session I ends
Classes begin
lndependence Day observed-no classes
Exams begin
Exams end-Summer Session II ends
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I The University of DaYton
Founded in 1850
The University of Dayton is a private, coedrrcational school founded and directed
by the Society oi tutury (the Mirianists), a Roman Catholic teaching order.l It is
ui1ron* the nition's laigest Catholic institutions of higher learning. Aware of the
richne"ss of cultural divErsity, representatives of many faiths are numbered among
the University faculty arid s-tudents. For the same reason, the University
has consciousiy drawn its students and faculty not only from.the immediate
community and the midwest but from across the country and from numerous
foreign countries.
Tfre main campus of over a hundred landscaped acres, is on a hill overlooking
the ciry of Daytoi, Ohio. The campus is made up of a well integrated architectural
mix of 6ta ana'new buildings that are both attractive and well-equipp-ed. The faculty
are excellent scholars who f,ursue knowledge in its rich variety and fine instructors
dedicated to student learning and educational excellence. The University enrolls
students from diverse social, 6thnic, and economic backgrounds who are capable of
and committed to leaming, leadership, and service.
A lively, friendly atm6sphere; numerous and varied religious, cultural, and
social opportunitiesl an early-semester calendar allowing a num'ber of study-recess
options; intercollegiate and intramural athletic programs for both men and women;
alademic options iuch as honors programs, independent study, and study abroad;
academic, professional, and personafcounseling; cooperative work-study-plans; a
placement service for studenis and graduates-these exemplify the myriad aspects
bf the character of the University of Dayton.
MISSION
The lJniversity of Dayton is a comprehensizte Catholic uniaersity, a iliaerse community
committed , in the"tvtariniist tradition) to educating the whole person and to linking learning
and scholarship with leadership and seraice.
The University of Daytoir is a comprehensive university committed to offering
a broad ruttg" ofptograrns in liberal irts, the sciences, and the professions at the
undergraduite level,Io providing selected programs on thegraduate level to meet
the n&ds of the comm'unity an-d region,-and to sponsoring timely continuing
education programs. As comprehensive, the Universityviews leaming and schol-
arship as a shired task of discovering, integrating, aPPlyTg and communicating
knodledge at the intersections of lib-eral and profesiional education, across the
disciplinJs, and through combining theorywith Plac.tice,
A's Catholic, the Uriversity cotr,irits itself to a distinctive vision of leaming and
scholarship that includes' a common search for truth based on the belief that truth
can be mo're fully known and is ultimately one; a,respect for the dignity of each
human person cieated in the image and likeness of God; and an appreciation that
lThe Society of Mary, founded in France in 1817 by Father William Joseph Chaminade,
presently conducts schools throughout the United States and inAfrica, Canada, Europe, India,
japan, Korea, and Central and South America. The Society operates Chaminade University in
Honolulu and St. Mary's University in San Antonio.
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God is manifested sacramentally-thro"gl, creation and the ordinary things in life.
4rl:nut"tv-, a Catholic vision of the intellectual life is based ,tpot 'the acceptance
of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ as it has been received and handed onbv the
Church. This challenge calls for integration of the human and the divine, reason and
!i$, and promotes true understanding through a person's head and heart. TheUniversity.welcomes persons of all faiths-and peisuasions to participate in open and
reflective. dialog_ue concerning truth and the ultimate meaning of iife.
Founded in the Marianist tradition, the universiw is comriitted to a vision of a
distinctiveeducational community. As Marianist, fte university focuses oneducat-
ing te whole person_in and through a cornmunify that supporis and challenges all
who become a part of it. {he JJnivelgity forms an educati6rial community thiivingon collaboration by people from diverse backgrounds with different skrus wn6
come- together for common purposes. The University as Marianist challenges all its
members to become servant-leaders who connect icholarship and learrilng with
leadership and service.
This university community----comprehensive, Catholic and Marianist--exists
not for itself, but to render service. The university creates an environment in which
its members, working in a scholarly manner, are free to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of their own work and the work of others. h parhrership, through the
Research Institute, Campus Ministry, as well as numerous student ilrganiziiions,
the University works with others to improve the human community.
BRIEF HISTORY
In the summer of 1849, Father Leo Meyer and Brother Charles schultz, the first
Marianistmissionaries toAmerica, joumeyedfromAlsace toCincinnati,wherethey
intended to establish a base for the ordei in this country. They arrived, howevei,
during an epidemic of cholera, so BishopfohnPurcell of Cincinnati soon sentFather
Meyer to_Dayton to minister to the siCk of Emmanuel parish. Here he met |ohn
stuart, whose little daughter died of cholera the year before. Mr. stuart wanted to
sell his-Dayton property and retum with his wife io Europe. on March 19, 1.g50, the
feast of stJoseph, Father Meyer purchased Dewberry Faim from him and renamed
itNazareth. Mr. Stuartaccepted a medal of St.foseptr-and a promise of $12,000 at6o/o
interest in refum for 125 acres, including vineyards, orihards, a mansiory and
variousfarmbuildings. Meanwhile,moreMarianists arrived,andNazarethbecame
the first permanent foundation of the society of Mary in the westem hemisphere.
^ Ilt" U.nirersity- of_Daytol had its earliest beginirings on fuly L, 1g50,'whenst. Mary's school for Boys, a frame building that not long before had housed farm
hands, opened its door to fourteen primary students from-Dayton. In september, the
classes moved to the mansiory and the firstboarding studenti arrived. Father Meyer
was administrator, Brother Maximin Zehler was teicher, Brother schultz was cobk,
and Brother Andrew Edel was farmer-gardener.
Five years 
-tlf th" $"gt bgTgd to the ground, but within a year classesresumed. By- 1860, lvhen prothel Zehler became president, enrollment ipproached
one hundred. The Civil War had little direct effect on the school because inbst of the
students we* to9^I9ung to serve. st. Mary's grew as college preparatory courses
were started in 1861. Then came a novitiate and a normil sch6ol for Marianist
candidates. An old history refers to the period of 1860-25 as "the brick-and-mortar
yglrs:' The chapel of the Immaculate Cbnception was completed in lg6g.rn7gr0,
visitors marveled at new St. Mary's Hall, the largest buildini in Dayton, and called
it "Zetrler's Folly." The new "colleqe departmenl, moved ini=o it in igZ1. (St. Mary,s
Hall is now listed in the National Register of Historic places.)
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l:l 1882, the institution was incorPorated and emPowered to confer-collegiate
degrees under the laws of the State of-Ohio. In 1883, anothe-r devastating fue visited
thelampus,butthis time some of thebuildings were saved. The statuenow known
as Our lidy of the pines was erected in gratitude, and th"-foUJ*i"S I"-* St. ]osep_h's
Hall was birilt, symbolizing the renewed confidmce of the Daytol Marianists. In a
more famous eoiergetrry, t[" school was spared bywater as ithad_notbeelby fue,
Because of its hiilsibe location, it survived the Great Flood of 1913 untouched and
was able to give shelter to 600 refugees.
St. Mary6 had reorganized in 1t02 into four departments-<lassical, scientific,
academic,'and p.eparitory. In 1905 it added the Cbmmercial Department, which
would becomeine oepatdment of Commerce and Finance rnl921" the Division of
Business Organizatiori t 1924,and ultimately the Sdrool of Business Administra-
tion. Four erigineering departments, appearing from 1909 to 1920, were to become
the Engineerirg Diviiion. In 1915, the Marianist training pro$am (novitiate and
normafschool)lnns moved to Mount St. fohn's (now Bergamo Center). 
-
Known atvarious times as St. Mary'sSchool, St. Mary'slnstifute, and St' Mary's
Colleee, the school assumed its present identity in 1920, when it was incorporated
as the"University of Dayton. The-same year, the elementary division was closed, the
Division of Edrication-was organized, and the University started its tradition of
evening and Safurday classes, to serve the adult members of the surrounding
co-mritity. I^lg2Z, the College of Law opened,also with evening classes. Other
graduate programs followed, t6 augment the professional degree programs which
distinguisihed'the University from many of Ohio's other independent institutions
of higfrer learning. ln lgTi, the first summer session was held; its classes, like
those of the law college were oPen to women as well as men.
The 1930's, with thiGreatDepression, were in many ways a time of retrenchment
for the University of Dayton is for most other American schools. The Dayton
Marianists had survived ciolera, smallpo& and influenza, wars, fite and flood, and(n 7924) a Ku-Klux-Klan cross-buming on the camPus-, In 1935, even as the
tJniversity tumed its preparatory school functions over to Chaminade High Schog,l
and sradlated whaf wis to b-e its last class in law for almost forty years, it
inauftrrated a college for women, with sisters of NotreDame in charge of twenty--
sevei entering femile students. Two years later,-the colle-8e- for women closed; all
divisions opeied to women, and the Uni- vergily lgcame fully-coeduc3tignal'
Enrollrnent had passed a thousand when world war tr broke out. By-1950, with
the return of the veierans, it was more than 3,500. In 1967,it was over 10,000. But
therU with the expansion of a community college and the establishmmt of a state
university nearby, enrollment dedined, and the resulting r-ehen+r.nent was exacer-
bated by rising inflation and the energy crisis. Nor did the social turbulence and
activism of thJhte 1960's and early 1970's bypass the Universityof Dayton. Some
students and faculty protested agiinst the Vietram War,-compulsory ROTC, and
defense-related reseaich activities. They campaigned also for changes in the curricu-
lum, seeking more opportunities for meetingpersonalneeds and goals.InresPonse,
the Univers"ity gav6 ^greater responsibility to students for their own academic
decisions, and ilinitiited interdisciplinarj' programs, self-directed leaming, and
various experimental courses ana metnoas. Meanwhile, $" ptoril" of-the student
body chanled. The 1960's saw significant increases infemale andminority students'
tr tfie tgZb's, there was a shift to a largely residential student body, and at
the same time many more "nontraditional" (older) studmts matriculated.- B.y
the mid-1970's, totai enrollment steadied at over 10,000, with about 6,000 full-
time undergraduates.
To keep"pace with the University's growth, a series of building Programs has
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more than tripled the number of major facilities since the Centenary year of 1950.
The University held its first general public campaign in order to eiect wohlleben
Hall in 1958 and sherman Hall in 1960. Both campus and off-campus residences 
-dormitories, apartments, and houses 
- 
were added and improved as such emer-
gency acconunodations as surplus Army barracks and an adapted Army hospital(renamed the West Campus) were phased out.
A long-range environmental design has helped integrate new buildings and old,
3n{^1gae.$e carnpus more livable by increasing its beiuty as well as its efficiency.
rn1986, old and new combined in the much heralded arihitectural design of the
Anderson Center between Rike Hall and Miriam Hall. IAlhen fire ravaged srt. |oseph
Hall in 1987, the university was able to rebuild and restore it without harming the
architecturalintegrityof thathistoriccomerof campus. Keepingpacewiththerieeds
of the University, thelesse Philips Humanities Center openbd ln tggg, and plans are
ilthe.making to-revitalize the University's edsting science complex. Ofening in1997,longterm development included the construction of new-faciliti6s for-ihe
School of Law on the northwest property of the University.
The edifices are not fu gny changes seen at the University of Dayton. In 1960,
the University reorgarized academically and administratively. Aitministrative
changes saw the formation of the College of Arts and sciences from what had been
two separate units. Other divisions became the Schools of Business Administration,
Education and Engineering. In 1970, the University charter was amended
and members from the lay community now joined the Marianists (who today
constitute_20 percent of the governing body of the university) on the Board of
Trustees. rn t974, when the school of Law reopened, the University achieved its
present configuration.
Academically, the University has continued to expand and enrich its offerings
and support services, especially since mid-century. Graduate studies, abandone-d
durin_g V_V91!a !Va1[, resumed 
''.1950, with the School of Educarion leading theway. In 1969, the Department of Biology inaugurated the first doctoral program
since 1928. The School of Engineering introduced two doctoral programs in
1973, and in December, 1992, the first doctoral degrees in Educational Leadership
were awarded.
In 1.975, the Marian Library, whichhad grownto international reknown since its
inceqtion n 1943, founded the International Marian Research Institute (IMRr),
which was incorporated in 1984 as a branch of the Marianum in Rome. IMRI is
egpgweled t9 confer licentiate and doctoral degrees in theology, with a specializa-
tion in Mariology.
For all undergraduates, a general education plan was adopted in 1983 to foster
integration of the liberal arts in a professional education. To further this course of
actiorL tn 1990, the Academic senate approved a revision of the general education
requirements that called for an integrated base of four humanities courses com-
nleryeltea by clusters of other courses, requiring various disciplines to focus on a
single theme.
[n1986, the School of Business Administration established the Center for Busi-
ness and Economic Research. with an advanced information systems laboratorv
among its resources, the center provides contract research services for local busi-
ness/ gov,ernment, and other organizations and support for faculty research.
The University has always maintained a traditibn of innovation. In 1824, st.
Mary's Lrstitute's new Play House gymnasium was the only one of its kind in ohio,
and it is probable_ that the first organized basketball gam6 in the state took place
there- A_system of-elective studies was inaugurated in rsor. In 1924, the University
was the first school to be granted a charter by the National Aeronautical Association.
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It was one of the first in the nation to offer a course in biophysics (1935). It:t 1948, it
was a pioneer in sfudent ratings of professors, and in 1952, it invited persons over
60 to attend its evening classes as guests. Its graduate Program in lper optics was
one of the earliest in the country. It was one of the first educational institutions to
adopt electronic data-processing equipment 
_and jo gffer degrees in computer
scieirce. TheUniversity Library, inthe service of scholarship, continues toadop_tnew
technology, including an online catalog which became fully operational in 1988.
More-than just a Sreeding ground for academic excellence, the University also
responds to the needs of the surrounding communities. Sponsored rpsearch at the
University began in 1949 with a few faculty members and shrdent assistants doing-
part-timeieselrch for industry and goverriment agencies._In 1956, the University of
bayton Research Institute GlDru) was formed to consolidate the administration of
the growing research activities. Annual research volume has increased from $3,821
tn!949, to nearly $50 million at the present time.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES
Approved by the Board of Trustees, IN'{.ay 74,1969.
The University of Dayton, by tradition, by legal charter, and by resolute intent,
is a church-related institution of higher leaming. As such, it seeks, in an environment
of academic freedom, to foster principles and values consonant with Catholicism
and with the living traditions or tne soclety of Mary. operating in a pluralistic
environment, it de-liberately chooses the Christian world-view as its distinctive
orientationin carrying outwhatit regards as fouressential tasks: teaching, research,
serving as a critic of society, and rendering public service.
The-University of Dayton has as its primary task to teach-that is, to transmit the
heritage of the past, to direct attention to the achievements of thepresent, and to alert
studeits to the changes and challenges of the future. It regards teaching, however,
as more than the mere imparting of knowledge; it attempts to develop in its students
the ability to integrate knowledge gained from a variety of disciplines into a
meaningful and viable slmthesis.
Ttre University of Dayton holds that there is harmony *9 
"t ity betweenrationally discovered and divinely revealed truths. Accordingly, it commits its
entire aiademic community to the pursuit of such truths. It provides a milieu
favorable to scholarly research in all academic disciplines, while giving priority to
studies which deal withproblems of a fundamentallyhumanandChristianconcern.
It upholds the principle of responsible freedom of inquiry, offers appropriate
assiitance to its scholars, and endeavors to provide the proper media for the
dissemination of their discoveries.
The University of Dayton exercises its role as critic of society by creating an
environment in iarmch ficulty and students are free to evaluate, in a scholarly
manner, the strengths and weaknesses found in human institutions. While, as an
organization, it remains politically neutral, objective, and dispassionate, it encour-
ag6sitsmembersto judgeforthemselveshowtheseinstitutions areperformingtheir
pioper tasks; to expose deficiencies in their structure and operation; to propose and
ictively promote improvements when these are deel9d necessary.
TheUniversity of Dayton recognizes its responsibility to suP?ort, with means
appropriate toits purposes, the legitimate goals and aspirations of thecivic commu-
nity and to cooperate with other agencies in striving to attain them. It assists in
pr6moting the intellectual and cultural enrichment of the comm-unity; it makes
ivailable iot only the resources of knowledge that it possesses, but also the skills and
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techniques used in the accumulation and dissemination of knowledge; and, above
all, it strives to inspire persons with a sense of community and to mcourage men and
women of vision who can and will participate effectively in the quest for a more
perfect human society.
BASIC ACADEMIC STRUCTURE OF THE UNTVERSITY
TheUniversity of Daytonnowincludes theCollege of Arts and Sciences and four
professional schools, each with a dean: the School of Business Adrninistration, the
School of Education, the School of Engineering (including Engineering Technol-
ogy), and the School of Law. The deans, through their deparhnental chairpersons,
administer the undergraduate and graduate programs. The vice president for
graduate sfudies and research and dean of graduate sfudies has the overall respon-
sibility for all graduate programs. At the head of the academic structure of the
University is the provost.
The University of Dayton awards the following baccalaureate, professional, and
graduate degrees:
Bachelor ofArts
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Civil Enginee-ring
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of General Studies
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor ofScience
Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration
Bachelor of Science in Computer
Engineering
Bachelor of Science in Education
and Allied Professions
Bachelor oJ ftience in Engineering EngineeringTechnology Educitional Slecialist
Master of Arts Juris Doctor -
Master of Business Administration Doctor of Engineering
Master of Computer Science Doctor of Phiiosophy-in Bioloev
Master of Publit Administration Doctor of Philosobhv in Educifronal
Master of Science Leadership
Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering Doctor of Philosophy in Electro-Optics
Master of Science in Appt6d Matliematics- Doctor of Philosoirtry in Engineerihg
Doctor of Philosophy in Theology
College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Arts and Sciences offers five undergraduate degrees: Bachelor of
Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Fine Arts, and Bachelor of
General Studies. Academic majors offered by the College include American Studies,
Biology, Environmental Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Communication Stud-
ies, Communication Management, foumalism, Public Relations, Electronic Media,
Theatre, Computer Science, Computer Information Systems, Criminal fustice
Studies, Economics, English, Geology, Environmental Geology, History, Interna-
tional Sfudies, Languages, French, German, Spanish, Mathematics, Applied Math-
ematicalEconomics,Mwic,MusicComposition,MusicPerformance,MusicTherapy,
Music Education, Philosophy, Physics, Physics-Computer Science, Physical Sci-
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Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
Master of Science in Civil Engineering -
Master of Science in Education
and Allied Professions
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Master of Science in Electro-Optics
Master of Science in Engineerihg
Master of Science in Engineering
Management
Master of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
Master of Science in Management Science
Master of Science in Materials Engineering
Master of Science in Mechanical -
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ence, Political Science, Premedicine and Predentistry, Psychology, Religious Stud-
ies, Sociology, Fine Arts, Visual Communication Design, Photography, Art Educa-
tion, and Art History.
The College of Arts and Sciences offers master's Programs inbiology, chemistry,
communication, computer science, English, applied mathematics, pastoral minis-
tries, philosophy, psychology, public administration, and theological studies.
School of Business Administration
The School of Business Administration offers undergraduate maiors in account-
ing, business econornics, entrepreneurship, finance, international business, leader-
ship, management information systems, marketing, and oPerations management.
On the graduate level, the School awards the Master of Business Administration
degree.
School of Education and Allied Professions
The School of Education and Allied Professions (SOEAP) PrePares professionals
for the early, middle and secondarylevels, and for specialized fields such as art, music,
fo*ip language, intervention specialist, physical educatiorL dietetics/nutrition,
exercise science, pre-physical therapy, and sPort managemmt. It conducts retraining
and post-graduate programs and offers graduate programs leading to the degrees of
Master of Science in Education and Allied Professions along with Educational Special-
ist and Doctor of Philosophy in Educational leadership. These Prograrns are designed
to prepare school administrators, school counselors, school psychologists, and teach-
ers for both public and private schools nationwide.
School of Engineering
The School of Engineering includes the departments of Chemical and Materials
Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, and
Engineering Technology. The School offers four-year curricula leading to the
degrees of Bachelor of Chemical Engineering, Bachelor of Civil Engineering, Bach-
elor of Electrical Engineering, Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering, Bachelor of
Science inComputer Engineering, and Bachelor of Science inEngineering Technol-
ogy with specialities in Computer Engineering Technology, Electronic Engineering
Technology,IndustrialEngineeringTechnology,ManufacturingEngineeringTech-
nology, and Mechanical Engineering Technology. The School offers graduate
programs leading to the degrees of Master of Science in Engineering, Master of
Science in Aerospace Engineering, Master of Science in Chemical Engineering,
Master of Science in Civil Engineering, Master of Science in Electrical Engineering,
Master of Science in Electro-Optics, Master of Science in Engineering Management,
Master of Science in Engineering Mechanics, Master of Science in Management
Science, Master of Science in Materials Engineering, Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering, Doctor of Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering, and
Doctor of Philosophy in Electro-Optics.
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School of Law
The University of Dayton School of Law offers the juris Doctor and two joint
degree programs: |uris-Doctor-Master of Business Administration and Juris
Doctor-Master of Science in Education and Allied Professions (Educational
Administration).
The Graduate School
Programs leading to advanced degrees are offered through the College of Arts
and Sciences and the Schools of Business, Education, Engineering, and Law.
Doctoral programs are offered in biology and theology; in aerospace engineer-
ing, electrical engineering, electro-optics, materials engineering, and mechanical
engineering; and in educational leadership. Both Ph.D. and D.E. degrees are offered
in engineering.
The College of Arts and Sciences offers masters programs in applied mathemat-
ics, biology, chemistry, communication, computer science, English, mathematics,
pastoral ministries, philosophy, political science, psychology, public administra-
tion, and theological studies. Individual interdisciplinary studies are also available.
Concentrations in Art Education and Music Education are offered through and in
collaboration with the School of Education and Allied Professions.
The School of Business Administration offers a Master of Business Administra-
tion with concentrations in accounting, finance, international business, manage-
ment information systems, marketing, operations management, and
technology-enhanced business. A combined program offering a B.S.B.A. with an
accounting major and an M.B.A. is offered. The |.D./M.B.A. joint degree is also
offered to students meeting the admission requirements of both the Law School and
the School of Business Administration.
The School of Education and Allied Professions offers a Master of Science in
Education degree, with programs in Teacher Educatiory Educational Leadership,
Counselor Education and Health and Sports Science. The school also offers an
Educational Specialist degree in Educational Leadership and School Psychology, a
Doctoral degree in Educational Leadership, and a graduate licensure program.
The School of Engineering offers the Master of Science degree in Aerospace
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Electro-Optics, Engineering, Engineering Management, Engineering Mechanics,
Materials Engineering, Management Science.
The School of Law offers a furis Doctor degree.
LIBRARIES
The University of Dayton Roesch Libraryhouses the University Librarywith its
book, joumal, video, government documents, and microform collections for both
graduate and undergraduate students. The Marian Library, other rare and special
collections, and the University Archives are also part of this facility. Roesch Library
is open 108 hours a week throughout much of the academic year. Reference
assistance is provided in a variety of forms including in-house, email, telephone, and
private consultations. The Library subscribes to over 100 online resources on a
variety of subjects and has current subscriptions to more than 6,500 joumals in print
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and electronic formats. Comfortable study areas are convenient to the open stacks,
and computers, photocopiers, Seminar rooms, and faculty and graduate carrels are
available. The iibraries are members of OhioLINK, a cooperative venture of
universitylibraries andtheOhioBoard of Regents. OhioLlNKpartnershave created
a common information network providing rapid access to and delivery of over
9,000,000 volumes available at college and university libraries across the state. All
of the libraries affiliated with OhioLINK provide onsite borrowing privileges to
students and faculty associated with the University.
The Marian Library, on the seventh floor of the Roesch Library, houses the
world's largest collection of works on the Virgin Mary. Its resources,in-over fifty
languages include 100,000 books and pamphlets (some 6,000 printed before 1800),
tZipeiiodicals, a clipping file of ovir 52,000 items, and a growing-number of
microforms. These woiks ire supplemented by smaller collections: slides, medals,
postcards, postage stamPs, and illustrations of various kinds. In addition to these
haterials dlahng with Mariolog)', the library has significant holdings in national
and regional bibliographies, reference works on the Bible, ecclesiastical and dog-
matic h1story, church ait (especially of the EastemChurches and Medieval Europe),
and the history of the book.
The Univeisity of Dayton school of Law Library is located in foseph E. Keller
Hall. Its collection contiins over 150,000 volumes and 63,000 physical units of
microforms. The open-stack arrangement of the Law Library permits easy access to
all materials.
The Curriculum Materials Center (CMC) which houses the School of Education
and Allied Professions educational materials collection, is on the first floor of
Chaminade Hall, Room 103. It offers a wide selection of children and young adult
fiction and nonfictiorU education journals, for use in P-1.2-schools textbooks, audio-
cassettes, records, transparencies, charts, material kits, teaching aids, dissertations
and videocassettes. The CMC also has 2 PC workstations, a copier, a binding
machine and an Ellison Press for cutting letters and shapes. The virtual location is
http: / / www.udayton.edu/edu/centers /cmc/index.htrnl
ACCREDITATION
The University of Dayton is officially accredited by the following agencies:
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc., for the programs in
chemical, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering and in electronic,
industrial, and mechanical engineering technology
The American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) for the
baccalaureate, accounting and Master of Business Administration programs of
the School of Business Administration
The American Bar Association for its School of Law
The Association of American Law Schools for its School of Law
The Human Factors Society for the master of arts program in
experimental-human factors psychology
The National Association of Schools of Music
The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
The State of Ohio Department of Education
The Technology Accieditation Commission of Accreditation Board for
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Engineering and Technology for the programs in electronic, industrial,
manufacturing and mechanical engineering technology
The University has the approval of the following:
The American Chemical Society
The American Dietetic Associa"tion
The League of Ohio Law Schools for its School ofLaw
The National Association for Music Therapy
INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The University holds institutional membership in the following:
The Academy of Criminal ]ustice Sciences
The American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
The American Association for Higher Education
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
The American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
The American Association of Universitv Administrators
The American Association of Universitv Women
The American Council on Education
The American Dietetics Association
The American Home Economics Association
The American Librarv Association
The American Societ!' of Criminology
The American Society for Engineering Education
The Associated New American Colleges
The Association of American Colleges and Universities
The Association of American Law Schools
The Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
The Association of College and University Housing Officers
The Association of Goveming Boards of Universities and Colleges
The Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of Ofuo
The Catholic College Coordinating Council
The College Entrance Examination Board
The College and University Personnel Association
The Comparative and International Education Society
The Cooperative Education Association
The Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
The Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning
The Council of Graduate Schools
The Council on Social Work Education
The Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce
The Dayton Art Institute (sponsoring)
The Institute of International Education
The League of Ohio Law Schools
The Midwestem Criminal fustice Association
The National Association of College and University Food Services
The National Association of College Auxiliary Services
The National Association for Foreign Studenf Affalrs
The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
The National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
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The National Catholic Education Association
The National Council of Catholic Bishops
The National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students
The National University Teleconference Network
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
The Ohio Academy of Science
The Ohio Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
The Ohio Association of Private Colleges for Teacher Education
The Ohio Campus Compact
The Ohio College Association
The Ohio Continuing Higher Education Association
The PBS Adult Learning Satellite Service
The Society for the Advancement of Education
The Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education
SOUTHWESTERN OHIO COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
(socHE)
A full-time student at the University of Dayton may register for courses for credit
at Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education institutions (see below for a
complete list) at the University of Dayton's rate per credit hour. Students will pay
any lpplicable lab or related fees at the host institution. This policy applies onlyif
the course isnotavailable at theUniversity of Dayton,space inthe course is available
and pertains only to regular sessions of the academic year (summer sessions and
self-iupporting or sustaining programs are excluded.) The student also is required
to have advisor's permission, must satisfy all course prerequisites, and must meet
the host institution's admissions requirements. For more in-formation contact the
Office of the Registrar, pmartin@udayton.edu.
The consortium of 20 colleges and universities was established to promote inter-
institutional cooperatoin and community service. SOCHE holds regular confer-
ences for faculty and staff, serves as a clearinghouse for the exchange of informatiorL
andpromotesprojectsof educationalresearchand experimentation. ManycooPera-
tion programs exist in teaching, research, publishing, college finance and adminis-
tration, and other areas.
Consortium member schools include: Air Force Institute of Technology, Antioch
University, Capital University-Dayton Center, Cedarville University, Central State
University, Clark State Community College, Edison State Community College,
Kettering College of Medical Arts, Miami-|acobs College, Sinclair Community
College, Southern State Community College, United Theological Seminary, Union
Institute & University, University of Dayton, University of Phoenix/Dayton-Troy
Center, Urbana University, Wilberf orce University, Wilmington College, Wittenberg
University, and Wright State University.
RELATED UNTVERSTTY SERVICES
Besides the regular day sessions, the University conducts special as well as
regular evening and summer sessions and offers short-term workshops, institutes,
and conferences. All credited courses, whenever offered or in whatever form,
conform to the same standards and are governed by the same policies and regula-
tions prevailing during the regular day sessions.
SpbcialPrograms serve the part-time students of the Daytoncommunity to make
the University and its course offerings, both credit and noncredit, more easily
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available to them. Similarlv, the Office of International Student Services serves
students from other countries who are enrolled at the University.
To foster interdisciplinary efforts, the Office of the Provost can administer
courses designated UDI (University of Dayton hterdisciplinary) to accommodate
interschool offerings and experimental programs. (UDI courses are listed and
described in Chapter X, as are other special offerings.)
The Research hstitute, an integral component of the University of Dayton"
provides important resources and reinforcement for all levels of academic en-
deavor, as does UDit. (See Chapter X.) A unit of the Army Reserve Officers Training
Corps, also based on the campus, offers its academic program through the Depart-
ment of Military Science. (See MIL, Chapter VI.)
ACADEMIC CALENDAR YEAR
The University of Dayton operates under an early semester, split third-term
calendar. The academic year begins with the fifteen-week fall term, which ends
before Christmas. The winter term, also fifteen weeks, begins in January and ends
early in May. The third, or spring-summer term, is split into two complete sessions
of six weeks each.
The advantages of such a calendar are many. Students may enroll for the
traditional fall and winter semesters and have a four-month surnmer vacation; or
they may add half terms or full terms to enrich their programs or speed the
completion of their degree requirements. The University issues diplomas at the end
of each term and holds ceremonies in May and December. Students who must earn
their own money can have extra time for employment in spring and summer; or they
may enroll for the third term and work during the fall or the winter term, when the
employment market is not crowded with other college students.
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OFFICES OF RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
AND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
One of the most challenging and growth-oriented experiences available to
students is residential living. The University strives to provide a co-curricular
environment that both supports and challenges students to reach their full potential.
Understanding, mufual respect, and an openness to diversity fosters the develop-
ment of a positive community.
Towards this goal, professional, graduate, and undergraduate staffs coordinate
with the Offices of Residential Programs and Residential Services in creating living
and leaming environments within University residence halls, suites, apartrnents,
and houses. A Sfudent elected governance board or council represents residential
student opinions and assists the Residential Programs' staff in providing program-
matic initiatives for each on campus living area. Student housing services are
provided to residents through the main desk operations by Residential Serrrices staff
and for houses through the Residential Properties office. Ir additiory meditation,
prayer, and the celebration of Mass are provided in the residence halls by campus
Ministry staff who reside in the various residential living areas.
All first-year and sophomore students are required to live in the University
residence systemunless theyare married, are twenty-oneyears of age or over, or are
local residents living with their legal guardian. funior and senior students have the
opporfunity to arrange their own housing in University apartments and houses or
to choose non-university housing.
Upon official acceptance to the University of Dayton, the Office of Admission
sends all new sfudents applications, conhacts, and instructions for securing residen-
tial living accommodations. However, any questions regarding obtaining housing
should be directed to the Office of Residential Services. Questions regarding
residential living issues should be directed to the Office of Residential Programs.
FOOD SERVICE
The University of Dayton Dining Services operates three full-service student
dining facilities located in Kennedy Union, Marycrest Complex and the Virginia W.
Kettering Residence Hall. Extended hours are offered in Kennedy Union and
Marycrest Food Courts to serve sfudents food/snack requirements beyond the
traditional meal periods.
All students living in Marycrest, Stuart, Founders and Virginia Kettering Resi-
dence Halls are required to purchase a meal contract. Contract options are as
follows.
. Any 12 Meal Plan- Provides arry 12 meals, breaKast, lunch or dinner, over
seven days, starting with the first day of classes.
. Anv L5 Meal Plan 
- 
Provides any L5 meals, breaKast, lunch or dinner over
seven days, starting with the first day of classes.
. All 2L Meal Plan 
- 
Provides breaKast, lunch and dinner over seven days,
starting with the first day of classes.
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Note: Only one meal per meal period is allowed. For example, two lunches on
the same day are not permitted withmeal plan options.
In addition to the selected meal plan, most resident students open a Flyers
Express account to supplement their needs beyond the scheduled meal periods.
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The Office of Student Activities provides support, direction, and programming
opportunities to students and officially recognized student organizations in an
effort to enrich and enhance academic life and foster a spirit of community. In
additiory the office is responsible for registeringall"open" student organization-
sponsored events, granting recognition to all student organizations, approving
funding and space allocation, providing assistance for organization advisors, pub-
licity approval, programming the Flyer TV information channel coordinating
campus-wide events, and planning leadership workshops and retreats.
The office works directly with the FLYER NEWS, FLYER RADIO,
DAYTONIAN, ORPHEUS, Campus Activities Board, Distinguished Speakers
Series, First-Year Cultural Experience Programming, Christmas on Campus, UD
Concert Board, the Commuter SfudentOrgarizatton,fuatemities/sororities, and all
professional/honorary/academic and special interest organizations.
JOHN F. KENNEDY MEMORIAL UNION
The fohn F. Kennedy Memorial Union, centrally located on the campus, offers
comfortable surroundings and a variety of services for the University community.
Lounges provide free space for discussion, studying, and socializing. The Union
operates a games room with bowling lanes, pool tables, and video games. The
grotrnd-floor food court includes apizzeria, a bakery, a delicatessen, a mini-snack
bar, and a pub. An information kiosk in the main lobby accesses student schedules,
records, etc. Three automatic teller machines, display cases, and vending machines
arehoused in theUnion, as are student offices for StudentGovernmentAssociation,
Flyer News, Daytoninn, Flyer Radio, Flyer TV, CAB, Greek councils, The Pub
entertainment, and a lounge for commuter students. Other offices in the Union are
those of the Information Center, Box Office, Gift Shop, Student Activities,
KU Dining Services, Catering Services, and the travel agency. Meeting rooms/ a
ballroom, Boll Theatre, and University vans are available for use and can be
reserved by contacing229-3333 (Kennedy Union Room241). A variety of cultural,
educational, social, and recreational activities are presented in the Union regularly.
Among the continuing programs are recitals and concerts by students and faculty,
theatrical productions, and dance ensemble concerts.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
During the academic year, the Sfudent Health Center, in Gosiger Hall, is
open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. weekdays, except University holidays. Summer
hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The Health Center provides a broad range of
medical services to students. One or more physicians are in attendance during
daytime hours.
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COUNSELING CENTER
The main purpose of the Counseling Center is to assist students in self-
development, including career planning, personal adjustment, and social skills
building. All students in need of objective insights or merely "a listening eat" are
encouraged to make use of the Center's services. No student's concern is too minor
to explore. This is usually accomplished through one-to-one counseling, although
there are opportunities for group interaction on certain topics and outreach
programming for student, faculty, and staff groups. The Center also provides
career and personality testing services.
Because counseling often involves sensitive personal matters, discussions
between counselors and students are strictly confidential. An exception occurs
when sfudents who have life-threatening problems are required to receive
psychiatric evaluation and/or counseling. Such problems may include but
are not limited to suicide attempts, chemical dependency, anorexia nervosa, bulimia
nervosa, and psychotic behavior. The University and the student may enter into a
contract to establish conditions regarding required treatment. The student may
decide to use the services offered by the University or to receive treatrnent else-
where. Lr the latter case, periodic review by the University is required to confirm
that contract conditions are met. For the welfare of the student, problems warrant-
ing treatment more intensive than the University can offer may require temporary
medical withdrawal from the University. The student may be readmitted to the
University upon acceptable completion of contract conditions. In life-threatening
circumstances, the University assumes the position that the parents or guardians of
the student should be notified, and itwill initiate such notification if the studenthas
not done so within an appropriate time, refuses to do so, or is unable to do so.
Life threatening problems involving minor students are cause for immediate
notification of parents or guardians.
A one-time counseling fee charged to all matriculating undergraduate students
covers the cost of services by the Counseling Center while they are at the University.
Graduate and nonmatriculated undergraduate students pay charges on a fee-for-
service basis. The Center is accredited by the Lrtemational Association of Counsel-
ing Services, Inc.
CRITICAL ISSUES EDUCATION
The Office of Educational and Special Programs coordinates educational efforts
on the topics of alcohol, relationships and sexuality. Critical Issues Education is a
program that seeks to educate sfudents about some of their most basic life experi-
ences, decisions, and developmental processes. The program combines the issues of
alcohol and other drug use, sexuality, relationships, gender issues, communicatior;
self esteem, and peer pressure together in its programs.
Critical Issues Education includes the sexual assault prevention program; a peer
education program called START (Students Talking About Real Topics); the critical
issues committees on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues, relationship issues, alcohol and
other drug prevention; a major speakers series; and visual education projects. The
office of Educational and Special Programs collaborates with other areas of the
University community to program on critical issues topics.
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SERVICES FOR DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATIONS
The University of Dayton is committed to creating an environment that cel-
ebrates cultural diversify while focusing on the Marianist philosophy of service,
leadership and community. The division of Student Development provides facili-
ties and services to support African-American and Latin-American undergraduate
students through the Office of Diverse Student Populations. This support often
assumes the form of special programming that reflects the cultural heritage of these
populations, as well as supplemental counseling and advising. The Diverse Student
Populations staff works closelywithacademic deans, faculty, andother administra-
tive offices to provide a nurfuring community that promotes a better understanding
of racial,/cultural understanding.
OFFICE OF LEARNING ASSISTANCE
The Office of Learning Assistance offers three courses-Critical Reading and
Study Skills, Developmental Mathematics, and Developmental Writing-and other
services to accommodate both the academic and the personal development of each
student and to provide all students an opportunity to enjoy their maximum aca-
demic success. (See also DEV, Chapter X.)
Ieaming Support Services offers both drop-in and appointment-based tutoring
for entry-level courses. Academic assistance on a drop-in basis is available from the
Write Place for any kind of writing project in any subject. There is no charge for any
of these services.
FLYER EXPRESS
Flyer Express is a debit account created for University of Dayton Students.
Funds deposited in the account maybe used at selected locations on and off campus
and are accessed by using the Campus One Card. Flyer Express is accepted at the
UD Bookstore, residence hall laundry, all Food Service locations, Arena Conces-
sions, Campus Copy Center, selected vending areas, KU Gift Shop, KU games
room, Rudy's Fly-Buy convenience store, Campus Computer Store, |FK
Box Office, The Blend, The Smoothie Bar, and selected off-campus vendors.
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION
Each year new undergraduate students arrive a few days before the opening of
the academic year to participate in the New Student Orientation Program. Its
purpose is to familiarize students with the campus and to assist them in their
transition to student life by providing a variety of academic and social functions.
The New Student Orientation Program is conducted by the Office of Educational
and Special Programs.
PUBLIC SAFETY
The Office of Public Safety is the recognized, lawful, professional police agency
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on all University property. Its objective is to make the University a comfortable,
efficient, and safe place. The University of Dayton Public Safety staff are dedicated
to the preservation of freedom of movement and communication without the
fear of property loss or personal injury. Those in need of emergency assistance
or ambulance service should call 911 on campus'or the Office of Public Safety
at229-2121.
PARKING
Campus parking facilities are limited. Commuting students are issued permits
to park in Lot 51. Parking permits will be issued to residence hall students on a
SPACE AVAILABLE, first-come, first-served basis to those who can validate
a special need. Students with off-campus jobs must present a letter of employment
oncompany letterhead. Others willbe placed on awaitinglistuponrequest. Drivers
with unusual problems will be given special consideration.
hr Campus South, the Garden Apartments, and UD houses/ one parking permit
per apartment/house will be allocated. In the event additional parking permits
become available due to under-utilizatioru these permits will be issued on a first-
come, first-served basis. Permits are issued through the department's division of
Parking Services located in Gosiger Hall,2nd floor.
CAMPUS ONE CARD
All students must secure their Campus One Cards at the beginning of their first
term at the University of Dayton. The Campus One Card is used to access
numerous University services. The Campus One Card provides official student
identification, access to meal plans, Flyer Express debit account, library, PAC,
and computer lab privileges.
The original Campus One Card is issued at no charge. Replacement fees apply
to any additional cards. If a student withdraws from the University during the
academic year, the Campus One Card should be returned to the Office of Student
Development.
STUDENT HANDBOOK
Each student at the University of Dayton is responsible for knowing and
observing the policies, regulations, and procedures contained in the official student
handbook. This publication provides much useful information on such subjects as
University services, student organizations, student publications, and intercollegiate
sports schedules.
Student handbooks are available at the opening of the fall term in University
housing, the McGinnis Center, and Kennedy Union.
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Campus Ministry seeks to lead the University in fostering faith communities by
promoting Gospel values and enabling the reign of God through proclamation,
wihress, and service.
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Campus Ministry inspired by the Marianist tradition, strives to form persons and
communities in a lived faith, expressed in worship, in challenging and compassion-
ate relationships, and in commitment to justice and service. Regular and special
celebrations of liturgy (e.9., Sunday Eucharists, daily Eucharist, Morning Prayer,
and the Sacrament of Reconciliation) are scheduled. Student involvement as lay
ministers (e.g. lectors, communion ministers, and music ministers) is important to
these celebrations. Beyond liturgical celebrations, Campus Ministry provides op-
portunities for people to enhance their understanding of their faith through sacra-
mentalprograms,retreats,guestspeakers,faith-sharinggroups,andothereducational
activities. Students are encouraged to participate in the planning and leading of
these activities. Since the University is a Catholic University, significant emphasis
is placed on worship for our Catholic population. Opportunities for worship are also
provided for those who do not profess the Catholic faith.
Campus Ministry is committed to a strong campus community. Creating wel-
coming communities is an element that makes the residence life ministry program
distinctive. Campus ministers help students enhance the living of faith in daily life
together. In addition to personal contacts, programs are created to fit student
interests and needs: faith sharing and bible study groups, retreats, prayer experi-
ences, and service opportunities. The diversity of the campus is recognized and
celebrated through special prograrns for our diverse student populations.
Campus Ministry is committed to justice education and service. The social
dimension of the Church's mission is two-fold: direct service to the poor and
marginated and advocacy to change unjust structures that oppress and marginate
people. The Center for Social Concem provides, through its peace and justice
activities and service clubs, opportunities to participate in this important aspect of
the mission of the Church. These activities provide students many opportunities to
leam, lead and serve.
ATHLETICS
Many people throughout the country have come to know the University of
Dayton through the accomplishments of its intercollegiate athletic teams. Participa-
tion in athletics is part of the educational development the University offers all
students. There are seven men's intercollegiate sports: football, soccer and cross
country in the fall; basketball in the winter; and baseball, golf and tennis in the
spring. There are ten women's intercollegiate sports: volleyball, soccer and cross
country in the fall; basketball and indoor track in the winter; and softball, rowing,
golf, tennis and outdoor track in the spring. Cheerleading tryouts, open to all
sfudents, are held each year.
Anystudentmaleorfemalewhoanticipatesparticipatingonavarsitysportmust
be certified through the NCAA InitiaLEligibility Clearinghouse. Additionally,
student-athletes are required to complete a physical examination and provide
documentation of their medical history and current insurance coverage.
INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL SPORTS
The Recreational Sports Department provides a variety of intramural activities
in which anyone can find exercise surrounded by a unique spirit of fun and
competition. Activities include softball, flag football, indoor and outdoor soccer/
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volleyball, basketball, in-line hockey, floor hockey and more. All studmts are
invited to participate; abtlity is not important 
- 
just the desire to play. The
Lrtramural Office is located on the second floor of the Physical Activities Center and
students are invited to stop in at any time.
Inside the PAC is a 25 yard-pooL handball, racquetball, and squash courts;
men's and women's carpeted locker rooms; single station selectorized weight room;
free weight room; four courts for basketball or volleyball surrounded by 1/10 mile
track. The Fitness Center is located on the second floor. The Fihrcss Center contains
twenty-seven cardiovascular machines, four TV monitors, two separate sound
systems, state of the art suspended wood floor, carpet and air-conditioning. The
Fitness Center is open for student usage daily. A student lounge overlooks both the
Collins Gymnasium and Lackner Natatorium.
Another popular feature of the Recreational Sports Department is the Sports
Club Program. Currently, there are twenty-four recognized sports clubs on campus.
The Sports Club Program offers students the opportunity to participate on a
competitive level, while at the same time leaming and developing new skills.
Anyone interested in joining a sport club or starting a new one is encouraged to come
in and speak with the Sports Club Coordinator.
Schedules concerning free play hours and scheduled events may be secured from
the Recreational Sports Office.
CAREER SERVICES CENTER
Services and resources are comprehensive, designed for every phase of the career
planning process. All University of Dayton students, including fust-year students
and alumni, are encouraged to register for online resources provided by the Career
Services Center.
The most utilized services are:
. CooPerativeeducation
o Interviewing techniques seminars
o Practiceiob interviews
o On-campus interviews
o Resum6 critiques
r Online professional job postings
o ]ob strategy seminars
o Data on job market,salary and employment trends
r Webwalk-up
r Experiential education opportunities
. On-line dumni career network
e Career advising
Workshops on interviewing and job search strategies are regularly scheduled
and publicized each term. Practice interviews with a professional staff member can
be videotaped and evaluated upon request to prepare the student for actual on-
campus interviews by company representatives.
Students can register for Web walk-up at the Career Services Center. Students in
the First-Year Experience progr.un are automatically registered. This personalized,
online program outlines the procedures for on-campus interviews as well as
locating job postings.
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EXPERIENTIAL PROGRAMS
The goal of any experiential learning program is to provide practical work
experience associated with a student's course of study and/or life experience
through service leaming/volunteering opportunities. All students pursuing a four-
year degree program should consider one or more of these programs.
o Intemships
o Career-related summer employment
. Cooperative education
o Student contract program positions
o Externships and/or job shadowing
. Community/service leaming
o Volunteeropportunities
o International placement or study/work abroad opportunities
Internship, sununer employment, cooperative education and sfudent contract
program positions are posted on the Career Services Center homepage in Web
walk-up. Simply follow the steps listed in the registration process to register for this
online system.
COMMUTER STUDENT SERVICES
Commuter Student Services provides an essential aspect to the University of
Dayton campus. Commuter students knowledge and pride of the Dayton area
help make out-of-town students feel more comfortable and at home while at the
University. A lounge for commuter students is located in Kennedy Union
(118) which is used for study, relaxation, and meeting friends. Telephone, micro-
wave, refrigerator, and computers are provided for the convenience of commuter
students.
The Assistant Director of Student Activities is advisor to the commuter students
and provides services and facilities to meet the educational, developmental and
physical needs of these students and maintains contact with the academic and
nonacademic areas of the University to increase understanding of these
specific needs.
OFFICE FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
The University of Dayton is committed to including individuals with disabilities
as full participants in its programs, services and activities through compliance with
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Actof 1973 and the AmericanswithDisabilities Act
(ADA) of 1990. The mission of the Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD) is to
ensure that qualified students with disabilities have equal access to educational
opportunities at the University of Dayton so they can participate, freely and actively,
in all facets of University life.
The Role of the Office for Students with Disabilities is to:
. Ensure reasonable accommodations to qualified students with
documented disabilities
o Determine appropriate accommodations and support services
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e Assist the university to comply with the provisions of the Americans with
DisabilitiesActof 1990 (ADA) and Section504of the RehabilitationActof 1973
o Encourage the development of self-advocacy and self-determination skills
r Maintain and protect the confidentiality of student as required by law
r Assist the university community to understand the effects of disabilities and
to eliminate the physical, technical, and attitudinal barriers that limit the
range of opportunities for students with disabilities
Services Available Include Assistance with:
. Disability Management Advising
r Obtaining alternative formats of print materials (Braille, large print, audio
tape)
. Interpretation and maintenance of students' confidential documentation
of disability
o Authorization of accommodations based on documentation of disability
o Obtaining classroom accommodations such as notetakers, readers, scribes,
and sign language interpreters
. Arrangements for audio taped texts
r Obtaining self-identification forms and liaison with faculty to arrange
accommodations
o Obtaining exam accommodations
o Obtaining access to adaptive technology and equipment
o Liaison with external agencies
Students may identify their needs by scheduling an intake appointment with
OSD by calling(937)229-3684. All accommodations are based on individual need.

III Admission
Each application for admission to the University of Dayton is considered indi-
vidually. The admission committee reviews the academic achievement, aptitude,
and interest of every applicant with the goal of admitting students who possess the
intellectual ability and the motivation to profit best from their attendance at the
University of Dayton.
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
All applications for first-year admission must be submitted to the director of
adrnissionviatheUniversityof Dayton'selectronicapplicationform. Applicantsare
encouraged to submit applications early in their senior year of high school. There is
a priority application deadline of fanuary L.
The applicant must also present an official transcript of courses and grades in
secondary school and the results of either the SAT-I or ACT. Any person whose
native language is not English must submit an acceptable score in the Test of English
asaForeignLanguage (TOEFL). Exceptions tothispolicymaybemadefor students
whose education has been in schools where English is the principal language of
instruction.
Admission is based on the total information submitted by the applicant on his
or her behalf. It is the applicant's responsibility to see that complete information has
been provided to the director of admission.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADMISSION
The applicant must have graduated from a high school accredited by a regional
accrediting agency or by a state deparhnent of education or by the equivalent, and
havea totalrecordindicatingalikelihood of successattheUniversityof Dayton. The
General Education Development (GED) certificate is also recognized for consider-
ation by the admission committee.
The quality of the academic record is shown by the applicant's grades, standing
in class, and selection of courses. Although no set pattem of courses is required for
admissiory a well prepared candidate will have had from 15 to 18 units in English,
social sciences, mathematics, foreign language and laboratory science. Those
who plan to major in one of the natural sciences, mathematics, computer science,
business administration or engineering will find a strong mathematics background
most helpful.
Additional indicators of academic aptitude are scores received on the SAT-I, the
ACT, and, when applicable, the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
The admission committee is very interested in the applicant's personal
traits and record as a school citizen. The recommendation of the high school
guidance counselor concerning ability, motivation and character is reviewedby the
admission committee.
Each applicant is encouraged to visit the campus for an interview with an
admission counselor. Avisitalsowillprovide an opportunity to see the campus and
ask questions of the students and faculty. I
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ENTRANCE UNIT RECOMMENDATIONS
Numbers represent academic units (years) of recomrnended high school preparation.
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Business (all majors) A I 1 8
Engineering (all majors) I I I 1 1 6
Engineering Technology (all majors) 1 9
Teacher Education i 1 1 I 7
Dietetics 4 I 1 I I 6
Exercise Science & Fitness Management
Exercise Science/Fihress & Nuhition 1 I I 1 I 1 4
Exercise Scimce & Pre-Physical Therapy i 1 1 I 1 1 1 5
Physical Education, Sport Management 1 1 10
American Studies, Art History
Communication, Criminal |ustice Studies,
Economics, English, Fine Arts, History,
Intemational Studies, languages,
Music, Music Therapy, Philosophy,
Photography, Political Science, Psychology,
Religious Studies, Sociology, Theahe,
Visual Communication Design, Undeclared 2 1 I 1 I 6
Biochemishy, Biology, Chemistry,
Environmental Biology,
Premedicine/ Predentistry A I I I 1 I L J
Applied Mathematical Economics, Computer
Science, Mathematics, Physical ftiencg Physics,
Physics-Computer Science 4 I 1 I 1 I I 4
Computer Information Systems n 2 I 1 1 I 1 5
Geology, Environmental Geology 4 2 I 1 I I I 5
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TRANSFER STUDENTS
Students from accredited institutions may be considered for transfer to the
University of Daytonprovided they are in good standing socially and academically
(minimum of a C average-2.0 cumulative grade point average).
Transfer students will be considered for admission after they have followed the
regular admission procedure. All applications for transfer admission must be
submitted on forms supplied by the University of Dayton. SAT-I or ACT scores are
required only of transfer applicants under 21 years of age. All transfer candidates
mustsubmitofficialtranscriptsfrom all institutionspreviously attended. TheOffice
of Admissionwillevaluate the transcript(s) to determine thenumber of transferable
credits. hr general, all college credits eamed with a "C-" or higher from any
regionally accredited college or university will transfer and be included on the
University of Dayton transcript. No credit will be given for a course in which the
sfudent eamed below a "C-." The evaluation to determine which courses will be
accepted toward the degree will be completed by the dean's office of the appropriate
college or school.
A student with transfer credit from a two-year institution will be required to have
at least 54 semester hours from a four-year institution for any baccalaureate degree.
A transfer sfudent is considered for a degree only if the last 30 semester hours have
been taken at the University of Dayton and other requirements for gtaduation have
been met.
VETERANS
All departments at the University have been approved by the State Approving
Agency for Veterans'Training. The Veterans Affairs Office is located in Albert
Emanual, fust floor, and will assist in processing the necessary forms for educational
benefits. Each semester the Veterans Schedule Form must be submitted and any
changes in program be reported in writing. Failure to follow this procedure may
result in cancellation of benefits by the V.A. For the conditions for good academic
standing, see "Academic Standing," Chapter V. If a veteran on probation fails to
acquire the required cumulative grade-point average at the end of the veteran's next
full-time term, the benefits from the V.A. cease.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Undergraduate students who are not United States citizens or permanent residents
of theUnitedStatesareexpectedtosubmitintemationalstudentadmissionapplication
forms. They need to follow the general admission procedure outlined above and the
specific procedures outlined in the application brochure. The applicant whose native
language is not English must demonstrate a score of 523 (paper-based) or 193
(computer-based) on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). A minimum
score of 955 on the English Language Proficiency Test (ELPT) may be submitted in lieu
of the ToEFL.
A sfudent unable to demonstrate an acceptable TOEFL score of at least 523 or the
equivalent at the time of application may be considered for conditional admission.
Such a student will be expected to attend the English Language and Multicultural
krstitute (ELMI) as a full-time studenf successfullycomplete theprogram and obtain
a TOEFL score of 523 or better before full admission will be granted.
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Intemational student applicants must present their academic credentials in official
Englishtranslation alongwiththeir transcripts in the original language. The applicant
must also present certification of financial resources available to support an education
at the University of Dayton.
Other pertinent information may be obtained from the director of marketing for
enrollment management.
PROGRAMS FOR SELECT AT-RISK STUDENTS
The University has planned academic support programs, subject to availability,
for a limited number of students who are judged to need special support to be
successful at the University of Dayton.
Some sfudents are recruited by the University for their special talents in the
performing and visual arts and in athletics. When these students are judged to need
academic support, they are required to complete a summer program of two specially
selected courses and academic support sessions and/or participate throughout the
year in a University academic enhancement program.
SPECIAL ADMITS PROGRAM
The University Special Admits Program serves entering first-year students who
are capable of academic success but because of deficiencies in their academic
background need additional support to realize their full potential. Each year the
Office of Admission in collaboration with each academic division (College of Arts
and Sciences, Schools of Business Administration, Education and Allied Profes-
sions, and Engineering) sets guidelines for accepting a limited number of first-year
undergraduates as Special Admit students. Each academic division has developed
support programs to help Special Admit students succeed academically in college.
Depending on the academic division, the Special Admits Program may include
careful course placement, special advising, supplemental instruction (SI) in desig-
nated courses, study tables, math workshops, and cohort formation. The Office of
Admission and the deans'offices can provide more specific information about the
Special Admits Program in each academic division.
ADVANCED STANDING BY EXAMINATION
ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP)
The University accepts the advanced placement program offered to secondary
schools under the auspices of the Advanced Placement Committee of the College
Entrance Examination Board.
The University will give not only advanced placement, but also credit to stu-
dents enrolled in the program, if such students have taken the tests provided and
scheduled by the College Entrance Examination Board and have received appropri-
ate scores from the Educational Testing Service.
Students wishing to receive advanced placement under this program are to
arrange that test scores be sent to the University of Dayton AP coordinator.
Advanced standing with credit in appropriate subject areas is awarded as follows:
For a score of S----one or two terms of advanced standing with credit, depending
on subject area.
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For a score of 4---one term of advanced standing with credit.
For a score of 3-one term of advanced standing with credit is awarded
in the following: Computer Science, Environmental Geology, French,
German, Latin, Physics, Psychology, Spanish and Statistics.
Scores below 3 do not entitle the applicant to either credit or advanced standing.
COLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM (CLEP)
The University of Dayton cooperates with the College-Level Examination Pro-
gram (CLEP) of the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB). Academic credit
is available to students in any of the four acceptable areas of General Education as
indicated below.
English-no credit
Foreign Languages-no credit
Mathematics-maximum of 3 semester hours of credit
Nafural Sciences-maximum of 7 semester hours of credit
Social Sciences and History-maximum of 6 semester hours of credit
Humanities-maximum of 6 semester hours of credit
Academic credit is also available to students who achieve scores above a
specified minimum on certain subject examinations. Since not all subject examina-
tions are acceptable and some subject examinations require the Free Response
(essay) section, it is advisable to consult the University coordinator for AP
and CLEP.
HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARS
The University of Dayton participates in the program established by Ohio
Senate Bill 140, which allows high school juniors and seniors to enroll in college
courses while still enrolled in high school. This program is also known as the Post-
secondary Enrollment Options program. It is selective and limited to a specific
number of students. Interested students must submit applications for the High
School Scholars program. These applications are available in the Office of Admis-
sion or in high school guidance offices in the Dayton area.
J/

IV Financial Information
GENERAL POLICY
The tuition and fee charges of the University are set at the minimum permissible
for financially responsible operatiory and in general these charges are les-. than the
actual costs incuried. Gifts and grants received through the generosity of industry,
friends, and alumni help to bridge the difference between income and costs. The
trustees of the University reserve the right to change the regulations conceming the
adjustment of fuition and fees at any time the need arises and to make whatever
changes in the curricula they may deem advisable.
Piymentof fuition, fees, room, andboard is due at the time of registration for the
term or in accordance with current deferred payment terms. All checks should be
made payable to the UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON. The student's name
and student identitication number should be shown on the face of each check to
insure proper credit.
An isseisment of $25.00 + 1% of the check amount will be made for payment of
tuition and fees by a bad check or for any other retumed check from any area at the
University. This assessment is made each time a check is dishonored.
Registration for a new term, transcripts of credit, and honors of graduation may
be permitted only for students whose financial University records are clear.
UNDERGRADUATE TUITION AND FEES
AUGUST 2002 THROUGH IULY 2003
Fees Payable One Time
Application fee, payable once, upon application... $30.00
Application Fee, international students 30'00
Counseling Center fee, payable once, at entrance 90.00
Orientation fee, payable once, first-year resident students only'.-...........'.- 95.00
Orientation fee, payable once, first-year commuter students only'..'..'...... 85.00
Miscellaneous deposit (refundable after graduation or dropouQ ..'............ 50.00
Tuition Charges in Terms I and II
Full-time undergraduate student (1.2-17 semester hours), Per term.
Each semester hour over limitations stated above
Three-fourths-time undergraduate student (8-11 semester hours),
per term.......
Part-time undergraduate student (1-7 semester hours),
per semester hour ................
Audit course, per undergraduate semester hour...'..........
$8,72s.00
582.00
6551.00
582.00
29r.00
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Basic University Fee, Terms I and II
Full-time and 3/4-time student (8 or more semester hours), per term .... $225.00
Part-time student (L-7 semester hours), per term 25.00
Laboratory Fees, Terms I and II
Laboratory fee, per laboratory clock hour as listed in composite
(not to exceed $250.00 per term; not applicable to engineering
and engineering technology students)
Engineering surcharge fee (incorporating laboratory charges)
full-time and3/4-imeengineering and engineering -
technology students, each term
Course Fees, Terms I and II
Fees are listed with the course names and times in each term's
course composite. Following are some examples of the types
of courses for which there are special course fees.
Special {e3q for certain courses in art, design, and photography ...... $20.00-65.00
Physical Education (scuba diving, skiing, etc.; ............... variable
*Music fees................ 50.00-225.00
*Certain courses in theatre 5.00-35.00
Student teacher fees:
Elementary or secondary education
Special education or special arrangements .....................
Concurrent registration
Elementary and secondary block fees for specified
$ 50.00
s70.00
140.00
90.00
215.00
$s82.00
25.00
2.00
1.00
courses 
- 
per course 35.00-50.00
Tuition and Fees, Term III
Tuition per semester hour . ............
Basic Universifv fee
Laboratory and course fees-Same as in Terms I and II but no sur-
charge for engineering; laboratory fees will be charged per clock hour.
Other Charges
Late registration service charge:
Full-time and 3/4-time students-25.0O per week to a maximum of ... 25.00
Part-time and summer students-15.0O per week to a maximum of ... 45.00
Credit by examination, per semester hour ............. 30.00
CLEP per credit hour 30.00
Graduation fee, undergraduate sfudents..................... 25.00
Books and supplies........ variable
Transcript of credits, first copy of order
Each additional copy of same order ............
Co-op sfudent fee, per work term 65.00
Finance charge-l7o- monthly on ending balance if total amount due is not paid by
the last business day of the month following the month of initial charge.
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FULL-TIME AND 3/4-TIME STUDENTS
A sfudent with an academic schedule of at least L2 semester hours is considered
a full-time student. A student with an academic schedule of 8-11 semester hours is
considered a 3/4-time student. Withthis statusand uponpaymentof thetuitionand
applicable fees, the student is entitled to the benefits of the various activities and
student services as available.
PART-TIME STUDENTS
A student with an academic schedule of fewer than 8 semester hours is consid-
ered a part-time student.
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Special sfudents and nonmatriculated students (continuing education) are sub-
ject to the various expenses outlined above for full-time, 3/4-ime, or part-time
students.
CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS
If registration and housing are cancelled before the first day of classes, full
refunds will be made, with the exception of admission deposits.
Cancellation must be in writing on the proper form, the withdrawal or "drop"
form forregistration or inwrittenform to the Residential Services Office forhousing.
For nonlocal sfudents a letter to the appropriate dean maybe used as notification of
cancellation. Students who do not attend classes and do not officially complete
withdrawal procedures during the cancellation period will be responsible for the
full amount of the applicable tuition and fees.
During the four-week cancellation period for the first and second terms, tuition
and housing credits will be given according to the following schedule:
During first week of classes...... 80%
During second week of classes .................. 60%
During third week of classes ................... 40%
During fourth week of classes...... 25%
During or after fifth week of classes 0%
(The lst week starts on the first day of a term; the 2nd week begins
7 days later, etc.)
Special course fees are fully refundable through the Friday of the first full
calendar week of the term and not refundable thereafter.
Laboratory fees are fully refundable through the Friday of the first full calendar
week of the term and refundable on the same schedule as tuition thereafter.
During the two-week cancellation period for each six-week session of the split
third term, tuition and housing credits will be given according to the following
schedule:
During fust week of classes...... 65%
During second week of classes .................. 30%
Dwing or after third week of classes 0%
Cancellations for a full third term course have a four week cancellation period
and will be on the same schedule as cancellations for the first and second terms.
Financial adjustrnents for tuition are based on the date the drop (withdrawal)
form is finalized in registration.
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Financial adjushnents for housing (please refer to your housing contract) are
based on the date of checkout from housing, if applicable.
In a summer term, special course fees are fully refundable through the first three
davs of the term and not refundable thereafter.
-In 
a summer term, laboratory fees are fully refundable through the first three
days of the term and refundable on the same schedule as tuition thereafter.
Special rules may apply for students who withdraw and who received Title IV
funds. Please contact the Office of Financial Aid if additional information is needed.
Aflter classes have begun, the University fee for student activities is not refund-
able. All tuition refund requests and appeals must be in writing and directed to the
attention of David f. Necessary-Director of Student Accounts/Bursar.
Students suspended/dismissed from the University or from University resi-
dence facilities as a result of disciplinary action are not eligible for any refund of
tuition and fees or room andboard charges under the University's Cancellation and
Refund policy. Exceptions to this position will be made to comply with refund
requirements of federal financial aid programs.
RESIDENCE FACILITIES POLICY
Each unmarried first-year and second-year student under 21 years of age, not
living athome in the Daytonareawithhis/herparents or legal guardian, is required
to live in University housing.
Each student applying for a University residence facility must complete a
residential living contract card with the Residential Services office. The contract
coversboth the fall and winter terms of the academic year. Once a contractis sigrred,
it may not be cancelled as long as the student is enrolled at the University. 
-
Those students dropping all courses and checking out of housing during the first
four weeks of school will be authorized refunds as stated under "Cancellation and
Refunds."
All students living in housing facilities are required to observe all University
regulations and specific regulations of each facility. Residents will be held resPon-
sible for any damages to the residential structure which are due to their own
negligence and will share responsibility with other residents of the structure for
unidentified corunon area damages. The same conditions shall also hold for any
loss or damage to the University grounds, fixtures, furnishings, or other property
provided by the University for use by the students.
Sfudents may reside in their rooms, suites, apartments or houses without
additional charge during Thanksgiving and Easter vacations. All University resi-
dences are closed during Christmas vacation period and during the Spring-term
break.
ROOM AND BOARD, PER TERM, TERMS I AND II
AUGUST 2OO2 THROUGH MAY 2OO3
Tripleglzd-"oo
NA
NA
Residence Halls Single
Marycrest Complex ...... $2,080.00
Stuait Hall
FoundersHall................ 2,080.00
Apartrnents, Suites, Houses
Campus South Apartments............... $1,865.00 per occupant
Lawnview Apartrnents 1,995.00 Per occuPant
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Garden Apartments (2 students per apartment)................. $2,780.00 per occupant
Qgrden Apa_rtments (4 or 6 students fer apartment) ............ 1,865.00 |er occupantVirginia W. Kettering Residence Halt .............. . 1,835.00 ier occupant
Residential Propertie-s (undergraduate)...........:...... 1,890.00feroccufant
Residential Prolerties (singlebedroom option) 2,360.00 fer occupant
Food Service
All students living in residence halls must have one of the following:
Any 12 MEAL PLAN (12 meals per week) ............ 91,250.00
Any 15 MEAL PLAN (15 meals per week) ............ 1,335.00
All21 MEAL PLAN (3 meals per day,7 days). 1,430.00
In addition to the selected meal plan, most resident students open a Flyer Express
account to supplement their needs beyond the scheduled meal periods.
Non-resident students may purchase meal plans, Flyer Express accounts or make
their own daily arrangements. The Kennedy Union and Marycrest Food Courts
provide service on weekends, unless otherwise posted.
EXPENSES
The University of Dayton operates on a "split third-term calendar." Tuition and
fees for full-time students during the 2002-03 academic year (fall and winter
terms) will total about $18,000 (includes the Basic University Fee) plus laboratory
arrd/ or special course fees where applicable. Room and board on campus for this
periodwould be approximately $5,600.00, based on double room occupancy, arry
12 meals a week plan, and a Flyer Express account for weekends. Books and supplies
will cost approximately $300 each term. In addition, the student will need funds to
satisfy personal expenses and extra meals on the weekends.
Expenses for commuting students will include tuition, fees, supplies, and miscel-
laneous living costs. Transportation to and from the University as well as lunches
should be considered in the budget.
PAYMENT OPTIONS
- 
For those who prefer to budget annual school costs out of monthly income, the
following options are available:
Credit Cards- Payment for any University charges may be made by MasterCard,
Visa, American Express, and/or Discover within the credit limits for those cards.
Pre-Payment Plan 
- 
The University of Dayton's monthly pre-payment plan,
which is serviced through Key Education Resources, is a convenient altemative to
lump sum semester payments. Any parent, guardian or student is eligible for
this plan. Application materials may be obtained by calling 1-800-KEY-LENDrr Pran. PP[ u  r fl r   I(539-5363). Features of the plan include:
o Ten monthly level payments (which can be revised at anytime)
. Payments begin |une 1st (you may also enroll after this date)
o No interest charges and no credit review
. Low cost 
- 
$40 application fee
o Direct Debit Option available
. College Completion Protection insurance option
University of Dayton [V
Deferred Payment PIan 
-The University offers an open credit arrangement withinstallment provisions. All students are eligible for this plan. Students complete a
one-time Credit Account Agreement form which is automatically sent prior to the
first term of enrollment. Features of the plan include:
. Five monthly paynents Per semester
. Payments begin july 25 for fall term and December 27 for winter term
o Low interest charge of 1"/"per month on the ending balance
. No application fee and no credit review
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS
President's Scholarships have been established to recognize excellent high
school achievement by incoming first-year students. Applicants receive consider-
ation for these scholarships on the basis of the following:
. high school academic performance
o SAT or ACT scores
. demonstrated service to school, community and church
. proven leadership ability
. citizenship
Awards range from $1,000 to full tuition and each scholarship is renewable for
eight consecutive undergraduate terms. To remain eligible for these scholarships,
recipients must maintain the required cumulative grade point average and partici-
pate in University-sponsored extracurricular activities (other than social).
Application Procedure
1. Apply for admission to the University of Daytonby |anuary 1st of your senior year
in high school. Apply on-line at www.udayton.edu.
3. Take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and,/or the American College Test (ACT)
no later than December. Indicate that your scores are to be sent to the University
of Dayton.
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR RETURNING STUDENTS
Students in full-time attendance who have completed at least 12 semester hours
on campus at the University of Dayton are eligible to apply for Scholarships.
Recipients are selected on the basis of academic accomplishments, leadership,
demonstrated service to the University, and the strength of the recommendations of
faculty and staff members. Each year approximately 75 students are chosen to
receive these scholarships, which are awarded for a period of one academic year and
range from $500 to $2,000.
Application Procedure
Upperclass scholarship applications are available in the Office of Scholarships
and Financial Aid from ]anuary 15 through March 15 each year'
Financial Information
OTHER SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Athletic Scholarships: The University of Dayton offers scholarships in some men's
and women's intercollegiate sports to sfudents who have demonstrated special
athletic and academic promise. Recommendations for scholarship awards are made
to the scholarship committee by the coach who has the responsibility for adminis-
tering the particular sport. Correspondence should be directed to the head coach of
the sport in which the applicant is interested.
ROTC Scholarships: IJ.S. Army and Air Force scholarships can be used at the
University of Dayton. Students can comPete for 4-yr.,3-yr., and 2-yr. awards.
Art and Music Scholarships: Music awards are awarded to both music majors and
non music majors who distinguish themselves as outstanding performers. Visual art
scholarships are awarded to students who demonstrate outstanding promise in
the visual arts and plan to pursue a degree in this field. Scholarships for musical
and visual art talents are determined by the faculties of the appropriate aca-
demic departments.
Additional Scholarships Administered by the Unktersity of Dayton: The University is
authorized to select students as nominees for scholarships offered by certain
corporations, business firms, service groups, and friends of the University.
NON-NEED BASED GRANT ASSISTANCE
The Ohio Student Choice Grant is given to Ohio residents who attend private
colleges in Ohio. This grant, which is awarded through the Ohio Board of Regents,
is available for up to ten semesters of full-time, undergraduate enrollment at the
University of Dayton. Students must complete an Ohio Residency Form, which is
available in the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid. This form must be
completed within thirty days after the first semester of enrollment to confirm
eligibility. The Ohio Residency Form mustbe completed only once; renewal for the
remaining semesters is automatic for full-time students.
FINANCIAL AID POLICY
The University of Dayton realizes that most students need assistance financing
their college education. Financial aid is available in the forms of nonrepayable
grants, student loans and part-time employment. Parent loans and monthly pay-
ment plans are also available.
To assure an equitable distribution of financial aid resources, students applying
for assistance mustcomplete the Free Application for Federal StudentAid (FAFSA).
The FAFSA is used to determine the family's ability to pay for the student's
education. The family's ability to pay, or expected family contribution (EFC), is
calculated after careful review of income, assets and other family information.
Eligibility for need-based federal, state and university-sponsored aid is deter-
mined by comparing the total cost of attending UD with a family's ability to cover
college expenses. Financial aid is considered supplemental to the sfudent and
family's efforts to meet the cost of attendance.
FAFSA forms are available in the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid. We
recommend that students mail completed forms to the federal Processor by March
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L5 to ensure that the University of Dayton receives the results by the priority
deadline date of May 1. Students must reapply for financial aid each year and list
UD's federal code (003127) oneach application. Applications mayalsobe submitted
via the Lrtemet at www.fafsa.ed.gov. for quicker processing time. Students are
encouraged to call our office or meet with a financial aid counselor if they have
questions regarding financial aid.
GRANTS
Federal PeIl Grants: The Pell Grant Program makes funds available to eligible
undergraduate students who demonstrate high financial need. Apply by complet-
ing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants: These federally supported,
university-administered grants are provided to undergraduate students who have
high financial need. The value of this grant ranges from to $200 to $3,000 per year.
Ohio Instructional Grants:These grants are intended to encourage Ohio residents to
attend institutions of higher education within the state of Ohio. Residents with
annual family incomes less than $39,000 are eligible to receive this type of grant from
the state of Ohio for up to ten semesters of undergraduate enrollment at the
University of Dayton. They presently range from $444 to $5,456 for students at
private colleges and universities (such as the University of Dayton). Each recipient
of the Ohio Instructional Grant must (1) be a resident of Ohio, (2) be enrolled or
accepted for enrollment as an undergraduate student in an Ohio institution of
highereducation, (3)be making "appropriateprogress" toward abachelor's degree,
and (4) meet the financial guidelines established by the Ohio Student Aid Commision.
Students enrolled in courses of study leading to degrees in theology, religiory or
other fields of preparation for a religious profession are not eligible. An application
packetmaybe obtained fromthe high school counselor or the Office of Scholarships
and Financial Aid at the University of Dayton. To apply, complete the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
Founder's Grants (Unioersity): The University of Dayton offers nonrepayable
grants to undergraduate students with demonstrated financial need. The
University assrilnes that the student will accept self-help in the form of loans and
school-year employment. The Founder's Grant is intended to cover a portion of the
financial need. The Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is required
annually for consideration.
President's Grants: The University has funds available which are reserved for
students in extreme or exceptional financial need. Although recipients are not
required to repay these grants, they should, when they achieve sufficient financial
status, accept the obligation of reimbursing the University so that other deserving
students may stay in school.
Kettering Grants: Graduates of Montgomery County (Ohio) high schools in the
tpper 40"/" of their graduating class who come to the University of Dayton as full-
time entering fust-year students and who demonstrate financial need may be
eligible for the Kettering Grants.
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LOANS
Federal Perkins Loans are available to those applicants who have demonstrated
financial need. The maximum loan for undergraduates is $4,000 per year of under-
graduate work and $20,000 total. The reciPient enters the rePayment cycle nine
ironths after ceasing to carry at least half the normal full-time academic load. When
the recipient enterethe repayment rycle, a five percent simple interest charge is
included. Repayment can be spread over a ten-year period. Recipientswho teach
economically, emotionally, mentally, or physically handicapped children may
receive cancellations of the loan. Other cancellation privileges are available.
Federal Stffird Loans (formerly Guaranteed Student Loans) are made available to all
students. 'ihe maximum loan is $2,625 per year for the first year, $3,500 for the
second year and $5,500 per year for the junior and senior years. Repayment begins
six months after the recipient ceases to be enrolled at least half-time. During the
repayment period a variable interest rate, not to exceed 8.25"/",is charged. Repay-
ment can be spread over a ten-year period.
FederalParentLoanfor Llndugraduate Students (PLUI provides a source of financing
to all families regardless of the family income. All credit-worthy parents of under-
graduate students may borrow up to the cost of education minus financial aid per
icademic year for each student attending an accredited college. Repayment begins
within sixty days after the loan is fully disbursed. During the repayment period a
variable interest rate, not to exceed 9%, is charged. Repayment can be spread over
a ten-year period.
GATE Studcnt Loan: the University of Dayton, in cooperation with The First
Marblehead Corporation and Bank of America, makes these funds available to
eligible undergraduate students. The Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid
delermines eligibility after review of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA).
Students are subject to a credit test that does not require an established credit
history and in most cases a co-siSner is not required. Repa;rment begins six (5)
months after the student graduates,leaves school, or drops below half-time enroll-
ment status. The amount of each payment depends on the size of your debt. The
loan carries a thirteen year graduated repayment schedule. The interest rate is
variable and adjusted quarterly based on the one month LIBOR rate + 2.75. Interest
begins to accrue after the first disbursement is made but can be deferred until
repayment begins.
Emergettcy Loans are available to students who encounter unexPected financial
problems during the year. No interest is charged on these loans, which are contin-
gent upon sufficient funds.
Prioate alternatioe eilucational loans arc also available to help meet college exPenses.
The University of Dayton works closely with a group of preferred lenders and
endorses their private loan programs. Each program offers competitive interest
rates, fleible repayment schedules, and various co-signer requirements. If you are
interested in a private altemative educational loan, please contact the Office of
Financial Aid and Scholarships or the lenders listed below.
CitiAssist Loan
Citibank
t-800-745-5473
Key Alternative Loan
Key Bank
1-800-539-5363
Educaid Extra Premier Loan
Educaid
1-800-338-2253
UniversiW of Davton IV
Sallie Mae
Signature Student Loan
Bank One or
Chase Manhattan Bank
1-800-828-0290
Education One Campus Loan
Bank One
1.-888-663-3992
National City Bank Altemative Loan
National City Bank/TERI
t-800-255-8374
EMPLOYMENT
The Federal Work-Study Program (Fedually supported) provides work opportunities
for full-time and 3/4time students who demonstrate financial need. While most
work opportunities are on campus, employment is also available in local agencies
and area elementary schools through the Federal Work Study Community Seruice
Program.
Unioosity-Funded Employment (Unfuersity supported) opportunities for students who
do not qualify for the Federal Work-Study Program are also available.
Federal Work-Study and University-Funded student workers may work up to 20
hours per week during the school term and will receive payroll checks semi-
monthlyfortheir services. Students interested inpursuingopportunities ineither of
these programs should visit the Office of StudentEmployment, Room 148 of Albert
Emanuel Hall.
TUITION REDUCTIONS
EmployeeReductians:Employees, unmarried dependentchildren and the spousesof
full-time employees are eligible for fuition remission for undergraduate courses.
Employees and spouses of administrative, professional or faculty employees are
also eligible for graduate school tuition remission. Interested students should
contact the Office of Human Resources to complete necessary forms or to get further
information regarding eligibility.
Senior Fellows; Students 60 years of age and over are eligible to apply through the
College of Arts & Sciences at the University of Dayton for remission of tuition.
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Veteran Benefits
o Students who enlisted in the military as Active Duty or as Selected Reserve
Status may qualify for the Montgomery G.I. Bill benefits.
o Sfudents of a parent who is/was a military veteran may qualify for Educational
Assistance Benefits.
r Contact the nearest Veteran Affairs Regional Office for additional information.
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Vocational Rehabilitation: State vocational rehabilitation agencies arrange the train-
ing of handicapped persons for gainful employment. Requests for information on
re[abilitation services should be directed to the State Director, Vocational Rehabili-
tation Agency, the State Capitol.
The ll.S. Army Reserce Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program is offered on campus
by the Department of Military ftience. All students who complete the basic course
(first and sophomore years) may enroll in the advanced course (junior and senior
years), leading to a reserve commission in the Army at the time of graduation.
During the advanced course, the student who has agreed to accept the commission
and serve two years' active duty receives $150 a month subsistence. For furfher
information, see MIL, Chapter VI.
Ohio National Guard Scholarship
o NOTbased on financial need
r Available to Ohio residents enlisted in the Ohio National Guard
o Apply by contacting your local National Guard recruiter or call 1-614-889'7032
o Anticipated award $5,390/yr.
Ohio Safety Officers Memorinl Fund
o NOT based on financial need
o Availabletochildrenof OhioPeaceOfficersorOhioFirefighterskilledintheline
of duty
. Apply by contacting UD's Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid
o Anticipated award $3,5(A/yr.
Ohio W ar Orphans Scholar ship
o NOT based on financial need
. Available to children of deceased,/disabled Ohio war veterans
' 
Apply by contacting your local high school
. Anticipated award 94,206/yr.
. Deadline Iuly 1
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V Academic Regulations
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
All bachelor's degrees granted by the University of Dayton require a minimum
of 120 semester hours of creditwith a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.0.
Specific requirements for the various degrees are listed under the schools
granting the degrees. See Chapters VI-X.
- One year (thirty semester hours) of residence is a minimum requirement for any
bachelor's degree.
The semester hour is the unit by which the University measures its course work,
and the number of semester hours is determined by the number of hours a week in
class and the number of weeks in the session. One semester hour is assigned to a class
which meets fifty minutes a week over the period of one term.
students enrolled in the University as candidates for degrees should not take
courses at other colleges or universities without first obtaining written permission
from their respective deans. If the permission is granted, the dean will request
"transient status" for such students at designated instifutions. The University
reserves the right not to accept credits for such courses when this procedure has not
been followed.
The Bachelor of Science in Education may be awarded to holders of nonprofes-
sional degrees from the university of Dayton with the completionof a minimum of
thirty semester hours prescribed by the School of Education and Allied Professions
beyond the requirements of the nonprofessional degree. The Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science may be awarded to holders of professional degrees from the
University of Dayton upon the completion of the requirements for such degrees.
Any student wishing to obtain a second bachelor's degree may do so by completing
the requirements for the second degree as determined by the faculty of the college
or school in which this degree is offered.
Ordinarily a student who eamed a fust bachelor's degree or an associate degree
at another institution must complete six semester hours of philosophy and,/or
religious studies at the University of Dayton. Such a student may be required to
complete the prescribed twelve semester hours of philosophy and/or religious
sfudies, if in the judgment of the dean, equivalent coursework had not been earned
as a part of the program leading to the first degree.
All students following four-yearprograms are required to complete successfully
the University requirements inGeneral Education and in the Competency Program
as explained below.
COMPETENCY PROGRAM
The Competency Program commits all academic Programs at the University of
Dayton to the common purpose of developing distinctive graduates who possess
the critical communication, reasoning, and information comPetencies they need to
function effectively in their academic, community, and professional lives. The four
competency areas are part of both general and graduation comPetencies. General
competencies form a base for effective written and oral expression, critical and
quantitative reasoning, and processing and presenting print and electronic informa-
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tion. This competency base is strongly emphasized in first-year courses and contin-
ues to be developed through a student's work in General Education, initial courses
in the major, and lower-level electives. Academic departments and programs define
the graduation competencies. Graduation competencies emphasize further devel-
opment and maturation of the competency areas through courses in the major
discipline and upper-level electives.
READING AND WRITING GENERAL COMPETENCIES
The University's general reading and writing competency requirements are
satisfied by completing ENG 101 and ENG 102, ENG 114, or ENG 198 with a grade
of C- or higher. Students whose verbal scores on the SAT and ACT are sufficiently
high to warrant placement in ENG 114 upon admission to the University or whose
acceptance in the University Honors Program places them in ENG 198 satisfy the
University requirement with those one-semester courses. Sfudents who are placed
inENG 114orENG 198 donotreceivecreditforENG 101 butarefree to takeelective
course work in place of the waived first semester of composition. Students whose
verbal scores on the SAT or ACT do not meet placement criteria for ENG 101 must
enroll in a developmental writing course. (See DEV, Chapter X.) Students for whom
English is a second language must take a placement test administered by the
Department of English. Particulars about the first-year courses and testing proce-
dures can be obtained from the English Department's Director of Composition or
Program Coordinator.
ORAL COMMUMCATION GENERAL COMPETENCIES
The University's general oral communication competency requirements are
satisfied by completing CMM 110, CMM 111 or CMM 112, and CMM 113 for a total
of three semester hours. Each of these one-hour communication modules must be
completed with a C- or higher in order to satisfy the general competency require-
ment. No waiver exams are available for these modules.
QUANTITATTVE REASONING GENERAL COMPETENCIES
The University's general quantitative reasoning competencies will be imple-
mented in the Fall of 2003. Currently matriculated students and students entering
the University for the.2002-2003 academic year must meet the Basic Skills require-
ment in Mathematics.'
INFORMATION LITERACY GENERAL COMPETENCIES
The University's general information literacy competencies will be implemented
in the Fall of 2003.
GRADUATION COMPETENCIES
Each program and department establishes its own graduation reading and
writing competency requirements. Contact department chairs or program directors
for information on satisfying these requirements.
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Each program and departrnent establishes its own graduation oral communica-
tion competency requirements. Contact department chairs or program directors for
inJormation on satisfying these requirements.
Each program and department will establish its own graduation quantitative
reasoning competency requirements effective Fall 2003.
Each program and department will establish its own graduation information
literacy competency requirements effective Fall 2003.
TFIE FIRST-YEAR EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
The University First-Year Experience Program will consist of a minimum one-
credit course to be offered to all first-year students by the College of Arts and
Sciences, the School of Business Administration, the School of Education and Allied
Professions and the School of Engineering and combined with selected Programs
and services to be offered by Student Development, Campus Ministry and academic
support programs. First-year students entering in |anuary and transfer students will
be offered an altemative program to meet their needs.
The goals of the First-Year Experience Program are based on the theme of the
Program-"Understanding Your Education, Taking Control of Your Fufure." The
goals are: each student will be introduced to the Mission of the University, under-
standing the philosophy and goals of education here; each student will understand
the nafure and requirements of his or her course of study or will be prepared to begin
the process of selecting a course of study; each student will have the skills, access to
resources, and perspective to be responsible for his or her success as an undergradu-
ate; each studentwillhave the opportunity tointegratehis orher academic program
with life on campus to learn, lead, and serve.
FIRST-YEAR EXPERIENCE COURSE
Every first-year student entering in the fall term must complete the First-Year
Experience course offered by his or her academic division. This course will be
offered for aminimumof one credit. TheFirst-Year Experience coursewillnotcount
against the seventeen credits per term limit covered by full-time tuition.
For first-year students entering the University in the winter term and for transfer
students, each division will develop a plan to meet the goals of the First-Year
Experience while serving the specific needs of these students.
The First-Year Experience courses offered by each division and units within
divisions must include cofiunon elements as aPProved by the University. Beyond
these common elements the divisions and academic units offering the course will
have a great deal of flexibility in how the course is offered and whatwillbe included
in the svllabus.
1 Basic skill level in mathematics: Students are required to demorstrate a knowledge of basic
algebraic manipulations. Many students will satisfy this requirement by taking the more
advanced mathematics courses that their school, college, or major programs require. Students
whose programs would not otherwise require them to take mathematics courses can satisfy the
Basic Skills requirement in mathematics with MTH 102. The requirement can also be satisfied
by passing a competency examination of the material covered in the MTH 102 course. Students
whose mathematical skills are weak may need some special assistance. The Office of Leaming
Assistance (see Chapter II; see also DEV, Chapter X), can provide help in such instances.
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GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Within the context of the University's Catholic and Marianist educational phi-
losophy, the General Education requirements are central to the full intellectual,
social, moral and spiritual development of every student. The purpose of these
requirements is to make students aware of the diversity of intellectual thought and
theory represented by the sciences, the humanities, and the social sciences. Further,
the General Education component of the undergraduate curriculum offers the
student an opportunity to integrate and evaluate information from various disci-
plines and thus enhance the study of a specific profession, field or major. These
requirements are integral to the University's goal of preparing students for a life of
leadership and service, of helping students to grow not only in knowledge, skills,
and professional competence, but also as morally responsible decision makers who
are aware of the needs of the global community.
DOMAINS OF KNOWLEDGE
To achieve these goals, the University requires the completion of General
Education courses in five domains of knowledge.
Arts Study: The experience of generations confirms that life is enriched immeasur-
ably by experiencing the world through the arts. Every student should develop
some understanding of the importance of this experience and must take one course
in the arts and/or language as a means of aesthetic and/or cultural expression.
Performing or production courses do not fulfill this requirement.
Historical Studyr Aperson with a knowledge of history can relate ideas and events
to one another within a context understood by the community of educated men and
women; therefore, every student at University of Dayton must take two history
courses. One of those courses, History 101, History 102 or History L98, will be
taken as part of the Humanities Base.
Philosophy and Religious Studies: As a Catholic and Marianist institution of learning
the University regards religious studies and philosophy as serving a special func-
tion. Students should have an opportunity to deepen their knowledge of the
religious and philosophical traditions that shape their shared heritage. Study of
these areas, especially when conducted through interdisciplinary courses, can also
help students integrate their knowledge of the themes and institutions of societies
through the ages. Since every student should be encouraged to go beyond the
introductory level in either or both of these areas, every sfudent must take four
courses in religious studies and philosophy. Philosophy 103 and Religious Studies
103 are required as part of the Humanities Base.
Physical and Life Sciences: The physical and life sciences and technology have
affected the quality of life in every age, but never more than in the present. The
potential of science and technology for both good and evil will undoubtedly increase
inthefuture.Itisessential,therefore, thateducated citizens understand themethods
of science and its application through technology. For these reasons students must
take two courses in the physical and life sciences and technological applications.
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Social Sciences: Educated members of socieW need to understand the dvnamics
through which people relate to each othei as individuals, in groups, and as
producers and consumers of goods and services. Effective relationships sustain us
as members of families, professions, nations, and the global community. Sfudents,
therefore, must take at least one course in the social sciences.
STRUCTURE OF GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the goals of raising fundamental questions about human existence,
encountering these questions in a meaningftrl context and encouraging significant
integration, students must complete the Humanities Base and a thematic cluster as
part of their General Education requirements.
Humanities Base: General Education raises a set of questions that challenges stu-
dents to develop and formulate their own conception of what it means to be human.
These questions may be considered in any number of disciplines, but they are
essential to the humanities. Consequently, all undergraduates must complete,
preferably during their first yeat, a Humanities Base of one course in each of the
following disciplines:
History: HST 101, History of Western Civilization from Its Classical
- 
Roots to 171,5 '
or
HST 102, History of Western Civilization Since 1715
or
Philosophy:
Religious
Studies:
English:
HST 198, History Honors Seminar
PHL 103, Introdirction to Philosophy
REL 103, Introduction to Religion
(choice of Catholic, comparative religion, or scripture option)
or
REL 198, Religious Studies Honors Seminar
ENG 102, Collese Composition II
ENG 114, Freshhran Wiiting Seminar
ENG 198, Freshman Honors Seminar
Students in the CORE Program take ASI 111 and ASI 112 to satisfy the history,
religious studies and philosophy requirements in the Humanities Base.
Themntic Clusters: T o facilitate an integrated view of the domains of knowledge and
to encourage students tounderstand thebroad world around them, allundergradu-
ates must complete one thematic cluster. A thematic cluster is a series of courses
from the domains of knowledge, focusing on an issue central to the human
condition. To fulfill the thematic cluster requirement, students must complete a
minimum of three approved courses in a single cluster, representing three dilferentJ
domains of knowledge. For the purpose of thematic ilusters, philosophy and
religious studies are considered separate domains of knowledge. Studenis will
receive specific information about thematic clusters from their faculty advisors.
Sfudents must have the approval of their advisors before selecting and re1
for a thematic cluster. The Guide to the Uniuersitu of Dauton GeneruI Education
gistering
Plogram
describing all approved clusters and their course offerings is distributed tb all
sfudents on-line.
Completing General Education Requiremufis: At the maximum, students could enroll
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in as many as seven thematic cluster courses in the appropriate domains of
knowledge. These courses, combined with the Humanities Base, would fulfill all
General Education requirements. In most cases, however, students will have to
complete some domain of knowledge requirements outside of the courses sgrving
a thematic cluster. With their advisors' approval, students may elect to take any
designated General Education course within the appropriate domain to help satisfy-
requirements. Many of the courses listed as approved courses under a domain of
knowledge will also serve the same PurPose as a course in a thematic cluster.
Courses that have been approved by the University for General Education
credit are listed below according to the parts of the domains of knowledge that they
serve to satisfy. These courses are marked by asterisks (*) where their descrip_tions
appear under Courses of Study in individual departmental sections of tlis Bulletin.
Sb6 also current issues of the Undergraduate Composite of Courses ot The Guile to
the llniztersity of Dayton General Education Program for additional approved General
Education courses.
Each departrnent determines whether its majors are free to choose from among
all the approved nonrestricted courses, or are to choose fro-m among a limited
number ofapproved courses, or are required to take only specificapproved courses.
The University has approved some courses for certain majors exclusively, and those
courses are, therefoie, restricted to those majors for General Education credit. For
example, English majors may not take HST 370, Economic and Business History 9!
the United States, to satisfy the historical study requirement. Students should
consult their advisors to leam which courses are permissible in their own majors.
ARTS STUDY
All students must complete one arts study course to satisfy General Education
requirements. This requirement may be satisfied by arts study courses that are either
inCtuded in or independent of a thematic cluster. Approved General Education
courses that satisfy the arts sfudy domain of knowledge outside a cluster are:
Restrictions
for honors program students
exempted from fust-year
compbsition requirement only
CLA
CMM
ENG
ENG
203 ClassicalMythology355 Rhetoric of Social Movements151 Introduction to Literature198 Freshman Honors Seminar
ENG 203
ENG 204ENG 205
ENG 301
Major British Writers
Maior American Writers
Major World Writers
Survey of Early English
Literature
Survey of Later English
Literature
Survey of American Literature
Survey of Continental
Literature
Contemporary Drama
Masterpieces of World Literature
Literature of the Christian Tradition
Images of Women in Literature
ModemMen: Images
Modern Black Literature
Gender in Fiction
ENG 302
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
56
305
306
320
322
323
333
3U
335
336
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ENG 338ENG 340ENG 345ENG 348ENG 350ENG 353ENG 354ENG 355ENG 356
ENG 357
ENG 358ENG 362ENG 363ENG 382ENG 383ENG 3UFRN 352
FRN 452
AMS 301
cMM 350
CMM 416GER 34IHSS 275
Irnages of Business
ThePrison in Literature
Colonial and Postcolonial Literature
Modem Irish Literature
European Literature and Antiquity
Literiture of the Renaissance
Literature of the Enlightenment
Literature of the Romiantic Age
European Literature of the
Niireteenth Centurv
European Literature 6f the Early Twentieth
Contempbrary Literature of Europe
Shakespeare
Shakesieare's Worlds
Mozart's Operas
The Tragic Dilemma
Christiafuty and Modern Poetry
French Literature in Translation
-OldWorld MeetsNewFrench Literature--Old
World Meets New
Restrictions
forCORE only
GER 361.-362 Survey of German Literature I, IIHMS 360 Latin i\merica tfuough Literature
MUS 201 Music inConcertMUS 203 Sights and Sounds of MusicMUS 205 Mirsic, Instruments, and TechnologyMUS 232 Integrating the Arts: MusicMUS 302 Mus'ic Hislorv and Literature IIMUS 303 Lntroductionio Music of the World
MUS 304 History of American MusicMUS 305 Africa;r-American Sacred MusicMUS 306 Historvof AmeicanlazzMUS 309 Opera-History and LiteratureMUS 310 Mbzart's OpdrasMUS 327 Music in FilmMUS 350 Sacred MusicTHR 105 Introduction to the TheatreVAE ?32 lntegrating the Arts: Visual ArtsVAH 101 lrtroduction to the Visual Arts
VAH 207 SurveyofArtlVAH 202 SuweyofArtllVAH 203 Survey of Art III
HISTORICAL STUDY
All students must complete two historical sfudy courses to satisfy General
Education requirements. The first historical study'course, HST 101,-HST 102,
HST 103, orHST 198, forms partof the Humanities B6se. The second historical study
course can be part of a theinatic cluster or serve simply to satisfu that domain cjf
knowledse req:uirement of General Education. The restrictions ontertain historical
studvcothses dpplvboth to the maiors indicated and to secondaryeducationmaiors
whoSe teachinATi6lds are in tho'se disciplines. (Education shrdents should'see
c]recklists.)-Approrled General Education'courses that satisfy the historical study
domain of knbivledge outside a cluster are:
Restrictions
Intelpretations of American Culture
Propaganda Analysis
Devel5pment of Mass Media for CMM only
Germair Culture and Civilization
History of Physical Education for HSS only
HST
HST
HST 198
HST 25]
HST 252
HST 302
HST 303
HST 305
HST 307
HST 308
HST 313
HST 3L4
HST 315
HST 322
HST 324
HST 327
HST 328HST 330
HST 333
HST 3U
HST 336HST 337
HST 3N
HST 347
HST 342
HST 343HST 34
HST 346
HST U9
HST 351
HST 352
HST 353
HST 354
HST 35s
HST 356
HST 357
HST 358
HST 360
HST 361.
HST 370HST 372HST 374HST 376
HST 377
HST 380
HST 382
HST 385
HST 391,
HST 398
HST 399
MUS 301PSY 47LTHR 4L5
58
101
1,02
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Restrictions
History of Westem Civilization
from its Classical Roots to 171.5
History of Weslsrn (fvilization
Slnce r./15
History Honors Seminar
American History to 1865
American History Since 1865
History of Ancient Greece
History of the Roman Republic and Empire
Medieval Europe
Renaissance and Reformation
Shakespeare's Worlds
The Dual Revolution and Its Consequences-Europe 1815-19L4
Modern Europe in Decline, 1890-1945
Europe in the Post-War Era, 1945 to the Present
History of England
Comparative Nationalism
National Cultures of the Soviet Union and Its Successor States
History of Eastern Europe
History of East Asia
History of the Middle East, 19th and 20th Century
History of the Palestinian - Israeli Conflict
History of Africa to 19th Century
History of Africa: 19th Century to the Present
History of Science
Historical Perspectives on Science, Technology, and Society
Environmental History of the Americas
History of Civil Engineering
History of Science, Technology, and the Modern Corporation
History of American Aviation
Technology and the Culture of War
American Women's and Gender History
History of the American Family
History of Women in European Society
History of Women and Gender in the Middle East
American Urban History
Comparative History of Women in the Third World
Latin America in the Twentieth Century
Social and Cultural Historv of Latin America
U.S. Legal and Constitutional History I
U.S. Legal and Constitutional History II
Economic and Business History of the United States
History of Religion in the United States
Ireland and America
Social and Cultural History of the United States
Contemporary American History
History of the American Indian
History of Mexico
The Atlantic World, 1492-1800
American Architectural History and Preservation
History of Blacks in the United States to 1900
History of Blacks in the United States since 1900
Music History and Literature I for MUE and MUS only
History of Psychology
History of Theatre I
for PSY only
for THR only
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THR
VAH
VAH
VAH
History of Theatre II
Art History and Feminism
History of Photography I
Twentieth Century Art I
Restrictions
for THR only
for PHO only
for ART and EAR only
425
360
382
480
ASI 111
1L2ASI
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Having completed Philosophy 103 and Religious Studies 103 or 198 as part of the
Humanities Base, students are required to take an additional two courses in
philosophy and/or religious studies to satisfy General Education requirements. (At
least one of these must be an upper-level (300-a00) course.) Agu*, this domain of
knowledge maybe satisfiedbyphilosophyand/or religious studies courses that are
either included in or independent of a thematic cluster. Approved General Educa-
tion courses that satisfy the philosophy and religious studies domain of knowledge
outside a cluster are:
Restrictions
CORE Integrated Studies I: The Roots
and Development of Modem
for CORE only
EDT 301
EDT 302
PHL 20]
PHL 302
PHL 304
PHL 306
PHL 307
PHL 308
PHL 309
PHL 310
PHL 311
PHL 312
PHL 313
PHL 314
PHL 315
PHL 31,6
PHL 3I7
PHL 318
PHL 319
PHL 320
PHL 321.
for CORE only
for CORE only
for CORE only
for CORE only
for CORE only
for education and E11 only
for education and 811 only
ASr 371.
ASI 372
ASI 373
ASI 374
ASI 375
Cultures and Values
CORE Integrated Studies II: The Roots
and Development of Modem
Cultures and Values
Professional Ethics in a Global
Community (BUS)
Professional Ethics in a Global
Community(EDU)
Professional Ethics in a Global
Community (EGR)
Professional Ethics in a Global
Community (PHL)
Professional Ethics in a Global
Community (REL)
Philosophy of Education
Catholic Philosophy of Education
Practical Logic
Symbolic Logic
Philosophy of Human Nature
Philosophy of Knowledge
Philosophy and Women
Metaphysics
Philosophy of Mind
Social Philosophy
Philosophy of Religion
Ethics
Business Ethics
Philosophy of Law
Medical Ethics
Engineering Ethics
Ethics and Modem War
Family Ethics
Information Ethics
Philosophy of Art
Environmental Ethics
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL 361
PHL 363
PHL 3&
PHL 370
PHL 371
PHL 372
REL 3OO
REL 304
REL 305
REL 306
REL 307
REL 308
REL 310
REL 311
REL 312
REL 315
REL 31-6
REL 318
REL 319
REL 323
REL 324
REL 326
REL 327
REL 328
REL 329
REL 3M
REL 356
REL 358
REL 360
REL 362
REL 363
REL 365
REL 366
JZJ
3Z+
325
327
330
331
JJZ
JJJ
345
350
351
352
353
354
JJJ
356
357
358
360
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Restrictions
Philosophy and Literature
Philosophy and FiIm
Philosophy of Music
Philosophy of Peace
Philosophy of Science
Science, Objectivity, and Values
Technology and Values
Philosophy and Cognitive Science
Honors Seminar in Philosphy for honors program only
Classical Greek Philosophy
Medieval Philosophy
Modem Philosophy
Kant and Nineteenth Century Philosophy
20thCentury Philosophy
Eastem Philosophy
Christian Philosophy
Radical Philosophy
Marxist Philosophy
Existentialism
American Philosophy
African Philosophy
Race, Gender, and Philosophy
Political Philosophy
Philosophy of Hurnan Rights
Values and Economics
Selected Religions of the East
Hinduism
Eastem Orthodoxy
Buddhism and Christianity
Judaism
Islam
The Pentateuch
The Prophets
The Psahns and Wisdom Literature
The Gospels
New Testament Theologies
Studies in Paul
The Book of Revelation
Historv of Christianitv I
History of Christianity II
Protestant Christianity
U.S. Religious Experience
U.S. Catholic Experience
African-Americin Religion
Christian Marriage
The Christian Tradition of Prayer
Liberation Theology
Christian Ethics
Christian Family Values and Television
Faith and Justice
Christian Ethics and the Environment
The Holocaust: Theological
and Religious Responses
Christian Ethics and
Health Care Issues
Christian Ethics and the Business World
REL
REL
60
367
368
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REL 369
REL 372
REL 373
REL 374
REL 375
REL 376
REL 3N
REL 383
REL 429
REL 437
REL MO
REL 4L
REL M2
REL M3
REL 444
REL 446
REL M7
REL 47't
REL 472
REL 474
REL 488
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
GEO
GEO 109
GEO 115
GEO 116
GEO 208
GEO 218
PHY 105
PHY 108
All students must complete two physical and life sciences courses to satisfy
General Education requirements. This requirement may be satisfied by physical and
life science courses that are included in or independent of a thematic cluster.
Approved General Education courses that satisfy the physical and life sciences
domain of knowledge outside a cluster are:
Restrictions
not for BIO, DEN, MED
Christian Ethics and Engineering
Religion and Film
Religion and Literature
Religion and Art
Religion and Science
Theology and the Social Sciences
The InnerJoumey in Myth, Bible,
and Literature
Philosophy of Religious Education
Modem Catholicism
Significance of Jesus
The Church
Theology of Mary
God and Atheism
The Sacraments
God in Christian Tradition
Cfuistian Liturgy
Selected Catholic Doctrhes
Women and Religion
Ecology and Religion
Women and the Global Church
Soiritualitv and
-Religious Education
PHYSICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES
General Biology I
General Biology II
Concepts of Biology I
Concepts of Biology II
Global Environmental Biology
Island Environmental Biology
College Preparatory Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Chemistry
Chemistry and Society
Professional Practices Seminar for CHM only
Principles of Physical Geography not for BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY, or
those who have taken GEO 109
or 115
General Geology
Physical Geology
Geological History of the Earth
Environmental Geology
Engineering Geology
Physical Science
Physical Science of Light
and Color
General Physics
101
102
151
1.52
395
360
115
lzJ
r24
200
496
103
PHY
61
201
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PHY 202PHY 203PFry 206PHY 207
General Physics
Modem Technical Physics
General Physics I-Mechanics
General Physics Il-Electricity
and Magnetism
General Physics III-
Mechanics of Waves
Descriptive Astronomy
The Physical Universe
The Dynamic Earth
The Chemical World
Organisms, Evolution and the Environment
Biology and Human Health
PHY
PHY
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
SCI
AMS 3OO
ANT 150
ANT 3OO
CMS 31,6
cMS 41.4CMS 4I5
ECO 203
ECO 204
ECO 310
ECO MO
ECO 46't
EDT 303
POL 101
POL 306
POL 321
POL 331
POL 377
POL 450
PSY 101
PSY 3U
PSY 341.
PSY 375
PSY 443
PSY 4M
PSY 45
208
250
190
2t0
220
230
240
SOCIAL SCIENCES
All sfudents must complete one social science course to satisfy General Education
requirements. This requirement may be satisfied by social science courses that
are either included in or independent of a thematic cluster. Approved General
Education courses that satisfy the social science domain of knowledge outside a
cluster are:
Restrictions
American Cultures
Cultural Anthropology
Evolution of People and Culture
Interculfu ral Communication
Global Communication
Women and Communication
Principles of Microeconomics
Principles of Macroeconomics
Econo-mics and the Environment
Econornic Development and Growth
hrtemational Economics
School, Self and Society
Global Politics
Public Policy Analysis
Russia and the New States
Nationalism and Ethopolitics
Environmental Policy
Civil Liberties
lntroductory Psychology
lndustrial Psychology
Social Psychology
Psychology of the Arts
Psychology of Women
Environmental Psychology
Technology, Environmen!
and Behavior
Modem Social Problems
Honors Social Science Seminar
Sociology of Work
and Occupations
Sex Roles and Society
Law and Society
Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Marriage and the Farnily
soc 204
soc 298
soc 327
soc 322
soc 326
soc 328
soc 331
for honors program only
soc 332
soc 339
soc 34t
soc 343
soc 352
swK 331
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Sociology of Women
Social lnequality
Self and Society
Mass Communication in
Modem Society
Community
Death, Dying, and Suicide
GRADES AND SCHOLARSHIP
Final grades are submitted at the end of the term, and these are made part of a
student's permanent record in accord with the option chosen by the student. Copies
ofthese reports are given to the students and deans. Aprogress report ofevery first-
year student in each of the classes is submitted to the Registrar by every instructor
ai the middle of each term.
Undergraduate students are permitted a selection from two alternative grading
options. The course grading options are as follows:
Option L-A, A-, B+,8, B-,C+,C,C-,D,F
Option 2-SlNc-Satisfactory (C- or higher)/No Credit (D, F)
Option 3-EM-Examination Credit
In addition to those courses which must be taken under Option 2, a sfudent may
take a maximum of fifteen semester hours under Option 2 within the hours required
for graduation in the degree program. A student may take any course beyond the
minimum hours required for graduation in the degree program under Option 2.
All courses that are used to fulfill General Education and Competency requirements
must be taken under Option 1. The college/school or department may place
further restrictions on the use of Option 2. Exceptions to this policy may be made by
thedean (orthedean'sdesignee) of thecollege/schoolinwhichastudentisenrolled.
NOTE: Studies have shown that Satisfactory/No Credit grades (Option 2) on
one's academic record may be a negative factor in the evaluation of application for
transfer to some undergraduate schools, for admission to most professional schools
(law, medicine, etc.) and many graduate schools, and for employment in
some fields.
The official marks with their meanings and quality-point values are as follows:
A- Excellenf; for each semester hour,4.0 quality points are allowed.
A- 
- 
For each semester hour, 3.6667qtabty points are allowed.
B+ 
- 
For each semester hour, 3.3333 quality points are allowed.
B 
- 
Good; for each semester hour, 3.0 quality points are allowed.
B- 
- 
For each semester hour, 2.6667 quality points are allowed.
C+ 
-For each semester hour, 2.3333 quality points are allowed.C 
- 
Fair; for each semester hour, 2.0 quality points are allowed.
C- 
- 
For each semester hour, 1.6667 quality points are allowed.
D 
- 
Poor but passing; for each semester hour, L.0 quality point is allowed.
F 
- 
Failed. This mark indicates poor scholastic work, or failure to report with-
drawal from a course. ln such cases, required courses must be rePeated or
retaken, preferably at the next opportunity.
S 
- 
Satisfactory.Tlisrnark indicates credit given for a course taken under grading
Option 2,C- or higher. The S credit shall be counted as hours only and shall
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not be considered in determining a student's cumulative point average.
NC- No Credit. This mark indicates no credit given for a course taken under grading
Option 2, below C-. In such cases, required courses must be repeated or
retaken, preferably at the next opportunity.
I- Incomplete. This grade indicates that the student has obtained the instructor's
recommendation, subject to the chairperson's approval, to complete some
portion of the work of the term that for reasons beyond the student's control
was not completed before the end of the term, provided that the rest of the
work has been of satisfactory grade. An I must be removed within thirty days
from the date listed on the grade report, or it will be changed to an F or NC
(option 2) on the student's permanent record. The time limit may be extended
under exceptional circumstances, with the approval of the dean, if application
for the extension is made within the thirty-day period noted.
W- Withdrawn.Dw:ing the first three weeks of a full term (or the first eight class
days of a split term) a student may withdraw from a class without record by
obtaining a drop (withdrawal) form from the Registration Office, having it
signed by the academic advisor, and processing it. Beginning with the fourth
week of the term and continuing through the fourth week after mid-term (or
the ninth class day of a split term and continuing through the fourth week of
the split term), a student may withdraw with a W by the same process, except
that the drop form must have the approval signature of the instructor as well
as that of the advisor. For the remainder of the term, until the last day of
classes, a student may withdraw with a W only by making a formal request
to the dean, who consults with the sfudent's instructor before granting such
a request. During this period a W will be permitted only for special nonaca-
demic reasons, which include, but are not limited to, poor personal health,
financial difficulties, family matters of health, and change in career objectives.
lrVhen a student finds it necessary to withdraw from the University, for any
reason whatsoever, it is important that the dean be notified immediately.
Financial adjustrnents, if allowed, will be made only from the date on the
withdrawal form. Total withdrawal from all classes requires the processing of
the drop form. This requires one signature from the student's Academic dean.
It is the student's responsibility to initiate and process all withdrawals; the
faculty do not initiate withdrawals for students except for auditors. (See X
below.) In addition, the student is urged to process the withdrawal as soon as
possible after deciding to drop a course. Sfudents cannot assurne that with-
drawals are granted automatically if they stop attending class. Any failure to
process the drop (withdrawal) form will incur a grade of F for the course or
courses involved. The F's so accumulated are always included in the cumu-
lative point average.
P 
- 
In Progress. This symbol is used in lieu of a grade for a course which has not
terminated at the end of a terrn or sufiuner session. A grade with correspond-
ing credit and quality points (see grading Options 1 and 2) will be assigned
when the course has been completed.
N- No grade utas reporteil by thc instructor.
K- Credit.Thismeuk is used only for credits accepted as transfer credit from other
institutions. No quality points are allowed. K credit is not allowed for English
courses taken at instifutions in countries where the native language is other
than English.
X- Audit.Tlis mark indicates that the student has registered to audit the course.
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No credithours or qualitypoints are awarded for this mark. Anycourse taken
for audit may not be retaken for credit. If, in the opinion of the instructor, a
student has not attended and participated in a sufficient number of classes, the
instructor will assign a W.
R- Retaken. An undergraduate sfudent who receives a grade of D or F in a course
taken under Option 1 at the University of Dayton may retake that course
under Option 1 at the University of Dayton and remove the original D or F
from the cumulative GPA. When a course has been retaken and the subse-
quent grade is higher than or equal to the previous grade, the previous grade
will not count towards the student's cumulative GPA henceforth. There will
be no retroactive adjustment to GPAs. The transcript will reflect this event
with a notation of "same as" in the line containing the original grade. l{hen
a course in which a D was received has been retaken, and an F is earned, the
initial D will be used in the student's cumulative GPA calculation, and the line
containing the F will receive the notation of "same as". A sfudent may have
no more than 15 semester hours of "retaken" grades.
If a student retakes a course in which the topics vary, it must be demon-
strated that the retaken course contains the same material as the original
course in which the student received a D or F. Courses taken by sfudents prior
to the initiation of this policy, and before completion of an undergraduate
degree, may be retaken within the guidelines of this policy.
Exceptions to this policy may be made by the dean (or the dean's designee)
of the school or college in which the student is enrolled.
Addmdum to Retake Policy : V{hen a student retakes a course which he or she
has taken more than once previously, the retaken course will serve to replace
both previous grades (if it is the same as or higher than each). The number of
"retaken hours" will be counted as the total hours for the two courses in which
the grades are replaced; e.9., if a student retakes PSY 101 in which he or she had
previously eamed F two times, the new passing grade will replace both Fs, but
will count as 6 credit hours taken instead of 3. This student will then be able
to take up to 9 additional course grades.
EM-Emmination. This mark indicates University of Dayton credit given to a
student on the basis either of the Advanced Placement Program of the CEEB
or of examinations taken prior to or after admission to the University. The
required level of achievement on these examinations is determined by the
department in which the course is taught. This credit shall be assigned only
on authorization of the registrar. No quality points are allowed. A student
must be registered at the University of Dayton to obtain credit. EM credit is
limited to 24 semester hours (exclusive of AP and CLEP General Examination
credits).
NO GRADE CFIANGE OF ANY KIND IS PERMITTED AFTER THIRTY DAYS
FROM THE DATE LISTED ON THE GRADE REPORT.
The University reserves the right to change the grading system.
GRADE-POINT AVERAGES
The SEMESTER GRADE-POINT AVERAGE is the total number of quality
points divided by the number of semester credit hours carried by the student under
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Option 1.
The CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE is the total number of cumula-
tive quality points divided by the number of cumulative credit hours carried by the
student under Option 1. If a cowse is repeated, the grade points for both the original
grade and the new grade are computed. If a course is retaken (see R) and the
subsequent grade is higher than or equal to the previous grade, the previous grade
will not count towards the student's CGPA henceforth. Marks of I, K, N P, S, W, X,
NC, and EM are disregarded in the computation of the CGPA.
The CUMULATIVE ACADEMC LINIT GRADE-POINT AVERAGE includes
only those courses completed at the University of Dayton and required for the
specific degree obtained and/or approved for inclusion by the students's school or
college. The Cumulative Academic Unit GPA will appear at the end of the transcript
or upon graduation.
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY
As an institution of higher learning, the University of Dayton expects its faculty
and administration to be instrumental in creating an environment in which its
students can develop personal integrity.
1. DEFINMONS
Student academic dishonesty is defined as any attempt by the student to obtain,
or to assist another student to obtain, a grade higher than honestly earned.
Inadditiontospecificconditionsstatedbythecourseinstructor,thefollowingare
defined as academic dishonesty: cheating; plagiarism; grade alteration; and
deception to avoid meeting the stated course conditions.
A. Cheating: Cheating consists of any of the following:
For Examinations: Willfully copying or attempting to consult a notebook,
textbook, or any other source of information not specifically authorized by the
teacher; willfully aiding or receiving aid from another student during an
examination or attempting to give or receive such aid; obtaining or attempting
to obtain copies of the examination prior to the time the examination is given;
or any other act which violates or attempts to violate the stated conditions of
an examination.
For Assignments: When class assignments are such that sfudents are expected
to complete the assignment on their own, willfully copying all or part of
another student's assignment or attempting to violate or violating any stated
conditions of the assignment.
B. Plagiarism: plagiarism consists of any of the following:
Quoting directly from any source of material-including other students'
work and materials purchased from research consultants-without appropri-
ately citing the source and identifying the quoted material; knowingly citing
an incorrect sourcei using ideas (i.e., material other than information that is
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common knowledge) from any source of material-including other students'
work and materials purchased from research consultants-without citing the
source and identifying the borrowed material.
The instructor is expected to establish any additional guidelines for plagia-
rism and should make clear to the students their individual responsibilities on
assignments.
C.Grade Alteration:Gradealterationconsists of anactwhichdishonestlymodifies
a grade obtained for a class assignment, examination or for the course itself.
D. Deception: Deception is defined as any attemPt to avoid meeting the stated
course conditions, such as making false statements to avoid taking examina-
tions at the scheduled times or to avoid turning in assignments at scheduled
times.
tr. PENALTIES AND PROCEDURES
The maximum penalty for a proven case of academic dishonesty is an F in the
course. No provision can then be made for the student to receive a W. Under some
circumstances, such as repeated offenses, theft, intimidation, or breaking and
entering, additional penalties may be imposed by the student's dean. These
penalties may include dismissal from the major, dismissal from the school or
college, removal from honors prograrns, or dismissal from the University.
When an accusation of dishonesty occurs, the faculty member must notify the
student immediately and in private of the accusation and penalty. If, after a
private discussion between the faculty member and the student, the student
admits the dishonesty and accepts the penalty, the student's dean will be notified
in writing of the violation. This is to be a student's notification with the only other
copy to go to the student. If, after the private discussion, the student does not
admit dishonesty or accept the penalty, the faculty member alleging the dishon-
esty will notify, in writing, the student's chairperson and dean, the faculty
member'schairperson and dean, and the student.Ineithercase, suchnotification
will become part of the dean's official file on the student but will not be
transmitted outside the University.
Itr. APPEALPROCEDURE
A sfudentwho feels an accusation of academic dishonesty is unfair may appeal
in the sequential manner listed below:
A. If no resolution occurs in the private conversation with the instructor, the
student may appeal to the chailperson of the department inwhich the course
was taught. This appeal must be made in writing within ten days after the
written notice and must state the facts as the student sees them. The faculty
member also submits evidence at this time to the departrnent chairperson.
B. If the student's appeal is denied by the departrnent chairpersory the student
has ten days to file an appeal to the review committee of the college or school
in which the violation occurred. Lr departments where a grade appeal
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committee already exists, this will be the review committee. The review
committee will first select a chairperson, and then meet with the student and
faculty member involved on separate occasions and gather any additional
evidence or informationrelated to this appeal. The studenthas theright to see
and hear the evidence and to question any witnesses against the student and
to present evidence and wibresses on the students's behalf, Both the student
and the faculty member must cooperate with the review committee.
The review committee will make known its recommendations and the reasons
for its recommendations in writing to the department chairperson(s), the
student, the faculty member, and the dean(s).
If the accusation is judged a violation and the penalty appropriate, a record
will be sent to the student's dean. If no violation can be proven, all material
pertaining to the accusation will be returned to the faculty member.
C. Either the student or the faculty member involved may then make an appeal
to the dean of the college or school in which the course was offered. A final
appealmaybemade to theprovost. The final authorityrestswiththeprovost.
ACADEMIC STANDING
The student's academic standing is determined by the cumulative grade-point
average at the end of each term.
l. To be in good academic standing, a student must have a cumulative grade-
point average of (a) at least L.7 at the end of the first and second terms, (b) at least 1.8
at the end of the third term, (c) at least 1.9 at the end of the fourth term, and (d) at least
2.0 at the end of the fifth and succeeding terms. For part-time and transfer students,
a block of 12 semester hours of credit is considered one term. A cumulative grade-
point average of at least 2.0 is required for graduation.
2. A cumulative grade-point average below the one required will place the
studenton academic probation. The student's academic deanwill notify the student
of his or her probationary stafus. A student on probation must follow a restricted
academic program not to exceed 15 semester hours.
3. It is the responsibility of any student on academic probation to complete a
contract with the dean for the purpose of determining the nature and limitations of
the student's fufure academic and extracurricular activities.
4. Students whose academic performance has seriously impaired their ability to
succeed academically at the University of Dayton are subject to dismissal. A student
who is subject to academic dismissal can be dismissed only by his or her academic
dean, who authorizes the dismissal and notifies the student of his or her stafus.
Students who are subject to dismissal include (a) those who fail to achieve good
standing at the end of a term on probation and O) those who have a term point
average of less than 1.0, regardless of cumulative grade-point average.
5. The Registrar will post "Academic Dismissal" on the permanent record of any
student who is dismissed.
INTERNAL TRANSFER POLICY
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Any undergraduate student having completed one academic semester in good
standing at the University of Dayton may initiate a requestfor lnternalTransfer.The
studentdesiring to change his,/her majorcaninitiatethisprocessbycontacting their
advisor and submitting a formal transfer application prior to registration.
To be considered for Internal Transfer the student must meet the following
criteria:
. College of Arts & Sciences
Cumulative GPA:
1..7 end of first term
1..7 end of second term
1.8 end of third term
1.9 end of fourth term
2.0 thereafter
. School ofBusiness
Cumulative GPAof 2.25 and completion of a calculus course with a grade
of "C" or better; or, a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or better.
r School of Education and Allied Professions
Cumulative GPA: 2.5 or better and for those seeking teacher licensure,
proof must be submitted of satisfactory standardized testing scores. For
more in-formation, please see'Degree Requirements'in the School of
Education and Allied Professions section of the University Bulletin.
o School of Engineering
Cumulative GPA:
1.7 end of first term
1..7 end of second term
1.8 end of third term
1.9 end of fourth term
2.0 thereafter
Units will review applications for transfer andmake decisions in a timely fashion
with communication to the student, the appropriate units, and the Registrar.
Please note, there are times when the sfudent's desired transfer would not be
recommended. This decision will be left to the judgment of the dean or his/her
designated representative.
More complete information regarding InternalTransfer to the College or Schools
may be obtained in the respective dean's office.
DEAN'S LIST
At the conclusion of the fall and the spring terms, in both the college and the
professional schools, any full-time student who has achieved a superior academic
record (a grade- point average of 3.5 or above) for the term just ended is named to
the dean's list. Any part-time student with the required grade-point average (3.5 or
above) is eligible for the dean's list after completing 12 or more semester hours of
credit and will subsequently be named to the dean's list each time an additional
increment of L2 or more semester hours of credit is completed. No dean's list is
compiled for the summer term.
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HONORS
1.. To graduate with honors, a student must have completed a minimum of 60
semester hours at the University of Dayton and have an academic degtee program
grade-point average at the University of Dayton of 3.50 or higher, based on a 4.00
scale. The academic degreeprogram grade-point average includes all courses taken
at the University of Dayton under grading Option 1 and accepted as graduation
credits by the student's academic unit, i.e. school or college. Determination of a
student's honors category is made on the basis of the student's academic record at
the conclusion of the term preceding the student's last term at the University or on
the basis of the student's academic record at the conclusion of his or her last term.
2. If a student qualifies for honors or moves into a higher category of honors on
the basis of his or her academic degree program grade-point average, mention will
bemadeattheconunencementexercises,notationwillbemadeonthetranscriptand
permanent record, and an appropriate honors key will be awarded. Due to time
constraints no adjustments/corrections can be made to actual printed graduation
Progfam.
3. Honors status will be determined by the academic degree Program grade-
point average and will include only those courses completed at the University of
Dayton. Sfudents who transfer to the University of Dayton under the terms of an
articulation agreement with a community college may be eligible for honors at
graduation even il they have not completed the minimum of 60 semester hours at
the University provided that they have met all terms of the articulation agreement.
4. The notation of honors is made in the commencement Program/ on the
diploma, on the student's permanent record, and on the transcript, as follows:
Cum l-aude-if the academic degree progtam grade-point average is greater than
or equal to 3.50 but less than 3.70;
Magna Cum Laude-rt the academic degreeprogram gradepointaverage is greater
than or equal to 3.70 but less than 3.90;
Summa Cum Inude-if the academic degree program grade-point average is
greater than or equal to 3.90.
5. Any exceptions to this procedure are the decision of the dean of the student's
academic unit.
COMMENCEMENT / GRADUATION
Commencement at the University of Dayton is formal recognition of sfudents
who are graduating from the University. Consequently, University poliry limits
participation in commencement to students who have completed all the require-
ments for their degree. Exceptions to this policy are granted only under the most
extraordinary circumstances. Receiving an incomplete or failure in a course neces-
sary for graduation or personal conflicts with scheduled commencements are, for
example, not considered extraordinary circumstances.
Students wishing to appeal this policy can do so by submitting a written request
to the Registrar. The final decision conceming any appeal is made by the Graduation
Appeals Committee consisting of the Registrar, a faculty representative, and an
undergraduate student selected by the Student Govemmmt Association. All aP-
peals must be submitted at least two weeks before the graduation ceremony in
question. If the student is declaring his candidacy for Graduation a #7 Form must
be completed and furned into the Registrar's Office, located on the second floor
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of Albert Emanuel Hall. If a student is receiving two degrees, two separate #7
forms, one for each degree, must be completed. For further information visit the
Registrar's website at http : / / www.udayton.edu/-registr.
After the sufiunet of 2002, students completing their course work during the
sununer term will receive a diploma and their academic transcript will denote an
August graduation date, but they will have to wait until December to participate in
a graduation ceremony.
CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY
It is desirable for students to attend all classes. Listening to the lectures of
instructors and being involved in classroom discussions should (l) provide guide-
lines and goals in the course of study, thus lending direction to the study activities
of the student; (2) provide instances of the way of thinking and methodology
employed by an academic discipline in formulating and solving problems; and
(3) stimulate an awareness of and interest in the course topics beyond the level
acquired by textbook reading. Because textbook material is generally beneath the
level of the current state of knowledge, instructors acquaint the sfudent with new
ideas and integrate this material into the course topics.
Sfudents are responsible for being aware of the proceedings and material
covered in each class period. Students must attend all announced tests and submit
assigned written work on the date set by the instructor; it is recommended that the
instructor announce such tests and assignments at least a week in advance. The
action taken as a consequence of missing a test or an assignment willbe determined
by the instructor and will be based on a consideration of the individual circum-
stances involved.
To assist first-year students in their transition to college responsibilities, it is felt
that a policy of compulsory attendance is necessary; therefore, first-year sfudents
will be permitted only a limited number of absences. For first-year students, the
allowable number of absences in the first term or in the second term will be equal to
twice the meeting times a week (or four class days in any third-term session). A
student exceeding this number will be referred to the student's dean for possible
counseling and appropriate action. Any undergraduate student who has not ac-
crued 30 semester hours of credit is considered a first-year student.
In addition to the first-year student policy, faculty may institute an attendance
requirement. This may be done for any course (including seminars, laboratories,
performance courses, clinical field-based courses, and the like) provided that the
policy is approved by a faculty comrnittee of the department and / or the departrnent
chair. If attendance is used as a grading comPonent, the instructor is obligated to
darify his or her classroom poliry regarding absences in writing in the syllabus
provided during the first full week of the semester. Let it be noted that to insure
accuracy of records, every sfudent must be present at class during the first week of
each term.
STUDENT RECORDS
The Family Educational Rights and Priv acy Act of 1974 (FERPA) is a federal law
which states that an educational institution must establish a written institutional
policy concerning the confidentiality of student education records and that students
must be notified of this statement of policy and their rights under the legislation. In
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accordance with the Act, students and parents of dependent students at the
University of Dayton have the following rights:
1. The right to inspect and review educational records covered by the Act or
personally identifiable information contained therein
2. The right to challenge the contents of these records
3. The right to a formal hearing, if necessary, for a fair consideration of such a
challenge
4. The righttoplace an explanatorynote inthe record intheeventthat achallenge
of contents is unsuccessful
5. The right to control, with certain exceptions, the disclosure of the contents of
the records
6. The right to be informed of the existence and availability of the institutional
policy covering FERPA rights
7. The right to report violations of FERPA legislation to the Departrnent of
Education.
A complete policy statement on student records in accordance with the require-
ments of FERPA can be found in the student handbook, published by the Office of
Student Development. Copies of the poliry also are available at the following
University offices: Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students,
Provost, and Registrar.
TRANSCRIPTS
A transcript of the permanent academic record is a confidential document to be
released in compliance with the regulations of the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 as anended. The Registrar will issue transcripts upon a request
signed by the student. All transcripts so requested require payment in advance. See
"Other Charges" in Chapter IV, Financial Information. One official copy will be
mailed to each graduate approximately six weeks after graduation.
AWARDS
Specialawardsforexceptionalscholasticachievementaregivenannuallythrough
the generosity of donors. To be eligible for any of these awards, a studentmusthave
a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.0. The awards:
Accounting-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Accounting--donated by
Jerom6 E. Westendorf, '43, and Warren A. Kappele-r, '41.
Accounting-Award of Merit in Recognition of Outstanding Achievement--donated by The
Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants, Dayton Chapter.
Accounting-The Accounting Career Award to a Student Exhibiting Great Potential in the
Accounting Profession--donated by The Institute of Management Accountants, Dayton
Chapter.
Acnunting---The Clark-Eley-Fioriti Award for Outstanding Service to the Department of
Accounting-donated by the Alumni and Faculty of the"Departrnent of Accdunting.
Anthropology--The Margaret Mary Emonds Huth Memorial Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Senior in Anthropology--donated by Dr. Edward A. Huth.
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Arts anil Sciences-The Deanleonard A. Mann, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstanding'- --S;r;; 
the College of Arts and Sciences--donated by Joseph Zlusman"65'
Athletics---The Reverend charles L. collins, s.M., Award of Excellence to an Athlete for
Outstanding Citizenship--donated by Joseph Zusman, '65'
Athletics-Thle Charles R. Kendall, '29, Memorial Award of Excellence for Achievement in
--- 
e"uau-i" and Athletic iffort-donated by Mrs. Charles R. Kendall and friends.
Athletics-The John L. Macbeth Memorial Award to the outstanding scholar-Athlete in
Football and Basketball. The recipient must have completed five or more terms and won a
varsity letter.
Athletics--lheA'rIr:E. MeyersAwardof ExcellenceforAchievernentinAcademic andAthletic
Effort in Women's Ba3ketball and Volleyball'
Biolosu-fheP.K. Baipai Undergraduate Research Award to the Undergtaduate Student who
n?'st nepresents tfie Spirit oiUndergraduate Research in Biology'
Biolow-Thelohn I. Comer Biomedical Undergraduate Research Award to the Undergradu-"'" 
"fJ st"J"ii *fio S"rt Demonstrated Reseirch Excellence 
in 'Biomedical Sciences' as a
Biology Major.
Biologt--t\elohnl. Comer Ecological Undergraduate Research Award to the Undergraduate
-'- iflia""i #fi" Si,riO"*o*t 
"ied 
ResearcF Excellence in 'Ecology' as a Biology Major.
Biolow---The Leam, Lead and serve Undergraduate Award of Excellence to $e liol.ogy"* titia"r-g.;a-"ut -St"a""t *t o Completed in Outstanding Experiential Leaming Project,
which"included both Leadership and Service.
Biolow-The lohn E. Dlugos, Jr., Memorial Award of Excellence to the outstanding senior
tfiibtit g i" ni"logy-jiort1,"0 by Mr' and Mrs' John E' Dlugos'
Biolocv---T\eBrotherRussellA.Joly,s.M.,AwardofExcellencetotheStudentwhoBest
- 
C'Jmbines Excellence in Biology ind Genuine Appreciation of Nature'
Business Administration---TheMiiam Rosenthal Award of Excellence to a Graduating Senior
----i" 
ur" s.t o"l of Business Administration--donated by Dean william J. Hoben.
Business Ailministration---TheMark T. Schneider Award to a Senior in the School of Business
----ea-i"irtt"tion 
who has Combined Academic Excellence with Service to the University
and the Community--donated by family and friends in his memory'
Camous Ministry---TheMarianist Award for Voluntary Service to a Graduating.senior who has*"f,;;'iii;'t ".fi; 
ri1.o"gt Voluntary Servicti to the Community---donated by the
Marianists of the University of Dayton.
Campus Ministru--TheBrother Wottle Campus Ministry Award: "An Award of Appreciation
fbr Service tb CamPus MinistrY."
Chemical and Mnterials Engineering---The Victor Emanuel,'15, Award of Excellence to the
- -O"Gt*ai"g Senior in'Ctremiia Engineering---+ponsored by the University of Dayton
Alumni Association since 1962.
ChemicalanilMateriatsEngineuing-TheEdmundJ. RolinskiMemorialAwardof Excellencein
l,eadership and Service.
Chemical anil Matuiats Engineering-The Robert G. Schenck Memorial Award of Excellence to
--tn" O"trt""aing |unifir in Ch"emical Engineering-donated by Stanley L. lopata.
Chemistry _The American Chemical Society Award'
fJ
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Chernistry-'1yre American Institute of Chemists, Award.
chemistry'---:111e qBc PRESI ryshman chemistry Achievement Award to a Deserving First-Year Student Maioring in Chemistry.
chsnistry-rhe.Brother George I..Geisler, s.M., Award of Excellence to the outstandingStudent in Chemistry-donated by |oseph poekng,32.
Chemistry--:IheArloD. Harris Assistance Fund to a DeservingFirst-YearStudentMajoringin
Chemistry.
Chemistry'-111s B-emardJ. Katchman Memorial Scholarship to an EnteringFirst-yearStudent
Majoring in Chemistry.
chemistry-"111s Brother fohnJ. Lucier, s.M., Award of Excellence to the outstanding JuniorMajoring in Chemistry-donated by a friend.
Clwmistry-Tl1e Polymer Education Committee Award for Outstanding Performance inOrgairic Chemistry.
chemistru--:lhe Philip Zaidatn Memorial Award to a Deserving student Majoring inCheriistrv.
Cioil and Enttironmmtal Engineering and 
_Engineeing Mechanics-The George A. Banett, '2g,Award of Excellence to the OuistandinfJunior"in Civil Engineeringjonatea fy farniff
and friends in his memory.
CiailandEnzsironmmtalEngineeringand EngineeringMechnnics-TheHarryF. Fink e,'02, Award.
of Excellence to the OutstandingSenior in Civil Engineering---+ponsoredby the University
of Dayton Alumni Association-since 1962.
communication-The Bette Rogge Morse Award to the outstanding senior woman in Com-
munication.
Communication-The Faculty Award for Academic Excellence to the Senior with the HighestCumulativeand Major Grade Point Averages--donated by the Faculty of the Departirent
of Communication.'
Communication-The Dr. Florence I. Wolff Achievement Award for Outstanding Contribu-tions in Academic, Extracurricular and Comrnunity Service Activities.
Communication-Broadcasting--:fhe Ornar Williams Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Student in BroadcastingJ-d61ated by the University of Dayton
Communication-Debating--The Mary Elizabeth fones Memorial Award of Excellence to anOutstanding Debator--donated by Dr. D. G. Reilly.
Communication-Journalism--TheKtterCollettAward of Excellenceto theOutstandingSenior
in ]oumalism. This is awarded annlrally to the student who best demonstrates iniis/her
persgn.3nd.wlitings the qualitiesof Mi. Collett that the University hopes will serve as aninspiration to the Joumalism students.
communica.tion-lournalism-The Brother George F. Kohles, s.M., Award of Excellence in|oumalism--donated by a friend.
Communication-Mass Meilin Arfs-The Si Burick Award of Excellence for Outstanding Aca-demic and Cocurricular Achievement in Mass Media Arts--donated by theuniveriity ofDayton.
Communication-Public Relations-T-he PRSA Maureen M. Pater Award of Distinction to theOutstandine Senior in Public Relatioru--donated by the Dayton-Vtiarni ValleyCtraptl oiThe Public F.elations Society of America.
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communication-speech Arts-TheReverend vincentR. Vasey, s.M., Award oJ Excellence to
- th; O"ithding Senior in Sp"oh Attr--dott"ted by Reverend Vincent R. Vasey, S.M.
Communication Managanmt---Tl'rcEllen M. Murphy Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Senior in Communication Management.
computer science---The Addison-wesley senior Book Award for Excellence in computer*'#;;"; C;;p"iir i*..t"iuon SyJtems--donated by the Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company.
computer science-The Alumni Award of Excellence in the senior Class.
C-omputer Scimce--The Award for Outstanding Service to the Department of Computer
Science.
computer scimce-The Q.air,s Award for Excellence in computer science.
Computer Scimce-The GKM Systems Award for Innovative Programming'
Continuins Eilucation---The Nora Duffy Award to a Reentry student who has overcome
Signifi"cant Obstacles in Order to C<implete a College Degree'
Coooeratizte Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Education Stu-*-[""i 
tur g-;ttr"rt Ad*itr.irtr"tion-sponsored by the Mead eorporation Foundation'
Coooeratioe Eilucation-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperativ-e Education Stu-*"ffi; i;C;ili; S"i""""-Co^p"ter lnformation Systemsr-sponsored by the Marathon
Oil Foundation.
Coooeratfue Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Education Stu-
hent in Engineering-sponsored by the Dayton Power and Light ComPany'
Coooeratfue Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Education Stu-*"[""i 
rt r-"gid.ing i;hnology-sponsored by Earl C. Ise1n, fr'l in honor of his father'
Criminal lustice---The Sheriff "Beno" Keiter Memorial Scholarship Awqrd to the Outstanding
funior or Senior in Criminal fustice-donated by friends of "Beno'^Keiter'
Economics---TheDr. E. B. O'Leary Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in
Economics-donated bY Bank One.
Electrical Engineering--TheThomas R. Armggong, '38, Award of 
-Excellence 
for^o-utstanding
Electricai Ensidering Achievement in Mem6ry of Brother Ulrich Rappel, S.M., and W.
Frank Armstiong--d6nated by Thomas R. Armstrong'
Electrical Enstneering--The Anthony Horvath,'22,andElmetSteggr-,'22, Alvard of Excellence"'i;;ifdii;ildi"g 
s".ior i., itkt icat Engineering--donate? by Anthony Horvath and
Elmer Steger.
Electrical Ensineering-The Mary C. Millette Endowment Award for the Outstanding Senior
ElectricaiEngin&ring Studdnt in Memory of Mary C' Millette'
Electricat Enpineering-T\e Brother Louis H. Rose, S'M', '33, Award of Excellmce to the
Outstanding Junior in Electrical Engineering'
Electronic EnsineerinC Technology-The Richard R. Hazen Award of Excellence for the Out-
;ffi4i";-"C;;""i".i tn" flk1ronic Engineering Technology Program--donated by the
Alumni"and friends of the DePartment.
Elementaru Eilucation-The George A. Pflaum, '25, Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
-- il;;i;i" E"rtu CtUafrood"and Ivtiddle Childhood Education--donated by George A.
Pflaum, ]r.
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Enginee.ring/ITumnnities--The James L. HeO S.M., Award of Excellence to the GraduatineSenior who Demonstrates g 
_High Degree of Integration of these Oiff".""i ei"iJr o?Knowledge: Humanities and Engineeriig-donated"by Dr. Rocco M. o""it"rri.
Er9!:t{r!g,T:r!*Iogy,-TheL. Duke Golden Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
31llfl".r'^g Technology--donated by the Gamma Beta Chapter of rau Alpha pI Honor50cretv.
fnghsn-.f-lleVatricia B. Labadie Award for Excellence in Composition.
Englkh-TheBrotherThomas P. Price, S.M., Award of Excellenceto the Outstanding Senior inEnglish-donated by the U.D. Mothers, Club.
English-The Alex G. Tuss service Award to the Graduating- senior,with an outstandingRecord of Service to the Department and the Universityjonated by theiuss Family. "
EngLish Education-The Dr. Harry_E. Llpd lr-4e_rno-rial Award of Excellence-donated by theFaculty of the Department of-English and the School of Education.
Enaironmental Biology-The Environmental Biology Award of Excellence to the Outstandins
Tlll9lpur!"t brology Maior who Excels h All Areas of Academic scholarship aniLrveralt servlce.
Entt-ironmmtal Biolo3y-The Environmental Biology Intemship Achievement Award of Excel-
lence to the Environmental BiologyMajorwho-has Demonitrated SisnificantAchievement
while Pursuing Practical Experience tfuough the brtemship progrim.
Finance-Award of Excellence to the outstanding senior Majoring in Finance.
Finance-The Douglas R. ftott "Best Efforts Award" to the Finance Malor Deemed to haveWorked the Ha"rdest Both In and ourof the Chrr.;;;;;;i; b^iib;;d; R. Scon.
Finance--T\e Center for Portfolio Management and Security Analysis Excellence in Leader-ghip frnigd to the outstanding seiior on the center"for p<irtfoli,o Management andSecurity Analysis Team.
Finance-The Flyer_Inv.estments Excellence in Leadership Award to the outstandingStudent on the vertically Integrated Investment projram (vI p) Flyer InvestmentPortfolio Management Teim.
General Excellence-The Mary M. Shay Award of Excellence in Both Academic and Extracur-
ricular Activities (Seniors only)-ionated by the poelking Family.
C*I2SV-T. George H',springer.scholarship to the Outstanding Senior in the GeologyDepartment--donated by the Alumni of th-e Department.
Health and Sport Scimce 
- 
The Thomas J. Frericks Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
senior in sport Management-donated by the Faculty of the fthool of Educatron.
Health and sport_science--The James M. Landis Memorial Award of Excellence for theOutstanding Health and Sport Science Senior in Science Core Courses. -- ---
Heakh and Spo.rt Scimce---The |ames B. LaVanche Award of Excellence to the OutstandinsScholar-Athlete Graduating,in the Department of Health and Sport 5.i""i"-Jo"ut"a Uithe Faculty and Alumni of the Deparfment.
Healthanil Sport Science-Thelohn L. MacbethMemorial Award of Excellence to the Outstand-ing Student in Health and Sport Science-donated by Mrs. John L. Macbeth.
Hulthand Sport Science-The^Reve-reld Georgef . RennakerAward of ExcellenceforOutstand-ing Achievement in the School of Educafoir.
Heakh and Sport Science-TheElizabeth L. Scfuoeder Award of Excellence to the OutstandingSenior in the Food and Nutrition Program.
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Historu-TheCaroline Beauregard Award of Excellence to the OutstandingluniorMajoring in
Hi"story-donated by family and friends in her memory'
Historu-TheDr. samuel E. Flook Award of Excellence to the outstanding senior Majoring in
Hi"story-donated by Dr. Samuel E. Flook.
Histora_Tlte Betty Ann Perkins Award for Excellence in women's and Family History-
dohated by hei familY.
History-:fhe Steiner-Beauregqrd Plri Alpha Theta Service Award for Significant Service
--'-Fi6-oti"e 
the Activities 3i ttre Dettahta Chapter (Delta Eta Chapter Members ody)-
donated b"v Dr. Rocco M. Donatelli.
History-TheDr. George Ruppel, s.M., Award of Excellence in Historical Research.
Humanities-Tlte Rocco M. Donatelli Award to the Humanities Senior with the Strongest
Quintitative and Qualitative Record in Elective Science Courses'
lndustrial EnsineerinqTechnologv-TheJames L. McGraw Award t9 $eOutrtandingGraduate
- 
- ;itt; harstrial'Engineeriig Techhology Program-donated by the Dayton ChaPter ot
The lnstitute of Industrial Engineers.
lnilustrial EnsineeringTechnologv-TheRaymond B. Puckett Memorial Award to theoutstand-
ing Junio"r in Industrial En$rneering Technology.
Innwages--TheBrother John R. Perz, S.M., Award of Excellence to the outstanding senior in
Moilem Languages.
Iansuases-French-The Brother George f. McKenzie, S.M., Award of Excellence to the
b"6tut aittg Senior in French--donited by a friend'
Lanwases-spanish-T1'e Dr. James M. Ferrigno Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
- Se"Tor itt Spanish-donated by Enrique Rdmaguera and Mary A' Ferrigno'
Library--TheBrother Frank Ruhlman, S.M., Award of Excellence for Literary Achievement'
Manasement--The Alumni Award in Management sponsored by charles Husto-n-Brown, ',20,'----'uniJ Mu".i* F. Krue,'55, Presented toihe Graduating Senior Majoring in Management
who Embodies the Principles of Leam, Lead and Serve'
Manasenmt-The Management Award for Excellence Sponsored by'The.Reynolds and' '-{3""oiJr Co^pu"v ul"a fn" Standard Register Company Presentbd to the Graduating
Seiior in Managem-ent for Outstanding Academic Achievement and lntellecrual LonmDu-
tion.
Manasemmt-The wall street Joumal Award for General Management Presented to the
Giaduatine Senior Considered to have the Createst Potential for General Management
by Dow jones and Company, lnc
Manasemmt and Mnrketins-The Management/Marketing Department Award-for Persever-
' '- ;;% p;g;;;Le6 tf,e Crra"uti"s S.rii.. Mri..ing in .ith.. Mt.tg.ment t. Mstk.ting.rvh.
has Dsolaved the Most lnitiativE and Perseverance in Pursuing an Undergraduate Educa-
tion-sforisored by the Faculty of the Management and Marketing DePartment.
Manasefitnt lnformationSUsfams-The Management lnformation Systems Scholarship Award
to"a Graduiting Senioi in MIS for Outstanding Academic Achievement'
Manasement Information S7stems-The Management Information Systems Outstanding Stu-"T'"fiffiffi',J6;'c;"d;;ifig sl"toii'r-tfti5 ioi o"trtu"ains Contributions to th6 MIS
Program.
Mannsenent Information Svstans-The Management Information Systems Design Proiect
Afrard to tfie Team Prdducing the Best Senior Year MIS Project'
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-:fhe Dayton Chapter, E.igty .of Manufacturing
- -- 
ftigineeis'e,wa'rd of Ex?ellence foiManufactuiing Engin-eering Technology Achievement.
n
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Marufacturing.Engineering Technology---:11e Dayton chapter, society of Manufacturins
tsngrneers Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Gracluating Senfor in Manufacturin!EnSneering Technology.
Mrrklr:qj!: N$lqtug.Award.of Exceltengs presented to the Graduating Senior inMarketrng tor Outstanding Academic Achievement and Intellectual Contribritions.
Marketins-The Marketing Career Award Presented_to the Graduating Senior Majoring inMarklting who Exhibit"s the Greatest potentiat in frrfartetin
Marketinc--:rhe Marketing service Award Presented 
_to the Graduating senior Majoring inMarkiting who Embodies the principles of Gam, flaa-"na S;;;.-" ---"'
Matheftntics--+he Faculty Award of Excellence in Mathematics.
Mathematics---The Pi Mu Epsilon Award of Excellence in the sophomore Class.
Mathematics Education-The Brother Joseph w. stander, s.M., Award of Excellence to aGraduating Senior in the Teacher Licinsure Program with a Principat ieactrinf fiefain Mathem"atics.
Mechanical a.nd Aerospace Engineering--The Class of 1902 Award of Excellence for Outstandine
Mecnanical Engrneering Achievement--donated by Michael J. Gibbons, '02, in memory oTWamer H. Kielaber, '05.
Mechanical and Aerospace Englneering-TheProfessor Henry Chuang Award for Excellence inEnergy Conservation and Waste Management.
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering--111e Bemard F. Hollenkamp,'39, Memorial Award ofbxcellence to the Outstanding Senior in Mechanical Engineeriirg--donated by Louise A.
and Mrs. Lucille Hollenkamp-.
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Martin C. Kuntz, '72, Awardof Excellence to the
outstandrng Junior in Mechanical Engineering--+ponsored by the University of DaytonAlumni Association sin ce 1962.
Mechanical and Aerospace Engiruering---The Brother Andrew R. weber, s.M., Award of Excel-
lence tor Uutstanding Service and Achievement in Mechanical Engineering.
M*Pfyl E-r:W:fjng Technoloey---The Davton Chapt_er, Sociery of Manufacturing EngineersAward of Excellence for MeiJranical En'gineedng Tei-*nology Ach6t;;;t-
Mechanical E-ngineeringTechnology-TheJesse H. Wilder Award of Excellence to theOutstand-
rng uracluatrns ltenior in Mechanical Engineering Technology-sponsored by the DaytonCFapter, Socief, of Manulacturing Ungfi;rs. --'
Military Scimce--Ttte Brian J. Bentz Mernorial ftholarship Award Presented to the Outstand-
1ng tuniorROTC Cadet who Exemplifies the Dedicition and Commitment for FurtherStudy in Military Science--donatedly his family and friends.
Military science---The De-partment of the Army Award. The superior cadet Award, provided
by the DePartmentof theArmy, presented to the Outstandirig Cadetof eachacade'mic year.
Militarv Scicnce-1he Lieutenant Robert M. Wallacg, '6,5, Memorial Award to the Outstandingjunior ROTC Scholarship Cadet-donated Uy tris famiiy;ah;a;.
Music---TheBroJlerJoseph J. Mervar, s.M., Award of Excellence to the outstanding studentMajoring in Music. -
Mzsic-'TheDepartment of Music Senior Award for Outstanding Contribution to the Univer-
siW Bands.
Music'lhe.Department of Music Senior Award for Outstanding Contribution to the Univer-
sity Orchestra.
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Masic-The Department of Music Senior Award for the Outstanding Collaborative Pianist.
Music--TheDepartrnent of Music Senior Award for Outstanding Contribution to the Univer-
sitv Vocal Ehsembles.
Masic-The Departrnent of Music Service Award.
Music-The sigma Alpha lota college Honor Award for Musicianship, scholarship, and
General Coitributi6ns to the College Chapter.
Music-TheSiemaAlpha lotaProfessional Music Fraternity Scholastic Award totheChapter's
Graduatin[senioi who has Attained the Highest Scholastic Rating'
Mlsic-The University Band Spirit Award.
philr}jwhv_,Award of Excellence to the outstanding seniors in Philosophy-donated by
Rerl'er"end Charles Polichek'
Philosooha---T\e Richard R. Baker Award for Excellence in Philosqphy to the Graduating
- ---ii',.t'ti.i'rt 
*fto has Earned Distinction in the Study of Philosophy Through€ommitment to
philosophical Inquyy 
"trJa"rirti"g Other Uniergradute'stirdents 
in Their Pursuit of
Philosoihical Studies.
philosopha-The Reverend Charles C. Bloemer, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
funioi Maloring in Philosophy--donated by a friend'
philosooha-The Raymond M. Herbenick Award for Excellence in Interdisciplina{-4!9gt"-
tion t6 a studenfcompleting the coRE Program-donatedby the DePartment ot Philoso-
phy Faculty.
Plrysics---The caesar castro Award of Excellmce to a sophomore for outstanding schglrship
- 
"t" ;h" G;;;."ipf,Vti.r l-".ture and Laboratory Sequence--donated in memory of Caesar
Castro by Mrs. C. C. Castro and the Deparhnent of Physics'
Phvsics_TheSismaPiSigmaAwardofMerittoaSeniorinRecog+itionofoutstanding' "'il;d"",i:;Eii;";*"tii*a lnvolvement in Physics-sponsoreil by the_Departrnent of
Physics and the sigma Pi sigma Honor Society of The society of Physics students.
Potitical scimce--:IheBrother Albert H. Rose, s.M., Award of Excellence to the outstanding
Senior in Political Science--donated by foseph Zusman, '55'
Political Science---TheEuqene W. Stenger, '30, Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Junior in Politicalscience-donated by Mrs. Eugene W' Stenger'
Premedicine--:IheBrother Francis fohn Molz Memorial Award to the Outstanding Senior.in
premedicine. This is awarded annually to the student who best demonstrates th! 9u{iti3s
of unselfishness, community service, and academic achievement-sPonsored by AIPlra
Epsilon Delta.
Premedicin*-TheMontgomery county Medical society Award to the outstanding senior in
the Premedical Curriculum.
Psvchalom-TheKenneth J. Kuntz Award for Outstanding Service-donated by the Depart-
- 
meni6f Psychology Faculty.
PsVcholofll-TheReverend Raymond A. Roesch, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
- -"St"a8it i" Psychology--d"onated by Reverend Raymond A' Roesch, S'M','36'
Religiousstudies-ThewilliamJosephchaminadc Award of Excellence in Mem.ov ojMr. and
- 
-- fifi. C";de W. Dickson to ttre Outstanding Student in Theology-donated by Reverend
Tohn Dickioru S .M.,' 36.
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Religious Studies--:fheryIonsjgnor^l lean McFarland Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Junior Majoring in Religious Studies.
SchoolofEducatlon-TheWilliamA. BeitzelAwardfortheOutstandingStudentinlntervention
Specialist Education- donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. Josepfi.
Scho-ol of Eilucation-The Raymond and Beulah Hom Award of Excellence for an Outstandine
Student in the Area of Intervention Specialist Education-donatedby Dean EmeriGEfffi
A. Joseph.
Schaol of Education---The Daniel L. Leary Award for the Outstanding Research and Develop-
ment Activity by a Student Seeking T-eacher Licensure in the Schodl of Education--donat6d
by Dean Emirri[us Ellis A. Joseph]
khool of Eilucation--TheFrank and Lois New Award for outstanding Achievement to aGraduathg 
*dol F the'Teacher Education Program with a Princip"at Teaching Field inlntervention Specialist Education.
school of 
_Eilucation--:f\e Reverend George J. Renneker, s.M., Award of Excellence for out-
standing Achievement in Teacher Education.
Secondary Educatlon-The Brother Louis J. Faerber, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstand-{!s stu{e-nt.in Adolescent to Young Adult Education--donated by the university ofDayton Mothers' Club.
socia^l,work-The Joseph Zusman, '65, Award of Excellence to the outstanding senior in social
Work Studies-donated by |oseph Zusman.
Sociologyr--The Dr' Edward A. Huth Silver Armiversary Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Sociology-donated by Joseph Ztsrnan, ,65.
Sociology--The Dr. llartin Luther King Memorial Award in Human Relations for Excellencein Scholarship, Christian Leadersliip, and the Advancement of Brotherhood and Sister-
hood--donated bv Dr. Edward A. Huth.
Sociol%---TheReverend Andrew L. Seebold Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Seniorin Sociology.
Theatre---TheDr. "G." Award.for outstanding commitment to Mainstage Theatre Recogniz-
SS.a Q3{ulting Senior who has Demonsdated a Willingness to lnvo"lve Himsetf,lHe"rselfin the wide spectrum of Theatrical Production on the B-oll rheatre Mainstage.
unioersity Adoancement-Award of Excellence for contribution of Service to theCommunity.
visual Arts-Fine Arts---The Mary Ann Dunsky Award to the outstanding senior inStudio Art.
Visual Arts-Fine Arts--The Bela Horvath Award for Excellence in Representational Art.
womcn'sstudies-ThesusanR. HermesAwardforExcellenceinwomen,sstudies-donated
by Drs. Jane S. Zembaty and, Patricia A. Johnson.
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Paul J. Morman, Dean
F. Thomas Eggemeier, Associate Dean
Patricia A. |ohnson, Associate Dean
Linda I. SnYder, Associate Dean
Rae Ellen Huff, Assistant Dean
Sam F. |ohnson, Assistant Dean
The College of Arts and sciences is a distinctive learning community that forms
the vital center of the University of Dayton. In the finest tradition of liberal
education, the College is committed to excellence in the discovery, integration,
disseminatiory and application of knowledge. The College delivers the University
general educadon program and helps students to develop their competencies in
written and oral communication, quantitative reasoning, and information literacy.
Academic programs provide instruction in critical thinking and expression, social
and cultural criticism, computation, scientific reasoning, the creative and perform-
ing arts, historical analysis, and religious and moral awareness. The College of
A*s and sciences takes as its mission the Marianist principle of educating the
whole person and enabling all members of our learning community to fulfill
their potential.
The faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences demonstrate connected leaming
and scholarship by integrating teaching, research, and service' They engage stu-
dents from across the University in this process through traditional and innovative
approaches to leaming. The faculty understand that the principles of liberal educa-
tion emerge not only from the classroom, studio, and laboratory, but also from the
m.rny resources the sfudents have within their reach: advisement, mentoring; the
campus ministry; social and professional clubs and societies; camPus media and
pubfications; fine arts events; and membership on departmental and campus-wide
iommittees where students gain experience in working with others and contribute
to the wider University community. Taken together, these dimensions of liberal
education form the basis for lifelong intellectual, professional, and personal growth.
The College of Arts and sciences affirms its commitrnent to the Catholic and
Marianist tradition. In humanities and social science programs, in the physical and
life sciences, in the creative and performing arts, the College strives to ensure that
its graduates are distinguished by their discemment and intellectual rigor, their
broid base of leaming, and their sense of moral responsibility. And through their
participation in a vital learning community, the College ensures the graduates
will bi distinguished by their appreciation and respect for diversity, their
commitment to service, and their ability to affect positively individual lives and the
common good.
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MAJORS AND MINORS
The major is defined as a block of courses totalling at least 24 semester hours of
upper-level work in a single discipline. Transfer students are required to take a
minimumof 12upper-levelsemesterhoursinthemajoratTheUniveisityof Dayton.
Some departments may have additional requirements for transfer sfudients. these
additionalrequirements are defined specifically in the deparhnental listings.
_ 
Single discipline and interdisciplinary minors are defined in the departmental
listings. Transfer students must take a minimum of 6 upper-level semes[er hours in
the minor at The University of Dayton. Some departrnents may have additional
requirements for transfer students. These additional requirements are defined
specifically in the departmental listings.
The Bachelor of Arts is offered in the following areas:
American Studies
Art History
Chemistry
Communication
Criminal |ustice Studies
Economics
English
Fine Arts
Geology
History
Intemational Studies
Languages
Mathematics
Music
Philosopht'
Photography
* The philosophy maior program is also offered in India in conjuction with theMarianists.'
The Bachelor of Science is offered in the following areas:
Applied Mathematical
Economics
Biochemistry
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Information
Systems
Other programs leading to the bachelor's degree:
Fine Arts (B.F.A.) Music Performance (B.Mus.)
General Studies (B.G.S.) Music Therapy (B.Mus.)
MusicComposition(B.Mus.) Photography(B.F.A.)
Music Education (B.Mus.) Visual Communication Design (B.F.A.)
Established Interdisciplinary Majors
American Studies, Criminal justice Studies, International Studies, and
Premedicine-Predentistry are present examples of established interdisciplinary
co,ncentrations. Such programs are established by interdisciplinary committees anil
administered by the chairpersons of the committees.
Individually Designed Lrterdisciplinary Majors
Sfudents demonstrating extraordinary interest, special skills or needs, and
sound academic status may initiate individually designed majors. Students carry
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Computer Science
Environmental Biology
Environmental Geology
Geology
Mathematics
Nuclear Medicine
Technology
Political Science
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sociology
Theatre
Visual Communication
Design
Physical Science
Physics
Physics-Comp. Sci.
Predentistrv
Premedicine
Psychology
College of Arts and Sciences
the responsibility to find a faculty mentor or advisor for such majors.^All University
and College requirements for tfie Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree
must be ffufiU"a. The degree received will be a Bachelor of Arts or Science in
Interdisciplinary Studies. Candidacy for the Bachelor of Arts or Science in Interdis-
ciplinarv Studies must be declared no later than the last semester of the junior year'
Lone-r#ge plans for such majors must be submitted to the appropriate chairper-
sons"atrd"the dean for final ipproval. Plans may be altered with appropriate
supporting rationale and ihe approval of the chairperson and dean.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT
Any student admitted to the College of Arts and sciences must have had two
y"urc 6f high school study of a single foreign language or make up the deficit at the
funiversiryl The deficit may be made ,rp-by su-ces9ft{ 99fPleg"l of one of the
following courses or the equivalent: FRN-ll2ot L2]'GER 102 or 121; L AT l02otl2'l';
SPN 102 or 121.; ITA 141; RUS 141.
PROFICIENCY IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The College of Arts and Sciences strongly encourages its students to acqrrire the
highest leiel of foreign language proficiency. Students may show proficiency by
ddnonstration of baslc practical communicative competence in a foreign language.
Proficiency for modernlanguages includes the following four skills:
o Listening: comprehension of main idea and some supPgrting detail in
passageJof up io 250 words of everyday lPeech on familiar topics in a
ionteit that plovides significant suPPort for the message.
o Reading: comprehension of main idea and suppolting d:tajl in
contexialized written passages of up to 600 words in which a
generally familiar, everyday topic is discussed.
. Speaking: ability to indicate interests and needs, ask and answer
qiresUon"s, comrnunicate personal information, and obtain essential
services. Speech is sufficiently accurate to be understood by
native sPeakers.
. Writing: ability to write messages and simple descriptions on
familia-r topics, to provide biographical information, and to express
interests and preferences. Native speakers can understand the
message with little difficulty.
Students entering the University have the opportunity to demonstrate the defined
levels of proficieicy by passing a University placement/proficiency examination.
Any student who has ir6t achieved proficiency as determined b1, this examination
up6n entry can choose from the following options to reach proficiency:
. course work at the University of Dayton
. course work elsewhere
o an individual study program
. study abroad
. an immersion experience
At the conclusion of one of these options, the student must Pass the proficiency
examination to satisfy the Foreign Language option within the Humanities and Fine
University of Dayton VI
Arts component of the Liberal studies Curriculum (see General Requirements for
the B.A. Degree,.p. 8-5. The department of languages offers the follornring possible
sequence of foreign language courses:
Beginner sequence: For sfudents who have never studied the language previously or
who demonstrate no functional ability: 10r-102-t41 (9 sem. hrs.fin French, German,
Latin, and Spanish; 101-141 (8 sem. hrs.) in Italian and Russian.
Intensioe beginner sequence: For experienced language learners who wish to leam a
newlanguage:111-141 (9sem.hrs.)availableonlyinFrench,Germanandspanish.
Accelerated sequence: 
-For students with previous language study or experience whodemonstrate some functional ability oh the placement-/profiiiencyixamination:
121-'l.,41(7 sem. hrs.) available in French, German, Latin and Spanijh.
Capstone course: For students with significant language sfudy or experience: (3 sem.
hrs.) available in all languages.
students choosing.to complete the Liberal studies curriculum using Latin as
li:1."?i"q""ge 
wrll be requrred to demonstrate proficiency in reading and transla_
students whose first language is noJ English demonstrate foreign language profi-
ciencyby satisfying the universityGeneral Competencies requiiemetrls iri*iiting
and oral communication. These students may sahsfy the Forelgn Language optioi
in the Humanities and Fine Arts componentsof the Liberal stuiies Cu-rric-ulum for
th9.B. A. degree by demonstrating proficiency in another foreign language or by
taking courses in the humanities and/or arts areas.
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAMS
A minimum of 124 semester hours of approved coursework must be presented for the
B.A. At least 48 semester hours must be iompleted at the 300400 level. For limitations
on credit and restrictions on courseS, consult the chairperson and the
dean. No more than 45 hours of the minimum 124 hours may be completed in a student's
major discipline.
Introductian to the Uniaersitv
In the first semester, studerits take a course that introduces them to the University and
to their major fieid of study. Undeclared students take specific sections of
this course.
Maior Concentration
M6st major programs require between 30 and 45 semester hours. For department or
program'reduirEments, cirnsult program schedules or the department chailperson or
program director.
Liberal Studies Curriculum
Everv student will complete the Liberal Studies Curriculum. This Curriculum pro-
videi students with a briadth of study and experiences in the humanities, the creative
and performing arts, the social sciences, anii the natural sciences. It complements
rp""i"lir"d stuXy in a major. presupposes the University General Competencies and
B'asic Skills ReqirirementS,t ahd erisirres completion of the Humanities Base and a
ThematicClustdrtfuoughcompletionof theGeheralEducationRequirements.r Where
appropriate, credits in the Liberal Studies Curriculum may apply to other require-
mdntibutnomorethansixhoursmaybeinthedepartmentalmajorconcentration. The
Liberal Studies Curriculum includes:
Philosophy and Religious Studies: Students complete 12 semester hours includ-
ing a Hrimanities-Base course in Philosophy, a Humanities Base course in
Re-iigious Studies and two additional General Education approved courses in
philosophy and/or religious studies.2
History: Students complete 6 semester hours including a Humanities Base
coursi and one additiohal General Education approved course in historical
study.2
English or Foreign Language Literature: Students complete 3 semester hours in
En"gtish literatire orTor6ign language literature selected from a list of ap-
orolved courses.2
Creatiae and Performing Arfs; Students complete,3 semest€r hours in theory,
appreciation, oi histor:y of ,tisual arts, musiC, or theater selected from a list of
abbroved courses; or iomplete 3 semester hours in production and perfor-
mince selected from a list of approved courses.z
Foreisn Lansuage and/or Ailditional Arts and/or Humnnities:
Stud"ents niay"choose to demonstrate proficiency by examination of basic practical
communicatibnproficiency inone foreign language. Specific optionsfor demonstrating
proficiency are outlined on page 77.
Students who meet language proficiency without taking College courses in langYage
must complete at leasl 3"ad'ditional s-emester hours bf study in the arts and/or
humanitieS beyond basic skills. Students who demonstrate language proficiency by
taking 3 to 9 s"emester hours of language study take no additional hours in the arts
and humanities.
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students who choose not to demonstrate language proficiency select 8-9 semester hours
in the arts and/or humanities beyond basic skills including courses in any of the
preceding categories or any other arts or humanities area, in corsultation with their
acadernic advisor. lndividual departments may specify how these hours are to be used
for those students who do not choose the language pioficiency option.
social sciences: students complete 12 semester hours including two courses at the
introductory level from at least two different traditional disciplines (ANT 150, ECO
203, POL 101 or 201, PSY 101., and SOC 101.), one course at the 300-400 level in one of
the disciplines in which an introductory course was taken, and one additional course
from any of the traditional disciplines or from the list ofcourses approved for General
Education social science. (Students in the E-11 program may-tike two approved
courses in the School of Education).2
Mathematics: Students complete 3 semester hours selected from courses in the
Department of Mathematics (MTH 102,204,205 excluded).
Natwal Sciences: Students complete a sequence of 3 lecture courses with 2 accompa-
nying laboratories in the Integrated Natural Science Sequence for a total of 11.
semester hours. Students who wish to do more advanced study in science may
complete 9 semester hours in science courses approved for majors in the departments
of biology, chemistry, geology, and physics and 2 sem. hrs. of'accompanyihg labora-
tories in lieu of the Integrated Natural Science Sequence.
SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE B.A.
Major
Liberal Studies Curriculum (53-59 sem. hrs.)
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies
History
English or Foreign Language Literature
Creative and Performing Arts
Foreign Language and / or Additional Arts and/or
Humanities
Social Sciences
Mathematics
Natural Sciences
General Competencies and Basic Skillsr
Introduction io the University
Electives to total 124 hours
30-45 sem. hrs.
12 sem. hrs.
6 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
3-9 sem. hrs.
12 sem. fus.
3 sem. hrs.
1L sem. hrs.
0-12 sem. hrs.
0-1 sem. hr.
7-38 sem. hrs.
lUniversify requirements are outlined in Chapter V. The General Competency
programisbeingphased in. BeginningFall200l, competence inreading,writi-ng, and
oral communication will be demonstrated by attaining a minimum giade of ,tC,, in
ENG L01-102, 114, or L98; and a minimum grade of "C"in each of the C-ommunication
modeules CMM 110, III or '1,12, LL3. Advanced standing may satisfy the ENG
requiremerrt. Quanitative Reasoning general competency begins Fall 2002; until that
time, the Basic Skills mathematics requirement is MTH 102. hlormation Literacy
general competency begins Fall 2003.2students should consider using this area of study to help fulfill the general
education Thematic Cluster requirement. A ThematicClusterincludes a miiimum
of three courses, each course silected from a separate area (Philosophy, Religious
Studies, Historical Studies, Arts Studies, Social Stience, and Natural Science).-
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3 Courses for English and Foreign Language Literature are as follows:
cLA 350
ENG ls1, 203,204,20s,2r0,230,30r,302,30s,306,3r7,3!9,3?L32:3-2],'121,3^21,
327 ,i29,330,332,333,334,335,336,337 ,338,339,340,34s,348'120,11r.'3.13^'3.21,
3s5',356',3s',7',35S; 362; 380, 3S3, 384,405,407 ,410,414,43r,433,438'444'448,45r'
453,4s5, 482
FRN 350, 3s2,360,361, 362,381, 450, 4s2
cER 350, 361,362,4s0
ITA 361, 362
sPN 350, 36r, 362, 363, 364, 4s0, 451, 47 r, 4'12
Courses for Creative and Performing Arts are as follows:
ASI 214
cMM 3 I l, 33 r, 332, 333, 341, 3 42, 343, 344, 3 sl, 442, 444, 449
ENG 282, 284, 286, 308, 3 10, 312, 33r, 382
MUS 1 1 0, lrr, rr2, ll3, rl4, 191, l9s, 196, 201, 203, 20s, 295, 301, 302, 303, 304,
305, 306, 307, 309, 3 r0, 328, 390, 39s, 399, 49r, 492, 493, 499
THR 1 00, 105, 201, 202, 203, 26r, 27 r, 300, 301, 303, 305, 307, 3 I 0, 3r2' 323, 324,
32s,326,330,36r,37 |
vAF I 04, I 12, | 17, 204, 226, 228, 232, 240, 253, 304, 325, 126, 328, 332, 340, 353
vAH l0l, 201, 202, 203, 350, 360, 37 0, 382, 383
vAP 101,201
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE PROGRAMS
A minimum of 120 semester hours of approved coursework must be presented for the B.S.
For limitations on credit and restrictions on courses, consult the chairperson and the dean. For
departnental orprogram requirements consult program schedules or the deparfinent chairper-
son or progfirm director.
Semester Hours
Major Concentration (with atleast 24 semester hours at 300-400 level). ..................... 30-60
Breadth Requirenent (See Distribution Table below.) .................. ...... 4l-50
General Education Requirements: These courses may also be counted for other require-
ments where applicable. (See Chapter V.) ....................... 30
Program Requirements and General Electives: Electives should be approved by the
chairperson or dean since some restrictions exist. .............. ................ 10-40
Distribution Table for Breadth Requirements
Courses takento fulfill thebreadth requirement shouldbe extemal to the majorconcentrahon.
Students electing courses in any deparfinent should be aware that some introductory or
background knowledge may be expected ofthem even when no specific prerequisite course is
listed.
Natural Sciences.' Selected from
with accompanying laboratories.
Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and Physics courses
Mathematics, Computer Science.' At least 3 semester hours must be in Mathernatics, the
course(s) to be determined by placement and major program.
Social and Behavioral Sciences: Anthropology, Economics, Political Science, Psychol-
ogy, Sociology. Up to 3 of the 6 semester hours of social and behavioral sciences may,
with the approval of the chairperson of the major departrnent or the director of the
program, be taken in applied social and professional studies: Criminal Justice Studies,
Education, Human Ecology, Management, Marketing, Military Science, Social Work,
and appropriate courses in ASI, AMS, and CMS
Humanities : American Studies, Communication, English, History, Humanities Studies,
Languages, Music, Philosophy, Religious Studies, Visual Arts, and, with the approval
of the chairperson of the major department or director of the program, appropriate
courses in ASI. (The basic Philosophy, Religious Studies, and commrmication skills
courses do not fulfill this requirement.) .................
Philosophy and Religious Studies
Communication Competencies (ENG 101-102 or I 14 or 198; CMM I 10, I I I or I12,
I l3): Each student should demonstrate competence in written and oral communication
before the completion ofthe first year. This competence may be demonstrated through
coursework, proficiency examinations, or advanced standing. Information on this matter
should be sought in the office ofthe dean ..................
9
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
For the bachelor's degree, it is necessary to complete all the requirements
listed in one of the programs in this chapter. A maximum of four semester hours of
general activities courses, a maximum of two semester hours of physical education
activities courses, a maximurn of ten semester hours of MIL courses, and a maximum
of six hours of applied courses may be counted in the semester hours required for
the degree. The final 30 semester hours must be earned at the University of Dayton.
Furthermore, a minimum of L2 semester hours of course work at the 300 and 400
level in the major mustbe completed at the University.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
1. It is the responsibility of the student to file his or her Candidate for
Graduation card.
2. For graduatiorL it is necessary that the sfudent successfully comPlete an
approved program of studies in the College; that the standard grade point
average be at least 2.0 in the major field, in the minor field, and in the total
program. Ir the Bachelor of Fine Arts and Bachelor of Music Programs, a 2.0
cumulative grade point average is required in the nonprofessional courses as well
as in the professional courses.
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
The Internship Program is an educational work experience with an outside
agency, in which a full-time student registers for on-the-job work performed
without direct supervision by academic personnel. Such work can be performed
in a variety of areas; however, the general purpose of all intemships is to serve as
transition between the world of study and the world of work.
Normally a departmental intemship director or another designated faculty
member will make all contacts with prospective agencies for placing sfudents as
interns. While students themselves may initiate contacts at possible sites, all sites
must be ruled acceptable by the director before an internship may begin.
In order to accomplish the general purpose of an intemship, the student must
adhere to the following requirements:
o To be eligible for an internship, a student must be in good standing at the
University of Dayton and have successfully completed course work in areas
appropriate to the intemship sought.
r An intern may receive no more than six semester hours of credit in any semester
for internship.
. No more than twelve semester hours of work experience credit in any kind of
internship or work experience program can be accepted toward a baccalaureate
degree.
o The student intern will submit a daily log and a written report to the internship
director at the conclusion of the intemship.
Other procedures and requirements in addition to those mandated by the
College may be imposed by departments for individual Programs to meet the
specific nature of a given internship.
Interested students should see the internship directors in their respective
departments for further details.
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MINI COURSES
Minicourses are special, short-term, interdisciplinary credit courses developed
by University faculty, (or sometimes by students with the advice and consent of a
faculty member), to meet specific, highly current needs or interests not covered in
the regular curricula. They are free of charge to all full-time students, even if the
course puts them over the full-time limit, and are open to part-time and non-UD
students for credit or audit. The typical minicourse carries one semester hour of
credit, or fifteen class hours. Classes can be in various sequences, extending over
several weeks or concentrated within a few days. Some minicourses take the form
of workshops. Occurring at various times in the year, minicourses are publicized
throughout campus. They can be added to sfudents' schedules during the term. For
a sample listing of minicourses/ see University Interdisciplinary Studies (UDI).
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
To serve adults in the Dayton community, the College provides a variety of
noncredit courses, many in the form of workshops, seminars, sfudy tours, confer-
ences, and teleconferences. These are planned to meet the educational and training
needs of organizations and of the community and are held both on and off campus.
This office also administers Elderhostel, the Institute for Leaming in Retirement,
and Senior Fellows, for persons sixty and over. Continuing Education Units (CEU)
are awarded for a fee for some offerings.
AMS
AMERICAN STUDIES (AMS)
tr this interdisciplinary program, students take courses in their choice of eleven
fields, thereby learning the skills of integrating, coordinating and making connec-
tions. The program, one of over three hundred nationwide, is most appropriate for
those whose interests encompass several traditional majors.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MATOR IN AMERICAN STUDIES (AMS)I
AMS 300, 301, 400 ...............
Firstareacourses................::::.:::::.::::::::::::.::.:.:::::.::.:::::::::. 
:*" '' s
ster Hours
Courses from Group A or B or C .................................::.::.::.::.::.::::..::.::.::.:::::::.:::::::::::::::: ?t
Supporting courses in the elected disciplines 9
Second area courses from one of the two remaining 9roups............. 9
Third area courses from the remaining group .............. ... 6
Grouo A
ENG 905, gLV, 3lgr, gzy, 325, 32i, 9292, 3312, 3322, gg5, 937, 339,
3802, 3832, 451., 453, 455, 468, 49G
MUS 304,305, 306, 307, 328, 4042
vAH 370, 480, 482, 483, 4902
Group B
342, 3M, 346, 348, 351,, 352, 355, 360, 361., 365, 369, 370, 372, 373,
374,375,376, 377,380,385,39L,398, 399, 490, 495, 4992
307, 310, 31,1,, 31,4, 317, 31,8, 320, 323, 33r, 332, U02, 361
326, 327,328,364,367, 372, 373, 375,376, 485
Group C
31,0, 346, 347, 39 0, 430, Ml, 442, 445, 450, 460, M1,, 47 1,, 485
301,, 303, 3L0, 31r, 3r3, 335, 350, 360, 408, 4't 1,, 413, 450, 47 1,, 47 5
334, Ur, 351, 36r, 363, 443, 46I, 462, 47 1
32-t, 328, 337, 339, 341,, 343, 35t, 352, 435
3t5,335,353,406, M9
Liberal Studies Curriculumt
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies ....................
History
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts
Foreign Lang. and/or Arts and/or Humanities
(may include courses from Group A & Group B)..................
Social Sciences
Mathematics (lvffH 702, 204, 205 excluded)
Natural Sciences......................
Communication Competencies .......................
Introduction to the University: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
HST
PHL
REL
ECO
POL
PSY
soc
ANT
12
6
J
3
3-9
t2
3
11
0-9
0-1
124
lSee also Distribution Table for
Education requirements.
2This course can be counted only
Consult program director.
Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
when the material is appropriate to American Studies.
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AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
Una M. Cadegan (History), Director, American Studies Program
Durham (English), Kimble (Psychology), Moore (Religious Studies),
Ruggiero (Economics), Street (Music)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*AMS 300. AMERICAN CULTURES: Study of American artifacts to discem how
they indicate the periods in the life of the civilization and how like artifacts can be
used to determine the stages of development of various peoples. (Will not satisfy
humanities breadth requirement. ) 3 sern. hrs.
.AMS 301. INTERPRETATIONS OF AMERICAN CULTURE: Critical study of
various interpretations of American culture through more than a hundred years.
3 sem. hrs.
AMS 400. INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH: Study of the principles of interdis-
ciplinary scholarship; what can and probably cannot be accomplished by it;
successful interdisciplinary accomplishments. Students will complete interdisciplin-
ary projects. 3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
ANT
ANTHROPOLOGY (ANT)
Anthropology is the study of people at all times and places. It emphasizes
understanding total cultural systems. The Department of Sociology, Anthropology,
and Social Work offers a minor in anthropology. Students intending to minor in
anthropology should consult with the department chairperson to plan their selec-
tion of courses, which must include ANT 150 and four courses at the 300-400 level.
See also SOC.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*ANT 150. CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: Basic principles of cultural anthropol-
ogy. Survey of human adaptation to and adjustment of the environmentby means
of culture; comparison of ways of life among peoples of the world for inferences
toward understanding humanbehavior. Required for antfuopology *!rrk.n 
r.
-ANT 300. EVOLUTION OF PEOPLE AND CULTURE: Survey of human biologi-
cal and cultural evolution from prehuman ancestors to settled city-states. Consider-
ation of contemporary peoples at various levels of social complexity. 3 sem. hrs.
ANT 310. CULTURE AND PERSONALITY: Survey of studies investigating the
relationship between cultural environment and the individual. Material drawn
from both literate and nonliterate societies. 3 sem. hrs.
ANT 315. LANGUAGE AND CULTURE: Introduction to the scientific study of
language and its relationship to other aspects of human behavior. 3 sem. hrs.
ANT 335. URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY: Survey of anthropology research on urban
issues. Considers how cities arose and how urban people make a living, organize,
and think. Considers urban futures. 3 sern. hrs.
ANT 351. CULTURES OF THE CARIBBEAN: Variety of African- and Old
World- derived cultures in the Caribbean and on its borders. Social-scientific topics
such as effects of mother-centered families on personality, importance of verbal
behavior in these cultures, problems of I.Q. testing in cultures other than where the
tests originate, economic adaptations, political movements, religious practices.
3 sem. hrs.
ANT 352. CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA: Origin and development of
ancient civilizations including the Aztec, the Maya, and the Inca. Survey of contem-
porary cultures, with special emphasis on peasant life. 3 sem. hrs.
ANT 353. NATIVE CULTURES OF NORTH AMERICA: Consideration of the
origins and diversity of American Indian cultures north of the Rio Grande, with
attention to language, cultural adaptation to environment, and acculturation
without assimilation. The present situation of the Indian in relation to the
surrounding culture. 3 sern. hrs.
ANT 406. CULTURAL CHANGE: The process of social changes in the modem
world; culture lag and conflict of norms; individual and social problems arising
from conflicting systems of values and norms. Prerequisite: ANT 150 or permission
3 sem. hrs.
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ANT449. ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD WORK: Formulation and carrying out
of a research design in archaeology, physical anthropology, linguistics, or cultural
anthropology. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 1-6 sem. hrs.
ANT 498. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Research problems or readings of special
interest investigated under the guidance of an anthropology staff member. Permis-
sion of the chairperson. 1-6 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V
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BroLoGY (BrO)
The Bachelor of Science program in biology is designed to prepare a student for
a career in the life sciences. Graduates of the program are competitive for entry into
graduate programs in biology as well as professional schools, such as medical,
dental, osteopathic, and veterinary science.
The department has two primary areas of focus: environmental/ecological
science and basic biomedical science. The former includes ecology, population
biology, ecological physiology, animal behavior, environmental microbiology,
community and restoration ecology, evolutionary biology, and plant physiology, as
well as environmental biology in the narrow sense. The biomedical science course
offerings include molecular biology, cell biology, general and medical microbiol-
ogy, immunology, genetics, mammalian physiology, and developmental biology.
In addition, advanced undergraduates may enroll in graduate courses for under-
graduate credit with the consent of the chairperson.
In line with the two areas of research interests, the department encourages
sfudents (in consultation with thefu advisors) to declare one of the two as an area of
concentration of sfudy no later than the end of the sophomore year. For the student
more interested in a broad approach to biology, the departrnent recommends a third
option, the general biology option (any combination of upper-level biology courses
that fulfills the program requirements).
The departrnent offers a research mentorship program for upper-level students
majoring in biology. The program allows a student to work closely with both faculty
and graduate students in laboratory arrd/or field research. Participation in the
programisbasedontherecommendationof amemberof thefaculty. Thementorship
program is designed to provide a significant advantage for those students who
intend to enter a graduate program.
The departrnent also offers a combined Bachelor and Master of Science degree in
Biology. This accelerated program is designed for students who display strong
potential for research in biology. It provides a liberal arts education, a broad
background inbiology, the development of expertise in a biological subfield, and a
thorough introduction to research instrumentation and techniques. Graduates from
the program are prepared for either direct entry into the job market or continuation
toward the Ph.D. A detailed description of the B.S.-M.S. program may be obtained
from the departmental office. A minor in biology consists of 20 semester hours: BIO
151, 151L, BIO 152, 152L, BIO 312 and nine hour at the 300-400 level.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WrTH A MAJOR rN BTOLOGY @rO;t.z
Semester Hours
Biology (including at least 24 sem. hrs. at 300-400 level)................ ................. M
Core courses: BIO 151, L51L,L52,'1.52L,299,3I2,420 ..................-.... 13
Environmental/Ecological-Select two3: BIO 301, 31,1-31 4L, 320-320L,
33U330L, 37 0, N2402L, 43U430L, 43s435L, 441,
44+444L,450450L, 452452L, 459459L, Mt46!L ................... 7
Basic Biomedical-Select twoa: BIO 309, 309L, 3L2Ls,403-403L,4M,
4tt41tL, 42H25L, 427, 4/:0-4/:0L, M2-42L,
462,46&L,48G.4tt0L ............. 7
Electives: Five courses, two with accompanying laboratories, from the
above groups6. ............................. t7
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30-32
MTH 137-138 or 74&149 (by placement) .............. 6-8
PHY201,201L.202-202L 8
Communication Competencies .....................
CMM 110, IlL or L72,113 ...........................
ENG 101.102 or 114 or 198..........................
Philosophy and Religious Studies ................. 12
Humanities 9
Arts study
HST 101 or 102 or 198.................... 3
HST Electivez 3
Social and behavioral sciences ........................
First-year experience:
ASI15O
General electives to total
6
0-1.
t20
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2The Deparfinent of Biology supports national standards established by the National lnsti-
tutes of Health for the responsible, humane treatunent and housing of animals. The biology
curriculum contains some laboratory courses in which dissection and vivisection are neces-
sary and required in order to convey an understanding of certain biological concepts. All
students are expected to participate in such laboratory exercises in the introductory biology
sequence, BIO 151L and BIO 152L which involve dissection and/or vivisection. In other
elective formal laboratory courses in which dissection and vivisection occur, it is expected that
students will participate in all aspects of the laboratory. No altematives to dissection or
vivisection will be offered in these courses. It is ultimately the responsibility of students to
make certain that they enroll in courses in which they are able to participate in all required
exercises, and to obtain information from each instructor as to the specific laboratory course
content and requirements. The Biology Department maintains an uPdatd list of laboratory
courses in which dissection and/ or vivisection is required in order to assist students in the
selection of course work.
One with accompanying laboratory. BIO 430 strongly recommended as one of two courses.
One with accompanying laboratory. BIO 452 strongly recommended as one of two courses.
slQualifies as a laboratory elective for any category.
OneofthefollowingNon-BlOsciencecourses,includingbutnotlimitedto: CHM20l/20LL;
CHM420;MTH367;CPS111,CPS132;GEO208;GEO308(maybeincluded). OtherNon-BIO
science courses may be included with the aproval of the chairperson.
?HST 340,341 or 342 are highly recommended.
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY (EVB)
Environmental Biology is a science specialization based upon the fundamentals
of biology and ecology, applying interdisciplinary skills, knowledge and principles
to the environmental problems facing society today. Students entering this dynamic
field could become directly involved in addressing some of the significant global
problems related to human impact on the environment. [r addition to the standard
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0-9
................... 0-3
................... 0-6
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base of courses required of most biology maiors, the curriculum also requires a
challenging core of environmentally related science courses and course work drawn
from amultidisciplinaryelectivepool thatincludes offerings inthe humanities and
social sciences.
Intemship Program: Majors who achieve certain minimum academic standards
can apply for the opportunity to participate in the program's intemship opportuni-
ties (BIO 499, see course prerequisites), where they will have the unique opportunity
to obtain valuable training and experience under the mentorship of established
scientists and other environmental professionals.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY (EVB)I
Requiremenrs for the major .l:.:.::"'.:.'.."*'\,
Core Courses: BIO 151-151L, t52-I52L, 299, 3I2,
420,430430L,459459L,479L,499 25
Field Oriented Courses-Select three2: BIO 301, 312L3, 320-320L, 330-330L,
350-350L,370,402-402L,421.,435435L,Ml,4*4L,452-452L,
480480L,499 ............................ 11
Laboratory Oriented Courses-Select tfueea: BIO 309-3WL, 3l2Lr,
3't +3] 4L, 403-403L, 404, 4r1471L, 421,, 4/:0-4/]0L,
44242L, 450450L, 46t-4rL, 462,499 ................. 10
Supporting sciences ....... M-46
cHM 123-123L,L24-L24L,313-313L,3L4-31.4L 16
GEO 115-115L,1L6-IL6L and3075,308 or 309 11
PHY 201-201L,202-202L 8
Communication Competencies ..... 0-9
CMM 110, 1.11 or 112, 113................... .............. 0-3
ENG 101-102 or 114 or 1987 ............... ............ 0-6
Philosophy and Religious Studies 'l'2
PHL 103 and REL 103 ................... 6
Select one: PHL32L,331; REL 472,4n 3
PHL or REL elective .............. ............................ 3
Humanities....
Arts studv......
HST 101 or 102..............
HST electives
Social and behavioral sciences........................ 6
ANT 150 or PSY 101 3
Elective ........... ............................ 3
Other non-science electiveT. 0-3
Lntroduction to the University: ASI 150......... 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total............. .. L20-t291
MTH
and
MTH
J
J
c
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rConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2At least two courses with accompanying laboratory. One non-BIO science course ap-
proved for science majors may be included in this section with permission. BIO 499 requires
the permission of the EVB Program Director.
3(Qualifies only as a laboratory elective; satisfies either BIO laboratory elective area.
1At least one course with accompanying laboratory. One non-BIO science course approved
for science majors may be included in this section with permission. BIO 499 requires the
permission of the EVB Program Director.
slStudents electing GEO 307 as their upper-level geology course are strongly recommended
to consider GEO 307L as an optional laboratory elective.
6Other appropriate statistics courses may be substituted with the approval of the Depart-
ment Chairperson.
Tf composition requirement is waived, student should select another elective from the
Liberal Studies Curriculum. ENG 378 strongly recommended for students whose background
is weak in this area.
FACULTY
Iofn I. Rowe, Chairperson
Distinguished Seruice Professor Noland
Professors Emeriti: Laufersweiler, Ramsey
Professors: Burky, Geiger, Keams, Rowe, Tsonis, Vesper, Williams
Associnte Profusors: Breitwisch, Friese, Hofmann, Robinson, S. Wright
Clinical Adiunct Associnte Profusors: Stull, Taylor
Assistant Professors: S. Gadagkar, C. Krane, D. Wright
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*BIO 101. GENERAL BIOLOGY I: A study of the more important biological pro-
cesses and principles through analysis and synthesis, dealing primarily with the
organizational aspects of living things. This course is designed for students not
following the biology core curriculum. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 101L. GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY I: Course to accompany BIO
101. One 2-hour laboratory each week stressing the investigational and experimen-
tal approach. 1- sem. hr.
*BIO 102. GENERAL BIOLOGY II: A continuation of BIO 101, stressing primarily
the operational aspects of living matter. Prerequisite: BIO 101. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 102L. GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY II: Course to accompany BIO
102. One 2-hour laboratory each week. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 104. INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY FIELD COURSE: An introduction to the
ecology, behavior, morphology, taxonomy, and life history of plants and animals.
One week on campus; three weeks in the RockyMountains near Denver, Colorado;
one week of havel to and from the field site. For non-biological science maiors only.
Third term only. Corequisites: GEO 104; BIO 104L or GEO 104L. 3 setn. hrs.
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laboratory in the biological sciences to accomPany BIO 104. GEO 104L can be
substituted for this course. Third term only. 1 setn' hr.
* BIO L51. CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY I: Study of the molecular and cellular organi-
zationof organisms. Topics also includebioenergetics, genetics, and evolution. Core
biology course for majors in sciences such as biology, premedicine, and others.
3 sern. hrs.
BIO 151L. BIOLOGY LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS I: An introduction to
biological laboratory procedures and instrumentation through a series of observa-
tional and experimental exercises at the cellular level. Core biology course. Co-
requisite or pierequisite: BIO 151. 1 sem' hr.
*BIO 152. CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY II: Continuation of BIO 151. Study of taxo-
nomic diversity, plant and animal organismal physiology, and ecology and animal
behavior. Core biology course. Prerequisite: BIO 151. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 152L. BIOLOGY LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS Il Biological laboratory
exercises at the organism and system level. Emphasis on both plant and animal
studies. Core biology course. Corequisite or prerequisite: BIO 152. l sem'lt.
BIO299. BIOLOGYSEMINAR: Introductiontobiologicaljournalsandabstracting
materials. Practice in reviewing, abstracting, and presenting biological information.
College of Arts and Sciences BIO/EVB
Primarily for sophomores. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 301. EVOLUTION: Theory and evidence of organic evolution, with empha-
sis on microevolutionary change and population genetics. Prerequisites: BIO
101-102 or 15'1,-152; BIO 312 recommended. 3 sern. hts'
BIO 309. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE VERTEBRATES: Study of
changes that have occurred in the chordate body with the passage of time, and
analysis of their significance. Prerequisite: Minimum of one year of introductorybiology. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 309L. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY LABORATORY: Dissection and study of
*re anatomical structure of representative vertebrate animals . Course to accompany
BIO 309 lecture. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 312. GENERAL GENETICS: Study of the principles of variation and heredity
covering both Mendelian and molecular genetics. Core biology course. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 312L. GENETICS LABORATORY: Laboratory excercises to accompany BIO
312. Maybe taken concurrently with or following the lecture course. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 314. PLANT BIOLOGY: Consideration of structure, function, reproduction,
and inheritance as applicable in the plant patterns of life. Emphasis on the vascular
plants. Minimum prequisite: A course in biology. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 314L. PLANT BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accomPany
BIO 314. Emphasis on generalized structure and function of plants. One 3-hour
laboratorv each week. 1 sem. hr.
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BIO 320. MARINE BIOLOGY: Introduction to the diversity of marine life including
the physical-chemical environment. Third term only. 2 sem. hrs.
BIO 320L. MARINE BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Examination of marine organisms
and processess. Laboratory work conducted on UD campus and at off-campus field
sites in the South. Third term only. 2 sem. hrs.
BIO 330. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: An evolutionary approach to the study of animal
behavior, emphasizing both proximate mechanisms and functional explanations of
the survival value of behavior. Prerequisite: One year of biology. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 330L. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR LABORATORY: Field and laboratory exercises to
accompany BIO 330. Should be taken concurrently with BIO 330. One 3-hour
laboratory each week and occasional Saturday field trips. 1- sem. hr.
BIO 350. APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY: Fundamentals of applied and environmen-
tal microbiology for environmental scientists and engineers. [rtroduction to micro-
organisms and their role inbioenvironmental engineering and industrial processes.
For non-biological science majors only. Prerequisites: Introductorybiology; general
and organic chemistry. 3 san. hrs.
BIO350L. APPLIED MICROBIOLOGYLABORATORY: An introductory labora-
tory to acquaint students withbasic microbiology laboratory techniques as applied
to environmental pollution and industrial fermentations. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 370. CONSERVATION BIOLOGY: An ecosystem approach to the study of and
threat to local, regional, and global biodiversity. Application of ecological principles
of conservation of species and habitats. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or BIO 1,57-152.
3 setn. hrs.
BIO 390. PHYSIOLOGY OF SEX AND FERTILITY REGULATION: lrtroduction to
the role of hormones, glands, organs, and devices in the regulation of sexual
functions and fertility. No science credit for biological science majors. Prerequisite:
Introductory biology. 3 sem. hrs.
* BIO 395. GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY: Presentation of the biological
and ecological principles needed for critical discussion and evaluation of current
global environmental issues including food production, human population growth,
role of humans and pollution in environmental degradation, and conservation of
agricultural, forest and other natural resources. No science credit for biology
majors. Prerequisites : An introductory course in the nafural sciences. 3 sern. hrs.
BIO 398. HEREDIY AND SOCIETY: Survey of the fundamental principles of
inheritance and the application of genetics to contemporary problems of society. No
science credit for biological science majors. Prerequisite: Introductory biology.
3 sem. hrs.
BIO 402. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY: The morphology, physiology, ecology, and
distribution of representative vertebrate groups. Prerequisite: |unior or senior
standing.
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BIO 402L. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO
402. A laboratory focused on the diversity, systematics and ecology of vertebrates.
One 3-hour period each week. 7 sem. hr'
BIO 403. PHYSIOLOGY I: A physico-chemical examination of the physiological
events occurring in a living iystem with emphasis on physiology of the cell,
excretion, nerves, muscles, bone, blood, heart, circulation, and respiration. Prereq-
uisites: BIO 101-102 or 151-152; CHM 313-314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 403L. PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY I: Course to accomPany BIO 403. Sys-
tematic approach to the acquisition and interpretation of information about the
physiotogy of living systems. 1- sem. hr'
BIO 404. PHYSIOLOGY II: Study of hormonal regulation of metabolism and
growth and reproduction of higher vertebrates, including primates. Prer_equisites:
Bto ror-roz oi tst-tsz; cHM 513-314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 411. GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY: Introductory course stressing the
physiology, cultivation, and classification of microbial glgflsm1_$eir role in
heaicine,-agriculture, and industry. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or 151-152; CHM
313-314. - 3sem.hrs.
BIO 411L. GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
BIO 411. Two 2-hour periods each week. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 420. SEMINAR: Practice in development, Presentation, and discussion of
papers dealing with biological research problems. Prerequisite: junior or senior
stahaing. 1- sem' ht.
BIO 421,. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: Laboratory research problems. Topics ar-
ranged with faculty advisors. Prerequisite: Chairperson's permission' L-2 setn. hrs.
BIO 422. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: Library research problems. Topics arranged
with faculty advisors. Prerequisite: Chairperson's permission' L-2 sem. hrs.
BIO 425. PARASITOLOGY: Inhoduction to the morphology, life history and
clinical significance of parasites and other symbionts. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or
151-152. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 425L. PARASITOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accomPany BIO 425.
Recognitionof commonhumanparasites. Study of bothlivingandpreserved forms.
One 5-hour period each week. 7 sem' hr.
BIO 427. IMMUNOLOGY: Discussions of antigens, antibodies, antigenicity, immu-
nogenicity, and antigen-antibody reactions including hypersensitivity, immune
tol-rance, and transplants. Prerequisite: CHM 420. 3 semhrs.
BIO 430. ECOLOGY: Interrelationship of plants, animals, and micro-organisms
with the physical-chemical environment: nutrient cycles, energy flow, ecosystems,
and factors'affecting distribution and abundance of organisms. Prerequisite: One
year of biology. - 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 430L. ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Field and laboratory exercises to accom-
pany BIO 430. May be taken concurrently with or following BIO 430. 1 setn. hr.
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BIO 435. MICROBIAL ECOLOGY: Study of the diversity and activiry of micro-
organisms and the interrelationships between microorganisms and their environ-
ments with emphasis on aquatic ecosystems. Prerequisites: BIO 411; CHM 313-314.
3 sem. hrs
BIO 435L. MICROBIAL ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Examination of the methods
of isolation and enumeration of microorganisms and techniques for determining
their activities in the field and laboratory. 1 sem. hi.
BIO 440. CELL BIOLOGY: Function, structure, composition, heredity, and
growth of cells. Analysis of cell concept in biochemical terms. Prerequisites: BIO
101-102 or 1.51-752; CHM 313-314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 440L. CELL BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accompany
BIO 440. May be taken concurrently with or following BIO 440. L sem. hr.
BIO 441. ENVIRONMENTAL PLANT BIOLOGY: Study of the physiological basis
for environmental effects on plant metabolism, structure, growth and development,
including plant responses to elevated carbon dioxide, acid deposition, and to water
stress. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or BIO 151-152. 3 san. hrs.
BIO ML DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY: Study of animal development, includ-
ing morphologicalpattems of development, mechanisms of cellular iifferentiation,
cell-cell interactions during development, and mechanisms of differential gene
expression. Emphasis on understanding development at the cellular and molecular
levels. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or 157-152; CHM 313-314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 442L. DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises
to accompany BIO 442. May be taken concurrently with or following BiO 442.
1 sem. hr.
BIO 4U. PLANT DIVERSITY: Broad survey of the major divisions of the plant
kingdom; consideration of algae, fungi, bryophytes, vascular plant gToups;
includes generalized life histories, ecological and physiological characteristics, and
evolutionary relationships. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO WL. PLANT DIVERSITY LABORATORY: Laboratory studies of the plant
groups, including life cycles and evolutionary, physiologicaf and ecological adap-
tations. One 3-hour laboratory each week. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 450. COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY: Organized on a function-
system basis, course dealing with environment-organism interaction and with
integrative systems of the principle phyla of animals. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO450L. COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PFIYSIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory
to accompany BIO 450. Must be taken concurrently with BIO 450. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 452. AQUATIC BIOLOGY: The interrelationship of organisms and stream
and lake ecosystems, including nutrient cycles, oceanic and lake current develop-
ment, chemical limnology, adaptation to the aquatic environment, and pollution
ecology. 3 sern.hrs.
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BIO 452L. AQUATIC BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory and field exercises
emphasizing chemical and physical limnology, evolution of aquatic ecosystems/
and pollution ecology. One laboratory or field trip each week. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 459. ENVIRONMENTAL ECOLOGY: The application of current ecological
knowledge and principles toward the study of human impact on the environment.
Emphasis on ecosystem dynamics, applied ecology, disturbance ecology, and
apploaches to solving global environmental problems. Prerequisite: BIO 430 or
p-ermission of instrucloi. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 459L. ENVIRONMENTAL ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Analytical approach
to studying applied ecology and human impact on the environment. Emphasis on
laboratory and field approaches to solving environmental problems through the use
of ecological principles. Prerequisite or corequisite: BIO 459. 1 sem. hr.
BIO 461. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY: Survey of the structure, activities, life
histories, and relationships of the invertebrate animals, with some emphasis on their
origin and development. Prerequisites: BIO L01-102 or 151-L52. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 461L. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY: Course to accom-
pany BIO 461. One 3-hour laboratory each week. L sem. hr.
BIO 462. MOLECULAR BIOLOGY: Analysis of the nature of the gene and gene
action. Particular attention to genetic regulation and to recent advances in molecular
genetics. Prerequisites:BIO 312; CHM 314. 3 setn. hrs.
BIO 466. BIOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE: The nature of infectious diseases,
host-parasite relationships in resistance and infection, defense mechanism (antigen-
antibody response); survey of the bacteria causing disease in humans. Prerequisite:
BIO 411. 3 sern. hrs.
BIO 466L. BIOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE LABORATORY: Laboratory ex-
periments to demonstrate immunological, serological, determinative, and medical
bacteriology. Two 2-hour laboratory periods each week. L sem. hr.
BIO 479L. ENVIRONMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY: The un-
derstanding and use of field and laboratory based equipment to study current
environmental issues. Emphasis on team-centered approaches to investigating
environmentalproblems. SameasGEO479L.Prereqttisites:BIO151 ,'|'S2;GEO1l5,
Ll6; or permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
BIO 480. PRINCIPLES OF MICROSCOPY: Focus onbasic principles and theory of
light and electron microscopy, and how these techniques address fundamental
questions in science. Prerequisites: BIO 151, 152; or permission of instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
BIO 480L. PRINCIPLES OF MICROSCOPY LABORATORY: Application and
practice of light and electron microscopy. Prerequisites: BIO 151, 152, with junior
or senior standing; or permission of instructor. Corequisite or prerequisite:
BIO 480. L sem. hr.
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BIO 499. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY INTERNSHIP: Majors will have the
opportunity to obtain valuable training and experience under the mentorship of
established scientists and professionals. Emphasis on approaches to solving
environmental problems including such research areas as bioremediation, risk
assessment, and ecological restoration. May be repeated up to 6 sem. hrs.
Prerequisites: ]unior or senior standing; permission of the progra^ Ort.llli..n 
r.
-General Education course. See Chapter V.
CHM
CHEMISTRY
The B.A. program inchemistry provides a framework of scientific courseswhich
r;;;;';;i;ii"tio" fo. 
" "um6,jr of interdisciplinary 
professions. The traditional
;.S:.;;ilidih;il;" modified in the B'A' progia'm, mos-t notably in math-
"*uti.t, 
pftvtics, and advanced chemistry. The iro[ram is sufficiently flexible to
;?i;J;;id" i"i".tio" of .ourses in the hrimanities. Sbience courses may be chosen
io 
"ro"ia" 
a preparation for professions such as medicine, dentiqtrI, oPtometry'
;;t!;i";;5ai.,L", biocherristry, education, and law, as well as for employment
in manv 6tlter a.eas which requiie a background in science'.^' 
ih"'BS. prd;; i" .h"^isiry is approv"ed by the American Chemical Society f or
the trainine- of brofessional chemists.**St"J""t? i"in" S.S. program in chemistry are required.to conduct an original
r"r""t.ft ott[.i. Suiitfu'.tio"" of this requirenient norirally begins with enrollment
hCfiM 4'95;ni s"l"ction of a researchfrofessor and proje-ct during the second term
of the iunlor year. The research proieit, conducted during the entire senior year,
;;-"'lly Airti"r t*" work peiiods of 3 to 4 hours eaih a week. The.project
;;hfi;l"; ii ttt" ri"ut term oi the senior year with enrollment in CHM 498, the
;fiissil;f an acceptable thesis, and the presentation of a seminar in CHM 497.
eJJitio""t ."s"utch viotk to a maximum toial of 6 semester hours may be elected
-."ia"a that the work extends beyond two semesters. Cooperative educationil;;i;;t rnbrtit tt" *ork experience for research with the prior approval of the
deoartment chairperson.
-"f,;il.S:p;d;;in biochemistry follows a curriculum which satisfies the needs
of stoae.rtriutroanticipate careersiri thelifesciences. Amarkof distinctionand rigor
ii that each student isiequired to conduct research, which normally includes a ten-
;;"k r"^ilr period folbwing the junior yearand culminates with the submission
of a research thesis and the presentation of a seminar'
- 
A 
-ittor in chemistry co'nsists of 20 semester hours: CHM 123 and 124 withhb;; aHN4 5OZ o. 303;'9 hours of 300-400 level courses (except CHM 490L) in
consultation with the chairperson.
Chemistry
CIIM.12g,I29L,124,124L,201,201L313,313L,3']."4,314L,302or303-304'496'
The remaining 10-13 sem. hrs. are chemistry electives chosen from CHM 317'U1'
404,412,415,[15L,417,4L8L,420,427,45t,452,462L,490L'498,499 (maysubstitutetwo
upper level courses from other science departments withpermission of chairperson.)
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN CHEMISTRY (CHA)I
S ummary of Re q uir ementsz Semester Hours
Liberal Studies Curriculum
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies .............
History............
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts ...'.'....."'
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities .""""""
Social Sciences
Mathematics
t2
6
J
J
3-9
Natural Sciences (PHY 201, 201L, 202' 202L) -.'...'.""""
Communication Compentencies .................'..
Introduction to the University: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
t2
8-9
8
3-9
0-1
124
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter v for GeneralEducation Requirements.
2Advanced placement is permitted.
3If composition requirernent is waived, student should select an ENG elective.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN BIOCHEMISTRY (BCM)I
Summnry of Re quir eme n t s2 Sernester Hours
Chemistry
Year 1: CHM 123,123L,124,t24L
Year 2: CHM 201., 201L, 313, 31iL, 31.4, 314L.................
Year 3: CHM 303,303L,304, 45i., 452, 462L, 4gS, 4gB
Year 4:CHM 496,497
Year 2: BIO elective and laboratory ................
7
4
Science breadth requirements ..
Choose from the followine: CEI]|d 4O4.412,4't5 415iL L1i tg NI 04, L , 4L5, ,5 , 4 2, 427,
41,8L, 499;BlO 312,374, 403, 404, 41.1., M0, 462, 466
Supporting science requirements
MTH 168, 1.69, 218; CPS 1,32 ...................
8
t2
17
2
5/
7"1
10
15
7
3-9
G8
t2
6
9
0-1
Philosophy and religious studies ....................
Social and behavioral sciences .........................
Humanities
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total
Semester Hours
49-52
8
12
IJ
10-13
6
PHY 206, 207, 208, 2t0L, 211L
Communication Competencies
106
^l..c*:*r, 
G"neral Requirements for all Bachelor of science programs and Chapter v forbeneral Educahon requrrements.
2Advanced placeme?rt is permitted.
3If composition requirement is waived, student should select an ENG elective.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN CHEMISTRY (CHM)I
Summnry of Re q u ir em ent s2
Chemistry .:.......:.............
Year 1: CHM 723,723L,124,124L
Year 2: CHM 201., 201L, 313, 3LZL, 3I4,314L.................
Year 3: CHM 303, 303L, 304,904L, 317, 417 , 4t8L,495 ...................
Year 4: CHM 415,415L,420 or 451.452,496,497,498 
.............
Chemistry electives
Choose from the following: CHM 404, 412,427, 462L,
490L, 499 ............................._....
(May substifute one approved science course from another deDartment.). r ved p t.)
-St11t_Rorting 
science (Complete during first two years.)
MTH 168, 1,69,218; CPS 132...............:.................:............ 15
11
3-9
College of Arts and Sciences
Foreign 1an9ua9e .....................
Philosophy and religious studies .....'......
Social and behavioral sciences .............'..........
Humanities
First-year experience: ASI 150 ....'..............
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
0-3
3-6
CHM
6-8
12
6
9
0-1
120
lConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Pro8rams and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2Advanced placement is permitted.
3If composition requirernent is waived, student should select an ENG elective.
FACULTY
Gary W. Morrow, ChairPerson
Distinguished Seruice Professots: Fox, Lucier
Professors: Fox, Fratini, R. Keil, Knachel, Morrow, Singer
Associate Professorsj Church, Johnson
Assistant Professors: Benin, Greer, Swavey
Itcturer: Trick
Inboratory Instructors: Dichiaro, Hils, ]efferp P. Keil, Tabesh, Webb
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* CHM 115. COLLEGE PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY: A one-terln course for stu-
dents desiring to enter a science or engineering program but whose background is
insufficient for CHM 123-t24. Unacceptable for credit toward chemrstry requlre-
ments in any chemistry Program. 3 sem'hrs'
CHM 115L. COLLEGE PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: COUTSC tO
accompanv cHM 115 or to be elected by students in cHM 200 who lack previo,us
chemidtryiaboratory experience. One 3-hour laboratory each week. 1 sem. hr.
* cFilr4 t23-124. GENERAL CHEMISTRY: Comprehensive treatment of the funda-
mentals of general chemistry. Prerequisite: Competence in high.school chemistryor
successful "completion of efnr4 115. A placement examinhtion is available for
students whose background is doubttul. CHM 123 is a prerequisn :t:;H):k
cHM 123L-124L. GENERAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Laboratory course to
complement CLnvIl23-124. One 3-hour laboratory session each week. CHM 123 is
a coiequisite for CHM 123L. CHM 124 is a corequisite for CHM 
"nt' ,r*. hr. each
* CFiltlt 200. CHEMISTRY AND SOCIETY: A course for nonscience maiors. The
apDlication of chemical principles to the examination of issues such as environmen-
til'oualiW, disease, hunier, syirthetic materials, and law enforcement. Requires one
yeai of lfigh school chimistiy or equivalent. Depending upon background and
6xperienci, a student needing a laboratory course may enroll in either CHM 115L or
Cflr4 fzSL. 3 sem' hrs'
r07
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cHM201. QUANTITATTVE ANALYSIS: Application of theprinciples of chemical
equilibrium to the theory and techniques of grlvimetric, volumehic, spectrophoto-
metric, and electroanalyticalmethods of chemical analysis. prerequisitbs: CFilvI124,124L. 3 sem.hrs.
CHM 201L. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS LABORATORY: Course to accompany
CHM 201 lecture. One 3-hour laboratory period each week. t sein. ni.
cHM302. PFTYSICALCFIEMISTRY: Essentialelements of thermodynamics, chemi-
cal kinetics, equilibria, and electrochemistry for those with a primary interest in the
life sciences. For B.A. c\elqstry majors and premedical, piedentil, and biology
majors. Prerequisite: CHM 124. 3 sem.iri.
CHM 303-304. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Fundamentals of thermodlmamics,
chemical kinetics, electrochemistry, and spectroscopy with a mathematici format.
l91ors-.^ghemistry and biochemistry majois and chemical engineers. prerequisites:CHM 201 or equivalent, CHM 303. Cor6quisite: MTH 218. * 3 sem.firs. each
CHM 303L-304L. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORy: Course to accom-
pany CHM 303-304. One 3-hour laboratory each week. Corequisite: MTH 21g.
'L sun. hr, each
cHM 31 3-314. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Major topics in organic chemistry includ-
ing synthesis, mechanisms, stereochemistry, and spectroJcopy. Requir6d of all
chemistry majors and students in the life sciences. prerequisite: t-HM 124. crIM 313
is a prerequisite for CHM 314. 3 sem. hrs. each
cHM 313L-314L. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Common separarion,
purification, an{ ang_l$911 techniques including chromatography and spectros-
coPy are stressed in CHM 313L. Synthesis and characterization o-f oiganic materials
utilizing skills from the first term are stressed in CHM 314L. one 3-liour laboratory
each week-C-oreqrrisites: CHM 313 andS'i,4, respectively. CHM 313L is a prereqrri-
site for CHM 314L. j. sem. hr. iach
CHM 317. SPECTROSCOPIC IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS:
Theuse of nuclearmagnetic resonance, infrared, and mass spectrometryinelucidat-
ing- structures. Emphasis on interpretation and integration of speitral data in
problem solving. Prerequisites: CHM 3t4,3I4L or equivalent. - 1 sem.hr.
cHM 341. ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY: An introduction to the chemical
processes in the environment. Topics include chemical equilibrium in aqueous
solution, reaction mechanisms as applied to atrnospheric che-mistry, and analytical
methods commonly applied to environmental samples. prerequisite: crM 514 or
permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
cHM 341L. ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORy: A laboratorv
course to accompany CHM 341. Corequisite: CHM 341. 1sem.hi..
cHM 404. SPECIAL TOPICS IN PFTYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Thorouqh rreatment
of topic-s such as electrochemistry, macromolecules, photochemistryior spectros-
copy. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: cHM 302 or 5og. 3 ietn. hrs.
CHM 412. INTERMEDIATE ORGAMC CHEMISTRY: Modem theory and prac-
tice of organic chemistry. May include structure-reactivity relationships, reaition
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mechanism, and synthetic topics not normally treated in introductory courses.
Prerequisites: CHM 302 or equivalent, CHM 313-3'l'4, and senior 
"'^O^Frr*.n r.
cHM 415. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY: Chemical analysis based on modern
instrumentation. Chromatographic, electrochemical, and spectroscopic methods'
Prerequisites: CHM 201,20fL,302 or 304. 2 sem'hrs'
cHM 415L. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
CHM415. Two 3-hourlaboratory sessions eachweek. Prerequisites: CHM201L, 302
or equivalent 2 sem' hrs'
cHM 417. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY: An advanced course in moderninorganic
chemistry. Atomic structure, principles ofbonding and structure, acid-base chem-
istry, peiiodicity, coordinatioh comporrnds, nonaqueous solvents,.electrochemis-
try, m'olecutar symmetry, organometillic_comp^ounas, and the chemistry of selected
representative ele-ents. Pteiequisites: CTilvII24,3L4.Corequisite: CHM T:#.T:'.
cHM 418L. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Laboratory course deal-
ing with the qmthesis and characterization of inorganic and.organometallic com-
poY.rtrar. Topiis include vacuum and inert atmosphere techniques, separation and
irurification, spectroscopic characterization, X-ray 4iffra!q9-n, T3g""qc moment,
'and 
conductattce measurements. Prerequisites: CHM 201L, 3t4L. Corequisite:
CTnvI417. - l sem'hr'
cHM 420. BIOCFIEMISTRY: The fundamental aspects of the chemistry and bio-
chemistry of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids-.Enzymology, qr.o-
tein purihcation, bioenergetics, metlbolism of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids,
nucleotides and nucleic aiids, elementary molecular biology, and control processes
are described.Acceptable preparation for medical school; Prerequisite: CHM 314.
3 sem.hrs
Clilvl4z7. MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY: The chemical mechanisms of action of the
major drug classes will be surveyed with particular emphasis on the_facets of organic
cndmistry"tnat control drug-reieptor int-eractions, metabolism and mechanisms of
toxicity and resistance. Prerequiiites: CHM 314 and CHM 420 or 451. First term.
CHM 451. GENERAL BI.CHEMISTRY I Discussion of tft".n"-irt 
j 
t^:::
chemistry of carbohydrates, amino acids, p:oteins, and nucleic acids, including
health-science and methodologic aspects. Descriptions of enzymology, protein
purification, and carbohydrate hetabolism related- to such-topics as. bioenergetics,
-membranes, 
and disease processes. Recommended for students desiring entry into
graduate and professionil schools. Prerequisites: CHM 201,3'j.4. 3 sem. hrs.
cHM 452. GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY Il Discussion of selected topics inbioen-
ergetics, and metabolism of lipids, amino acids, porphyrins,. nucleic acids, and
p."ot"ios. Cntrent aspects of nutrition, biochemical gengticg,.endgcrinology, regula-
hon, and genetic enfineering addressed andrelated to health-scie_nce-topics as time
permits. Suitable preparation for medical school. Prerequisite: CHM 45L 
sem. hrs.
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ctilvr 462L. BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Laboratory course to accompany
biochemistry lecture courses. spectrophotometry, pH and dissociation, enzymoiogic
method_o^logy.and analytical techniques, chromitographic techniques. Coiequisiie:
CHM 420 or 45L. - f. iem.hr.
cHM 490L. SCIENTIFIC GLASSBLOWING: Theory and practice of slass work-
ing. Under the supervision of a professional glassblower, itudents leim to make
several standard seals and fabricate pieces of glass apparatus. Enrollment limited.
one 3-hour laboratory each week. Griding op[on 2. Pierequisite: permission of the
chairperson. - 1. semhr,
CHM 495. INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH SEMINAR: Research ropics pre-
sented by visiting scientists and faculty, and the results of thesis research 6y senior
students. Required of all junior chemistry and biochemistry majors in the B.S.
programs. Grading Option 2. No credit
CHM 496. PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES SEMINAR: After discussions of the
chemical literature and information retrieval, reslunes, graduate education, and
career opporfunities, students present technical talks on topics with social, ethical,
orhistorical implications. Required of all chemistry and biochemistry majors, both
B.S. and B.A. No credit
ct7Ml497. RESEARCH SEMINAR: A series of seminars as described under CHM
495. Requiredof allseniorchernistryandbiochemistrymajorsintheB.t.Or:rfr:Hi
CTINI498499. RESEARCH AND THESIS: All students in the B.S. programs
including Co-op are required to enroll for a minimum of 3 semester hours in a
research course (cHM 498). students may take additional research credits (CHM
499ir rt the work extends for more than i semesters. successful completion of
research courses requires the submission of a typewritten thesis and the presenta-
tion of a seminar. with the prior approval of the department chairperson, B.s. Co-
op students may substitute work experience for research. Prerequiiite: permission
of the chairperson. 3-6 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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CLASSICS (CLA)
Courses in classics, taught in English, are
Languages. See LNG. See also HMS.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CLA
offered by the DePartment of
cLA 105. CLASSICAL ELEMENTS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE: A study of
Greek and Latin elements in bioscientific terminology to improve comprehension
of derivatives from the classical languages in both specialized writings and tradi-
tional literature. 3 sern'hrs'
* cLA 203. CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY: An introduction to the principal rycles of
Greek and Roman mythology, with emphasis on the influence of classical -yqol-
ogy upon the literature and-irt of the Westem world. 3 sem'hrs'
cLA 205. INTRODUCTION TO GREEK ARCHAEOLOGY: Survey of Greek ar-
chaeology from the Neolithic to the Classical Age, rncludTg consideration of the
theory #d technique of archaeological investigition. Emphasis on the cultures of
the lViinoan Bronze Age, the Mycenaean Bronze Age, and the Classical \tfr;*.rrr.
cLA 350. CLASSICAL LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acquaint
students not majoring or minoring in classical languages with-Latin and Greek
authors and literary riovements. C-onducted in English. Repeatable when subtitle
and content change. 3 sem' hts'
CMM
COMMUNTCATTON (CMM)
_ 
Tl.u course requirements for communication majors are 39 semester hours.
Teacher certification through-the EllA program is an option for communication
majors. Consult department chairperson foidetails.
Minors in communication muit have CMM 11o cMM 1L1 or CMM ll2, and.c\w tt3-pl-us 12 semester h9u1s of upper-level courses serected through consul-
tation with the department chairperson.
.A.minor in-political journalism_is available for political science majors. Thepolitical joumalismminorconsistsof CMM20r,CMNaggo, and fourof thefbilowing
five courses: CMM 331; CMM 354; CMM 355; CMM 431; CMM 432.
The department also offers a Bachelor of Arts with a maior in theatre. see THR.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
CoMMUNTCATTON (CMM)I
\{ajor-program2........:....,.....t...... . .::*.:t";3Foundation (required of all CMM majors) L2CMM 110; CN'trfi 111 or CMM I12;CitfM'1,79;CMM 201; CMM 202; CMM 330-Cqlce_ntration Requirements and Electives..........................................:.._......_.....-....... 27CONCENTRATIONS
Communication Management (CMT)
Foundation ..........:..............
CMM 320; CMM 321; CMM 412; CNovL 421.
Two courses from the followinq:
ClvINI322; CMM 351; CMM 552; CMM 41.3;CMM420:
cMM 498..................
12
T2
Any courses in CMM or THR9
Joumalism (JRN)
Any courses in CMM or THR3
(PUB)
Electronic Media (RTV)
Foundation
CMM 340; CMM 343. ...........
Foundation
CMM 331; CMM 430; CMM 431; CMM 432 ...................
Two courses from the following:
CMM 332; CIvIM 333; CN{IrI 334; CMM 412; CMS 4L4;
CMM 416; CMM 439; CMM 498...................
6
9
t2
t2
6
9
12
12
6
9
CMM 397 (Flyer TV or IAIDCR)
One course oi the followinc:f e
CMM 341; CMM 342; CI\nI 344.
Two courses from the following:
9IrA! ea9; CMS 41.4; CMM &0; CM}.,{ M2, cMM M4; CMM M6,CMM 449; CMM 498 ...................
12
6
3
3
6
9Any courses in CMM or THI€
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CMM tt49; CMM 498 ...................
Any courses in CMM or THR3 .....'.........'...'
Communican Studies (CSS)
Foundation
Aooroved program of study by advisor and department chair must
Ud iuUmitt6a p?or to compieti,on of 18 sem. hrs' of CMM or THR'3 '
Theatre (CTR)
Foundation
THR 203; THR 310; THR 340; THR 415 ...................."""'
Two courses from the following:
THR 305; THR 302 THR 323ITHR 325; THR 326; THR 330;
THR424.......... o
A..ycou.ses inCMM orTHR3 9
one trnit of 12 sem. hrs. in a single academic discipline selected from business,
education or the social sciences-(beyond the Liberel Studies requirements)(5
sem. hrs. mustbe 300400 level) ...............
Liberal Studies Curriculumr
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies.....................
History.,..........
Literatire: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts .................
Foreign Lang. and/or lits and/or Humanities (excludes CMM courses) """"
Social Sciences
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204, 205 excluded)'.....'.............
t2
27
t2
L2
Communication Competencies (English 101-102 or ENG 114 or ENG 198) """""""""""
Lrtroduction to the University: ASI L50
General Education courses arid academic electives to total at least
12
t2
6
3
J
3-9
12
3
11.
3-6
G1
124
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
-dii""J Za'.f the required 39 sem. hrs. in all communication concentrations must be
300-400 level. No more'than 6 total sem. hrs. of CMM 390, CMM 397 and CMM 498 may be
applied toward the 39 sem. hrs.
-{b"".u.o"o"sin 
the theatreprogram (THR201,261.,271.,30L,361,371) donotcounttoward
the 39 sem. hrs. requirement.
FACULTY
Kathleen B. Watters, ChnirPerson
Professors Emeriti: Gilvary, Morlan, Rang, Wolff
Professors: Cusella, Lain, Robinson, Skill, Thompson
Asiociate Professors: Anderson, Blatt, Griffin, Harwood, Kenny, Wallace,
Watters, Yoder
Assistant Prot'essors: Dartey, Dunlevy, Langhome, Scantlin, Taylor
Media Executiue in Residence-Glenn Walters
Lecturers : Angel, |uniewicz-Fogle, Thimme
113
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
cMM 110. GROUP DECISION MAKING: Communication processes for small
decision-making groups. Focus is on the development of geneial competencies in
leadership-, group roles, conflict management, aginda settiig, problem inalysis and
research, decision making, and critical thinking. 1 sem. hr.
cMM 111. INFORMATTE PUBLIC SpEAKING: Communication processes for
presenting information in a public speaking context. Focus is on the deielopment of
general compe+encies in developmental and organization of ideas, researih, adap-
tation to an audience, use of PowerPoint, and delivery. 1sem.ir.
cMM 112. PERSUASTVE PUBLIC SpEAKING: Communication processes for
persuacling listeners in apublic speaking context. Focus is on the development of
general competencies in the construction and organization ofpersuasive slrategies,
critical evaluation of arguryents and evidence, rdsearch, adapiation to an audieice,
use of PowerPoint, and delivery. L sem. h|.
cMM 113. INTERVIEWING: Communication processes for in-formation gathering
and ernplo;rment interviewing. Focus is on the development of general competen-
cies in the conduct and organization of interviews, preparition of resumes,
evaluation of questions and responses, research, listening, and nonverbal commu-nication. 1 sem. hr.
cMM 201. FOUNDATIONS oF MASS COMMLTNICATIoN: Historical develop-
ment of mass media in America; survey of mass media theories, impact of mais
media-on people and society, the rolei and influence of the news^media, new
technologies, programming, and pressure groups. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 202. FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNICATION THEORIES AND
RESEARCH: study of the nature and scope of communication theories and re-
search' Examinationof how thecommunicahondisciplinedeveloped fromclassical
traditions to its modern perspective. 3 sem. hrs.
cMM 310. voICE AND DICTIoN: The four phases of speech production: properbre3tfing, rlonation, resonance, and articulation. Emphisis on proiection, {r'"iityand clarity of speech. Analysis of students' voices through tapeiec'ord 
\%',*. n r.
CMM 311. STUDIES IN ORAL PERFORMAN
prose,anddrama;combiningstudyof voc"r-.a,th"o"?'otnff:rffi :Hilffi H;
color with intellectual and emotional analysis of selectioni'as a means of makingthe
literafure alive and immediately present. 3 sem. hrs.
cMM 312. LISTENING THEoRy AND APPLICATIoN: studv of theories and
rela*d application_ during gomprehensive, discriminate, empathic, and apprecia-
tive listening; emphasis on listening competently and responsibly.' giim.hrs.
CMM 313. NONVERBAL COMMUMCATION: Survey of theory and research in
nonverbal behavior. Examination of the inJluence of environmenfal factors, physi-
cal behavior, and vocal cues on human communication. 3 sem. hrs.
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cMM 314. DMENSIONS OF BRITISHCOMMUNICATION: Exploration of mass
media, public relations, interpersonal communicgtiol, political communication,
theatre itrd othe. communication subfields in the British context. This course will
be offered only through a UD study abroad Program. 3 sem'hrs'
CMM 315, INTERNATIONAL MASS MEDIA: FOCUS ON thc MASS MCdiA Of A
particular foreign country or region of the world. Topics may include media
'content, 
,rr", toii"tul effeits and dwnership. 3 sem' hrs'
* CMS 316. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: Study of interpersonal com-
munication with emphasis on people from different countries and with different
.Jt"."f backgrounds. Focus on tlie influence of culture on communication and
language, verYbal and non-verbal communication similarities and differences from
culfrrre"to culture, and challenges of successful intercultural communicanff,r*. 
rr.
cMM 320. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION: Study of communicationbe-
haviorinavarietyof dyadic relationships includingagquaintance,friendship,work,
romantic, and fimily. Focus on communicative behavior and communicative
pro."rr"i ir, r"latio#hip development includingbuilding trust, managing conflict,
iregotiating power, utta Uttet it ! empathetically. 3 sern' hrs'
cMM 321. SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION: Examination of theory and
research related to communicative processes in small, task-oriented grouPs'
Applications include a focus upon decision-making strategies,leadership, conflict
m'Jnagement, and cohesion. - 3 sem' hrs'
CMM 322. INTERVIEWING FOR COMMUNICATION AND BUSINESS: AN-
alysis of communication in structured dyadic interaction. Emphasis on the follow-
ing types of interviews: information-gathering employment, aPPraisal, and persua-
siie.'Application through role-playiirg and feedblcksystems. 3 sem. hrs.
cMM 330. MEDIA WRITING: Developing and practicing writing skills foriournal-
ism, public relations, and electronic media. Study and practice of ethics in determin-
ing dews values, gathering information, and 
_communicating clearly and accurately
foimass audienc-es. Ar sltyle emphasized. Studio fee. 3 sem'hrs'
CMM 331. FEATURE WRITING: Developing and writing nonfiction stories for
newspapers and magazines. Story typ-es include persgna]ity Profile,.color, back-
gtoulra, co*urtrer, ai-rd commentiry. study-and practice.in journalistic reporting
ititts ana hterary writing techniqu-es. Emfhasis on content-organiz_ation, style,
and accuracy. Strong co-mmand of AP style necessary. Sfudio fee. Pre_requisite:
CMM 330. 3 sem'hrs'
cMM 332. PUBLICATION DESIGN: Layout and design of print and electronic
publications, including newsletters, broihures, and web-based publications' ln-
ltruction in desktop arid web publishing software, use of tyPe and illustration, cost
appraisal, printing methods. 'Studio fei. 3 san'hrs'
CMM 333. FREE-LANCE WRITING: Steps of free-lance publication, from market
analysis to query letters to ryrititrg and iewriting..Mostly nonfiction, magazine
mariets, so*e t 
"*spuper 
and nonfiction book markets. 3 sem' hrs'
1.15
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art of American filmmaking.
cMM 334. SPORTSWRITING: In addition to game stories, attention is also paid to
writingaboutpersonalities, legal issues, and financial issues on the interschbhsdc,
intercollegiate,_amateur, and professional levels. Strong writing skills and knowl-
edge of journalistic style expected. Prerequisite: CMM-330. " 3 sem.hrs.
cMM 340. FUNDAMENTALS oF BROADCASTING: suwey of broadcasting,
with emphasis on television and radio networks, programminf, regulation, audi-
ence measurement, audience effects, and technology.-Althoug[ aftEndon is given
both.to the origins and future of the field, contemporary broidcasting is eripha-sized. " 3 sem^.hrs.
cMM 341. AUDIO PRODUCTION: study of the theories , processes , and tech-
nologies of audio production practices thai can be applied in iadio, television, and
multimedia production. Exercises in recording of voice, music, and special effects.
CoyTseincludes the operation of basic studio andfield equipment, includinganalog
and basic digital recording and editing. Studio fee. 3"sem.hri.
cMM 342. zuNDAMENTALS oF vIDEo PRODUCTION: Explores the tech-
niques of studio and remote video production. L:rcludes the technical and creative
aspects of planning and scriptpreparation, producing, directing, technical direct-
f8,.graphics, editing, camera, lighting, and sound forl variety oif video programs.Studio fee. 3 sdn. hrs.
cMM 343. SCRIPTWRITING FoR ELECTRONIC MEDIA: study of concrete ap-
proaches to and practice with the kinds of writing being done professionally in illpflgra[ 
-!pe_s_on 
television and radio including corporate media writing. prereq-
uisite: CMM 330 or permission of instructor. 5 sem. hri.
cMM 344' MULTIMEDIA DESIGN AND PRODUCTION I: Inrroduction to
producing 4 the interactive media of CD-ROM and other digital formats. Reviewsbasic object-linking-and-embedding in familiar computer p6grams such as word,
PowerPoint, and Freelance Gr?phi:s. students build ;kills iir mirltimedia authoring,
using all the fundamental tools of graphics, text, audio, and video. studio fee. "
3 sem. hrs.
cMM 345. CLASSIC AMERICAN FILM: A survey of the artistic evolution of
American film, including the analysis 
-of styles of irroducing, scripting, acting,directing,lighting, so-_und, cinematography, sei design and editiirg thr6ugfr'viewin"g
of classic American films and selectbd htbrnationaf films that hive inflienced thE
Universitv of Davton W
3 sem. hrs.
. cMM 350. PROPAGANDA ANALYSIS: Examination of major propaganda cam-
paigns in history beginning-with-Greek democracy. Emptiasii on zdtrr century
propaganda as psychological warfare. Principles of Aristoielean rhetorical theory
applied to propaganda analysis. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 351. PLIBLIC SPEAKING: Oral communication in professional situations.
{d3ptation of principles of effective speaking to specific andiences and occasions.Delivery of informational, problem-sofving, and special-occasion speeches 
sem. hrs.
cMM 352. PERSUASION: study of the use of communication to form attitudes.
Examination of attitudes and social influence and their effects on human behavior.
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Topics include selected theories of persuasion, argument construction, and Practical
application. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 353. SPEECH WRITING: Study of speech structure and comPosition. Criti-
cal analysis of model speech, in conjunction with the preparation and presentation
of origiiral speeches on current public questions. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 354. POLITICAL CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATION: Examination of
theory and research on the role, processes and effects of communcation in
political campaigns with emphasis on mass media, public speaking, debates,
advertising and interpersonal communcations. 3 sem.hrs.
. CMM 355. RHETORIC oF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: Study of rhetorical communi-
cationinAmericansocialmovements throughexamination of the strategies, themes
and tactics used by agitators and the institutional responses to discourse aimed at
social change. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 350. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC RELATIONS: Survey of the field of public
relations emphasizing writing and public relations, theoretical implications of the
field, the prattitionerts role in organization and the community. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 390. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Supervised study involving directed read-
ings, individual research (library, field, or experimental), or projects in the special-
izedareasof communication. Mayberepeatedforupto5semesterhours.Prerequisite:
Permission of the department chairperson. 1.-3 sem' hrs.
CMM 397. COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM: Contracted participation in an
approved on-campus communication organization. One sem. hr. Per term to a
maximumof3. Gradeoption2only. l-3sem.hrs.
CMM410. FAMILY COMMTINICATION: Studyof the farnily from a communication
perspective, considering the communication processes within the family and the
extent to which communication affects and is #fected by the family. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 411. HEALTII COMMUNICATION: Examination of communicationtheory and
researdr as they relate to health care. Issue indude r@ssuranc€, the role of the patient,
interview+ health organizations, the media and health, compliance, providing explana-
tions, and health care professions frequently neglected. 3 sm.hrs.
CMM 412. STATISTICAL METHODS IN COMMTINICATION: Study of data
gathering methods in communication. Practice in sampling, survey methods,
questionnaire development, and experimental desigrr. Emphasis on the use of logic
to interpret data and to support claims. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 413. COMMUNICATION IN THE INFORMATION AGE: Examination of
issues related to development, econornics, programming, and the future of new
mass communication technologies. Prerequisite: CMM 201 or permission of in-
structor. 3 sem. hrs.
* 
cMS 414. GLOBAL COMMTINICATION: Introduction to the main topics in the
field of global communication. Emphasis on comparative mass media and current
issues inglobal communication. (Will not satisfy humanities requirement.)3san.hrs.
CMM
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* CMS 415. WOMEN AND COMMUNICATION: Seminar focusing on gender
differences in communication, unique aspects to women's communication, and
women's rhetoric. Current theory and research examined. (Will not satisfy hu-
manities requirement.) 3 sem.hrs.
* CMM 416. DEVELOPMENT OF MASS MEDIA: History and analvsis of the
development and interdependence of mass media, print and electronii. Emphasis
on its role in political and economic progress of U.S. and attendant responsibility.
3 sem. hrs.
CMM 420. COMMUNICATION AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT: Examina-
tion of the functions of communication in interpersonal conflict such as marital
conflict, role conflict, and organizational conflict. Communicative strategies and
tactics for managing conflict. 3 setn.hrs.
CMM 421. COMMLINICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS: Analysis of message
initiation, diffusion, and reception in organizations; analysis of the role of commu-
nication in developing productive work relationships, management practices, and
organizational cultures. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 430. COPYEDITING: Editing, particularly news copy editing and headline
writing. Emphasis on clear and concise wording; proper spelling, grammar, and
punctuation; and accuracy. Strong command of AP style necessary. Studio fee.
Prerequisite: CMM 330. 3 sem.hrs
CMM 431. PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORTING: Investigative and specialized report-
ing on matters of public concem. Practice in gathering information from primary
and secondary sources, and writing about complex subjects for mass audiences.
Studio fee. Prerequisite: CMM 330. 3 setn. hrs.
CMM 432. THE LAW AND NEWS MEDIA: Exploration of the free press clause of
the First Amendment, as defined by the courts and media practice. Study of First
Amendment core values and theories. Investigation into law on libel, privacy,
censorship, access to information, and copyright, as well as regulation of broadcast,
cable and new electonic media. Prequisite: Junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 439. SPECIAL TOPICS IN IOURNALISM: Concentrated study in special
areas of joumalism. May be repeated with change of topic. 3 or 5 sern. hrs.
CMM t140. BROADCAST NEWS: Study of the process and practice of news gath-
ering and writing for radio and television. Course includes research, analysis,
writing, and editing news and features, as well as legal, and ethical concerns of
broadcast news. Studio fee. Prerequisite: CMM 330. 3 sem.hrs.
CNINI M2. ADVANCED TELEVISION PRODUCTION: Advanced techniques of
both studio and electronic field production and post-production editing for televi-
sion. Studio fee. Prerequisite: CMM 342. 3 sern. hrs.
CMM 444. MULTMEDIA DESIGN AND PRODUCTION II: Advanced level
multimedia production emphasizing client-based project generation through a
design/production-team approach. Focus is on interface design; project planning,
script writing, story boarding; digital image, sound and video editing; and the use
of authoringsoftware. Studiofee. Prerequisite: CMM344. 3 san.hrs.
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*General Education course. See Chapter V.
cMM 46. ELECTROMC MEDIA MANAGEMENT: Survey of the leadership,/
management roles and responsibilitiesof broadcasting, cable television and corpo-
rate niedia enterprises. Prerequisite: CMM 340. 3 sem' hrs'
cMM 1149. TOPICS IN ELECTROMC MEDIA: Concentrated study in special
areas of elecfonic mediaproduction, criticism, and managemmt. Mayberepeated once
withchange of topic. Depinding on topic, prerequisites maybe imposed ' 3 sm'hrs'
CMM 452. PUBLIC DISCOURSE AND CRITICISM: EXAMiNAIiON Of thc fOUNdA-
tions of the field of communication. Major focus on the develoPment of rhetorical
theory with attention to rhetorical analysis and criticism. 3 sem. h/s.
cMM 460. PUBLIC RELATIONS WRITING: Study, development and application
of public relations strategies. Emphasis on strategically effective, factually accurate
utrd gru* utically souid writt6n communications for organizational and mass
audiSnces. Prerequisites: CMM 330,360. 3 sem'hrs'
cMM 451. PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGNS: Students plan and caffy out a
public relations program for an,established professional organization, work out
iolutions to comhuiication and public relations problems, and prepare written
campaign materials and handbooks. Prerequisities: CMM 330, 360,460, and senior
standin"g. 3 sem' hrs
cMM 469. TOPICS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS: A concentrated study in specific
areas of public relations. Development of sPecialized projects. Jvlaybe repeated
once with change of topics. Prerequisite: cMM 360 or permission of instructor.
CMM 498. COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP: Communicatr." *",. 
"'-;;::"in an approved organization. Prerequisites: Student agst^be T good academic
standirig and must"have completed CMM '1.0"1,20L,202,330. Students are normally
limitedio a maximum of 3 sim. hrs. Under exceptional circumstances, students
mav petition the department chair for an additibnal 3 sem. hrs., if the second
intrirriship is at a different organzation and the student can demonshate that the
position'offe.r u unique and-significant educational opportullty.not available
'througn the first intemship. Peimission of department chair. oPtiol 2 Grading
only. - L-6 sem' hrs'
cMM 499. SPECIAL TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION: Concentrated study in
specific areas of speech communication. May be repeated once with change of
tipic. 3-6 sem' hrs'
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COMPUTER SCIENCE (CPS)
_ Thq Department of Computer Science offers two programs leading to theBachelor of science in computer science, and in compuler information systems.
Both programs have the same introductory core sequence of computer science
courses. The main differences in the programs are in the mathematics and
science requirements and in the application emphases.
Computer science: Computer science is the study of algorithms and their
implementation in the environment of computer hardwaie. It includes the
study of data structures, software design, programming languages, and com-
puter elements and architecture. A student entering this program is expected
to be able to take calculus and nonremedial English. A trinsier student must
ordin-arily be in good standing and have a cumulative average of at least 2.5
based on a scale of 4. Each student must take appropriate uppJr-level electives
to ensure depth in at least three of the core subject areaJof data structures,
software design, programming language concepts and architecture as ar-
ranged with the advisor and department chair.
Computer Information systems: This program emphasizes computer science
concepts with particular attention to systems analysis and design, computer
communications, and applications in one of the concentration areas listld in
the description of the program requirements.
Computer science and computer information systems majors are required to
attain grades of C or better in CPS 150, 151 and 350.
A minor in computer science includes CPS 150, ]5'L,2i0,g10,and three other
courses numbered 320 or above, excluding 435 and 432. Aminor in computer
information systems includes CPS 150, 1.5'1., 242, 910, 312, and two courses
numbered 320 or above, excluding 435 and 4i7.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
COMPUTER SCTENCE (CPS)I
Semester
Computer science ............
Introductory core sequence: CPS 150, 1,51.,242,250,34L
Further core requirements: CPS346,350, jB7
Six additional upper-level courses, numbered 310 or above
Mathematics: MTii 1 68, 1.69, 2IB, 3022, 962....................
Natural sciences: PL{l 206, 207, 21,0L, 211L, or CHM I2g, l24, 12gL, IZ4L
or BIO 151, 157L,152,152L or GEO 1t5,i,I6,115L, 115l-and 2 addirional
^ 
courses. acc€ptable for Science or Engineering majors .............
Lommurucatron competencies .......................
Humanities
Social and behavioral sciences ........................
Philosophy and religious studies, including PHL 319..........
First-year experience: ASI f50 .....................-......................
General Education courses and academic electives3 to total at least
lSee General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
L20
Hours
45
18
L4
0-9
9
6
12
0-1
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)1
Semester Hours
Computer science ............ 42
Introductory cor" r"qrr"r,.",' c PS l;;, l;1,' ;{r,;d;4 i
Further core requirements: CPS 310, 312,346, 350
Four additional upper-level courses, numbered 320 or above
Concentration: A minor in one of the following areas: anthropology, biology,
chemistry, communication, criminal justice, economics, English, family developmenf
geology, history, human rights, languages, mathematics, music,
philosophy, physics, political science, psychology, social work, sociology,
religious studies, women's studies, accounting, finance, international business,
management, marketing; or the followingblock of courses: ACC207,208;
ECO 203,204;MGT 301; MKT 200; MKT 300 or 301 .............. .................15-27
Communication competencies .......................
Humanities2
Mathematics: Calculus and statistics, (e.9., MTH 1.48,1.49,36n' ................
Nafural sciences2....................
Social and behavioral sciences2.......................
Philosophy and religious studies, including PIIL 3192 .........
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
lSee General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2This requirement will be satisfied in some cases by the minor that is chosen.
FACULTY
|ames P. Buckley, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: ]ehn, Kester, Winslow
Associate Professors: Buckley, Gowda, Lang, Pan, Schoen, Smith
Assistant Professors: Courte, Seitzer, Sritharan
kcturers: Lamb, Reynolds, Starkey
Adjunct Associnte Professor : Lokai
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CPS 107. COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY: Nontechnical introductory survey of the
history and organization of digital computers; the diverse application of
computers in govemment, business, education, and the arts; and the psycholog-
ical and sociological impact of the computer age. Not open to CPS, CIS, or PCS
maiors. 3 san. hrs.
CPS 111. INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS: Emphasis on use of
operating system, particularly file organization, and applications: word processor/
spreadsheet, database and presentation software. 3 sem, hrs.
0-9
9
9
8
6
t2
0-1
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CPS 130. INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING PROGRAMMING: lrtroduction
to fundamentals of programming using the language C, including algorithms and
control strucfures, with applications drawn from engineering. Intended for stu-
dents in electrical engineering. Prerequisite: EGR 101. L sem.hr.
CPS 132. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE:
Fundamentals of computer programming including algorithms, program
structure, library routines, debugging, and program verification. Calculus-based
computer solutions of problems from science and engineering using C. Corequisite:
MTH 168. 3 sem.hrs.
CPS 144. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: Fundamentals
of computer programming including algorithms, program structure, library rou-
tines, debugging, and program verification. Computer solutions of problems from
social sciences using a suitable compiler language such as FORTRAN or Pascal.l-
3 sem. hrs.
CPS 150. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING L Algorithms, programs, and
computers. Algorithm development, basic programming and programming struc-
ture. Debugging and program verification. Data representation. Computer solu-
tions to numeric and non-numeric problems using a compiler language.
4 sem. hrs.
CPS 151. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING II: Continuation of CPS 150.
Emphasis on program design, development and style, string processing, data
structures, program modularity, and abstract data type, using a compiler language.
Prerequisite: CPS 150. 4 sem. hrs.
CPS225. PROGRAMING FOR BUSINESS SYSTEMS: Process of software develop-
ment for business system implementation. Fundamental programming concepts
including program design, documentation, development and testing of computer
solutions of business problems using C++. Intended for students majoring in MIS.
Prerequisite: MIS 175. 4 sem. hrs.
CPS242. INTRODUCTION TO FILE PROCESSING: The file processing environ-
ment, blocking and buffering, secondary storage devices, sequential file organiza-
tion, relative file organization, and various indexed file organizations using a
suitable compiler language such as COBOL. Prerequisite: CPS 150. Corequisite:
CPS 151. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 250. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING III: Study of computer organi-
zation and architecture by developing basic programming skills in an assembler
language (currently IBM Mainframe) and in C. Prerequisite: CPS 151.
4 sem. hrs.
CPS 309. TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE: Lectures or laboratory work in areas
of current interest. May be taken more than once. Does not count as upper level
credit for major/minors. 74 sem.hrs.
CPS 310. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: Methodologies for producing software, soft-
ware development life cycles, top-down approach, data flow diagram, data diction-
ary, mini-specifications, in/output design, E-R diagrams, normalization, introduc-
tion to object oriented analysis. Prerequisite: CPS 151 or CPS 225. 3 sem. hrs.
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CPS 312. SYSTEMS DESIGN: Structured design, tools of structured design, cou-
pling and cohesion of modules, transform and transaction analyses, packaging,
bptiirization, data-oriented and object oriented design methodologies, automated
d^esign tools. Prerequisite: CPS 310. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS341. DISCRETE STRUCTURES: Logic and proofs, sets and counting,
Boolean algebra, graph theory, directed graphs, mathematical machines, formal
languages ana grimmars. Prerequisite: CPS 150. 3 sun.hrs.
CPS 343. COMPARATIVE LANGUAGES: Language design issues, formal slmtax
specificatiory data types and storage methods, activation records and procedural
object oriented, functional, and logic programming paradigms. Prerequisite:
CPS 350. 3 sem'hrs'
CPS 345. OPERATING SYSTEMS I: Semaphores, conditions, monitors, and ker-
nels. Concurrent programming, interrupts, memory, and process management.
Design and implementation of a simple operating system using concurrent lan-
guagis. Prerequisites: CPS 250,350. 3 san'hts.
CPS 350. DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS: Advanced concepts of lin-
ear data structures, stacks, queues, and abstract data types. Basic and advanced
concepts of trees, graphs, haih tables, heaps, algorithm design and analysis tech-
niquei. Prerequisite: CPS 250. 3 sem- hrs'
CPS 353. NUMERICAL METHODS I: Study of the algorithms of numerical
mathematics with emphasis on interpolation, the solution of nonlinear equations,
and linear systems of equations including matrix methods; analysis of errors
associated with the algorithms. Prerequisites: MTH 169; CPS 132 or 150.., 
sem. hrs.
CPS 354. NUMERICAL METHODS II: Study of the algorithms of .rr-"ri.ut
mathematics with emphasis on functional approfmation, numerical differentia-
tion and integration, humerical solution of ordinary differential eqr.rations and
boundaryvalue problems; analysis of errors associatedwiththe algorithms. Prereq-
uisite: cFs 353. - 3 sem. hrs'
CPS 3S7. COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN I: Study of the elements of computer
design. Design of combinatorial and sequential logic circuits using current
integrated circuit devices. Discussion of encoders, decoders, registe_rs, counters, etc.
as applied to design and use of control, arithmetic, logic, and storage units.
Instrlction set, addiessing modes and CPU design. Laboratory experiments with
these devices. Prerequisites: CPS 250,341. 3 sem-hrs.
CPS 3S8. COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN tr: Detailed analysis of a specific mi-
crocomputer programmed in machine, assembler, and a higher-level language.
Discussion of intirfacing with devices such as displays, terminals, and other
computers. Experiments with such interfacing in the laboratory. Prerequisite CI'S 387.
3 sm.hrs.
CPS 411. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: The management infor-
mation systems environment. The theory, technology, development of information
systems. Emphasis on integration of information systems for {Tisio-n support and
other management information requirements. Prerequisite: CPS 310. 
3 sem. hrs.
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CPS 418. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A thorough examination of modern
software methodologies, of the managerial and technological skills essential to the
design and construction of high-quality software, and of the productivity and
human factors in software development. Prerequisite: CPS 350. 3 sem. hrs.
Cre 424. DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION TECHNIQUES: Design and use of
simulation models; study and use of special-purpose simulation languages such as
GI€S and GASPIV, SIlvfSCRtrTII.S. Applications. Prerequisite CI5151. 3 sm.hrs.
CPS 430. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: Physical and logical organiza-
tion of databases: the entity-relationship model; relational database model; the data
definition and data manipulation language of a commercial database management
system; integrity constraints; conceptual database design. Prerequisite: CPS 350.
3 sem. hrs.
CPS 432. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS tr: Study of query execution and
optimization, transaction management, concurrency control, recovery and security
techniques. Advanced data models and emerging trends in database systems, lik-e
object oriented database systems, distributed database systems, the client-server
architecfure, multidatabase and heterogeneous systems. Other current database
topics and emerging technologies will be discussed. Prerequisite: CPS 430.
3 san hrs.
CPS437. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES AND NETWORKING: Issues and tech-
niques used in the physical design of computer-based information systems. Basic
operating systems, hardware architecture and networking prinicples. Intended for
students majoring in MIS; not open to students majoring in CPS, CIS, or PCS.
Prerequisites: MIS 380, 385. 3 sem hrs.
CPS 444. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING I Analysis of compilers and their construc-
tion; programming techniques discussed in the current literature; advanced
computer applications in mathematical and nonnumeric areas. Prerequisites: CPSU6,350. 3 sem.hrs.
CPS 445. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING II: A continuation of CPS 444, with empha-
sis on the application of the topics discussed. Prerequisite: CPS W. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS4J:6. OPERATING SYSTEMS II: Design and implementation of a multi-user
operating system, including concurrent processes, usage of monitors and kernels,
process and device scheduling, virfual memory with paging, process synchroniza-
tion and communication, input and output spooler, file systems, reliability and
protectiorl intemrpts, distributed systern concepts. Prerequisite: CI5 34,5. 3 sm.hrs.
CPS 455. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I: Error analysis, mathematical development
of functional approximation including interpolation, quadrafure, numerical differ-
entiation, solution of ordinary differential equations. Prerequisites: CPS 132 or 150,
MTH 302,319. Recommended: CPS 353. 3 sem.hrs.
CIJS 456. NTIMERICAL ANALYSIS II: Mathematical development of the method
of least squares, minimax approximation, solution of partial differential equations,
applications. Prerequisite: CPS 455. 3 sem. hrs.
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CPS 450. COMPUTER GRAPHICS: Introduction to graphics devices and soft-
ware graphic primitives (points, lines, characters), two-dimensional transforma-
tions, clipping, sur,rey of display devices and methods' GraPhicinput devices,
representation of curves and surface in space. Prerequisite: CPS 350'
3 sem. hrs.
CPS 470. DATA COMMUNICATION: Principles of telecommunications hard-
ware and software. Analysis of communication protocol layers with respect to
performance, error handling, and control functions. Review of troubleshooting
techniques currently in use. Prerequisite: CPS 350. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 472. COMPUTER NETWORKING: Concepts and goals of computer net-
works (local area and long-haul) . Network protocols, analysis, design management.
OSI layers, gateways. Network topologies and case studies. Prerequisite: CPS 470.
3 sern. hrs.
CPS 480. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: Basic concePts and techniques of intel-
ligent systems. Emphasis on representations, problem solving, search strategies,
eipert systems, mVgic systems, and AI programming. Design and implementafion
of AI applications. Prerequisite: CPS 350. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 482. AUTOMATA THEORY: Finite automata, sequential machines, survey
of formal languages, introductionto computability, recursive functions, and Turing
machines. Prerequisite: CPS 341. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 496. COOPERATryE EDUCATION: Computer science cooperative educa-
tion work experience in an approved organization. Prerequisite: 12 hours of upper-
level CPS courses with a GPA of 3.0; total 90 semester hours with a GPA of 2.75'
Permission of the department in advance of the work. Not oPen to students with
credit in CPS 497. Credit does not apply to major requirements. Repeat to a
maximum of 3 semester hours. 1-3 sem.hrs.
CPS 497. INTERNSHIP: Computer science work experience in an approved orga-
nization. Prerequisite: 12 sem. hrs. of upper-level CPS courses with GPA of 3.0; total
90 sem. hrs. and 2I5 GPA. Permission of department in advance of the work. Not
open to students with CPS 496 credit. Credit does not apply to major requirements.
Repeat to a maximum of 3 semester hours. 1-3 sem. hrs..
CPS 498. PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA): Individual readings and research in
a specialized area. (See CPS 499.) By arrangement. May be taken more than once for
additional credit. Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 'l--4 sem. hrs.
CPS 499. (SPECIAL TOPICS): Lectures or laboratory work in such areas as ad-
vanced artificial intelligence, computer architecture, information retrieval,
microprograming, mulitprograming techniques, numerical analysis, graphics, data
communications, parallel processing, software development, distributed comPut-
ing, multimedia computing. By arrangement May be taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 1-4 sem. hts.
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (CIS)
The Bachelor of Arts with a major in criminal justice studies, is a broadly
structured interdisciplinary curriculum designed to introduce students to 1) a
critical theory of criminal justice/criminology and 2) requisite knowledge for
advanced study or public service, e.g. law enforcement and./ or investigative
services at the local, state and national levels; line entry careers in the correctional
field-probation and parole counseling, community programs, and other
rehabilitative services, as well as staff positions in the judiciary.
Those who enter the University of Dayton as first-year students, or as
transfers without associate degreei, will b6 classified under Option A, a total
program sequence. Students who transfer here with acceptable associate
degrees in specific fields similar or closely related to criminal justice will be
classified under Option B, a transfer program sequence.
All students transferring into the curriculum must be in good academic
standing and meet entry requirements.
The minor in criminal justice studies requires 18 semester hours to include CfS
L0L, Introduction to Criminal justice Studies, SOC 305, Criminological Theory,
and12 upper-divisional semester hours of course work, i.e., one course in each of
the four areas involving behavior, institutions, law, and social structure.
Proficiencyexaminations for limited CfS creditare available only to majors who
are in-service personnel, i.e., law enforcement officers, probation and parole
officials, or judicial personnel. Under Option A, students are limited to only 5
semester hours of proficiency examination credit, and under Option B, only 3
semester hours. In-service students should make their formal appeals to the
director's office at the beginning of each term, so that it can be determined by the
Criminal |ustice Studies Advisory Committee whether scheduling a proficiency
examination during that term is warranted.
It is the sole responsibility of students to inform themselves of whatever
changes occur in the curriculum and to observe all the regulations, procedures,
and requirements of the University and the criminal justice studies program.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (C]S)'
OPTIONA
Semester Hours
Criminal justice studies .. 36
CJS 101, 207, M7 and SOC 305. The remaining 24 semester hours will be taken
from the criminal justice studies, political science, psychology, sociologp and
social work elective course list for the behavior, institutions, law and social
structure areas. A student MUST take at least 2 courses in each area.
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
EngIish2T2 and 370 ot 378 or 474
Philosophy and Religious Studies
History
Literature: English or Foreign Language.......
Creative and Performing Arts ..............
6
12
6
J
3
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Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities....
Social Sciences
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204,205 excluded)2
Natural Sciences ..........
Communication competencies
lntroduction to the University: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
I See Also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
2ClS 207, Research Methods in Criminal Justice Studies, requires as a prerequisite MTH
207 or PSY 216 or SOC 308. Neither PSY 215 nor SOC 308 fills the three semester hours
mathematics requirement.
Core Courses for a CIS Major, Option A
CIS
3
t2
11
0-9
0-1
LZ+
In addition to these four core courses, students are required to take eight
additional courses, two from each of the following four areas.l
Behavior (Must take two courses)
cIS 101
cls207
soc 305
cIS 447
PSY 353
PSY 461
soc 325
soc327
soc 410
SWK 325
cls322
cls 336
soc 328
soc 339
soc 351
Introduction to Criminal ]ustice Studies
Research Methods in Criminal justice Studies
Criminological Theory
Senior Seminar in Criminal Iustice Studies
Abnormal Psychology
Current Implications of Drug Dependency
Deviant Behavior
Criminology
Victimology
Child Abuse
Policing and Society
Comparative Criminal ]ustice Systems
Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Social Inequality
Urban Sociology
Institutions (Must take two courses)
CJS 303 Corrections
POL 303 State and Local Govemment
POL 305 Introduction to Public Administration
POL 360 Urban Politics and Policy
SOC 323 |uvenile ]ustice
Law (Must take two courses)
CIS 305 Criminal Law
CIS 315 Criminal Procedure
POL 301 American Iudicial Process
POL 411 Constitutional Law
POL 450 Civil Liberties
SOC 326 Law and Society
Social Structure (Must take two courses)
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llntemships and independent studies maybe taken in CfS, POL, PSY, and SOC that have
a Criminal justice studies emphasis. No more than 6 semester hours may be taken. Also to
be offered is CIS 300 Criminal Justice Studies Career Development, CJS 399, Special Topics
in Criminal Justice Studies arrd CIS 497 , Service Leaming Experience. This course work is
in addition to the 36 hours required for a CfS interdisciplinary major in the Option A, total
Program sequence. They are not to be used as substitute courses for those listed in the areas
of behavior, institutions, law and/or social structure, unless approved in advanced by the
director of the Criminal Justice Studies program and the College of Arts and Sciences.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (CJS)1
OPTION B
To be admitted as a major in the program under Option B, a transfer student
must have received an accredited associate degree in corrections, law enforce-
ment, police administration, police science, or a similar field of criminal justice
and must have a 2.5 cumulative grade-point average on a 4.0 grading system.
For criminal justice studies majors who have completed the basic requirements
for an accredited two-year criminal justice degree, 60 semester hours beyond
the associate degree is suggested, which includes a minimum of 21 semester
hours in the program.
Prerequisites: The following are required for all criminal justice studies
transfer majors in addition to the baccalaureate degree requirements if they
were not included in the candidates'associate degree programs.
Semester Hours
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
English 272 and 370 or 378 or 474 .............. 6
phlosophy and Rerigious studies ....................::.::::::.:.:::::.::.::.::::.::.::..::.::.::.::......... 6
History 6
Literature: English or Foreign Language 3
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities 3
Social and Behavioral Sciences 12
Mathematics (MTH 102,204,205 excluded)2 3
Communication competencies: ENG 101 & 102; CMM 110, 11,1 or 1.L2,113 ............ 0-9
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least3 50
Course requirements:
Criminal Justice Studies ........................ ............................. 21
C15207,447 and SOC 305. The remaining 12 semester hours will be taken from
the criminal justice studies, political science, psychology, sociology, and social
work elective course list for the behavior, institutions, law, and social structure areas.
A student must take at least one course in each area. Any course that is specifically
required of the criminal justice studies candidate by the University of Dayton for the
baccalaureate degree and was taken at the institution conferring the student's associ-
ate degree should not be duplicated. Such a course is to be waived by the student's
academic advisor upon the formal request of the student with the final approval of the
College of Arts and Sciences and replaced with another course within the same
division.
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Humanitiesl ...................... 21
Philosophy and/or religious studies electives 6
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204, 205 excluded)2 ..... 3
Social and behavioral sciences ..........'... 12
General Education courses and academic electives to total at leasf ....................... 63
lConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
2 CJS 207, Research Methods in Criminal fustice Studies, required as a prerequisite MTH
207 or PSY 216 or SOC 308. Neither PSY 216 nor SOC 308 fills the three semester hours
mathematics requirements.
3 To be considered a viable candidate for graduation, a student rnust have completed a
minimum of 124 semester hours with accepted transfer credits.
Core Courses for a CIS Major, Option B
CIS 207 Research Methods in Criminal justice Studies
SOC 305 Criminological Theory
CIS 447 Senior Seminar in Criminal fustice Studies
In addition to these three core courses, students are required to take four
additional courses-one from each of the following four areas.l
Behavior (Must take one course)
PSY 363
PSY 461
soc 325
soc327
soc 410
SWK 325
Institutions (Must take one course)
CJS 303 Corrections
Abnormal Psychology
Current Implications of Drug Dependency
Deviant Behavior
Criminology
Victimology
Child Abuse
Law (Must take one course)
cls 305
cls 315
POL 301
POL 411
POL 450
soc326
State and Local Government
Introduction to Public Administration
Urban Politics and Policy
|uvenile justice
Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure
American fudicial Process
Constitutional Law
Civil Liberties
Law and Sociefy
POL 303
POL 305
POL 360
soc 323
Social Structure (Must take one course)ClS322 Policing and Society
CJS 336 Comparative Criminal fustice Systems
SOC 328 Racial and Ethnic Minorities
SOC 339 Social Inequality
SOC 351 Urban Sociology
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llntemships and IndependentStudies maybe takenin CJS, POL, PSY, and SOC thathave
a criminal justice studies emphasis. No more than 6 semester hours may be taken. Also to
be offered is CIS 300 Criminal Justice Studies Career Development, CJS 399, Special Topics
in Criminal Justice Studies and CJS 497 , Service Learning Experience. This course work is
in addition to the 21 hours required for a CJS interdisciplinary major in the Option B, transfer
program sequence. They are not to be used as substitute courses for those listed in the areas
of behavior, institutions, law and/or social structure, unless approved in advance by the
director of the Criminal fustice Studies program and the College of Arts and Sciences.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SruDIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Criminal |ustice Studies Advisory Committee consists of |ames A.
Adamitis, Director, Criminal lustice Studies Program, Ahern (Political Science),
Ghere (Political Science),Apolito (Criminal |ustice Studies), Ingram (Criminal
]ustice Studies), Reeb (Psychology), P. Donnelly (Sociology, Anthropology and
Social Work), H. Pestello (Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work).
FACULTY
fames A. Adamitis, Director
Associate Professors: Adamitis, Ingram
Coordinator for Community Relations: Timothy F. Apolito
Adj unct Instruct or s : Abraham
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CJS 101. INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL IUSTICE STUDIES: Introduction to the
field of criminal justice studies, stressing the theoretical foundations, origin, nature,
methods, and lirnitations of criminal justice studies as a college curriculum.
CTS,OT.RESEARCH METHODS IN CRIMINAL IUSTICE STUDIES: :::,:
the nature, language, and processes of inquiry involving experiments, sfudies,
surveys, and investigations. The instrumentation, types, and structures of content
analysis, questionnaires, interviews, and structured observation, including, ana-
lytic techniques, data processing resources, and preparation of research reports
are also examined. Prerequisite: ll4TI{207 or PSY216 or SOC 308. 3 sem. hrs.
CJS 300. CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES CAREERDEVELOPMENT: Exploration
of career opportunities and the professional career placement process including
setting goals and identifying educational objectives, noting professional concerns,
the role of a given criminal justice organization, and assessing experiences.
1 sem. hr.
CJS 303. CORRECTIONS: The administration of correctional institutions and
other detention facilities with emphasis on probation and parole systems to
include the rehabilitation and treatment of the incarcerated with reference to
correctional law cases. 3 sem. hrs.
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CIS 305. CRIMINAL LAW: Principles of criminal liability, preparation of case
materials, court procedures, and case disposition. 3 srn,lvs.
CJS 315. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE: Fundamentals of criminal procedure: arrest,
search, and seizure; interrogation, Constitutional limitations upon state and
federalrules ofcriminalprocedure. Prerequisite: Acourseincriminallaw. 3sm.lns.
gS 3n. IOUCING AND SOCIETY: Analyzes the history of policing in society
and assesses the social and political forces that are correlated with both the rise of formal
policingandthevarietyof structureslaw enforcemmt agencies haveassumed. Reviews
the primaryfunctions of policing inAmerican society and oramines those issues affecting
federal state, county, municipal and private policing. 3 sern.hrs.
CIS 335. COMPARATWE CRIMINAL IUSTICE SYSTEMS: Survey of cross-cul-
tural uniformities and diversities in law-enforcement agencies, correctional sys-
tems, and the courts in selected countries. Prerequisite: An introductory course
in criminal justice. 3 sem. hrs.
CIS 399. SPECIAL TOPICS IN CRIMINAL IUSTICE : An extensive examination
of a current topic affecting the criminal justice system and its law enforcement,
corrections or judicial components. May be repeated to a maximum of 3 semester
credits when the topic changes. 1-3 sm.hrs.
CJS 440. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Drccted study and researdr on selected topics of
sig'rficant acadernic publicatioru in law enforcement and criminal justice. Prerequisites:
Permission of instructor, an introductory CJS course. 3 sem. hrs.
CIS 447. SENIOR SEMINAR IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES: Seminar to
identify and discuss the contemporary issues in justice administration. Topics to
be assigned by instructor and presented for class discussion by students.
3 sem. hrs.
CJS 495. INTERNSHIP IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE I: Supervised experience solely in
a civilian capacity in a criminal justice or law-enforcement agency. Open to pre-
service criminal justice sfudies majors only; in-service sfudents do not qualify.
Students who enroll for internship credit are not given a stipend. Credit granted
only under grade option 2. Prerequisites: Sophmore status,2.5 cumulative grade-
point average, and permission of the director of Criminal |ustice Studies Program.
3 sern. hrs.
CIS 495. INTERNSHIP IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE II: Continuation of CIS 495.
3 sem. hrs.
CIS497. SERVICE LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Supervised community research
or service experience that complements a specific upper division course in Crimi-
nal fustice Studies. No more than 3 semester hours of Social Science 497 credits can
count for graduation. Repeatable up to three semester hours. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor. Corequisite: a 300-400 Criminal ]usfi"" ttdt"i.r:;:T;.
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ECONOMTCS (ECA)
In cooperation with the Department of Economics and Finance in the School of
Business Administration, the College of Arts and Sciences offers the degree of
Bachelor of Arts with a major in Economics.
For a minor in economics, 1 8 semester hours are required: ECO 203-20 4, 346-U7,
and any two elective courses from economics.
For course descriptions, see ECO, Chapter VII.
Information on a specialized degree, Applied Mathematical Economics, (MTE)
can be found in Arts and Sciences under the Mathematics Department.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN ECONOMICS (ECA)I
Semester Hours
Economics 30
ECO 203, 204, U6,347 , 490, and 15 sem. hrs. of upper-divisional electives.
Mathematics 6-9
MTH 207 and MTH 138 or MTH L48'?required; MTH 149 strongly recommended.
Natural Sciences...................... 11
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts ................... 27-33
Philosophy and Religious Studies............. 12
History............ 6
Literature: EnglishorForeignlanguage 3
Creative and Performing Arts ................. 3
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities 3-9
Social Sciences (excludes courses in ECO) 12
Communication competencies ....................... 0-9
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 ........................... 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least 124
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
'?MTH 168 or MTH I28-I29 maybe substituted with permission of chairperson.
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ENGLISH (ENG)
The University requirement in English composition is satisfied by the completion
of ENG l0t-t02, ENG 114, or ENG 198. Completing this requirement is a prerequi-
site for 200- and 300- level English courses. For placement information, see Reading
and Writing Skills under Basic Skills and General Competencies Requirements in
Chapter V, For additional details, consult the department chairperson or the
coordinator of composition.
students majoring in Englishmustcomplete atleast36 semesterhours of English
courses, including first-year comPosition, and at least 24 semester hours at the 300-
400 level.
Students minoring in English must complete at least 12 semester hours of upper-
divisional (300-400) courses in addition to the composition requirement. Students in
B.A. programs can acquire teacher certification in English through the E11A
program. (See EDT.) For details, consult the department chairperson'
The English department awards a writing certificate to sfudents who achieve a
3.0 grade-point average in L8 semester hours of approved writing and writing-
related courses, including at least 12 semester hours of upper-divisional (300-400)
courses, and who pass a final examination including an impromptu essay. For
details, consult the department chairperson.
ENG
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN ENGLISH (ENG)I
Semester Hours
Eng1ish............ 36
First-year composition: ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 .'..'.............. .. 0-6
Literary Analysis and Research-Poetry: Eng 300 3
Surveys: ENG 301,302, and 305 ................... 9
Shakespeare: ENG 362 3
Composition Theory or Literary Theory: ENG 476 or 488 ...........'.. 3
One 300- or 400-leve1 writing class 3
Seminar: ENG 490.......... 3
ENG electives 6-12
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies............. 12
History............ 6
Creative and Performing Arts .............. 3
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities (excludes ENG courses).................. 3-9
Social Sciences 12
Mathematics (MTH 102,204,205 excluded) 3
Natural Sciences ..................... 11
CMM 110, 111 or II2,113................... 3
Introduction to the Universify: ASI 150 0-1
General Education courses and acadernic electives to total at least I24
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
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FACULTY
Brian P. Connifi Chairperson
Anne S. Pici, Program Coordinator
Professors Emeriti: August, Cochran, Henninger, Labadie, Martin, Means, Murphy,
Palumbo, Patrouch, Ruff, Stockum
Professors: Bedard, ]. Farrelly, Kimbrough, K. Marre, Pici,
Associate Professorsr Boehnlein, Cameron, Conniff, Durham, Macklin, L. Marre,
Shereen, Tuss, Wilhoit, Youngkin
Assistant Professors: Hill-Vasquez, Hughes, McCombe, Strain
P o et -in - Re sid en c e : Mar tin
Lecturer: B. Farrelly
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ENG 101. COLLEGE COMPOSITION I: Analysis of the processes of reading
and writing aimed at the development and refinement of critical thinking
skills, critical readingskills, and criticalwritingskills. Studentsmustpass the course
with a grade of "C:' or higher to satisfy the University requirement in general
reading and writing competencies. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 102. COLLEGE COMPOSION II: Study of appropriate rhetorical struc-
fures and styles for analytic, synthetic, and argumentative essays. Practice in
developing critical reading and writing skills with an emphasis on writing from
so-urces. Prerequisite: ENG 101. Sfudents must pass the course with a grade of
"C-" or higher to satisfy the University requirement in general reading andwriting
competencies. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 1 14. FRESHMAN WRITING SEMINAR: A one-semester composition course
for first-year students who show high proficienry. First term only. Open by
permission only. Students must pass the course with a grade of "C-" or higher to
satisfy the University requirement in general reading and writing *",TT#t"nr;.
" ENG L51. INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE: A critical study of literary forms-
fiction, drama, and poetry-representative of various eras and culfures. Irrtay be taken
concurrently with ENG 102. Prerequisite: ENG 101 or equivalent. 3 san.hrs.
"ENG 198. FRESHMAN HONORS SEMINAR: Studv and seminar discussion of
selected literary masterworks and appropriate criticism thereof, with equal empha-
sis on composition. Open by permission only to first-year students in the Univeisity
Honors Program. Students must pass the course with a grade of "C:' or higher to
satisfy the University requirement in general reading and writing * 
ryre;r.";;r.
"ENG 203. MAIOR BRITISH WRITERS: Study of four or five writers repre-
sentative of the principal periods in English literature. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
equivalent. 3 sern.hrs.
- ENG 204. MAIOR AMERICAN WRITERS: Study of four or five writers represen-
tative of the principal periods in American literature. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
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*ENG 205. MAIOR WORLD WRITERS: Study (in translation) of four or five
writers representative of the principal periods in (chiefly Wgt91,ry^orld) literature,
exclusivebf English and Am-erican literature. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
ENG 210. POETRY: Study of representative examples of a major literary genre.
Prerequisite: ENG 102 or iquivalent. 3 semhrs'
ENG 230. TOPICS IN LITERATURE: Exploration of varying aPProaches to the
study of literature. Canbe repeated under special circumstances. Prerequisite: ENG
102 or equivalent. 1'-5 sem.hrs.
ENG 242. SOPHOMORE HONORS: Seminar in which selected works from the
literature of Westem civilization are studied. By invitation only. 3 sem' hrs.
ENG 272. EXPOSITORY WRITING: Further practice in writing exPository
themes and documented papers. A continuation of ENG 102 for students
deiring more operimce in writing. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sm.hrs.
ENG 282. INTRODUCTION TO WRITING POETRY: A beginning course in
analyzrngand writing poetry. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem.hrs.
ENG 284. INTRODUCTION TO WRITING FICTION: A beginning course in
anatyzrngand writing short fiction. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent.
3 sem.hrs.
ENG 286. INTRODUCTION TO WRITING DRAMA: A beginning course in ana-
lyzing and writing short plays. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sern. hrs.
ENG 300. LITERARY ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH-POETRY: Detailed analy-
sis of selected poems, with attention to their use of traditional forms and conven-
tions, combined with training in standard methods of interpretation and research.
Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
* gNG 30t. SURVEv OF EARLv ENGLISH LITERATURE: Survey of English litera-
ture from the Medieval period to the end of the 18th century. Prerequisite: ENG
102 or equivalent. - 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 302. SURVEY OF LATER ENGLISH LITERATURE: Survey of English
literature from the beginning of the Romantic period to the present. Prerequisite:
ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 305. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE: Survey of American litera-
ture from the Colonial period to the present. Prerequisite: ENG L02 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 306. SURVEY OF CONTINENTAL LITERATURE: Survey of continental
European literature from Homer to the present. Not open to sfudents who have
takei ENG 3ZZ.Pterequisite: ENG L02 oi equivalent. 3 sem. hrs'
EN 308. ADVANCED WRITING OF POETRY: Lrtensive practice in the writing of
poems. Prerequisite: ENG 282 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 310. ADVANCED WRilNG OF FICTION: Intensive practice in the writing
of fiction. Prerequisite: ENG 284 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
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ENG 312. ADVANCED WRITING OF DRAMA: Intensive practice in the writing of
plays. Prerequisite: ENG 286 or permission. 3 sem.Ilrs.
ENG 316. ADVANCED COMPOSITION: Intensive practice in the wriring of es-
says and the study of rhetoric. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 317. CONTEMPORARY POETRY: Study of selected poems by recent
writers. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 319. CONTEMPORARY FICTION: Studv of selected novels and short
fiction by recent writers. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent . 3 sem. hrs.
* ENG 320. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA: Study of selected plays to illusrrate major
tendencies of modern drama. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or eqriivilent . 3 sem. irs.
* ENG 322. MASTERPIECES OF WORLD LITERATURE: Intensive study of major
literary works representative of various cultures. Works are sfudied in translation,
although an English language work or two may be included for appropriate
comparison. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
" ENG 323. LITERAruRE OF THE CHRISTIAN TRADMON: SfudY Of IiICTATY
works that form part of the Christian religious tradition. Prerequisites: ENG 10i
or equivalent. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 324. THE NOVEL: Consideration of selected novels to illustrate various
fictional modes. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 325. SCIENCE FICTION: Survey of science fiction with detailed analysis of
selected novels and short fiction. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent . S sim. hrs.
ENG 327. STUDIES IN POPULAR FICTION: Analysis of selected artifacts of
p_opular culture with reference to serious literature.-May be repeated as topics
change. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem.-hrs.
ENG 329. SHORT STORY: Study of the techniques employed in the writing of
the short story. Analysis of various models of the short story. Prerequisite: ENG
L02 or equivalent. 3 setn.hrs.
ENG 330. DEVELOPMENT OF DRAMA: Study of the historical development of
the drama from its beginnings to the 19th century. Analysis of plays from each
significant period. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 san. hrs.
ENG 331. STUDIES IN FILM: Analysis of selected films to show developments in
film technique or criticism. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 332. STUDIES IN LffiRATURE AND FILM: Studies in literary texts and the
film treatments of those texts. May be repeated as topics change. Preiequisite: ENG
L02 or equivalent. - 3 sem. hrs.
* ENG 333. IMAGES OF WOMEN IN LITERATURE: Examination of significant
literary works that portray traditional images of women. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
equivalent. - 3 sem.hrs.
* 
ENG 334. MODERN MEN 
- 
IMAGES: Critical examination of significant literary
w-orks that portray males in haditional and non-traditional roles. Fr,erequisite: nlC
L02 orequivalent. - 3xm.hrs.
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* ENG 335. MODERN BLACK LITERATURE: Study of selected 20th-century black
writers. lr"r"q,ririi", EttiC 102 * equivalent' 3 sim'hrs'
* ENG 335. GENDER IN FICTION: Study of major works of American and British
male and t"*ut"-uitn*;1.;* differeirt peri6ds,.analyzing the authors, their
principal .tt".ui"it]-tii"*"t, 
""a 
narratif-e technique n.{:f reflect differentt 
p".,t, If iit"ls"" ,jf i""ieiin literature. Prerequisite: ENG ,0, ", "ry:*:T;r.
ENG 337. SruDIES IN FOLKLoRE: selected studies in American and/or world
i ;;d.;". rta"y U" ."p"ut"a * topics change' Prerequisite: ENG 102 t'"1"jJi'.1L!:.
I| +ENG338. IMAGESOFBUSINESS: Examinationofthemodemworldofwork'the
I *;;;;,h;;;;;r, "pior"rrio" at," andthe influence of organizarion o:r global| ;;&-;i-"n", u, ti."r" themes are revealed primarily in modem literature'
I ilil;i;,'ENCl02orequivalent 3sem'hrs't^
I rr..rc 339. AMERISAN INDIAN LITERATURE: Suwey of American Indian oral| ;;;;""d lil;tu;e. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent' 3 sem'hrs'
II * ENG 340. THE PRISON IN LITERATURE: Survey of prison literature from the rise| ;ii";i"* p.iro" in the late l8th-century thr-ough the contemporary period'I P;".;q;;ir;;itrCioi or equivalent - 3 sem'hrs't-
I . ENG 345. coLoNIAL AND PosrcoLoNIAL LITERATURE: Examination of| " ;ilfic;; lil;;;;;kt that reveal the diversity of human cultures shaped by| ;;ffi;l;;ilii.io"iui.o"t"*ts. Prerequisite: EirIG L02 or equivalent.3 sern.hrs'T'
I . ENG 348. MODERN IRISH LITERATURE: A consideration principally of the
I Iri;h ft*u* t""i"al of the late 19th and early 20th centuries with ap-propriateI ffiilild[]i;.i* F 
"."q"l"ite: 
ENG L02 oiequivalent. 3 sem'hrs'T'
I -ENC 350. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF ANTIQUITY: StUdY.Of SigNifiCANtI ;".kr from theOld Testamentand Greek, Roman, English,Irish, and/orScandina-
I ffi;;;;;.iil';d;tt"'ENcrozorequivalent' - 3sern'hrs'I| .ENC 351. EUROPEAN LITERATURE oF THE MIDDLE AGES: Study-ofI selected literary maiterpieces of Westem civilization in the Middle Ages' Pre-| ;A;il' sisCiori.i"lli"ut""t. 3 setn'hrs'
I .rNc 353. LITERATURE oF THE RENAISSANCE: study of selected literary
I ;;J;i".;fr"; England and the Continent that illustrate the culture and ideas
I ;ffi; {;;;;*.". LE."q"isite: ENG 102 or equivalent' 3 sem' hrs'
I *ENG 354. LITERATURE oF THE ENLIGHTENMENT: study qf-,t:l-"^*"d
I Unglish and E.rrop"* tit".ature from the Age of Reason' Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
I il,fi;ili. ---"r-----'------ 3 sern'hrs'
I *ENG 355. LITERATURE oF THE R9MANTIC AGE: Study of the Romantic
I n"""r"ti"" as illustrated in representative writings of English and European au-I ii;:P';;d;'ii", uNCro2 oi equivalent. 3 sem'hrs'
I rs7
I
ENG
362 or an equivalent Shakespeare course.
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*ENG 355. EURoPEAN LITERATURE oF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY:
study of representative masterpieces from the literature of EnelanJanJ tne conu-
nent during the 19th century. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivilent. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 357. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY:Study of giqruficalt English and European literature that illustrates the ideas and
culture of the early mbdem period.'prerequisite: ENG 102 .;;dilT#.;;
*ENG 358. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE OF EUROPE: StUdY Of SCICCtCd
western Euro!-e_arr literature that illustrates the ideas and cJt"r" ortii"p."sent age.Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent -- -'- r' 3 sem.hrs.
*ENG 362. SHAKESPEARE: study of selected plays and poems of shakespeare.Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivaleht J r 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 352L. SHAKESPEARE PERFORMANCE LABORATORY:
shakespearean performange-s^ 
_throug[ fi h"s,- ;iiG; t"itr,-"ia -rii,].ii^holrrs a-week. Students .-g62Lr"usi tri""iiteai., trk'o' Iri t,o ,-.-.-;-"?L-,Dn Kesp
rt r ange-s^_through lms, video apes, and recordins
lp,"l'"1y::h.9^Hgf$'^f 9gzr_ mus"i riveii,i,"ay iliiil,idl,"!'iliJ['8
Study of,t Ot
s. Ttuee
ENG 370. REPORT WRIJINGI Analysisof and practice in both basic and comprex
written reports, including the long formal'report. prerequisit", rNc'roz
or equivalent 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 372. APPLIED WRITTEN COMMLINICATIONS: Analysis of and practicein written communications appropriateto business and indGhial orlanizations,including forms of corresponderrle^3nd a job-application projeci bui e*cludrngformal reports. Prerequisit-e: ENG 102 or equi.rat6rit.' -'--- - - 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 376. TOPICS IN WRITING: Analysis of and practice in specific forms of
ln*t. 
May be repeated as forms chang-e. prerequisite: ENG 1d2 * 
ly:*:i:.
ENG 378. PROFESSIONAL AND TECHMCAL WRITING: practice in developing
writing skills needed in business, government, and industry. prerequisite: ENC 1 0i
or equivalent 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 380' STUDIES IN LITERATURE : Study of special topics or themes in literature.May be repeated as topics change. prerequisite: ENG 1b2 o. 
"q"i"ui""t.'L-5 setn. hrs.
* ENG 382. MozART's oPERAS: An interdiscipli.".y survey of Mozart,s operas
--4erman and ltalian, serious and comic. ChsJdisculsio", #il uu ,"pplem'ented
lf::*^t:::","-listening andlor viewing of recorded performancer u"ai'*tt"" por-srble, attendance at live performances. 3 sem. hrs.
*Et',tG gg3. THE TRAGIC DILEMMA: Examination of tragedy from ancient times
to modemtimes,withe-mphasis onboth the form(s) of trag"eay'ana theLgicvision
of life. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent e r 3 sem. hrs.
"ENG 384. CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN poETRy: A study of selected poets
i::f._t" aodgT p,g.igd whose work drawi fro- tt" 
"ii;.iri"r;ry;6lL[r";tcultural, and theological traditions of Christianity. prdrequisite,'bNc 102 orequivalent. -------r- "' 3 sem.hrs.
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ENG 395. IUNIOR HONORS TUTORIAL: Independent.directedstudy on_ special
lopics fo.'r"lected students. May be repeated as topic or instructor.chang-es.
i,""';r;i;";q"i."a 3 sem.hrs'
ENG 405. CHAUCER: study of Chaucer's life, world, language, and literary
achievement, concentrating oiThe Canterbury Tales (in Middle English).Prereqrri-
site: A 200- or 300-level nn"gtistr course. 
- J sem' hrs'
ENG 407. MEDIEVAL ENGLISH LITERATURE: Study of the dominant g?9t
it *," tit".ut"re of England from the beginning to 1500. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300-
level English course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 410. EARLY RENAISSANCE LITERATURE: Survey of the literature of
Ure ietngg"tgy.from Thomas More to Sidney and Spenser. Prerequisi*tirl)?;i:.
300-level English course.
ENG 414. LATER RENAISSANCE LITERATURE: Survey of the literature of the
*rtu rzttt."trtury from Bacon, fonson, and Donne to Marvell, exclusive of Milton.
nr"i"q"itlt" A 260- or 300levei English course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 431. MILTON: Study of the major and minor poems and of selected prose of
Mift.* Prerequisite: A 20d- or 300-level English course' 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 433. STUDIES IN NEO-CLASSICAL LITERATURE: Study of English litera-
t"r"-r.o*orydentolohnson. Maybe repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: A 200-
o.-aOO-f"""f tnghsh course. 3 setn'hrs'
ENG 438. ENGLISH ROMANTICISM: study of the major poets and critics of the
iomantic Age. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300-le'iel English course' 3 setn'hrs'
ENG 4144. STUDIES IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE:
StuJy of E.rg5sh literature in the 19th century. May be repeated as topic,s change.
PrerJquisitelA 200- or 300-level English course. i setn'hrs'
ENG 448. TV{ENTIETH-CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE: Study of siglificant
;.q;;fu""ts in modem British literature. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300level English
course' 
- 3sem'hrs'
ENG 451. AMERICAN ROMANTICISM: Study of significant developments in
American literature of the mid-19th century. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300-level
English course. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 453. AMERICAN REALISM AND NATURALISM: Study of representative
writers from the post-Civil War period in American literature. Prerequisite: A 200-
or 300-level English course. 3 setn'hrs'
ENG 455. TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE: Study of signifi-
cant developments in American literature of the 20th century' Prerequisite: A 200-
or 300-leveiEnglish course . 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 458. INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS: INtTOdUCtiON tO thc bASiC
concepts and procedures of general linguistics, including languag^e. description,
history, rru.iati,on, theory, and"acquisitiori' Prerequisite: A 200- or 300-level English
course. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
ENG 470. HISTORY oF ENGLISH: study of stages in the development of the
English language and of influenc_es shaping its deielopment from ti.re beginningto the present. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300-level Engliih course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 472. THE STRUCTURE oF ENGLISH: Study of the grammatical structure
of modern E-nglish from traditional and modern iinguistii points of view. pre-
requisite: A 200- or 300-level English course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 474. ARGUMENTATIo.N: studies and practice in the patterns of argumen-
gq"g ryrt-qg. Recommended_for the pre-professional student. prerequisites: ENG272,316,370, or permission of instructor. - 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 476. coMPosITIoN THEoRy: Study of the principal current theories
of composition, with application to the teathing 
".rd eviluating of writing.Prerequisite: ENG 316 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 480. INDEPENDENT srUDy: Individual investigations of special topics
under faculty direction. May be repeated under speciaicircumstances. preieq-
uisites: Permission and at least fifteen semester hours of English .1-6 sem.hri.
ENG 482. MODERN PoETRY: Concentrated, advanced study in the develop-
*"lJ oI m9{ern poetry, both English and American. prerequisite: A 20b_
or 300-level English course. - 3 sem. hrs.
ENG. 485. INTERNSHIP IN WRITING: Apprication of writing skills to specific
projects of an approved organization. Practical and professional exferience offered tojuni.ors and seniors (particularly English majors and minors) as a iupplement to the
writing curriculum. Maybe repeated up to six semester hours. prerequisite: permis-
sion of supervising instructor . 1_6 sem. hrs.
ENG 488. UTERARYTHEoRY: Comparative critical reading of classical and modem
theoretical texts and analysis of critical methodology. prereqriisite: A 200- or 300- level
English course. 3 sem.hrs.
ENG 490. SEMINAR: Concentrated study of a topic designed to integrate seleted
aspectsofliteraryhistory,cnticalapproaches,andreiearchsl-[sdevelopJdbyEngllsh
LoJgt:^Tp-l"Iious requilg{:o'uses. Maybe repeated as topics change. pre.equiiites,ENG 300, 301,302,305; ENG 476 or 488. 3 iern. hrs.
ENG 495. SENIOR HoNoRS TUTORIAL: Independent directed study on
special topics for selected students. May be repeated as topic or instructor
changes. Permission required. 3 sem. hrs.
University of Dayton VI
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FAMILY DEVELOPMENT (FDV)
The interdisciplinary minor in fq"ily d-evelopment increases understanding of
the meanine and'dvnarirics of marriage ind parehthood in contemporary society' It
examines tf;e famiiy as a major insti"tution lffecthg society.3nd s.u1vgys the indi-
"iJ"uL ro.i"l, and'economii 
problems found within faniilies. This background
contributes to preparation for^careers in areas such as social-work, psychology,
education, conimtinication, human ecology, and religious work.
- rt" 
-itror in family development isiimed by taking 16..semester hours of
couise*ork, all of which must'be outside one's major diicipline. These must be
distributed as follows: 
semester Hours
Basic theory course in family development required. .'........'. 3
SOC 331 Marriage and the FamilY
Families and society (Choose one.)
HST 352 History of the American Family
SOC 355 Families and the EconomY
Dynamics of family life (Choose one.) '....'..........
CMM 410 Family Communication
PHL 318 Family Ethics
REL 344 Christian Marriage
ASI ,148 Seminar in Family Development (required) 1
Electives (Choose two.)................ 6
BIO 390 Sex and Fertility Regulation frC 322 Sex Roles and Society
PSY 251 Human Growth and Development SOC 323 Juvenile Justice
PSY 351 Child Psychology SOC 330 Perspectives on Aging
PSY 355 Developmental Psycholpathology SWK 325 Child Abuse
PSY 462 Human sexuality' slAIK 327 Parenting: social welfare RoIe
REL 362 Christian Family Values & TV SVVI( 330 Perspectives on Aging
SWK 331 Death, DYing, and Suicide
No more than 6 semester hours from any one department may be applied to the
minorin family development. Courses takdn for thi3.minormaybe applied to other
minors and to breadth and general education requirements. Appropriate courses
mav be substituted with peimission from the office of the dean of the College of
Art's and Sciences and the minor coordinator of the Center for Leadership in
Communitv. Students wishing to be recorded as minoring in family development
should notify their chairperso-ns, their deans, and the cooidinator of the minor.
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Brenda Donnelly, Mi nor Coordinator
(Center for Leadership in Community)
Oe Luia (Educational'Administratiori;, f. Ualta lSociology,-Anthropology.and
Social Work), Huff (College of Arts and Sciences), Taylor (Sociology, Anthropology
and Social Work)
FLM
FILM STUDIES (FLM)
The interdisciplinaryminor in film studies (FLM) provides students an oppor-
tunity to explore one of the mostpopular and influential media of the 20thcentury.
students study the history, theory, and aesthetics of film and consider film from
literary, philosophic, religious, economic, and creative perspectives. The minor
complements many of the existing majors in the arts and sciences and enhances the
academic preparation of students who are considering graduate school and./or
careers in film criticism, screenwriting or film production.
The minor in film studies requires 13 hours, and includes the following courses:
Required: ASI 350 Interdisciplinary Film study (1) a capstone course taken after
all elective courses have been completed.
Select four (4) of the following elective courses (L2 hours):
ENG 331 Studies in Film (3)
ENG 332 Studies in Literature and Film (3)
PHL324 Philosophy and Film (3)
CMM 345 Classic American Film (3)
REL372 Religion and Film (3)
Or other approved substitutes
studentsdesiring to minor in film studies should notify their respective deans and
the coordinator of film studies.
FILM STUDIES COMMITTEE
James Farrelly (English) Coorilinator of Film Studies
Lain (Communication), Fouke (Philosophy), Kimbrough (English),
Inglis (Philosophy), Zukowski (Religious studies), A. smith (Religious studies),
Benedum (Music and Humanities Chair)
GEN
GENERAL STUDIES (GEN)
The Bachelor of General studies program is designed for those students who
desire to pursue a non-traditional degree program at the University outside of any
departmental major. This degree p-grum permits great latitude in utilizing the
academic."ro.rr"", of the university for planning and acquiring an education to
meet individual needs. Students may plan their programs to the best advantage
of their particular educational objectives. students build their Programs on the
foundation of University Basic Skills and General Education requirements'
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES PROGRAM (GEN)
Admission requirements for the Bachelor of General studies are the same as
those for any other degree offered in the College of Arts andSciences.
Candidacy for the Bichelor of General studies may b9 declared in the first
year but noilater than the commencement of a student's last 30 hours of study'
i.n application for acceptance into the degreeprogram mustbe completed and
app.o"ea by an Assistant Dean in the College of Arts and sciences. Any
students in good academic standing may request transfer into this Program.
The Geneial Studies student is required to plan an academic program to
satisfy the requirements for graduation in consultation with an Assistant Dean'
The ieneral Stndi"r studenimust complete a minimum of the last 30 hours of
study under the supervision of an Assistant Dean who will serve as the
studlnt,s advisor. Tire usual policy of prerequisites remains in effect in this
ProSram.' Tte candidate for the degree of Bachelor of General Studies must complete
120 semester hours with in overall grade point average of 2.0 or better,
including:
1. University General Competencies and Basic skills and the General Educa-
tion requirements (see ChaPter V),
2. Three semester hours of mathematics selected from courses offered by the
Mathematics department (excluding MTH 102, 204,205)'
3. Study of the natural sciences by iompleting 7 semester horyl i1 approved
natural science courses (biology, chemistry, geology, physics), including one
course with accompanying laboratory,
4. A minimum of 54 semesler hours o1courses at the 300-400 level with a grade
point average of 2.0 or better, and
'5. Not *o.Jthan 30 semester hours of work from any one academic discipline.
6. Credits earned in completion of the Bachelor of General Studies may not be
applied at a later time to the credits for a second degree from the College of Arts
and Sciences.
GEO/EVG
GEOLOGY (cEO)
. 
Geology is the sfudy of the earth. It incorporates many aspects of our complex
planet including its composition, structure, environment, dvnamic and hazardous
processes, and the development of life, continents and oceans through time. Geol-
ogy plays a critical role in interpreting the earth's long history of globil change, and
in predicting future environmental change.
The Geology department offers two programs leading to a Bachelor of science ingeology and environmental geology. The geology 1Crol major provides basic
courses in the geological sciences and a range of advanced level tourses that allow
students to develop courses of study that complement particular interests within the
field. The environmental geology (EVG) program is brbad in scope, providing a firmgrounding in the fundamentals of earth science as well as an interdisciilinary
curriculum including Geology, Biology, Chemistry, and other allied science courses,
reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of environmental concems.
. 
The Ge_ology department aims to prepare students for a career in the geological
sciences. Graduates of the department are competitive for entry to graduate pro-grTls.- Geology majors pursue careers in a wide range of settings iniluding: siate
and-federal geological agencies; geological consulting companieJ; natural reiource
exploration, development and management museums; research laboratories; and
education. Environmental geologists address critical needs of our society ranging
from groundwater protection and water-supply development to the identificaloi
and assessment of nafural hazards.
A mlor in Geology consists of 12 hours at 300-400 level, having completed the
appropriate prerequisite for these courses.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN GEOLOGY (GEO)I
Semester Hours
Geology
Required Courses
Year 1: GEO 115-115L, 1L6-1,1,6L.......... 
............................. 8
Year2: GEO201-201L 4
Year 3: GEO 301-301L,307-307L..................... 8
Year 4: GEO 303,310-310L,l()t401L,409403L 
....................................... 18
Geology Electives - choose from the following:
cEo 302-302L, 308-308L, 309_309L,
4M, 41I- 41.1L, 412- 412L,47 9L, 498 ...................
Supporting Sciences ...............
cHM 123-123L /L24.r24L
MTTI1,68/1,69
Pt{Y 206/2073 ..
8
22
8
8
6
science electives 
- 
choose from the following, with accompanying laboratories
where applicable BIO, CHM, CPS, cEO, MTT{, pHy, Engineerhg, 8
Philosophy and Religious Studies 12
0-9
6
Communication competencies ........
Social and behavioral sciences
College of Arts and Sciences GEO/EVG
Humanities 9
lntroduction to the University: ASI 150 """" 0-1
General Education requirements and academic electives to total at least ............................ 120
lSee General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
'Mav substitute MTH 148-149 or MTH 137,138 & L49 with permission'3May substitute Pt{\ 20L-202with permission.
aWith permission.
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (EVG)
The following program, leading to the Bachelor of science with a maior in elr-
vironmental g"6togy, is a"signed io present students with the basic courses in the
geological sci'enceJis wel aJprovidi specific environmental geology courses. The
program also requires additional related science courses'
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (EVG)I
Semester Hours
Geology
Required courses
Year 1: GEO 115-115L, ll6-Il6L I
Year 2: GEO 201-20LL,208................... .....""""""""""" 7
Year3: GEO301-301L,307-307L,3I0-3I0L 12
Year4: GEO30&308L,309-309L,479L'......... 10
Geology electives 
- 
choose from the following:
GEO 302-302L, 303, 401-401L
403-409L,404,41r411L,4124r2L,498 ...........'................ 8
Supporting Sciences 28
816101/102,ort51./152 6
cHM 123-123L /r2+124L 8
Ntll11.68/1.6g2 8
Pffv 206/2ov 6
Science electives - choose from the following 17
BIO 350-350L, 430'430L, 452-452L, 459459L, 480-480L
cHM 201-201L, 302, 3r3-313L, Ul-341L
cPsr32,144
Engineering CIE 312-312L, 390, 434, 580, 595
l'/tTTI 218, 219, 367, 368
Philosophy and Religious Studies'.....'........... t2
Communication conipetencies ...................'... 0-9
Social and behavioraisciences........................ 6
Humanities 9
lntroduction to the University: ASI 150 1
General Education requirements and academic electives to total ..............'." """"""""120-127
lSee General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
2May substilute MTH 14&149 0r MTH L37,138 & 149 with permission of departrnent.
3May substitute PHY 2}l-z}zwith permission of department.
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GEO/EVG
FACULTY
Michael R. Sandy, Chairperson
P r of e ss or Emer it us : Ritter
Professor: Sandy
Associate Professors: Koziol, A. McGrew, Pair
Lecturer: Goldman
Universitv of Davton Vl
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*GEo 103. PRINCIPLES oF PFTYSICAL GEocRApFry: Analysis of the physical
factors of the earth's environment weather, climate, land forms, oceans. 3 
-sem. 
hrs.
GEo 104. INTRODUCTORY GEOLOGY FIELD COURSE: Fundamental earth
science topics with emphasis on direct field experience. one week on campus, 3
weeks in the RockyMountains near Denver, Colorado, and one week of travel. For
all non-geology and non-biology majors. Corequisites: BIO 104; GEO 104L or BIO
104L. 3 sern. hrs.
GEo 104L. INTRODUCTORY GEoLocY FIELD LABORATORY: Course to ac-
company GEO 104. 1 san.hr.
* GEo 109. GENERAL GEoLoGY: htroduction to the earth as a planet, its compo-
sition, structure, and evolutionary development; a brief consideration of the life of
the past. For the nonscience major. May be taken without laboratory . 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 109L. GENERAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
L09. Two hours each week. i. sem. hr.
* Ggo tts. PHYSICAL GEoLoGy: Introductory course in geologic principles; the
composition and structure of the earth, its land forms, and the agencies active in
their production. Laboratory optional for nonmajors. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 115L. PFIYSICAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
115. Two hours each week. ' Iien.l;.
" GEO 116. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE EARTH: A COMPTChCNSiVC SfudY Of
earth history from its origins to the present. Prerequisites: cro 109 or i15;
permission of instructor. 3 sern. hrs.
GEo 1 16L GEoLocICAL HISTORY oF THE EARTH LABORATORY: Course to
accompany GEO 116. Two hours each week. L sem. hr.
GEO 198. GEOLOGY, LANDSCAPE, AND ENVIRONMENT OF THE MIAMI
vALLEY: Field-based course examining the geologic history of the Miami valley
and Dayton area; processes leading to the modern landscape; the impact of human
activity will be assessed. Prerequisite: GEo 109 or 1.15 or permission of instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
1,46
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GEO 201. MINERALOGY: Introduction to crystallogaPhy, crystal chernistry and
crystalskucture. Studyof themajorgrouPs of rock-formingminerals,theirassociation
and occurrence with emphasis on identification by physical properties and optical
techniques. Prerequisite: GEOl0gorll5orpermissionofinstructor' 3 san'hrs'
GEO 201L. MINERALOGY LABORATORY: Course to accomPany GEO 201'
Three hours per week' 'L sem'hr'
* GEO ZOg. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY: Study of the relationship of geologic
factors to the problems of water supply, pollution, erosiory land use, and earth
resources. La-boratory optional. Pierequisites: GEO 109 or 115, permission of
instructor. - 3sem'hts'
GEO 208L. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: COUTSC tO ACCOM-
pany GEO 208. Two hours each week. 7 sem'hr'
*GEO 218. ENGINEERING GEOLOGY: A comprehensive study of geologic prin-
ciples applicable to civil engineering practices' 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 301. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY: The origin and development of structural
features of the earth's crus! folding, faulting, volcanism, mountain buildinp and
metamorphism. Prerequisites: GEO 115, 1'l'6,201'. 3 sem'hrs'
GEO 301L. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
GEO 301. Two hours each week. 1- sem'hr'
GEO 302. GLACIAL GEOLOGY: The origin of mountain and continental
glaciers; their depositional features and erosive activity; history of 
.glaciation in
leobgic past with special emphasis on North American Quatemary ice advances.
F."t"{,ri"it"s' GEO 115, 116. 3 sem'hrs'
GEO 302L. GLACIAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 302.
Two hours each week. 1sem.hr.
GEO 303. FIELD GEOLOGY: Study of field relationships in an area containing
abundantigneous,metamorphic, and sedimentaryrocks. Prerequisites: GEO 115,116.
GEO 307. GEOMORPHOLOGY: Detailed study of landforms 
" 
O *"t"::':
processes that develop them. Prerequisites: GEO 715't16. 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 307L. GEOMORPHOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 307.
Two hours each week. l setn.hr.
GEO 308. PROBLEMS AND DECISONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY: AN
indepth examination of selected environmental problems and ttre way in which
scienfficinformation guides practice andpoliry. Topicswill rangefrominvestigations
of nattual hazards to considerations of land use and water resources. Prerequisite:
3 sem.hrs.
r47
GEO 109 or GEO 115 or permission of instructor.
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GEO 308L. PROBLEMS AND DECISIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY
LABORATORY: course to accompany GEo 308. Two hours each week and periodic
field work. lsem.hr.
GEo 309. SURFACE AND GROLINDWATER FryDRoLoGy: This course is de-
signed to provide a science or engineering sfudent with the fundamental concepts and
principles central to the study of water as a resource. This will include an examination
of all components of the hydrologic cycle including surface-water hydrology and
management, groundwater hydrogeology, and water resource management. pre-
requisite: GEO 109 or GEO 218 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 309L. SURFACE AND GROL]NDWATER FTYDROLOGY LABORATORY:
Laboratory exercises to accompany GEo 309. Three hours per week. 1 setn. hr.
GEo 310. STRATIGRAPHY: The interpretation of specific lithotypes and the
slmthesis of the stratigraphic record. Prerequisite: GEo 116. 3 sem. hrs.
GEo 310L. STRATIGRAPHY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEo 310.
Two hours each week. 1 sem.hr.
GEo 401. PALEONTOLoGY: The study of ancient life. The morphology, ecology,
evolution, and stratigraphic distributions ofselected invertebratei, vertJbrates, andplants. 3 sem. hrs.
GEo 401L. PALEONTOLOGY LABORATORy: Course to accompany GEo 401.
Two hours each week. 1. sem.hr.
GEo 403. SEDIMENTOLoGY: Detailed study of sediments: their sources,
environments of deposition, and methods of consolidation. Emphasis on the
interpretation of ancient sediments. Prerequisite: GEo 201. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 403L. SEDIMENTOLOGY LABORATORy: Course to accompany GEO
403. Two hours each week. - f. iem.hr.
GEo 404. PROBLEMS IN GEoLoGy: A consideration of special problems
inwolving advanced work in the laboratory and library; arranged tb meet the needs
of individual students. 1-4 sem. hrs.
GEo 411. IGNEous PETROLOGY: study of the formation of igneous rocks.
Prerequisite: GEO 201. 3 sem. hrs.
GEo 411L. IGNEous PETROLOGY LABORATORy: Course to accompany GEO
411. Two hours each week. 1 sem.hr.
GEo 412. INTRODUCTORY GEOCHEMISTRy: srudy of elementary thermodv-
namics, aqueous geochemistry, and principles goveming the distribution of trace
elements, radioisotopes and stable isotopeJin igneous, metamorphic and sedimen-tly roc\1_Emphasis on applications and solution of geological problems. prereq-
uisite: GEO 20L, or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs-.
148
GEO 479L. ENVIRONMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY: The
understanding and use of field and laboratory based equipment to study acurrent
environmental issues. Emphasis on team-centered approaches to investigating
environmental problems. Same as BIO 479L. Prerequisites: BIO 151, 152; GEO 115,
l'16; or permission of instructor. 2 sun.hrs.
GEO498. GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND THESIS: Researchprojectwithin an area
of the geological sciences, including, but not limited to, environmental geology,
geochemistry, geomorphology, or paleontology. The results are to be presented in a
irritten thesis. -Prerequisite: Fermission of instmctor. 4 sern.lirs.
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GEO 412L. INTRODUCTORY GEOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY: COUTSC tO ACCOM-
pany GEO 412. Three hours each week.. L sem. hr.
* General Education course. See Chapter V.
r49
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HrsToRY (HST)
History critically studies the past and those key values which have shaped
society. History also provides students with a sense of perspective and with the
ability to make critical judgments. Those with a sharply honed historical conscious-
ness know that often what appears to be a simple solution to a simple problem will
notwork because unexpressed historical forces and traditions lie just beneath the
surface. Therefore, historical consciousness helps to make the world comprehen-
sible. T9 be ignorant of history is to be, in a very fundamental way, intellectually
defenseless, unable to understand the workings of this or other societies. Thus all
totalitarian societies have stringently controlled the study and writing of history.
They recognize that a free mind needs to know its past, to debate and discuss how
the world came to be as it is, in order to know what to defend and what to change
and how to resist imposed ideologies.
Students majoring in history are offered a flexible curriculum that allows them
tohave a doublemajoror oneormoreminors. Studentsarealsostronglyencouraged
to develop interdisciplinary areas of concentration to meet their interests and
vocational goals. Examples of areas of concentration are pre-law, business, intema-
tional affairs, and historical administration, preservation, and archival manage-
ment. Majors should consult the department chairperson for a departrnental
advising brochure and further details. History majors pursue professions in numer-
ous fields including educatiory law and government, intemational affairs, archives
and museums, communications, and business.
Sfudents in B.A. programs can acquire teacher licensure through the El1A
program (See EDT). For details, consult the department chairperson.
History minors must complete 1 8 semester hours as follows: HST 1 01 or 1 02, HST
25'1. or 252, two upper-level courses in American history, and two upper-level
courses in non-American history.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN HISTORY (HST)
Semester Hours
History
HST 101
HST 102 0R HST 198 .............
HST 251
HST252
HST 301
HST 301L........
Two 400level HST seminarsl
HST electives at 300 level2
Liberal Studies Curriculum3
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies .............
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities .............
Social Sciences
36
J
J
3
c
0
5
15
12
J
T9
t2
150
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Mathematics (MTTI 102, 2M, 205 excluded)
Natural Sciences......................
Communication competencies ...............'.......
Introduction to the University: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at leasf
HST
J
11
0-9
0-1
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rThree credits of the seminar requirement may be achieved through the fulfillment of an
experiential component eamed thrbugh completion of three credits of HST 495 lntemshia.
,'ihese electivei should be distributed so that the student will have taken history (HST)
electives in three geograPhical areas: United States, Europe, and at least one of the following:
Africa, Asia, Latin America, Middle East.
5ee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Plogralns and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
aFor Historymajors, this total should include either 6-8 sem. hrs. in a foreign language or 6
sem. hrs. in-quantitative skills courses (e.g., computer scimce, statistics, or mathematics)
beyond the Bisic skills mathematics requiriment. where appropriate, this credit may apply
to other requirements as well.
FACULTY
fanet R. Bednarek, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Beauregard, King, Maras, Mathias, Rhee, Steiner, Taylor, Vines
Professors: Alexander, Amin, Eid, Heitmann, Hitchner, Morman,
Palermo, Schweikart
Associate Professors.'Bednarek, Cadegan, Carlson, Flockerzie, Trollinger, Yungblut
Assistant Professors: Darrow, Fleischmann, Little, Santamarina
Adjunct Professor: Gannon
Lecturer: Hume
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
NOTE: HST 101 or HST 102 or the equivalent is a prerequisite for all other HST
courses.
*HST 101. HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVIIZATION FROM ITS CLASSICAL
ROOTS TO 1715: suwey of westem civilization beginning in Antiquity and con-
cluding with the Enlighienment. The course will investigate the social, economic/
culturil, political, ani environmental forces that shaped the Ancient, Medieval,
and Early Modem eras. 3 sem.hts'
* HST 102. HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVIIZATION SINCE 1715: Survey of
Westem civilization from the 18th century to the present. The course will investigate
the social, economic, cultural, political, and environmental forces that shaped
European society and the world-in the modern period. 3 sem.hrs'
* HST 198. HISTORY HONORS SEMINAR: Study and seminar discussion of se-
lected historical documents dealing with major events and trends in Westem
civilization since 1715. Open by p-ermission only to first-year students in the
University Honors Program. 3 sem. hrs'
*HST 251. AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1855: Survey of the development of the
American nation from colonial times to 1865; political trends, economic and social
foundations of American institutions' 3 setn' hrs'
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* HST 252. AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1855: suwey of the development of the
nation after the Civil War, stressing social, economic, and political pr:oblems.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 300. CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN HISTORY: Exploration of career opportu-
nities open to History majols, with special emphasisbn strategic planning for a
career/. creating a job portfolio, and mastering the practical heihanics of lob
searching. Prerequisite or Corequisite: HST 301. - 1 sem-hr.
FIST 301. RESEARCH METHODS SEMINAR: Historical methods, philosophy,
and.introductory historiography, the last based on the professor's fieli of speilat-
ization. Required for junior history majors. - 3 sem. hrs.
HST 301L. RESEARCH PAPER: Requires the satisfactory completion of a research
paper.of 10-15 pages in le_lgth based on original historicai research. The paper may
be written in a History (HST) course on the goo/aoo tevels or, with prior fennissioirq-f the clafu, in conjunction with a course in another departmentbr as^an Honors
Thesis. Required for all History majors. Prerequisite ofCorequisitet ,tI"!l*O
" HST 302. HISTORY OF ANCIENT GREECE: SUrvCY Of GrCCK hiStOrV ANd CUIIUTC
from the Bronze Age to Alexander the Great. 3 sem. hrs.
"HST 303. HISTORY OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC AND EMPIRE: Survey of
Roman history with emphasis on the political, social, and institutional evolution of
the Roman state and the organization and structure of the Roman t^rr1;r*. 
rrr.
*HST 305. MEDIEVAL EUROPE: European history from the 4th to the 15th cen-
tury, includilrg qirttr of Middle Ages; development of Christianity; Byzantine,
Islamic, and Carolingian Empires; feudalism; Crusadesi rise of univerbitieS; birth of
national culfures. 3 sem. hrs.
.HST 307. RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION: The development of Euro-
pean history from_the 14th to the middle of the 17th century. Emphasis on the
economic, political, social, and religious aspects of the Renaissanie, Protestant
Revolutiorl and Catholic Reformation. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 311. oLD REGIME EURoPE: From the laterReformation to the era of the
French Revolution: intellectual and culfural development; political, economic, and
social trends of the Old Regime. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 312. AGE oF DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTIONS: Historical analvsis of the
ideological, political, social and economic changes of the late l8th and early 19th
centuries, emphasizing developments in France and Europe. 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 313. THE DUAL REVOLUTION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES - EUROPE
1815-1914: Historical analysis of nineteenth century Europe emphasizing the ideo-
logical, political, economic and social consequences of the Industrial aid French
revolutions, commonly known as the Dual Revolution. 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 314. MODERN EUROPE IN DECLINE-1890-1945: Historical study of
the decline and fall of European civilization from the eve of world war I to the
end of world war II, including an examination of political, economic, social, and
cultural conditions. 3 sem. hrs.
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Caucasus, Central Asian, and Siberian neighbors.
*HST 315. EUROPE IN THE POSTWAR ERA-1945 TO THE PRESENT: HiStOTi-
cal survey of domestic and foreign politics, economics, society, and culture in
postwar Europe (East and West) fiom 1945 to the present. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 319. HISTORY OF LONDON: Study of the evolution of London from
a small Roman town to the world's first industrial metropolis. Particular atten-
tion to social and environmental conditions and the life of the people. ^3 sem. hrs.
HST 320. EUROPEAN MILITARY HISTORY: Survey of warfare on the Euro-
pean continent from classical Greece through world war II emphasizing military
institutions, organization, weapons, and campaigns and the role of the military
in society. - 3 sem. hrs.
HST 321. MODERN FRANCE: French history from the Bourbon Restoration
to the present. Emphasis on political, socioeconomic, and cultural factors., 
sem. hrs.
*HST 322. HISTORY OF ENGLAND: Major forces and trends in the history of
England from early medieval times to the present, including their influence on social
hirtory and literature . 3 sem. hrs'
HST 323. MODERN GERMANY: Analysis of the development of the German
state from 1848 through the period of unification, Second Empire, Weimar Repub-
lic, Third Reich, the pbst-Wbrld War II Germanies, to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 324. COMPARATIVE NATIONALISM: Comparative study of the origins
and consequences of national movements throughout the world. Attention given
to the historiography of nationalism and the fate of the nation-state idea in a
number of temporal, geographic, political and cultural settings. 3 sem. hrs.
FIST 325. HISTORY OF RUSSIA TO 1860: History of Kievan Russia and Orthodox
Christianity, the Mongol Conquest, the rise of autocracy, leforms and rebellions,
revolutionary movements, and the rise of the Empire to the Crimean W*. 
3 ,"*. hrr.
HST 325. HISTORY OF THE SOVIET UNION AND ITS SUCCESSOR STATES,
1860 TO Tm PRESENT: Social, political, and cultural history of Russia from the
great reforms of the late empire, through the wars, revolutions, and reconstructions
5f theSovietPeriod,tothepresent. 3 sem'hrs.
*HST 327. NATIONAL CULTURES OF THE SOVIET UNION AND ITS SUC-
CESSOR STATES: The historv of the formation of the Soviet Union and of
national and cultural relations'between the Russians and their Slavic, Baltic,
HST
3 sem. hrs.
* HST 328. HISTORY OF EASTERN EUROPE: Survey of the history of the nations
lyingbetweenGermany and the SovietUnion,the Baltic and Aegean Seas, stressing
ri'redieval and early modern background as a foundation of contempor"7no."il..
*HST 330. HISTORY OF EAST ASIA: Brief review of the early historical develop-
ment of East Asiai study of China and japan in the 19th and 20th centuries,
emphasizing politicaf religious, cultural, and economic developmenl. 3 sem. hrs.
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actions and perspectives of the different parties involved.
HST 331. HISTORY OF INDIA: Survey of the development of civilization on the
Indian subcontinent from the fust extant records (c. 2500 BCE) to post-Indepen-
dence modern India in connection with the B.A. Program in Philosophy. 
,r*,. Orr.
HST 332. MODERN CHINA AND JAPAN: Study of the economic, political,
social, and cultural developments of modern China and |apan from ltre tgttr
century to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 333. HISTORY OF THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST: Survey of the Ottoman
lmpire, Iran, Eg1pt, and the modem states of the Middle East, emphasizing thedevelopment of nationalism and the area's role in internationutrorrt 
""; ,r*. Orr.
*HST 334. HISTORY OF THE PALESTINIAN-ISRAELI CONFLICT: Studv of the
history of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict from its beginnings in the late nin-eteenth
century up to the present, with emphasis on a variety of interpretations of the
University of Dayton VI
3 sem. hrs.
temporary significance. 3 sem.hrs.
" HST 340. HISTORY OF SCIENCE: Survey of the development of science from its
origins in the ancient world to the present. 3 san. hrs.
*HST 341. HISToRICAL PERSPECTIVES oN SCIENCE, TECHNoLOGY, AND
SOCIETY: Historical examination of the interaction of science, technology, and
society from the Middle Ages to the present. S &*n. hrs,
*HST 3az. ENVIRoNMENTAL HISTORv oF THE AMERICAS: A comparison
and contrast of the histories of conservationism and environmentalism in the
United States, Canada and Latin America. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 336. HISTORY OF AFRICA TO 19TH CENTURy: Srudy of African history
from the emergence of Africa's ancient kingdoms to the end 6f the trans-eilantii
slave trade in the nineteenth century. 3 setn. hrs.
* HST337. HISTORYOFAFRICA-19TII CENTURYTOTFIE PRESENT: Emphasis:
colonialism and its impact, the growth of nationalism and the problems of contem-poraryAfrica. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 339. HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA: Study of South African society
with emphasis on historical interpretations of the brigins of segregatiotr, econ-
omic growth, nationalism, Apartheid, Bantusans, and other issues of con-
*HST 343. HISTORYOFCI\4LENGINEERING: Historicalstudyof thedevelop-
ment of civil engineering from the origins in the ancient world ," *" Otirir* 
,,,.
*HST 344. HISTORY oF SCIENCE, TECHNoLoGY, AND THE MoDERN
CORPORATION: Historical study of the emergence of 2Oth-century science-basedindustry. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 346. HISTORY OF AMERICAN AVIATION: This course will examine the
influence of aviation on the American culfure, economy, and military. It will also
highlight the development of aviation/aerospace technology. 3 setn. hrs.
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*HST 349. TECHNOLOGY AND THE CULTURE OF WAR: INVCStigAtiON Of thc
role of invention and engineering as it has been related to defense and war
throughout the ages, focusing on the interrelationship of policy, stratery, organiza-
tion, ind technol-ogy from a global perspective. 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 351. AMERICAN WOMEN'S AND GENDER HISTORY: Historical study of
the changing roles of women in American society, including examination of men's
and wotiefs gender roles and the ways in which social, cultural, economic, legal,
and political fictors shape and change geners roles. 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 352. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY: Survey of the historical
development of American family life from the colonial period ,o *" OtTillr. 
,rr.
*HST 353. HISTORY OF WOMEN IN EUROPEAN SOCIETIES: Study of the
changing roles of women in European societies from the roots of industrialization
to th6prisent 3 setn.hts.
*HST 354. HISTORY OF WOMEN AND GENDER IN THE MIDDLE EAST: Study
of the history of the evolving roles and status of women in Middle Eastern societies,
from the eaily modem peribd to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 355. AMERICAN LIRBAN HISTORY: Historical analysis of community life
in American society: the nature and development of small towns, cities, and suburbs;
communal experiehce, social organizations, and political culture. 3 sem.hrs.
* HST 355. COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF WOMEN IN THE THIRD WORLD: Study
of the comparative histories of women in Thfud World societies from a global
perspective, using specific case studies of women in different societies around the
iorla. 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 357. LATIN AMERICA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: Intensive exami-
nation of revolution and reaction in today's Latin America and the implications for
those who formulate U.S. foreign policy. 3 sern. hrs.
*HST 358. SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA: Survey
of social and cultural history of Latin America and the Caribbean from pre-
Columbian times to the present. Emphasis on the interaction between the European
colonizer and the Amerindian and African peoples of the hemisphere. 3 san. hts.
*HST 360. U.S. LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY I: An analysis of the
major developments in American legal and constitutional history from colonial
beginnings tlirough the Civil war. Emphasis on the relationship between the
Constitution, the law, and lawyers, on the one hand, and America's economic,
social and political developments, on the other. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 361. U.S. LEGALANDCONSTITUTIONALHISTORYII: Ananalysis of the
major developments in American legal and constitutional history froq the Recon-
struction era to the present. Emphasis on the relationship between the Constitution,
the law, and lawyeis, on the one hand, and America's economic, social, and political
developments, on the other. 3 sem. hrs.
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HST 365. AMERICAN FILMS AS HISTORY: Study of the development of
American values, myths, instifutions, and perspectivesthrough the use of films as
a Prrmary source. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 369. CryIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION: Remote and immediate causes
of the Civil-War; problems of North and South during the war; consequences of
the war; efforts to create a new Union, 1865 to l877;"problems caused by those
efforts. - 3sbm.hrs.
* 
HST 3zO. ECoNoMIC AND BUSINESS HISToRY oF THE UNITED
STATES: Survey and analysis of American economic history, 1600-present, prima-
rily through a study of American business institutions ind leailers. hiclrrdes
analysis of major economic theories of history as well as case sfudies of entrepre-
neurs. 3 sem. hrs.
- 
HrST 372. HISTORY OF RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES: Survey of religion
in the United States from the colonial era to the present. Particular attention tdthe
interaction of religion with other aspects of American society 
^O rur*ri.rr*. rrr.
HST 373. AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY: Survey of American military
affairs, including military, naval, and air campaigns, irom early settlement tb
the present. 3 sem. hrs.
* I{ST 374. IRELAND AND AMERICA: Study of the cultural-historical background
of both Scotch-Irish and Celtic Irish immigrants to America and how they inflirenced
the varying reactions of the dominant Ahglo-Saxon Protestannr* ot Al?ll.nrr.
HST 375. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE LINTTED STATES: Foundarions of
American foreign policy; the diplomacy of continental expansion through the 19th
century; emphasis on diplomatic problems since 1898. 3 sern. hrs.
* HST 376. SoCIAL AND CULTURAL HISToRY oF THE UNITED STATES:
Social and culfural development of theAmerican people: growth of national spirit,
impact of expansion, conflict over slavery, and pioblJms of industrializition
anil urbanization. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 377. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY: ThC iMMCdiAtC bACK-
ground of con_te_mporary political, social, and economic problems, beginning with
the impact of World War II on the United States. Prerequisite: HST 101 or 102 or
equivalent. - 3sem.hrs.
* HST 380. NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY: Historical and descriptive survey of
the native peoples of North America. - 3 sem.'hts.
- HST 382. HISTORY OF MEXICO: A survey of Mexican History from pre-
Columbian civilization to the present. " 3 sem.-hrs.
FIST 383. HISTORY OF THE CARIBBEAN: Study of the cultural, social, economic,
and political history of the islands and the northem ihore of South America in modem
times, stressing areas that have gained independence or autonomy. 3 sern. hrs.
- HST 385. THE ATLANTIC WORLD, 1492-1800: A comparative look at the people
and cultures of Ewope, Africa, and the Americas who collaborated in the colonizati-on
of theAmericas. Topics tobecovered will include: slavery, missionarywork,virgin soil
epidemics, frontiefwars, gender, and the invention of iacial categories. 3 s/m. hrs.
HST 391. AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY AND PRESERVATION: A
career-oriented course offering a theoretical background in historical preservation
756
and techniques used in identification, research, and recording of historic land-
marks worthy of preservation as part of the community heritage. 3 sem. hrs.
* HSt 3 a. HISToRv oF BLACKS IN THE UNITED srATES, "t526-1900: study of
the saga of black people in the U.S. from 1526 until 1900.
College of Arts and Sciences
* HST 399. HISTORY OF BLACKS IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE 19OO: Study
of the saga of black people in the U.S. from 1900 to the present. 3 sem' hts'
HST 485. SEMINAR IN AMERICAN HISTORY: A reading seminar concentrat-
ing on one historical topic in American History for detailed analysis. May be
reieated as topics change. Prerequisite: HST 301 or permission of de_partment
chairperson. - 3sem.hrs.
HST486. SEMINAR IN EUROPEAN HISTORY: A reading seminar concentrat-
ing on one historical topic in European History for detailed analysis. May be
repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: HST 301 or permission of department
chairperson. - 3sem.hrs.
FIST 487. SEMINAR IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY: A reading serninar concen-
trating on one historical topic in Latin American History for detai.led analysis. May be
repeat-ed as topics chanfe. Prerequisite: HST 301 or permission of deparhnent
clrairperson. - i sem.hrs.
FIST 1t88. SEMINAR IN AFRICAN HISTORY: A reading seminar concentrating on
one historical topic in African History for detailed analysis. May be repeated as topics
change. Prereqiisite: HST 301 or p6tmission of depaitnent chairpeison. 3 sm.hrs.
HST 490. SEMINAR IN HISTORIOGRAPHY: A reading seminar concentrating
on the various technigues and philosophies of history,by which historians have
done historical research. Maybe repeited as topics ihdnge. Prerequisite: HST
301 or permission of departrirent cfiairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 493. SEMINAR IN MIDDLE EASTERN HISTORY: A reading seminar
concentrating on one historical topic in Middle Eastern History for detailed analysis.
May be repeited as topics chang?:. Prerequisite: HST 301 or permission of depart-
meilt chaiiperson. - 3 sem. hrs.
HST 495. INTERNSHIP: Practical and professional experience through work
with approved organizations such as historical societies, architectural Preserva-
Uon boaids, and brisiness firms. Prerequisite: Permission of supervttat Yrff:lo;:
HST 496. INDEPENDENT STUDY: The study of a special topic to be mutually
selected by the student and a history professor. May be repeated once' Prerequisite:
Permissioh of chairperson. 1-6 sem.hrs.
HST 497. HONORS TUTORIAL: The study of a special topic to be selected by the
instructor. Applicants will be admitted on the bisis of aiademic record-. Mdy be
repeated onc-e. 1-6 sem. hrs.
HST499. TOPICS INHISTORY: Specific subtitles and descriptions tobeannounced
in the composite and posted in tlie History departrnent office. L-6 sem.hrs.
HST
3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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HUMANITIES STUDIES (HMS)
No major or minor concentration is available. See also Classics (CLA).
Richard P. Benedum (Alumni Chair in the Humanities\,Committee Chairperson
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* HMS 360. LATIN AMERICA THROUGH LITERATURE: Selected readings in
contemporary Latin American literafure (in hanslation) reflecting current issues.
Conducted in English. j sem.hrs.
HMS 410. INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS IN THE HUMANITIES: An examina-
tion of varying topics in the Humanities from an interdisciplinary perspective.
Course may be repeated when contents vary. 'L-3 sem. hrs.
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HUMAN RIGHTS STUDIES (HRS)
The interdisciplinary minor in human rights provides students an opportunity
to address issues related to human rights from various disciplinary approaches.
The universal nature of human rights issues may directly relate to a maior, while
in other cases will provide an opportunity for broadening one's exposure to these
important topics.
The human rights minor requires at least L9 credit hours to be taken from at least
three different disciplines. At least 12 of these hours are to be taken outside the
major(s). No more than 6 semester hours from any one department may be chosen
from the elective pool. It is highly recommended that the required POL 333 be
taken in the sophomore year. Students should consult with the Director of
International Studies to ensure that the courses selected from the elective pool
display a significant degree of coherence. Courses taken from this minor may be
applied to other minors and to breadth and general education requirements.
Required Courses: Semester Hours
PHL 371,
POL 333
INS 433
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INTERDISCPLINARY STUDIES (ASI)
The College of Arts and Sciences constantly strives to present significant,
innovative leaming experiences to its students. Courses and programs or activities
that are interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary and, therefore, not offered through
the traditional department structure are possible through authorization by the
Academic Affairs Committee of the College.
All ASI credit applies toward the student's general elective requirements. A
student may petition the chairperson of a department to apply credit to specific
departmental requirements.
Additional information is available in the office of the dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* RSI ttt-tt2. coRE INTEGRATED sruDIES: THE Roors AND DEVELoP-
MENT OF MODERN CULTURES AND VALLIES: Two integrated history,
philosophy, and religious studies introductory courses especially designed for the
CORE Program, parallel with first-year CORE courses in English. The first six-hour
segment (ASI 111) covers ancient civilizations through early modem civilization.
The second six-hour segment (ASI 112) continues from the Enlightenment to the
contemporary period. (Completion of ASI 1 1 1 counts as completion of HST 101 and
REL 103; completion of ASI 112 counts as completion of HST 102 and PHL 103.)
Prerequisites: Admission to the CORE Program for ASI 111; completion of ASI 111
for ASI 112. 6 sem. hrs. each
ASI 150. INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIVERSITY: Examination of the values
that inform academic progress in the College; discussion of strategies for taking
full advantage of academic opportunities and integrating formal and ex-
periential learning. L sem. hr.
ASI201. PERSONAL VALUE DEVELOPMENT: Exploration of the conceptual
frameworkof value development. Applicationof conceptsinsuchpersonaldecision
making as educational and career planning, developing satisfying personal rela-
tionships, and using time productively. 2 sem. hrs.
ASI203. THE DAYTON COMMUNITY: An interdisciplinary social science course
describing and analyzing ttre nafure of community issues and problems of the
Dayton area; various approaches to addressing local concems including public,
private and citizens initiatives are explored. 3 sem. hrs.
ASI2l4. DRAMATIC KINESICS IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE: Corrective
work in foreign language sound and gesticulatory patterns accomplished by enact-
ing scenes from a play in the language. May be repeated in one language in
successive stages of difficulty up to 3 sem. hrs. Registration may be retroactive.
Prerequisites: Basic instruction in the language; permission of instructor.
L sem.hr.
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ASI 228. FOCUSON WOMEN: Interdisciplinary seminar on the changing roles and
status of women. Requirement for women's studies minors. May be repeated since
topics change yearly. 1 sem' hr.
ASI305. APPALACHIAN STUDIES: Appalachian history and its influence on
the presen! problems of recent events; influence of local govemment and federal
programs on the people; economic problems of underprivileged people and the
future of industrial developmenf ecology of the region; literature, art, and music;
psychology of social change and community development in the underdeveloped
regions; health and mental health; problems of the Appalachian migrant.
3 sem.hrs.
ASI 350. INTERDISCIPLINARY FILM STUDY: A capstone course in the film
studies minor. Interdisciplinary study of film from religious, philosophical,
literary, creative, technological and instifutional perspectives. Requirement for film
studiesminors. Prerequisites: Anycombinationof four(12sem.hrs.): REL372,PHL
324, ENG 331, ENG 332, CMM 345, or other approved substitutes. 1sem.hr.
ASI390. SOCIAL IUSTICE IN LATIN AMERICA: This course adopts an inter-
disciplinary, highly experiential approach to the topic of social justice in Latin
America by focusing on the social, theological and ethical dimensions of justice.
Taught on-site in Latin America. Prerequisite: SPN 201 or equivalent, or permission
of the instructor' 3 setn hrs.
ASI395. INTERNSHIP IN SCIENCE: Application of scientific knowledge to sPe-
cific projects in an approved organization. Applied-knowledge experience oPen to
juniors and seniors as a supplement to their science curriculum. Permission of the
internship director in the student's major department is required. 1-3 sem. hrs.
ASI 398. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Study of
political, philosophical, historical, and economic questions associated with devel-
oping countries. Topics determined by an interdisciplinary team. Required for the
minor in international development. Second term. 3 sem.hrs.
ASI399. INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS: Study of special topics or themes of an
interdisciplinary nature. Specific subtitles announced in composite. May be re-
peated as topics change. 3 sem. hrs.
ASI404. APPLIED STLIDY IN COMMUNITY ISSUES: An advanced seminar that
generates applied social science research related to contemporary social problems
and public policy-making in the Dayton area. Students participate in research
teams to assist govemment agencies in defining and analyzing critical social
conditions (under supervision of faculty from various disciplines). Prerequisite:
Instructor permission required. 3 setn. hrs.
ASI 4148. SEMINAR IN FAMILY DEVELOPMENT: Interdisciplinary examination
of issues relating to family relationships, changes in family life, and the social
context of family life. Required of family development minors. Prerequisite: 12 sem.
L sem.hr.
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hrs. completed in the minor.
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ASl498-499. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent, original research thesis under the guidance of a faculty research
director. Restricted to sfudents in the University Honors Program with permission
of the program director. Prerequisite or corequisite: ASI 498 for ASI 499.
3 sem. hrs. each
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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INTEGRATED NATURAL SCIENCE (SCI)
Integrated Nafural Science is a sequence of General Education science courses
aimed at achieving scientific literacy for those students not majoring in science or
engineering. It is an integrated sequence with each course building on the previous
course(s). The courses are arranged in two tracks and the sfudent may choose
between the two tracks. Each track contains fundamental knowledge from the
natural sciences, but each has a different emphasis. The first course (SCI 190:
The Physical Universe, taught by the Physics Department) is a foundation course
for both tracks and it covers the basic principles of physical science. After taking
SCI 190, the student has a choice of whether to proceed along Track I (The Human
Environment Track), which consists of chemistry (SCI 220: The Chemical World)
and biology (SCI 240: Organisms, Evolution & Health), or along Track II (The
Global Environment Track), which consists of geology (SCI 210: The Dr.rrnamic
Earth) and biology (SCI 230: Organisms, Evolution & Environment). After SCI
190, the Human Environmental Track features the molecular foundations of
chemistry and biology, starting with the molecular view of matter and the
chemistry of life processes, SCI 220. The third course in this track SCI 240,
emphasizes molecular biology and health related biological issues. After SCI 190,
the Global Environmental Track goes into SCI 2\0, which considers the evolution
of the earth, chemical evolution on the early earth, the origin of life, and environ-
mental earth issues. The third course is SCI 230, which emphasizes ecology and
environmental biological issues. Each course in this integrated science sequence
has an associated laboratory course. Students may choose any two laboratory
courses from the three offered in the selected track.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*SCI 190. THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE: An introduction to physical science which
uses cosmologicalevolutionas a unifyingtheme. Emphasis willbe onconcepts and
scientific thought processes in dealing with the fundamental principles in physics
involved in the Big Bang to planetary evolution. 3 sem. hrs.
SCI190L. THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE LABORATORY: A laboratory to accom-
pany SCI 190. Exercises chosen to correlate with the material in SCI 190. One 2-hour
laboratory per week. L sem. hr.
* SCI 210. THE DYNAMIC EARTH: A course providing an introduction to the
Earth, with an emphasis on fundamental concepts in geology and the interdiscipli-
nary nature of geology. For the non-science major. Prerequisite: SCI 190.
3 sem.hrs.
SCI210L. THE DYNAMIC EARTH LABORATORY: Laboratory to accompany
SCI 210. For the non-science major. Prerequisite or corequisite: SCI 210.
'L sem.hr.
* SCI 220. THE CHEMICAL WORLD: Introduction to the experimental nature of
chemistry. Attention is focused on the microscopic view of matter, addressing
topics that lead into the study of biological chemistry. Prerequisite: SCI 190.
3 sem. hrs.
SCI University of Dayton VI
SCI220L. THE CHEMICAL WORLD LABORATORY: A laboratory course to
accompany SCl220. One 2-hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite or corequisite:
rcI220. 1" sem.hr.
* SCI 230. ORGANISMS, EVOLUTION & ENVIRONMENT: An evolutionary
approach to the relationship between living organisms and their environments.
This suwey of basic concepts in biology continues the evolutionary theme of the two
prerequisite courses. Prerequisites: SCI 190, 210 or permission of instructor.
3 san. hrs.
SCI 230L. ORGANISMS, EVOLUTION & ENVIRONMENTLABORATORY: Labo-
ratory exercises to accompany SCI230. One 2-hour laboratory per week. Prerequi-
site or corequisite: SCI 230. L sem.hr.
* SCI 240. BIOLOGY AND HUMAN ffiALTH: A chemical and molecular approach
to biology with emphasis on biomedical science and a focus on human health and
disease. Prerequisites: SCI l90, 220 or permission of instructor. 3 sern. hrs.
SCI 240L. BIOLOGY AND HLIMAN HEALTH LABORATORY: Laboratory
exercises to accompany SCI240. One 2-hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite or
corequisite: rcI240. 'L sem.hr.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (IND)
The interdisciptinary minor in international development studies provides
students of all majors with an understanding of Third World development as a
perspective from which to view their majors. It gives students the cultural,
historical, and political sensitivity required for working effectively in the interest of
developing countries. Students who pursue the minor are encouraged to participate
in the immersion experience, an opportunity to do independent study in their major
disciplines in a developing country. Competence in speaking an appropriate foreign
language is expected.
the minor in international development studies consists of 15 semester hours of
courses, of which 12 semester hours are upper divisional (300Jevel or above).
These are distributed as follows:
Semester Hours
Requiredcourses.................. 6
ASI 398 Special Topics in International Development
ANT 150 Cultural Anthropology
Anthropologyelective(Chooseone)......... ....'.'.'............3
ANT 310 Culture and Personality
ANT 315 Language and Culture
ANT 352 Cultures of Latin America
ANT 406 Cultural Change
Historyelective (Chooseone)...................... 3
HST 356 Comparative History of Women in the Third World
HST 357 Latin America in the Twentieth Century
HST 382 History of Mexico
HST 383 History of the Caribbean
Political science elective......... '.....'........'... 3
POL 323 Comparative Politics: Latin America
Other appropriate courses may be substituted with the approval of the director.
Students wishing to qualify for the international development studies minor must
declare this intention to the director and their respective deans by the mid-point of
the junior year.
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Philip Aarory 5.M., Director, lnternational Deaelopment Studies
Geiger (Biology), Kams (Political Science), Ensalaco (International Studies),
Payne (Philosophy)
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INS
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (INS)
Intemational studies is a multidisciplinary major designed to meet the needs of
students interested in acquiring a broadly based intemational perspective for
eventual careers in fields such as government service, intemational law, teaching,
and social service. The curriculum includes a core of required courses, a concentri-
tion (Europe, Latin America, Global Development, and Human Rights), a foreign
language requirement, and additional hours of course work drawn from the
multidisciplinary elective pool.
Majors are also required to include an intemational and/or cross-cultural
experiential component in their program. This may be satisfied through study
abroad, intemship, immersion, service, or work. The Center for International
Programs can assist students in identifying opportunities.
For a minor in Lrternational Sfudies,21 semester hours are required. The minor
consists of POL 274,ECO 204, a202 or higher language course, and 12 additional
hours of upper-level courses in at least 3 different disciplines, taken from Interna-
tional Sfudies concentrations or electives.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (INS)I
Semester Hours
Requirements for the major
Liberal Studies Curriculum (53 semester hours)
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies............. 12History............ 6
English or Foreign Language Literature .................. 3
Creative and Performing Arts .............. 3
Foreign Language and/or Additional Arts and Humanities 3
Social Sciences L2
Mathematics (M[HI02,204,205 excluded). 3
Natural Sciences...................... 11
Communication competencies G.9
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 0-1
Electives to total at 1east........:................. 124
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements. Appropriate courses required for this multidisciplinary major may
also be used to complete the Liberal Studies Curriculum.
The major in international studies consists of a minimum of 55 semester hours of
coursework distributed as follows:
Required courses
ECO 203, ECO204,POL202,POL2L4, HST 102 or \98,INS 395 or 495. And two of
the following courses: ECO 450, ECO 450, ECO 467, POL 410, POL 455.
Concentration (18 -19 semester hours)
Each major must select one of the following four concentrations, which must
correspond with the foreign language chosen.
Latin America: The following four courses: HST 357; POL323;POL 404; SPN 342;
One of the following: ASI 398, ECO 460, POL 457, REL 358;
One of the following: HST 358, HST 382, HST 384.
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Eurooe: HST 315 and POL 321;
' One of the followins: HST 313, HST 314, HST 353;
One of the followinE: HST 321, HST 322, HST 323, POL3Z0'POL327;
One of the followinE: HST 326,POL 409;
One of the followinf: ENG 352 ENG 358, PHL 353, PHL 1!4, PIIL 358, PHL
3s9, PHL 360, VAH 203, FRN 362,1TA352,G8R362, SPN 362.
Global Deztelopment:
Three cif the followins: ASI 398, BIO 395, ECO 460, POL 471';
one of the followins:-HST 337,HST 339,HST 357, HST 358;
One of the followini: ANT 406, POL 457, SOC 328, ECO 461';
One of the followinf: REL 300, REL 358, REL376,PEL 472
PHL 355, PHL 356, PHL 363, PHL372.
Human Rights:
Take: POL 333,PHL371., and INS 433;
Two of the following: REL 363, SOC 339, SOC 368, and POL 450;
One of the followirig: ENG 340, GER 350/450*, HST 358, HST 398/99, SPN 342,
SPN 472*;
One of the following: ASI 390, ASI 398, SOC 328, 9oC.342, SWK 325, SWK392*;
One of the following: REL 362 P.GL 471,REL 474, PHL 370.
Language (5 semester hours)
A student majoring in intemational studies must comPlete at least 6 semester
hours of upper-levil foreign language instruction in one of the following lan-
guages: French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish. Foreign language literature in
Iranilation courses do not fulfill this requirement. Also, these 6 semester hours
maynotduplicate upper-level foreign languagecourses taken to fulfill the require-
meirt of 9 semester hours drawn from the elective pool.
Experiential Requiranent (1-4 semester hours)
INS majors must include an international and/or cross-cultural experiential
component in their program prior to graduation. This requirement canbe satisfied
through participatibn in a study abroad Program, an intemship,-immersion,
service, oi work experience. The experience mustbe for a minimum of four weeks.
This experiential c-omponent also requires taking either INS 395 or INS 495.
Electives (9 semester hours)
The remaining 9 semester hours are to be chosen from the concentrations or from
the following elective pool:
ANT 315,357,352
BAI 301CMM 31.4CMS 414
cIS 336
ECO 450,460,461.
ENG 205,306,322,356
FIN 450HST 311,312,379,320,322, 327,348,349,375INS 390,395,399,495MGT 401,430MKT MO,45pHL 307, 310, 311, 317, 320, 32L, 323, 324, 325, 327, 332, 3U, 350, 351, 352, 353'
354, 355, 358, 363, 364, 370, 37"1.
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POL 331,,335, 406, 408, 410PSY M5REL 363, 374,406, 47L,474soc 332
vAH 207, 202, 350, 360, 392, 450, 460, 470, 47'1., 490
Any upper-level foreign language course (French, German, Italian, Russian,
Spanish). With permissiory other courses including special topics courses and
independent study.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES POLICY COMMITTEE
Mark Ensalac o, Director, lnternational Studies
Aaron (Intemational Studies), Bilocerkowycz (Political Science), Carlson
(History), Huff (Arts & Sciences), Kams (Political Science), Krugh (Languages),
O'Meara (Languages)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
INS 390. MODEL UNITED NATIONS: Examination of the work and procedures
of the United Nations and its constifuent bodies, study of various international
issues and policies of member states, as well as of parliamentary diplomatic
practices such as caucusing, resolution writing, and speech making in preparation
for participation in Model United Nations simulations. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor. 'l- sem. hr.
INS 395. INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE: Orientation for and evaluation of
sfudy abroad, intemship, immersion, work, or service experience in a foreign
country, organization_involved in intemational activities, or a cross-culfural setting
in the United States. Grading option two only. 1 sem.hi.
INS 399. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent reading and research on an inter-
disciplinary topic in international studies chosen by the student in consultation with
one or-more faculty members. May be repeated. Prerequisite: Permission of pro-
gram director. 3 sem. hrs.
INS 433. SEMINAR ON HUMAN RIGHTS SERVICE: An integrating seminar to
guide reflection on the leaming experience, future human rights and humanitarian
challenges, and opportunities for service. Required for human rights minor and for
INS human rights concentration. Prerequisites: POL 333 or PHL 321; junior
standing. lsem.hr.
INS 495. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES INTERNSHIP: Practical, supervised
experience with an approved organization dealing with intemational affairs. Re-
peatable up to six hours. Prerequisite: Permission of program director.
'L-6 sem. hrs.
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LANGUAGES
The Department of Languages offers courses in modem languages, French,
German, Iiatian, Russian, and Spanistr, as well as in Latin' The language
programs include instruction in the communicative skills, literature, linguistics,
andculture. The department also offers some literature and culture courses
taught in English (see CLA and HMS) and Dramatic Kinesics in a Foreign
Language. (See ASI.)
- -f1i"6"pu.t*""t 
of Languages conducts one-month study prggfams especially
for language students in Canada, Germany, Mexico, and Spain' Lalgulge courses
-ay ut"so 6'e offered through the Interdepartmental Summer Study Abroad Pro-
gram. (ISSAP) (See ChaPter X.)
" Students in B.A. progtu-r can acquire teacher certification in French, German,
or Spainish through thiEllA program. (See EDT.) For details, consult the depart-
ment chairperson.
edvancLd ptacementbased on high school study or study in foreign countries is
regularly 
"*aid"d. New students 
withprevious language learning experience are
plXced irrto th" appropriate course by the results of the departmental placement/
profi ciency examination.
' A language major may choose a major in a single language (French' German'
Spanish) or a composite major in two_languagcs'
' A student 
-"y mitto. in FrenclU German,ltalian, or Spanish by completing 12
semester hours of upper-level (300400) courses'
LNG
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN LANGUAGES (LNG)1
Major in a Single language
Upper-level courses to total 24 semester hours:
311 or 312 and 321 or 322; or 313 and 314 .....'.........""
Two courses, including at least one in literature,
from the following: 341, 342' 360, 361, 362' 363, 3&'
38r, 450, 451., 452, 47L, 472
Upper-level electives in the major ..................
(dnly otte literature in translation course may count toward the major)l
Composite Mnior in Innguages
Ubper-level courseslo iotal24 semester hours distributed between two languaqes-.i5i.r"r must include at least one three-semester-hour literature course, not rncludrng
literature in translation. ttXiy ir:"" t-t*ut"." i.t tt"nst"tion course may count toward-
the maior.)
Liberal Studies Curriculum2
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies
History
Creative and Performing Arts ..............
Foreign Language, or Arts, or Humanities
Sernester Hours
Languages....... """" 2+39
BXsic"proficiencv: 101-102 or L21 or 111; and 141 """""""""' 0-9
r"t"."{"ai"i" i"J"t pioiicet.v, 207-202.............'..""""" 0-6^^'* (^ii;d;d;itir'uu.tgto""a in the majorlanguage(s).will waive those lower-level
iourses not requiredlecause of advanced Placement')
6
12
L2
6
J
J
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LNG
Social Sciences
Mathematics (llflH 102, 2M, 205 excluded)
Natural Sciences
UniversiW of Davton VI
Communication competencies ...........................
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 ...........
12
J
11
0-9
0-1
t24
15O
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
rStudents in the E11A program should note that courses in translation do not count toward
the 45 semester hours of a foreign language required for teacher certification.
zsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and chapter v for General
Education requirements.
FACULTY
Arthur D. Mosher, Chairperson
P r of essor Emeitus : Conard
Associate Professors: Castro, Cavour, IGugh, Mosher, o'Meara, pefras-Bermejo,
Romaguera
Assistant Professor : Chiodo
kcturers: Bredestege, Fogel, E. Hatch, E. L. Hatch
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Placement in a course is determined on the basis of a student's background and
proficiencyin thelanguage. Therefore, theprerequisite for eachcourseiidicates the
proficiency level required for enrollment.
LNG 330. PRE-SECONDARY FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION: An intro-
duction.to the pedagogical,philosphical, and psychological aspects of teaching
foreignlanguages, with,emphasis on pre-secondary studints. topics: technologyl
national and state standards, learners with speciai needs, readiig in the forel"gn
language, and professional associations. Fee. prerequisite: at lealt one 300-level
course in the language to be taught, EDT 110, 100. 3 sem. hrs.
LNG 458. INTRODUCTION To LINGUISTICS: survey of the various aspects of a
scientific description of human lan_guage: phonetics, phonology, 
^olpt otogy,f).ntax, semantics, and pragmatics. lrterdisciplinary exploration of the riciproi-atimpact of linguistics o" qly-:h:Jggy, sociology, and hnguage acquisition ti."ory.
Prerequisites: ENG 102; CMM 101 or equivalent. 3 sem.hrs.
FRENCH
FRN 101-102. BEGINMNG FRENCH I, II: Development of fundamentai commu-
y1aliol skills in reading,listening, rylF& and sp'eaking through extensive prac-uce m tanguage use. Admission to 10L restricted to those who have not studied
French orhaveplacedintothatcoursebyexamination;l02isopenonlytothosewho
n111esy55essfuny-.^gTpFl"9l0latrheUniversiryofDayton. ereditiiforonlyONE
ofthefollowing:101-102oR111oR121. prerequisites:noneforl.0l.;101 isrequired
for 102. 3 sem. hri. each.
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FRN 101C. BEGINNING CONVERSATION PRACTICE IN FRENCFI I: PTACtiCC iN
rperki"gF€nr"ttonthemostbasiclwel. Corequisite: FRNl.01 orpermission 1sm.hr.
FRN 1O2C. BEGINNING CONVERSATION PRACTICE IN FRENCH IL ITACIiCC iN
speaking French in weryday situations. Corequisite: FRN 102 or Permission. 1sn.hr.
FRN 111. INTENSIVE BEGINNING FRENCH: trtmsive developmerrt of fundamenal
commtrnication skills in readin& listening wititt& and speaking througf odensive
practice in laneuage use. Admiision tesdced to drose who have not studied Frendt.
i.*L--*a"ifor"those who have had succesfr.rl experience leaming another language'
Lr"aft g t aforot*yONf of thefollowing: 101-102OR111 OR121. 6 srn.hrs'
FRN 120. INTENSryE ELEMENTARY FRENCH: BASiC CICMCNTS Of thc FTCNCh
ian-guage with emphasis on_dewelopment of essential linguistic srrrvival skills in a
Freich-"speaking Auntry. Offered-only in connection with ISSAp or another UD
study abioad piog.um. 3 sem' hrs'
FRN 121. ELEMENTARY FRENCH: Review and further development of funda-
mental communication skills in reading, listening, writinS, and speaking +d:n]T-
sion restricted to those who have studiei the lang-uage for at least two years in high
r.frooi o. the equivalent and place into the cours=e by_e_xamination. Credit granted
;;;iy ONE o'f ttte fottowing: 101'-102 OR 111 OR i21' 4 sern' hrs'
FRN 141. BASIC PROFICIENCY IN FRENCH: Further development of commu-
nication skills in reading, listening, writing, and speaking' Admission by efTl-
nation orsuccessfulcoripletionoFl02orlll or121. Successfulcompletionof this
course includes the demonstration of the minimal level of proficienry required-for
ihec;llet; of Arts and Sciences' Liberal Studies Curriculum. 3 sem. hrs'
FRN 141C. BASIC SPEAKING PROFICIENCY IN FRENCH: Further develop-
*"t t of tp"uking skills. Corequisite: FRN 141 or permission ' 1 sem' ht'
FRN 201-202. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I, II: Development of listening, srylf:
ing, reading, and writing skills. Language laboratory required. Prerequisites: FRN
t+i'iii[of nRN 201 foizoz. 3 sem'hrs' each
FRN 225. BASICS OF COMPUTER FRENCH: Introduction to French computer
vocabulary and expressions and to the literafure and status of the information
sciences in France.'Translation of articles and advertisements in the field from
ft"""tt to English. Prerequisite: FRN 202' 7 sem' hr'
FRN 270. INTERMEDIATE STUDY ABROAD: Intermediate intensive studyin a
foreign country/region whose everyday language i.s Flenc|', Instruction in lan-
f4ta;e,culture"and iivilization. Conauitea ii fr6nch. Available only during the
3,i*il". r"6ion. Repeatable when subtitle and content change. Prerequisite: FRN
lAt o, eqr.tinulent. 7-7 sem'hrs'
FRN 290. FRENCH GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX: systematic review of basic
srammatical concepts necessary for communicating effectively in French' Exten-
3in" p.u.tic" in anaiyzing, producing, and explaining correct grammatical struc-
trur'. St or,gly recoirme"nded for pr-ospective teacheis. Prerequisite: FRN 202.
3 sem. hrs.
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FRN 311-312. FRENCH CONVERSATIoN I, II: Intensive practice in speaking
French to dgvelop oral communication skills.-E1phasis on iocabulary devetofl
ment, listening comprehension, simulation of life-like situations, and discussions on
French life and culture. May be taken in either sequence. prerequisite: FRN 202.
3 sern. hrs. mch
FRN 321-322. FRENCH coMPosITIoN I,II: practice in composition on topics
dealing with French lifg-and cullure. systematic vocabulary enrichment, refinement
of grammar, and assimilation of styhdtic patterns. Emphuii, on cor."ct writing and
creativity. Initiation into_the_concept of style in Frenclrprose. May be taken in e=ither
sequence. Prereqr isite: FRN 311 or 372. ' 3 sem. hrs. each
FRN 325. INTRODUCTION To COMMERCIAL FRENCH: Introducrion to
French business and the French position in international trade. Basic vocabulary ol
the office and the world of trade, introduction to formal correspondence ind
transactions. Prerequisite: FRN 311 ot 372. ' 3 sem.hrs.
FRN 326. ADVANCED COMPUTER FRENCH: Intensive practice of transla-
tion from E$lisf 
-!o French and French to English of professional and technicalcornputer-related literatwe from such fields ai busineis, computer science, and
education. Prerequisites: FRN 226; 3ll or 312. L sem.hr.
FRN 331. FRENCH PHONETICS AND DICTION: Formation of the sounds of
It**t rules of pronunciation, use of phonetic transcription, practical exercises ininterpretive reading. 
- 
Recommended fol French majors and reqirired for prospective
teachers. Prerequisite: FRN 311 or 312. ' 3 sZm. hrs.
FRN 341. FRENCH CLILTURE AND CTULZATIoN: Introduction to the history
of French civilization with emphasis on the arts and life in each maior cultural
perio_d. Recommended for all French majors and minors. prerequisitL: FRN 311or312. 3 sem.hrs.
FRN 350. FRENCH LITERATURE IN TRANSLATIoN: Course to acquaint
nonmajors and nonminors with major French writers and literary movements.
Conducted in English. Repeatable #hen subtitle and content change. No prereq-uisite. " S sem.Wi.
* FRN 352. OLD WORLD AND NEW (ENG): Readings of (1) non-fictional narratives
regarding French encounters with American tndianl in ttre 16th and 17th centuries
and (2) Tt"_*v and philosophical works on this topic. Conducted in English. Noprerequisite. 5 sem. hrs.
FRN 360. EXPLICATION DE TEXTES: Introduction to method of analyzingIiterary texts, both prose and poetry. Elements of French versification. Recom-
mended for all French majors and prospective teachers. prerequisite: FRN 311
or 372. ' 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 361-362. SURVEY oF FRENCH LITERATURE I, tr' Major texts, trends,
authors from the MiddleAges tothe present, showing influencei anJcontinuity.'
Lecfures, discussions, oral and written reports. Recomirended for all French maldrs
and_p_rospective teachers. May be taken-in either sequence. prerequisite: FRN 311
or 312. ' 3 sem. hrs. each
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FRN 370. ADVANCED STUDY ABROAD: Advanced intensive study in a foreign
country/regron whose everyday language is French, treating it! language, culture,
"t 
a.i.iitirufon. Conducted in FrenJh. Available only during the summer session'
flefeatable whm sub,title and content change. Prerequisrte FRN 202 or equivalenl
- 
1,-7 sn.hrs.
FRN 381. HISTORY OF FRENCH CINEMA: A survey of the trends, styles, and
principal directors in the history of French cinema. 4lgg1ti9" of p-ersonal, social,ile;.it"t"I 
";lues 
portrayed fi flms. Prerequisite: FRN 311 or 312. 3 setn. hrs.
FRN 1125. ADVANCED COMMERCIAL FRENCH: Intensive study of business
in France. Emphasis on specialized vocabllary, stYle, and slmtax in,commercial
correspondenie and accurate translation of current documents related to business
^a liUU"ity. 
Prerequisites: FRN 321' ot 322;325. 3 setn' hrs'
FRN 450. FRENCH LITERATURE: Lectures and discussion cencentrating on
specialized gerues, periods, or authors. Repeatable when subtitle and content
.t*g". r.";;quisit6' FRN311 or312. - 3sem'hts'
* FRN 452. OLD WORLD MEETS NEW: Readings of (1) non-fictional narratives
reeardins French encounters with American Indians in the 16th and 17th centuries
""? tZl iit".ury and philosophical 
works on this topic. Conducted in French.
l.ur"q,titit"t fnNgfi or372. 3sem'hrs'
FRN 469. FRENCH LINGUISTICS: A synchronic analysis of modem French
language, including a contrastof theFrench-sound sy.stem, Tornhglog):, and syntax
*ifi nf,glirn sffuciures; the historical derivation of French, creolizatiory and ap-
proachelto teaching French to Engtish-speakers. Conducted in French. 
-Prerequi-Iit"r, I,NC 458 and"FRN 311 or 3I. - 3 setn'hrs'
FRN 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the
zuidance of an instructor. Admission to pioject and number of semester hours
iequire approval of the chairperson. Prerequisites: FRN 202 and rt\ii"rk. 
,*.
GERMAN
GER 101-102. BEGINNING GERMAN I, tr: Development of fundamental commu-
nication skills in reading, listening, writing, and speaking thtg"glt extensive prac-
tice in language use. Atmission'to tOl r6stricted to those who have not studied
German oitrui" placed into that course by examination; L02 is open orrly t-o those
who have success'fully completed 101 at thb Unirersity of Dayton. Credit is for only
ONE of the followinf: 101-102 OR 111 OR 1"21. Prerequisites: none for 101; 101 is
."q"it"a for 102. 3 sonhrs' each
GER 101C. BEGINNING CONVERSATION PRACTICE IN GERMAN I : PTACIiCC iN
speakingCernanonthemostbasiclevel. CorequisiteGER 101 orpennission 
L sm.lr.
GER 1O2C. BEGINNING CONVERSATION PRACTICE IN GERMAN II: PTACIiCC iN
speaking Geranan in weryday situations. Corequisite. GER 102 or permission 7 *m.hr.
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GER 111. INTENSIVE BEGINNINGGERMAN: Intensive dwelopmentof fundamental
communication sldlls in y.dir.rp listming *iti.g, and speakiirg through extersive
practice in language use. Admission restricted to tliose wh6 have iot stualea Gernran.
Recommended for those who have had successftrl e4perierce leaming another language.
Credit granted for only oNE of the following: 101-102 oR 111 oR p1: 6 sem. hrc.
GER 120. INTENSIVE ELEMENTARY GERMAN: Basic elements of the
German language with emphasis on development of essential linguistic survival skills
in a German-speaking country. offered only in connection with FsAp or another UD
study abroad program. 3 sem.hrs.
GER 121. ELEMENTARY GERMAN: Review and further development of funda-
mental communication skills in reading, listening, writing, and sp'eaking. Admis-
sion restricted to those who have studie-d the laniirage foiit least'two veirs in hieh
school or the_equivalent and plqc-e inlg the courJ6bi examination. cieaii gt""iEJ
for only ONE of the following: 70I-102 OR 111 OR-121. 4 iem. hrs.
GER 141. BASIC PROFICIENCY IN GERMAN: Further development of commu-
nication skills in reading., listening, writing, and speaking. Admiision by examina-
tion or successful completion of -102 or LIr or L2l. Suciessful compleiion of this
course includes the demonstration of the minimal level of proficiency required for
the College of Arts and sciences' Liberal studies Curricuhim. ' 3 sem.hrs.
GER 141c. BASIC SPEAKING PROFICIENCY IN GERMAN: Further development
ofspeakingskills. Corequisite: GER14Lorpermission. tdm.hr.
GER 201-202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN I, II: systematic granunar review.
Increased use of thelanguage inwrittenexercises and classroom diicussionsbased on
.gudagJ:!*poflre to tlg gev^e1o-pment of German civilization and culture. prerequi-
sites:GERL4lfor 201;GER201for202. 3sem.hrs.iach
GER 311-312. GERMAN CONVERSATION: Intensive drill to develop com-
munication skills: vocabulary development, pattem drills, and use of idi'oms in
discussions and oral reports centered on Germin daily life and culture. Mavbe taken
in either sequence. Prerequisite: GER 202. 3 sein.hrs. each
GER 327-322. GERMAN coMPosmoN I, tr: practice in writing German on a
of topics..systematic 
_grammar review and vocabulary eniichment. short
stone-sgn{periodicals are read and discussed toprovidemodels, topics, and informa-
tion. May be taken in either sequence. prerequisite: GER 311 or 9i2.3 sem. hrs. each
GER 325. COMMERCIAL GERMAN: Introduction to the business language and
customs and the economicprofile of the German-speaking countries. Basic riocibulary
of the office and the world of trade, introducdonio forrial business correspondencL
and transactions. Prerequisite: GER 311 or 312 or the equivalent. 3 sem.hrs.
-GER 341. GERMAN CULTURE AND crvILzATIoN: Introducrion to German
culture and civilization with emphasis on the arts, intellectual developments, and life
in various periods of German history. Conducted in German. prerequisite: GER 311
or 312. - 3 sem. hrs.
GER 350. GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATIoN: Course to acquaint
nonmajors and nonminols with major German writers and literary move-
ments. Conducted in English. Repeatable when subtitle and conteni change.
No prerequisite. 3 sem. irs.
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* GER 361-362. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE I,II: GCTMAN IitCTAtUTC ANd
its development from 1750 A.D. to the Present. study of exempl:gy
works and titerary movements. Maybe taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: GER
311 or 312. 3 sem' hrs' each
GER 370. STUDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose every-
day language is German, treating the culture and civilization of the country.
Conducied iir German. Available oily during the summer session. Repeatable when
zubtitle and content change' Prerequisite: GER 202' 1'-5 sem' hrs'
GER 450. GERMAN LITERATURE: Lectures and discussions in German in such
specialized areas as Medieval lyric, Romanticism, 2Qth-century novel, modem
d'rama, and individual authors.- Repeatable when subtitle and content change.
Prerequisite: GER 311 or 312. - 3 sem' hrs'
GER 469. GERMAN LINGUISTICS: A synchronic analysis of modem German
language, inctuding a contrast of the Geiman, sound system, morphology, and
rnttiu*"*itL Enehsfi shuctures; the historical derivation of German, the modern
i"r^"n dialecti and approaches to teaching Geqrygn to Enalit-sp-eakers. Con-
ducted in German. Preitiquisites: LNG 468 and GER 311 or GER 312. 3 sem.hrs.
GER 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the
guidance of an instructor. Admission tqglbj_gct and number of sem. hrs. require
ipproval of chairperson. Prerequisites: GtR z0z and permission. 1-3 sern. hrs'
HINDI
HND 101-102. BEGINNING HINDI I, II: Development of fundamental communi-
cation skills in reading, listening, writing, and speakinE lhrough extensitlg q1a9tic9
in languase use. Adriission toi01 restr-icted to those who have not studied Hindi
or ha.ie piiced into that course by examination;l02 is open only to those who have
flrcc"$fully completed 101. offered o4y i" India in connection with the B.A.
program iriphilodophy. Credit is granted f6r only ONE of the following: HND 101-
102bRHND 127. 3semhrs'each
HND 121. ELEMENTARYHINDI: Review and further development of fundamen-
tal communication skills in reading, listening, writing, and speaking. Admission
restricted to those who have studie-d the language for at least two years and place
into the course by examination. Offered onty nfndia in connection with the B.A.
Program in Philosophy. Credit granted for only oNE of the following: HND 101-
102bR HND 121. - 4 setn. hrs.
HND 141. BASIC PROFICIENCYINHINDI: Further developmentof communicatin
skills in reading, listening, writing, and speaking. Admissionby- examination or
successfulcomiletionofIlNDl02orHND-121. Successful-completionof thiscourse
includes the demonstration of the minimal level of proficiency required for the
College of Arts and Sciences'Liberal Studies Curriculum. Offered only in India in
.oon"".tiott with the B.A. Program in Philosophy. 3 sem'hrs'
HND 201-202. INTERMEDIATE HINDI I, II. Review of the essentials of grammar,
intensive conversation and comprehension exercises, reading of graded modern
frose ana poetry; brief essays in Ainai. Offered only in India in connection with the
t75
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B.A.. Program in Philoso.phy. Prereq-uisite: previous study of elementary Hindi in
school or elsewhere; ab!19 1o speak, read, understand ind write simile Hindi;HND 141 for 201; HND 201 for 202. 3 sein. hrs. each
ITALIAN
mA 101. BEGINNING ITALIAN: Development of fundamental communication
skills in reading, listening, writing, and dpeaking through extensive practice in
language use. No previous study of Italian is prezuppose?. ' 4 sem. hrs.
ITA 1014-1018. BEGINNING ITALIAN I & II: Development of fundamental
communication skills inreading,listening, writing, and spea^kine throush extensive
practice in language use. Prelequisites Nondfor ITA 1014; rrA i01A or the
equivalent for ITA 1018. 2 sem hrs. mch
ITA 120. INTENSIVE ELEMENTARY ITALIAN: Basic elements of the Italian
language with emphasis on listening, speaking, reading, and writine skills. practice
in using the language in everyday situationsl Inhodiction to grarilrmatical struc-
tures. Offered only in Italy through ISSAP. No prerequsite. - 3 sem. hrs.
ITA 141. BASIC PROFICIENCY IN ITALIAN: Further development of communi-
cation skills in reading,listening, writing, and speaking. Admiisionbv the success-
tul completion of 101 or permission. Sutcessful completion of this coirrse includes
demonstration of the minimal level of proficiency required for the College of Arts
and sciences'Liberal studies Curriculum. prereiluisites: successful com[letion ofITA 101 orpermission: '4sem.hrs.
lrA 201-202. INTERMEDTATE 
_ITALIAN I, II: Development of listening,
:Pe.aking, reading, and.writing skills. conversation practice, oral reports, readin!assignments, composition assignments, and grammhr exercises. The class is conl
ducted in Italian. PrerequisitesalTA 141 for 261; ITA 201 for 202. 3 san. hrs. each
ITA 313-314. COMMUNICATING IN ITALIAN I, II: Intensive practice in
speaking and writing Italian at an advanced level. Emphasis on buildihg vocabu-
lary, Iearning correct idiomatic usage, increasing fluehcy, and improviig syntax
1nd styl.e, Th_e clas_s_ is conducted in ltalian. May be tiken in either sequence.Prerequisite: ITA202. 3 sem. irs. each
rrA 341'-342. ITALIAN CULTURE AND CIVIIZATION I, II: survey of the
major historic-al and cultural events in Italy from the Middle Ages to the present.All r.eadings, lectures, discussions, report6, and tests are in Itafan. May lie takenin either sequence. Prerequisite: ITA202. 3 sem. hrs. each
rrA 361-362. SURVEY oF ITALIAN LITERATURE I, rI: Italian literature fromits beginnings in the l3th-century to the present. principal writers and literary
trends; the.techniques.of litera-raanalysjs-. Lectures, disiussions, readings, anl
papers are in Italian. May be taken in either sequence. prerequist*;y*.rr\..r"r,
ITA 491. INDEPENDENT srUDY: Independent research proiect under theguidance of an instructor. Admission to project and number oi sein. hrs. requireapproval of chairperson. Prerequisites: ^IIA 202 and permission.
1.-3 sern. hrs.
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LATIN
LAT 101-102. BEGINNING LATIN I,II: DeveloPment of fundamental reading
rtilL tfno"gtr extensive practice in language u.e. Admission to 101 restricted to
thosewho h"ave not studied Latin or haieplaced into that courseby exa-mination;
102 is open only to those who have successtully 
-completed 101 aii-hg yili-v9r9ity
of Davton. Ciedit is granted for only ONE bf the following: 101-102 OR 121.
Fi"."i"irit"r: None For 101; 101 is r-equired for 102. 3 sem. hrs. each
LAT 121. ELEMENTARYLATIN: Review and further dwelopmmtof trre fundamerrtal
readinsskills. Admissionrestricbdtrothosewhohavestudiedthelanguageforatleasttwo
"** 
fi ttitt sclirool or the equivalmt and place into the course by examination Credit
i.r*t"af#o.'fv ONE of ttrdfolowing, 10i-102OR12t. nereqtlsrte Minimumof two
i** rugn".n irt study of specifichn$nge andplacemerrtbyexamination 4 *m.hrs.
LAT 141. BASIC PROFICIENCY IN LATIN: Further dwelopmmt of reading skills.
ea-ioio" Uy examination or successful completion of 102 or 121. Successful comple
tionof thiscoirseincludesthedernonstrationof *reminimallwelof proficierrcyrequired
i.;th;a;["g"of ArbandSciences'LiberalstudiesCuriculum. Prerequisite: Successftrl
..-pf.U"" 3f 1U2 or 121; or pfacernmt by examination 3 sm' las'
LAT 207-202. INTERMEDIATE LATIN I, IL systematic review of grammar,
&ercises in vocabulary development, readings from Caesar, Cicero, Virgil, or
Ouia. fr"."q,tisites: iAT 141 fbr 201; LAT 2i1. 1or 202. 3 sem.hts. each
LAT 321. LATIN COMPOSITION AND SYNTAX: Practice in writing Latin, for
enrichment of vocabulary, refinement of grammar, and control of major Latinjror" ttyt"t. Prerequisite: LAT 202. - 3 sem' hrs'
LAT 350. LATIN LITERATURE: Advanced readings in a particular author or
geffe (epic, drama, history, philosophy). Repeatablewhen subtitle and content
3tru"g".'nturequisite: LAT202. 3sem'hrs'
IAT491. INDEPENDENTSTUDY: lrdependentreeardrprojectundert]reguidanceof
an instructor. Admission to project and number of sernester hours require approval of
chatuperson. Iterequisite: LAT202orpermission l-3sem'hts
RUSSIAN
nUS fOf . BEGINNING RUSSIAN: Developmmt of fundamental communication skills
inreaaingtisteningwritinpandspeakingtllroughextensivepracticeinlanguageuse' No
prwious"studyofflussunfresup,iosed.- - 4sem'hrc'
RUS 141. BASIC PROFICIENCY IN RUSSIAN: Further developmmt of communication
skills in reading listening vwiting, and speaking. succesfirl completion of ttris course
includesdemoXstrationoTtn"*itf,-uttevbofpronAerrcyrequiredfortheCollegeofArts
*a S"i*.o' Liberal Studies Curiculum. herequisite Successful completion of 101 or
perrnission. - 4 sm'hr*
RUS 201-202. INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN I, tr Review of the esserrtials of grammar,
intmsive conversation and compretrension exercises, reading of gfaded modem and
conternporary prose and poetry. 
- 
Iterequisites: RUS 141 for 201; RUS 201 fot 202.
3sm.hrs.aclt
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RUS311-312. RUSSIAN CONVERSATION:vocabuJarydevelopmerr,patternddlls,and
theuseofidiomsindiscussionandoralreportscenteredonRusslantif6'u"a"uftun". frrfuu
betakenineithersequence. Iterequisits'Rus202. 3* .6:Ah
RUS 321. RUSSIAN COMITSITION: Practice in composition on topics dealing with
Russian life and culture; personal and bushess letters. short weekly assimments tdbua
vocabulary and confrol of idioms. Prerequisite RUS 202. 3 smt. hrs.
RUS$1. SURVEYOF RUSSIAN UTERAruRE. Russianliteratureandits development
1*i"g F: lftt_r-and _20ttr centuries. study of exemplary works and literary move*mts.Prerequisite RUS202. 3 srn.hrs.
RUS 491. INDEPENDENT sruDY: hdependent shrdy under the zuidance of an
instructor. Admission to course and number-of sern. hrs. nfuuire approval"of ctrairperson
Repeatablewhencontrentchange 
. I4srn.hrs.
SPANISH
bpN ror-roz, BEGINNING SPANISH I, II: Development of fundamental commu-
nication skills in reading, listening, ry+ng, and sp'eaking thrgugh extensive prac-tice in language use. Admissionlo 101 rdstricteci to tho"se whdhave not sttidied
Sqar_ush or have p]agea into.that co-urse by examination; 102 is open only to those
Xl,gh:.".".r.r...Ssstully c-o^mple_t*l_1q1.gtgfe University of Dayton.'Credit is for onlyUNE ot the tollowing: 101-102 oR 111 oR 121. prerbquisit6s: none for 101; 101 i"s
required f.or 102. 3 sem. hrs. each
sPN 101 c. BEGINNING CONVERSATION PRACTICE IN spAMSH I: practice in
speaking spanish on the most basic level. Corequisite: spN L01 or permis1;r;; 
n
sPN 102 c. BEGINNING CONVERSATION PRACTICE IN SPANISH II: practicein speaking Spanish in everyday situations. Corequisite: SpN 102 * r.Tr::f.h.
sPN 111. INTENSTVE BEGINNING SpANISH: Intensive development of funda-
mental communication skills in reading, listening, writing, and sieaking throueh
extensi-ve practice in language use. Aiimission iestricted'to thoie whjhave n"ot
sfudied spanish.. Recommended for those who have had successful experience
learning another language. Credit granted for only oNE of the followingi tot-t0zOR111-OR121. s r 6sem.hrs.
sPN 121. ELEMENTARY SPANISH: Review and further development of funda-
mental communication skills in reading, listening, writing, and spleaking. Admis-
sion restricted to those who have studie? the lan$iage foiat least^two yeXrs in t igh
:S991 .:S:_"cy.yate11 ang pllc5- T!9 mq -lg{+i examination. cieait grantEator on_ty UNE ot the following:101-102 
-111 OR 121. 4 s'em.hrs.
sPN 141. BASIC PROFICIENCY IN SPANISH: Further development of commu-
nication skills in reading, listening, writing, and speaking. Admi^ssion by examina-
hon or successtul completion of 102 oR 111 oR 121. Successful complehon of this
course includes the demonstration of the minimal level of proficiency required for
the College of Arts and sciences' Liberal studies Curricukim. ' 3 sem. hrs.
sPN 141c. BASIC SPEAKING PROFICIENCY IN SPANISH: Further development
ofspeakingskills. Corequisite: SPNl41orpermission. 1sem.hr.
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sPN 201-202. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I, II: Intensive development of the
Uuii" p.i".iples of Spanish tlyoggh writing and conversatig_1, s[9s9i1g 4"q!|.
Langriage liboratory required. Pierequisitds: SPN 141 for 201; tU)'# t:;.?Yr;
SPN 270. STUDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose everyday
lanquaee is Spanish, treating the culture and civilization of the country. Conductect
in STifistt. Available onlv Euring the summer session. Repeatable when subtitle
and'content change. PrerrjquisitelsPN 141 or equivalent. - 1.-6 sem.hrs.
sPN 290. SPANISH GRAMMAR & SYNTAX: systematic review of basic gram-
matical concepts necessary for communicating iffectively in Spdtl. Extensive
practice in anilyzing, gen6rating, and explaining correct grammatical sfuctures.
'de."*"naed ?or p"ioipective tEachers. Prerequ-isite: SPN202 o' 
"r^"t*. n r.
sPN 311-312. SPANISH CONVERSATION I, II: Development of fluency in the
vocabularv and idioms of the spoken language through discussion of topics related
to conterriporary life in the Hispanic worl-d. May be taken in either sequence.
Prerequisiies: SpN ZOZ for SPN 3i1; SPN 311 or the equivalent 
^ttl,;*r.hrs. each
sPN 321-322. SPANISH COMPOSnON I, II: Practice in composition on a variety-
of topics. Systematic refinement and mastery of grammar and assimilation of
iWUshc patt'ems. Emphasis on developing facility inwriting clearly and correctly in
Sfanisnl nrerequisit6s: SPN 311 or 312 fol 321; SPN 321for 322. 3 sem. hrs. each
sPN 325. COMMERCIAL SPANISH: Introduction to commercial correspondence
as a basis for developing skills in writing 9panistr business letters and other
correspottdet 
"e. 
Prer6quisite: SPN 371 or 5lZ. 3 sem' hrs'
spN 341. SPANISH CLILTURE AND CIVIIZATION: Readings and discussions
on the historical, social, political, and cultural phenomena of Spain. Conducted in
Spanistr. Prerequisite: SfN Stf or 372. - 3 sem'hrs'
sPN 342. IBERO-AMERICAN CULTURE AND CIVILZATION: Readings and
discussions on the historical, social, political, and cultural phenomena of Ibero-
America. Conducted in spanish. Preriquisite: sPN 3L1 or 312. 3 san.hrs.
sPN 350. HISPANIC LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acquaint
College of Arts and Sciences
change. No prerequisite.
LNG-SPN
writeis and
when subtitle and content
3 sem.hrs.
nonmaiors and nonminors with maior Spanish and Spani
literary movements. Conducted in English. Repeatable v
spN 361-362. SURVEY OF SPANISH LmRATURE I,II: Readings and analysis
of the works of major spanish authors and dis-cussion of 
_the princiPal literary
trends in Spain frorn the'Middle Ages to the 20th century. Lectures, discussions,
;e;;Jg#ients in Spanish. May fe hken in either seqdence. Prerequisite: SPN
311 or 31i. - 3 sem'hrs' each
SPN 363-36|4. SURVEY OF SPANISH-AMERICAN LTIERATURE I, tr: Read-
inss and analvsis of the works of maior Spanish-American authors and discussion
of"the princip'al literary trends in spinish America from Discovery and Conquest
throueh Realism and'Naturalism-(I) and Modemism through the present day(If . C"onducted in spanish. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: SPN 311ir'372. - 3sem'hrs'each
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sPN 370. sruDY ABRo-AD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose every-day language is spanistu treating the cultrire and ciJifization 6f the countn/.
Conducted in spanfuh. Available only during the summer session. Repeatable whdn
subtitle and content change. Prerequisite: SPN 202. - L-G sem. hrs.
sPN 380. SPANISH AND IBERO-AMERICAN CINEMA. Introduction to cinema-
tography and culture of I
related to human rights
and Ibero'American countries, emphasizinq themes
:onornic, clals, sexuality, gender, ethnicify)-, as well
LNG_SPN
as critical and
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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 theoretical perspectives on films from these regions. Conducted in
English. Prereqr isite: ENG 102 or equivalent 3 sem. hrs.
sPN 450. TOPICS IN SPANISH LITERATURE: Lectures and discussions concen-
trating on specialized genres, periods, or authors of penisular literature prior to the
20th century. Co-nd-ucted in lpa"irt . Repeatable when subtitle and cont6nt change.Prerequisite: SPN311 or31I. 3sem.lirs.
sPN 451. ToPIcs IN SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE: r.ectures and discus-
sions concentrating on specialized genres, periods, or authors of spanish- American
literaturepriortothe20thcentury. Conductedinspanish. Repeatiblewhensubtitle
andcontentchange. Prerequisite: SPN311 or1l2. ' 3sem.hrs.
sPN 459. SPANISH LINGUISTICS: A_synchronic analysis of modern spanish
language, jngtuding a contrast of the Spanish sound system, morphology, and
l}'ntal-wit\ English structures; the historical derivatiori of Spanish, the ilodem
lnqqn aiaryts (spain and Lltin America), and approaches to teaching spanish toEnglish speakers. Conducted in spanish. Prerequisites: LNG 45g aia spN stror312. 3 sem.hrs.
sPN 471. TOPICS IN SPAMSH LITERATURE oF THE 20TH CENTURy: Lec-
fures and discussions concentrating on specialized periods, genres, or authors of
20th-century Peninsular literature. Conducted in spanish. Rep6atable when subtitle
andcontentchange.Prerequisite:SPN3l1 or}l2. - 3sem.hrs.
SPN 472. TOPICS IN SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE OF THE 2OTH
CENTURY: Lectures and discussions concentrating on specialized periods, genres
or authors of 2Oth-century spanish-American literatur6. conducied in sp"anish.
Repeatable when subtifle and content drange. prerequisite: spN i77 or 812.
3 sem.hrs.
sPN480. SPANISH AND IBERO-AMERICANCINEMA. Introduction to cinema-
tography and culture of spanish and Ibero-American cotrntries, emphasizins
themes related to human rights (socioeconomic, class, sexuality, gendet,6trnri.iwi
as well as critical and theoretical perspectives on films from'tliese regions. Cdn-
ducted in spanish. Prerequisite: sPN 3i2 or equivalenf spN at2 reconimended.
3 sem. hrs.
sPN 491. INDEPENDENT srtlDY: Independent research project under the guid-
ance of an instructor. AdTission !o pror-e!! and number ofiemester hours reluireapproval of chairperson. Prerequisites: sPN 202 andperrrission. L-3 sem. hrs.
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MATHEMATICS (MTH)
The B. A. prosram in mathematics provides for a breadth of mathematical study
within the ccinteit of a liberal arts defree. It may be chosen as a preparation for a
ptofessiottut career in business, eduiation, law-or social science. It affords the
itudent a simificant distribution of courses in the humanities and social sciences so
*rit t 
" 
ot tfi" .* develop a concentration in a field other than mathematics. The
student's career goals wfu generally suggest-desirable upper level.mathematics
"t""ti""". For eiample, pr6spectiie s6Iondary 
mathematicl-t93$-"Il should
oarticipateinthelicenlsurebroiramandelectcouises suchasMTH370,395,and466'
St"a"tie with an interest'in b"usiness, law or social science should complete the
probabiliff and statistics sequence MTH 411413; also MTH 463 is a good choice for
itudents rihnnine to enter fhe business world'
- 
1'n" n.'S. proeri^ it *athematics provides a foundation for sfudents who wish
to puriue er'adfiate studies in any ar'ea of the mathematical sciences, to enter the
actirarial piofession, or to enter caieers where mathematics is used in an englneering
or scienc6 seftins. A preparation for graduate progranrs in a mathematical science
should include"elechvds such as tviiTl 342,404-arrd 471.. A preparation for the
actuarial examinations would include the probability and statistics sequence MTH
4ll4lgand MTH 463;n addition, actuarial preparition should inclu-de_a_y_earof
accountins, a Vear of economics and a course ilnumerical methods CPS 353. To
prepare f# using mathematics in an applied context, some useful elective courses
ire-MfH 403,404, and the MTH 411-413 sequence.
The basic iouries MTH 158, 169,218,279,'arrd 302 are offered every term and the
required core courses are offered at least once a year. However, most of the other
up'per-level electives for the maior are offered only once every two years; thus
ciieftrl planninq for a student's tipper-level electiveb should be done in consulta-
tion wiilr the advisor. 1n addition, fhe symbolic logic course, PHL 302, is a recom-
mended General Education course for all mathematics maiors'
A minor in mathematics consists of four courses of mathematics at the 300-400
leve! plus appropriate prerequisite material which may be one of MTH 218,219,
or 302.
MTH/MTE
BACHELOR OF ARTS WTrH A MAIOR IN MATHEMATICS (NfrA)'
Semuter Hours
36
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies.....................
Historv....,.......
Literatire: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts .....'...........
Foreign Language and/-or Arts and/or Humanities
Social Sciences
Natural Sciences .....................
Communication competmcies
Introduction to the Universitv: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
72
6
5
3
3-9
t2
11
U9
0-1
t24
S"" 
"f"" Distribution Table for Bachelor of 
Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR
IN MATHEMATICS (MTH)I
Semuter HoursMathematics 
.............................42
Basic calculus: MTII 168, 169,21,8,219 ................... 
............................ 15
Upper-level requirements: MTH 302, 330, 361.,490 .. 12
Upper{evel electives (Departmental approval required.)
Minor:300-400-level courses in chosen area 
........................... 12
Natural Science: P}lY 206,207,2]0L,21,1Lor CHM 123, IZ4,I23L,t24Lor BIO 151, BIO 151L,
1,52,152L, or GEO 1i5, L16,715L,116l-and two additional courses acceptable for
Science majors 1,4
Computer science (e.g. CPS 132 or 150) 
..... 
g4
Social andbehavioral sciences........................ 6Humanities 
........................... 9
Philosophy and religious studies ............. 
............................. 12
Communication competencies ....................... 
....................... 0-9
First-year experience: ASI 150 ................... 
............................ 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least .......... 120
15
lGeneral Requirements for all Bachelor of science programs and Chapter v for General
Education requirements.
APPLIED MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS (MTE)
The B.s. program in applied mathematical economics provides a foundation
in the economics, mathematics and statistics needed for graduate study in econom-
ics or applied statistics, or for research and technical careers in business or
government service. This degree is offered jointly by the Department of
Mathematics and the Department of Economics and Finance in the school of
Business Administration.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
APPLIED MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS (MTE)1
Semester Hours
Economics...... 
......................... 1g
lntroductory-level requirement: ECO 203,204 6
Upper-level requirement: ECO 346-347,441. ................... g
Upper-level elective: one ECO 300 or 400 level course........................................... 3Mathematics.. 
......................... 2Z
Calculus requirement: MTTI 168, 1,69,2L8 1.2
Upper-level requirement: MTH 302, 330,4'1.'1.,412 ................... 1.2
UpperJevel elective: one MTH 300 or 400 level course 3
Computer Science 7
Introductory-level requirement: CPS 150.................... 4
Upper level-elective: one CPS 300 or 400 level course.............. 3
Natural Sciences: BIO 151, BIO 151L, 152,'1.52L, CHM 123, 129L,124,124L or GEO
LLs, 115L, 't1,6,776L or PHY 206, 21,0L,207,2I1L ................ 8
t82
College of Arts and Sciences MTH/MTE
Social and behavioral sciences........................ 6
Humanities..... 9
Philosophy and religious studies............ ..............'................ 12
Communication competencies ..'.................. 0-9
First-year experience: ASI 150 L
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least '.......'.120
APPLIED MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS COMMITTEE:
Committee Chairperson: Elizabeth Gustafson (Economics)
Eloe (Mathematics), Mashburn (Mathematics), Poitras (Economics)
lSee General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
FACULTY
Paul W. Eloe, Chairperson
Distinguished Service Professors.' Peterson/ Stander
Professors Emeriti: Back, Friel, Rice, Strange
Professors: Eloe, Gantner, Higgins, Islam, McCloskey, Steinlage
Associate Professors: Gorton, Mashburn, Mushenheim,
Schleppi, Shaughnessy
Assistant Professorsr Abueida, Diestelkamp, Honlu,, Kauflin, Krakowski
Lecturers: Lobo, Ober, Saintignon, Steinlage, L.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MTH 102. FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS: Sets, functions and graphs,
exponents, polynomials and algebraic equations, systems of equations. 
^Preregui-
site: One year of high school algebra. 3 sen. hrs.
MT}I 106. INTRODUCTORY MATHEMATICS FOR ENGINEERING TECHNOL.
OGY: Introduction to topics in plane geometry, triangle trigonometry,, matrix
algebra, and Boolean algebra with an emphasis on appplications to real world
teihnical problems. Intended for students in the engineering technology Programs.
Prerequisite: Two years of high school algebra. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 108. INTEGRATED ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY: Review of the
aleebraic skills necessary for MTH 158, including properties of order, arithmetic of
po"lynomials, factoring, complex fractions, finding ro-ots of polynomial e,quations,
exponents, functions, domains and ranges, composition, inverses, graphing, and
basic properties of trigonometric functions. First term each year. 2 sem. hrs.
MTH 114. CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS: A study of contemPorary math-
ematical topics and their applications. Topics may include m.lnagement science,
statistics, s6cial choice, sizd and shape, and computer mathematiis. Prerequisite:
Two years of high school algebra. 3 sem. hrs.
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MTH 116. PRECALCULUS MATHEMATICS: A review of topics from alsebra
and trlgonometry including polynomials, functions and graphs', exponential and
logarithmic functions, trigonometric functions and identities. 4 sem. hrs.
MTH 128. FINITE MATHEMATICS: Topics from mathematics used in business, in-
cluding systems of equations, inequalities, matrix algebra, linear programming,
logarithms. Prerequisite: MTH 102 or sufficient col6ge preparatdry irathemaT-ics. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 129. CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS: Continuation of MTH 128. Compound
interest and annuities, fundamental concepts and applications of differential and
integral calculus. Prerequisite: MTH 128 or sufficient iollege preparatory mathemat-ics. 3 sem.hrs.
MTH 137-138. CALCLILUS I WTIH REVIEW: Introduction to the differential and
integral calculus with an extensive review of algebra and trigonometry; differentiation
and-integration of algebraic and transcendentil functions with applications. Prereq-
uisite: Two years of high school algebra. MTH 137 is a prerequisite for MTH 138. -
4 sem.hrs. each
MTH 148. INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS I: Introduction to the differential and
integral calculus; differentiation and integration of algebraic and transcendental
functions with applications to the life and sbcial sciencei. Prerequisite: MTH L16 or
equivalent. - 3sem.hrs.
MTH 149. INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS II: Continuation of MTH 148. Tech-
niqugs of integration and differential equations with applications to the life and
social sciences, indeterminate forms, infinite sequences and series. Prerequisite:
MTH 138 or 148. 3 sem.hrs.
MTH 168. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS L Introduction to the dif-
ferential and integral calculus; differentiation and integration of algebraic and
transcendental functions with applications to science and engineering. Plerequisite:
MTH 116 or equivalent. 4 sem. hrs.
MTH 169. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS II: Continuation of MTH
168. Conic sections, techniques of integration with applications to science and
enginee-ring, infinite series, indeterminate forms, Taylor's theorem. Prerequisite:
MTH 138 or 168. 4 sem.hrs.
MTH 204. MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS I: First course of a two-semester se-
quence designed for pre-service teachers. Concepts necessary for an understanding
oi the struclure of aiithmetic and its algorithmi, number pattems, sets, probleri
solving, percent, relation and proportion, use of calculators.?rerequisites: One year
of high school algebra and one year of high school geometry. - i sem. hrs.
MTH 205. MATHEMATICALCONCEPTStr: Continuation of MTH204. Topics
include probability, representing and interpreting data, the metric system, elemen-
tary geometry, geometric patters, coordinate geometry, algebra and geometry,
transformations, computer literacy. Prerequisite: MTH 204. 3 sern. hrs.
MTH 206. ALGEBRA AND CALCULUS CONCEPTS: Development of the alsebra
of polynomials and functions; factoring and roots; mathematic-al induction ant the
binomial theorem; arithmetic and geometric sums; introduction to limiting pro-
cesses; slopes and area estimations and computations. Prerequisite: MTH 2O5.
3 sem.hrs.
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lvIIH207. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS: Introduction to the concePts of sta-
tistical thinking for students whose majors do not reqrrire calculus. Methods of
presentins datX, including graphical mdthods. Using data to make decisions and
hraw conc"lusions. Basic id"ea's oi drawing a sample anii interpreting the information
that it contains. Prerequisite: Two years of high school algebra. 3 sern. hrs.
MTH 218. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS III CONtiNUAtiON Of MTH
169. Solid analvtic geometry, vectors and vector functions, multivariable calculus,
partial derivativesimultiplir integrals. Prerequisite: MTH 169. 4 sem. hrs.
MTH 219. APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: First order equations,linear
eouations with constant coefficients, systems of equations, the Laplace transform,
p,i*e. series solutions, numerical methods, applications. Prerequisite: Yfii.lf'r.
MTH 290. TOPICS IN (NAMED AREA): Exploration of varying topi., up"propriute
fortheneedsof thepre-servicetrainingof teachersof mathemafics. Mgybe_rep^eated
as topics change. ?rerequisite: Ondmathematics course beyond MTH 102 and
pernfrssion of ilrstructor ind/or chairperson. 1'-3 sem' hrs.
MT}I295. HISTORICAL ROOTS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS: Funda-
mental historical development of modem arithmetic, a!8ebra, geometry, and num-
ber systems from early E-gyptian, Babylonian, and Greek sources. Students may not
receii'e credit for both thi-s iourse anci MT.H 3gS. Prerequisite: MTH 205 o^r permis-
sion of instructor. 5 sem. nrs.
MTH301. ESSENTIALSOFMATFIEMATICALREASONING: Techniquesof proof,
mathematical induction, recursion, counting methods, symbolic logic. Introduction
to algebra of sets, infinities, and axiom syste*ms. Open to-students who will enroll in
upp6rJevel mathematics courses. Corequisite: MTH 218 or 302' 1- san. hr.
MTH 302. LINEAR ALGEBRA AND MATRICES: Fundamental concepts of vector
spaces, determinants, linear transformations, matrices, inner product spaces, and
eigen-vectors. Offered each term. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sun. hrs.
MTH 330. INTERMEDIATE ANALYSIS: Theoretical development of the calculus
of a real-valued function of a real variable. Topics include the algebraic and
topological properties of the real line, limits of sequences and functions, continuity,
aiiiereitiatitity, and integration. Prerequisite: IVIIH 302. 3 sem. hts.
MTH 342. SET THEORY: Elementary set theory including relations, functions,
indexed families, denumerable and nondenumdrable sets, cardinal and ordinal
arithmetic, Zorn's Lemma, the well-ordering principle and transfinite induction.
Prerequisite: MTH 218 or permission of instruitor. - 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 361. INTRODUCTION TO ABSTRACT ALGEBRA: Fundamental concepts
of groups, rings, integral domains and fields. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 357. STATISTICAL METHODS I: Probability distributions including bino-
mial, hwergeometric, Poisson, and normal. Estimation of population mean and
standaid de"viation: Confidence intervals and tests of hypbtlieses using t-, Chi-
square, and F-statistics. Mathematics majors enroll in MTH 411 instead of 367.
Pierequisite: MTH 149 or 169. 3 sem. hrs.
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MTT{ 368. STATISTICAL METHODS tr: Distribution-free methods induding rank
tesb, sign tests, and Kolmogorov-Smimov test. Method of least squares, correlation,
Iinear-rgg1essiory analysis of variance. De_sign of experiments and computer applica-
tions. Ivlathematics maiors enroll in MTH 412 instead of 358. Prerequisite: Irtrftt aOZ.
' 3 sem.hrs.
MT}I370. INTRODUCTION TO HIGHER GEOMETRY: Proiective, affine, and
lypqtlgli. geometries using synthetic and/or analytic techniques. Prerequisite:MTH 218 or permission of instructor. 3 s€m. hrs.
MTH 376. NUMBER TFIEORY: Topics indude Dophantine equations, Chinese
Remainder th@rem, Mobius inversion formula, quadiatic residutis and the Law of
%{11q. Reciprocity, Gaussian integers, and integral quatemions. Prerequisite:MT}I218. 3 setn. hrs.
MTH 395. DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL IDEAS: The evolution of
mathematicalideas and techniques from ancienttimes to thepresentwith emphasis
on the Greek era. Famous meh and famous problems. Chionological outiine of
mathematics in each of its branches along with applications. Prereqiisite: MTH 148
or 168 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 403. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS: htroduction to the Sturm-
Liouville problem. Fourier trigonometric series, Fourier integrals, Bessel functions,
and Legendre polynomials. The heat equation, wave equation, and Laplace's
equation with applications. Solutions by the product method. Prerequisite: MTH219. 3 setn. hrs.
MTH 404. COMPLEX VARIABLES: Functions of a complex variable, conformal
mapping, integation in the complex plane. Laurent series and residue theory.
Prerequisite: MTH 219. 3 sern.hrs.
MTH411. PROBABILIYANDSTATISTICSI: Mathematicalprobability, combina-
torialmethods, random variables, Bayes'theorem, moments, Chebyshev's inequal-
ity, binomial, Poisson, and normal probability laws, moment generating functions,
Iimit theorems. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 412. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS II: Distribution theory, central limit
theorem, random sampling, estimation of parameters including maximum likeli-
hood, confidence intervals, the Neyman-Pearson lemma, tests of hypotheses, like-
lihood ratio tests, sampling from a normal population. Prerequisite: MTH 411.
3 sem. hrs.
MTH 413. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS Itr: Statistical decision theo ry , parti-
tioning of sums of squares, analysis of variance, regression on several independent
variables, multiple regression approach to analysis of variance, design of experi-
ments. Prerequisite: MT:H 472. 3 sern. hrs.
MTH 430. REAL ANALYSIS: Continuation of MTH 330. Topics include the theory
of convergence of sequences and series of functions in the context of metric spacei,
uniform continuity, uniform convergence, and integration. Prerequisite: MliH 330.
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MTH 435. ADVANCED MULTIVARIATE CALCULUS: Topics include directional
derivatives, chain rule, Lagrange multipliers, Taylor's formula, the mean value
theorem, inverse mapping theorem, implicit function theorem, integration, Fubini's
theorem, change of variables, line integrals, Green's theorem and Stoke's theorem.
Prerequisite: MTH 302. 3 semhrs.
MTH 1140. INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL MODELING: Introduction
to the use of mathematical techniques and results in constructing and modifying
models designed to solve problems encountered in everyday life. Computer simu-
lation and limitations thereof, dimensional analysis, scaling, and approximations at
various levels. Prerequisites: MTH 219,302, and permission of instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
MTH 4141. MATHEMATICS CLINIC: Student teams will be responsible for
the development andlor modification and testing of a mathematical model de-
signed for a particular purpose. Faculty guidance. Prerequisites: MTH 440 and
permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 1145. SPECIAL TOPICS IN (NAMED AREA): Lectures in specialized areas
such as abstract algebra, applied mathematics, complex variables, differential
forms, functional analysis, Galois theory, game theory, general topology, normed
linear spaces, probability theory, real variables, topological groups. May be taken
more than once. Prerequisite: Permission of chairperson. L-3 sern. hrs.
MTH 463. INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH: Topics include linear
programming and its applications, game theory, Markov chains or linear codes and
their error-correcting capabilities. Prerequisite: MTH 302 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 465. LINEAR ALGEBRA: Vector spaces, linear transformations and matrices,
determinants, inner product spaces, invariant direct-sum decomposition and the
jordan canonical form. Prerequisite: MTH 302. 3 sem.hrs.
MTH 466. GRAPH THEORY AND COMBINATORICS: Graphs as algebraic
structures; eulerian, hamiltonian, complete, connected and planar graphs. Applica-
tions include scheduling and routing problems. Discussion of algorithms for
optimal or near-optimal soultions. Combinatorial topics could include generating
functions, recurrence relations, Polya's theorem and Ramsey Theory. Prerequisite:
MTH3O2. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 471. TOPOLOGY: Lrtroduction to topological spaces and continuous func-
tions including a sfudy of separation and countability axioms and elementary
properties of metric spaces, connected spaces, and compact spaces. Prerequisite:
MTH 302 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 490. READINGS IN (NAMED AREA): Individual study in specialized areas
carried out under the supervision of a staff member. May be taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of chailperson. 1-3 setn. hrs.
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PREMEDICINE (MED)
AND PREDENTISTRY (DEN)
The Bachelor of Science with a major in premedicine (lvIED) or predentistry
(DEN) is an interdisciplinary curriculum of study. It is distinctively designed to
provide a science-based, diverse education as a preparation for admission to any of
the professional health schools including medical, dental, veterinary, and chiro-
practic. Courses in biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics comprise the
major. Humanities and social sciences courses are also required. Within this
framework the curriculum is flexible and can be tailored to suit personal interests.
During the first two years, sfudents enroll in courses appropriate for entry into
professional schools while they also fulfill basic University requirements.
Admission to professional schools depends uponmanyfactors in addition to the
curriculum or major. Academic standing, perforrnance on standardized examina-
tions, practical experience relevant to the profession of interest, and adherence to
application procedures are all important. The University addresses these factors in
the following comprehensive m€lnner.
While the Premedical Programs Office administers the DEN and MED majors,
this office is also the focal point for all matters related to admission to any of the
primary health schools. It is an information clearing house, functions as a liaison
with professional schools, and coordinates the application process. Therefore,
students in any major who plan to apply to professional schools should maintain a
close relationship with this office.
The University automatically enrolls entering premedical or predental majors
into special orientation classes, and identifies them to the Premedical Programs
Office. Members of the Premedical-Predental Faculty Committee advise these
students. However, advising services are available to all pre-professional students
regardless of their major. Students in other majors may elect to have committee
members serve as their secondary advisors; such sfudents should identify them-
selves to the Premedical Programs Office.
In addition to providing counseling, the Premedical-Predmtal Faculty Commit-
tee also monitors sfudents' academic progress. Since admission to professional
schools is highly selective, premedical or predental sfudents who have non-com-
petitive academic records at the end of the second year of study are advised to
transfer to a traditional major. Traditional majors provide students with altemate
careerpaths, and are as acceptable to professional schools as a formal Premedical or
Predental major. Transfers to other majors, particularly to science majors, can
usually be accommodated during the first two years without affecting normal
progress towards graduation.
PREMEDICAL-PREDENTAL FACULTY COMMITTEE
fohn E. Erdei, (Physics) Committee Chnirperson
Church (Chemistry), Bemey (Physics), Craver (Physics),
Hofmann (Biology), Keams (Biology), Lysaught (Religious Studies),
Singer (Chemistry), S. Wright (Biology)
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
PREMEDICINE (MED) OR PREDENTISTRY (DEN)I
Semester Hours
Required scimce counies ......... 45-50
BIO 151., 15rL, 152,152L ................. ........................... 8
cHM 123, 123L,124,124L,20L,20tL,3t3,313L,314,314L...................................... 20
CPS 111 or MTH 357 3
MTH 1rl&149 or 768-16* ........... ...... 6-8
PFIY20l, 202, orPl{\206,207,208;Pl{Y201L,202L3 .................8-11
Electivesciencecourses 17
Five lecfure courses that must be selected from among mathematics, the
natural sciences and/or engineering. The elective counses must be directly
related to the prirnary field of interest. Laboratory sections must accompany
two of the electives.
Communication competencies ......,............ Gl2
CMM 110, l1l or ll2,113 ................... 3
ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198; ENG elective4.................... ................... $9
Philosophy and religious studiess...................... 12
Historv............ 6
Humairities .....-..--.--.--.-......... 12
A modem foreign language is strongly recommended.
Social and behavioral sciences ..... 72
General e1ectives6.................... 12
First-year experience: ASI 150 .................., ............................ Gl
Total semester hours ............... .................122-134
(See advisors for term-by-term course listings.)
lConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science prograrns and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
2iStudents with a weak background should take Math 737 and.138 followed by Math 1,18.
Well qualified students are advised to take Math L6&169.
{trell qualified students are strongly advised to take PFIY 20G207-208 lecture sequence
withPHY20lL ard202L.
alSelect ENG elective from among ENG 203, 204,205,272, 376, or any 3OGlevel General
Education ENG elective.
sOne PHL or REL elective must be an ethics course. Select from among PHL 312, 315; REL
265,367.
Only general elective courses can be taken under grading Option 2.
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ARMY ROTC
The Department of Military Science offers the Reserve Officers Training Corps
(ROTC) program on the campus, providing instruction in general military subjects
applicable to allbranches of theArmy. Thepurpose of the Reserve Officers Training
Corps is to develop selected college-educated men and women for positions of
responsibility as officers in the active Army, the Army Reserve, and the Army
National Guard.
The Military Science Program is designed to develop a high degree of personal
honor, self-reliance, and leadership and to provide the means of becoming better
informed on matters of national defense. The program provides men and women
who are working toward the baccalaureate degree the opporfunity to become
officers in the United States Armv.
The four-year program is diviied into a basic course (normally first and second
years) and an advanced conrse (normally third and fourth years), and it is offered
to all sfudents for academic credit.
The basic course emphasizes practical leadership techniques and management
concepts that apply equally in both military organizations and private industry.
While in this phase of the program, students, other than contracted ROTC scholar-
ship students, have no military obligation and are simply taking ROTC courses, like
any other college courses, for credit. Students who receive credit for the basic course
and demonstrate a potential for becoming effective officers may continue to pursue
a commission by enrolling in the advanced course.
The advanced course is designed to prepare students to be Army lieutenants by
including practical work in tactics, training, management, leadership techniques,
and the exercise of command. Advanced course students are paid $200 a month
during the school year. During the summer between the junior and senior years,
cadets attend a five-week ROTC Advanced Camp, which allows them to apply the
leadership and technical training learned in the ciassroom. While at camp, itudents
are paid half a second lieutenant's monthly salary or about $1000.
In addition to ROTC instruction, a student must attain an equal level of profes-
sional military education. Army officers, like other professionals, cannot be satisfied
with a collection of knowledge found only in their academic field. ln order to be
prepared to become officers, sfudents are required to complete corrses in military
history, written communication skills, oral communication skills, and computer
literacy.
The minor in Military Science provides students with the opportunity to study
the theory and practice of the military profession. The minor consists of 12 semester
hours of upper-level courses. Students must complete MIL 30\,302, 401, and 402.
Students desiring to minor in Military Science should notify their respective deans
and the Military Science Deparhnent.
The ROTC program is also available to students with three or two years
remaining on campus, including graduate students. Special programs, such as
ROTC Summer Leadership Training, Basic Camp, have been established to allow
second-semester sophomores and juniors or seniors who will be going on to
graduate school to participate in the military science program.
There is also a special program whereby veterans and ]ROTC students can
receive advanced placement credit in Army ROTC. Veterans and students with high
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school |ROTC training, with the approval of the chairperson of the Department of
MilitaryScience,mayreceiveplacementcreditforpartorallof thebasiccourse. Each
case willbe judged individually so that thebestinterests of both the studentand the
military may be served.
Army ROTC scholarships are available to students. These scholarshiPs cover
three- and two-yearperiods and provide for tuitioru books, fees, special equipment,
and $200 a month for up to ten months of each school year. Scholarships, which are
highly competitive, are awarded to those who demonstrate outstanding academic
and leadership ability.
FACULTY
Lt. Col. Ronald G. Raczak, U.S. Army, Chairperson
Professor: Raczak
Assistant Professors: Forrest, Womack
lnstructor: Vvea,ret
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION1
MIL 100 (UD). LEADERSHIP LABORATORY: Practical training in military
courtesy, drill and ceremony, military skills, map reading, marksmanship,
and tactics. 1 setn'ht'
MIL 101 (UD). LEADERSHIP I: ROTC programs and opportunities; rappelling,
leadership, communications and management skills, and pistol marksmanship.
Optional field hips, field exercises, phytical training, leadership laboratory and
sotialevents. - Lsem.hr.
MIL 102 (UD). LEADERSHIP II: Rifle marksmanship, fundamentals and principles
of leadership, management techniques for individual, group behavior and leader-
ship dimeniions. dptional physical training, leaderdirip laboratory, and social
events. L sem.hr,
MIL 121 (SCC).'z Same as MIL 101 (UD). 0.7 sem. hr.
lrllL722-123 (SCC).'? Combination of these two courses completes all requirements
of MIL 102 (UD). 0.7 sem.hr. each
MIL 201 (UD). MAP READING AND SMALL UNIT TACTICS: Study of basic map
reading skills, small unit tactics, movement techniques, weapons marksmanship
orientition, and survival skilts. Participation in lead6rship labbratory and two fielil
training exercises. Optional physical training and social events. 2 sem. hrs.
MIL 202 (UD). MILITARY LEADERSHIP: Interactive study of the tundamentals of
military ieadership, ethical decision-making, effective counseting techniques,_and-
conflici resolution-. Study of the role and branches of the US Army and the role of
the commissioned, warrant, and noncommissioned officer. Optional participation
in leadership laboratories, field kaining excercises, physical fitness training, and
social events. 2 sem.hrs,
MIL22L (SCC).' Same as MIL 201 (UD). 1.4 sem. hrs.
MlL222-223 (SCC).' Combination of these two courses completes all requirements
of MIL 202 (UD). 1-.4 san. hrs. each
MIL University of DaytonM
MIL 301 (tlD). LEADING SMALL ORGANIZATIONS I: Study of the methodol-
ogy, qualities, and the development of leaders through a series of practical oppor-
tunities to lead small groups, receive personal assessments, encouragement, and
lead again in situations of increasing complexity. Physical training, leadership
laboratory, historical field trip, social events, and field trainingexercises are manda-
tory. 3 sem. hrs.
MIL302 (UD). LEADING SMALLORGANZATIONSII: Studyof emplacement
of communications equipment and weapons system. Application of small unit
tactics, land navigation-terrain association, operations orders and roles of various
branches of the Army. Physical training, leadership laboratory, social events, and
field training exercises are mandatory. 3 sern. hrs.
MIL 401 (UD). LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT AND STAFF: Study of military
staff functions; how to conduct meetings, briefing, and training; how to conduct
various types of counseling; and effective and ineffective leadership techniques.
Physical training, leadership laboratory, historical field trip, social events, and field
training exercises are mandatory. 3 sem. hrs.
MIL 402 (UD). APPLIED LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT: Leadership and
management studies in professionalism, ethics, and military justice. Various types
of military correspondence and the responsibilities of an officer. Physical training,
leadership laboratory, field training exercises, and social events are mandatory.
MIL 411 (UD). LIMITED WAR/LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT: *r 
":i::;identify and discuss the roles and mission of the branches found within the U.S.
Army as they relate to Limited War and Low Intensity Conflicts. Historical ex-
amples of leadership in Limited War/Low Intensity Conflicts are identified and
discussed. Incorporates the background and experience of resident instructors and
presentations by visiting service representatives. 2 sem. hrs.
IN'f.IL412 (UD). U.S. MILITARY TODAY: This course will identify and discuss the
roles, missions, organizational structure and equipment, tactical and strategic
employment, and future trends of the Armed Services. Incorporates the back-
ground and experience of resident instructors and presentations by visiting service
representatives. 2 san. hrs.
rStudents should check with their deans for any restrictions on applyingMll courses to their
degree programs.
2 Course offered through the Consortium with Sinclair Community College.
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Music is a unique form of expression and communication. A course of study
provides for an aesthetic appreciation and an opportunity to translate musical
concepts into a valuable and practical skill. The Department of Music of the
University of Dayton provides academic coursework to foster artistic understand-
ing and creative thinking, practical instruction to develop musical skills, and
substantial laboratory and performance experience.
The Department of Music is a member of the National Association of Schools of
Music, which accredits its degree programs and curricula. In addition, the music
education degree program is approved by the State of Ohio and the music therapy
degree program by the American Music Therapy Association.
The Department of Music has numerous performing ensembles open to all
students: the University Chorale, Choral Union, Opera Workshop, Ebony Heritage
Singers, and Celebration Vocal Transit; University Orchestra, Symphonic Wind
Ensemble, Concert Band, "Pride of Dayton" Marching Band, Pep Band, lazz en-
sembles; early music ensembles; and instrumental chamber music ensembles.
The Deparbnent of Music offers five degree programs:
Bachelor of Arts with a major in Music (MUS)
Bachelor of Music with a major in Music Composition (MUC)
Bachelor of Music with a major in Performance (MUP)
Bachelor of Music with a major in Music Therapy (MUT)
Bachelor of Music with a major in Music Education (MUE)
Allprospective music students mustbe admitted to the University of Daytonby
the Office of Admission. In addition, all prospective students must (L) fumish the
Department of Music with letters of recommendation from their high school music
teachers and/or performance teachers and (2) successfully complete the perfor-
mance audition, either in person or via tape recording. Specific information regard-
ing audition requirements and dates is available from the Department office.
The Department of Music offers a minor in music, consisting of 22 semester
hours, including 12 semester hours of upper-division coursework. It also offers a
certificate in church music, consisting of 35 semester hours of coursework. Further
information is available from the Department office.
Transfer students pursuing a major in MUC, MUP, or MUT must complete at
least 24 of the required semester hours in the Department of Music while in
residency at the University of Dayton. Transfer students pursuing a major in MUE
mustcomplete atleast20 of the required semester hours in the Departmentof Music
while in residency at the University of Dayton. Transfer students pursuing a music
minor must complete at least 12 of the required semester hours in the Department
of Music while in residency.
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BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN MUSIC (MUS)1
" 
:$i#::x **l#t fji#r: ::::: ::::::: :: ::: :::::::::: :: :: :::: :: :: :::: :t;a
Conducting: MUS240 2
Performancestudies,includingfunctionalkeyboardskills............. 12
Ensemble: MIJS 49L,492, 493 or 390 4
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (T semesters) ................ 0
Music electives ............2
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies (including PHL 325)...........
History............
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts (including MUS or other arts) .................
Foreign Lang. and/or Arts and/or Humanities ...................
Social Sciences
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204, 205 excluded)
Natural Sciences......................
Communication competencies
Introduction to the University: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
-\See 
also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Educaiton Requirements.
t2
6
3
J
3-9
12
3
11
0-9
0-L
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BACHELOR OF MUSIC
MUSIC COMPOSITION
WITH A MAIOR IN
(MUC)1
Music theory: MUS 111-114, 21'1.-2'1.4
Composition:}MUS121,-122,22L-222,321-322,4214222.........
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302, elective...............
Score reading: MUS 314.........
Orchestration or arranging: MUS 315 or 318;416.......
Conducting: MUS 2,10; 345 or 346
Performance studies: MUS 399 arrl/ot 499;29G2993 ..............
Ensemble: MUS 491 ,492,or 493
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters)..
Theory and/or composition electives .............
Music electives
Comrnunication competencies
Philosophy and Religious Studies (including PHL 325) ..................
Natural Sciences......................
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences
794
t6
t2
9
2
4
4
T2
8
0
10
l0
0-9
t2
6
J
6
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Humanities (includes HST 101,102, or 198) ......
Other non-music electives
MUS
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 .. G1
Total semester hours ............... r2G136
6
6
rSee Chapter V for General Education requirements.
2Each composition major must present one and a half recitals of original work by the
senior year.
3Functional Keyboard Skills or equivalent is required.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAJOR IN MUSIC
PERFORMANCE (MUP)I
Semester Hours
Music requirements 87
Music theory: MUS 1i1-114 21L-214 L6
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302, elective.............'. .. 9
Conducting and arranging: MUS 240,318. 4
Performance sfudies2................. %
Major area of specialization ................. 2+32
Minor area of specialization3............... +L2
Ensemble: ll(IJS 497,492, or 493 .............. 8
Recital attendance: MUS 2ffi (7 semesters).. 0
Music electives 14
Communication competencies G9
Philosophy and Religious Studies (including PHL 325)......... 12
Natural Sciences...................... 6
Mathematics (MTH 102, 2M, 205 excluded)
Socialandbehavioralsciences 6
Humanitiess(includes HST 101, tOZ or 198)) 6
Other non-music electivess..... 6
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 0-1
Total semester hours ............... t2GI%
lSee Chapter V for General Education requirements.
2Performance study in major area must lead to a half junior solo recital and a full smior
solo recital.
3Must include lll{Us 296-299 or MUS 399.
aVoice majors must take MUS 235 and MUS 408; piano majors must include MUS
405 and 435; instrumental majors must take a pedagogy course in their area of
specialization.
sVoice majors must include 2 semesters of foreign language study.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAJOR IN
MUSIC THERAPY (MUT)I
Semester Hours
Music theory: MUS 111-114 21'1'-2L4
Music history and fiterature: MUS 301-302
Conducting and arranging: MUS 240,318.
Performance studies on the student's principal instrummt leading to a
t6
6
4
81
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minimum of a half-recital during the junior or senior year: MUS 399 ........... 10
Vocal and instrumental methods, including accompanying instruments
of piano and guitar: MUS t95,235,295,296-299,338, and three credits
from the followrng:237,238,239,293,381 ................... 11
Music therapy, including core courses and practicum: MUS 280,285,
286,287,288,385,386,387,388,485,486 ..................... 19
Functional Music Therapy Skills: MUS 282...... ............................ 2
Mwic and dance electiv^es 5
Ensernble........ 6
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters).. 0
Music therapy intemship: MUS ,fi9: 2
Psychology: 1.01,355,363, and elective L2Sociology........ 3
Sciences, including HSS 305................... 6
Communication competencies U9
Philosophy and Religious Studies (including PHL 325)......... 12
Mathematics (M[II102,204,205 excluded) 3
Humanities (includes HST 101, 102, or 198) 6
Elective 3
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 0-1
Total semester hours ............... L26-I36
rSee Chapter V for General Education requirements.
'?This intemship of 1,040 hours is taken after student completes all other course
requirements. ln order to be recommmded for an intemship, the student must eam a grade
of C- or better in each music therapy course, have an overall grade point average of at least
2.00 and a grade point average of at least 2.50 in music, music therapp and psychology
coursework. Upon successful completion of the internship, thegraduate is eligible to take a
national certification examination to become a Music Therapist-Board Certified.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAJOR IN
MUSrC EDUCATION (MUE)I
Sanester Hours
Music requirementf ..................
Requirements for all speciali 
"ations2
Music theory: MUS 111-L14, 2'l.l-274 ..............
Functional keyboard skills: MIJS 29G299
Music history and literature: MUS 301.-302, 303 .....................
Perfonnance sfudieson the student's principal instmment leading to a
rninimum of a half-recital during the junior or senior year:
MUS 399 (7 semesters) L4
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters).. 0
Ensemble: MUS 491 or 492 or 493 (5 semesters) and 390 (2 semesters)................ 7
Additional requirements for band specialization3
Music education: MUS 195, 235, 337, 332, 335, 336, 337, 3fi , 339, 430,431.................... ...23.5-24
Conducting: MU524O,346 4
81-82.5
1,6
4
9
2
2
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Additional requirements for orchestra specialization3
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Music education: MUS 195,235,33L,332,335,336,337,338,339 ....................'..'.. 19.5
Conducting: MUS 240,346 ................... 4
String minor: MUS 399 (2 semesters)... 4
Additional requirements for choral specialization3
Musiceducation:MUS235,237,238,33t,332,335,338,339........... 74
Conducting: MUS 2,10,345 ................... 4
Guitar: MUS 195,295............ .......... L-2
Diction and literature: MUS 408..................... 2
Piano or voice minor: MUS 399 (3 semesters) 6
Additional requirements for classroom specialization3
Music education M1J5235,237,238,33I,332,335,338, 339................'.. 14
Conducting: MUS 240 2
Guitar: MUS 195,295............ ......... l-2
Improvisation: MUS 381 2
Piano minor: MUS 399 (4 semesters) 8
Teacher education2 : EDT 100, 110, 207,30'l',340, 422 .'..........'.......... ............. 30
Communication competencies ....................... ........................ 0-9
Philosophy and Religious Studies (including PHL 325)........... 9
Natural Sciences...................... 6
Mathematics (MTH 102,204,205 excluded).................... 3
Social and behavioral sciences........................ 3
Humanities (HST 101, L02, or 198\ 3
lntroduction to the University: ASI 150 ....'. G1
Total semester hours ............... I32-L4{J
rSee Chapter V for General Education requirements.
2Studenti in the music education program are required to maintain a 2.0 cumulative grade
point average, and a 2.5 cumulative average in teacher education and music courses.
- 3lStudents will select one of four specialty areas (band, choral, classroom, or orchestra). Upon
completion of the degree, candidates will receive a provisional multi-age license fromthe State
of Ohio to teach classroom, instrumental, and vocal music from pre'kindergarten through
senior high school.
CERTIFICATE IN CHURCH MUSIC (MCH)I
MUS 113-114 Aural Skills I
Fundamentals of Conducting
Fundamentals of Arranging3:
Choral Conducting ..................
Sacred Music: Its History and Performance Tradition......
Organ, Voice, or Guitar Performance Studies .......................
Contemporary Liturgical Music Repertoire
Church Music Intemship...........
University Chorale ..................
Christian LiturCy ....................
MUS 240
MUS 318
MUS 345
MUS 350
MUS399
MUS452
MUS459
MUS 493
REL 446
4
2
2
2
J
8
3
2
2
3
35Total semester hours ...............
rSfudmts may also register for classes in this certificate program tfuoueh the Office of
Spggal Programs.and Continuing Education. Such studentd maiy be requirEd to complete a
Penonnance audrhon.Or MUS elective to be determined bv advisor.
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FACULTY
Donna M. Col; Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Ridder, Sandness
Professors: Benedum, Chenoweth, Magnuson, Snyder, Street
Associate Professors: Cox, Hartley, Morris, Reynolds
Assistant Professors; Gardstrom, Jones, Ritz
Artists-in-Residence: Berjanin, Corrigan, Farris, McCutcheon, Todey, Wright
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MUS 104. MUSIC LITERAruRE FOR THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM: Sfudy
of music literature and its direct application to elementary classroom use. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 110. FLINDAMENTALS OF MUSIC: For the student with no previous experi-
ence with theory of music. Notation of music, key and time signatures, fundamental
harmonic progression, and introduction to the piano keyboard, Elementary ear training
and dictation. Open to all University students. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS 111-112. THEORY OF MUSIC I: Basic vocabulary and grammar of music: fun-
damentals (intervals, scales, modes, keys, triads), counterpoint studies, basic diatonic
harmonic motions, and small-scale compositions. Some assignments are done with
computer notation programs. Portions of the course are Web-based. Prerequisite: MUS
lll lor LL2. 2 sem. hrs. each
MUS 11&114. AURAL SKILLS I: Basic techniques of listening encompassing specific
skills such as interval recognition, sight+inging, performance of rhythms, as well as
melodic, rhythmic and harmonic dictation. Aural haining is enhanced by computer-
assisted instruction. Prerequisite: MUS 113 for 114. 2 sem. hrs. each
lvlus l2l-122. COMPOSITION I: Supplemental explorations for majors in music
composition, to accompany work in MUS 11.l.-1L2. Basic notational practices and appli-
cation of traditional techniques to the creative process. Corequisite:
MUS 111-112. Prerequisite or corequisites: MUS 111 for 121; MUS L12 and completion of
121 for L22. 1 sem.hr. each
MUS 191. VOICE CLASS: Principles of good singing; development of the voice; vocal
literature. Minimum of 4 students required. Open to all students. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 195. BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS I: Introduction to playing the guitar with
emphasis on chord playing and accompaniment, improvisatioir, and lpplicition of the
guitar to music teaching. 1. san.hr.
MUS 196. GROTIP PIANO I: For the student with no previous piano study. Rudi-
ments of music reading, performance of simple folk and popular music, basic knowledge
of scales, key signatures, and chords. Open to all University students. Fee. 1 sem. hr.
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MUS 200. RECITAL ATTENDANCE: All music majors are required to attend profes-
sional and student concerts and recitals, to develop critical listening experience and
knowledge of repertoire. No qeilit
*MUS 201. MUSIC IN CONCERT: A survey of music literature, styles, and important
composers, through preparation for and attendance at selected concerts on the
carnpus and in the community. Concert ticket fees will be required. Open to all
University students. 3 setn. hrs.
*MUS 203. SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF MUSIC: AN iNtrOdUCtiON tO MUSiC ANd itS
literature, with emphasis on the way music has been shaped by its cultural, geographic,
and historical contexts. Open to all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
*MUS 205. MUSIC, INSTRUMENTT AND TECHNOLOGY: A survey of music litera-
ture, styles, and important composers, and the way the development of instruments has
influenced changes in musical sfyle. The course will also consider the ways technology
has altered our approach and access to music making, Iistening, and dissemination in
the twentieth century. Open to all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
MVS 2ll-212. THEORY OF MUSIC II: SATB part-writing, Schenkerian analysis,
chromatic procedures, decline of Common Practice Period, basic twentieth-century com-
positional styles. Some assignments are done with computer notation progranrs. Portions
of thecourseareWeb-based.Prerequisites:MUSl12withgradeof Corbetterorpermission
for MUS 211.; MUS 2l'1. for 212. 2 sem. hrs. each
MIJS213-214. AURAL SKILLS tr: Advanced techniques of listening encompassing spe-
cific skills such as interval recogrr.ition, sight+inging performance of rhythms, as well as
melodic, rhythmic and harmonic dictation. Aural training is enhanced by computer-
assjsted instruction. Prerequisites: MUS 114 with grade of C or better or permission for
MUS 213; MUS 213 for 214' 
2 sern. hrs. each
]N'{IJS 221-'',',. COMPOSITION II: Supplemental explorations for majors in music
compositiory to accompany work in MUS 2\1-2\2. Style analysis and synthesis, extension
of traditional techniques, and basic instrumental applications. Corequisites: MUS
21'1.-212.Prercquisites orcorequisites: MUS211 for221;MlJS212 andcompletionof 22| for
1 sern. hr. uch
MUS231. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC EDUCATION: Anintroductionto awidevariety
of pedagogical and philosophical aspects of teaching the arts. Topics will include tech-
nology,national and statestandards, historyspecial leamers, reading inthecontentarea,
and professional organizations. Field experience is required. Prerequisite: EDT 110.
2 sem.hrs.
* MUS 232. INTEGRATING TFIE ARTS: MUSIC: Primarily for Teacher Education Majors.
Development of knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes in music for integration into a
classroom setting in which other classroom subjects are taught. Prerequisite: EDT 110.
2 sem.hrs.
MUS235. VOICEPEDAGOGY: Techniquesforteachingsinging. l.sem.hr.
MUS 237. BRASS INSTRLIMENT LABORATORY: Introduction to the performance
and pedagogical tedmiques for the brass inskument family. Fee. 1- sem. hr.
MUS
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MUS 238. WOODVVIND INSTRUMENT LABORATORY: lrtroduction to the perfor-
mance and pedagogical techniques for the woodwind instrument family. Fee.
l sem.hr,
MUS 240. FLINDAMENTALS OF CONDUCTING: Introductory-level course dis-
cussing basic conducting techniques, musical styles, interpretation, score sfudy
and analysis, transposition, and literature. Dual emphasis of choral and instru-
mental techniques. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS280. MUSIC ANDMOVEMENTFORPERSONSWITH DISABILITIES: Trainingin
theuseof musicandmovementforchildrenwithdisabilities underthe supervisionof AIM
(Adventures in Movement) for the Handicapped, Inc. Includes observations and practice
in the field. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in music or related fields. 'L snn. hr.
MUS 282. RECREATIONAL MUSIC THERAPY SKILLS: Introduction to melodic and
percussive nonsymphonic instruments and voice with particular emphasis on develop-
ing a variety of functional clinical skills in both active and receptive music therapy
techniques for children and adults. 2 sern.hrs.
MUS 285. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THERAPY I: History and development of
music therapy; survey of theoretical bases and current trends ior the use ofmusic in
therapy; disability areas using music therapy. Orientation in the clinical field. Prereq-
uisites: PSY 101,363. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 286. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THERAPY II: Continuation of MUS 285;
orientation to the profession of music therapy through lectures, readings, audiovisual
materials, and field trips; emphasis on specific disability areas using music therapy.
Prerequisite: MUS 285. 2 san. hrs.
MUS 287. PRACTICTIM IN MUSIC THERAPY I: Supervised pre.internship field
experiences with children and./or adults with special needs. One-hour weekly lab
required. 1, sem. hr.
MUS 288. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY tr: Supervised pre-intemship field
experiences with drildren andlor adults with special needs. One-hour weekly lab
required. 1. sem. hr.
MUS 293. ORGAN CLASS: brtroduction to the organ, including basic performance
techniques, registratiorl beginning literature, and hymn playing. Prerequisite: Demon-
strable keyboard technique. Fee. 7 sem. hr.
MUS 294. HARPSICHORD CLASS: Beginning class lessons in harpsichord perfor-
mance, including basic technique, stylistic considerations, and simple maintenance and
tuning of the instrument. Fee. 1 san. hr.
MUS 295: BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS II: Note reading in first position; advanced
chord work, introduction to chord solo playing, and improvisation. Prerequisite:
, em. 
MUS 195 or equivalent. 1, sem. hr.
MUS 295. FLINCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS I: Class instruction in development
of basic performance technique, sight reading, accompanying, transposing, playing by
ear, improvising, and score reading. Music majors only. Fee. 1sem.hr.
I,/IIJS 297. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS II: Further development of techni-
ques introduced in MUS 295. Music majors only. Fee. Prerequisite: MUS 296.
1 snn. hr.
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MUS 298. FLINCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS III: CONtiNUAtiON Of MUS 297 W*h
emphasis on improvisation and harmonization techniques. Music majors .fi: 
-t:_:.
Pr&equisite: tr'4.[iSZSZ. I setn' nr'
MUS 299. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS [V: CONtiNUAtiON Of MUS 298 With
"-onuri, 
or, udvanced chord work and modulation techniques. Music majors only' Fee'
i."i"q"irii"' vrus ise' - 1 sem'hr'
*MUS 301-302. MUSIC HISTORY AND LmERATURE I, II: A survey of Western
music history and literature from the Middle Ages to the present. IrnPortant comPosers,
masterworks of music literature, compositional styles' May be taken in ttfliiflir?iir";
*MUS 303. INTRODUCTION TO MUSICS OF THE WORLD: A survey of music from
."p."t""tuti"" cultures around the world, and its role and function in society' 
sem. hrs.
* MUS 304. HISTORY OF AMERICAN MUSIC: Survey of the American musical heritage
"*pnuriri"g Anglo- and 
Afro-American folk traditions, early religious music, country
-Gic, pio"E"rs il piano, band and concert music, and contemPorary popular music'op;"6 ail Universlity students. 3 sem'hrs'
* MUS 305. AFRICAN-AMERICAN SACRED MUSIC: A hiStOTiCAI SUTVEY Of AfTiCAN-
American sacred music from its African roots to the present with an-emphasis on
developments in recent decades. Examines spirituals, the ring-9hgut, livil rights songs,A;;;i;;; f;; of Gospel music, traditibnal hymnody of the African-American
church and the musical aspects of black preaching.oPen to all university shldents; 
-J sem. nrs.
* MUS 306. HISTORY OF AMERICAN JAZZ: Suwey of the literatur: an$ perform-
""." 
pt".ti""s from 1890 to the p-resent. Includes blues, Dixieland, ragtime,
boogil-*oogie, swing, bop, cool,'funky, and current techniques. Open to,all
Uniie.sity sf,rdents. 3 sem'hrs'
*MUS 307. DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN POPULAR SONQ: fqvey of American
;6;ht -"tt. from the days of the colonies, tu-yuly"TL tn9 UflUalqe-ra' minstrel'
iraideville, operetta, early hh music, through Tin Pan Alley to Broadway, including
U*op"* it fit"nces. Op6n to all University Jtudents' 3 sem' hrs'
MUS 308. CHAMBER MUSIC AND SYMPHONY: Formal and harmonic analysis of
chamber music. Formal analysis of symphonies of classic, romantic, and contemPorary
composers. Prerequisites: tttlS Ztt,Zti. 2 sem' hrs'
*MUS 309. OPERA HISTORY AND LITERATURE: Survey of the development of the
opera and its literature from its 17th-century beginnings to the present. Focus upon
niajor works and composers' Open to all Universlty students' 3 sem'hrs'
* MUS 310. MOZART'S OPERAS: An interdisciPlinary survey of Mozart's operas-Ger-
man and Italian, serious and comic . class discussions will be supplemerrted by extmsive
listening and/or viewing of recorded performances and, when possible, attendance at
live perTormances. 3 sem'hrs'
MUS 311. EIGHTEENTH{ENTURY COTINTERPOINT: Study of the contrapuntal
technique of the 18th century, particularly in the instrumental works of J.s' Bach'
Original compositions in forms of the invention and the fugue. Prerequisites:
MtJS2lL,2lz. 2 sem'hrs'
MUS
assignments. Field experience required.
Universitv of Davton M
3 sem. hrs.
MUS 312. SXTEENTH{ENTURY COLTNTERPOINT: study of the medieval modes
a]tg lne.voca] nolyphony of the motet and the Mass, up to and including five-part writing;
original student compositions. ' 2 sem. hi.
MUS 313. ADVANCED AURAL SKILLS: Advanced training in dictatiory solfege
and aural analysis. Prerequisite: MUS 215. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 314. scoRE READING: Training in reading music at the piano from open
score. Drill r1 transposition, improvisatiory and reading of various clefs, leading to^the
realization of frrll vocal and orchestral scores. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 316. FUNDAMENTALS oF ORCHESTRATION: Instrumentation studies of
the four main orchestral families: woodwinds, brass, percussiory strings. some work in
combining families. Prerequisite: MUS 212. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 318. FLINDAMENTALS oF ARRANGING: Arranging studies for woodwinds,
brass, percusslol:Ti"gr, and choir. tndividual examination of instruments; proiects.
Prerequisites: MlJS2l2. 2 sem. hrs.
MIJS 321-322 coMPosfrloN Irl:-Beginning explorations of original composition
which utilize 99uall)r the concepts_olntt.n, temporat elements, timbrL, and dpamics.Prerequisites: MUS 214 lor 32L; MUS 321 for 322. 2 sem. hrs. each
*MUS 328. HISTORY oF THE AMERICAN MUSICAL: A survey of the history andliterafure of the American musical from its 19th century predecessors to the present day.
The course will focus onmajorrepresentative works, majorcomposers, and otherartistic
innovators. Open to all University students. 3 sem.hrs.
MUS 331. cHoRAL MUSIC METHODS: pedagogical techniques for choral ensembles.
Topics include th9 singingv.oice, thechangingvoice, organizatiory artistic development,
literature, and rehearsal techniques. watibnit Standaris are emphasized as they relate
to specific objectives. Current related practices in technology are incorporated in specific
assignments. Field experience required. B sem.hrs.
MUS 332. INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC METHoDS: pedagogical techniques for band
and orchestra. Topics inchrde teaching and rehearsal techiiques, organiiatiory assess-
ment, learning theories, philosophy,literature, and programming. National Standaids
are emphasized as they relate to s_pecific objectives.- currenl related practices in
technology are incorporated in specific assignments. Field experien"e 
-itt i" t"q.ri"eJ.
MUS 335. cLASSRooM MUSIC METHoDS: pedagogical techniques for class-
room- music grades preK-8. Topics rlclude the pedagogicll methods oi orn, Kodalp
suzuki, and Dalcroze; lesson-plan dg:tgn, implimentatiory and assessment. special
emphasis on the exceptional leamer. National Standards are emphasized as they'relate
to specific objectives. Current related practices in technology *" itr.olporated in ipecific
MUS 336. wooDwIND PEDAGoGy: pedagogicar techniques for the woodwind in-
struments. Separate section for each instrument. ehrinet and flute are firll-term courses.
oboe, bassoon, and saxophone courses are 7 weeks long. Fee. 112-1. sem.hr.
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MUS 337. BRASS PEDAGoGY: Pedagogical techniques for the brass instrumerrts.
S"p"rut" ,..Uor, for each instrument. Trrimlet is a full-term course. Hom, trombone, and
baritone/tuba courses are 7 weeks long. Fee' L12-L sem'ht'
MUS 338. PERCUSSION PEDAGOGY I: Pedagogical techniques for the percussion
instruments. Fee. 'l- sem'ht'
MUS 338. PERCUSSION PEDAGOGY Il A continuationof Percussion Pedagogyl. This
".** 
-iu address performance sfudy on the snare drum, mallets, and timpani; b)
ieu"t ir,g te"hniques for the accessory instruments; c) minor repairs; and d) methodbook
analysis. Fee. 112 xm'hr'
MUS 33g. STRING PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for the string_ instruments.
separate sections for upper strings and lower stringsJach section is a full-term course'
U15p"t ttti"gt should be taken bifore lower stringJ' Fee' 1 sem' hr'
MUS 345. CHORAL CONDUCTING: Continuation of techniques introduced in
MUS 240, dealing specifically with techniques for choral ensembles. Prerequisite:
MUS 240. 2 sem'hrs'
MUS 346. INSTRUMENTALCONDUCTING: Continuationof techniquesintroduced
in MUS 240, dealing specifically with techniques for band and orchestra. Prerequisite:
MUS 240. 2 sem'hrs'
*MUS 350. SACRED MUSIC HISTORY: A survey of the development of Christian
Musicanditsfunctioninworship. Thefocuswillbeonhistoricalstyles,includingboth
their impact on and their appl'ication within liturgical settings, as well as on the
religious reflections engend"iua Uy specific works' 3 sem' hrs'
MUS 360. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC: Studies in specialized areas of music.
tvtuy b" repeated as topics change, up to six semester hours' Prerequisite:Permission
of instructor. ' 1-3 sem'hrs'
MUS381. CLINICAL AND EDUCATIONALMUSIC IMPROVISATION: Music impro-
visation techniques and procedures using piano, percussion, voice, guitar and student's
major instrument. Emphasis on the aiquisition of clinical and educational music
ffirovisational skills io be applied in ihe medical, rehabilitatiory clinical and/or
school music education setting'. Prerequisites: MUS 112, L74,297 2 sem' hts'
MUS 385. MUSIC THERAPY PRINCIPLES: Principles and proces-ses underlying
the applicauons of music in therapy, including philosophical approaches' assessment
;ilJd;;;;;i; ;e obiectiveS, evaluatioi and documentltion techniques, and
;;;i;;;3tru"t 
""J staiidards of clinical 
practice' 3 sem'hrs'
MUS 386. MUSIC THERAPY METHODS AND MATERIALS: OVCTiCW Of MCthOdS
ana materials used in ttre clinical practice of music therapy. Review of pertinent clinical
and research literature. Exploratibn of the role of music within various psychotherapeu-[" *oaar. Development df ski[s needed for music therapy marketing and professional
presentations. ' Jsem'nrs'
MUS 387. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY IU: Supervised pre',intemship experi-
ences with children andTor adutts with special needs. 
-One-hour 
weekly lab required'
Corequisite: MUS 385. t sem' nr'
MUS
MUS 390. BAROQUE ENSEMBLE: Audition required.
MUS 388. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY rV: supervised pre-intemship experi-
ences with children and,/or adults with special needs. 'One-houi weekly tab iequi.eJ.Corequisite: MUS 386. 7 sem.hr.
MUs 390. CELEBRATION vocAl TRANSIT: students will study performancepractices associated with American popular music forms{includingf 6p,soul, jazz,gospel, musical theatre) with particular attention paid to imprSrllsliion in the
various forms. students will alio learn microphone iechnique u"a uuri" use of pA
systems,. The semester culminates in a perfbrmance of sllos, duets, and small
ensemble selections. I sem. hr.
MUS 390. CHORAL UNION: Mixed vocal ensemble performing music from all
sty.le periods.in regular concert appearances. open io all uniiersity students
without audition. 1 sem. hr.
MUS 390. EBONY HERITAGE SINGERS: Ensemble specializins in the sacred
music of African-Americans with p_articular emphasis'on contefrporary gospel
music and-improvisation. Open to the entire University communiti reeardTesJ of
ethnrc background or religious affiliation. No audition required. ' " 1 sem. hr.
MUS 390. JAZZ ENSEMBLE: Ensemble specializes in the interpretation and per-formance of traditional and contemporuiy big band ;ur", i""i"ai"fin" uri orimprovisation. Audition required. 7 sem. hr.
MUS 390. MARCHING BAND: plays at all home and some away football games.Membership-includes winds, percuisiory twirlers, and Flyerettes.'concentrates on
llgg,t:gd, offering a wide vlli.ety of musical styles. Com6ines show anJcorps styleelements in presentations. No auditions for winds or percussion. open to all unirr"rr'itystudents. 
1. sem. hr,
MUS 390. PEP BAND: Membership is by audition, and includes winds and percussion
o_nly. Performs at all home men s bisketLar games and some u*uy gu-"r. 6pen to allUniversitv students, with priority given to ma'rching band m"^u".J. i"Jiu 
";i":#!*.
MUS 390. UNTVERSITY CONCERT BAND: Meeting winter semester only, university
concert Band is a non-auditioned ensemble and peiforms t*o o"-"*p,r] concerts. e
wide.variety of repertoire is performed, including marches, show tun6s, concert band
standards, contemporary band literature, and solo accompaniments. 1 sem. hr.
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L12 sem. hr.
112 sem. hr.
112 sem.hr.
MUS 390. BRASS ENSEMBLE: study of repertoire for small brass ensemblesincluding brass quintet, horn ensembie, and others. Audition;q*; -
L12 sem. hr.
MUS 390. CLASSICAL GUITAR ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. HANDS IN HARMONY: A sign-singing ensemble.
MUS 390. INDooR MARCHING pERcussloN ENSEMBLE: study of marching
ryr:"*to", instruments (snare, tenors, melodic bass drums, cymbals, electric bass]electronic-keyboards, and "pi!" percussion). preparation of a ftlll indoor show, with
iTtj,,9i[ *oreography, and stiging. Audition required,and experiencenecessary forsnare drum, tenor sections. Appearances at area exhibitions and competitions. winter
semester only. Audition requiied. Ll2 sem. hr.
2M
MUS 390. J AZZ COMBO: Small ensemble study of works by major. Americ an.iazz
.o*i"t".t. Emphasis on grouP and individualimprovisati6n' Audition ';:H.*.
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MUS 390. IAZ,ZGUITAR ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. PIANO ENSEMBLE: Audition required'
MUS 390. STRING ENSEMBLE: Audition required'
MUS 390. oPERA WORKSHOP: Performance techniques for the singer-actor
iii.."gtr tn" rt"ay and performance of music from operatic literature.Improvisational
exerci"ses are incorpoiated. Audition required' 
- 112 sem'hr'
MUS 390. PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Study and performance of concert reper-
toire for all combinations of percussion instruments, from duets to JuIl Percusslon
""r"t"Uf"t, with occasional iiano 
or string bass accomp-animent' Open to majors
u.a ,,o.t-*ulors; experiencd preferred bi1 no1 required (on one or,more of the
ioiio*i"g, sriaredrtim, tympani, drum set, keyboard perc.ussion, world,and ethnic
;;;;"t;i;;; small accesstty itttit,r*"t ts). Auhition r-equired' 112 sem' hr'
MUS
712 sem. hr,
112 sem. hr.
L12 sem. hr.
MUS 390. WOODWIND ENSEMBLE: A combination of woodwind instruments to
include flute choir, clarinet choir, saxophone choir, woodwind quintet, ^ti:j}n.
MUS 395. SPECIAL TOPICS IN GUITAR: A repeatable guitar class with different
i.pa,"*h t"rm, such as accompaniment ,,bhtes,iizz,classical, bluegrass, etc. Prereq-
uiiite: MUS 295 or permission bf instnrctor. L sem' ht'
MUS 398. INSTRUMENTAL IAZZIMPROVISATION: Individualized instruction in
instrumental jazz improvisuti-ot . sruay of1az7 $eory,.aural development,- stylistic
considerationS, and relpertoire. Corequiiite: Participation in ]azz Ensemble artd/ orlazzCombo. 7 sem.hr.
MUS 399. PERFORMANCE STLIDIES: Private instruction (one 30-45 minute lesson
"u.n 
*""r.) i" piano, voice, organ, violin, viola, cello, bass, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon,
saxophone, trumpet-comet, F"rench hom, trombone, baritone, tuba, percussion, harp,
h;;;i"h;;4, chs^sical and pick-style guitar, and jazz lessons in pia1o, guitar, bass,
-d||lf,;;;;;;;, 
and *ood*i"'as. prereqiisite: permission of insrructor. Fee. 1-2 sem.hrs.
MUS 401. MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC: The development of music
from circa 400 to 1600, including plainchant, early polyphoTl, At: Nova,.and Renais-
sance music; the relationship of irusic to other artl ind t-o is historical context. Open to
aU U.ti'tt"tsiiy students. ' 2 san'hrs'
MUS 402. BAROQUE MUSIC: Literature and performing practices from 1500 toittq th; rehtiorGhip of music to social and-cultural movements. Op-en to.all
University students. 2 sem'hrs'
MUS 403. CLASSIC AND ROMANTIC MUSIC: Literature and performing practices
r.o- rzso t" 1900; the relationship of music to social and cultural movements. opel to
;liu;"";rttystudents. ' 3son'hrs'
MUS 404. TWENTIETH-CENTURY MUSIC: A study of 20th-century music, its
sffles, and its cultural contexts, including post-romantic, impressionistic, neo-classic,
;;;;i-gara". op". to all University s-tudents' - 2 sem'hrs'
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MUS rm5. PIANO LITERATURE:. comprehensive survey of literature for the piano.
Required of piano performance majors. Z setn. hrs,
MUS 408. DIcrIoN AND LffERATRE FoR SINGERS: A course in foreign languagedictionwith an associated survey of significant and representatirn" *orts fr6^ the vocal
9o1.9 repertoire. course alterna-tes its-content: Gernian and English; and French andItalian' course may be repeated as content changes. prerequisitE, vriJs gt 
"jrtr.;;
MUS 413. srYLE AND DESIGN-ANALySIS: Exploration of appropriate analytical
techniques as applied to Westem music from the Reriaissance to thri iresint. prerqriisite.MUS 212. 2 sim.hrs.
MUs 414. srYLE AND DESIGN-SyNTHESIS: Exploration and application of vari-
ous musical slylP 
"t demonstrated by original compositions patteffed after selectedhistoric models. Prerequisite: MUS 413. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS 415. ADVANCED ORCHESTRATION: continuarion of MUS 316. Intensive in-
strumentation studies and detailed analysis of orchestral work. Prerequisite:JVIUS.316.
MUS 418-419. RESEARCH IN MUSIC rHEoRy:_practical experience in analysis for
music theory or composition majors,Prerequisite: senior standing in music.
2 sem, hrs. each
lvfIJS 421422. coMPosITIoN rV: Advanced work in musical composition: writing
multi-movement forms of both vocal and instrumental music. prereqiisites: MUS 32I322. - 2sem.hrs.eaci
MUs 423. coMPosmoN FoR LARGE ENSEMBLES: prepararion and execution of
anextended workfor large_instrumental orvocal ensemble. Ail aspects of score and partpreparatiory notation, orchestration, correction, rehearsal, and'performance wili beconsidered. 2 sem.hrs.
|II{IJS 424. ADVANCED NOTATIONAL TECHNIeLJES: Srudy of special problems in
contemporary notation and calligraphy. work will be done througir analvsis of 20th-
century techniques and creative solutions to individual problems. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS 1125. ELECTROMC MUSIC coMposmoN: study of musical electronic tech-
niques, ranging from tape recorders and musique concrete through synthesizer and
compubgenerated and organized sound 2sn.lm.
lo' fIJS 426. MPROVISATIONAL MUSIC coMposmoN: Discussiory studp andperformance of improvisational musical techniques, including historicj overyiew of
classical extemporizatiory stream of consciousness, jazz, and aleatory and indetermin-ism. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS 430. IAzzPEDAC,oGy: Methods and materials for the organization and teach-
ng 9f iazz performance clasps. Tgnigs include teaching impro"visation, the rhythm
f_.!o", and repertoire for the school jazz band. core-quisite: participation in ttre1azzprogralm. - 2 sem.hrs,
MUS 431. MARCHING BAND pEDAGoGy: Methods and materials for the organ-
:ig?" T9 fu*hg "{ *" lt'e.h school marching band. Topics include teachingZnd
:"T1*31,.lTIT$urt9rl design, anj. philosoptil. Field experience will be .uqili"ed.uorequisite: Participation in the marching band. 2 sdn. hrs.
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MUS 435. PIANO PEDAGOGY I: Systematic preparation for the dev-elopment of
piut o t""tn iq"e and tone; survey and 6tudy of grided teaching material of grades I and
fi. P*;;Gii;iro"r t"..t" of piano srudy or tfie equivalent. 2 sem'hrs'
MUS 440. ADVANCED INSTRI]MENTAL CONDUCTING: INdiVidUAIiZCd iNSITUC-
tion dealing with advanced analysis, interpretation, aural skills, repertoire sludy, Td
conductingi Prerequisite: MUS 346. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 452. CONTEMPORARY LIruRGICAL MUSIC REPERTOIRE: EXAMiNAtiON Of
ways in which contemporary mwical resources are utilized in the worshi- p of Christian
chrirches. cho.al,conggegational,cantoralandinstrumentalmaterialwillbeconsidered
in the context of Uotn tf,e titurgical seasons and specific services. REL t146 rec.T#:af*:
MUS 459. CHURCH MUSIC INTERNSHIP: Minimum of one semester's supervised
service as organist and/or choral director in an approrred parish setting. Prerequisites:
e;*;i"ti";;i half of certificate requirements; pi:imission' 2 sem'hrs'
MUS 460. SPECIAL STUDIES IN MUSIC: Studies in specialized areas of music, in-
cluding music therapy and music education. Yuy U" repeated as topics change, up to
nine se"mesterhours. Frerequisite: Senior standing inmusic or permissionof tt#ittr:.
MUS 485. PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC I: Study of the psycho-
socio-phvsiological processes involved in responses to music and sound' Acoustical
pt"p",i66r 
"f tti"sic 
Jnd physiologyof sound pirception. Nature of music ability and its
l""ir*"*""t. Prerequiiitds: rSv-ior, pnioritanding in music' 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 486. PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC II: TTtTOdUCtiON tO TC-
search methods; review of literature on experimental studies. Research project' Prereq-
uisite: MUS 485. - 2 sem'hrs'
MUS 489. MUSIC THERAPY INTERNSHIP: Minimum of 1040 hours supervised
.ii".iui ttui"ing through resident intemship in an AMTA-apprgved program' This
."qoi."-""t pi6ceaes ihe granting of the music therapy degree. Prerequisites: Senior
rt iiai"g in niusic therapyipermiision. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 491. UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: Performing ensemble of string,
*irra, uru$, and percussion players; preparing literatuIe for orchestra and chamber
or.ft"rt u. Ope.t ti all Univeriity community members by audition' 1 sem'hr'
MUS 492. SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE: Select band that performs the finest in
wind literature. Presents regular concerts during fall and winter terms' Auditions
required. l sem'hr'
MUS 493. IINIVERSITY CHORALE: Mixed vocal ensemble performing mwic from
rtt rfyt" periods in regular conc€rt appearances. open to all university studmts' Auditions
*q"it d: l setn'hr'
MUS 499. PERFORMANCE STUDIES: Private instruction (l-hr. lessons weekly) in
tlt" **" r"u;".ts as MUS 399. Fee. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 4 sem.hrs.
MUS 560. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC: Studies in specialized areas of music' May b9
;&;J; ;pics change up to six semester hours. Pre-requisite: Permission ofinskuctor. ' 14 sem'hrs'
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MUSIC FEES: The following fees include practice privileges. This fee schedule is subject
to change by the University.
Fee per term
Small group instruction in various instrummts (MUS 196,227,23g,
293, 294, 296-299, 336, 337 , 338, 339) $ 60
MUS 399 Performance studies: one 30-minute or 4S-minute lesson weekly
MUS499 Performance Studies: One 6Gmirrute fesso";"ii;::::::..::::.::::::::
General Education course. See Chapter V.
$135-190
$2s0
PHL
PHTLOSOPHY (PHL)
The objective of the philosophy maior Pro$am is to provide sqd:nt-s with the
opportunity to undersiand contimporary philosophy in view-o{-ft" history of
p'tritosopny. students majoring in philosophy must successfully complete a
i"i"lt""* bf S7. The Philosophy major program is also offered in India in conjunc-
tion with the Marianists. Consult the chairperson of the department for further
information.
The philosophy minor consists of 18 semester hours of coursework, at least 12 of
which mustbeititre gOO+00 level. Required courses are 103,201. or 302,350 or 351
or 352 or 353 or 354, one 400-level seminar, and 5 additional semester hours at the
300-400 level. The courses in logic and the history of philosophy are prerequisites
for 400-level seminars.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN PHILOSOPHY (PHL)
Semester Hours
Philosophy
PHL 103
PHL351 or353or354 """""""""""""' J
Four 400-level seminars. Courses in logic and the history of
philosophy are prerequisites for the 400level seminars....'..... 12
g aiditionit sLm. fus. at itre soo400 level ............. 9
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
Religious Studies............ 9
Hist6ry 6
Literatirre: EnglishorForeignlanguage. 3
Creative and Plrforming Arts .......................... 3
Foreign Language and/6r A*s and/or Humanities (excludes PHL courses) .... y9
Social ScienEes......-.....:............ 12
Mathematics (MTH 102,204,205 excluded) 3
Natural Sciences...................... 11
Communication competencies 0-9
lntroduction to the University: ASI 150 "' 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ............ L24
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
FACULTY
Paul H. Benson, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Kunkel, Monasterio, Nersoyan, Rhodes, Zembaty
Professors: fohnson, Quinn, Tibbetts, Ulrich
Asiociate Professors: Fischer, Fouke, Inglis, Kebede, Mosser, Payne, Richards
Assistant Professors: DesAutels, Morgenstem, Poe
Lecturer Mullins
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COURSESOFINSTRUCTION
NOTE: PHL 103 or ASI-111-112 is a prerequisite for all other PHL coruses except PHL 201.
*PHL 103. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHy: Infroduction to philosophical reflec-
tion and study of some central philosophical questioru in the -Western intellectual
tradition, including questions of ethics, human knowledge and metaphysics. Readings
lom majgr figures in the history of philosophy such is plato, Ariitotle, Augustin"e,Aquinas, Descartes, Hume, and Kant. 3 iem.hrs.
*PHL 201. PRACTICAL LOGIC: Introduction to the principles of correct reasoning;
techniques for the evaluation of arguments; common fallacies in argumentation; appil-
cations to current issues in ethics and other areas. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL240. RESEARCH METHoDoLocIES AND TEcHNoLocIES: Development of
research skills appropriate for the major. Students submit papers carefully selected from
written work required for major classes. Required for all Philosophy mijors. 1. sem.hr.
*PHL 302. SYMBOLIC LOGIC: Concentrated study of the valid forms of deductive
argument and proof in propositional logic and in predicate logic; study of formal systems
and of logic and language 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 304. PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN NATURE: ThC NAfurC Of hUMAN bCiNgS; thc
functions of consciousness, the possibility of freedom, the sources of values, and thi goals
of human life. J sem. hrs.
*PHL 
306. PHILO6OPI{Y OF KNOWLEDGE: Various criEria, origins, and definitions of
kngyledge proposed bycommon sense, science, philosophy, and irysticism; questions of
evidence, corsisterrcy, and validity pertaining to the problern 6t truOr atia Uercf. - 3 sem.hrs.
*PHL307. PHILOSOPHYANDWOMEN:Issuesandproblemsrelatedtofeministanalysis
ofsociety and its ideals, such as equal opportunity, sex roles and gender, reverse discrifiti-
natiory violence, and language . A sem. hrs.
*PHL 308. METAPHYSICs: Issues and problems under such topics as appearance and
rgality; universals; relations of mind and matter; the nature of persons -and personal
identity; causality; freedom and determination. 3;em.hrs.
*PFIL 309. PHILosopHy oF MIND: An analysis of the concept of mind and related
issues such as Descartes'mind-body dualism and various reqponsesi the nature of
human agenry, self-deception; and the rationality of emotions. 3 sem. hrs.
"PHL 310. SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY: The concepts of liberty, justicg and equality as
they relate to social problems such as punishment and rehabilitatior; insanity and
responsibility- privacy, population regulatiory economic injustice, environmental degra-
dation, discriminatiory and reverse discrimination . 3 sen. hrs.
*PHL 3L1. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION: The main issues involved in religious belief
and practice, such as the relationship between reason and revelation; critical p-resentation
ofviewsofmainwritersinthefield. - jsem.hrs.
* PHL 3L2. ETHICS: Various types of moral and ethical theory in the westem tradition
and major problems such as the extent of human responsibility and the conditions for
making ethical judgments. 3 sem.hrs.
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*pHL 313. BUSINESS ETHICS: Review of general ethical theory ethical assessments of
incidents that often occur in commerc€ affecting employees, employers, collsulnels,
competitors, or the local community. 3 sem'hrs'
* prrr, su. PHILOSOPHY OF LAW: Major concepts of law to include the nature of law,
iegal reasoning, liberty, justice, responsibility, punishment' 3 sem' hrs'
* PHL 315. MEDICAL ETHICS: brtroduction to morality
the major moral problems of medical practice: human
its integrity.
in general and inquiry into
life and the preservation of
3 sem.hts'
pHL 31SW. PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL ETHICS: An analysis of special ethical issues
raised in a specific area of medical practice. web-based course. May be repeated when
topic ctrangis. Prerequisite or Coriquisite: PHL 315 or REL 367' 1 sem'hr'
* pHL 316. ENGINEERING ETHICS: Introduction to ethical issues in engineering
by developing theories of moral justification and codes of ethics for engineer,', and by
| "i,pfyry ih# theories and codes to moral issues in engineering' 3 sem'hrs'| - pHLgtT. ETHIcs AND MoDERN wAR. study in applied ethics focusing on the
I i-pti"ations of power politics and militarism; various ethical approaches used to| 
".rut.t"te 
wars, tenorism and violence; and an overview of some altematives to war.I 3 sem'hrs'
II * pHL 31g. FAMILY ETHICS: Introduction to the development of the concept of a
I f"*itv in the tradition of Westem philosophy and the philosophic analysis of contempo-
I t* ethical problems in marriage and in parenthood. 3 sem' hrs'
I
I * pHL 319. INFORMATION ETHICS: Examination of ethical principles, codes, cases,
I inciaents, and issues in the desigrr, implementation, and use of computerized informa-
I tiotr rystems. 3 san' hrs'I
I - pHL 320. pHILOSOpHy OF ART: Theories of art and criteria of evaluation developed
I bv ptrilosophers, artists, and critics; therelationshipbetweenartand society andbetween
| "fiiti. and other human values' 3 sem'hrs'II * pHL 321. EI{VIR9NMENTAL ETHICS: Study of the principal ethical perspectives on
I ttt" treatmert of animals and nature including such issues as agriculture, €tr€t$f r
I poU"tion, and economics; assessment of political resPorures to current environmental
I i-ot" t. - 3 sem' hrs'
T
I * pHL 323. pHll-osopHy AND LITERATURE: Critical examination of philosophical| 
"ott""pts 
in selected literary masterpieces, ancient and modem' 3 sem' hrs'
T
I * qHL}a .PHILO6OPHYAND FILM: Introductiontophilosophicalissuesandaesthetic| ,n"oty through a critical reading of texts and examination of selected narrative, docu-| ^*tiry, aniirated, or abstract frlms. 3 sem'hrs'I
I * pHL 325. pHILOSOpHy OF MUSIC: Examination of theories on the meaning of
I music; experiencing music as composer, performer, and listener; aesthetic criteria;I moral'effit of mwic. - 3 snn' hrs'
21.7
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" PHL 327. PHILOSOPHY OF pEACE: Examination of human violence and ethicaljustifications forwar and exploration of resolutions for humanconflictinprocesses such
as pa5i{s.m, peacemaking, democratic world govemance, nonviolent'caring, and a
sustainable economy. J1em.hrs.
* PHL 330. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE: Study of the presupposirions and implica-
tions of 
.scientific- inquiry from a humanistic viewpoinq exflination in science, the
relation between facts and theories, and problems of verificadon . 3 sem. hrs.
* PHL 33L. SCIENCE, OBIECm/ITY, AND VALUES: Study of three interrelated issues:
the limits of scientific methodology; science as a social instifution; and science and
human values. i sem.hrs.
r PHL332. ANDVALLIES: Studyof thesocialimpactof tectrrology+cientists'
rysporrsihlity; bchnologr.Jal chalse an! social change; ttre "rechnil%ical fix"; deilocracy and
the new technological elite; counterculture critiques of tectrnology. - s sein.hrs.
* PHL 333. PHILOSOPHY AND COGNTITVE SCIENCE: A philosophical introduction to
recent researchin cognitive psychology. artificialintelligence, and.,euroscience regard-
ing human, animal, and machine inielligence; the relition between mind, brainland
personhood; and the biology of conscious states. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 340. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOpHy: Examination of perennial and
contemporary problems of philosophy. May be repeated when topic variei. 1- 3 sern.hrs.
t PHL 344. coRE SEMINAR IN PHILosopHy: culminating course for students in
CORE: discussion of selected readings on the issue of humai values in a pluralistic
society in such areas as wealth and poverty, education, and war and peace. open only
to students in CORE. ' 3-sem. hri.
* PHL 345. HoNoRs SEMINAR IN PHILosopHy: study and seminar discussion of
selected major philosophical works and of the analysis, inierpretatiory and criticism of
these works. Open by permission only to students in the University to""*rt;:#ffi.
* PHL350. CLASSICALGREEKPHILOSOPFTY: TheGreekoriginsof westernscientific,
glito99nni13l and political thought; relationships to current t[oughts; ideas of the pre-
Socratics, Plato, and Aristotle in their culhral contexts. 3 sem.'hrs.
* PHL 35L. MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY: Major philosophical problems from the 4th
through the l6thcenturies and theirimportanie in shapingcurrentbeliefs and traditionsin the Augustinian, Jewish, Islamic, Persian, Thomiit, ind oxford cultural settings;
human action, conscience, freedom, and law. 3 sem.lis.
* PHL 352. MODERN PHILOSOPFTY: Development of philosophy in the 17th and 18th
centuries up to Kant with a focus on sevelal maior- philos6phical fizures such as
Descartes, Spinoza, Leibrlz, Locke, Berkeley, and Hirme^. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 353. KANT AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY pHllosopFly: Development of
philosophy beryr.r:ng yith.Sant through_the 19th century including Kant and philoso-
phers such as Fichte, schelling, Hegel, fthopenhauer, Nietzsche,lames, peiice, andFrege. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 354. TWENTIETT{{ENTURY PHILosopFry: A study of some of the major
philosop-hical movemcnts in the 20th century including phenomenology, etstentialism,
critical theory (Frankfurt School), hermeneutics, and ariaiytic philosopf,jr. 3 sem.hrs.
2t2
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* PHL 355. EASTERN PHILOSOPHY: tntroduction to the ways of Asian wisdom
considering Oriental philosophy as a specialized leaming directed to the attainment of
enlighten;ent and e{uanimity. Comparisons with Western traditions. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 356. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY: Major issues such as the relation of faith to
reason, the relation of science to faith, and the problem of natural law; works by
contemporary philosophers such as Kierkegaard, Marcel, Maritain, Noonan, and
Plantinla. - 3sem'hrs'
* PHL 357. RADICAL PHILOSOPFIY: Study of major attempts to develop a critical
understanding of society; analysis of theories such as socialism, anarchism, feminism,
critical theoryland critiial race theory. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 358. MARXIST PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to the thought of Karl Marx through
a study of the historical setting of the man and his writings, along with recent,interPre-
tations of his thought. - 3 sem' hrs.
* PHL 360. EXISTENTIALISM: Major themes in representatives of the existentialist
movement, such as human freedom, the absurdity of human existence, the primacy of
action, and the roles of speculation and the emotions. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 36L. AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY: htroduction to selected writings of such classical
American thinkers as Thoreau, James, Mead, Dewey, Santayana, and Whitehead. Topics
include knowledge, freedom, and human values. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL362. PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE: Thoeories of meaning and reference and
their philosophical significance. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 363. AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to African world views, ethical
notions, and social ideas using analytical and comparative approaches; examination of
concepts of human diversity and universality; analysis of the transition of traditional
African culture to modemity. 3 sem.hts,
* PHL 364. RACE, GENDE& AND PHILOSOPHY: A philosophical investigation into
the systematic nature of racism and sexism, including inqrriry into the e-pistemological,
metaphysical, linguistic, and representational structures that sustain and perPetuatethe
powdr dynamics of western post-colonial patriarchal society. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL370. POLHCALPHILOSOPHY: Philosophicaltheoriesregardingthenatureof the
state and the legitimation of political authority will be analyzed and evaluated in the
context of philoJophical conceptions of human nature, liberty, equality, justice, welfare,
and powei. 3 sem.hrs.
*PHL 371. PHILOSOPHY AND HLIMAN RIGHTS: Examination of the nature and
philosophical foundations of universal moral (human) rights; and application of human
ilghts tlieoryto issues and cases involving civil and politicalrlghts,-and rights to_equality,
seiurity, subsistence, education, welfare, employment, and health care. 3 sem. hrs.
*PtlL 972. VALUES AND ECONOMICS: An inquiry into the impact of values and
beliefs on the generation of modem economic forces. Analyzing capitalism as a syst_e-m
of validation oTbefiefs and values, the course relates underdevelopmentwith the conflict
between tradition and modernity. It then reflects on the conditions of change liable to
promote global expansion. 3 sem.hrs.
PHL 440. SEMINAR-ADVANCEDPROBLEMSINPHILOSOPHY: Detailedexamina-
tion of some of the more technical problems of philosophy as well as those problems that
arise in interdisciplinary settings upon which philosophers have brought their technical
skills to bear. May be repeated when topic varies. - 3 sem.hrs.
PHL 451. SEMINAR-INDIVIDUAL PHILOSOPHERS: Detailed examination of
thethoughtof anindividualphilosopher(e.g.,Aquinas,Kant,Rawls,Quine)whoisof sufficimt
importance to wanant special study. May be repeated when topic varies. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 461. SEMINAR-CONTEMPORARY EPISTEMOLOGY: Study of recent philo-
sophical work in the theory of knowledge inclusive of scepticism, knowledge and betef,
evidence and justificatiorL theories of perception and knowledge, human interests
and valuation . 3 setn. hrs.
PHL 462. SEMINAR-CONTEMPORARY ETHICS: Study of recent philosophical work
in ethics inclusive of an analysis of ethical concepts, theories of normative ethics, theories
of human actiorL and moral justification. 3 sern. hrs.
PHL 463. SEMINAR-CONTEMPORARY METAPHYSICS: Study of recent work in
metaphysics inclusive of the nature of metaphysics, causality, free will and determinism,
personal identity and the theory of mind and body. 3 sem.hrs.
PHL 490. DIRECTED READINGS: Guided independent study primarily for philosophy
majorsbut open to students who have completed 12 sem. hrs. in philosophy. Normllly
3 sem. hrs. but in certain cases the chairperson may approve l,I or 4 sem. hrs. May be
repeated when topic varies. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor and the chairper-
son. L4 sem. hrs.
PHL492. DIRECTEDRESEARCH: Faculty-directedresearchforphilosophymajorswho
have completed all 300level requirements and at least one 400-level seminar. Students
will write a substantial paper in relation to this research. Permission of the instructor and
PHL
the chairperson.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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3 sern. hrs.
PHL 495. INTERNSHIP: Supervised practical and professional experience related to
philosophyforphilosophymajorswhohavecompletedprescribedcoursework. Permis-
sion_of 'he chairperson. May be repeated to a maximum of 3 sem. hrs. Grading Option
2 only. Prerequisites: PHL 1,03,302,350, 352 and one 400-level seminar. 1-3-sem.hrs.
PHY
PHYSICS (PFIY)
The program leading to the Bachelor of science with a major in Physics is designed
to provide"a strong yei versatile basis for a subsequent_scientific career or advanced
study. Minimum r;quirements for all majors are listed below, but students plarming
for graduate work in physics or an allied area are advised to select additional
mai-rematics and phyiics courses. A physics major must complete all 300-400-level
courses with a 2.0 minimum grade-point average.
students in other disciplines who wish to minor in physics may take 12 semester
hours of any upper-level (300400) physics courses.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WTIH A MAJOR IN PHYSICS (PHY)
Semester Hours
rPhvsics 37
Bisiccourses: Ptty2O6,2O7,2O8,2LOL,21lL L1
PHY301,3Og,g$,3ff.,408,430,431,and300-400 levelelectives...""""""""""""" 25
Mathematics: Vffft fOe, 169t,278,219,302...'........'...... 18
Chemistry: CHM 123, 123L,124,I24L........-..'..... 8
Philosophy and religious studies .................... 12
rrumaniti6s .......................... ...'........"""""""' 9
Social and behavioral sciences.. 6
Communication competencies '........'............. """""""""""' 3-9
Computer Science, iPS 132 o. 1.M......-......'....-. 3
Mino'r (300400 level courses) if chosen...'...... 12
First-year experience: ASI 150 """""""""" 0-1
GeneialEducationcoursesandacademicelectivestototalatIeast
lConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
General Education requirements.
FACULTY
J. Michael O'Hare, Chairperson
Distin guished P r ofusor : Bueche
Professors Emeriti: Graham, Kepes, Miner
Professors: E rwaraye, O'Hare, Pedrotti, Yaney
Associate Professors: Berney, Brecha, Craver, Erdei, Powers
Assistant Professors: Ahoujja, Elhamri, Smith
Lecturer: Goldmann
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
PHY 100. sEMINAR: Opportunity to become acquainted with the broad spectrum of
modern science through periodic meetings with the enfue department. lnvited speakers,
films, student presentatibns, book reviews, and informal discussions. For allp-hysics,
physical science, and physics-comPuter science majors. No ueilit
* PHY 105. PHYSICAL SCIENCE: Broad introduction to physical science. Emphasis
on concepts and scientific thought processes in dealing wilh Principles in physics; some
applicati-ons to chemistry, astronomy, and meteorologll This course-includes an inte-
grated laboratory component. For nonscience students. Prerequisite: None' 4 sem.hrs.
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t PHY L08. PHYSICAL SCIENCE oF LIGHI AND coloR: A treatment of physical
science with emphasis on light, color, and the interaction of light with materiali. For
nonscience sfudents. Prerequisite: None. 3 sem. hrs,
PHY 108L. LIGHT AND coloR LABORATORy: Laboratory experiences to accom-
pany PHY 108. Corequisite: PHY 108. lsem.hr.
" PHY 201. GENERAL PHYSICS: Topics from mechanics, thermal and mechanical
properties of matter, wave motion and sound, and electricity without the formalism of
calculus. First term, each year. J sem. hrs.
PHY 201L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY: Inrroductory laboratory appropri-
ate for students of the health sciences. Experimental scientific techniques and the use of
standardlaboratory equipment. one two-hour period each week. First term, each year.
Corequisite: PHY 201 or 206. L sem.hr.
* PHY 202. GENERAL PHYSICS: Continuation of PHY 201 with a freatment of electricity
and magnetism, wave motion and properties of light, atomic and nuclear physici.
Secondterm,eachyear.Prerequisite: PFIY201 . 3iem.hrs.
Pr{y 202L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY: Experimental scientific techniques
and the use of standard laboratory equipment. one two-hour period per week. second
term, each year. Prerequisite: PFIY 201L. L sem.hr.
* PHY 203. MODERN TECHNICAL PHYSICS: lntroduction to selected topics in modem
physics without the formalism of calculus. For engineering technoiogy students.
Prerequisites: college algebra, trigonometry, and introductory statics and dynamics.
3 sem. hrs.
PHY 203L. TECHNICAL PHYSICS LABoRAToRy: Laboratory experiences to accom-
pany PHY 203 1 sem. hr.
* PHY 206. GENERAL PHYSICS I-MECHAMCS: IrrtrOdUCtory COUTSC iN MCChANiCS fOr
students with a strong background in physics. Three lectures, one recitation each week.
Corequisite: MTH 148 or 168. 3 sem.hrs.
* PFIY 206H. GENERAL PHYSICS I_MECHANICS (HONORS): INtrOdUCtOry COUTSC
in mechanics for students with a strong background in physics. Three lectures, one
recitation each week. By invitation only. Corequisite: MTH 1rt8 or 169. 3 sem. hrs.
* pffy 2oz. GENERAL pHyslcs I-ELECTRICITy AND MAGNETISM: The basic
principles of electricity and magnetism. Three lecfures, one recitation each week.
Prerequisite: PHY 201 or 206. Corequisite: MTH 1',49 or 169. 3 sem. hrs.
+ PHY 208. GENERAL PHYSICS ilI-MECFIAMCS oF WAVES: Introduction to wave
phenomena (including sound, light, and matter waves) leading to basic concepts in
modern physics. Prerequisites: PHY 202, MTFI 149; or pl-ry 20t MTH td9.
3 sem. hrs.
PHY 210L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY I: Introduction to laboratory methods,
handling of data, and analysis of results. Experiments appropriate to the background of
students with an interest in mathematical and physicaliiiences. Two hours lJboratory,
one hour recitation each week. Corequisite:Ptfy 206. 1 sem.ir.
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PHY 211L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY [I: Laboratory methods, data hand-
ling, and analysis of results. Experiments appropriate to the background of students with
an interest in mathematical and physical sciences. Two hours laboratory, one hour
recitation each week. Prerequisite: PHY 210L. Corequisite:Pl{Y 207. 'L sem'hr.
* PHY 250. DESCRIPTWE ASTRONOMY: Descriptive survey for studentswhohavehad
little or no previous exposure to astronomy; material from ancient times to Present,
including pulsars and quasi-stellar objects. Prerequisite: None 34 sem.hrs.
Pl{Y 299. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Special topical courses,laboratory tutorial, or library
work in areas of current interest. Students should consult the composite. L4 sem. hrs.
PHY 301. TIIERMAL PFIYSICS: Thermodynamical descriptions of many particle sys-
tems obtained from microscopic statistical considerations; laws of thermodynamics,
kinetic theory of dilute gases, and Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics. Prerequisite:
PHY 208. Corequisite: MTH 219. 3 sem.hrs.
PHY 303. INTERMEDIATE MECHAMCS I: The fundamental concepts of mechanics:
virtual work, kinematics, special theory of relativity, Lagrange's equation-and central
forces, particle dynamics. Prerequisite: PHY 208. Corequisite: MTH 219. 3 san.hrs.
PFIY 321. ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS: Concepts and models of the structure
of matter; atoms, ions, electrons and nuclei, radioactivity, interactions of radiation with
matter, particle detectiory accelerators, nuclear models, nuclear reactions and processes,
and fundamental particles. Prerequisite: PHY 208 or consent of instructor. 3 sem. hrs'
PHY 323. COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS: The course will explore how comPuters are
used in physics. Topics will include simulations of physical systems, numerical analysis,
and the use of mathematical analysis packages (MATHCAD, for example') Program-
ming will be done in True BASIC and MATHCAD. Prerequisites: PHY 208 , MTH 218.
PHY 333. DIGITAL AND ANALOG ELECTRONICS FOR SCIENTISTT, 
""rr:.t:;:of digital and analog integrated circuit electronics are developed as a way to understand
modem microcomputer based instrumentation. A microcomputer based data collection
and analysis system is used to study binary data input and outPut, analog to digital
conversion (ADC) devices, digital to analog conversion (DAC) devices, and other digital
integrated circuits and concepts. The analog electronics part of the course begins with
a sfudy of discrete analog devices and ends with operational amplifiers and their
application. Two hours lecture and two-hour laboratories each week. Prerequisite: PHY
211L or PFIY 202L or equivalent. 3 sern. hrs.
PHY 390. INTRODUCTION TO QUANTLIM MECHANICS: Basic poshrlates of quan-
tum mechanics with applications made to atomic physics. Prerequisites: PHY 208, MTII
219. Corequisite: MTH 302. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY 395. RESEARCH PARTICIPATION L Individual projects conducted as part of
thephysicsUndergraduateResearchParticipationprogramtoencourageinvolvementof
students with faculty researchers. Projects must be arranged in advance with faculty
research directors. 1.-6 sem. hrs.
PHY 399. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA): Special topical courses, labora-
tory, tutorial, or library work in areas of current interest. Students should consult
the composite. L4 sem. hrs.
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PHY 403. INTERMEDIATE MECHAMCS II: Emphasis on solving physical problems;
noninertial coordinate systems/ rigid body motiory rotating systems, coupled systems,
introductory fluid statics and dynamics, nonnal coordinates, and the descriptions of
mechanics appropriate for the transition to wave mechanics. Prerequisite: ,Trl2?rrr.
PHY 404. PHYSICAL OPTICS: The electromagnetic wave theory of light, propagation
of waves, reflectiory refraction, dispersion, polarizatiory dichroism, birefringence, super-
position of waves, interference, diffraction, Fourier optics. Prerequisites: PHY 208,
MTH 219. 3 setn.hrs.
PHY 408. INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM I: Electrostatics,
Coulumb's law, Gauss's law, potential, dielectric materials, electrostatic energy, solu-
tions to Laplace's and Poisson's equations, Biot-Savart law, Faraday induction law,
magrr.etizatiory and Maxwell's equations. Prerequisites: PHY 208, MTFI 219.
3 san. hrs.
PHY 409. INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM II: Further study of
electric and magnetic fields with emphasis on solving problems; Maxwell's equa-
tions, propagation of electromagnetic waves, electromagnetic radiation. Prerequisite:
PHY 408. 3 sem.hrs.
PHY 411. TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS: Elements of modern optics, solid state
and other selected subjects. Consult chairperson for details. Prerequisite: PHY 390
or equivalent. 3 sern. hrs.
PI{y 420. INTRODUCTION TO SOLID STATE: Classification of solids, crystals and
crystal structures, suwey of lattice properties, free electron theory, band theorj' of solids,
semi-conductors, and crystal imperfections. Prerequisites: PHY 208, 390,
MTII 219. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY430-431-432433. ADVANCEDLABORATORY: Experimentalinvestigationsbased
on principles from atomic and nuclear physics, electricity and magnetism, modem and
classical optics, mechanics, solid state, cryogenics, x-ray diffraction, surface physics, or
electronics. Notall experiments availableevery semester; consultchairperson for details.
Prerequisite: PHY 333. Corequisite: An advanced course in physics. 2 sern. hrs. mch
PHY 440. QUANTUM MECHANICS II: Study of selected principles in quantum me-
chanics. Prerequisite: PFIY 390. 3 sem.hrs.
PHY tt50. SENIOR PROpCT: The senior project is a capstone experience for senior
physics majors. It will consist of a research project of the student's choosing and will
requireboth an oraland written report. Thenafure and scope of the projectwillbe chosen
in consultation with the student's advisor. Permission of the department chairperson is
required. Prerequisite or corequisite: senior physics majors only. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY 460. SEMINAR: Presentation of papers by undergraduate students, faculty, and a
guest lecturers on topics of concern to the modern physicist. Reviews of books and films
appropriate to the group. L sem.hr.
PHY495. RESEARCHPARTICIPATIONII: Individualprojectsconductedaspartof the
physics Undergraduate Research Participation program to encourage involvement of
students with faculty researchers. Projects must be arranged in advance with faculty
research directors.
2t8
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*General Education course. See Chapter V.
PHy 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA) (HONORS): Laboratory, tutor-
ial, or library work in one of such selected topics as solid state physics, polymers, atomic
and nucleai physics, modern optics, theoritical physics, surface Physics,-o-r general
physics. Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson. 1-6 sem. hrs'
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PHYSICS-COMPUTER SCIENCE (PCS)
This combined program inphysics and computer science leading to the Bachelor
of Science with a major in Physics{omputer Science emphasizes the use of com-
puter software in scientific applications and at the same time gives a foundation in
the scientific disciplines of physics and computer science. Minimum requirements
for the degree are listed below. Students are advised to select additional computer
science, mathematics, and physics courses as electives. For further information
contact the Physics Department.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WTTH A MAJOR IN
PHYSTCS-COMPUTER SCTENCE (PCS) 1
Semester Hours
Computer Science....................... 2Z
CPS 15O I51,,250,346,350,353, and two additional courses numbered above 340.
Additional numerical analysis courses are recommended.
Mathematics: MTH 16& 1.69,278,219,302........... 18
Physics ............
PL{y 206,207,208,210L,2L1L,323, 333 and four additional courses numbered above
300. In addition, a senior project involving some application of computers in physics
is recommended.
Communication competencies
Humanities
Social and behavioral sciences ........................
Philosophy and religious studies ............
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
_ 
rConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirernents.
3-9
9
6
12
0-1
120
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSC)
The Physical Science Program is administered by the Department of Physics. It
provides abroad training in thephysical sciences thatis desirable for one whoplans
lo pursue a goal built on a composite science background. The physical science
major combines adequate physics, chemistry, geology, and mathematics to provide
a sound working knowledge of physical science. Since the program is less special-
ized than one in a single science, it has provision for adequate course selections and
sufficient electives to provide the opportunity for concentrated study in a discipline
chosen to meet the career obiectives of the individual student.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR
IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSC)I
Semester Hours
Physics: PIJY 206, 207, 208, 2I0L, 211L
Chemistry: CHM 123, 123L, I24, 124L.................
Geology: GEO 115, 1I5L, 176, 1 16L.................
Mathematics: MTH 168, 769, 218, 2I9 ...................
Upper-level physical sciences (at least 12 sem. hrs. in physics)
Philosophy and religious studies ..............
Humanities
Communication competencies .......................
Computer Science: CPS 132 or'1.44 ........
Social and behavioral sciences..
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
1L
8
8
1.5
26
t2
9
3-9
9
6
0-1
120
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POLTTTCALSCTENCE (POL)
Amajorinpoliticalsciencerequires35semesterhoursofpotticalsciencecourses.
A minor in political science includes POL 201 and four 300-400-level courses
selected by the student to strengthen academic or career objectives.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
POLITICAL SCTENCE (POL)I
Semestr Hours
Political science ....................... %
POL207, 202 or 21.4, 207, 317, arrd.24 additional sem. hrs. including 18 sem. hrs. at the
300-400 level.
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy.....
History............
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts ......................
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities ...................
Social Sciences
Mathematics (MTH 10? 204, 205 excluded) ...................
Natural Sciences......................
Communication competencies
Introduction to the Universitv: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
MINORS AND AREA CONCENTRATIONS FOR MAJORS
Astudentmajoringinpoliticalsciencemayelectlicensureineducation (seeEDT)
or a minor in any related discipline within the College of Arts and Sciences. The
student must consult with the deparhnent adrninistering the discipline for the
particular requirements of a minor. Altematively, the student may elect one of the
fourmultidisciplinaryconcentrationsinprelaw,internationalaffairs,publicadmin-
istration and urban affairs, and political journalism developed by the Deparbnmt
of Political Science. A sfudent completing an area concentration will, upon request,
receive a certificate to that effect from the deparbnent.
Semester Hours
1. Prelaw
Required: POL 301 or 4L1.; ENG 272, 376, ot 474
Choose ttuee: ECO 204; ENG 203,204, or 205; PHL 201;fiC325,327
Recommmded: POL 495
2. Intemational Affairs
Required: POL 202, 2'1.4...................
Choose four: ANT L50; ECO 450, m, Ml; any upper-level non-American FIST
Recommended: Foreign language through 311 and study abroad
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3
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6
9
3
6
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3. Public Administration and Urban Affairs
Required: POL 305, 306, 360...........
Choose three: MGT 301; HST 355; SOC 328;ENG 370 or 372;
ECO 4145 or 485; POL 495.......................
4. Political Jouma-lism
Required: POL 303,311; CMM 330
Choose three: CMM 201; CMM 353; CMM 43I,33L; POL 360,450..
FACULTY
Christopher Duncan, Chnirperson
Professors Emeriti: Lapitan, Kems
I Professols.'Ahern,Karns
I Asiociate Professors: Bilocerkowvcz, Ensalaco, Ghere, Inscho
I Assistant Professors: Martorano, Nelson, Pierce, PriceI Lecturer; Putka
I counsEs oF INSTRUCTIoN
I| . nOl 101. GLOBAL PoLITICS: Examination of major problems and trends in world
I politics such as ethnic and religious conflict, economic integration and inequality,I democratization and security issues, as well as the role of regional and international
I organizations. 3 sem. hrs.
I por 201. THE AMERICAN PoLITICAL SYSTEM: Srudy of the American political
I system, its attitudinal and constitutional base, its strucfure and processes. 3 sem. hrs.II PoL 202. INTRoDUCTIoN To CoMPARATTVE PoLIfiCS: Analysis of major con-
I cepts and approaches in the study of comparative government and politics. 3 sem. hrs.
TI POL 207. POLITICAL ANALYSIS: Introduction to the basic concepts and processes of
I research in political science. 3 sem. hrs.
T
I nol 214. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Analysis of the dy-
I namic forces of conflict and cooperation in world politics. 3 sem. hrs.
T
I f'Ol 300. POLnCAL ISSUES: Introductory examination of contemporary politicalI issues selected by the instructor, such topics as welfare, political morality, political
I camRaigns, institutional reform, and political economy. 3 sem.hrs.I POL301. THEAMERICANIUDICIALPROCESS: Studyofthejudicialprocessaspart
I of the political system. Focus on the participants (police, lawyers, judges, interest groups,
I litigants, jurors) and the process (criminal, civil, and appellate proceedings). 3 san. hrs.
I POL 303. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Comparative study of the politicalI institutions, processes, and systems of the fifty states and their effect on the content and
I administration of selected public policies, progranrs, and services. 3 sem. hrs.
I POL 305. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: Basic principles of
I organization and management in executive departrnents of govemment at all levels;
I gestions of planning, leadership, and control. 3 sem. hrs.| . nor 306. PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS: lntroduction to public policy-making sys-I tems and the methodology of poliry analysis; theories of poliry formulatiory the policy-
I making process, means for measuring policy effectiveness, analysis of proposals forI poliry diange. 3 sem. hrs.
I zzl
I
9
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POL 310. PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUPS: Analvsis of the nature and interaction
of parties and interest groups, and their role in the political system. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 311. PLIBLIC OPIMON AND POLICAL BEHAVIOR: The formatiory mainte-
nance, change, and impact of public opinion on the American political system; the role
of theory and analysis of data in understanding public and political behavior. 
sem. hrs.
POL 313. TFIE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY: Study of the American presidenry, the
development of presidential powers, and its leaderihip role in the poliiical system.
3 san. hrs.
POL 317. DEVELOPMENT OF POLHCAL THEORY: Analvsis of selected theorists
and political doctrines forming the tradition of Westem thougtrt on politics. Theorists
including Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, Augustine, Aquinas, Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Mill, Marx, Spencer, Lenin, Gasset, and Camus presented in their historical
and socio-political contexts. 3 sem. hrs.
POL320-329. COMPARATIVE POLITICS: Analysis of governmental institutions and
political processes of selected countries or areas:
POL 32G-Westem Europe
*POL 32l-Russia and the New States
POL 323-Latin America 3 sem. hrs. ench
*POL 331. NATIONALISM AND ETHNOPOLITICS: An analysis of the politics of
nationalism and ethnicity and their impact on social justice. Diverse case studies (US,
Russia, Northem lreland, Israeli-Palestinian) and institutions (European Community,
United Nations) will be explored. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 333. ITOLffCS OF HLIMAN NGFITS: Examines the evolution of international
human rights norms and the creation of the instifutions for the protection and promotion
of humanrights,andcasematerialrelatingtoeachcategoryof internationallyrecognized
human rights. 3 sern hrs.
POL 335. UNITED STATES NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY: Analysis of various
political, economic, and military issues and problems relating to U.S. nitional security.
POL 350. LEGISLATIVE POLITICS: Study of the U.S. Congress, ,r" 
"tr^::^':procedures, and its powers and influence in the political system. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 360. URBAN POLffiCS AND POLICY: Study of the nature of urban political
systems in the U.S. with emphasis on explanation of differences in their policy responses.
3 sem. hrs.
* POL 371. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: Examination of environmental public
policymaking and implementation in the U.S. and in the intemational arena. Analysis of
domestic and intemational govemmental responses to specific environmental issues.
3 sem. hrs.
POL 404. TINTTED STATE$LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS: This course examines
the foreign relations of the United States with other countries of the Westem hemisphere.
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Political, economic and security issues are examined fromboth theoretical and historical
perspectives. Prerequisite: POL 201 or POL 2L4 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 406. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANZATION: Study of rules govem-
ing the communify of nations; their nature, sources, and developmenf the intemational
agencies responsible for their development, interpretatiory and administration. Prereq-
uisite: POL 2L4 or permission. 3 sem.hrs.
POL 407. CHINESE FOREIGN POLICY: Analysis of the Chinese foreign policy
structures and processes as well as the development of Chinese foreign policy and
relations with the Soviet Union, the United States, and the Third World. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 408. AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY: Critical study of the American foreign
poliry process and evaluation of the sources of American foreign policy. Prerequisites:
POL 201 and POL 214 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 409. RUSSIAN FOREIGN POLICY: Analysis of the intemal and extemal factors
shaping the foreign policies of Russia and the independent republics. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 410. COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY: Comparative analysis of the foreign
policies of major states with emphasis on the process of policy development and on the
nationalandinternationaldeterminantsof policybehaviors. Prerequisite:PQL202or214
or Perrrusslon. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 411. CONSTITU'IIONAL LAW: Analysis of the role of the U.S. Supreme Court
in its interpretation of the Constitution. Emphasis on the various methods of judicial
interpretation as they affect such provisions as the commerce clause, the taxing and
spending powers, due process, the dimensions of presidential and congressional author-
ity, and the doctrine of judicial review. Prerequisite: POL 301 or permission.3 sem. hrs.
POL 413. THE POLffiCS OF BUREAUCRACY AND REGTILATION: Examination
of the nature and meaning of bureaucrary in contemporary American society and the
devices for its evaluation and control. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 421.. SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE: Seminar on current problems and
issues in political science. May be taken more than once when content changes. Prereq-
uisite: Must be POL major and have completed POL core courses. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 431. INDEPENDENT SruDY AND RESEARCH: Individual reading and re-
search on selected topics under faculty direction. Recommended for seniors only.
Prerequisite: Permission of professor. 3 setn.hrs.
*f,OL 450. CIVIL LIBERTIES: Analytical examination of civil liberties in the U.S. with
emphasis on the Supreme Court as arbiter in the endless conflict between the demand for
individual liberty and the needs of constitutional authority. Prerequisite: POL 301 or POL
4L1 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 452. POLHCAL VIOLENCE: Consideration of theoretical approaches to under-
standing violent change in political institutions; the continuum between violence and
nonviolence; revolution, revolt, campus dissent, andpolitical assassination. Prerequisite:
3 sem. hrs.POL202 or POL 333 or permission.
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POL 475. AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT: Ideas that have shaped the Ameri-
can political system: Puritanism, the American Revolution, Hamiltonianism,
jeffersonianism, racism, nativism, social Darwinism, the New Deal, and contemPorary
liberalism and conservatism. Prerequisites: POL 201 and POL3l7 o.P".*ttiorX;. 
rrr.
POL 479. SELECTED TOPICS IN PUBLIC POLICY: Intensive examination of policy
process, outcomes, and impact in an area or areas of American public poliry selected by
the instructor; such topics as transportation, education, welfare, national defense, urban
and community devefopment, civil rights, and science and technology. Maybe repeated
once when topic changes. 3 setn. hrs.
POL 495. INTERNSHIP: Supervisedexperienceingovernmentagenciesandprograms.
Prelaw students are assigned to law firms and judicial chambers. Prerequisite: Permis-
POL
sion of supervising professor.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
POL 497. SERVICE LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Supervised community research or
service experience that complements a specific upper division course in Political Science.
Repeatabli up to three sem6ster hours. No more than 3 semester hours of Social Science
497 credits can cotrnt toward graduation. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Corequisite: A 300-400 Political Science course. 'L setn. hr.
University of Dayton M
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PRELAW
At the University of Dayton, students thinking about attending law school join
the Prelaw Program. That program provides them with the guidance and academic
assistance necessary to prepare them for success in the sfudy of law. Because law
schools seek students with a broad, liberal arts education and discourage students
from having a vocationally-oriented "prelaw" major, prelaw sfudents at the Univer-
sity of Dayton select undergraduate majors based on their interests and aptitudes.
They select these majors either as incoming fust-year students or, with the aid of
their prelaw advisors, later in their college career. However, in order to receive
adequate counseling, all students thinking about postgraduate work in law should
declare their prelaw intentions to the prelaw office as eady as possible. This enables
them to take full advantage of all the counseling, advising, and preparatory services
provided by the Prelaw Program.
In addition to courses in their majors, prelaw students select courses that help
develop analytical skills and academic abilities necessary for success in law school
and careers in law. While no prelaw cotuse of study is perfect for all students,
particular courses taken in conjunction with a traditional academic major provide
the prelaw student with an excellent academic preparation for legal study. Students
take courses which emphasize the following:
1,. Skill in the analysis and synthesis of ideas. Courses in such disciplines as
history, literature, mathematics, philosophy, and the sciences develop critical,
analytical thinking.
2. Proficiency in communicating ideas effectively and clearly. Courses in such
areas as composition theory and process, in exposition and argumentation, in
persuasion, and in the techniques and uses of research aid in the development of
this ability.
3. Comprehension of the basic principles of the American political and legal
system, including their origins and functions. Courses in British and American
history, political science, and criminal justice promote an understanding of these
concepts.
4. A critical examination of the ethical issues in the law and the legal profession.
Courses in philosophy and religious studies form a basis for such an examination.
5. An understanding of the basic principles of economics and accounting.
Members of the Prelaw Faculty Committee help students develop an appropriate
course of study based on their interests, aptitudes and goals. In addition, they
provide students with information about law school recruitment, financial aid, the
Law School Admission Test (LSAT), and the writing of applications and securing of
recommendations. The Prelaw Program also sponsors LSAT preparation work-
shops, a prelaw internship for which sfudents receive course credit while working
in an attomey's office, and mock trial competition. A chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, a
national law fraternity, is active on camPus.
PRELAW FACULTY COMMITTEE
Roberta Sue Alexander (History), Director, Prelaw Program
Frasca (Economics), Ingram (Criminal ]ustice),
Kimbrough (English), Payne (Philosophy)
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
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PLW 301. MOCK TRIAL I: Practice and performance of attomey and witness roles for
Mock Trial National Competition case. Repeatable up to 4 semester hours. 1 sem. hr.
PLW 302. MOCK TRIAL II: Practice and performance of attomey and witness roles for
Mock Trial Regional and National Competitions. Repeatable up to 4 semester hours.
Prerequisite: PLW 301 and invitation by mock trial coaches. 1sem.hr.
PSY
PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)
Psychology is the scientific study ofbehavior, and as such is a diverse field that
touches all aspects of human endeavor.
The objectives of the Department of Psychology are to Provide students with
Ieaming experiences in and out of the classroom which will increase their critical
thinking skills, facilitate their acquisition of the body of knowledge inherent in the
study of human behavior, equip them with its research methodology, and prepare
them for employment or graduate school.
The Department of Psychology offers both the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor
of Science. Each student, in consultation with an advisor, selects a program leading
to either a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science with appropriate elective credits
according to individual interests and goals. The availability of both degrees allows
the student to plan a double major or a major in psychology with a strong
concentration of study in a related or complementary discipline. It also allows for
easy transfer into psychology from prior majors. The Department encourages
students who are interested in preparation for graduate school or a career in a
particular area of psychology to consult the Psychology Undergraduate Student
Handbook, available on the World Wide Web, for a listing of courses that are
recommended for preparation in that area. Some examples of such areas include
clinical psychology, developmental psychology, human factors/ergonomics, and
social psychology.
Each psychology major must complete PSY 101, 2'1.6, and277 eaiy in his or her
academic career. The remaining requirements are stated in the two outlines below.
Exceptions to these requirements must be approved by the chairperson.
Psychology majors are required to attain grades of C- or better in the following
courses: PSY101..,2'l.6,217,andanytwocoursesfromeachofthetwocoregroupings
(rey327,322,323,and422)(PSY341,351,361,and363).IfaC-orbetterisnotattaine4
courses will have to be retaken if they are used to satisfy the psychology major.
A minor in Psychology consists of 18 hours, including PSY 101, one course from
each of the two core areas (PSY 32'1.,322,323, and 422) and (PSY 341, 351, 361, and
353) and an additional t hours of 300/400 level psychology electives. Only 3 hours
of PSY 490, 493, and 494, and / or 497 rr.ay count toward the minor.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR
IN PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)1
Semester Hours
Psychology requirements and electives ... 34
PSY 101,2162,277 .......... 10
Select two courses from PSY 321,322,3n,422................... 6
Select two courses from PSY 341, 35I,361.,363 6
PSY electives3. ..... 12-23
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Liberal Studies Curriculumr
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies
History
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts .................
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities .............
Social Sciences (Excluding PSY) ... ..... .............
Mathematics: MTTI 114, L1.6,128,129,I37,I38,148,149,t68, or 159..........................
Natural Sciences......................
Communication Competencies .......................
lntroduction to the University: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
2May substitute NfiH207 tot PSY 2L6, but the MTH course does not count toward the 34
credit hours required in PSY for the major.
3No more than a total of 6 hours of Wy 490 , 493 , 494 and, / or 497 mav count toward the
34 credit hours required in PSY for the major.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR
rN PSYCHOLOGY (PSS)I
Semester Hours
Psychology requirements and electives U
PSY 101,21G,2r7 .......... 10
Select two courses from PSY 327,322,323,422................... 6
Select two courses from PSY 341,35I,367,363................... 6
PSYelectives3. 12-23
Nafura] sciencesa.......... 24
MTH 1.,18, 148 .................. .. 6
Humanities 9
Social andbehavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and Religious Studies.................. 12
Communication Competencies ....................... 0-9
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least 120
rSee Distribution Table for All Bachelor of Scierlce Programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
2May substitute N'flL1207 for PSY 21.6, but the MTH course does not count toward the 34
credit hours required in PSY for the major.
3No more than a total of 6hours of PSY490,493,494,and/or 49Tmaycount toward the34
credit hours required in PSY for the major.
aTwo 3-sem. hr. natural science courses (BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY) with accompanying
laboratories are required. Theremaining 16 sem. hrs. maybefulfilledbycourses inBIO,CHM,
GEO, PHY, and CPS courses as well as by MTH courses beyond the deparhnental MTH
requirement.
sMay substitute MTH 1 16, 128, 129, 137, 138, 168, ot L69 for MTH 748 or I49.
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FACULTY
David W. Biers, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Allik, DaPolito, Kuntz
Professors: Butter, Eggemeier, Kimble, Polzella
Associate Prot'essorsj Biers, Bower, Elvers, Graetz, Katsuyama, Korte,
Moroney, Reeb, Roecker-PhelPs
Assistant Professors: Crutcher, Davis, Geddie, Lutz, Rye
Adjunct Faculfgr: Martin, Ramsey, Szoke,Zink
PSY
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
+psY 101. INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY: Study of human behavior including de-
velopment, motivation, emotiory personality, learyng-, perception; general application
of piychological principles to perional, social, and industrial problems. Students must
paiuiipate iir defartrn6ntal research. 3 sem' hrs'
PSY 216. ELEMENTARY STATISTICS: Basic probability and applied statistics: mea-
sures of central tendency and dispersion, sampling, estimation, hypothesis testing, tests
between means, linear r-egression, correlation, and ANOVA. Prerequisites: PSY 101 and
MTH 102 or higher. - 3 sem'hrs'
wY 217. EXPERMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: Basic concepts of scientific methods as
applied to psychologicalproblems. Experiments to familiarize studentswithapplication
oiicientific metfroa'otogy to study ofhuman psychological Processes. Required of all
psychology majors. Preiequisites:-PsY 101, 216. 4 sem' hrs'
PSY 251. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT: Focuses on stages of human
development from infancy through the aging adult. Emphasis is-on various theoretical
approaches and the development associated with each stage. Psychology majors may not
tiie for credit toward majbr. Prerequisite: PSY 1'01. 3 sem.hrs'
PSY 321. COGNITIVE PROCESSES: Information-processing approach to attention,
perception, memory, imagery, and thought. Theoretical structures including neuron
inodeiing of highercognitivd and experimental Processes. Prerequisite: ,t"rI!*.r*.
PSY 321L. COGNITIVE PROCESSES LABORATORY: Lr-depth discussion of seminal
research in cognition. Collection, analysis, and interpretation of data. Prerequisites: PSY
101,21.6,277 ,321or permission of instructor. 1 sem' hr'
PSY 322. LEARNING: Foundations of the learning process. Classical and inskumental
paradigms and variants of each considered in preparation for investigations of complex
ieamin"g. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem.hrs'
PSY 323. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION: Introduction to major theoretical and
experimental work in perceptiory including visual, auditory, proprioceptive, and other
r"t sory systems. Prer6quisite: t'SY 101. - 3 sem' hrs'
PSY 333. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS: Survey of major tests
of intelligence, aptitude, interest, and personality presently used in clinics, schools,
personnel offices, and research settings. Emphasis on evaluation and comparison,
iationale of construction, ethical considerations. Prerequisites: PSY 1.01, 2'1.6
or equivalent. 3 san'hrs'
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*PSY 334. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY: Introduction to modem efforts to improve
human performance in industrial organizations and society; selection and placement of
employees, morale, trainin& and incentives. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 san.hrs.
* PSY 341. socIAL PSYCHOLOGY: survey of major theoretical and experimental
work in the field; attitudes, conformity, emotions, group dynamics. - 3 sem.hrs.
PSY 344. INTERPERSONAL RELATIoNS: social psychological research in non-
verbal behavior, social exchange, self-disclosure, and interpersonal attraction and how
PSY University of Dayton VI
these are related to developing relationships. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
FEY 351. CHILD PSYCHoLoGY: study of psychological processes from the develop-
mental point of view; changes in perceptiorl cognitiory emotion, and social behavior
from infanry to adolescence. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs,
and experimental findings. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem, hrs.
PSY 353. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY: Pattems of disordered behavior; social, psy-
chological, and physiological factors; theoretical explanations of abnormal behavior.
Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem.hrs,
perception, cognition, and development. 3 sem. hrs.
rasY 352. FIELD EXPERIENCE IN CHILD PSYCHOLOGY: Practical experience with
a communify agency providing instructional, recreational, or therapeutic services.
volunteer t[-5 hours weekly. Grade option 2 only. Prerequisites: PSy 101 and previous or
concurrent registration in PSY 351. 7 san. hr.
PSY 353. TFIE PSYCHOLOGY OF ADLILT DEVELOPMENT AND AGING: provides a
general introduction to the multi-disciplinary field of adulthood and aging with a specific
focys on aspects of interest to psychologists: cognitive, intellectual, personality, andbiological changes across adult development. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sim. hrs.
PSY355. DEVELOPMENTALPSYCHOPATHOLOGY: suweyof developmental theory
and research related to the psychopathology of infants, children, and adolescents. Focui
is on etiology, identification, and intervention. Prerequisites: PSY 101 and 351 or
permission of the instructor . J sem. hrs.
PSY 361. PERSONALITY: Introduction to the study of personality through analysis of
such major theories as those of Freud, Skinner, Maslow, and Rogers. The development
of personality and the stabilify of personality characteristics over time. Review of clinical
PSY 364. PSYCHOTHERAPY: Survey of current types of psychotherapy. Emphasis on
similarities and differences in underlying theories of behavioral change and aisociated
techniques. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
* PSY 375. PSYCHoLoGY oF THE ARTS: Explores the psychotogical experiences asso-
ciated with the creation and appreciation of music, art, and literature. Course content is
presented in terms of the theories, methods, and research findings in the fields of
Psy 422' PHYSIOLOGICAL rrsYCHoLoGY: Neurophysiological analysis of anen-
tion, sensatiory perception, emotion, motivatiory and learning. Electrophysiological
methods are discussed. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
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PSY 431. INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING: Integrated aPProach to the theory,
t".hniqrr"r, skills, and values of interviewing and counseling. P_ractice through w1!tm
assigroi"nis,-telf study, classroom exercises, and role-playing' Prerequisite: T"#.tni!permission of instructor.
PSY 435. HUMAN FACTORS: Essential psychological concePts and methods to im-
pro.,re.rseof t umutreffortsandequipment.Frinciplesgovemingdesignof equipmentfor
iro-^ *". Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem'hts'
* PSY rt43. PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN: Suwey of topics related to the psychology of
womery such as gender identity and roles, theori'es of female development, relationships,
achievement,laiguage, health issues, spirituality, sexuality, and violence. Prerequisite:
psy 101. 3 sem.hrs.
* PSY ft44. ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: Study of the effects of the physical
and social environment on human behaviors, attitudes, and affective responses. Prereq-
uisites: PSY 101 and 341 or permission of instructor. 3 sem' hrs'
* PSY445. TECHNOLOGY, ENVIRONMENT, ANDBEHAVIOR: EXAMiNCS thCCU]IUTAI
bases for the individual and societal choices which humans make about their use of
technology. Technology is broadly defined to include human-machine 
"t"*Tir*. n r.
psY 450. PSYCHOLOGY FOR MINISTRY: Human development and adjustment,
interpersonal communication, and the psychology of religion. Prerequisite: Acceptance
intoihelayMinistryProgramotperntisiiot ofinstructor' 3sem'hrs'
PSY 451. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION: Addresses the psychological study of the
nature of religion and religious experience; explores the development of intemalized
beliefs, attituies, and valires und the effect they have on individual functioning'
Prerequisites: Junior, Senior standing. An introductory course in psychology,is highly
recom-mended 3 sem'hrs'
psY 452. COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN: Major approaches to the
study of cognitive development; attentional and mediational development in children's
learriing, ri"n ory, and p'roblem solving; Ianguage development and Piaget's thegry.
prereqtiisites: pSV f Of ui-ra aSf or permission of instn ctor. 3 sem. hrs.
wY 457. TELEVISION AND ITS EFFECTS ON CHILDREN: Readings in psychologi-
cal research on the broad effects of television on children. Emphasis on analyzing and
evaluating the research. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem' hrs'
PSY 461. CLIRRENT IMPLICATIONS OF DRUG DEPENDENCY: Survey of effects,
symptoms,treatrnent, causalities, and myths associated with drug use and abuse. Em-
pnuJir or, existing treatment methods and psychological implications of drug depen-
'clency. Prerequisiie: PSY 101. 3 sem'hrs'
PSy 462. HLIMAN SEXUALITY: Psychologicat factors in human sexuality including
developmental, biological, and social perspectives. such topics as sexual orientation,
gender'identity and ro-les, sexual relationships, sexual dysfunction, power and violence,
Irrd 
"o* "."ialization. 
3 sem' hrs'
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" PSy 471. HISTORY oF PSYCHOLoGy: The evolution of psychology from its originsin philosophp science, clinical, and applied settings. Emphisis oriintegrating tiese
systems and schools of thought with modem psyctrotogy. prerequisitei psy1Ot or
permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 490. INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGy: supervised experience arranged on an
individual basis in appropriate settings. For ]r/sr psychology majors who have com-
pleted prescribed course work only. consult intemjhip diiector'for details. May be
repeated forupto6sem.hrs. GradeOption2Only. L_6sem.hrs.
PSY 493. INDEPENDENT srUDy: problems of special interest investigated under
{alulty direction. Area and criteria for evaluation to be specified prior to"registration.May be repeated for up to 6 sem. hrs. prerequisite: permiision of instructor.
1-6 sem. hrs.
PSY 494. READINGS IN PSYcHoLoGy: Directed reading in a specific area of interest,
under faculty supervision. Topic and criteria for evaluation to be specified prior to
registration. May be repeated for up to 6 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: Permisjion of instructor.
L-6 sem. hrs.
PSY 495. SPECIAL ToPIcs IN PSYcHoLoGy: Topics of special interest to faculty
and students; intensive critical evaluation of appropriate literahrre. Prerequisite: permij-
sion of instructor. 7-3 sem. hrs.
PSy 497. SERVICE LEARNING EXPERIENCE: supervised community research or
service experience that complements a specific upper division course in psychology.
fepgtableuptothreesemesterhours. Prerequisite:-Fermissionof instructor. Corequisitb:A 300-400 Psychology course. 1 sem. hr.
Note: A totalof nomore than6 sem. hrs. of psy 49O,49g,4g4and/or 497 maybecounted
toward the required 34 sem. hrs. for a psychology major. No more than 3 semester hours
of Social Science 497 credits can count toward graduation
PSY
+General Education course. See Chapter V.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES (REL)
The Departrnent of Religious Studies s€es itself as a community of scholars
serving thdUniversity.o*ti.rt ity and thelocal comm'nityby teaching, research,
;;iti.tnh and action.'The main co-ncem of the department is an understanding and
elucidation of the Judaeo-Christian religious experience as it is exemplified in the
Roman Catholic tradition. This implies not onlyl deep investigation of the Roman
-utfrofi" forition but also a dialogue with othei Christian denominations and with
other world religious.
- 
Students maj6ring in religious studies ordinarily follow one of five tracks in the
major. StudentJ preiaring f6r ministry in a Christian church (!8., pastoral associ-
ates, youth miniitry, pariih religious"educators) follow the "Ministry" track' Stu-
;;;iJ;;;p"tt"g to'ie'ach retigio"n in elementary or secondary schools follow the
,,Cattr6Uc'Scno"ols" track. Stidents preparing for graduate stu9y 
-m 
Christian
theology, systematics, church history, e^thics, etc., fbllow the "Graduate school
i;;;p;fftil" track. Students prepqinq for graduate study of religions other than
-hr'istianity and/or intereste'd in Woita nJligons follow the "World Religions"
track. StudLnts wishing to study religion as a way of broadening th:i. horizons or
who are interested in-Religioris Stuldies as an undergraduate major follow the
.Ceneral" track. All religiois studies majors must show basic practical communi-
cative proficiency in one foreign language.
Students minirring in religi-ous rtial"i must complete 18 semester hours in the
Department of Religi"ous Stuf,ies. At least 3 semester hours are to be at the 400 level'
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (REL)I
Semester Hours
Religious studies............. 36'*-fiG;"tiilAire 
at least 9 sem. hrs. at 400 level, including REL 490
REL L03 or 198 or equivalent """"""""""""""""" r
REL 490 ...................:...... """"""""" r
Ministry track:
iih-r gi5; REL 323 or 324 ; REL 360 , 437 , 440 , 443 , 485; one course in
Old Tesiament; one course in world religions; one course in religion
"td cnltote.....:................'........ """""""""""""""" 
30
Catholic Schools track:
REi 3ii or 3Z ;REL327 ot 328 or 329; REL 3{0; REL 383 or 487; one
course in Old Testament; one course in New Testamen! two corrrse.q in
,yrt"-"}. ttt".logy; ot . 
"o*t" in world 
religions; one course in religion
....30and culture.....
Graduate School Preparation track:
nSI- S23, 324,437; REL 4+0 or 4+3; one course in Old Testament; one
;"dtil Nei" Testament; one course in ethics; one-coursein world.i"tU.G one course in religion and culture; one additional course in
syst-ematic theologY .......... 30
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World Relisions track:
REL 323 or"SZ4 three course from REL 304, 305, g06,307 ,308; one
course in Old Testament one course in New Testamenf one course in
ettrics; one course in systematic theology; one co.rrse in."Gil;a--
culture ............ 
...........__.__-_..7...-..._..-................. zzREL electives ............................................:.:..:.....:.: ""' " ""' " 
..... 3
General track:
One course in Old Testament; one course in New Testament; one coursein world religions; one course in church history; one course in svstematictheology; one course in ethics; one course in reiligion and culfurir ............ .........21REL elEttives 
........:._-...-._....1_._-_...................... s
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
rsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and chapter v for GeneralEducation requirements.
'zSee Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs. Students who demonstrate basicpractical communica4ve proficiency in a foreigri lan-"guage without takine toiii*!.o.r.r"" 
-iTry:q: _TTI-:oTpt"q an addirional 3 semester houls of elective courses Fom foreigntanguage and/or arts and/or humanities.
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FACULTY
Terrence W. Tilley, Chairperson
Distinguished Seraice Profeisor : Kohmescher
Distinguished Teaching P rofessor : Burns
Professors Emeriti: Anderson, Friedland, Hater
Professors: Barnes, Branick, Doyle, Heft, L,Heureux, Roberts, T. Tillev
Associate Prot'essors: Lysaught, Martin, M. Tilley, Thimmes,
Yocum Mize, Zukowski
Assistant Prot'essors: Buby, Kozar, Kallenberg, McGrath, Moore
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
NorE: REL 103, REL 198, ASI 111-112 or equivalent is a prerequisite for all other REL
courses.
*REL 103. INTRODUCTION To RELIGIoN: Examination of the nature of religiory
comParative aspect of religiory and the function of religion as a source of interpretition
ollifg. Th: "Catholic option" takesthe majority of its perspectives and exampies about
religious beliefs andpractices from the Roman Catholii tradition. The "scriptuie-option',
takes the maiofty o.{ ils perspectives and examples about religious beliefs'and pricticestrom scriptural traditions. t sem. hrs.
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of this literature.
*REL 198. RELIGIOUS STL'DIES HONORS SEMINAR: StUdY ANd SCMiNAT diSCUSSiON
of majortypes of religionsinhistory and some of theirpractices,values,beliefs, historical
derreiopment, and tieological refl-ection, including Catholic tradition; rwiew of major
theoriei on the nature, origin, and ftrnction of religion in human life. Open by permission
only to first-year studenti in the University Honors Program' 3 sem'hrs'
*REL 3OO. SELECTED RELIGIONS OF THE EAST: INtTOdUCtiON tO SCVCTAI MAJOT TCI!
gious traditions which originated in the East, inctuding Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,
Taoism, and Confucianism' 3 sem'hrs'
* REL 304. HINDUISM: Study of the world's oldest living religion. Examines the histori-
cal development of major Hindu teachings, texts, practices and paths fromancient times
to the preient, including form of Hinduism taking root in the West today. 3 sem. hrs'
*REL 305. EASTERN ORTHODOXY: Exploration of the history and theology of the
EastemOrthodoxChurch,fromtheApostlestoByzantiumtoRussiaandtheUnitedStates.
3 san. hrs.
* REL 306. BLIDDHISM AND CHRISTIANTIY: Exploration of the 2,500-year-old Bud-
dhist tradition-the life of its founder, development of its teachings, rituals, and
meditation techniques. survey of the spread of Buddhism to the west in the 20th
century. Parallels ahd contrasfs with thtchristian tradition. 3 sem. hrs.
* REL 307. IIIDAISM: Basic introduction to judaism: its history, its faith, its worship.
3 sem.hrs.
*REL 308. ISLAM: Exploration of the Islamic religious traditions: tu l{" of Islam's
founder, the development of its teaching and ritual, its spread from North Africa into
Europe, Asia, Oceania, its influence on culture and its contempotuv t"ttttffi. 
nrr.
*REL 310. THE PENTATEUCH: Examination of the first five books of the Hebrew
Bible,knownastheTorahorPentateuch,emphasizingthetraditionsthatrelateprimeval
beginnings, ancestral history, the exodus, wildemess wanderings, and the legal codes'
3 sem.hrs.
* REL 311.. THE PROPHETS: The prophetic texts of the Old Testament studied as
reformulations of ancient religioui traditions to meet new historical situations. The
relevance of the prophets to contemporary life and thought. 3 sem. hrs'
* REL 312. THE PSALMS AND THE WISDOM LITERATURE: CTitiCAI EXAMiNAIiON
of the biblical books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, and Ben Sira and of related
literaturewithin the historical contextinwhich they arose. The contemPorary relevance
REL
3 sem. hrs.
* REL 315. THE GOSPELS: With the Gospel of Mark as a point of departure, comparison
of the Markan, Matthean, and Lukan narratives for an understanding of the various
conceptionsofJesusfoundintheseGospels. Thecourseincludeshistorical-criticalstudy
of the Gospel to john, its text, literary iechniques, structure and theology. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 316. NEWTESTAMENTTHEOLOGIES: A survey of NewTestamentwritingswith
a focus on the religious ideas specific to each; special attention to authors'christology,
eschatology, and soteriology; exploration of relevance of the New Testament message
to Christiin faith today. - 3 sem' hrs'
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Gregorian Reform.
+REL 318. STUDIES IN PAUL: Detailed examination of the letters of Paul, stressing the
historical circumstances affecting their composition as well as the main religious ideis of
Paul that govem their content. 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 3L9. THE BooK oF REVELATIoN: Detailed critical analysis of various
bibhcal apocalyptic texts as found in judaism and early Christianitv. Focus on the
Book of Revelation against the background of otherbiblicil and intertestamental apoca-
lyptic texts. 3 sei. hrs.
*REL 323. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAMTY I (100-1100): srudy of important events
movements, ideas, and people in the development of Christianity to the year 1100
including the formation of the Canon, early Church councils, Augustine, Gregory the
Great, monasticism, the rise of Islam, Eucharistic and other controversies, ana tle
University of Dayton VI
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 324. HISTORY oF CHRISTIAMTY II (1100-PRESENT): srudy of important
events, movements, ideas, and people in the development of christianity from1100 to
the present, including the separation of the Churches of the East and l/Vest, rise of the
mendicant orders, Scholasticism, key themes and figures of the Reformation, Vatican I,
Modemist crisis, ecumenism, and Vatican II . 3 sem.hrs.
+REL 326. PROTESTANT CHRISTIANITY: survey of the development of protestant
thought from the Reformation. 3 san.hrs.
*K8L327. u.s.RELIGIous EXPERIENCE: Astudyof avarietyofreligioustraditions
in their engagement with and influence within the U.S. sociil and c-ultural context
inclurljng the effects of pluralism, religious liberty, secularization, and consumercapitalism. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 328. u.s. CATHOLIC EXPERIENCE: The growth and development of catholic
Christianity in the U.s.; its interaction with America, its culture, and its people.
3 sem. hrs.
* REL 329. AFRICAN-AMERICAN RELIGIoN: An explorarion of the history and the-
ology of African-American religious traditions and how African-American religion has
influenced African-American social, political, economic, and culfural movements from
the time of slavery to the present . 3 sem. hrs.
"REL 344. CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE: Analysis of the sanctifying dicniry of Christian
marriage as a sacrament and commitrnent to share in the divine creative pian. 3 sem.hrs.
REL345. EASTERNORTHODoXY: Explorationof thehistoryandtheologyof theEastem
orthodox churctr, from the Apostles to Byzantium to Russia and the uni{ed states.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 356. THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION oF pRAyER: study of several rypes and
fomsof Christianprayerfromvariousperiods inChurchhistory. Themeaning of theact
of faith expressed in prayer and its relitionship to belief. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 358. LIBERATION THEoLoGY: A historical-critical analysis and study of the
theology of liberation and its specific expression among theologians of the Third world,
particularly Latin America A sem.hrs.
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*REL 360. CHRISTIAN ETHICS: h:rtroduction to the reflection upon Christian moral-
ity; discussion of various approaches in Christian ethics, the elements of ethical judg-
nients, and some specific ettrical issues. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 361. CORE RELIGION SEMINAR: Culminating course for students in coRE.
Discussion of readings on values in a pluralistic society; such issues as wealth and
poverty, educatiory riar and peace. Open only to students in CORE' 3 sern' hrs'
*REL 362. CHRISTIAN FAMILY VALUES AND TELEVISION: COMPATATiVC StUdY Of
the criteria and rationale for family life in various Christian Pronouncements with
presentvalues and practices in society as reflected in and promoted by current television
irrogramming. 
^ 3 san'hrs'
*REL 363. FAITH AND IUSTICE: This course explores the history, development, and basic
principles of Catholic social teaching as well as other approaches to faith and justice. Issues
bf economic justice will receive special emphasis. In addition to church documents, the
life and work'of religious thinkeriand activists will be exarnined. 3 sem.hrs.
REL 364. CURRENT MORAL ISSUES: An examination of one or more issues (indi-
vidualand/orsocial) incontemporaryreflectiononChristianmorallife' Mayberepeated
when topic changes. 3 sem'hrs'
*REL 365. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT: A ChTiStiAN CthiC Of
relationality and responsibility. Explores various appr_oach99 a1{ related values found
in society; elements of ethicil lud-gments; and specific ethical issues resulting from
ecofemirtist, technological, and'ecological awareness' 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 366. THE HOLOCAUST: THEOLOGICAL AND RELIGIOUS RESPONSES: EX-
amination of the religious and theological literature of the Holocaust, focusing espe-
cially on jewish andthristian respon-es . 3 sem hrs'
*REL 367. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND HEALTH CARE ISSUES: StUdY Of, ANd TCflCC'
tion upon, the principles of Christian ethics as these relate to the health care professions.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 368. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND THE BUSINESSWORLD: StUdY Of, ANd TCflCCtiON
upon, the principles of Christian ethics as these relate to the business world' 
sem. hrs.
*REL 369. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND ENGINEERING: StUdY iN APPIiCd ChTiStiAN
ethics addressing the moral issues facing engineers. How to make a moral decision,
engineering as airofession, codes of ethics-, safety, environmental issues, confidentiality,
eniployee ights, whistleblowing, consulting, conflicts, and career choices' 
3 sem.hrs.
*REL 372. RELIGION AND FILM: Study of issues common to narrative films and
religious thoughq the power of various film techniques, dornin:rnt T9q"b in religious
ana"fim reflec'tiorU the similar roles imagination plays in film and religious thought'
3 sem.hrs.
* REL 373. RELIGION AND LITERATURE: Joint study of literature and religion,
seeking the sacred in the secular, discussing the doctrines of humans and of God inmajor
moderi writings, especially those of curre-nt collegiate interest. 3 sem. hrs.
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* REL 374. RELIGION AND THE ARTS: tnvestigation of the relisious interpretation of
various art forms and theprocess by which the aesthetic experienie assists in theological
perception and construction. - 3 semlhrs.
* REL 375. RELIGION AND SGIENCE: survey of the ways science has affected religion
on specific doctrines, methods of knowing what is true, and general worldviews; sirdy
ofreligious response to these. 3 sern.hri.
*REL 376. TI{EoLocY AND THE socIAL SGIENCES: Explorarion of developments
in Christiantheology that hav-e paralleled the rise of the hum^an sciences, in partiiular of
concepts of God, humanity, church, sacraments, sin, and salvation in the ligitt of hirtory,
anthropology, psychology, and sociology 3 sem.hrs.
+ REL 377. THE INNER IOURNEY IN MYTH, BIBLE, AND LITERATURE: Sfudy
of stories of heroic figures in the Bible and in other literature as pattems of oersonal anh
spiritual development. Throughout, efforts to relate the materiai to the needs of contem-
REL
POrary Persons.
the context of the Church as the sacrament of Christ.
Universifv of Davton VI
3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
t REL 383. PHILOSOPHY oF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: An attempt to construct a
philoso-phy of religious educatiory various contemporary theoreticai models, dimen-
sions of teaching religion in a pluralistic society, the polarization generated.
3 sem. hrs.
REL 399. READINGS IN RxLIGIous sruDIES: Directed readings in a specific area
of interest under the supervision of a staff member. May be takenlnore thin once. By
permission only. L-3 sem.hri.
* REL 429. MODERN CATHoLICISM: An examination of Modern catholicism based on
a close study of the context, process, decisions, implementation and challenges of vatican
tr in the Roman Catholic Church. 3 sem.hrs.
* REL 437. SIGNIFICANCE oF JESUS: Emphasis on the identity of ]esus and on the
significance that his ministry, death, and resurrection have'for ihe salvation ofhumankind. 3 sem.hrs.
* REL 1140. THE CHURCH: A biblical and theological study of the meaning of the
chuggh which explores the relationship between enrist and the Churc[ the"various
models for understanding the church, and the mission of the Church. 3 sem.hrs.
* REL 441.. TmoLoGY oF MARY: study of the place of the Mother of God in the
great truths of faith in the light of chaptereight of the Constitution on the Church.
3 sem.hrs.
+ REL 442. GoD AND ATHEISM: study of some recent contributions made by
theology, philosophy, psychology, and thehumanities to the current discussion of Godis
existence, nature, and relationship to humanity. 3 sem. hrs.
* REL 443. THE SACRAMENTS: A study of the meaning of sacramentality. The sacra-
ments in the context of Christ as the sacrament of the human encounter with God and in
* REL 449. C'OD IN CHRISTIANTRADHON Arer.iewof theologieofGodinChristian
tradition, from biblical thouqh conjeryporaly sources, especialty aitftese theologies have
affuctecl overall Catholic thought and qpiiituality. rrerequrites, {rr ros, rHl ros.-
3 sem.hrs.
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*REL 446. CHRISTIAN LITURGY: Study of the basic princiPles of liturgy, the
development of some of the basic forms of liturgy, and applications of the 
-principles
within current rites. - 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 447. SELECTED CATHOLIC DOCTRINES: Detailed study of several im-
portant current theological questions primarily from a Catholic systematic and historical
perspective. 3 sem'hrs'
+ REL 471. WOMEN AND RELIGION: Examination of the impact of the women's move-
ment on Judaism, chdstianity, and other major world religions. survey of traditional
religious uttit tdet toward womm. Relevance of feminist apppl$es to scripture, ethics,
rpif;t.rutity, and ministry in understanding contemPorary global issues. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL472. ECOLOGYANDRELIGION: Examinationof therelationshipbetweenreligion
and ecology; bridges the contributions of traditional theological inquiry and modem
scientific iiiilghts ind offers an enlarged vision of ecological concems. 3 sem.hrs.
* REL474. WOMENAND THE GLOBAL CHURCH: Anexplorationof theintersection
between faith communities, traditional and non-traditional, and particular cultures in
the lives of contemporary women. 3 sem' hrs'
REL 484. PRACTICUM: Supervised in-service experience in an area of religious educa-
tion chosen by the student. By permission only. 3 sem' hrs'
* REL 485. LAY MIMSTRY: A critical examination of lay ministry and its theological
basis, in light of Vatican II and recent trends in the world and Church. Special topics:
family miiistry, ministry in the marketplace, leadership, evangelization, catechesis,
*o-"tr, social justice. 3 sem'hrs'
REL 487. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION-THEORY AND PRACTICE: Study of theory
and practice of religious education for those who will be teaching religion in the school
and irarish. VariouJmodels and methods. Emphasis on process and religious education
as developmental. 3 sem' hrs'
REL 488. SPIRIruALITY AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: Exploration of impact
of liturgy and spirituality on contemporary models of religiorrs educatiory studyof inter-
relatioiihipbe^tweenfaiihexperienc-eandieligiousconten!basicprinciplesfor-develop-
ing practicil programs. ^ 3 sem'hrs'
REL 490. CAPSTONE SEMINAR: Study of a particular topic in religion or theology that
draws upon a varietyof resources in the fields. This course Provides.an-injegrajive
academii experience. Topic varies from semester to semester. Required of all majors,
open to minors. May be repeated. Prerequisite: Junior or Senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 492. SPECIAL TOPICS: Concentrated study of issues and subjects pertinent to
religion. May be repeated when topic changes. 1-3 sem' hrs'
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
SWK
socrAl woRK (SWK)
social work is the profession sanctioned by society to provide social services. It
is the professional activity of helping individuals, groups, or communities to
enhance or restore their capacity for social functioning. The profession also engages
in activities aimed at facilitating societal conditions that enhance and/ or restore
social functioning.
A minor in social work consists of a minimum of L5 semester hours, at least 12
of whichareatthe300or400level. Nomorethan6 semesterhoursof field experience
credit can be accepted toward the minor. See also SOC.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SWK 201. SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE AND PROFESSION: Study of the historical
and theoretical underpinnings of the social work profession. study of social work
practice theory and technique. 3 sem. hrs.
SWK 303. COMMTINITY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH: Study of the design and
implementation of community research, including needs assessment and program
evaluation in the social service system. Prerequisites: SoC 101 or SoC 204 and peimission
of instructor. (Same as SOC 309). - 3 sem. hrs.
swK 305. socIAL SERVICES IN THE HEALTH FIELD: The role of social services in
health care facilities and govemmental health programs. u.S. health care policies and
programs; methods of social work intervention in medical settings. J sem.hrs.
SWK 307. MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES: Study of historical perspectives,
deinstifutionalizatiory the community mental health movement, inpatient iare, and
innovative approaches. Policy and practice implications are examined. 3 sem.hrs.
swK 310' LAw AND HUMAN SERVICES: orientation to the legal system as it affects
the provision of human services and the profession; social legislation and court decisions
as theyaffectchild welfare,public assistance, mentalhealth, housing, and probation and
parole services. 3 sem. hrs.
SWK 325. CHILD ABUSE: Comprehensive study of child abuse: its history, scope,
causal factors, indicators for detectiory treahnent resources and modalities, andcommu-
nity responsibility. 3 sem. hrs.
SWK 327. PARENTING: SOCIAL WELFARE ROLE: Comprehensive study of
historical and contemporary perspectives on parenting, future of parenting (assessing
trends and choices in family structure and function), cross-cultural comparisons, policy
and legal aspects of parenting, societal influences on parenting. 3 sem. hri.
swK 330. PERsPEcrrvES oN AGING: An introduction to the field of gerontology.
Focus on themajorphysical,psychological, and social dynamics of aging. selected issues
will be highlighted. (Same as SOC 330.) 3 sem.hrs.
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*General Education course. See Chapter V.
SWK
* SWK 331. DEATH, DYING, AND SUICIDE: SfudY Of thc PhCNOMENA Of dEAth ANd
dying. The role and resporuibility of the professional in working with the dying and their
rrl*ino.t. Study of suicide in this society. 3 setn' hts'
SWK 392. SPECIAL TOPICS: Exploration of special topics related to the field of human
services. Assessment of appropriate literature and research. May be repeated- as
topics change 1-3 sern'hrs'
swK 401. CoMMLJNITY FIELD EXPERIENCE: Supervised field experience for stu-
dents working in a micro or macro practice setting. Concurrent seminar includes
intensive basic communication and interviewing skill development. Students spmd 150
hours in the agency. Prerequisites: SWK 201 and permission of instructor. 5 sem. hrs.
SWK 465. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Individual research, study, and readings on sPe-
cific topics and,/or projects of importance to social work. Under individual faculty
direction. Prerequisite: itermissionbf instructor. 7-3 sem' hrs'
sv,lK 497. SERVICE LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Supervised community research or
service experience that complements a specific upper division-course in Social Work.
Repeatabliuptothreesemesierhours. Prerequisite: Permissionof instructor' Corequisite:
e ioo-aOO Social work course. L sem'hr'
Note: No more than 3 semester hours of Social Science 497 credits can count toward
graduation.
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SOC
socrol-ocY (soc)
sociology-is tle scientific study of society. The unique insight of sociology is that
peopleare who they are largely because of their socialexperi6nces and interactions
with others. "The sociological imagination" is the ability to understand the relation-
ship between the individual experience and the broader social context. [ir addition
to studying various aspects of social behavior, sociology studies the nature and
causes of socialproblems such as crime, maritalinstabilitf,poverty, andracism. The
challenge facing sociologists is to apply their knowledge ii ever more constructive
ways for the improvement of sociefy.-
- 
students intending to major or minor in sociology should consult with the
department chalpe-rson to plan their programs of couises. Majors may concentrate
their sfudies in the fields of human relations or community relations. The require-
ments for majoringin sociolo-gy are stated inthe outlinebelow. A minorin sociology
requires 15 semester hours of courses in the discipline, with at least 12 of those at tfe
300-400 level.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WrTH A MAJOR rN SOCTOLOGY (SOC)I
Semester Hours
Humanities and Fine Arts .................
P_hilosophy and Religious Studies ..............
ttrstory
Literature: English or Foreign Language ..
Lreafl ve .rnct l,ertormmg Arts
^ .Fgryig" Languageand/or Arts and/or Humanities:if,cial Sciences (gxcludes courses in SOC)
Mathematics (MTII 102, 204, 205 excluded)
Nafural Sciences...........
Communication competencies .......................
lntroduction to the llniversity: ASI 150
27-33
12
6
J
c
3-9
t2
J
11
0-9
0-1
724General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
rsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter v for General
Education requirements.
1A. total of no more than 6 semester hours of field experience or intemship from SOC 495,
soc 492 swK 40r , swK 497 , or ANT 449 may count toward the required 37 semester hours
for a sociology major. Up to 1.5 hours may be taken in anthropology oi social work, but if used
in the major may not double count toward a minor.
FACULTY
_{. Frances Pestello, Chairperson
Pr ofessor Emeritus : Huth
Pr1lexors:.9ylat Davis-Berman, Donnelly, L. Majka, T. Majka, Miller,
F. Pestello, H. Pestello
Associate Proifes.sor; Dandaneau
Assistant Prdfessors: Becker, fipson, Kim, Leming, Talwalker, yancik
2M
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SOC 101. PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY: Study of social groups, social processes, and
society; the individual's relationship to society, social structure, social inequality, ethnic
minorities, cities and human populations, and social institutions such as the family,
education, religiory and govemment. 3 sem. hrs'
* SOC 204. MODERN SOCIAL PROBLEMS: Course to familiarize nonsociology
majors with contemporary problems in society; historical development, current status/
and analysis of problems, using modem social theories. Content may vary from section
to section. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 2OlL. URBAN PROBLEMS LABORATORY: Field study of selected urban prob-
lems. Focus onissues and problems of inequality, i.e., poverty,unemployment, discrimi-
nation, and homelessness as experienced by members of the urban community.
Corequisite: SOC 204. 'L sem. hr.
SOC 208. SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODS: Study of the logic of research design,
data-gathering strategies, types of measurement, and sampling techniques. Both induc-
tive and deductive approaches. Participationinresearchprojects. Prerequisite: SOC
101 or SOC 204. 3 sem.hrs.
*SOC 298. HONORS SOCIAL SCIENCE SEMINAR: Study and seminar discussion of
selected sociological writings and the analysis, interpretation and criticism of these
works. Open only to second-year students in the University Honors Program. Prereq-
uisites: ENG 198, HST 198. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 303. MODERN SOCIAL THEORY: Consideration of the works of modem theo-
rists and major trends in the history of social thought. Prerequisite: SOC 101 or SOC
204. 3 sem'hrs.
SOC 305. CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY: Study of the major theories of crime;
consideration of the implications of theory for the criminal justice system. Prerequi-
site: SOC 101 or SOC 204 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 308. DATA ANALYSIS: The analysis and interpretation of both quantitative
and qualitative social science data. Prerequisite: SOC 208. Corequisite: SOC 308L.
3 sem.hrs.
SOC 308L. DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY: Training in appropriate comPuter Pro-
grams and computer analysis of social science data. Prerequisite: SOC 208. Corequisite:
SOC 308. 1 sem. hr.
SOC 309. COMMUNITY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH: Study of the design and imple-
mentation of community research, including needs assessment and program evaluation
in the social service system. (Same as SWK 303.) Prerequisites: SOC 101 or SOC 2Ol and
permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
* SOC 321. THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK AND OCCUPATIONS: Survey of the
major features of work and occupations in industrial society. The meaning of work,
occupational choice and recruitment, occupational socialization, career pattems, and
occupational rewards. Unemployment, underemployment, sex-typing, automation
3 sem. hrs.
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and alienation.
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+ WC 322. SEX ROLES AND SOCIETY: Research findings and major analytical ap-
proaches to study social and cultural influences on the development of personal sexual
identity and relationships between men and women. Major social issues conceming
human sexuality. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 323. IUVENILE IUSTICE: The environmental and intemal factors that influence
or determine delinquent behavior; roles of individual juvenile offenders, parents or
guardians, school, church, potce, business community, community agencies, and the
juvenile justice and correctional system in preventing and treating delinquent behavior.
Prerequisite: SOC 101 or 204. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 325. DEVIANT BEHAVIOR: Description of various types of deviant behavior;
for example, mental illness, alcoholism, drug addiction, the professional criminal. Study
ofexplanations for the consequences and the role of deviantbehavior in modem society.
Prerequisite: SOC 101 ot 204. 3 sem. hrs.
* SOC 326. LAW AND SOCIETY: Study of the legal system and practices from a
sociological point of view; the historical origin and role of the law in society, issues
relating to the law as an instrument of social control and / or social change; analysis of the
legal profession. 3 sem. hrs.
W. 327 . CRIMINOLOGY: Social and cultural nature, origin, and development of law;
criminalbehavior;crimecontrol. Thein-fluenceof societyinthecreationandorganization
of legal and crime control systems. Biological, psychological, and sociological factors
leading to criminal behavior. Prerequisite: SOC 101 or 204. 3 sem. hrs.
* SOC 328. RACIAL AND ETFIMC MINORITIES: Study of the major immigrant and
racial groups in the United States and other countries. Issues and problems related to
their minority status in the dominant culture 3 setn. hrs.
SOC 330. PERSPECTIVES ON AGING: An introduction to the field of gerontology.
Focus onthemajorphysical,psychological, and social dynamicsof aging. Selectedissues
will be highlighted. (Same as SWK 330.) 3 sem. hrs.
* SOC 331. MARRIAGE AND TFIE FAMILY: Historical, cross-cultural, and current
study of social relationships during dating and courtship, interpersonal communication
in marriage and family life, sexuality in marriage, adjushnents in parenthood, divorce
and remarriage, alternatives to traditional marriage, and the future of marriage and
family life. 3 sem. hrs.
* SOC 332. SOCIOLOGY OF WOMEN: Cross-societal analysis of the position of
women, with emphasis on industrialized and developing societies. The social positions
of women and men in the familp work, politics, and the legal system. Consideration of
theories of the biological, psychological, and sociological bases for the behavior and
characteristics of women in the context of societal instifutions. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 334. RELIGION AND SOCIETY: Definitions of religion and its role in society.
Traditional and nontraditional expressions of religious life from the viewpoint of society.
Varieties of religious experience and the interrelations between religious phenomena
and other social institutions and societal behavior. Prerequisite: SOC I0'1. or 204.
3 sem. hrs.
2M
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soc 336. ORGANIZATIONS IN MODERN SOCIETY: Analysis of the dynamics of
organizations in modem industrial society. Organizational social psychology, organiza-
tio-nal structure and process, and organization-community relations. Prerequisite: SOC
t}t or 204. 3 sem' hrs'
soc 337. POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY: Study of political power. Political influence by
economic elites, impact of bureaucracies, comPeting ideologies, alienation and nonvot-
ing, and social movements as challenges to Power structures. Prerequisite: SOC 101
or-204. 3 sem' hrs'
* SOC a39. SOCIAL INEQUALITY: Study of social inequalify in society. Emphasis on
the processes that divide people into unequal groupsbased onwealth, status, and Power.
The effects of inequalitybn individual life chances and life styles. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 340. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY IN SOCIETY: Survey of the basic principles, con-
cepts, theories, and methods of social psychology from the sociological perspective.
Prerequisite: SOC101 ot 204. 3sem'hrs'
* soc 341. SELF AND SOCIETY: Study of the relationship between self and others.
Socialization, self conceptions, deviant behavior, social influence, and social control.
3 sem.hrs.
soc 342. COLLECTTVE BEHAVIOR: Study of social protest, crowds, social move-
ments, revolution, fads, fashiory public opinion Processes, Propaganda, and political and
social responses to these phenomena. Prerequisite: SOC 101 or 204. 3 sem. hrs.
*soc a43. MASS COMMUNICATION IN MODERN SOCIETY: Social-psychological
analysis of the strucfure and processes of mass communication related to advertising,
paft;ms of social behavior, social change, propaganda, censorship, media control, and
iocial institutions. 3 sem' hrs'
SOC 344. INTERACTION PROCESSES: Advanced study of the interaction processes of
social life. Bargaining and negotiation, cooperation, social influence, solidarity, compe-
tition, and co.rflict. FrerequiJite: SOC 101 or 2C4. 3 sem. hrs.
soc 351. URBAN SOCIOLOGY: The study of the development of urban life from
ancient times to the present, with an emphasis on contemPorary urban PoPulation
characteristics, social-economic-politicat structure, and problems. Prerequisite: soc
l0lor 204. 3sern'hrs'
* soc 352. coMMUMry: Study of the interaction of groups and individuals related
by common situations, problems and intentions; creation, maintenance, ecliPse, and
restoration of close social ties in urban neighborhoods, small towns, and groups with
similar interests and lifestyles. 3 sem.hrs.
SOC 355. FAMILIES AND THE ECONOMY: The relationship between families and
their socio-economic environment. Consideration of public issues including family
policy and government Programs to assist families. Prerequisite: SOC 101 or 204.
3 sem. hrs.
SOC 368. IMMIGRATION AND IMMIGRANTS: Perspectives on immigration and
ethnicity. Studies of social and economic adaptation of new immigrants and the second
generation in communities, cities, and societies. Ethnic change, conflict, and contemPo-
iary national and intemational issues, with an emphasis on human rights. Prerequisite:
soCror or 204. 3sem'hrs'
soc 392. SELECTED TOPICS IN socIoLoGY: Examination of a cun'ent topic of general
interest in sociology. Majors and nonmajors may enroll. consult composite for topics. May
be repeated as topic changes. Prerequisite: SOC 101 or 204. 1-6 semhri.
SOC 409. SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY: Synthesis of previous course-
work; examination of the logic of social inquiry through the analysis of competing
sociological perspectives on a particular issue. Required foi majors. Prerequisite: Pirmisl
sion of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 410. VICTMOLOGY: The study of victimization including the relationships
between victims and offenders, the interactions of victims and the criminal justice system
and other social groups and institutions. Prerequisite: Twelve hours of cburse wbrk in
the social sciences. Prerequisite: SOC 101 or 204. 3 sem.hrs.
SOC 435. ECONOMY AND SOCIETY: Sociological analysis of modem economic institu-
tiory with an emphasis on classical themes. Topics include capitalism, industrialism and
social consequences of contemporary economic trends. Empirical research will be re-
quired. Prerequisites: SOC l0l or 2M and permission of instructor. 3 san. hrs.
WC 437. MARX AND SOCIOLOGY: Study of Marx's writings on topics relevant to
the social sciences. Comparison of contemporary Marxian scholarship in such areas as
social inequality, political structures, urban change, ideology and consciousness, and
models for the future. Prerequisites: SOC 101 or 204 and junibr o. r"*o. rrTl;?: 
Orr.
SOC 438. URBAN POVERTY: Study of the social fi
cities. Considerarion or the social errects or g.""--1iffi5:h"":H}ff3t'"1tg#
SOC
poverty. Prerequisites: SOC 101 or 204.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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3 sem. hrs.
w.492. SPECIAL TOPICS IN socIoLoGY: Intensive examination of current theo-
retical-or methodological issues; faculty-advised research proiect or library work.
consult composite for topics. May be repeated as topic changes. Prerequisites: soc 10l
or 204 and permission of instructor. 1-6 sem.hrs.
SOC 495. SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP: Supervised work experience related to course
w_ork-in sociology in appropriate govemmen! social service, and private organizations.
May be repeated to a maximum of 6 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: Permission of chairperson.
1.-6 setn. hrs.
W.497. SERVICE LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Supervised community research or
service experience that complements a specific upper division course in Sociology.
Regegtable up to_three semester hours. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Corequisitb:
A 300400 Sociology course. 1 sem. hr.
soc. 498. INDEPENDENT sruDY: Research or special readings on problems of interest
to the student under the guidance of sociology staff member. Prerequisite: Permission
of chairperson. 1-6 sem. hrs.
Note: No more than 3 semester hours of Social Science 497 credijs can count toward
graduation.
EDT
TEACHER LICENSURE (EDT)
COLLEGE BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM WTTH TEACHER LICENSURE (E11A)
Students enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences may enroll in the teacher
education program (E11A) of the School of Education without transferring to the School
ofEducation. TheEllAprogramisdesignedforthosestudentsintheCollegeofArtsand
Sciences who wish to pursue concurrently a major program in the College and Adoles-
cent to Young Adult Licensure for teaching at the secondary school level or Multi-age
Licensure (K-fZ) for teaching music, fine arts, or languages. Students admitted to the
program must satisfy all requirements for the appropriate Bachelor or Arts, Bachelor of
3tie*", Bachelor oi Music, or Bachelor of Fine Arts in the College as well as the
requirements for licensure designated by the School of Education and the State of Ohio.
Teaching fields for Adolescent to Young Adult Licensure are Lrtegrated L-angulge
Arts, Integraied social science, Integrated Mathematics, Integrated science, Earth sci-
ences, LifJ Sciences, Physical Sciences, Earth/Chemistry, Earth/Physics, LifelChemis-
try,Life/Earth,andLife,/Physics. Teaching fieldsforMulti-ageLicensureareLanguages,
Fine Arts, and Music (see Visual Arts and Music department listings for specific program
requirements).
- The education courses below constitute a minor concentration in the College
degree program. They are listed in the order in which students usually take them. For
course descriptions, see EDT, Chapter VIII.
EDT 110
EDT 222
EDT 208
EDT 340
ED|I 452
EDT 475
EDT 301
Application for admission to the program is made through the office of the Dean
of the eolege of Arts and Sciences. Applicants should normally have a cumulative
grade-point average of at least 2.75 at the time of their application. Advising relative to
ttre aegree program is grven by the student's major departmenf advising relative to
licensure is given by the chairperson of the Departrnent of Teacher Education or a
designated advisor.
Sanester Hours
TheProfession ofTeachingr'2.. ............................ 2
DevelopmentinMCandAYAl 3
Teaching and Leamingr. 3
Educating Diverse Student Populations in Inclusive Settingsa. ..........'............. 3
Methods course (Fall term only)Lar. 4
ReadingintheContentAreas 3
Student Teaching AYN. .............. .'..'..'..'............. 12
PhilosophyofEducationa. 3
lField experiences are required. Student must register for EDT 100.
2Praxis I (PPST) must be taken and passed before enrolling in EDTT 222 ot 207.
3istudents seeking Multi-age Licensure (K-12) must take EDT 207 in place of EDT 222; Att
students take EDT 477 tnplace of EDT 475; Music students take EDT 479 in place of EDT 477.
aThese courses are taken as a block, Fall term, senior year, daily 8:00 a.m. to 12:00.
sTo attain procisional licensure, students must verify "good moral character," be fingerprinted,
and pass a state (Ohio) mandated Prads II (NTE) exit exam.
THR
THEATRE (THR)
$1najor in theatre, offered by the Department of Communication, provides a
solid acaemic foundation plus the experience of working in a wide range of theate
productions, including mainstage productions in the Boll Theatre as well as
experimental work in the Studio Theatre.
Theatre majors are required to audition for roles and participate in each major
production, for which they receive credit in THR 100 oigOO. -
A minor in theatre requires a total of 2L semester hours: 3 each in THR L05,20g,
100 and/or 300,415 or 425; and 9 additional at the 300 level and above. Courses
in dance are not included.
The Department of Communication also offers a concentration in
THR (CTR).
BACHELOROF ARTSWITH A MAIORIN THEATRE (THR)I
Liberal Studies Curriculumr
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies
History
Literature: English or Foreign Language...................
Creative and Performing Arts (includes THR or other ARTS
but not THR 100 or 300)
Foreign Lang. and/or Arts and/or Humanities (excludes THR 100 & 300)...............
Social Sciences
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204, 205 excluded)
Natural Sciences
Communication competencies .......................
Introduction to the University: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least.................
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
2THR electives may include no more than 3 additional hours of THR 100 and./or 300.
72
6
3-9
J
11
0-9
0-1
1aA
FACULTY
Kathleen B. Watters, Chairperson, Department of Communication
P r of essor Emeritust Gilvary
Asso ciat e P r of essor : Anderson
Assistant Professor: Dunlevy-Shackleford
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performance technique. Prerequisite: Permission.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
THR 100. THEATRE LABORATORY: Credit allowance for role playing and/or play
oroduction in mainstage productions. Fifty hours of work minimum for one sem. hr.
bf credit. Repeatable'up to 3 sem. hrs. irl first and second years. All registration
retroactive. No advance registration. 1-3 sem. hrs.
* THR 105. INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE: Analysis of the nature of theatre, its
orgin and development from the standpoint of the play, the physical theatre, and its
plice in our culture. Required of all majors. Open to all University t*O"T?rr. 
nrr.
THR 201. BASIC DANCE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTIST: Beginning course in
movement introducing the basic principles of dance and performance techniq-ue. ogen
to all University stude;nts. - 2 sem. hrs.
THR 202. STAGE MAKEUP: The basic principles of the art and technique of makeup
so that the student may use them in design and execution to develop and p-rojectthe
character. Open to all University students. Studio fee' 2 sem. hrs.
THR 203. TECHNICAL PRODUCTION: lntroductory survey of scene design, con-
struction, painting, and lighting. Current theory will be examined along with practical
applicatioirs and t"echniques. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 261. BEGINNING IAZZ DANCE: Beginning course in the theory and Practice ofjazz dance. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 271. BEGINNING BALLET: Beginning course in the theory and plactice of
classical ballet technique. z sem nrs.
THR 300. THEATRE LABORATORY: The third and fourth-vear level of credit
allowance for role playing and/or play production. Requiremehts and re^gistration
same as for THR 10b. ' 1-3 sem' hrs.
THR 301. INTERMEDIATE DANCE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTIST: INtCTMCdiAtC-
level course in movement for sfudents interested in further developing dance and
THR
2 san. hrs.
THR 303. SCENE PAINTING: Basic prinicples of color paint theory and materials.
lnvestigation of various scene-painting tecirniques. One three-hour class^ meeting
weeklyl Studio fee. Prerequisit-e: Permission. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 305. THEATRE STAGECRAFT: Study and application of scene construction,
rigging, backstage organization, productiori analysis, and technician-designer rela-
u8fisrrip. Studio"fee. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 307. THEATRE LIGHTING: Study and application of lighting for the,stage:
instruments, controls, sources, elements oi electriiity, and lighting design for all types
of theatres, as well as graphic representation. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 310. ACTING I: The study and practice of basic techniques in rehearsal and
performance. Emphasis on self-inalysis and self-awareness. Development of basic
Skils in vocal, emoiional, and mental iirterpretation of character. Requir-ed of all theatre
maiors. Prerequisite: THR 105 or permisiion. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 312. FILM AND TV ACTING: The study and practice of basic techniques of acting
for film and television. Emphasis on technical requirements of acting for the camera
and the control of body and voice actors must exercise in these media. Pre^requisite:
THR 310. 3 sem. hrs.
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or 425 required of all majors.)
THR 323. ACTING II: Further study and practice of techniques introduced in Acting
I. Emphasis on interaction, ensemble, group processes, and scene sfudy. Prerequisites:
THR 105 and 310, or permission. B iem. hrs.
THR 324. THEATRICAL MOVEMENT: Emphasis on interpreting and employing
body language. Prerequisites: THR 105 and 310, or permission. 2iem.hri.
THR325. THEORYAND CRITICISM OF THE STAGE I: Survey of representarive plays
from classical to neo-classical periods as a basis for theatrical production and dramaiic
criticism. (THR 325 or 326 required of all majors.) Prerequisite: THR 105.
3 san.hrs.
THR 326. THEORY AND CRITICISM OF TFIE STAGE II: Conrinuarion of THR 325 from
romantic to modem periods. (THR 325 or 326 required of all majors.) Prerequisite:
THR 105. 3 sem.hrs.
THR 330. CONCEPTS OF SCENE DESIGN: Studies in the principles of composition and
aesthetic theory as applicable to scene design. Development of personal design approach
to plays of various styles. Required of all theatre majors. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 340. THE DIRECTOR IN THE THEATRE: The basic functions of a director in the
production of play: interpretation, composition, movement, characterization, rhythm,
design concept, and actor training. Required of all theatre majors. Prerequisities:' THR105,310,330. 3 sem.hrs.
THR 350. TFIEATRE STYLES: Examination of the relationships among playwright,
audience, actor, designer, and director in the development of major theltre stytes of
expression. 3 sem.hrs.
THR 361. INTERMEDIATEIAZZ DANCE: An intermediate course in the theorv and
practice of jazz dmrce and technique. Prerequisite: Permission 2 sem. hrs.
THR 371. INTERMEDIATE BALLET: Intermediate course in the theory and practice of
classical ballet technique. Prerequisite: Permission. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 414. ADVANCED SCENE DESIGN: Individual development in scene design
ttuough intensive study in plays of various styles. Detailed representation of design
ideas in rendering and models required. Prerequisites: THR 330 *O O"*jltl#. 
,rr.
* THR 415. HISTORY OF THE THEATRE I: History of theafre from pre4recian through
Elizabethan; the physical theatre as reflection of and influence on civilization. (THR 4i5
Universitv of Davton VI
3 sem. hrs.
THR424. PLAYDIRECTING: Studyof theevolutionof themoderndirector. Emphasis
is on script interpretation as a basis for the development and execution of the production
concept. Studio fee. Prerequisite: THR 340. 3 sem.hrs.
+ THR 425. HISTORY OF THE THEATRE II: Continuance of 415 from the Italian
Renaissancetothemoderntheatre. (THR4lSor42lrequiredofallmajors.) 3sem.hrs.
TFIR 1140. PROBLEMS IN THEATRE PRODUCTION AND DESIGN: Individual
lesgqch and project work of student's selection under the direct supervision of faculty.(THR rMO or THR 485 or THR 490 required of all majors.) Repeatable up to 12 sem. hrs.
Prerequisite: Permission. 3 sem. hrs.
252
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THR 485. THEATRE SEMINAR: Concentration on one theatrical figure, genre period,
or discipline for research and analysis. (THR ,M0 or THR 485 or THR 490 required of all
majors.) Repeatable up to 6 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: Permission. 3-6 sem.hrs.
THR 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN THEATRE: Individual research and report on topic
of student's choice in the field of theatre trnder direct supervision of faculty/staff. (TFR
440 or THR 485 or THR 490 required of all majors.) Repeatable up to 9 sem' hrs.
3-5 sem. hrs.
THR 498. THEATRE INTERNSHIP: Theatre work experience with an approved
opportunity not available through the fust intemship. Permission. Option 2 grading
onlv. 'L-3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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VISUAL ARTS (VAR)
The Deparhent of Visual Arts teaches the perceptual, practical, and critical skills
necessary for the creation and understanding of art in a variety of media and
contexts. It also teaches the historv of the visual arts and cultivates the abilitv to
appreciate and articulate their meaning and value. The deparhent emphasizeithe
highly integrative nature of the visual arts and their immense cultural and personal
importance. In addition, thedepartmentoffers opportunities forprofessional career
development in many different fields.
The department offers eight degree prograrns:
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Fine Arts
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Fine Arts
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Visual Communication Design
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Visual Communication Design
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Photography
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Photography
Bachelor of Fine Arts with Teacher Licensure
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Art History
Visual Arts Minors
A minor in Fine Arts requires 21. semester hours: VAF 104, 172;YAt120l ot 202
or203; and72 additional semester hours of VAF electives.
A minor in Visual Communication Design requires 21 semester hours: VAF L04,
112; VAR 200; VAD 215 or 218;245; and 9 additional upper-level semester hours of
VAD electives.
A minor in Photography requires 12 semester hours of VAP 300-400 level courses
and any prerequisites for those courses. VAH 382 may also be counted towards a
minor in photography.
A minor in Art History requires 18 semester hours: six semester hours of survey
courses chosen from VeH ZOi ,202, and203 and 12 additional semester hours of ait
history electives at the 300-400 level.
Transfer students seeking a visual arts minor must complete at least 9 of the
required semester hours in the Visual Arts department while in residency at the
University of Dayton.
Visual Arts Foundations
Visual arts foundation courses introduce students to fundamental principles,
practices, materials, and vocabulary conunon to all visual arts disciplines. These
courses provide a common background of skill development along with an under-
standing of primary concepts in the visual arts and a basis for critical evaluation. All
foundation courses share the objective of preparing students to face the challenges
of their specific disciplines.
Second Year and Scholarship Review
Near the end of their second year, all Visual Arts majors are reviewed by the
VisualArtsfaculty. Alsoincludedinthereviewarefirstandthirdvearstudentswho
have been awarded Visual Arts Scholarships. The review process is a valuable
learning experience for the student and ithelps the faculty to recommend ways in
which students may build upon their assets and overcome their liabilities. Partici-
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pation in the Second Year and Scholarship Review is mandatory for all majors.
Scholarship funds are available to a limited number of students whoseperformance
in the review is judged by the faculty to be outstanding.
Senior Capstone Courses
These courses, required in all majors, bring together the skills, education, ideas,
and goals of senior students. They stress an integrated approach to learning and
working and they focus on preparing students for their futures beyond the
University. They provide a logical continuity that begins with the Visual Arts
Foundations and the mid-point evaluation of the Second Year and Scholarship
Review.
FINE ARTS
The Bachelorof Arts (B.A.) withaMajorinFineArts offers aprogramof studythat
introduces the student to a variety of media and approaches to the visual arts. This
program combines the richness of a liberal arts education with opportunities to
explore several possible directions in the visual arts.
TheBachelorof FineArts (B..F.A.) withaMajorinFineArts offersamoreintensive
exploration of selected media and greater depth of study in a more extensive
selection of visual arts courses.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN FINE ARTS (ART)I
Sanester Hours
Major program requirements ................. 45
VAF 104, 1L2, LL7,2M,216;226 or 253;232 or 24O;498 & 499....................... 25
Select two from V411201,202,203 ................... ........,................6
Select one from VAII470,47L,48;0,4181 ............... .....................3
vAP 101.......... ............................ 3
VAF electives (300400 level) ............................8
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies.................. ......... 12
History (may not include VAH courses) ................................... 5
Literature: English or Foreign Languages ................................3
Foreign Language and/or Arts and/or Humanities (may not include
Visual Arts courses) ................... ................ $9
Social Sciences ................. 12
Mathematics (MTHI02,204,205 excluded) ............3
Natural Sciences........... .................... 1.1
Communication competencies ..............0-9
Visual Arts Foundation: VAR 100.......... ........................0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ............................. 124
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
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BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN FINE ARTS (STA)1
Semester Hours
Major program requirements 79
vAF 104, 1I2, L17, 204, 2L 6, 226, 232, 253, 30d', 326
332,353, 498, 499 ................... 40
Select two from VAH 201, 202,203;YAIl electives (300-400 level) ....................... t2
VAP 101
VAF concentration.................. 12
Visual arts electives ................. 12
Communication competencies 0-9
Natural sciences 7
Mathematics (MTH 102,204,205 excluded) 3
Social and behavioral sciences........................ 9
Humanities .............I2
Philosophy and/or Religious Studies .............. 12
Introduction to the University: VAR 100 0-1
Program and general electives to total at least ........... 120-130
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
The Visual Communication Design (B.A.) program offers a very flexible oppor-
tunity to combine a broad liberal arts education with a strong foundation in visual
communication design. In this program it is possible for students to eam a minor,
or even a second major, in another discipline within the University.
The Visual Communication Design (B.F.A.) is an intensive program that com-
binesvisual arts foundation courses with the visual communication design curricu-
lum and a liberal arts education. It prepares sfudents for professional careers in
graphic and advertising design, illustration, electronic media and related new
technologies. Attention is given to conceptual and visual problem-solving. Program
options include (1) graphic design, (2) illustration, and (3) computer imaging.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN (VCA)I
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Liberal Studies Curriculum'
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies 12
History(may not include VAH courses) 6
Literature: Engfsh or Foreign Language...........'..'.... 3
Foreign Languige and/or Arts and/or Humanities (may not include Visual
Arts courses... 3-9
Social Sciences 12
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204,205 excluded) 3
Natural Sciences 11
Communication competencies ...............'....... 0-9
Visual Arts Foundation VAR 100.......... .............'..'........"' 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least......."........ I24
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAJOR
IN VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN (VCD)I
Major program requirements :::.*:"K
Design concentration;
v"AF 104, L72,1L7,204, 2L6,226 .........................'..' 18
vAD215,245,3r2,320,350,41.1.,412,4L5,498,499 27VAR2OO 1
VAP 101, VAP elective.. 6
Select two from VAH 20L,202,203 6
vAH 383......... 3
Visual arts electives .................
Marketing or communication ..................
Illustration concentration:
vAF 1 04, 1.12, r17, 204, 216, 226, 304, 326, 404 ...
vAD 218, 245,3L2, 321,397 , 398, 404, 498, 499 ...................
VAR 2OO
Select two from VAH 201, 202,203
Visual arts electives ............
Marketing or commr:nication
VAD 215 or 278,245,312,320 or 32-1.,498,499
VAR 2OO
vAP 101, 240, 340...........
v AR U5, M0, 445 .......................
Select two from VAH 201 ,202,203
Visual arts electives
Marketing or communication..............'... 6
Communication competencies .....................'.
18
6
27
1i
1
J
6
15
6
18
15
1
9
9
6
J
18
0-9
,7
3
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Social and behavioral sciences
Universitv of Davton VI
Humanities
Philosophy and/or Relisious Studies
Visual Art3 Foundation:VAR f 00........l s ation: VAR 1 ..... ...
Program and general electives to total at least............... L23-129
J
9
t2
0-1
tsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
PHOTOGRAPHY
The two programs in Photography (8.A. and B.F.A.) offer many approaches to
using the medium. Art, joumalism, advertising, illustration, and digital imaging are
iustafewof thefieldsinwhichaccomplishedphotographersfindrewardingcareers.
The B.A. program emphasizes a traditional liberal arts background with a
thorough grounding in photographic practice. The B.F.A. allows for greater concen-
tration within photography and related disciplines. Electives allow students to
pursue individual interests and goals.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WrTH A MAIOR rN PHOTOGRAPHY (pHO)1
Semester Hours
45
1,6
VAF 104, 1I2;117 or 216
Select one from VAH 201 ,202.203
vAH 382. 482 ..............................
Visual Arts electives (300-400 level)
6
9
3
6
5
Liberal Studies Curriculuml
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies.............
History (may not inc'lude VAH courses )........................Literafure: English or Foreign Languaqe
Foreign Language and/or ArtJand/o"r Hirmanities (may not include
"VisuaIArE ) ........................
Social Sciences
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204,205 excluded)
Natural Sciences ......................
Commr.rnication competencies .......................
Visual Arts Foundation: VAR 100..........
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
rsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAIOR
rN PHOTOGRAPHY (PTY)'
12
6
J
3-9
12
J
11
0-9
0-1
t24
Semester Hours
Major program requirements .......
Photographic Imaging Concentration
vAP 101, 20r,302, 41.0, 498, 499 .... T6
6Select two from VAP 240,320,330
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VAF 104, 172, 11'7 or 216 '.........'...
VAR
Select two from VAH 201, 202, 203 ...................
vAH 382, 480,482
Visual Arts electives
Dieital Imasing Concentration
vep rorizol, 240,302,320 or 330, 340, 41.0, 498,499
VAF 104,'t 1.2,'1.17 or 2'16 ..................'.......
VAD 215 or 278, 245, 320 or 321
Select two from VAH 201,202,203 ...................
vAH 382, 480,482
VAR 2OO
Visual Arts electives
Communication comPetencies ................
Social and behavioral sciences
Humanities
Philosophv and/or Relisious Studies 1'2
Visual Arti Foundation:" VAR 100 0-1
Program and general electives to total............ 1'21-I3l
ART EDUCATION
The Bachelor of Fine Arts with Teadrer Licensure, a B.F.A. (E11A) program, offers
students expertise in studio practice, art history, aesthetics, and critical analysis of art.
Field experimce in the Dayton area allows students to transform theoretical knowl-
edge intb classroom Practice. Graduates are well prepared for teaching positions in
pu6hc or private sdrools, pre-kindergarten through grade 12, as well as for master's
degree programs.
9
6
9
26
25
9
8
6
9
1
t4
0-9
,7
J
9
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BACHELOR
LICENSURE
OF FINE ARTS WITH TEACHER
(E11A) (FAE)1
Maior program requirements23
VeF rd'+, 7r2,f17, 204,216, 226,232, 304;240 or 340,253 or 353;
498 ...................
v AE 231, 383, 483 ...........
Select two from V AtI 20t, 202, 203 ..........'..'.......
VAH 470 or 47I ot 480 or 483 ..............
VAH electives
vAP 101 ..........
VAR2OO
Visual arts electives .................
Education requirements: EDT 110, 222, 301, 340, 421' ... -. -.. - -.......
Communication Skills ............
Nafural sciences .....................
Mathematics (MTH 102, 2M,205 excluded)
Social and behavioral sciences .....
Humanities (includes VAH 470 or 47t or 480 or tE3)
Philosophy and Religious Studies (must include EDT 301).........
Visual Art! Foundation: VAR 100..........
Program and general electives to total 125-135
S"" 
"fr" Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Proglams 
and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
Semester Hours
69
JJ
8
6
J
J
5
1
tz
23
0-9
6
3
6
6
12
0-1
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2Students in the Art Education program are required to maintain a 2.0 cumulative srade
pointaverageoverall, and a 2.5 curnulalivegradep6intaverage in teachereducation and iisual
arts courses.
lStudents are required to pass PRAXIS I and II and a Second Year Review in their studio
work.
ART HISTORY
Art history is the study of art and architecture, produced within specific cultural
contexts/ as a manifestation of human creativiW and as a valuable form of historical
documentation. Students learnto appreciate the fundamental andvaried roles that
the visual arts have played and continue to play in the lives of human beings.
Toward this end, students learn how images and objects, identified as art, em-
body-but also condition and control-social, religious, cultural, economic, politi-
cal, and gender dynamics.
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN ART HISTORY (HOA)I
Major Program Requirements
vAH 101, 201., 202, 203 ......
Semester Hours
42
VAR Universitv of Davton Vl
VAH 485
VAH electives (300-400).
Major program electives2
Liberal Studies Curriculum2
Humanities and Fine Arts
Philosophy and Religious Studies
History
Literature: English or Foreign Language
Creative and Performing Arts ........I..............................
^ lo1gi ," Language3......50cral Scrences
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204,205 excluded) .........
Nafural Sciences..........
Communication Skills
Visual Arts Foundation: VAR 100..........
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
1,2
J
21,
6
T2
6
J
3
6-8
12
J
11
0-9
0-1
t24
lsee also distribution table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
'?Major program elecfives maybe chosery inconsultationwith an arthistory advisor, from
among the following disciplines and courses: ANT 300, CMM 313, ENG 322;VAF 104, VAF
232,PHL320' PSY 375 and REL 374. Alternatives to these courses mav be elected with the
approval of an art history advisor. Maior program electives must be at the 300-400 level(except in the case of Fine Arts courseJ), and they may not be used to satisfv the liberal
studies.
3Where appropriate, this credit may apply to other requirements.
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FACULTY
Fred Niles, Chairperson
P r of essor s : Niles, Wilkinson
Asiociate Professors: Crum, Gooch, Marcinowski, f' Whitaker, |.M. Whitaker,
Wilbers, Zahner
Assistant P rofessors: Gibbons, Rappaport
Lecturer: Simon
Part-time Instructors: Anderson, Carr, Crum, Kargl, Langenderfer, Manera-
Missall, Megginson, Smith, Snow
Visiting Artists: Phelps, Phelps
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FINE ARTS
vAF 104. FOUNDATION DRAWING: Introduction to basic visual concepts, various
drawing media, and approaches to experimental technique. Emphasis on perspective,
perceptual awareness, vblume in space, and expressive freedom. Studio fee.
3 setn. hrs.
vAF 112. FOUNDATION 2-D DESIGN: Study of the underlying elements and prin-
ciples of design as they are used in two-dimensional composition and the creation of
ilfusionistic tfuee-dimensional space. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 117. FOLINDATION 3-D DESIGN: Introduction to basic principles and practices of
design in three dirnensions. Emphasis on current theory and construction techniques
usin[ a variety of media and me-thods. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
VAF 204. DRAWING II: Emphasis on figure drawing with work from the nude model
and the skeleton. Study of proportion, rendering volume, and developing_expressive
drawing skills in a variety oT drlwing media. Model fee. Prerequisite: VAF 1M.
3 sem.hrs.
vAF 216. DESIGN AND COLOR: The study of color based on historical and contem-
porary color theories and the use of color in expressing and integrating design concepts.
i'rerequisite: VAF 112 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 226. PAINTING I: Introduction to basic Painting principles, techniques, and
materials; still life,landscape, figure, and abstraction. Studio fee. Prerequisites: VAF 104,
tl2,2l6,orpermission. - - 3sem.hrs'
VAF 228. WATERCOLOR I: Principles and techniques of transParent watercolor.
Emphasis on technical mastery. Prerequisites: VAF 104, t12'216, o. O"*tio#r. 
,rr.
v AF 232. SCULPruRE I: Consideration of forms as a means of developing an under-
standing of mass, shape, and control of medium. The use of various materials such as
wood, plaster, and clay, with emphasis on integrating material with personal expression.Studiofee. - 3sem'hrs'
VAF246. CERAMICS I: brtroductiontobasicmethodsof workinginclayusingcoiland
slab techniques. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAR
Pernussron.
vAF 253. PRINTMAKING I: Lrtroduction to the traditional printmaking methods of
woo-dcut and intaglio. tnstruction in edition-printing techniqu-es and curating of prints.
Studio fee. Prerequisites: VAF 104, 1L2, or permission. 3 sdm.hrs.
vAF 304. DRAWING III: continuation of work done in vAF 204with an emphasis on
the development of finished figure drawings. study of anatomy and the rendering of
convincing volumes in space. Model fee. Prerequisite: VAF 204. 3 setn.hrs.
VAF 325. FIGURE PAINTING: Painting from the model with a variety of media.
Traditional and contemporary approaches to the figure. Model fee: prerequisites: VAF
2o4or 304,226orpermission. - 3sem.hrs.
VAF 326. PAINTING tr: Painting with oils or acry.lics; continuing study of the principtes
gd_tg{niqges of painting, with emphasis on personal expression and experimentation.
Studio fee. Prerequisite: V AF 226 or 228 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
vAF 328. wATERCoLoR rI: continuing investigation of watercolor techniques, both
IqqqTd and experimental. Still life, figure, landscape, and abstraction. prerequisite:VAF 228 or permission. 3 sem.hrs.
vAF 332. SCULPTURE rI: Continued exploration of threedimensional concepts and
materials, concentrating on wood, stone, and metal. studio fee. Prerequisite: VAF 232 orpermission. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 340. CERAMICS II: Introduction to basic methods of working clay using the
wheel. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
VAF 353. PRINTMAKING II: Advanced work in woodcut, monoprint and intaglio,
including acrylic process and color etchings. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAF 253 orpermission. 3 sem.hrs.
VAF 404. DRAWING fV: Observational and expressive drawing. Continued work
withthe figure incombination with a variety of other subject mattei. Emphasis on the
development of a body of work with a related idea. Model fee. Prerequisiies: VAF 204-
3M or permission. 3 sem.hrs.
vAF 426. PAINTING rII: Directed advanced studio problems; contemporary issues in
painting. Repeatable up to 9 sem. hrs. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAF 325'or 326, or
University of Dayton M
3 sem. hrs
VAF440. CERAMICS III: IntroductiontoRaku,a 400-year-oldJapaneseceramicglaze
firing tectmique adapted for the contemporarypotter. study includ-es glaze formulition,
handbuilding and/or wheel throwing techniques. studio fee. Prerequisites: vAF 240,
340, or permission. - 3 sern.hrs.
VAF 453. PRINTMAKING III: Advanced work in printmaking processes with an
emphasis orr the production of multi-color editions. studio fee. Frerequisite: vAF 353
or permission. 3 sem.hts.
vAF 490. SPECIAL PRoBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in fine arts.
{pproval based-on academic standing and permission of instructor. Repeatable up to
15 sem. hrs. Studio fee. - 1-S sem.-hrs.
VAF 498. SEMOR/PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR-FINE ARTS: Capstone course re-
quiredof all B.A.andB.F.A.fineartsandarteducation(E11)majors, lobetaken inthe
first semester of the senior year. Examination of aesthetic, cultural, ethical, and pragmatic
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issues in preparation for post-graduate experience. Prerequisite: Senior standing or
permission. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
VAF 499. PORTFOLIO AND PAPER-FINE ARTS: Completion and presentation of
undergraduate portfolio and paper, to be reviewed by faculty and Peers. Faculty
approval of portfolio and paper is required for graduation. Prerequisite: VAF 498 or
p-ermission. l sem'hr.
Studio fees: $20. - $60.
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
VAD 21 1. FUNDAMENTALS OF VISUAL COMMUMCATION DESIGN: A course for
non-majors in the basics of design for communication. Attention to Page layout,
typography, image, graphic style, and information delivery. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 215. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS-DESIGN: An introduction to page design
softwareprograms and theiruseinthe designprocess. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAR200.
2 sem. hrs.
VAD218. COMPUTERAPPLICATIONS-ILLUSTRATION: An introductionto draw-
ing and paint software programs and their use in illustration. Studio fee. Prerequisite:
VAR 200' 2 sem' hrs'
VAD 245. TYPOGRAPHY I: The study of the design, aPPearance and arrangement of
letters and words. Attention to their importance as both functional and expressive
elements in communication messages. Studio fee. Prerequisites: VAR 200,215.
3 sem.hrs.
VAD 307. DRAWING FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN: Exploration of materials, procedures,
and drawing techniques for design presentations. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAF 1M .
3 sem.hrs.
VAD 312. VISUAL FORM: Investigation of the perceptual and psychological effect of
thevisual elements-line, shape, value, volume, texture, and color-invisual communi-
cation. Exploration of word and image relationships. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAF 215.
3 sem. hrs.
VAD 318. GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR THREE DMENSIONS: The application of graphic
design principles to packaging, product, exhibition, and environmental design. Studio
fee. Prerequisites: VAF 1.17,245,3t2. 3 sem.hrs.
VAD 320. COMPUTER-AIDED GRAPHIC DESIGN: An exploration of the use of the
computer as both a tool and a medium for the design and production of visual
communication. Studio fee. Prerequisites: VAD 275,245. 3 sem. hts.
VAD 321. COMPUTER-AIDED ILLUSTRATION: An exploration of the use of the
computer as both a tool and a medium for the creation and production of illustrations.
Studio fee. Prerequisites: V AD 2L8,245. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 344. DESIGN FOR MLILTIMEDIA I: An introduction to the design process,
including visual prinicples, aesthetic issues, and diverse applications for multimedia and
interactive electronic media. Emphasis is placed on the visual organization of in-forma-
tionintheseenvironments. Studiofee. Prerequisites: VAD215 or218;245,360.
3 sem. hrs.
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VAD 345. TYPOGRAPHY II: The advanced study of typographic design. Attention to
the aesthetic and in-formational qualities of type in print and electronic communication.
Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAD 245. 3 sem.hrs.
VAD 350. DESIGN PROCESS: Focus on the developmental process of visual commu-
nication, including concept development, visualization techniques, presentation for-
mats, and production methods. Studio fee. Prerequisites: VAD 215,3L2,245.3 sem.hrs.
VAD 360. DESIGN FOR TIIE INTERNET: Studio course in the design of electronic
communications for the trtemet, and specifically the World Wide Web. The course will
emphasize current technology for information delivery, with significant consideration
beinggiventocriticalissuesinvisualcommunication.Studiofee.Prerequisites: VAD215
or 2L8;245. 3 sem.hrs.
VAD 395. ADVERTISING DESIGN: Emphasis on print advertising, its creation and
presentation. Concept development and attention to advertising layouts that carryr
motivating images and messages to consumers about products, serviceg, or ideas.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 397. ILLUSTRATION I: Attention to conceptual, visual, and technical develop-
ment. Exploration of media and techniques employed by the illustrator in creating
images for printed communication. Studio fee. Prerequisites: VAF 104,2M.
VAD 398. ILLUSTRATION II: Interpretation and representation of 
"" ""Or",t rt-1,,1"',i"r,or stories for magazines, books, newspapers/ and advertising. Continued technical
developmentwithavarietyof materials, media, and techniques. Studio fee. Prerequisite:
vAD397. 3 son.hrs.
VAD 404. ILLUSTRATION III: Focus on developing an individual point of view and
illustration style. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAD 398. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 411. GRAPHIC DESIGN I: Study, design, and application of marks, logos, and
symbols in visual communication. Attention to effective visual relationships between
typographic elements and images in single-page applications. Studio fee. Prerequisite:
VAD 245. 3 sem.hrs.
VAD 412. GRAPHIC DESIGN II: Continued study of effective visual relationships
between typographic elements and images. Emphasis on sequential page design. Studio
fee. Prerequisite: VAD 411. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 414. TRADEMARK DESIGN: Advanced study of marks, logos, and symbols as
communication and identification elements. Emphasis on conceiving design marks of
identity for small businesses, corporations, institutions, products, and/or services.
Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAD 411. 3 setn. hrs.
VAD 415. GRAPHIC DESIGN III: The study and design of identification and image
systems for products, organizations, institutions, or corporations. Emphasis on continu-
ityin the applicationof visual communicationfactors. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAD412.
3 sern. hrs.
V AD 444. DESIGN FOR MULTIMEDIA II: Advanced level design for multimedia and
interactive electronic media. Emphasis is placed on actual or simulated client-based
projects. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAD 3114.
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vAD480'VISUALCoMMUNICATIONDESIGNINTERNSHIP:opportunitiesfor
practical experience in professional working envirorunents. Repeatable up to 12 sem. hrs'
3 sem.hrs.Prerequisite: Permission.
vAD 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in design or
illustration. Approvalbased on academic standing and permissionof instructor' Repeat-
;i; ;p to 15 iem. hrs. Studio fee. '1"-3 san' hrs'
vAD 498. SENIOR/PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR-VCD: Capstone course required of
all B. A. and B.F.A. visual communication design majors, to be taken in the first semester
of the senior year. Examination of aesthetic, cultural, ethical, and pragmatic issues in
preparation for post-graduate experience. studio fee. Prerequisite: senior standing or
permission. ^ 3 sem'hrs'
vAD 499. PORTFOLIO AND PAPER-VCD: Completion and presentation of under-
graduate portfolio and paper, to be reviewed by faculty and p":f '-F1!llty approral of
iortfolio ittd pup"t is iequirea for graduation' Prerequisite: VAD 498 * P"ff#l;;:
Studio fees: $20. - $65.
ART EDUCATION
vAE 101. EARLY CHILDHOOD ART EDUCATION: Acquaints students, especially
tt * ,""tirg Early Childhood Licensure, with the principles and concepts of art and
with the various materials and techniques used in artistic expression. open to- all
students. Studio fee. ' 2 sem' hrs'
VAE 231. INTRODUCTION TO ART EDUCATION: An introduction to the pedagogi-
cal, philosophical, and psychological asPects of teaching the, arts. Topics will include:
ilffi"1;t,'""tional ani siate stai'rdards, history, leamers with special ne^eds, reading in
the arts, ind professional associations. Studio iee. Prerequisite: EDT 110. Corequisrte:
EDT 100. 2 sem.hrs.
*VA8232. INTEGRATING THE ARTS: VISUAL ARTS: DCVCIOPiNg KNOWICdgE, SKiIIS
values and attitudes in visual arts for the purpose of integration into classrooms for
middle childhood and the adolescent leamer. Studio fee' Prerequisite: 
"* lh.n*.
VAE 383. FOUNDATION OF ART EDUCATION: Introduction to the philosophy,
hisiory, and theory of teaching art to prekindergarten through grade e-igh! gtudents with
varied needs ana abitities. ArI education majors only or permission. Studio fee' Prereq-
uisites: EDT 110, 207,208, and permission - 3 sem'hrs'
vAE 483. TEACHING VISUAL ARTS: Study of curriculum, planning, theory, and
practice for teaching visual arts to students grades seven through twelve. Art Education
lialors only. Studi6 fee. Prerequisites: EDT 110, 207,208, vAE 383, and permission'
-oluqrritit6t' EDT318,4\9. 3sem'hrs'
vAE 483W. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL ART: Workshop to give the
student of elementary and secondary educationnew approaches to teaching studio arts,
art criticism, art history, and aestheiics. Srudio fee' 3 sem' hrs'
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vAE 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in art educa-
tion. Approval based on academic standing and permission of instructor. Repeatable up
to 15 sem. hrs. Studio fee. LS sem.hrs.
Studio Fees: $20. - $40.
PHOTOGRAPHY
vAP 101. FOLINDATION pHoroGRApHy: Emphasis on learning and exploring the
visual language 
-of photograR-hjc im$e- throufh a series of creitive asiigru.,ints.Fundamentals of black-and-white stilfphotograp-hy: camera function, exposiure, filmprocessing, and printing. students gain sound iec-hnical and creative .or,t ol of th"
medium. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
vAP 201. PHOTOGRAPHy II: specific projects to develop personal expression and
sustained-creative growth, increased technicai competence and^greatervisual awareness.
students learn more advanced photographic techniques, incluiing negative and print-ing controls, and different camera formats. studlio fee. prereluisite: VAp 1bl orequivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
vAP 240. DIGITAL IMAGERY I: Introducrion to the theory, ethics, aesthetics, and
practice of c-omputer image digitizing, enhancement compositing, and manipulation as
]prlied to digital photography. some prior knowledge oi compiters is helpful. studiotee. 3 sem. hrs.
vAP 302. col-oR PHoroGRApHy I: htroduction to techniques and aesthetics of
color photography; students learn to use transparency and negaive films and to make
color prints. studio fee. Prerequisites: vAp 101,201 oi permission . 3 sem.hrs.
vAP 320. sruDlo PRACTICE I: Extensive use of large forrnat camera,
studio grip equipmen! tunpten and elechonic flash lighting techniqu;; sdll-life and porlrait
photography in a studio environment studio fee. rlerequisite VAp 201. 3 sem.hrs.
vAP 321. srttDlo PRACTICE II: Emphasis on the production of a professional-quality
portfolio which will demonshate advinced knowledge of the studio and image pioduc-tion. Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAp 320. 3 sem.hrs.
vAP 330. ALTERNATTVE pHoroGRApHy I: Introduction to specialized imageproduction utilizing silver and non-silver photographic processes. Emphasis on techni-
cal and aesthetic aspects of alternative phbtographic practice. studio ?ee. prerequisite:
VAP 101. 3 sem. hrs.
vAP 331. ALTERNATTVE pHoroGRApHy rI: Continuing work with alternative
silver and non-silver processes. Emphasis on completion of un iti"t book or installation
which demonstrates advanced technical 
"o^-urd and aesthetic understanding of theprocesses employed. Studio fee. prerequisite: VAp 330. 3 sem.hrs.
vAP 340. DIGITAL IMAGERy II: Continuation of the theory and practice of computerimaging and the electronic darkroom; and the incolporation of digiial images into bther
media. Emphasis on digital photography, videographic imagingLd the lle of digital
images in art and society. Studio fee. prerequisitb: Vap Z+0.- 3 sem. hrs.
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vAP 350. VIEW CAMERA: Extensive experience with the view c€unera, examination
of refined techniques, various applicationi, and concepts oflarge format photography'
Studio fee, Prerequisite: VAP 201. 3 sem' hrs'
vAP 402. coloR PHOTOGRAPFIY IL A continuation of color Printing from nega-
tives; comptetion of individual projects which will demonstrate an advanced under-
staniing of tn" tu"tr,.iqrr", u..,d u"ith"tics peculiar to color photography. Studio fee'
Pre.eqtisite, VAP 302. 3 sem'hrs'
vAP 410. ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY: Students with a substantial commitrnent
to pnotogruptty and with demonstrated technical skills work on individual ProjglF
anapartiiipiteingroup critiquesanddiscussion.Studio fee. Prerequisites:Y AP201'302;
VAH382 ' 3sem'hrs'
VAP 420. PHOTOJOURNALISM: A variety of ways of using photography as,docu-
-"rrtutio.,, r,urrative, and propaganda. Editing of work, layout, and ima_ge-text 
relation-
ships. personal photo$aihii"riuy required. studio fee. Prerequisite: vAP 201.
3 sem.hrs.
vAP 430. PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS: Problem-solving as-
sociated with professional photography; may include commercial, editorial, industrial,
architectural, ind illustrative photographic work both in the studio and on location'
Studio fee. Prerequisite: VAP 3^20 or permission' 3 sem'hrs'
vAP 450. PHOTOGRAPHY INTERNSHIP: Practical applications of photographic
stitts. Opportunities for advanced development and prac{c1l9xperi9nc9 inSrofessional
working environments. Repeatable up to 6 sem. hrs. for B.F.A. students.. Prerequisite:
Permission. 'l--3 sem'hrs'
VAP 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY: Series of assignments to
g,ria" i.ra"p"ndent study in photograSly, formulated to meet individual needs of the
student. Srudio fee. Prerequiiites' Vep Zbt and permission. 1"-5 setn.hrs.
vAP 498. SENIOR/PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR-PHOTOGRAPHY: Capstone course
..q"i."a or urr B.A. and B.F.A. phgtosranlrl majors, to be taken in the first semester of the
,"riio. y"u.. Examination of aesthetii, cultural, ethical, and pragmatic issues in prepara-
tion foi post-graduate experience. Studio fee. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permis-
sion. ' 3 san'hrs'
V AP 4}1.PORTFOLIOANDPAPER-PHOTOGRAPHY: Completionand presentation
oi ,rrrl"rg.uarrate portfolio and paper, to be reviewed by faculty and.pee-rs. Faculty
uppro.*rut"ot portfoiio and paper^ ijrequired for graduation. Prerequisite: VAP 498 orpernrission. - l san'hr'
Studio fees: $30. - $75.
ART HISTORY
* VAH 101. INTRODUCTION TO THE VISUAL ARTS: Thematically-based, non-chro-
noloeical introduction tnii"o"".t the fundamental and varied roles'that the visual arts'li;;;"pl"y;J;Jcontin,re to play in the human experience. oP". to all students. Fee'.
* VAH 201. SURVEY OF ART I Survey of Western art from pre'history through the Iate;;t"fip;;i"d op* to all studenti Fee. ' 3 sem'hrs'
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*VAH 202. SURVEY OF ART II: Survey of Westem art from the
through the Baroque. Open to all studehts. Fee.
late medieval period
3 sem. hrs.
* vAH 203. suRvEY oF A\T T; g"ry"r of western art from the eighteenth through thetwentieth centuries. Open to all studerus. Fee. 3 sein.hrs.
vAH 350. WESTERN ARCHITECTURE: Inrroduction to the history, theory, and prac-
tice of westem architecture from pre-history through the co"te."p.-.'"iy f"ri'.a. ope1i 6all sfudents. Fee. -r ----J r-" 3 sem. hrs.
* VAH 360. ART HISTORY AND FEMIMSM: Lrtroduction to feminist approaches to arthistory and women artists from the medieval period to th" prlr""i. opufi[olu ,t ra".,t .Fee. - -'-r-----" 3sem.hrs.
vAH 370. AMERICAN ART: Inhoduction to American art and architecture from the
colonial period to the present. Open to all students. Fee. 3 sem.hrs.
*vAH 382. HISTORY oF PHoroGRApHy I: History of the cultural, social, and aes-
5:*::t::,.ltf^t:glT-ry-from the camera obscwa td1e45. Emphasii on thechansing
l_1?:""To percephonotthe mediumasanartform, as social doiument, and as pop"ularculhrre. Llpen to all students. Fee. 3 ieri. hrs.
vAH 383. HISTORY oF VISUAL coMMUNIcATIoN DESIGN: study of the signifi-
cant developments, moveme-nts, and figures in the history of visual com#unication with
an empnasm on the twentieth century. Open to all sfudents. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
vAH 450. ffALIAN RENAISSANCE ART: Introduction to the painting, sculpture, and
alchitecture of Italy between c. 1300 and c. 1550. Fee. prerequisii"ivafiioz 5i p".".ir:
vAH 460. BAROQUE ART: study of the major painters, sculptors, and architects of the
seventeenth century. Fee. Prerequisite: VAH202 or permissi6n. 3 sem. hrs.
v Arr 470. NINETEENTH-CENTURYART I: study of the maior arrists and movements
S^E#1o^p""TjL19m-Neo-Classicism to the beginnings of dealsrn Fee. rrerequisite:
v 
^n zvJ or pemussron. 3 sim. hrs.
v A'H471. NINETEENTH-CENTURYART rI: studyof themajorartists and movements
T-!llo!"". art from Realism through Art Nouveau. ree. rierequisit* -vanl +zo o,pernusslon. - 3sem.hrs.
*vAH 480. TWENTIETH{ENTURY ART I: Study of the maior movements and artistsin the painting, sculpture, architecture, and otherhedia i.o* rs0o to 19a5.-open to all
students. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
vAH 482. HIsroRY oF PHOTOGRAPFTY tr: The history of photography from L94s tothe present. Open to all students. Fee. o ' r -- - 3 sem. hrs.
vAH 483. TWENTIETH-CENTURY ART II: study of the major movements and artistsin,painting, sculpture, architecture, and other medi a from 1,945 to the present. open to
all sfudents. Fee. r -- --- 3 sem. hrs.
vAH 485. ART HISTORY SEMINAR: A seminar and capstone reading and research
^.:51" 
.:T:"tratingon one art historical topic for detailed analysis. Mayie repeated as
toprcs change. Permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
vAH 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Advanced, independent study with faculty directionin art history. Prerequisite: one art history course or permission. L1s sem. hrs.
Visual Resources fees: 925.
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* General Education course. See Chapter V.
VISUALARTS
vAR 100. VISUAL ARTS FOLINDATION: Defines and examines the process of begin-
ning a program of education in the visual arts within the large_r context oflhe College of
etiS-IJ#f""."r""JtheUniversity. Integratespragmaticandconceptualissuescritical
ir riu"."i1""t"i"g for visual arts studentsl 1' sem' hr'
VAR 2OO. INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL ARTS COMPUTING: AN iNtTOdUCtiON tO thc
;;p;i;t as a tool, and the computer lab as an environment, for visual art production'
studio fee. ' 1 sem' hr'
vAR 210. VISUALIOURNAL: Students document and interpret their experience of a
qiven site through the creation of unique joumals. They create, collect, edit, and
fi;p;;;";r""1?aterials in combination with written commentary and reflections.
Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
vAR 220. VISUAL RESOURCES: Students study a wide variety of visual elements,
t"t"d-g many forms of visual communication as well as architecturei Pullic sqace.s/
and mus"eums, in order to understand ways in which art and degign play key roles inAfi;; th";,tft cultural environment bf a given site' Studio fee' 3 sem' hrs'
vAR 345. COMPUTER MODELING AND ANIMATION I: Introduction to histgry,
til;, and practice of 3-dimensional computer modeling and animation for video,
;;;pdt* ;a print media. Visualization, Cirtesian spac-e, simple polygonal modeling,
;;;];;;""d"tt"g, and animation techniques will be explored. Studio fee. Prerequisite:
V AP 240, or VAL 200, or permission. - 3 sem' hrs'
vAR 440. COMPUTERMODELING ANDANIMATION II: Detailed studyof spline-
based modeling, surface rendering and mapping, editing c91!-l"I.T"-ution sequences'
.t otion control]and other topics."Studio fee. Pr-erequisite: VAR 345. 3 sem. hrs'
vAR 445. COMPUTER MODELING AND ANIMATION III: Lrdividual projects in
co*"pt rutirution and production of animated sequence from storyboard to final presen-
tationl Studio fee. Prer^equisite: VAR t140. - 3 sem'hrs'
vAR 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Advanced, independent study with faculty direction
in a visual arts subject or topic that is not covered in existing, discipline-specific courses'
Permission. Studio fee. ' L-5 sem'hrs'
Studio fees: $25. - $50.
VAR
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WOMEN'S STUDIES (WST)
The interdisciplinary minor in women's sfudies provides a timely academic
concentration appropriate to many majors and useful in many fields. As an aca-
demic pursuit, women's sfudies attempts to compensate for the traditional omission
from many curricula of the historical and contemporary contributions of women. It
also looks to the future, intending to enhance ure aignity, worth, and effectiveness
of all women.
The minor in women's studies requires 13 semester hours. It must include the
interdisciplinary seminar ASI 228, Focus on womerL and L2 semester hours in
upper-division courses (300-level or above) from at least three different disciplines.
The following courses are among those offered.
ASI 228 Focus on WomenCMS 415 Women and CommunicationENG 2M Major American Writers: Women WriterslENG 319 Contemporary Fiction: Women WriterslENG 324 The Novel: Contemporary Women NovelistslENG 324 The Novel: Southern Women WriterslENG 329 The Short Story: Women WriterslENG 333 Images of Women in LiteratureENG 335 Modem Black LiteratureENG 380 Early Women WritersHSS 130 Self Defense for WomenHSS 376 Women's Health IssuesHST 351 History of American WomenHST 352 History of the American FamilvHST 353 History of Women in Europeai SocietiesMGT M0 WomeninManagementPHL 307 Philosophy and WomenPOL 300 Women and politicsPSY 443 Psychology of WomenPSY 462 Human SexualityREL 471. Women and Reli$onREL 472 Ecology and ReligionREL 474 Women and the Global ChurchSOC 322 SexRolesandSociety
SOC/SWK 330 Perspecrives on AgingSOC 332 Sociology of Women -VAH 360 Art History and Feminism
In additioru independent study courses and UDI courses may be applicable.
_ 
lTopics courses in various departments may be applicable if ihey are readily
identifiable as pertinent to women's sfudies. Sfudents who wish to be recorded as
minoring in women's sfudies should notify their respective deans and the director
of women's sfudies.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES COMMITTEE
WST
B. Youngkin (English), Director
carlson (History), Fischer (Philosophy), Hill-vasquez (English), Huff (Arts & Sciences),
Johnson (Philosophy), Lutz (Psychology), L. Majka (Sociology, Anthroplogy, and Social
Work), J. Martin (Religious Studies), O'Meara (Languages)' Shereen (English)'
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Sam Gould, Dean
Charles E. Wells, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Carol M. Haenel, Assistant Dean for Administration
Janice Glynn, Dhector, MBA Program
John Shishoff, Director, Undergraduate Program
Mary Beth DeConinck, Assistant Director, Undergraduate Program
OUR MISSION
We are a leaming community, committed in the Marianist tradition, to educating
the whole person and to connecting leaming, scholarship, leadership and service
within an innovativebusiness curriCulum designed to address the characteristics of
the contemporary business climate.
AN OVERVIEW OF OUR CURRICULUM
The school of Business Administration seeks to develop people and knowledge
which make a difference in business and society. Our mission is to create outstand-
ing value for our stakeholders by providing high quality educational programs, that
de-iiver the best in business thiriking and practice, embody the Catholic/Marianist
educational tradition and prepare well-rounded graduates for successful business
careers and further education.
The undergraduate curriculum has three distinct emphases: a foundation in the
liberal arts, a-firm grounding in the common body of business knowiedge, 11d
specialization in a 6usiness major. Supplemented with opportunities for enrich-
rient, the curriculum stimulates critical thinking, enhances communication skills,
integrates and synthesizes knowledge, and fosters ethical decision-making and
morilleadership-. Itisbuiltupontheenduringandfundamentalbasesof knowledge
that can prepaie students lor careers in the complex global economy of the
21st century.
ADMISSION TO THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATION
The minimum requirements for admission to the School of Business Administra-
tion are the following:
. Graduation from an accredited high school
. The following units of college preparatory subjects:
English 4 units
Mathematics (Algebra I & tr, Geometry) 3 units
Natural Science with a Laboratory
Social Science
l unit
2 units
. Students who rank in the upper half of their high school graduating class and who
have SAT scores of L000 orAeT scores of 22 are automatically eligible for admission
to the School of Business Administration. Applicants who do not meet these criteria
are judged on an individual basis. Consideration is given to the type of courses
takdn, the type of secondary school attended, and leadership activities, in addition
to class rank and standardized test scores.
o Any person whose native language is not English must submit an acc_eptable score
in th6 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). (See also International
Students in Chapter III.)
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TRANSFER STUDENTS
Candidates for admission from other accredited colleges or universities mustbe
in gogd aca4emic 
-lt3nd4g in the colleges or universities from which they aretransferring. ln addition, they must satisfu one of two entrance requirements; (1) a
clrmulative grade point averAge of 2.25 and completion of a calculls course (lviTH
L29 or equivalent)-with a grade of C- or better, or (2) a cumulative grade point
average of 2.50 without a calculus course.
Students seeking to transfer into the School of Business Administration from
other UD divisions must also satisfy one of two entrance requirements: (L) a
cumulative grade point average of 2.i5 and completionof a calcuius course (MfH
L29 or equiwalent)-with a g1ad9 of C- or better, or (2) a cumulative grade point
average of 2.50 without a calculus course.
All hansfer students arl required tohave an sBA-approved laptop computer.
Individual courses can be transferred only if the stuilent eamed a rirade 6f C- or
better; courses in which a D grade was reieived will not be transflrred. Upper
division business courses can 5e transferred only from business schools accredi'ted
by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB). At least Z5
percent of a 
-student's business coulses must be completed at the University of
Plytol. Students planning to attend two year colleges before transferring to the
school of Business AdminiJtration are encouraged to lollow arts and sciences or pre-
business programs rather than technical progiams. (See also Chapter Itr.)
RETURNING STUDENTS
A qualified student who returns to the School of Business Administration after
an absence of one calendar year or longer may be readmitted to the School of
Business Administration accoiding to theUniveriity of Dayton requirements which
are applied totransfer students from other univerdities and co[e[es. (See Chapter
III.) These students will be required to satisfy the program requirdments which are
current at the time of their readmission to the Schoolof Busiiress Administration.
Part-time sfudents (those who carry fewer than 12 semester hours) who are
readmitted after an abselcg of two or more years will be required to satisfy the
Program requirements which are current at th6 time of readmisiion to the School of
Business Administration.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
The School of Business Administration programs lead to the desree of Bachelor
of science in Business Administration upon sihsfactory completio"n of the follow-
ing requirements:
l. The candidate must complete successfully the first-and second-year business
administration program, which is designed t6 give a wide and liberaieducation for
a broader comfreh-ension of the fieldiof busiiess administration and economics.
All students in the school of Business Administration must complete a cofiunon
block of courses known as the SBA core.
2. The candidate must earn a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.0 in the
total semester hogrs required for,the degree and in the malorithe 2.00 requirement
in the major is calcrrlateh using atl 300-400 level courses aitempted in theitudent's
major; courses numbered at the 100 or 200 level are nof include-d in this calculation.
3. Each candidate must complete at least 54 upper-level semester hours, with a
minimum of 35 semester houis in 300-400-levef iourses in the school of Business
Administration, of which L8 semester hours or more must be in one of the aca-
demic majors.
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4. Candidates majoring in accounting, business economics, finance, leadership,
entrepreneurship,'intefrational business, or marketing must complete a minimum
of 12d semester hours. A major in management information systems or oPerations
management requires 124 semester hours.
5. The candidate's final 30 semester hours must be eamed at the University of
Dayton.
6. The School of Business Administration will not accept any business or business-
related courses more than ten years old.
7. A maximum of two semester hours of physical education activities courses
(HSS 130) maybe applied toward the minimum Sraduation requirement'
8. The candidate has the responsibility of meeting degree requirements inbusiness
administration. Therefore, the student should be thorouglrly familiar with the
degree requirements.
GRADING OPTION
All students in the School of Business Administrationmustregister under Grade
Option 1 for courses in any department of the School of Business Administration.
Oih". co*s"s that must ,5e ta-ken under Option 1 are MTH 128, 129; PHL 313;
REL 368; the communication requirement; and general education coufses.
MIS majors must take required computer science courses under Option 1'
FIRST- AND SECOND-YEAR SBA PROGRAM
The program below is to be followed by all business students excePt.those
plannin'g to"maior in management informadon systems. Those students should
iollow tfre progrim outlined in the section on the Management lnformation Systems
major (MIS) later in this chapter. 
-- -th"p.ogtam below contains all the requirements for the first and second years.
tftere is^fleiibility in thatsomecourses listad inthe firstyearcanbe takenduringthe
second Vear or vice versa. Consult an academic advisor for sequencing options.
Dept. No. Semestr Hours
BAI 150BAI 1O3L
BAI 151ENG 101-102HST 101 or 102
MTH T28MTH 129PHL 103
REL 103
cMM 110
First-Year
Business Educational Plarning
Business Computing Laboratoryl
Business lntegration Experience
College Comiosition I dnd II'?
Historv of Wbstern Civili?ation
Finite Mathematics3
Calculus for Business
Introduction to PhilosoPhY
lntroduction to Religion
Group Decision MakingS
General Education requirements'
Social Science Elective6
1
1
1
6
3
J
3
3
3
1
6
3
u
6
6
ACC
DSC
Second-Year
207-208 lntroductiontoFinancial/ManagerialAccounting
2L0-21,7 Statistics for Business I and II
ECO 203-204
MGT 201.
cMM 111
CMM 113
Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics
Legal Environment of Business
Informative Public Speakinga
Interviewinga
Additional Communication RequirementT
General Education Requirementss
Universitv of Davton VII
6
3
1
1
J
34
29-n
1A proficiency test for BAI 103L is available for those with adequate background.
2Students placed in ENG 114 or 198 take a three semester hour nonbusineJs elective.3MTH 102 is recommended for students with insufficient knowledge of secondary math-
ematics. MTH 102 does not count toward minimum graduation requirement.
€MM 110, 111 and 113 may be taken during different years than indicated here. some
acadernic majors recommend taking some of these courses during the junior year. See faculty
advisor for other sequencing possibilities.
sSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses,ue
specified in the program (e.g. PHL 103); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses set forth in Chapter V.
6ECO203-204fulfills the General Education social science requirement. SBA majors must
complete an additional social science course in ANT, Clt POL, psy, SOC, or SWK.
thoose from ENG 370, ENG 37 2, ENG 37 8, CMM 321, CMM 322, CMM \44,CMM 351 or
CMM42O.
MAJORS, MINORS, AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Majors are available in accounting, business economics, finance, leadership,
gntrepreneurship, intemational business, management information systerns, mar-
keting and operations management. These programs are described later in this
chapter.
Each major involves somenumber of generalelectives, as seenin the appropriate
program descriptions. In choosing electives, sfudents must bear in mind that a
minimum of 54 semester hours of all academic work must be at the 300-400 level.
Double majors and minors in business administration are available. Interested
students should consult with the appropriate departments for details. Require-
ments for minors are set forth under the descriptions for each academic unit later in
this chapter. Minors in some nonbusiness programs are also available.
MINOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A minor inbusiness administration is available to students in other divisions of
the university. A minor is helpful to sfudents considering a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) degree, or for those who may be seeking business careers.
The minor consists of 18 semester hours, as follows:
The following two courses are required:
203 Principles of Microeconomics
301 FinancialAccountingr
Select any four of the following:
MGT 201 Legal Environment of Business
ECO
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301 Business Finance
300 Principles of Marketing
301 Organizational Behavior
365 ManagementlnformationSystems
301 Survey of Operations Management2
lstudents may complete ACC 207 and ACC 208 in place of ACC 301.
'?DSC2l0-211,, Statistics for Business, is prerequisite for OPS 301.
For those interested in an MBA degree, additional business courses are helpful
and would allow completion of an MBA in less time. These courses include: ECO
204, Principles of Macroeconomics; and DSC 210-211, Statistics for Business I and II
(or comparable statistics courses offered by other departments), and other courses
listed above. In additioru those interested in an MBA degree should consider taking
ACC207-208 in place of ACC 301.
INTERNSHIP
Intemship isworkexperience offered (possiblyforacademic credit) ineachof the
departments in the School of Business Administration. The intent is to provide
practical experience in implementing the theory and skills learned in the classroom
in work associated with the sfudent's academic concentration. It is an option open
to all undergraduate students pursuingfour-year Programs once theyhave fulfilled
the following prerequisites:
1. Students must have completed a minimum of 45 semester hours prior to the
internship experience.
2. A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 is required to participate in an internship.
However, individual departments may require a higher minimum cumulative
GPA, and students should inquire in the department of their major if such a
requirement exists. Departrnent may alter the cumulative GPA requirement at any
time, and any change in the minimum GPA requirement supercedes the minimum
GPA printed in the bulletin.
3. Students can eam credit for internships only through the department of their
major. Approval from the department chairperson or the chairperson's designee is
a prerequisite for participation in the program. Individual departments may require
other prerequisite courses prior to the intemship experience. Students are resPon-
sible for checking with the department of their major to determine the prerequisites
unique to the department.
Positions offered to sfudents maybe either comPensatory or noncomPensatory.
The intent of the internship is to be beneficial to both the students and the
participating organizations. Students are encouraged to find positions themselves,
and these are acceptable if the employers agree to the conditions for participating
organizations.
Credits earned in intemship are applied as general electives. The maximum
number of semester hours that may be earned over the fulI four-year degree
program is six, although individual departnnent requirements differ and should be
checked under the 497 cowse numbers in the pages which follow. Interested
students should see the intemship coordinator for further information as soon as
they are eligible for participation.
FIN
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
The School of Business Administration participates in the University of Dayton
Cooperative Education Program, which is an optional program often consisting of
full-time, on-campus study alternating with terms of full-time, off-campus work.
For a fuller explanation of the program, refer to Chapter X.
ACC
ACCOUNTING (ACC)
The mission of the Department of Accounting is to PrePare our students for
successful professional careers by providing high quality educational programs in
accounting within an environment that connects learning, scholarship, leadership,
and servici creating distinctive graduates able to add value to employers, clients,
and society.
An accounting major must eam credit in at least seven uPPer-level accounting
courses. Six specific courses are required: ACC 303 ,305,306,341,401, and 420. One
additional accounting course is typically required.z3 All upper-division accounting
courses require a minimum grade of "C" in all prerequisite accounting courses.
Students should consult with their academic advisor about selecting accounting
and other elective courses appropriate to particular career goals. Students should
also consult their advisor or the chairperson about opporfunities for professional
work-experience, double majors and minors, foreign exchange opportunities, re-
quirements for professional (e.9., CPA) examination, etc.
Students may complete a 150 semester hour Program required to become a
CPA in Ohio and nulnerous other states. The MBA Program, with an optional
concentration in accounting, is particularly useful in this regard. Our integrated
B.S./M.B.A. program allows for the completion of both degrees, plus professional
work experience, foreign exchange experience and a second major or minor, in five
years. Consult the departrnent chairperson or an advisor for more information.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN ACCOUNTING (ACC)
Dept. No. Course Semestq Hours
funior YearACC 303 Managerial AccountingACC 305-306 Interriediate FinancialAccounting I & IIACC 347 Accounting Information Systems IFIN 301 Business FinanceMGT 301 Organization BehaviorMIS 365 Ma--nasement Information SystemsMKT 301 Princi[Ies of MarketingPHL 313 Business Ethics
or
lstTerm 2ndTerm
4 3
5
3
J
J
REL
OPS
368 Christian Ethics and the Business World301 Survey of Operations Management
Senior Year
Auditing Principles
Federal Income Taxation
Accounting electivdr
Economics=electivea
Managing the Enterprisd
Gener-a I Education r-equirementr
General electivess
J
L6-
4
i
3
33 0-333
t6 10-13
ACC 401,ACC 420
ACC
ECOMGT 490
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., [iIL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
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2A,ccounting majors completinga second major in theSBAcanoften substituteorwaive one
or more courses. Consult an advisor for further information.
'V"y 99 yaivgd, and replaced by general electives, for students electing to complete a
combined B.S. with a major in accounting and an MBA. Consult an advisor oithe chaii of the
department for details.
€hoose any 300 or 400 level economics course.
sA minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic work must be at the 300-400 level. Students
completing the combined BS/MBAprogram should likely schedule additional MBA courses.
Consult with your accounting advisor.
The program above contains all of the junior and senior requirements for an
accounting major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Consult the
academic advisor for sequencing options.
For a minor in accounting, at least L9 semester hours are required as follows:
ACC 207 -208, Introduction to Financial/Managerial Accounting.
ACC 305-306, htermediate Financial Accounting
Two additional accounting courses, chosen in consultation with the departrnent
chairperson.
FACULTY
Ronnie |. Burrows, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Clark, Eley, Fioriti, Roehm, Rosenzweig
Pr ofessors : Castellano, Street
Associate Professors: Brady, Burrows, Geary, Greenlee, Larson
kcturers: Fink, Giffin, Shankar, Shishoff
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ACC 207. INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Introducrion to
financialaccountingconcepts, procedures, and terminology. Theaccounting frame-
work for recording transactions and reporting to parties external to the organiza-
tion. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing and BAI 103L or equivalent, or permission
of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 208. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING: Management
use of accounting data in plarming and controlling organization activities; theories
and practices of cash flow reporting, cost accounting and analysis of data for
management decision making. Prerequisite: ACC207. 3 sern.hrs.
ACC 301. INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING: lntroduction to financial and
managerial accounting concepts, terminology, purposes, and applications for the
nonbusiness sfudent. Not open to sfudents in the School of Business Administration
ortothosewithcreditin ACC207. 3sem.hrs.
ACC 303. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING: The production, dissemination, and
interpretation of financial information for use within an organization. Information
for planning, decision making, and control. Study of typiial cost accounting sys-t9* T various organizations. Prerequisites: ACC 208; junior standing or permis-
sion of chairperson. - 3 iem.hrs.
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ACC 305-306. INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I & II: Compre-
hensive treatment of financial accounting concepts, principles, and procedures used
in the preparation and analysis of financial statements. Prerequisites: ACC 207 and
20S; juniol standing, or permission of chairperson. ACC 305 is a prerequisite for
ACC 306. 4 and 3 sem. hrs. respectiaely
ACC 341. ACCOLINTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS I: Study of designs of ac-
counting systems, including their impact on management decision making and
control.Emphasis on (1) a systems approach to the flow of data, (2) system intemal
control, and (3) computer applications in accounting. Prerequisites: ACC 207 and
208, completion or concurrent registration of MIS 365 or permission of chairperson.
ACC 401. AUDnNG PRINCIPLES: Study of the concepts, stan O^rO",::#r:.-
dures used to judge and report on the degree of correspondence between quantifi-
able information and established criteria; and the ethical environment in which
these determinations are made; introduction to internal, operational, and govem-
mental auditing. Prerequisites: ACC 306 and 341, or concurrent registration with
permission of chairperson. 4 sem. hrs.
ACC 402. ACCOUNTING FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGAMZATIONS: Study
of the principles, techniques, and procedures related to financial reporting of
govemmental units and other not-for-profit entities. Prerequisite: ACC 305.
3 sem. hrs.
ACC404. ADVANCED STRATEGIC COST MANAGEMENT: Study of Process
focus to strategic cost management. Topics include balanced scorecards, activity-
based costing and management, target costing and the use of statistical process
control as related to organizational processes and performance measurement and
control systems. Prerequisites: ACC 303 and OPS 301 or permission of chairperson.
3 sem. hrs.
ACC 408. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Study of the principles
and procedures in accounting for specialized uses in business combinations, con-
solidations, govemment and othernot-for-profit entities, multinational companies,
and foreign currency transactions. Prerequisite: ACC 305. 3 setn. hrs'
ACC 472. INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING: Introduction to issues of intema-
tional business as they relate to accounting; accounting practices in selected coun-
tries, and activities of the International Accounting Standards committee.
Prerequisite: ACC 305 or permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 420. FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION: Study of federal income tax laws and
their application to individuals, parhrerships, and corporations. The historical,
social, economic, and political influence on taxation laws are emphasized, Consid-
eration is given to legal, moral, business, and personal factors involved in taxation.
Prerequisite: ACC 305 or ACC 208 with permission of chairperson. 4 sem. hrs.
ACC 421.. ADVANCED TAXATION: Study of taxation of corporations, partner-
ships, and estates and trusts. Emphasis on the impact of taxation onbusiness entities.
Prerequisite: ACC 420. 3 sem. hrs.
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ACC430. LAW FOR THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION: Study of major laws
affecting the public and private practice of accounting; contracts, property, commer-
cialcode,bankruptcy,business organizations, legal responsibility, and goverrunent
regulations. Credit does not apply to requirements for ACC major. Prerequisites:
ACC 208 and MGT 203; permission of chairperson. 3 senr. hrs.
ACC 441, ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS II: Examination of ac-
counting systems with exposure to systems design and evaluation, complex spread-
sheet applications, decision support systems, and data base management applica-
tions. Prerequisite: ACC 341 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 491,492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigatiory and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of program director and chairperson. 3 san. hrs. each
ACC497. PROFESSIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE: Supervised accounting work
experience in association with a participating public accounting, industrial, com-
mercial, educational, health-care, or governmental organization. May be used for
general elective credit only. Option two grading only. Maximum of three credits
toward graduation requirements. Permission of chairperson required.
L-6 setn. hrs.
ACC 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ACCOUNTING: Directed readings, inde-
pendent study, and research projects in selected fields of accounting. Periodic
conferences with instructor. Prerequisites: Senior stafus in accounting; permission
of chairperson and instructor. 1-6 sem. hrs.
DSC
DECISION SCIENCES (DSC)
The Departrnent of Management Information Systems, Operations Manage-
ment, and Decision Sciences offers courses in several quantitative and systems
areas, a major and a minor in management information systems (see MIS), a major
and minor in operations management (see OPS) and a minor in decision sciences.
Decision sciences is the study of analysis, quantitative methodologies, and their
application to the functional and behavioral problems of any organization' The
major areas of study include applied statistics, operations research, and production
and operations m.rnagement. Allbusiness students take three decision sciences and
operationsmanagementcoursesaspartoftheircorebusinesscoursework DSC210,
Statistics for Business I; DSC 211., Statistics for Business II; and OPS 301, Production
and Operations Management.
The minor in decision sciences (DSC) offers business majors and other students
an opportunity to develop their skills in the quantitative methods which suPPort
managerial decision making. The following courses are required for a minor in
decision sciences:
MIS 175, Introduction to Business Applications
DSC 210, Statistics for Business I
D5C21,7, Statistics for Business II
MIS 365, Information Systems in Organizations
DSC 370, Decision Support Systems
OPS 301, Survey of Operations Management
Three additional semester hours of DSC, MIS, or OPS 300 or 400 level courses in
addition to courses used to satisfy the requirements of any other major or minor. See
Department Chair for approval.
Specific courses in other areas (e.g. mathematics) may be used. See chairperson
for approval.
FACULTY
|effrey A. Hoffer, Chairperson, Department of Management Int'ormation Systems and
Decision Sciences
Professor Emeritus and Distinguished Seruice Professor: Bohlen
Professors Emeriti: Casey, Vlahos, Young
]ohn Kanet, Nieh"aus Chair in Operations Management
Professors: Dunne, Ferratt, Hoffer, Kanet, Wells
Associate Professors: Ahire, Amsden, Prasad
Assistant Professors: Enns, Gorman, Salisbury
Lecturers: Davis, McManamon, Wagner
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
DSC 210. STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS I: Basic concepts of statistics including
descriptive statistics, probability, probability distributions, and estimation. Prereq-
uisites': MTH 128. BAI 103L. 3 sem.hr|.
DSC 211. STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS II: Tests of hwotheses, analysis of vari-
ance, simple and multiple regression and correlation, ahd nonparametiic methods.
Usg 
_of c-omputer soft"lvare Jor statistical data analysis. Prerequisite: DSC 210,MTH 129. ^ .i sem. hrs.
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DSC 313. ADVANCED BUSINESS STATISTICS: Selected topics from advanced
statistics with emphasis on business applications. Prerequisite: DSC 21.1 or
equivalent. 3 setn. hrs.
DSC 370. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS: Information systems and mathemati-
cal modeling for managerial analysis and decision making.-Develops skills to solve
problems using computer-based-modeling in selected didciplines,luch as market-
ing or finan-ce.-Iopic's include componentE of a DSS, linear -programming, simula-
tion modeling, iroup decision-making, and intelliednt -support-svstems.
Prerequisites: DSC Ztt, MIS 365, MIS 175 rliommended." 3 6em.hrs.
DSC 410. DECISION THEORY: Introduction to the analysis of decisions under
uncertainty. Topics include structuring of the decision prdcess, Bayesian decision
theory, anil multicriteria decision making. PrerequisiteiDSC 211 o'r equivalent.
DSC 415. SIMULATION MODELING AND ANALYSIS: Introduction 
t tkff-
tion models in support of business decision making. Emphasis on building and
analyzing models-in a variety of applications includi-ilg ma'nufacturing and sdrvice
systems.Stgdy and use of a simufation language. Preriquisites:DSC2ll; DSC 370
r6commended. 3 sem.hrs.
DSC 435. ANALYSIS OF FACTORY SYSTEMS: Concepts and techniques for the
analysis, design, and management of factory producfion systems. Work-flow
layoi:t, scheduling techniquei stochastic process'models, simdlations, and comput-
erized factory moaels. Prerequisites: DSC 370, OPS 301. 3 sem. hrs.
ffiC 491.-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis undei the guidince of a deparfmental
faculty mtimber. Restriicted to students in the Univeisity Honors Pro'sram with
permission of the director of the program and the departinental chairpdrson.
3 san. hrs. each
DSC 494. SEMINAR IN DECISION SCIENCES: Study of selected topics or issues
in applied statistics, quantitative business analysis, and production arid operations
mandgement. Topics vary from time to time. Mav be tak^en more than oncb il topics
chang"e. Title will reflect iopics covered in a parficuJar offering. 3 sem.'hrs.
DSC 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in association with a participating industrial, commercial, educahoiral, health-care,
or governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the
stuiient's minor conientration. (See intemship coordinator for details.) Does not
satisfy MIS elective. Permission of chairperson required. 1-5 sem.hrs.
DSC 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN DECISION SCIENCES: Research in con-
iunction with a faculty member on a subiect within the general area of decision
sciences. Normally open only to iuniors and seniorswhohaire attained a cumulative
grade-point average-of 3.0 or above. Perrnission of chairperson required.
1-6 sem. hrs.
2U
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ECONOMICS/BUSINESS ECONOMICS (ECB)
The Departrnent of Economics and Finance offers majors in Business Economics
and in Finance for students in the School of Business Administration. The depart-
ment also offers majors in Economics and in Applied Mathematical Economics for
students in the College of Arts and Sciences (See Chapter VI for requirements for
these majors.) Minors in Economics, Business Economics and Finance are available
to all students.
Economics teaches students to think analytically about problems that arise in
business, politics, and everyday life. The Business Economics major offers sfudents
the strength of economic theory combined with a focus in an area of applied business
and develops the student's quantitative skills by requiring course work in econo-
metrics or forecasting. The major is excellent preparation for a wide range of
employmentopportunities inbusiness, governmentand education.It also prepares
students for graduate study in law, public policy, and business. Students who wish
to pursue graduate study in economics should supplement the major with addi-
tional mathematics courses or major in Applied Mathematical Economics.
A major in Business Economics requires: ECO203-204,8CO 340 or 346, ECO410
or 44'|.,ECO 490, 6 additional semester hours of economics electives, and a breadth
requirement of 6 semester hours of courses in one other business discipline chosen
from a list of approved courses. See the department office or website for the
approved breadth requirement courses. The breadth courses should be chosen to
complement the economics electives taken by the student.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for a
Business Economics major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses.
Consult the academic advisor for sequencing options.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
BUSINESS ECONOMICS (ECB)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
ECO 340
Junior Year
Managerial Economics
Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis
Business and Economic Forecasting
Econornetrics
Economics elective
Breadth Requirement electivel
Business Finance
Organizational Behavior
Management Information Systems
Principles of Marketing
Survey of Operations Management
General Education Requirement2
J
J
J
J
J
J
30
or
ECO 3M
ECO 410
or
ECO 47
ECO
FIN 301
MGT 301
MIS 365
MKT 301
oPs 301
ECO/ECB
PHL
or
REL
ECO
ECO
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J
J
J
J
J
12
30
313
368
490
hMGT
Senior Year
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Economics elective
Senior Seminar in Applied Economics
Breadth Requirement electiver
Managing the Enterprise
General Education Requiremenf
General Electives3
lBusiness Economics majors are required to take 6 semester hours of electives chosen from
approved courses in one otherbusiness discipline. A listofapproved courses is available from
the department office or website.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses :re
specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
3A minimum of 54 sem. fus. of all academic work must be at the 3ff)-400 level.
A minor in Business Economics requires:
. ECO 20}204 Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics
. ECO 340 Managerial Economics or ECO 346 Intermediate
Microeconomic Analvsis
. ECO 410 Business and Economic Forecasting or ECO t[4L Econometrics
o Six additional semester hours in economics
FACULTY
Elizabeth Gustafson, Chairpuson
P rof essor s: Frasca, Rapp
Associnte Professors: Gustafson, Hadley, Ruggiero
Assistant Professors: Poitras, Oladi
Lecturer:lohn
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*8CO203. PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS: An introduction to conswner
and producer behavior in a market economy, demand and supply, pricing and firm
behavior under perfect and imperfect competition, and the distribution of income.
Discussion of current topics in microeconomics may be included. 3 sem. hrs.
*ECO 204. PRINCIPLESOFMACROECONOMICS: Introductorveconomic analv-
sis of themacroeconomy;thedeterminationof grossnationalproduct,employmerit,
inflation and the interest rate in the U.S. economy. Government potry, money and
banking, and international trade are analyzed. Prerequisite: ECO 203 recommended.
3 sem.hrs.
*ECO 310. ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT: Introduction to the econom-
ics of the global environment including an analysis of market failure as a cause of
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environmental degradation. Topics covered include cost$enefits analysis, criteria
for public investment, regulation of the environment, and the sustainable global
env-ironment. Prerequisite: ECO 203 strongly recommended. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO340. MANAGERIALECONOMICS: Application of economic models tomana-
gerial decision making. Topics include demand analysis, forecasting demand,
ihort-run cost analysisl long:-run cost and production firnctions, pricing, and risk
and uncertainty.May not get credit for both ECO 340 and ECO 346. Prerequisite:
ECO 203. 3 setn. hrs.
ECO 346. INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Analysis of the
theory of consumer behavior, production theory, equilibrium of the-firm, price
determination in various market structures, distribution of income, allocation of
resources, andwelfareeconomics. MaynotgetcreditforbothECO346 and ECO340.
Prerequisite: ECO 203. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO U7. INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS: National income
accounting and the determination of the level of income and employmenti classical,
Keynesian, and post-Keynesian models; private, government, and foreign sectors;
theories of inflation and economic growth. Prerequisite: ECO 204. ECO 203 recom-
School of Business Administration ECO/ECB
mended. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 390. ANTITRUST ECONOMICS: Study of how economic analysis has been
applied in the interpretation of the antitrust stitutes. Examines major anti-trust laws
ahd relevant case liw and reviews economic theories of market bdhavior. Prerequi-
site: ECO 203. 3 sern. hrs.
ECO 410. BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC FORECASTING: Forecasting tech-
niques, including ARIMA time series models, econometric models, moving aver-
ag6s, exponentia'i smoothing, and time series decomposition, are used to forecast
business and economic variables. Data sources, selection of appropriate forecasting
tools and models, and evaluation of forecast results are sfudied. Prerequisites: ECO
203 or 204, and Statistics (MTH 207 or DSC 21 1 or MTH 367 or MTH 41 2). 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 415. GAME THEORY WITH BUSINESS APPLICATIONS: Introductorv
course in strategic and competitive decision making; provides a thorough discui-
sion of the basic techniques of applied game theory and of systematic thinking in
makingbusiness decisions. Among the topics covered with applications tobusiness
are equilibrium strategies, the prisoner's dilemma, understanding sifuations in-
volving conllict and cooperation, contracting and creating incentives, and bargain-
ing and negotiations. Prerequisite: ECO 203,204. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO441. ECONOMETRICS: Training in the art of making economic measure-
ments from empirical data, using regression analysis as the principal tool; use of a
computer program for determining the parameters and statistical measures of the
regression equation; interpretation of the results by stadstical inference. Prerequi-
sites: ECO 203,204, Differential calculus and basic statistics or permission of the
instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO M2. MONEY AND BANKING: Principles of money and monetary systems;
commercial banking and the role of the Federal Reserve System; monetary theory
and policy; the mechanismof intemational payments. Prerequisir.","aOrl2li.#:.
ECO 445. PUBLIC FINANCE: The economic aspects of govemment finance at the
local, state, and especially national level; the behavioral effects of various taxes,
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efficiency in spendin& the changing role of the U.S. goverrunent, fiscal policy, and
intergovemmental revenue and expenditure programs; emphasis on relating ana-
lytical tools to current developments. Prerequisites: ECO 203,204. 3 sern. hrs.
ECO 450. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS: Analysis of the principal
tools of economic systems of the world, primarily capitalism, socialism, and com-
munism. A comparative analysis of how each type of economic system allocates
resources to achieve desired economic goals. Prerequisites: ECO 20t, r}n. 
,"_. ,rr.
*ECO460. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH: Study of various dy-
namic economic theories of growth and structural change; the role of particular
factors of production and related noneconomic variables in the development
process, primarily, though not exclusively, of Third World nations. Prerequisites:
ECO203,204. 3 sem.hrs.
*ECO461. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS: Major issues surrounding intema-
tional trade, the economic interdependence of nations and businesses, essential
theoretical and empirical tools necessary to monitor and analyze international
economic phenomena, and the application of these tools to contemporary global
businessproblems and issues. Prerequisites: ECO203,204;ECO34,6."..TT#lrirt:
ECO 471.. LABOR ECONOMICS: Theory of labor supply and demand, human
capital theory, and the process by which wages are determined in various factor
markets; applications to topics of unemployment, unions, migration, discrimina-
tion, and skill differentials. Prerequisites: ECO 203,204. 3 sern. hrs.
ECO 480. SPORTS ECONOMICS: The application of economic analysis to the
sports industry. Examines demand and efficiency in the product markel the labor
market for professional athletes and mechanisms for restricting competition in that
markeg problems in achieving an efficient allocation of resources in the sports
industry. Prerequisites: ECO 203; 204, and DSC 211 or MTH 207 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
ECO 485. URBAN AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS: Treatment of certain
theoretical concepts such as location theory and theories ofland use and land rent;
an economic interpretation for the existence of cities; applying economic analysis
to the problems of traffic congestion, pollution, race, poverty, and urban sprawl.
Prerequisite: ECO 203; ECO 345 recommended. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 490. SENIOR SEMINAR IN APPLIED ECONOMICS: Application of theoreti-
cal, mathematical, and statistical methods used by economists to economic prob-
lems presented by business or goverrunent clients or chosen by the instructor.
Prerequisite: 15 semester hours in Economics. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 49L-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem. hrs. each
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ECO 497. INTERNSHIP FOR GENERAL ELECTIVE CREDIT: PTACIiCAI WOTK CX-
perience associated with career development and career exploration.relating to the
ifudent's major. Permission of departrnent chair or designee required. Does not
replace ecotromics courses for the economics major. Prerequisite: 45 sem. hrs. of
cridit. 3 sem.hrs.
ECO 498. STUDIES IN ECONOMICS (HONORS): Directed readings and research
in selected fields of economics. The number of sem. hrs. will depend on the amount
of work chosen. The course will involve periodic discussions with faculty and other
students in the course. May be taken more than once for additional credit.
Prerequisite: 3.0 average in economics with a minimum of 9 sem. hrs. in economics;
nomination by faculty and permission of chairperson required. 1--6 sem' hrs.
School of Business Administration ECO/ECB
ECO 494. SEMINAR: Subject varies from time to time. May be taken more than
once if topic changes. Prerequisites to be announced' 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off cam-
pus altemating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult C_ooperative
Education Office for details.) Does zof count toward economics maior. Permission
of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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FINANCE (FIN)
The Department of Economics and Finance offers majors in Finance and in
Business Economics for students in the School of Business Administration. The
department also offers majors in Economics and in Applied Mathematical Econom-
ics for students in the College of Arts and Sciences (See Chapter VI). Minors in
Finance, Business Economics and Economics are available to all students.
The finance major provides students with a working understanding of the
financial decision-making process, how financial markets function, and the acqui-
sition and management of capital. Students may elect course concentrations in
investment analysis and portfolio management, financial institutions and services,
or colporate financial management. Students will be prepared for a variety of
careers in business and in the government sector with work in areas such as financial
analysis, capital budgeting, banking, mergers and acquisitions, cash management,
financial planning, investment analysis and portfolio management, brokerage, real
estate, and insurance. A major in finance is also excellent preparation for graduate
study in finance, business administration, or corporate and securities law.
The major in finance consists of 21 semester hours: FIN 301, Business Finance;
FIN 360, Inveshnents; FIN 371, Financial Markets and l:rstitutions, 9 semester hours
of 400 level finance electives, and 3 additional semester hours of 300 or 400 level
finance electives or ACC 305.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for a
finance major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Consult
an academic advisor for sequencing options.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN FINANCE (FIN)
Semester HoursOrpt. N". C"**
ECO
FIN
FIN
FIN
MGT
MIS
MKT
oPs
3
3
3
J
3
3
J
J
J
J
30
301
360
37't
301
365
301
I'
Junior Year
Economics electivel
Business Finance
krvestments
Money and Capital Markets
Organizational Behavior
Management lnformation Systems
Principles of Marketing
Survey of Operatiors Management
General Education requiremenf
General elective3
Senior Year
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Finance electivesa
Managing the Entelprise
General Education requiremenf
General electives3
REL 368
FIN
MGT 490
PHL 313
or
12
3
3
9
30
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rChoose any 300 or 400 level economics course.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 358); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
3A minimum of 54 sem. fus. of all academic work must be at the 300-400 level'
9 semester hours of 400 level finance courses and 3 semester hours of 300 or 400 level
finance courses or ACC 305.
For a minor in finance, 15 semester hours are required:
FIN 301, Business Finance
FIN 360, Investments
FIN 371, Financial Markets and Institutions
Six additional semester hours in finance, which must include at least three
semester hours at the 400 level.
FACULTY
Elizabeth GustafsorL Chnirperson
Carl Chen, William l. Hoben Professor of Finance
Professor: Chen
Asiociate Professors: Chan, Mohan, Sauer, Steiner
Assistant Professors: Lung, Tay
kcturer: Douglas
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FIN 300. PERSONAL FINANCE: Principles and techniques for handling personal
financial decisions: personal budgeting, obtaining credit, life and casualty insur-
ance,buyingahome,buying an automobile, and savingsand investments. Forboth
businesi an-d nonbusiness majors. Does not count toward the finance major.
FIN 301. BUSINESS FINANCE: Principles and techniques ur"O r,,"",jJffi3i,
in managing and financing their current and fixed assets; sources of funds within the
capital i'ra."tets; determii'rants of the financial structure; analytical techniques.
Pr'erequisites:ECO203; ACCzlTor30l,juniorstanding. 3sem.hrs.
FIN 310. INVESTMENT CENTER PEER MENTOR: Members of the Center for
Portfolio Management and Security Analysis Staff mentor Pegrs T {fectivgly
utilizing the vari-ous software and dalabase package resources within theCenter for
Portfoli"o Management and Security Anatysit and issist in a range of developmental
programs. Reqiires permission of Une CFplrrt director. Does not count toward the
ii"di c" major.-Gradihg option 2. 1 sern. hr.
FIN 321IMGT 321. FINANCING ENTREPRENEURIAL VENTURES: FOCUSCS ON
financial aspects of starting, growing, and harvesting entrePreneurial venfures.
Includes ernphasis placed on h-ow common financing deals are strucfured, common
financing pitfalls, and various legal documentationused to consummate financial
transacti-ons. Prerequisites: MGT 320 or FIN 301; junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN UniversiW of Davton VII
FIN 330. INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT: studv of the basic conceDts
of business 
_and personal risks from the standpoint of cieation, identificatibn,
reduction, elimination, and evaluation of risks; ihe use of insurance in mee{nd
problems of risk. r sem. nrs.
FIN 336. PRINCIPLES oF REAL ESTATE: survey of real estate industrv with
emphasis onitsstrucfure,regulation, growth,needs,'financing, and future. Airalvsis
of the methods of determining lani[ use and evaluation oT the theories of titydevelopment 3 sem.hri.
FIN 360. INVESTMENTS: The principles and techniques used bv the investor in
selecting securities, emphasis on the stock and bond harkets; se'curitv valuation
methods leading to the selection of individual issues; portfolio theory. pierequisite:
FIN 301. 3 stm. hrs.
FIN 371. FINANCIAL MARKETS AND INSTITUTIoNS: studv of financial mar-
kets and financial institutions, including the Federal Reserve, inti-'rest rate theories,
money and capital market securities,-interest rate fufures, options and swaps,
intemational financial markets, such as commercial banking, insurance, and invelst-
ment banking. Prerequisite: FN 301. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN401. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: Advanced srudy of current de-
velopments in financial planning, acquisition of funds, asset manisement valua-
tionf policy strategy anil technilues'in financial decision makinglprerequisite:
FIN 301. 3,,ii,.n i.
FIN410. INVESTMENT CENTER OPERATING COMMITTEE: Members of the
Center for Portfolio Management and securiw Analysis operatine Committee
provide leadership within the CFPM structure. Responsible foi achieiine assisned
irnit objectives, m-anaging a team, and taking a leadership position for"a ranEe of
center initiatives and projects that directly iripact the effiicdve implementatiSn of
the Center's overall strategic objectives. R6quiies permission of thdCFpM director.
Does not count toward the finahce major. Grading option 1.. 1 sem.hr.
FIN 430. ToPIcs IN coRPoRATE FINANCE: Focus is on how firms create value
for their shareholders. Examines the definition and measurement of shareholder
value; explores operating and financing stragegies that create value; evaluates
management incentives and their alignment w.ith shareholder interests. prerequi-
sites: FIN 301 and FIN 360 or 401.
FIN 450. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS FINANCE: Inrroduction to problems fac-
ing financial manqgqmenJ of inte-mational companies, including foreign exchange
risk, working capifal and capital budgeting decisions for mulEnatiotal corpora-
tions, international financing, accoundirg aid control. Prerequisite: t^ j?l;. r^.
FIN 460. PORTFOLIOMANAGEMENTANDSECURITYANALySIS: Advanced
valuation theo:y and security analysis; portfolio construction, evaluation, and
management. Pierequisites: FIN 301, 360.' 3 seth. hrs.
FIN 460L. PoRTFoLIo MANAGEMENT LAB: Provide analvst support for the
Seminar in Inveshnents courseand the Flyer Inveshnents teami Requiies previous
or concurrent enrollment in FIN 460 anci instructor permission. Does nbt count
toward the finance major. Grading option 2. ' L sem. hr.
FIN 470. FIXED INCOME SECURITIES: overview of fixed income securities and
their derivatives and an introduction to the analytical,/computational techniques
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reouired for pricine these complex securities and implementing effective portfolio
stritegies to tontroTinterest rafe risk and enhance retirms. Prere-quisites: FIN 360 or
377.
FIN471. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: Integrated and
comprehensive analvsis of financial institutions that include depository institu-
tion6, insurance comi>anies, securities firms, and investrnent comfanies. Preregui-
sites: FIN 3ol'371'. - 3 sem. hrs'
FIN 475. COMMERCIAL BANK MANAGEMENT: Explores the environment in
which banks must operate, the financial statements of bahks, and a thorough sfudy
of bank manaeemedt topics which include: asset-liabi.lity management, the invest-
ment portfolid, sources 6f funds, and the loan portfolio. The methodology includes
a bank simulation game. Prerequisites: FIN 301 and FIN 360 or 371. -'3 sem. hrs'
FIN480. OPTIONS AND FUTURES MARKETS: Studv of options, futures, and
other derivatives fundamentals, trading strategies, hedging, speculation, and arbi-
hating, pricing theories, and market reg'irlation!. Prerequisites: FIN 301 and FIN 360
- J sem.hrs.UI J/ I.
FIN 491492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent orisinal research thesis undei the zuidance of a deparhnental
facultv mrimber. Restr"icted to students in the Univeisity Honors Prolcram with
perm6sion of the director of the program and the departinental chairpdrson.
- 3 sem. hrs. each
FIN 493. SEMINAR IN INVESTMENTS: Application of investrnent theory and
techniques in a real-world setting. Sfudents riranage a funded portfolio in terms of
establishins obiectives, selectinfsecurities to buri (sell), and ivaluating portfolio
performande. Emphasis is placeA upon attempting to identifu underva-lded com-
'mon stocks. Prerebuisite: ffirl g0O re'quired; nN +0U highly reiommmded. Admis-
sion to the course is limited and musi be approved by-the instructor. 3 setn. hrs.
FIN 493L. SEMINAR IN INVESTMENTS LAB: Provide leadership in facilitating
the supporting analyst role for the Seminar in Investments course. Requires previ-
ous or'cbncurr"ent erirollment in FIN 493 and instructor permission. Do-es not count
toward the finance major. Grading option 1. - L sem.hr.
FIN 494. SEMINAR: Subiect varies from time to time. Maybe taken more than once
if topic changes. Prerequisites: To be armounced. 3 setn. hrs.
FIN 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional tull-time work period off cam-
pus dternatine with study period on campui. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Offrce for detaitS.1 Does nof coirnt toward fiirance major. Permission of
chairperson required. J sem.hrs.
FIN 497. INTERNSHIP FOR GENERAL ELECTIVE CREDIT: Practical work expe-
rience associated with career development and career exploration relating to ihe
student's maior. Permission of depa?trnent chair or desiinee required. Does not
replace finanie courses for the finahce major. Prerequisitd 45 seni. hrs. of credit.
FIN 498. STUDIES IN FINANCE: Directed."uait *, u.,a research in seti-fiia;
of finance. The number of semester hours will depend on the amount of work
chosen. The course will involve periodic discussions with other students and faculty
in the prosram. Mav be taken niore than once for additional credit. Prerequisite: 3.0
averaie iifinance ivith a minimum of 9 sem. hrs. in finance; nomination by faculty
and pErmission of chairperson required . 1'-6-sem. hr|.
BAI
INTERDISCPLINARY STUDIES (BAI)
BAI 150. BUSINESS EDUCATIONAL PLANNING: Introduction to the School of
Business Administration and the University. Development of approaches to all
inclusive educational planning. Does not count toward minimum graduation
requirement. 'l- setn. hr.
BAI L51. BUSINESS INTEGRATION EXPERIENCE: Integrated introduction to
maior business processes and decision making. Open only to first-year students.
'L sern. hr.
BAI 103L. BUSINESS COMPUTTNG LABORATORY: Introduction to business
software skills including HTML, Microsoft Excel and Power Point, and Lotus email
and calendar. Does not count toward minimum graduation requirement.
L sem.hr.
BAI 199. BUSINESS SCHOLARS FORUM I: Exploration and discussion of a wide
range of business topics. Weekly sessions led by faculty members and guest
professionals in their areas of expertise. Open only to first-year Business Scholars.
'L sem.hr.
BAI201. BUSINESS SCHOLARS FORUM II: Similar to BAI 199 with topics geared
to sophomore Business Scholars. Open only to sophomore Business Scholars.
1 sem. hr.
BAI 295. CAREER DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR: Seminar for exploration of career
options. Involves exploring career options, investigating tentative career choices,
deciding on potential career direction, and developing the knowledge and skill to
pursue a career direction. Should be taken second semester sophomore year or
eithersemester junioryear.Inmanagementand marketing, BAI295is aprerequisite
for intemship or co-op experience if either is undertaken for academic credit.
7 san.hr.
BAI301. PRACTICTIM IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS: Study and analysis of
intemational business concepts: objectives and ethics; planning; decision-making;
business skills and entrepreneurial aptitudes. Comparative analysis of various
culfures and their impact on intemational business operation. 3 sem. hrs.
BAI 400. DEAN'S LEADERSHIP LABORATORY: Upper-class student participa-
tion in fust-year student advising program. Permission of dean's office required.
'l- sem.hr.
BAl497. LABORATORYWORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
govemmmtalorganization;practicalexperienceinworkassociatedwiththesfudent's
major or minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Does not
count toward major. Permission of dean required.
n4
3-6 sern. hrs.
INB
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (INB)
The Intemational Business major is an interdisciplinary major designed to meet
the needs of sfudents interested in different facets of the intemational area' It may
be taken as a stand-alone maior, in coniunction with a major or minor in a functional
business discipline, orwith imajor orininor in a language. Thebusiness.curriculum
forthemajorionsists of all corebusinesscourses (FIN301, anupperlevel ECO,MGT
301, MKT'301, OPS 301, MIS 365 & MGT 490) and their prerequis$1{ye r991tr9{
Intemational Business courses: ECO 461 or ECO 450 or ECO 460, FIN 450, MGT 403
or MGT 414, MKT 340 or MKT t140, and INB 450, plus two international electives'
These electives may come from the courses listed lbove, which are not selected as
a required course, or from the following International Business electives: ACC 412,
BAI'301, or MKT 445,300 or 400 levellanguage courses, or from an intemational
course outside the School of Business edmlnistration that is approved by the
Director of Intemational Business Programs. One of the two electives is waived if the
student is a business double major oiminor. In addition, comPetency in a foreign
lanzuage, which may be demonstrated by successfirl completion of two semesters
of 2"00 ianguage stuiy or passing of the competency test g-t"9" 9V the language
departmeit, itra 
"t interirationit experience are required. 
(This mgy include:
paiticipation in a study abroad program; attendance at an educational institution
butsidi the United Staies; or an inte-rnational business intemship or co-op.)
A minor in Intemational Business requires four core business courses: ACC 207
or 301, ECO 203, MGT 301, and MKT 30i and their prerequisites, and four Interna-
tional Business courses, including three courses from ACC 412, ECO 461, ECO 450,
ECO 460, FIN 450, MGT 403, MGT 414, MKT 340, MKT 1140, plus INB 450. Only two
of these courses may come from one discipline, only one may also count towards a
sfudent's major. In'addition, nine hourJ of non-business intemational oriented
courses, whlih may fulfill General Education requirements or be ge^neral electives
are required. Stud6nts may choose from the follbwing: e".y ?90:3-09or 400 level
language course (Two 100 ievel courses count as one course.); ANT 315,351,352' or
EOei,Fjl6SSS;Cfr,ftrl +fa; ENG 203, 205,306,322,348,358, or 448; HST 315, 32'l',322,
g23:,g26,327,328,332,333,337,939,357,358,374,382,o1 383);ASI390or398;PBL
355'or362; POL202,2'1.4,920-329,331,406,407,409,ot470;REL201,202,or345' Other
courses may be substituted for the above courses with the permission of the Director
of htemational Business Programs.
Two Certificates in Intemitional Business are also available for non-business
sfudents wishing to demonstrate an interest in international business. One has a
Marketing or Himan Resource Emphasis. The requirements for this are: four core
business io*r"r, ACC 207 or 301, ECO 203, MGT 301, and MKT 301, three
Intemational Business courses, including, two courses from ECO 450, MGT 403,
MGT 414, MKT 340, and MKT rt40; plui INB 450. The second certificate has an
Economics or Finance emphasis. The requirements for this are: four or five core
business courses: ACCI}? and 208 or AeC 301, ECO 203,204, and FIN 301, three
International Business courses, including, two courses from ECO 461' ECO 450,
ECO 460, ACC 412, and FIN 450; plus INB 450.
Other requirements for both cirtificates include: com?etency in a foreign lan-
guagewhich maybe demonstratedby successful completion of two years of college
iurr$rugu study br passing of the competency test Sivel by the.lalg,uage depart-
m"it, it d utt ii"rt"ttiational experience. This may include: participati_o-n in a study
abroad program; attendance ai an educational institution outside the United States;
or an intemational business intemship or co-oP.
INB Universitv of Davton VII
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (INB)
Dept. No. Course Sanester Hours
FIN 301
MGT 301
MKT 301
MIS 365
oPS 301
ECO 46L
ECO 4s0
ECO 460
PHL 313
REL 368
MKT 340
MKT EO
MGT 403
MGT 4I4
J
J
J
J
3
J
J
J
3
30
J
6
3
6
9
30
FIN 450
INB
INB 450
MGT 490
Junior Year
Business Finance
Organizational Behavior
Principles of Marketing
Management Information Systems
Survey of Operatioru Management
Intemational Trade or
Comparative Economic Systems or
Economic Development and Growth
Business Ethics or
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Multicultural Marketing Analysis or
Global Marketing
Cross-cultural Management or
Multinational Corporate Management
General elective
Senior Year
Intemational Business Finance
Intemational Business elective
Seminar in Current Global Issues
Managing the Enterprise
General Education requirements
General electives
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OVERSIGHT COMMTTEE
William S.*"Iy, Director, International Business programs
_B_rr-lo*p (Accounting), Gustafson (Economics andFinance),Hoffer (MIS and Decision Sciences), King (Management ana Marketing)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
INB 450. SEMINAR IN CURRENT GLOBAL ISSUES: seminar focusing on various
contemporary international issues and regions; topics vary. Requiredof Intema-
tional Business majors and minors and sfudents completing a Ceriificate in Intema-
tional Business. 3 san. hrs.
INB 491-492. HoNoRS THESIS: selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis undei the guidince of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to sfudents in the univeisiry Honors prorgram with
permission of the director of the Honors Program and tlie Intemationil Business
program director. - 3 sem. hrs. each
INB 497. INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP: practical intemational work experi-
encecloselyassociated with st'rlent's major, minor, certificateprogram. permission
of program director required. see internship coordinator for iteta"ils. 1.-3 sem.hrs.
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MANAGEMENT (LDR, ENT)
The Manasement program offered by the Management/Marketing Department
includes a mafor or niino-r in two distinct areas: Leadership and EnffePreneursruP'
MAJOR IN LEADERSHIP
Students majoring or minoring in Leadership will develop 91:t*ld"l8 *d
comoetencies in mo6vation, gro.ti dy.,u-ics, t6am processe!, crols-cultural man-
;;ffi;;;;l"t;;;;i"hg"""aat'"e't"ppeni,andoiganizationaldesign,develop-
"i";t.;;li;ffirri". fo. Ut" srudent matormg 
rn r-eadeiShip-, a key compbnent of the
;il;i;ilth"";;uoot 
"na" "*perienie 
tha"t begins in thehrst semester of the junior
vear with co-reqistratio"-i" Ot'f*i"ational Bihavior (MGT.301) and Managerial
6tirr, irribi"sb25l"rG.*ilJe",iTdb, and abilities gained i" th".tg two courses wi-ll
u" *itiilt."a"tiJ."gn;"i thE.'"maining Leadershifcourses, and LeadershlP majors
are required to deffionstrate working"competencies in these areas in subsequent
;il;Jr. T;;;pt"i"-tfr";'Uookend" Sxperiince, Leadership majors will, register in
iiJn"r-"ni.". u"";-f .i A" ."prt.n" .o,l rr'", Semina r in Experiencing Leadership' .
- 
*in? 
Vf"*-'"*"*";i i;;Tt ;tt"ngly recommend that studentd completing. .the
t .#";j;;;?;;;1i"" 
""-6f"t" u il-t'uio. or minor in another business 
discipline.L"J;;rhd;?6; uir".ot"pt"t" t'3jo. r. '
Otii"i 
^";btr oi ^itto.r 
tt ut'uiu compl6mentaryinclude entrepreneurship, market-
ins. finance, operations munug"*"ht, accountittg, or MIS. 
-A Leadershig m,ajor
.oi.bitr"d with a maior or minor in a business function creates EIn outstanorngc n-rbine li j h  (
combination for emPloYment.
The maior in Leadership consists of:
. 1st semester junior year concurrent registration in
' 
MGT 301 Organizational Behavior
' 
MGT 302 Mal-ragerial Skills
o funior and senior Year
. MGT 40iOtganizational Design, Culture, and Change
. MGT 402 Le-adership and Motivation
' 
.trooseffi 
fl ? Effi.S,H*,y,ttr"ffi f,j.",,",, u,,a
Decision Making
. MGT 405 Emplo'yee Training and D-evelopment
. MGT 409 Currerit Issues in t-eadership
o Senior Year
------ 
'. VfCT 410 Senior Seminar in Experiencing Leadership
A minor in LeadershiP consists of:
. MGT 301 Org-anizational Behavior
o MGT 401 Otianrzational Design, Culture, and Change
. MGT 402 Leadership and Motivation
. Choose 2 from:
' 
MGT 302 Managerial Skills
. MGT 403 Crosslcultural Management
' MGT 4(X Group Dynamics, Team Processes, andDecision Making
. MGT 409 Cuneit Issues in Leadership
o A student minoring in Leadership may petition the departmeT th"-{ l'
substitute other Minagement coirses'iri place of one, but not two, of these
;E;;;;.-Th" request ToiU U" consideredin light of the student's overall
academic prograh and career intentions'
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN LEADERSHIP (LDR)
Dept. No. Course Setnester Hours
MGT
MGT
MKT
FIN
MGT
MGT
OPS
MIS
ECO
c
J
J
3
3
J
c
3
J
J
30
3
J
J
3
J
6
9
30
301
302
301
30r
401,
402
301
It
MGT
MGT
PHL 313
or
REL 368MGT 410
MGT 490
Junior Year
Organizational Behavior
Managerial Skills
Principles of Marketing
Business Finance
OrganizationalDgsign, Culture, & Change
Leadership and Motivation
Survey of Operations Management
Management Information Systems
Econornics electivel
General elective2
Senior Year
Leadership elective
Leadership elective
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics
Senior Seminar in Experiencing Leadership
Managing the Enterplise
General Education rbquiremenP
General electives2
rChoose any 300 or 400 level economics course.
2A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic work must be at the 300-400 level.
€ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education conrses are
specifiedin the prograf (e.g" lFL 313 or REL 36g); others are to be chosen from the listing ofapproved courses set forth in Chapter V.
MGT/LD& ENT
MAIOR IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
StudentsmajoringorminoringinEntrepreneurshipwilldevelopanunderstand-
ing of how a'busiiress enterpilse is.conceived, launched, and sustained. The
curriculum teaches students irow to identify viable business opportunities and
explores how such opportunities are transfoimed into new ventures. Additional,
""ipfr*i, is placed br, no* entrepreneurial 
ventures successfully compete for
financial resources, successfully idintify and reach their target markets, and suc-
."rrr"uy establish business processes, systems, and controls to manage small and
crowth-oriented ventures.
"; k"y ;;;;e of the Entrepreneurship major is the Sophomore Experience in
which student teams create micro-businesses and actually run_them during their
sophomore year. This experience is directed through the Crotty Center for Entrepre-
;il1;ii;;a"rsrup una'i"ctudes seminars with faculty *9..:"truplTeurs who
work with students to develop the essential knowledge, skills, and abilities for
successfully rurrning a micro business. Another key feature isJhe senio,r seminar in
which students either (a) write a complete business plan for a viable business
Urut Ur"y 
"r".onsidering 
launching after graduation; (b) or work as consultants wittl
* L"t i,pi"""ur to sofie * 
".ti"l p.o'bl"* within an existing entrepreneurialbusiness.
The major in Entrepreneurship consists of:
t SoPhomore Year
' 
. rrlir 220 Entrepreneurship Sophomore Experience I
' 
MGT 221 Entrelreneurship Sophomore Experience [I
r ]unior year
' MGT 320 New Venture Creation
' 
MGT 32L Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures
r |unior or Senior year, choose 2 from:
' MGT 402 Leadership and Motivationr MGT 420 Entrepreneurial Marketing
. MGT 421 Small Business Management
. MGT 427 Intemship in Entrepreneurship 
- 
.
. MGT 429 Current Issues in EntrepreneurshrP
. Senior year
. UCf 430 Senior Seminar in Entrepreneurship
For business majors, the minor in Entrepreneurship consists of:
. MGT 320 New Venture Creation
. MGT 321 Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures
Choose 3 from the following:
' MGT 402 Leadership and Motivation
o MGT 420 Entrepreneurial Marketing
. MGT 421 Small Business Management
o MGT 429 Current Issues in Entrepreneurship
For non-business maiors, the minor in Entrepreneurship consists of:
. ACC 30L lntroduction to Accounting
r MGT 207Legal Environment of Business
o MGT 320 Neiv Venture Creation
. MGT 321 Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures
o MGT 421 Small Business Management
MGT/LDR, ENT University of Dayton MI
.,1 Tfor in Entrepreneurship may petition the departrrent chair to substituteotnsllYlnagementcourses inplace of one,butnottwo, of these electives.MGT 422
and 499, however, are not amo?rg those courses that may be 
"r"a 
u, ,"urdt"tes. The
request will be considered in ught of the student's ovdral academic program and
career intentions.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR rN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP (ENT)
MGT 220
MGT 221,
Sophomore Year
Entreprmeurship Sophomore Experience I
Entrepreneurship Sophomore Experience II
Junior Year
New Venture Creation
Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures
Organizational Behavior
Principles of Marketing
Business Finance
Survey of Operations Management
Management lnformation Systems
Economics electivel
General electivd
Senior Year
Entrepreneurship elective
Entrepreneurship elective
Business Ethics -
Christian Ethics
Senior Seminar in Entrepreneurship
Managing the Enterprisl
General Education rbquiremenf
General electives2
2
1
-5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
30
3
3
3
3
3
9
6
30
320
321
301
301
301
301
1'
MGT
MGT
PHL 313
or
REL 368
MGT 430MGT 490
MGT
MGT
MGT
MKT
FIN
OPS
MIS
ECO
rChoose any 300 or 400 level economics course.
'?A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic work must be at the 300-400 level.
lsee General Education Requirements, chapter v. some Gmeral Education courses are
specifiedin the program (e.g., pHL 313 or REL 36g); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
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FACULTY
Wesley C. King, lr.,Department Chnir
Profesiors Emerlti: Darr, R. Miller
Pr6fessors: Gould, McFarlin, Sweeney
Asiocinte Professors: Bickford, King, Lee, Schenk
Asiistant Prifessors: Gove, ]anneyiKiewitz, Lau, Matherne
kcturers: Chelle, Forlani, Miller
Adiinct: Evans, Fitzpatrick, Kairis, Lush, Rehg, Wood
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MGT 200. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS: Course for non-business majors to
""au.ri*a .oncepts, Ianguage, and 
issuesof contemporary-businesses opelating I1
a elobal envfuonment. po:"i ir o" forms of business o'wtter3hip,business ethics,and
;.?tJ;"rp;iUruty, U"f"".ing interests of various stakeholders, organizational
,t 
".Lr",'p"rron 
rd1 iss,r"i. sg"ategies and techniques for bringing?roducts and
,"*i."r iJmurket, financing operitions and R&D, business information systems,
risk management, and comprehensive business plan'
MGT 201. LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS: Surveyof the legal environ-
ment in which businesses operate. Includes overview of lefal system and judicial
Drocesses and coverage of cbnstitutional principles for U.S. legal system, ways to
I"-r-of"" Ggui Jitp,rt"E, forms of businesi orginization, legal issues relevant to
"*pto'-"".t,legal 
responsibility of businesseJb chents and customers, and liabil-
ity ffi;;. P';;;a;rit"1 sophom'ore standing. 3 sern' hts'
MGT22O. ENTREPRENEURSHIP SOPHOMORE EXPERIENCE I FiTSt Of tWO-
;;.* sequence. Desipned to immerse EntrepreneurshiP paj91 lto the $namicp
of startini and runnj-ie a micro-business. Focuses on ide-ntitymg marKet neeq,
i"r"u?.'frf*?tiu".i"f 
"iiUititv olU*it"tt venture to meet 
thatieeil, and marshal-
ii";a;;"3;;;;i;;"tth'"m, financial, human, technical, and.mo,rivarional) to
i*u.fi.rA th$;ri."ri. Cour"se is coordinated through the Crotty Cenlerjol Enterprise
Leadership. Prereguisite: Entrepreneurship major acceDted into the Entreprenelrr-
ship progiam; ,opho*oi*iu"&i"g; concr.irreni registrition in ACC 
'Or,fs}.|flr:.
MGT 221. ENTREPRENEURSHIP SOPHOMORE EXPERIENCE II: CONtiNUAtiON
of MGT 220. Focuses on growing and running the micro-business throughogt th.e
academic year with planied tiqiidation or sliutdown by '!r end of the academic
;;;;. e;#; looriit utua thr'ough the Crotty Center for Enterprise Leadership'i';;;;ilrtt",rtrcr zor, 220, ACCioz,nco203; Entreprene"ttryPP3igt3gt:P-t99il; ifr;Eil"p."tt"*tt ip Program; concurrent registration in o"'ot''r\ff#,.
MGT 301. ORGANIZATIONAL BEFIAVIOR: Study of individual, group, an{
team behavior in organizations as they interact to achieve both personal and
orsanizational eoals. iopics include individual differences, interpersonal commu-
;3;;;;il;J;."ttip, a".ition-making, reward systems, conflict management' and
;-;;k t;pt and ttams. Prerequisitel junior stai'rding ' 3 sem'hrs'
MGT 302. MANAGERIAL SKILIS: Course focuses on knowledge, skills and abili-
ties in oral andwritten communication, decision-making, and facilitationof conflict
MGT/LD& ENT
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management and group/team m€rnagement. Demonstrated working competencies
are required to complete the course.?rerequisite: junior standing. " i sem.hrs.
MGT 313: NEGOTIATION: Course.integrates conceptual understanding withpractical application of negotiation and exai-rines culturil and gender Jifferdcesin
negotiatioo influence of personality traits, the negotiation pioc"rr, and different
ways in which to negotiate. Demonsirated knowled"ge, skillr irra uuif ti", are part of
course requirements. Prerequisite: MGT 301, junioistanding. 3 sdm. hrs.
MGT 314. SURVEY oF HUMAN RESOURCES: survey course desisned to famil-iarize student with the Tajol functional areas in human ,uro*E", includingplanning, recruitment and ielection, training and development, compensation,benefits, Tf"ty1 and-employee relations. Cou"rse developsham;;;k for under-
standing^the roles_ of HR. professional, issues faced by rn'un"g"., and supervisors,
and application of sound management theory to theie issuesl prerequisite: junioistanding. ' 3 sem.hrs.
MGT 315. EMPLOYEE RELATIoNS: study of interrelationships and interactions
:,1,:,Tl^t:V.". 1lq:mploy.ee. Emphasis plaied on how employ'ee t 
"o*hag" u"Jskrlts c€rn be used to provide competitive advantage for embloyer. Both uni6n and
non-unionenvironmentsarestudiedandevaluated. prereq,risiies, i^*;Hf.Trtrl;.
MGT 315. WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT: Study of gender stereoryping, gender
se,qiaf izstie.n, gender and the law, work. /famtly issues]ghss ceiling,i'n- itritegies
employed py successful women to address these issuei. course iil.r"^r", under-
:llllTg:f "flqueissues of women,s advancementin the workplace anJ ae"et'psiry T working.with co-workers and business partners of-the other gender,clomestically and internationally. prerequisite: junior standing. 3 slem. hrs.
MGT 318. MANAGEMENTAND socIETy: stud-y of business firm,s relationship
with society lEo"gtr examination of influence ofth" cottp"utive environment,
F_rl,-"lT:it interest groups, and lobbyists in the public p6[cy process. Subjecrsmclude technological changes, racism, poverty, diversity, urbah iss,res, and envi-
ronmental concelns. Prerequisite: junioi standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT320' NEW VENTURE CREATION: overview of the concepts and aspectsinvolving creation of new business venfures, new product derielopment, andinnovation within existing companies now popularty cauea corporati venturing.
Ilet:.: _1.]Fe 9ntry strategies, crea ting hi gh potendaf opportunitieq entrepreneur-
flTTl? oismess plan development, entrepreneurial marketing, the legal struc_tures ot new businesses, and govemment prograrns for assistinientrepieneurial
firms. Prerequisite:ACC 208 .;ACC 301; MGT"201, junior stand?+. --: sem. hrs.
MGT 321. FINANCING ENTREPRENEURIAL VENTURES: Focuses on financial
aspects of starting,. growing, and harvesting entrepreneurial venfures. lrcludes
assessments of various souices of capital foi smaf and growth businesses with
emphasi: placed on how corrunon finincing deals are struitured, commtn financ-ing.pitfalls, and various legal documentafiin used to consummaiefinanciat trans-
actions. Prerequisites: ACC 207,208 or ACC 301. Corequisites: MGT 320 or FIN 301;junior standing. J sem. hrs.
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MGT 401. ORGANZATIONAL DESIGN, CULTURE, AND CHANGE: A course
iocurJ ut Ut" organizational level of analysis that includes designof organizations,
development of "organizational culture, ai'd othet issues of organizational change'
i;pi;;'i".i"ae leai'ership processes for organizational design and. change, Power,
ani information process^ing. Prerequisites: tvtCt 301', junior standing' 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 402. LEADERSHIP AND MOTIVATION: An in-depth study of individual
and qroup/team motivation in an organizational setting through examination of
i"Jifia"Jf, .rganizational, and societil influences on motivation. Focus is on how
;;;;;;;; .fiJ;tind, and then affect, motivation through a variery of mecha-
nir^r. pi"."q*sites: MbT 301, junior standing' 3 sem'hrs'
MGT 403. cRosgcuLTURAL MANAGEMENT: study of general cross-cultural
;iff";;;"r and development of cross-cultural frameworks in decision-making,
;A;ti;ti;;,..nflict mairagement, communication, and.8:""*1P.::Tess relations'
nrfirrury 
"*phasis 
is on un?erstanding.ho*,9{ryll:"Iturei.arff,el ind how such
differences ian be managed. Prerequisites: MGT 301, junior standtng' 3 sem.hrs.
MGT404.GROUPDYNAMICS,TEAMPROCESSES,ANDDECISIoN
Vfgfff.fC, In-depth study of group formation, team design,-and diagnosis with
emphasis on developing and 
"mairitaining different tyPes of group-s and teams.
a;i;;;;"t o" r"lauir'knowledge, ski'lls and abilities to work effectively with
t""-r *a grouPs. Prerequisites: MdT 3Ot, lunior standing' 3 sem' hrs'
MGT4O5. EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT: FOCUSCS ON tTAiNiNg
and leamine methods and models, career paths, and self-improygment methods
*i*,i" tft" Ulhnce of organizational, job, ani individual needs. Additional-empha-
;i;; t;;"ti. a"rr"frf-"nt and evaluation of training Programs and role of
,ig".iriti.""l leader in i:nsuring employee training and development. Prerequi-
sitEs: MGT 301, junior standing. " ' 3 sem'hrs'
MGT 409. CURRENT ISSUES IN LEADERSHIP: Selected topics that consider and
urrulyr".*runt problems and emerging issues in leadership and in the leader's role
;;i';;tidefflctiveorganizationilcfrangeanddevelopment'Prerequisites:MGTtoi;G;;'?";Jt+. - 3 sem'hrs'
MGT 410. SENIOR SEMINAR IN EXPERIENCING LEADERSHIP: FOCUS ON iNtC-
sration of knowledge, skills and abilities acquired in leadership major courses.
3"J"u. .o-Ui*, .i'u"r.oo- .omponent with ielevant and_approvedinternship or
.""r"fthg project to integrate the study of leadership with its practice. Prerequi-
tit"tit""i"ot'ttinaing, Leidership majoi. - 3 sem'hrs'
MGT 413. PROJECT MANAGEMENT: Course focuses on-managerial activities
u$*i"t"a *ith'the project type organizational structure and provides broad view
of project 
-unug"tit"tit to'it.,d"it can use concepts in a. variety of different
oreani'zational sjttings. Particular emphasis on understanding project planning,
r.fi"a-Ji.J, 
""Jcontr"olling 
activitieswith a major oarallel theme on underslanding
how to build an 
"ff".ti""'f.olect team. 
Prerequisites: junior standing;-OPS 301
recommended. 3 sem'hts'
MGT 414. MULTINATIONAL CORPORATE MANAGEMENT: ITtTOdUCtiON tO
use of strategic management in international context with examination of different
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strategic and tactical approaches organizations use to manage intemational opera-
tions. Prerequisite: senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 420. ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING: study of the techniques used to
qffilb.Y,td"ntify.and fill customers'needs when_operiting with a linited budgetdunng the,early stages of a start-up or in a small to mediirm sized firm. Couise
:lt"*-tg develo.g skills in applyin! basic markering principles and high impactsales and promotion techniques in integrated mannei io produce a pracEcal, ctst_
effective action-_planfor start-ups and simaller companies. Also liste'd as MKT 420.Prerequisite: MKT 301. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 421. SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT: Courseaddresses unique charac-
teristics of small businesses (e.g., resource limitations, family participition) and
Blapples with ways to overcome the "liabiliry of smallness.'' co.'".ui" inciudes
ettect ot macro-trends (e.-9., changing technology and globalization) on small
business, review_of topics from funitionally-orieni6d co,r.ies, er,arrrination of howfunctional models such as pricing models can be modified for small business use,
and ways for small business to.identify and exploit weaknesses of larger, betteifinanced competitors. Prerequisites: ACC 20g or ACC 301; MGT 2b1; juniorstanding. 3 sem.hrs.
MGT 427. INTERNSHIP IN ENTREPRENEURSHIp: Exposes students to practic-ing entrepreneurs currently managing on-going entrepreneurial enterprisis. pur-
pose of course is to develop mentor relitioiships iith srrccessful' practicing
:1T",1-.-:l""ts, to.experience.success.working inentrepreneurial setting, and to gaiinrst-nand experience about knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to 6e a
successful entrepreneur. Internships coordinated through the Crottv Center for
Enterprise Leadership. students will submit reports throighout semeiter address-
ing questions that integrate Entrepreneurship dnd other bu"siness coursework with
then work experience. Prerequisites:R.Al295, MGT 320; Entrepreneurship major,junior standing. LiZem.hrsi,.
MGT 429. CURRENT ISSUES IN ENTREPRENEURSHIp: tn-depth examination
of selected contempo-rary topics relevant to entrepreneurship. subiect matter may
vary each semester. May be hl-T*o{l o^nce for credit towird Eritrepreneurship
major or minor. Prerequisites: MGT 320, 32L; senior standing. ' 3 sem. hri.
MGT 430. SENIORSEMINARINENTREPRENEURSHIp: project-basedcapstone
course for Entrepreneurship major. Course objective is to integraie prior cours-ework
9:ygl-_:1":1 *o projects: (i) writing of iomplete busiriess pi* 
- 
ir,.trrat ,g
market and cost research, competitive analysis, and financial and legal planning _Ifor student's personal business to start aiier graduation; or (Z) c8miLtion of a
consulting project with local entrepreneurial firir, including buiiness piin revisiory
marketresearch, feasibility L"r_lTgr fi"Tcial modeling andXnalysis, ai-rd operationsanalysis. Prerequisites : tvtGr gzo, sz1.; ENT major; seiior standiig; '2.2 overall Gpe
or higher required for course registration. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT490. MANAGING THE ENTERPRISE: Course focuses on creating under-
standing of how concePts and analytical tools leamed in other business courses areintegrated in practice to create a unified whole. students learn how general and top
managers g.ather and use information to influence organizational?Lission, goali,
and strategies. Co_urse typically relies heavily on cases ind/or business simulation.I'rerequisites: MGT 301, MKT 301, FIN 301, ops 301, MIS 365, senior standing.
3 san.hrs.
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MGT 49L-4g2. HONORSTHESIS: Selection,design,investigation,andcompletion
of an independent original research thesis under guidance of departmental faculty
member. hrerequisitel: University Honors Program participant; permission of
director of Honors Program and o? department chairperson; senior standing.
3 sem.hrs.
MGT 494. SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT: Study of selected topics or issues in
contemporary managerial practice,domestic or intemational. May betaken more
than onte if tbpics.liutrg".iitl" will reflect topics covered in a particular offering'
Frerequisites 'iary by to[ic being studied. J sem' hts'
MGT 495. SERVICE LEARNING: Designated sections of selected courses may
include service learning component throulgh which students apply concepts leamed
in the course in an appilied jetting. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 
sem. hr.
MIGT 497. INTERNSHIP FOR GENERAL ELECTryE CREDIT: Supervised work
experience in parbrership with sponsoring employer that is directly.relevant to
mijor or minoi. Must woik with intemshipioordinator in Intemship Office and get
apfroval of department chairperso-nor designee. May be.used for.general elective
.i"lait or,ty. Prerequisites' 1pq 61 ENT maior;VltZl5; junior standing; overall GPA
2.7 or higher;prioi completion of 6 sem. hrs. of MGT. 1-3 sem' hrs'
MGT 498. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional tull-time work period off cam-
pusalternatingwithstudyperiodoncampus.(SeeChapterX;consultCooperative
bducation Offi"ce for details.) Permission of chairperson or designee required. May
be used for general elective credit only. Prerequisite: LDR or ENT majot;841295,
overall GPX2.7 or higher. 1-3 sem'hrs'
MGT 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Supervised study involving directed read-
ings, individual research (library, field, or experimental), or projects in specialized
arL'of management. May be taien only once-. May count as general elective credit.
Does not app)"y to requirements for Leadership or Entrepreneurship major or minor'
prerequisii6s'"VtCt gOt; *ajor in Leadership br Entrepreneurship; senior standing;
sponsorship by faculty member and permission of chairperson. 1--3 sem. hrs.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
The Department of Management Information systems, operations Manage-
ment, and Decision sciences offers courses in several quantiiative and systeirs
areas, a major and a minor in management information systems, a major and minor
in operations management (see oPS), and a rriinor in decision sciences (see DSC).
. T" major in management information systems enables the student to design,implement, and maintain effective information systems in organizations. The
curriculum r,ntegrates the technical knowledge of computer and networking tech-
nologies and the business and organizational knowledge of the business curricu-
lum.. significant emphasis is placed on developing tle students' writing and
speaking skills in presenting the results of their work and in team problem sJving.
The curriculum prepares the graduate to assume any of a varie-ty of positions in
organizations dealing with the design, development, and maintenancebf informa-
tion systems as well as the education and training of users of information systems.
The curriculum consists of four major groups of courses:
t. General Education provides the student with a well rounded liberal education and
includes such courses as history, philosophy, art, science, and English.
2. B,usiness provides the student with the business and organizational concepts and
skills to perform effectively in organizations.
3-. Computer science provides the student with the technical knowledge necessary to
design and build effective information systems. specifically, two Jourses in pro-
gramming brrsiness applications and computer system networking and architeciure
are required: CPS225 and CPS 437.
4. Management Information systemsprovides knowledge and skills for analyzing the
need for building systems supporting the information and decision needs iriany
organization. specificallp the major consists of MIS 175, Introduction to Businesi
Applications; MIS 380, Systems Analysis and Re-engineering; MIS 3g5, Systems
Implementation with Database Management SystemJ; MIS 465, Analysis and De-
gign in Teams; }dIS 475, Design and Implementation in Teams; and DSC 320,
Decision Support Systems.
. 
-Theprogrambelowcontainsalloftherequirementsforthemajorinmanagementinformation systems. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses----e.g.,
PHL 103 can be taken during either the first or the second semester; some courses
listedin thefirstyearcan justaswellbetaken duringthesecond year, andvice-versa;
and some upper-level courses can also be taken during various terms of the junior
and senior years. Consult your academic advisor for siquencing options.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
Dept. No. Semester Hours
lst Term 2nd Term
1
First-YearBAI 150 Business Educational PlanninetBAI 151 Business lntesration ExperienieBA-l 103L Business Com-=puting LaboratoryrENG 70'l-102 Collese Composition I and IIHST 101 or 102 Histoiy of Wbstem Civilization
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1
3
J
1
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MTH
MTH
PHL
REL
clylt
L28
129
103
103
111
Finite Mathematicsz
Calculus for Business2
Introduction to PhilosoPhY
Introduction to Religion
Information Public Speakinge
Social science electivif
General Education requirementsa
1
6
t7
1.
J
4
5
3
L4
J
J
3
3
3
J
6
L5
J
J
3
J
1
J
J
J
3
3
L6
3
J
3
3
3
3
3
J
3
15
MIS
MIS
cMM 110
cMM 113ACC 207-208l\,flS 175l!/flS 225DSC 270-211,ECO 203-204MGT 2OT
OPS
DSC
FIN
MGT
MIS
5
cPs
ECO
MGT
MIS
PHL
REL
380
385
301.
370
301
301
365
301
437
490
465,475
313
or
,g
Second-Year
Group Decision Making
Interviewins
Principles olAccountins I and II
Inhoduction to Businesl ApplicationsT
Programming for Business5Ystems
Statistics for Business I and n
Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics
Legal Environment of Business
Junior Year
Systems Analysis and Re-engineering
Svstems Impli:mentation with Database
'Managenient Systems
Survey df Operations Management
Decision Support Systems
Business Finance
Oreanizational Behavior
Inf6rmation Systems in Organizations
Principles of Marketing
General Education requirementsa
Additional Communiiation Requirementss
Senior Year
System Architectures and Networking
Economics elective6
Manaeine the Enterprise
enatyiisina Desigri Proiect I, il
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
General electivess
General Education requirement'
3
15 15
--Er"dit bu 
"xamination 
for BAI 103L is available for those with adequate background. 
.
,MTH 102 is recommended for students with insufficient knowledge ol seconqeD/ math-
ematics. MTH 102 does not count toward minimum graduation requirement- M I H 166 rs
recommended inlieuof bothMTH 128and 129 forstudentswithhighmathemahcstestscores.
---til;;*yao*s" f.otttot 
" 
of the following: anthropology,politicalsciencg,Psychology,
socioloev. Mav want to select a course that also satisfies thematic cluster requirement.
aSee"funeial Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some Genera-l Educahon courses are
tp""in"a i" tf,"biost; t".e., pHL 103); others'are to be chosen from the listing of approved
cburses set fortli inChapterly'.
-- 
-'Cholse from ENG t0, ENG 372, ENG 378; CMM 321, CMM 322,ClvINl344, CMM 351 or
cMM420. MIS maiors are encouraged to take one of the ENG courses in this list.
5,Choose anv 300 or 400 level economics course'
zlhis may 5e takm any time after completing BAI 103L.
qstuae"-d m"v f,rlfiX deneral elective rbquire'ments by lntemship or Ce'operative Educa-
tion credits. See Chairperson for approval'
eTo be taken the sehester immbiliately following BAI 103L.
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A minor in management information systems is available for sfu dents who wish
to ac.qqge.s\ixs needed to be an effective iser of information systems and to specify
needs for information svstems.
Required courses:
BAI 103L Business Computing Laboratory
MIS 175 Introduction t6 Busilress Appliiations
DSC 210-211 Statistics for Business I andtr
MIS 365 Information Systems in Organizations
\,LIS_ 380 Systems Analjrsis and Re-eigineering
DSC 370 Decision Sup6ort Systems
Three credit hours of MIS, DSC, or OpS 300 or 400 level
electives in addition to courses used to satisfu the
requirements of any other major or minor. Sbe Departrnent
Chair for approval.
FACULTY
Jeffrey A. Hoffer, Chairperson
Professor Emeritus and Distinguished Sentice professor; Bohlen
Professors Emniti: Casey, Mahos, Young
fohn Kanet, Niehaus Cliair in Operations-Manaeement
Prot'essors: Dunne, Ferratt, Hofier, Kanet, Wel-is
Associate Professors: Ahire, Amsden, Prasad
Assistant Professors: Enns, Gorman, Salisbury
Lecturers: Davis, McManamon, Wagner
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MIS 17s. INTRODUCTION To BUSINESS APPLICATIONS: pRoBLEM soLV-
ING wrrH VISUAL TooLS: Introduction to the role of information technology(Ir) in business, graphical user interface desipgr using a visuar prosrammfi's
language. object oriented programming using visual Baiic.net and VBAfor Excel
Prerequisite: BAI 103L or equivalent. - - 3 sem. hrs,
MIS 225. PROGRAMMING FoR BUSINESS sysrEMS. process of software devel-
opment for businesssystem implementation..Fundamental programming concepts
mcruomg program deslgn, documentation, development, and testinq of compuler
solutions of business problems using modern progrimming languagei, such ai |ava
and C++. Prerequisite: MIS 175. 4 sem.hrs.
MIS 365. INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN ORGANZATIoNS: survev of theorv
ald applications of computer-based information systems in organizatidns. The roie
9j informatign in organizational processes,. curreirt informati6n technology, deci-sion support syjl"-Tl,-e"d 
"_l4-user 
computing and distributed processing sjrstems.
Prerequisites: BAI 103L or HSS 226 andlunioi standing. 3 iem.hrs.
MIS380. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND RE-ENGINEERING: concepts, methods,
techniques, and tools needed to initiate a systems deveropment 6toie"t and to
cond,uct the requirements.collection, analysis, and structuring activihejof systems
development. structured life cycle and altematives. Re-engiieering busine'ss pro-
cesses through information systems. Prerequisites: MIS 125, MIS 365. 3 sem.hrs.
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MIS 385. SYSTEMS MPLEMENTATION WITH DATABASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS: Concepts, techniques, and tools to converta logical system design into
a working application using a relational DBMS. File and data structures, logical and
physical database design, security and data integrity, file design and processing.
DBMS functions, SQL,3GL and 4GL access to databases, Iinkage to IAIWW Pages/
database architectures, CASE. Prerequisite: CPS 225 or MIS 225, ot permission ofinstructor. - 3sem.hrs.
MIS 410. OBJECT-ORIENTED ANALYSIS AND DESIGN: Introduction to object-
oriented concepts and techniques for analyzing and designing systems. 
_Sy^stems
development ploject using anbbject-oriented CASE tool. Prerequisite: MIS 355 or
permisiion; IvitS iZS recommended. 3 sem.hrs.
MIS 1120. EXPERT AND KNOVVLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS: Introduction to artifi-
cial intellieence and expert and knowledge-based systems; knowledge acquisition,
implemeniatiory and vilidation; advancJd topics; hpplications to business' Use of
exiert system software. Prerequisite: BAI 103L or equivalent; DSC 37O recom-
mended. - 3 sem.hrs'
\fiS 425. INFORMATION FOR TOTAL QUALITY: Theory and practice of total
quality management (TQM); applications of TQM in the information systems
firnctibn, info-rmation system iequirements for TQM Programs. Prerequisite:
OI'S 301, MIS 365. 3 setn' hrs'
MIS 430. TELECOMMTINICATIONS AND NETWORKING Introduction to com-
puter-based communication networks; underlying concePts; basic hardware com-
ironents and operating systems; network archit"ectiues and protocols; dataintegrity
and security; message riluting; network management. Prerequisite: MIS380'
J sem. hrs.
MIS 465. MIS PROIECT I-ANALY$S AND DESIGN IN TEAMS: First of a two-
course sequence. Team participation/management and proiect management skills.
Apply thebe skills in tea'ms to i>erform an arialysis and preliminary re-design of an
eriistihg organization's informadon system. Emphasis on written and oral commu-
rylqqg-ls, 
tinctu_aing 
team-prepareil reports -and presentations. Prerequisite:
MIS 380 or CPS 310.- 3 sem. hrs.
MIS 475. MIS PROJECT II-DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION IN
TEAMS: Continuation of MIS 465. With its organizational client, each team carries
its proiect as far as possible towards final design and actual implementation.
Emfhdsis on written'and oral communications, inctuaing team-prepared reports
andpresmtations.Prerequisites:MIS385,465,andCPS437orMIS430., 
sem.hrs.
\/nS 491492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty mdmber. Restficted to students in the Univeisity Honors Program with
permi-ssion of the director of the program and the departmenta, 
^ig:;:iri;. *rO
MIS 494. SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: SfudY Of
selected technical and/or organizational issues in information systems' Topics vary
from time to time. May be taken more than once if topics change' Title will reflect
topics covered in a paiticular offering. 1.-4 sern. hrs.
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1-6 sem. hrs.
N..IIS 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care,
or governnental organization; practical experience in work associated with the
student's major concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Permission
of chairperson required. ' 1-6 sem. hrs.
MIS 498. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off cam-
pus altemating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required. 1-5iem. hrs.
MIS 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Research in conjunction with a faculty member
onasubjectwithinthegeneralareaofmanagementinformationsystems. Openonly
to juniors or seniors who have attained a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or
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MARKETING (MKT)
A student with a major or minor in marketing learns systematic ways f-or
identifying, understandinS, and satisfying consumer and organizational needs.
Coursds irithe major are designed to lnitill in students an appreciation for both the
total marketing piocess as *ell as specializedmarketing activities-such as purchas-
ing, sales, traisportation, warehousing, and marketing lesearch. They likewise
folus on how to integrate the marketing process with theobjectives of the organiza-
tion, the functions oithe economy, and the constraints of society from national and
global perspectives. Students leam to apply conceptual principles and quantitative
iechni{ues'in their study of consumef and business markets with the goal of
becoming informed, skill-ed, and competent marketing Professionals.
The major in marketing is L8 semester hours with the following requirements:
. MKT 450 Buyer Behavior and Market Analysis
(This is a 6 semester hour class.)
. MKT 455 Marketing Planning and Strategy
o 9 additional semester hours of 300400 level marketing electives.
For business majors, the minor in marketing consists of:
o MKT 301 Principles of Marketing and
r 12 additional semester hours of 300-400 level marketing courses in a
pattem chosen in consultation with an academic advisor.
For non-business majors, the minor in marketing consists of:
. MKT 300 Survey of Marketing
. L2 additional semesters hours of 300-400 level marketing courses in a
pattern chosen in consultation with an academic advisor.
Marketing majors frequently combine their academic studies with either a co-op
or intemship work experience. General elective credit for such-exPeriences is
approved on a case-by-case basis with the criteriabeing thenature of the experience
airi its degree of integration into the student's academic Program, and prior
completion of BAI 295.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN MARKETING (MKT)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
MKT
MKT
MKT
MGT
FIN
OPS
MIS
J
6
3
J
J
J
J
6
30
3
301
450
301
301
301
,:
funior Year
Principles of Marketing
Buyer Behavior and Market Analysis
Marketing electivel
Organizational Behavior
Business Finance
Survey of Operations Management
Management Information Systems
General electivd
Senior Year
Marketing Planning and StrategyMKT 455
J
J
J
J
3
6
6
30
MKT
MKT
PHL 313
or
REL 368
MGT 490
T"_
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Marketing elective
Marketing elective
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics
Managing the Enterprise
Economics elective3
General Education requirement'
General electives2
lMarketing electives selected in consultation with academic advisor.
1{ minimum of 54 sern. hrs. of all academic work must be at the 300400 level.
thoose any 300 or 400 level economics course.
aiSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
FACULTY
Wesley C. King, lr., Chairperson
Distinguished Seraice Professor: Murphy
Pr ofessor Emerit us : Comer
Associate Professo,,s: D{oninck, Lewis, Oumlil, Sekely, Sparks, Yates-Wells
Lecturer: Dickey
Adjunct: Blanford, Kaminski, Krystofik, Mitchell, Swartz
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MKT 300. SURVEY OF MARKETING: Survey of marketing for non-marketing majors.
Course introduces sfudents to market and environmental analysis, marketing straiegy
and link with corporate strategy, market segmentatiory organizational and consumer
markets, and marketing mix (product, price, promotion, distribution). Prerequisite:junior standing, non-business major only. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 301. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING: The general principles and practices
underlying the processes of marketing. Analysis of the environmental conditions of
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and other marketing agencies. Prerequisite: junior
standing; SBA majors only. - 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 310. PRINCIPLES OF SELLING: The nature of selling, explored through the
practical application of buying motives and selling techniques. Projects and role-playing
to experience the preparation, closing, and post-purchase phases of selling. Prerequisite:
MKT 300 or MKT 301.. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 315. RETAIL MARKETING: Survey of the development of retailing and the
impact of consumer behavior, fashion, computers, and other innovations. Structural
organization, location, and layout. Merchandising operations including planning of
sales, purchases, stock control, markup, and expense control. Prerequisite: MKT 300 or
MKT 301. 3 sern. hrs.
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zation shategy. Prerequisite: MKT 300 or MKT 301.
MKT 330. SERVICES MARKETING: Basic concepts of services marketing including
discussion of marketing concePts and their management implications in services orgia-
nizations, the scope of 6thics and social responsibility at the national and global levels,
and how the external environment, both domestic and international, influences organi-
MKT
3 sem. hrs.
MKT 340. MULTICULruRAL MARKETING ANALYSS: Study of basic concepts and
theories of multicultural marketing. Students acquire basic understanding of culture,
awareness of cultural differences, and appreciation of importance of cultural adaPtation
for marketing program, especially as related to development of marketing-systems.
Prerequisite:-lr4kT300 or M-KT 30i. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 341. BUSINES$TO-BUSINESS MARKETING: Concepts and analytical proce-
dures associated with marketing to business. Business consumer and competitor analy-
sis,marketinginformationsystems,marketingresearch,anddemandforecasting.Strategy
developmeniin product, promotion, distribution, and pricing with focus on manufactur-
ers of blusiness products.-Prerequisite: MKT 300 or MKT 301. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 350. INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC MARKETING: Comprehensive study of
the intemet as a marketing channel and as an economic and social phenomenon.
Emphasis is on role of internet in firm's overall marketing efforts, especially marketing
mix-, target markets, and extemal environmenf principles of e-commerce; and applica-
tion of c"ourse knowledge in a managerial and decision-making context. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 405. CONSLIMER BEHAVIOR: Comprehensive study of buyer decision making
which offers insight into the buyer-seller relationship. Application of the-ories from
psychology and social psychology to investigate the behavior of industrial and consumer
Loye.s. Pierequisite: Mrr soo.- 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 406. MARKETING CHANNELS: Study of the place element of the marketing
mix. A focus on the relationships among manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers.
Channelstructure and designinCludingfranchising. Prerequisite: MKT300ot$l.T|r:.
MKT1108. MARKETINGLOGISTICS: Studyof thephysicaldistributionelementof the
marketing mix. Customer service, service quality, transportation, inventory, warehous-
ing, and-information systems used by manufacturers and retailers. Pre_requisite:
MKT 300 or MKT 301. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 411. SALES MANAGEMENT: The structure of the sales organization; determina-
tion of sales policies; selectiory training, and motivation of salespersons; establishing
sales territori-es and quotas. Prerequisites: MKT 300 or MKT 301, MKT 310. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 420. ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING: Study of the techniques used to prof-
itably identify and fill customers' needs when operatingwithin a limited budget-dul:Itg
theearlystagbs of a start-up orina small to mediumsized firm. Course strives to develop
skills in applFnc basic marketing principles and high impact-sales and promotion
techniquei in-integrated manner io produce a practical, cost-effective action-plan-j91
start-uis and smaller companies. Also listed as MGT,t20. Prerequisite: MKT 300 orMKT
301. 3 snn.hrs'
MKT 421. ADVERTISING: Nature and scope of advertising, social and economic as-
pects, role of research/ creative shategy, media planning and selection, coordination with
bther marketing efforts. PrerequisiterMKT 300 or MKT 301. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 428. PROMOTION MANAGEMENT: Integration course to familiarize market-
ing students interested in promotion and marketing communication with tools necessary
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lor the development, implementation, and management of promotional programs.
Focr.rs on,management and coordination of advertising, personal selling, pubticity and
public relations, sales promotion, and collateral materials. Prerequisite: MO 
,*k. Oo.
MKT 435. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT, AND PRICING: Lrvesriga-
tion and analysis of the new product development process, the management of a product
throughitslifecycle,andtheimportanceof thepricevariableintheprbductmanagement
process. Prerequisite: MKT 301. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 440. GLOBAL MARKETING: Emphasis on understanding global marketing
environments, developing skills of global market analysis, designing and developing
appropriate marketing strategies for global markets, decision making in global maiket-
ing. Prerequisite: MKT 300 or MKT 301.. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 445. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING: Study abroad pro-
gram. Subject varies from time to time. May be taken more than once if tilpic changes.
Prerequisite: junior standing. 3 setn.hrs.
MKT 450. BLryER BEHAVIOR AND MARKET ANALYSIS: Integration of theoretical
components of buyer behavior and marketing research. Emphasis placed on how
marketing m€magers use concepts from these bodies of knowledge 1o make better
decisions. Topics include conunon processes and methods of contimporary market
research, analysis of purchase decisions, market rescarch techniques used to gather
information about purchase decisions, and use of information to folmulate and imple-
ment a marketing strategy. Prerequisites: MKT 301; junior standing. 6 sem.hrs.
MKT 455. MARKETING PLANNING AND STRATEGY: Integrative course in market-
ing with emphasis on managerial decision making. The course is designed around a
strategic marketing planning approach with a clear emphasis on how to do strategic
analysis and marketing planning. Prerequisite: senior standing and MKT 450, FIN 301,ACC207-208. 3 sem.hrs.
MKT 491492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion of
an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental faculty
member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with permission of the
director of the program and the departmental chairperson. - - 3 sem. hrs. each
MKT 494. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MARKETING: Subjectvaries from time to time. Maybe
taken more than once if topic changes. Prerequisite: Varies with topic. 3 sem.'hrs.
l\rKT 497. INTERNSHIP FoR GENERAL ELEcrrvE cREDrr: Pracrical work experi-
ence associated with career development and career exploration. See intemship coordi-
nator for details. Permission of department chair or designee required. Prerequisites:
MKT major; BAI 295, junior standing, overall GPA2.7 or higher, prior completion of 6
sem. hrs. of MKT. 14 sem. hrs.
MKT 498. COOPERATTVE EDUCATION: Optional tull-time work period off campus
altematingwithstudyperiodoncampus. (seechapterX;consultcooperativeEducation
Office for details.) Permission of chairperson or designee required. For general elective
credit only. Prerequisite: MKT major; BAl295, overall GPA2.7 or higher. 1-3 sem.hrs.
MKT 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MARKETING: Study of one or more specific
Tpects of the marketing process with emphasis on individual reading and research.
Subject matter to be determined by the instructor on the basis of interest and need of the
student. Enrollment limited. Permission of chairperson or designee required.Prerequi-
site MKT major; MKT 301. 1-3 sem.hrs.
3L4
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OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (OPS)
The operations Management program offered by the Managementl:rformation
systems, operations Management, and Decision sciences Department includes a
major and a minor in Operations Management (OM).
students who major or minor in operations Management learn how to manage
the core operations of an organization. These core operations use the human,
technical, and financial resources of the organization to create goods and services for
customers. Operations managers apply technical and quantitative tools and tech-
niques, together withbehavioral skills, to manage the transformation of inputs into
outputs desired by customers. Operations managers participate in these transfor-
mation processes in many different roles, including: process improvement analyst,
qualityassuranceanalyst,purchasingagent,production/inventorymanager/ware-
house manager, service facility manager, and operations consultant.
The major consists of 22 semester hours, which includes four required courses
and three OM electives. The four required courses are:
. OPS 350, Business Process Management
. OPS 401, Operations Planning and Control
. OPS/MKT 480, Supply Chain Management Strategies
. OPS 495, Capstone OM Project
The oM electives are listedbelow in logical, focused tracks. while a student may
take any three of these electives to satis$r the major, focusing the electives in a track
will add to a student's marketability and depth of knowledge in an area:
o Manufacfuring Operations Management
o DSC 370, Decision Support Systems
. DSC 313, Advanced Business Statistics
. IET 318, Statistical Process Control
r IET 3L9, Quality Improvement Methods
.IET 321, Quality Management
o OPS/MGT 413 or IET 3Z3,Project Management
. DSC 415 Simulation Modeling and Analysis
. OPS 430, Quality and jIT in Manufacturing
. DSC 435, Analysis of Factory Systerns
. OPS tM0, Continuous Improvement
o Electronics Operations Management
. MIS494, E-Commerce
. MKT 494, E-Marketing
o MIS 225, Web Programming
. MGT 320, New Venture Creation
. OPS/MGT 413 or IET 323,Project Management
' Supply Chain Management
o MKT 405, Marketing Channels
. MKT 408, Marketing Logistics
' An aPProved 300/400 level elective
o Small Business Operations Management
. MIS 494, E-Commerce
. MGT 320, New Venture Creation
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. MGT/FIN 321, Financing Entrepreneurial Ventures
. MGT/MKT 420, Entrepreneurial Marketing
. MGT A21,,Small Business Management
r Quality Management
. DSC 313, Advanced Business Statistics
o IET 318, Statistical Process Control
. IET 3L9, Quality Improvement Methods
o IET 320, Quality Assurance Techniques
o IET 321, Quality Management
. OPS/MGT 413 or IET 323, Project Management
. OPS 430 Quality and In in Manufacturing
o OPS 440 Continuous Improvement
o Business Process Management
. D9C370, Decision Support Systems
. OPS/MGT 413 or IET 323, Project Management
o OPS 440 Continuous Improvement
. An approved 300/400 level elective
o Accounting Operations Management
r ACC 303, Managerial Accounting
. ACC 304, Advanced Managerial Accounting
. An approved 300/400 level elective
operations Management majors will frequently combine their academic studies
with a co-op or intemship work experience. Academic credit for such experiences
is approved on a case-by-case basis. Criteria applied involve the nature of the
experience and its degree of applicability to the student's OM major.
The program below contains all junior and senior course requirements for an OM
major.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (OPS)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
lstTerm 2ndTerm
OPS
MGT
MKT
FIN
MIS
oPs
OPS
PHL
or
REL
301
301
301
301
365
350
401
313
It
Junior Year
Survey of Operations Management
Organizational Behavior
Principles of Marketing
Business Finance
Information Systems in Organizations
Business Proci:ss Management
Operations Planning and Control
Business Ethics
CMstian Ethics and the Business World
Operations Management elective
General Education requirement
3
J
3
3
J
3
3
3
3
3
1515
3't6
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ops/urr
OPS
J
6
4
J
16
3
15
It
4%
490
oPs
MGT
Senior Year
Supply Chain Management Strategies
Operations Management elective
Economics elective
General elective
Capstone Operations Management Project
Managing the Enterprise
General Education requirement
3
J
J
3
A minor in Operations Management is available to students who want to acquire
basic skills in this area and understand that doing so will enhance their ability to
manage operations in any functional area of a business. A minor in Operations
Management consists of:
. DSC 210, Statistics for Business I
. DSC 211, Statistics for Business II
. OPS 301, Survey of Operations Management
. OPS 350, Business Process Management
. OPS 401, Operations Planning and Control
o Six additional hours of upper level courses in DSC, OPS, MIS or IET
approved by the Department Chair
FACULTY
feffrey A. Hoffer, Chnirperson
Professor Emeritus Distinguished Service Professor: Bohlen
Profasors Emeriti: Casey, Mahos, Young
John Kanet, Niehaus Chair in Operations Management
Professors: Dunne, Ferratt, Hoffer, Kanet, Wells
Associnte Profusors: Ahire, Amsden, Prasad
Assistant Professors: Enns, Gorman, Salisbury
Lecturers: Davis, McManamon, Wagner
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
OPS 301. SURVEY OF OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT: Concepts and OM soft-
ware-based techniques of designing, implementing, managing, and improving
operations in manufacturing and service organizations, including project manage-
ment, service systems design, resource allocation modeling, facility location,layout,
aggregate planning, scheduling, and material requirements planning. Survey of
major OM strategies such as just-in-time production, total quality management,
business process reengineering, synchronous manufacturing, enterprise resource
planning, and supply chain management. Prerequisite: DSC 2\1 or equivalent'
3 sem. hrs.
OPS 350. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT: Concepts of business Process
management and improvement in manufacturing/service firms. Simulation analy-
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sis of business processes through mapping and improvement evaluation using
software packages such as ProcessModel. Other tools of business process analysis
(operations charts, time-function mapping, work-flow analysis, etc.). Behavioral,/
managerial issues of business process improvement (benchmarking, incremental
versus radical change, and management of change). Corequisite: OPS 301.
3 sem. hrs.
OPS 401. OPERATIONS PLANNING AND CONTROL: Concepts and techniques
of operations design, on-going management and improvement. Advanced treat-
ment topics, including total quality management, just-in-time, operations schedul-
ing, synchronous manufacturing, and enterprise resource planning (ERP).
Software-based analysis of ERP operations. Linkages between technical and mana-
Senal/organizational issues inplanning and controlling operations in manufactur-
ing and service organizations. Prerequisite: OPS 301; Corerequisite: OPS 350.
3 sem. hrs.
OPS 413. PROIECT MANAGEMENT: A broad coverage of technical and human
managementissuesinprojects. Emphasis onprojectplanning, scheduling, tracking,
and close-down. Task time and cost estimation and description. Use of computer
software. Team building and other aspects of managing project teams. Prerequisite:
OPS 301. 3 sem. hrs.
OPS 430. QUALITY AND IIf IN MANUFACTURING: The concepts of just-in-
time manufacturing, total quality system, and statistical process conhol. Projects,
tours, and guest speakers. Prerequisite: OPS 301. 3 setn. hrs.
OPS 440. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT: Theory and practice of continuous
improvement especially as applied in manufacturing; comparison to the traditional
operations managnrent approacll tools and techniques, the KAISEN approach.
Prerequisite: OPS 301. 3 sem.hrs.
OPS 480. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES: Concepts, analytical
techniques, and solution methods for designing and managing integrated supply
chains. Strategic issues of integrated supply chain design and management, includ-
ing inventory management, logistics network design, distribution systems, strate-
gic alliances, value of information for centralized decisions and risk-pooling,
information technology and decision support, and international supply chain
management. Prerequisite: OPS 401. 3 sem. hrs.
OPS 491492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departrnental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 san. hrs. each
" OPS 494. SEMINAR IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT: Study of selected topics
or issues in operations management. Topics vary from time to time. May be taken
more than once if topics change. Title will reflect topics covered in a particular
offering.
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OPS 495. CAPSTONE OM PROIECT: Experiential project aPplying operations
management concepts and techniques to practical problems with faculty supervi-
sion. Student teams address significant operational problems and opportunities in
real-world service and manufacturing firms. Teamswriterecommendation/imple-
mentation reports and make presentations of their work. Corequisite: OPS 480.
4 sem.hrs.
OW 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care,
govemment, or othei organization, practical experience in work associated with the
student's major. (See intemship coordinator for details.) May satisfy OPS elective,
with chairperson approval . 1-6 san. hrs-
OPS 498. COOPERATME EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off campus
alternating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative Education
Office for details). Permission of chairperson required. 1-6 sem. hrs.
OPS 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT: Research
in conjunction with a faculty member on a subject within the general area of
operations management. Normally open only to juniors and seniors who have
attained a cumulative grade-point average of 3.0 or above. Permission of chairper-
son required. 'L-6 sem.hrs.
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Vil School of Education and Allied Professions
Thomas |. Lasley, Dean
C. Daniel Raisch, Associate Dean
William Drury, Assistant Dean
H. Roberta Weaver, Assistant Dean
In conformity with the University's purposes, the school of Education and Allied
Professions (SCiEAP) endeavors to foster both the development of those general
capacities of the students which flow directly from their human nature and the
development of those particular capacities, which enable them to become effective
practitioners in the field of professional education'
- 
The general capacities ofthe students are developed through a broad and sound
generafeducation. It acquaints them with the major areas of knowledge and
provides planned opportunities for personal social, and ethical development.
- 
The particular concem of the School is the professionalpreparation of teachers
for the iarly, middle, and secondary schools. Provisions for professionul .94p9:
tence are made through (1) comprehensive study of specialized teaching fields, (2)
thorough study of the professional foundations common to all teaching, (3) special-
ized study of tire principles underlying a particular type and level of teaching, and
(4) appropriate field-based experiences.
students in ure soEAP should appraise their commitment to teaching according
to their development in specific knowledge, skills, dispositions, attitudes, and
values:
Knowledge: Students will demonstrate their knowledge of the teaching and leaming
process; of human nature and of human development, particularly in educational
settings; of the means and ends of education; of the subjects they wish to teach; and
of the special needs of diverse student populations.
Skllls: Students will be able to assess pupil needs, interests, and level of understand-
ing; to formulate learning objectives; to select appropriate learning content, materi-
als, and activities; to facilitate learning activities and provide effective learning
environments; to evaluate pupil progress and promote self-evaluation by pupils; to
assess their own teaching competencies and the effect these have on pupil leaming;
to generate respect and faimess in human relations; and to apply theory to practice
in planned and supervised field experiences. Demonstrated competencies are
essential in meeting the special needs of diverse student populations.
Attitudes: Students will reflect on self-development; accept others; trust, be open to
and help others; andbeenthusiastic aboutinquiry, experimentatiorL and discovery.
Values: Students will be committed to education for the betterment of others and
society; to the fudeo{hristian principles that refer to a shared common humanity,
the digrity of the person, the use of reason, and cooperation in seeking the common
good and-social justice; to the democratic principles; to a humanistic approach to
learning; and to the Marianist tradition in education.
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Inthis chapter are described specific four-year course requirements forlicensure
in early childhood, middle childhood, adolescent to young adult teaching, interven-
tion specialist and special (art foreign language, physical education), teaching. All
of these programs lead to the same degree-Bachelor of Science (8.S.).
The deparhnents have an extensive screening process for students in the fust two
years of the program. By the end of the fust year, all students should have taken and
passed th9 P_rads t. At the end of their first year, all students are required to applyfor formal admission to the licensure program. lt this point their work is revieriei
by a faculty committee to determine the extent to which their personal traits and
academicworkpoint toward thelikelihood of their success asprofessionalteachers.
Admission requires a GPA of 2.5 overall in professional education courses, in
teaching field(s), and the passing of Praxis I.
The responsibility for meeting the university and state requirements rests with
the sfudent. The student is cautioned to study the course requirements and to keep
accurate count of the semester hours applicable to graduation. sfudents planning to
teach in states other than ohio should fulfill university requirements as well- as
those of the state in which thev desire to teach.
Ee.qlirements for graduation and teacher licensure are the following:
1. Evidence of such general scholarship and personal and moral qualities as give
pflmise of professional success. All students enrolled in programs leading to State
of Ohio licensure must verify that they are of "good moral character," and be finger
printed. (Consult the dean's office.) Pursuant to SOEAP policy, these students must
complete the appropriate forms provided by the Office of the Dean.
2. Successful completion of a variety of plarured clinical and field experiences
essential to the development of the resourcefulness needed by teachers. -
3. Successful completibn of a minimum of 124 semester hours in approved courses;
some progr.lms may require more than 124 semester hours.
4. A cumulative grade point average of at least 2.5 overall, in intemal education
courses, in the professional education courses and in each teaching field in which
licerrsure isjought. Courses in professional education and the teaching fields, andin General Education and Basic Skills must be taken under grading Option 1.
5. Successful completion of the following professional educition sequ-ence:
Personal and Professional Development of the Teacher
Child and Adolescent Development
Teaching and Learning
Inclusive Education or Human Relations
Special Methodsl
Philosophy of Education
Student Teaching
lEach program has one or more methods courses; see specific programs.
- 
With the possible exception of A, B, and C, all courses in the above sequence must
be taken at the University of Dayton. Transfer credits from other institutions
normally are not accepted in substifution for courses D through G, and are never
accepted for student teaching.
6. completion of University requirements in General Education and Basic skills.
Students should see Chapter V and consult with their advisors.
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7. A passing score on all three sections of the Prafs I, which mustbe taken no later
than the second term of the first year.
8. A passing score on an exit examination, Praxis II as mandated by the State Board
of Educatio"n. students should consult the dean's office for dates on which the
examination will be administered.
9. Competency in technological skills
ADVISING AND SCHEDULING
Upon the completion of the first year, all first-year education students are
assigped faculty a'dvisors from the program-rn 
_*hi+ they have been accepted.
Schdaulng for-courses is completed through the department advisors, Dean's
Office and EDT 109 instructors.
UNIVERSITY POLICIES
Students are reminded to refer to pertinent sections of this Bulletin and the
Student Handbook for all policies to which they are subject'
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC POLICIES
1. It is the poliry of the Department of Teacher Education that the candidates for
undergraduaie lic-ensure are placed in schools in the Miami Valley area.for student
teachiig experiences. Student teaching is the capstone experience for the prePara-
tion pro=grams. The university needs to continue supervision and contact, to main-
tain the consistency and the quality of the licensure Programs'
2.Itis thepolicyof theDepartmentof TeacherEducation that_aneducationcourse
taken as ut itta"p".taent study cannot be applied toward teacher licei{sure.
3.Itisthepoliiyof theDepartmentof TealherEducationthatif a studentis absent
from more ti.tao i3'l. of the regularly scheduled class time and/or required field
experience (this would include absences and tardiness), the student will receive a
faillng grade and must re-take the course in a subsequent semester.
4.I-tii thepolicy of the Departmentof TeacherEducation thatif a studentreceives
a grade lowei thair a C in ariEDT course, the studentwillbe required to re-take the
course. After the student receives a grade of C or higher in the cours-e, the student
may continue in their regular prograir of study. Th9 student may beallowed to take
ond fpt course simultineously while re-taking the course, provided the student
has an overall pa of 2.5 and has passed all three sections of PRAKS I.
5. It is the poTicy of the Department of Teacher Education that independent study
is not available for regularly scheduled undergraduate courses.
STUDENT TEACHING
Student teaching, which consists of actual classroom, teaching under competent
supervision, involv-es full-day sessions for approximately one semester. During the
seirester of student teaching, the student is not ordinarily permilted to carry more
than three semester hours of additional course work. These additional semester
hours are scheduled outside the normal school day in order to keep the student-
teaching experience intact for the full school day.-students should make financial
arrangeiments so that they need not continue with part-timeemployment durfg
this sEmester. The faculti' of the SOEAP screen each candidate who applies for
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student teaching on the basis of the following factors: (1) skill in oral and written
communication, (2) an overall qrade-point average in course work of at least 2.5, (3)
physical and emotional fibress, (4) desirable personal and moral traits, (5) comple-
tionof theprerequisitecoursesandfield andclinicalexperiences,and (5) compleiion
of required standardized testing.
Prerequisites for candidacy for student teaching are (1) official enrollment in a
teacher education program at the university, (2) prospective completion of the
minimum residence requirement of thirty semester hburs inclusive of student
teaching, (3) formal application to the screening committee, forms submitted a term
in advance of student teaching. (Application forms may be secured from the
department offices.)
^ 
A student teaching seminar may be held on campus weekly throughout the term.
once students have been approved and placed foi student tbaching, they may not
withdraw from t4e program except with the approval of the departmenf chai-rper-
son. A student who withdraws without this approval forfeits future placement in
student teaching.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Students who qualify for teacher licensure through the SOEAp are aided in
securing teaching positions by the soEAP's office of Education Placement services.
Placement requires cooperation from the candidate in filling out the necessary
paperwork and in obtaining letters of recommendations. Dates for interviews with
prospectiveemployers arrangedbytheOffice of EducationalPlacementServices are
announced in advance.
TEACHER LICENSURE
The SOEAP programs are approved by Ohio's State Department of Education
and accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
ordinarily, ohio licenses are recognized by other states. Students are encouraged to
check licensure requirements for states in which they are seeking positions.
In addition to preparing properly licensed early childhood, middle childhood,
and adolescent to young adult and intervention specialist teachers, the SoEAp also
enables students to qualify for special licensures in art, foreign language, physical
education, and music education.
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS
The soEAP offers the following programs leading to the baccalaureate degree.
(These programs are outlined later in this chapter under code designations-
for example, EDT = Teacher Education, HSS = Health and Sports Science,
VAR = Visual Arts.) The programs are as follows:
PROGRAM E1N:
PROGRAM E2N:
PROGRAM E3:
PROGRAM E5:
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
PFrySICAL EDUCATION PRE K-12
See HSS.
SPECIAL, grades K-12
School of Education
E6A:
E6B:
PROGRAM E7N:
PROGRAM E8:
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
VISUALART
See EDT. See also VAR, ChaPter VI.
FOREIGNLANGUAGE
ADOLESCENCE TO YOUNG ADULT
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT,
OPTION 1
See HSS.
E8A: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FTINESS MANAGEMENT,
OPTION2
See HSS.
E8B: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY.
PROGRAM E9:
See HSS.
SPORTMANAGEMENT
See HSS.
EION: INTERVENTION SPECIALIST (SPECIAL EDUCATION)
E11A: TEACHER LICENSURE for students in the College of
Arts and Sciences
See EDT and ChaPter VI.
E12: FOOD AND NUTRITION, Option l-Didactic Program
in Dietetics
E12A: NUTRITION AND FITNESS, Option 2-Nutrition
NOTE: All licensure programs and teaching fields described in this chapter have
been approved by the Ohio Departrnent of Education under the licensure standards
effective july 1,1998.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The soEAP offers graduate programs leading to the degree Master of science in
Educationand Allied Professions. ThesePrograrns are designed to prepare teachers
of adolescents and young adults, middle childhood and early childhood teachers,
interventionspecialists,schoolcounselors,schoolPsychologists,schoolsocialwork-
ers, social agency counselors, college student personnel professionals and school
administrators. The degrees Educational specialist and Doctor of Philosophy in
Educational Leadership are also offered. For nonprofessional degree holders who
are interested in becoming licensed teachers, the Deparhnent of Teacher Education
offers graduate programs leading to various licensures. For in-service teachers who
wish to retrain for licensure in other areas, the Department of Teacher Education
offers a variety of programs. (For details on the graduate Programs, request a coPy
of the Graduate Issue of the l-lnioercity ot' Dayton Bulletin.)
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HEALTH AND SPORT SCIENCE (HSS)
The mission of the Department of Health and sport science is to prepare students
tobeproficient and professional in the health, sport science, and diltetics/nutrition
disciplines.
_ 
The deparhent also believes its mission is to provide educational programs and
instruction for thehealth fitress needs of all members of the University co-mmunitv.
. 
The departmentprepares physical educators to meet the needs of the public and
private schools. It also prepares health information specialists for careerl in health
agencies. The Exercise science and Fihress Management Program is designed to
prepSre students for professional opportunities in areas of corporate-health,
"wellness" programs and health maintenance in a variety of settings. The Sport
Management Program is designed to prepare students for professionil opportirni-
ties in private sports clubs, health clubs,sports organizations,/federations, newspa-
pers, televisiory sporting goods, and the multitudinous areas of recreation. fhe
Pre-PhysicalrherapyProgramwillpreparestudentsforgraduateschoolinphysical
Theraqy. The Nutrition and Dietetics Piograms prepare Jtudents forpost-bacialau-
reate dietetic internships or preprofessional plachce programs. A Z.S G.p.R. is
required to enter any program within the departrnent. -
In all the department's activities there is a constant search for excellence. The
long-range goals and strategies relate to this search in teaching, research, inquiry,
programs/ recruitment of quality students, and service. Commitment to ttre use 6f
technology_in teaching and research is highly valued in the Departrnent of Health
and Sport Science.
Department of Health & Sport Science Homepage-hss.
http, / / ***.udayton.edu/edu/departmenti /liss/hss.html
PROGRAM E3: PHYSICAL EDUCATION (EDP) PRE K-12
HSS 1OOHSS 101HSS 109HSS 1.17HSS 130HSS 782HSS 185ENG 101-L02HST 102MTH 207PHL 103REL 103
cMM 110
CMM 111 or
cMM 112
First Year
Lifeguarding, 1st Aid/CPR
Introduction to University
Personal & Professional Development
Personal & Community Health
Physical Education Achvity
Aerobic Conditioning
Rhythm, Games, Dance, Gymnastics
Coilege Composition I & Ii
History of Westem Civili.ation Since 1715
Introduction to Statistics
Introduction to Philosophy
lntroduction to Religion
Group Decision Making
Inform Public Speak
Persuasive Public Speak
l-st Term
18
2ndTerm
2
1
2
c
J
J
I
1
1
16
1
2
3
1
2
3
3
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HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
EDT
EDT
MUS
HSS 130HSS 130HSS r87HSS 220HSS 230HSS 324HSS 320HSS 408HSS 431.
cMM 113EDT 452REL 3N
soc 328EDT 303
HSS 300HSS 3MHSS 405HSS N9HSS 4r7HSS M8HSS 470EDT 305orEDT 301
130
200
223
130
226
275
295
305
305
207
208
305
Sophomore Year
Tennis
Motor Development/ Leaming
Basic Movement Education
Soccer
Computer Applications in Sport Science
Hist<irv of Pfiisical Activity/Sport
frlutrition/Heialth
Human Anatomy
HumanPhvsiology
Child & Adolescdnt in Education
Teaching and l,eaming
Historv/America lazz
Junior Year
GoU
Physical Education ActivitY
Team Sports
Adaoted Phvsical Education
Basii Athletic Training
Methods/Teaching ElementarY PE
Essentials / Strengih Conditioning
Physiology of Eiercise and Lab
Ndtritioi-Ior Exercise/Sport
lnterviewing
Reading in Content Area
lnner ldurnev, Mvth, Bible, Lit
Raciaf/ Ethnia Mihorities
School, Self & Society
Senior Year
Methods/Teaching Secondary PE
Outdoor Education
Tests and Measuremmts
Kinesiolosy and Lab
Student feiching
SafeW & Law inPE/SPorts
Curriculum Developmmt/PE
Historv and Philosobhv
Philos6phy of Educiti<in
3
3
3
3
J
t6
1
1
J
2
3
L
J
J
J
15
t2
2
t4
J
3
t7
3
2
J
J
J
J
;
2
J
3
3
J
3
1
1
3
16
rseeGeneralEducationRequirements, Chapter V. Some GeneralEducationrequirements are
specified in the program (e.!., HST 102); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor.
2Studmts should leave one half day open for field experience
3Field experiences are arranged by'the University. Register for EDT 100'{Students will have semiftrr on camPus once a week.
PROGRAM E8: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS
MANAGEMENT (EES) OPTION L
D*t I\In (-^lttco SemeStef HOUfS
First Year lstTerm 2ndTerm
HSS 101 Introduction to University 1H55 ltZ Introduction to Exercise Science/Fitness Management 2
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HSS 1,T7HSS 182HSS 226HSS 373 orHSS 361
cMM 110CMM 111 or
cMM 112ENG 101-102HST 1.02PHL 103PSY 101REL 103
Personal/Communitv Health
Aerobic Conditioninf
Computer Applicatidns/Sport Science
Stres3 Manafe::ment
Health Consumerism
Group Decision Makine
lnforin Public Speakinf
Persuasive Pubff c Spea-king
Collese Composition I & If
Histoiy of W'estern Civilization Since 1715r
ftrhodirction to Philosophy
Introduction to Psychofogy
lntroduction to Religion "
Sophomore Year
_ (AS)
Conditioning
History of Physical Activity,/Sport
Nutrition,rHeilth
HumanAnatomv
Human Physiology
Massage Tlierap\i-
conceit of Biolb'gv
Generil Chemistfi,
GeneralChemishi
lntroduction to Sfatistics
Junior Year
Exercise for Special Populations
Basic Athletii Trainine
Essentials/Strength Conditioning
l"f"ty q4 the Liw in Physical EE and Sports
Tests & Measurements
Physiology of Exercise
Nutrition for Exercise/ Sport
Exercise ECG
Principles of Microeconomics
Report Writing
Human Growth/ Development
Senior Year
lnterviewing
Kinesiolosv-
Exercise $cience InternshipOn Campusz
ExerciseScience Internship-Off Camirus2
Financial Accounting
Publication Design -
Medical Ethics -
lnterviewing & Counseline
Special Topics in Psvcholo"sv
Health Redearch anii Evalu-dtion
UniversiW of Davton VIII
J
n
17
J
z
1
1
3
3
J
L6
J
J
1
4
J
J
1?
3
2
3
J
J
n
1
6
3
10
J
I
J
J
J
4
3
J
J
J
J
15
3
2
3
J
J
J
1?
HSS raaHSS 275HSS 29sHSS 305HSS 307HSS 335BIO 151CHM 123-LabCHM l24LabMTH 207
REL/PHL
HSS 422HSS 230HSS 320HSS M8HSS 405HSS 4&LabHSS 431.HSS 435ECO 203ENG 370
PSY 257
cMM 113HSS 409-LabHSS 490HSS 49tACC 301
cMM 332PHL 315PSY 43'1. orPSY 495HSS 428
lsee General Education Req"T"_lplllchlpter v. some General Education requirements
are specified intheprogram (e.g.,HST 102); ottiers aretobe chosenfrom the listingoiapproved
courses. Consult advisor.
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PROGRAM E8A: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS
MANAGEMENT (EES) OPTION II
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
First Year LstTerm 2ndTerm
HSS 101 brtroduction to Universifrii55 ib hi;;a;ilffi 6 E*ercise Science/Fitness Management 2ttil,r iii o. I',f"'^-P;blil$;-"ki.8 - 1CMM 172 Persuasive Public SpeakingCHM 123 & Lab General ChemistrY +
aiiM LT+auu Generalchemistry ^ 4E'Nie^ ioi-roz-- Colege Compositlon I 3 3Fiil i05'* iltt oS".tio"ioPhilosophv 3iliil io5 r"tt"a"i[o" io Religioil 3
b*rrarr,r iio GroupDeciJion Ma[ing IBIg 191-,. ConcbotofBioloevl " 4Bio iszcr."u ConceirtofBiolofrt 
n 15
HST 102PSY 101
PSY 25rMTH 18
PHY 201 & LabPHY 202&LabHSS 305 &Lab
HSS 307HSS TU
HSS 226HSS 230
CHM 313 & Lab
CHM 3L4 & LabREL 367HSS 295HSS 320HSS 408 & LabHSS 43LMTH 207
HST 340
cMM L13
CHM
PHL
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
PSY
SoPhomore Year
West Civilization Since 1715
Introduction to PsYchologY
Human Growth & DeveloPment
Introductory Calculus
General Phvsics
General Physics
HumanAnatomY
HumanPhysiology
Conditioning
Computer Applications in Sport Science
Basic Athletic Training
|unior Year
- 
(AS)
Organic Chemistry
Orsanic ChemistrY
Chiistian Ethics / Health Care
Nutrition/Health
Essentials/Strength Conditioning
Phvsiolosy of Eiercise / Lab
NritritionTExercise & Sport
Introduction to Statistics
Historv of Science
lnterviewing
Senior Year
Biochemistry
Medical Ethics
Tests & Measurements
Kinesiology
Exercise f6i Speciat PoPulations
Health Reseaich/ Evaluation
Exercise ECG
Selected Studies/ Exercise Science
Special Topics/PsychologY
J
J
4
4
17
4
J
I
J
5
L?
3
4
J
J
J
n
3
J
3
1)
329
4
J
3
J
J
1
t?
c
3
J
3
J
G
420
JIJ
N5
409 & Lab
422
428
435
455
495
HSS University of Dayton VIII
PROGRAM E8B: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY (EPT)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
FirstYear lstTerm 2ndfermEqq 101 Introduction to UniversiW 1ryqq n4 ftrrrod'r^ctionto pre-phyiical Therapy zL{qq 130 Water Aerobics 1ryqq 305-Lab Human Anatomy 4I_{qq 307 Human physiolcigy 3q-S_q 
_ 
qqq 
_ 
Massage Ttrerapy"" Iqlp4 r23-Lab GenerilChem6dry 4
_CFItrI l24.Lab General Chemisti 4FJfq- 101-102 goflege Composidon 3 3MTH 148 CalculluslLtL i05 ili-oiuction to phitosophy 3REL 103 Introduction to Religiori g
HSS 184 conditioni:?Phomore Year
HS 4A Computer A"pplications in Sport ScienceHSS 230 BasiiAttrletitTrainincBIO 151 ConceptofBioloqvl "CMM 110 Group Decision MakineCMM 111 or Inforir public Speakine"CMM 112 Persuasive pubfic Snefl<inpSOC 101 Principles of Sociol6ev|IST lO2 History of Westem Civilization Since 171.51PHY 201.-Lab Gener6l phvsicsPHY 202-I-ab General Phi'sicsPSY 101 tntroductioh to psvcholoevPSY 257 Human Growth/bevelofrirent
t7
?
1
1
5
4
J
15
J
3
J
J
4
1,6
3
3
3
3
1-3
18
1
5
3
3
4
J
4
4
3
3
_!
t7
3
3
3
4
3
1
77
YearHSS 320HSS 422HSS 428HSS ,135BIO 3@-LabBIO 403l,abCHM 31!LabMT}I 207PSY 363REL 367
Comp. Anat/Vertebrate
Physioloev I
Orlanic themistn,
Intioduction to Stitistics
Abnormal Psycholoev
Christian Ethics/Heiith Care Issues
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
BIO
HST
PHL
PSY
CMM
ome General ra.,""# 7r"q.rir"*"r,18arespecifiedintheprogram(e.!.,HST102);othbrsaretolectosenfroith;GtE;};dil*;
courses. Consult ailvisbr.
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Senior Year405 Tests & Measurements408-Lab PhysiologyofExercise
409-Lab Kinesioloiy43'1. NutritionTor Exercise/Sport465 Physical Therapv Seminir41,7-Lab GeheralMicro6i6logy340 Historv of Science315 Medical Ethics
Gmeral Education Reouirement
+9: Special Topics in psydiologyllJ rntervrewrng
Exercise
$llied Health Reseaich/DesignExercise ECG
School of Education HSS
PROGRAM E9: SPORT MANAGEMENT (ESM) OPTION I
Dept. No. Course Setnester Hours
First Year lstTerm 2ndTam
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
CMM
ECO
ENG
HST
MTH
PHL
HSS 130HSS 350
HSS 351HSS 255
CMM 111 or
CMM II2
HSS
HSS
HSS
ACC
CMM
ENG
FIN
MGT
MIS
MKT
HSS 130HSS 305HSS 349HSS U8HSS rt85
PHL/RELMGT 4T7
1
J
J
J
J
3
lo
1
J
1
3
J
J
17
.,
c
J
J
v
2
c
J
3
J
u
3
J
17
J
.,
3
J
J
3
T7
z
J
J
1
15
385
352
353
208
330
380
301
3T4
J05
300
pHr
ECO
CMM
101 lntroduction to UniversitY 1iii introduction to Sport Mairagement 2L30 Phvsical Education ActivitY226 Coinputer Applications/Sport Science275 Hist<irylPhysical Activity-Sport1i0 CroudoeciSion Making' ' 1
,0, Principles of Microeondrnics 3lolttoz Collede Composition I & II 31or'--- AiJto"wofd"ttemCivilizationSince1'71'5' 3207 lntrodirction to Statistics
iOSU REI- 103 Introduction to Philosophy/Introduction to Religion 3
IO
Sophomore Year
Phvsical Education ActivitY
Priir. Sport Management 3
Facilitv Manaqement
Sport il4anaee;ment Practicum 2
Gieneral Edu"cation Requirement (SC! 3
InformPublic Speaking
Persuasive Public SPeaking 
^Course in Minor r
ACC 207 PrinciPles of Accounting I
ENG 370/372/378 EnglishRequirementMGT 2Ol Legal Environment/BusinessMGT 301 Organizational Behavior
General Elective
funior Year
Field Experiences
Event Management
Sport Media
Course in Minor
Principles of Accounting II
Medid Writing
Sports Literature
Business Finance
Survev, Human Resources
Manartement Information SYstems
Survey of Marketing
Senior Year
Physical Education ActivitY
Hrirnan Anatomy
Financing Sport Operations
SaIetv &Laiar in PE-SPorts
Spori Mana gement lritemshiP2
Philosophy /Religion Elechve
Industrial Relatio-ns
Course in Minor313 Business Ethics480 SPorts Economics
113 lnterviewing
rSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some-Gener-al Education requirements
are specified inthe program (e.b., HST 102); ottiers are tobechosen from thelistingof approved
.orrries. Consult advist6r.
€onsult program director.
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PROGRAM E9: SPORT MANAGEMENT (ESM) oPTIoN II
Dept. No. Course Sernester Hours
2ndTermHSS 101HSS 111HSS 130HSS 226HSS 275
cMM 110ECO 203CMM 11.1 or
cMM 112ENG 10r/1.02HST 1,02MTH 207PHL 103/REL1O3
First Year
Introduction to University
$tro$ug{o-n to Sport MairagementPhysical Education Activity
Cohputer Applications/Siort Science
History-PhySiial Activity/Sport
GroupDecision Makins''
Principles of Microeconlomrcs
Inform Public Speakins
Persuasive Public Spealing
Collese Compositioh I & Ir
Histoiy of W'estem Civilization Since 17151
Introduction to Statistics
1st Term
1
2
1
c
J
1
J
3
J
1?
1
3
J
J
J
J
16
3
2
3
J
3
3
T7
1
3
3
1
3
c
3
J
2
J
J
a
J
2
J
c
3
J
E
2
3
J
J
J
J
130
350
351T
301
38s
352
353
301
330
380
301
365
315
rtO5
421,
HSS
HSS
HSS
1SS
ACC
ENG
MKT
MKT
HSS
HSS
HSS
Introduction to Philosophy/htroduction to Religion 3
76
Sophomore Year
Physical Education Activity
Prih/Sport Mnagement
Facility Manase;lent
Sport Mana ge"ment Practicum
General.Edrication Requirement (AS)
Course in Minor
Financial Accounting
Enelish Requiremenl
Suivey of Marketins
Princifles of Sellind
Generil Elective
Junior Year
Field Experiences
Event Management
Sport Medif
Course in Minor
Financial Accounting
Media Writing
Sports Literadre
Bushess Finance
Management lnformation Systems
RetailVarketing
Consumer Beha-vior
Advertising
Senior Year
lnterviewing
Physical Edlcation Activity
lft iman Anatomy / Humari PhysiologyFinancing Sport Operations
Safety &Laiar in PE-Sports
Spori Management Iritemship2
Philosophy/Relision Elective
Promotiori Manaiement
Course in Minor "
Organizational Behavior
Business Ethics
17 15rSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
arespecified intheprogram(e.!.,HST 102);oth'ersaretobechosd fr; tilli;tiri;;];#;;;;;
courses. Consult ailvisbr.2Consult program director.
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370/372/373
300
310
ACC
CMM
ENG
FIN
MIS
MKT
MKT
MKT
cMM 113HSS 130HSS 305/306HSS 349HSS 448HSS 485
PF{I./RELMKT 428
ftfCf 30fPHL 313
School of Education HSS
PROGRAM E4A: HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST (EHS)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours-
'
FirstYear lstTerm 2ndTerm
HSS 101 Introduction to University 1ii55 11, Personal & Community Health 3ii55 i5b phvsicilEducationAchvitv 1 1
eMM iio bi6"p D"iition Making ' I
ciriM iii ot Inforir Public Speakinf 1CMM 112 Persuasive Public Speaking
EaO- r$ PrinciplesofMicro6conom-ics 3ENG loljfjz cou"d"Co-position I & II 3 3HSf 10r' Histoiy of W'estem Civilization Since 17151 3IrffH ,0, rntrodirctiontoStatistics ^ 3FHr- 103/REL 103 lntroduction to Philosophy/Religion 3 3
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
Acc
ENG
MKT
BIO
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HST
REL
SOC
CMM
CMM
HSS
HSS
HSS
PHL
PSY
PSY
226
25L
295
30s
306
361
373
301
378
301
151
309
360
367
402
412
41,5
340
367
332
113
41,5
428
430
315
368
43r
Sophomore Year
Computer Applications in Sport Science
Schobl Heal*fservices
Nutrition & Health
Human Anatomv
Human Phvsiol<igY
Health Corisumeiism
Stress Management
Financial Accounting
Professional and Tec-hnical Writing
Principles of Marketing
Conc+t of Biology I
General Education Requirement
Iunior Year
Methods of Teaching Health
Addiction Education
Communiw Health Programs
Seminar inturrent HeaIth Issues
Community Health Resources
Health Ag6ncy lntemships
History of Science
Christian Ethics/Health Care Issues
General Education Requirement
Sociology Elective
Publication Design
Interviewing
Senior Year
Health Agency lntemshiPs
Health Research /Evaluation
Prin/ Admin. Health Programs
Admin / Promotion Elective
Medical Ethics
Introduction Health PsychologY
Intewiewing,/ Counseling
EHS Electives
17
J
J
J
2
2
J
n
2
J
2
1
17
4
J
6
t6
c
J
;
J
2
3
J
6
17
2
J
3
J
3
3
17
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
,p".ifi"d it th" program (e.g., HSS gOS); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor.
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HSS
FOOD AND NUTRITION
The Food and Nutrition Program offers two majors: Didactic Program in Dietet-
ics (EHA) and Nutrition and Fitness (EHN). The curriculum ot both ProSralns rs an
intesration of the humanities and aits, social sciences, and the physical and life
;ffi;. Th; stuay or food and nutrition includes the science of food and the role
;il"ttiltt j" the'body to Promote and maintain health. The Didactic Program in
O]"l"ii.r tfffa) cunicirluri includes additional courses in food management and;;iil;iilt ition therapy for specific pathology. The Nutrition and Fitness (EHN)
."oi""f* provides s.rfficie.,f hours-to obtain a minor to.comp nutrition
"*"". 
pfu*ii"g. Both programs challenge thelearner to strive for excellence.
ft 
"'Oia".tiEfrogrimiiDietetics 
is cirrentl-ygranted apprgyaf !y theCommis-
sion of Accreditatioi for Dietetics Education ofthe American Dietetic Association,
216 W.fackson Blvd', Chicag o, lL @60G6995, 312 / 8994876'
PROGRAM E12: FOOD AND NUTRITION (EHA)
OPTION I-DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS
This program leads to a Bachelor of science in preparatiorr for a. required post-
Uu".uturir"ui" experience. Upon successful completion of the post-baccalaureate
experience, graduates are eiigible to become aitive members of The American
il'J"u" A#;t"don and to sit ior the registration examination to become registered
dietitians.
Acceptance into a post-baccalaureate PlograT is very cgmqeti$vg' Post-bacca-
laureate programs miintain increasingly high admission standards. Acceptanceis
;;;;;;th""gria"r of major and sup"p6rt ciurses, recommendation letters, work
"r.p".i"".","tiha-curriculaiactivities,motivatioryandknowledgeof 
theprofession.
A Lade ooint average above 3.0 in both the major and support courses is recom-
;;;;;.'At tl"" eni of the second year the Advisory C-ommittee evaluates all
students enrolled in The American Diitetic Association Didactic Program in Dietet-
ics. Any student whose cumulative average for two years of study is below 2.8 will
be advised to draft a program for success or consider chgglng his or her malor'
Most students male firmal application in the second semester of their senior
yeario post-baccalaureate prograiris. Selection of the post-baccalaureate program is
inade tiuough comPuter matching.
students"enrolle'd in The Ameirican Dietetic Association Didactic Program in
Dietetics do not practice as student dietitians in any gbsgrvation experience. There
is, therefore, no professional liability insurance required'
-'eaaitio"ul r.irdergraduate costi may include a laboratory coat and PqUc
transportation fares t6 an observation site. Students are encouraged to join The
A-"ii.^ Dietetic Association as Affiliate members, currently at $40.00 Per mem-
bership year (June 1 to MaY 31).
PROGRAM EL2: FOOD AND NUTRITION (EHA)
OPTION T-DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS
HSS 101HSS 113
HSS 210
First Year
lntroduction to UniversitYr
lntroduction to Dietetics/Nutrition
Introductory Foods
TstTerm 2ndTetm
1
2
2
HSS
cMM 110HSS 226HSS 2t0LHSS 295
cHM 123CHM I23L
cHM 124CHM 124LENG 101,/102HST 102
REL 1O3PHL 103
HSS 302HSS 307HSS 371.CMM 111 orCMM 1.12BIO 151BIO 152ECO 203MTH 207PSY 101
REL/PHL
Group Decision Making
Comp. App in Sport Science
lntroductory Foods Lab
Nutrition and Health
General Chemistry
General Chemistrv Lab
General Chemistrw
General Chemistri' Lab
College Composition I & II
History of Westem Civilization Since 1715
Introduction to Religion/Philosophy
Sophomore Year
Cultural/Glo:bal Aspects of Food
Human Physioloqy-
_Principles.o-f Fooi'Sanitation and Safetylnform Public Speaking
Persuasive Public Spea-kins
Concepts of Biolosi I
Concebts of Biolofr, II
Principles of Micr6'economics
Introduction to Statistics
Introduction to Psycholosv
Philosophy,/ Religion Eldfive
_ (AS)
University of Dayton VIII
n
15
J
2
3
J
1
J
3
2
1
3
J
3
15
J
J
3
J
J
2
3
4
J
J
15
3
1
J
3
c
n
3
J
3
3
_l5
J
J
J
3
I
n
J
2
J
4
J
HSS 304 rnstitutional ffi:;il."il* producrion/Buying
!qS^ ?98 Comp. Apps. In Food/NutritionACC 301 lntroduction to AccountinqCHM 3f3 Oreanic ChemistrvCHM 31.4 Or[anic Chemistri'ENG 370,372,378EnglishRequireminfHST 3N Hiitorv of ScienceMGT 301 Organizational BehaviorMGT 31.4 Suivey, Human ResourcesPHL 315 Mediial EthicsCMM f 13 hterviewing
HSS 401.HSS 406HSS 402HSS 428HSS 431.HSS 495BIO 41,1'-I-ab
cHM 420PSY 431.ANT 150
General Education Requirements 
- 
Thematic Cluster
Could include sffiil1y$B" 
"t
lorENG 1,140t198 religionTphilosophyGE
Senior Year
Advanced Nutrition
Mother,/ Child Nutrition
Nutrition for Asine Adult
Health Research/ Fvaluation
Nutrition for Exercise/Sport
Medical Nu trition Therabv
General Microbioloev
Biochemistry
Interviewing and Counseling
Cultural An-thropology
c
3
6
336
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PROGRAM E72A: NUTRITION AND FITNESS (EHN)
OPTION 2-NUTRTTION
studmts may fulfill medical or dental schools' requirements, or the Didactic Program in
Detetics, with additional courses.
PROGRAM EI2A: NUTRITION AND FITNESS (EHN)
OPTION 2-NUTRITION
Dept. No. Course Sernester Hours
Lst Term 2ndTerm
1
2
2
HSS 101HSS LL2HSS 113HSS 210-LHSS 226BIO 151BIO T52CHM L2TLENG L01/102HST IO2REL 103/PHL1O3
HSS
CMM
CMM
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
CHM
CMM
MTH
PHL
PSY
cMM 113HSS 408-LHSS 409'-LHSS 435
cHM 313
cHM 41,4HSS ,!05ENG 370,372,378HST 340
REL/PHL
ANT 150
First Year
Introduction to UniversitY
Introduction /Exercise Science
Introduction to Dietetics/Nutrition
Introductorv Foods & Lab
Comp. App3. in Sport Science
Conc'epts<if Bioloey I
Concebts of Biolofr IIt
Generil Chemisti-C Lab
Colleqe Composifion I-II
Histoiv of W-estem Civilization Since 1715
hrtrodirction to Religion/Philosophy
Sophomore Year
Aerobic Conditioning
lnform Public Speakine
Persuasive Pubffc Spea'king
Conditionine
Nutrition an-d Health
HumanAnatomy
Human Physiokicy
Essentials,/Strenglh Conditionin g
General Chemis#v & Lab
Group Decision Makins
Introduction to Statistic-s
funior Year
lnterviewing
Physiolosy of Exercise & Lab
Knesiolo-iv & Lab
Exercise ECG
Oreanic Chemistry
OrEanic Chemistri
Tes"ts & Measurenients
English Requiremenf
His--torv of Science
Religirin/ Philosophy Elective
Cultural Anthropology Elective
Senior Year
Mother,/Child Nutrition
Health Research/ Evaluation
Nutrition/ Exercise-Sport
Advanced Nutrition
Exercise/Special Populations
Medical Nutrition Therapy
Nutrition for Aging Adulf
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
t82
11l. or
1t2
1&t
295
305
307
320
12+L
110
207
406
428
431
401
422
495
402
4
J
4
J
J
1?
1
J
c
J
J
t5
J
3
J
J
3
15
3
J
2
3
3
3
1?
)
1
+
1
3
14
I
J
J
3
3
3
L6
2
J
J
103/REL 103 lntroduction to Philosophy/Religion101 lntroduction to Psychology
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MGT
MGT
PHL
F5Y
301. Organizational Behavior
31,4 Suwey Human Resources
315 Medical Ethics
431, Interviewing and Counseling
- 
(AS)
3
3
J
n
J
n
General Education Requirements 
- 
Thematic Cluster
Could include second historv GE
art study GE '
ror ENc 114 0r 198 religionTPhilosophy GE2OrENG272or372
FACULTY
Lloyd L. Laubach, Chairperson
ProfessorsEmeiti:Drees,LaVanche,Leonard,Morefield,Roberts,Schleppi,siciliano
Associate Professors: Baer, Laubach, Titlebaum
Assistant Professors: DeMarco, Dolan, Doprano, Linderman
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
HEALTH AND SPORT SCIENCE
HSS 100. LffiGUARDING AND FIRST AID/CPRSKILLS: The primarypurpose of this
course is to-provide students-with Lifeguard, First Aid/CPR skills and knowledge
necessary to keep thepatrons ofaquatic and recreationsafe inand around thewater. Tfre
course will teach students to recognize and respond quickly and effectively to all
emergency situations including Lifeguarding Rescue Skill; First Aid Skill; CPR for
Professional Workers; Responsibilities of a Professional Lifeguard; Interaction with the
Public; Dealing with Uncooperative and Violent Behavior; ana niury fre"""l"rh.Orr.
HSS 101. INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIVERSITY: Examinarion of the values that
foster academic progress in the College, discussion of strategies for taking full advantage
of academic opportunities, and integrating formal and experiential learning.
1sem.hr.
HSS 109. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TFIE TEACHER:
A course- to help the student define professional goals and assess personal strengths
and weaknesses in the light of competencies deemed essential for a physical and/or
health education teacher. 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 111. INTRODUCTION TO SPORT MANAGEMENT: A course to help the student
define professional goals and assess personal strengths and weaknesses in the light of
competencies deemed essential for a sport management career . 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 112. INTRODUCTION TO EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGE-
MENT: A course 
-to h"lp the student define professional goals and assess personal
strengths and weaknesses in the light of competencies deemed essential for atexercise
science and fitness management career. 2 sem.hrs.
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HSS 113. INTRODUCTION TO DIETETICS AND NUTRITION: To acquaint the stu-
dents interested in a career in dietetics or nutrition with the Professions, roles, responsi-
bilities, and opportunities afforded them. Examples of 
-prictice for .each area will be
explored. Reqirilred by all entering first-year students and open to students interested in
to6a and nutrition careers. 2 sem' hrs'
HSS 114. INTRODUCTION TO PFIYSICAL THERAPY: An introductory seminar dis-
cussing the history, present and future, of physical ther,apy' A successful undgtqu9r11t:
p."puiitiott for entr'ance into this highly selective graduate Program will be this field's
lec6ndaryfocrrs. - 2sem'hrs'
HSS 117. PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH: Survey of health science and
principles of preventive medicine as introduction to other courses in health and sport
science. 3 setn'hrs'
HSS 130. PFIYSICAL EDUCATION ACTTVITIES: SCIECtCd COUTSES OffCTCd tO HCAIth
and Sport Science majors only. 1 sem' hr'
HSS 182. AEROBIC CONDnONING: Aerobic conditioning techniques developed
primarily through running programs. Required for EES and EDP majors. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 184. CONDITIONING: A course designed for Exercise science and Pre-Physical
Therapy majors to introduce them toconcepF *i techniques of aerobic conditioning
using'exercise devices such as treadmills;birycle ergometers, stairmasters, rowing
maciines, etc. l sem'hr'
HSS 185. RHYTHM, DANCE, GAMES & GYMNASTICS: Theory and practice of Edu-
cational Games, Educational Dance, and Educational Gymnastics . 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 187. TEAM SPORTS: Content and pedagogical content knowledge of selected
team sports willbe presented. Overview of hi-story rules, officiating, strategy, and skill
practici shall be piovided. Students will also gain competence in the instructiory
'adaptation, modification, and administration of the selected team sports. 2 sem. hrs'
HSS 200. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT/LEARNING: Lrvestigation of fundamental prin-
ciples of human movement. Physical and psychological variables essential to motor
lelaming are considered. Prerequisite for HSS 300. - 2 sem'hrs'
HSS 210. INTRODUCTORY FOODS: Study of scientific principles aPPh4 to the pro-
cessing and preparation of food to maintain nutritional quality and aesthetic value.
Coreqirisite: irSS ztor. 2 sem'hrs'
HSS 210L. INTRODUCTORY FOODS LABORATORY: Course to accompany HSS 210
lecture. Two 2-hour periods each week. corequisite: HSS 210. 2 sem.hrs.
HSS 220. ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION: A course to PrePare prospective
teachers to adapt a physical education program so all childrer-and youth can successfully
participate in ictiriity progfarns. Study of the atypical child in order to organize and
laminister u p.og.artt *ruin *il meef individual needs. 3 sem' hrs'
IFlSSlll. BASIC MOVEMENT EDUCATION: The child-centered approach to leaming
in physical education designed to hefP 
-children develop Sleater understanding of
the'mielves as movers, the ipace in which to move and the factors afecting efficient
movement. Developmentally appropriate motor skills, movement co_ncepts and activi-
ties (games, dance and gyinnaitici; are presented as the curriculum model K-12.
Prere{uisite for HSS 324. 3 sem'hrs'
HSS
food.
HSS226. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN spoRT SGIENCE: The course focuses on
understanding the. practical uses of computers as a tool in exercise science and sport
management activities. Emphasis is placed on demonstrated proficiency in word pro-
cessing, spreadsheets, graphics, Power Point, and databases and the evaluation anduse
oJ-specific ex-ercise science and sport management packages. Emphasis will be on use of
IBM compatible computers. A sem. hrs.
HSS 230. BASIC ATHLETIC TRAINING: Application of principles and methods in-
volved in preventiory care, and treatment of ithletic injuries. preiequisite: HSS 305.
3 sern. hrs.
HSS 251. scHool- HEALTH SERVICES & ENVIRONMENT: The organizarion and
administration of a school health program with emphasis on healti services and
healthful school living. 3 sem.hrs.
HSS 255. SPORT MANAGEMENT PRACTICUM/SEMINAR: The sport management
practicum and seminar is.designed for students to gain insight into a raride array-of field
experiences within this discipline. Students are given choices of field work within a
variety of sport and recreation settings. In addition, a weekly seminar is required as part
of the practicum experience. 2 sem.'hrs.
HSS 275. HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SpORT: Study of the
historical development of physical education and sport as it relates to significant events
in the history of Western civilization. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 295. NUTRITION AND HEALTH: study of the nutrient needs of humans and of
their choices as modified by socioeconomic, cultural, and life rycle factors. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 300. METHODSOFTEACHING SECONDARYPHYSICAL EDUCATToN: studv
of the methods and skills essential for effective teaching in physical education. Prerequi-
site: HSS 200. 3 sem.irs.
HSs 302. cuLruRAL & cLoBAL ASPECTS oF FooD: study of the relationship
amongconsumers,thefood;thehistoricalevolutionof food;socioeionomicinfluenceson
UniversiW of Dayton VIII
3 sem. hrs.
HSS 304. INSTITUTIONAL QUANTITY FOOD PRODUCTION AND BUyTNG: To
9tud.f quantiff food production in foodservice system through application of principlesfordetermining needs and procuring, producing and storiig r,idas in q.runfity, utbr,g
*i+-iTgTl:nal e-quipment selection, maintenance, and laydut. prerequisites: IJSS 21b
and HSS 21oL, a_Multipulpoge- Computer Account (AKA Dial-in/pirp/Flyernet ac-
count), and basic IBM compatible computer skills. -3 sem.hrs.
HSS 305. HUMAN ANAToMY: study of ttre human body with emphasis on the
interdependent relationships of structure and function. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 305L. HUMANANATOMYLABORATORy: Hands-on study of the humanbodv
with e-mphasis. on the interdependent relationships of structure and hrnction through th'e
use of interactive anatomy. 1 sim. hr.
HSS 306. HUMAN PHYSIOLoGY: ltudy of the tunctions of body systems. cell phy-siology, structural contributions or limitations, concepts of biocfierinstry, contr6l of
functions, physiological limits of function, and examples of pathologic developments.
3 sem. hrs.
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HSS 307. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY: A survey of the functions of body systems with
resDect to qeneral cell physiology and speciahiation into tissues, structural contributions
to iissue/6rgan physiol6gy, p-eitinent concePts of biochemical physiology, tissue me-
tabolism and'eneigy/food requirements during stress and exercise, recent research into
control and reguliiion of furictions of major sy,stenls, physiologic_limitations outside
environmentairutrges, and selected examples df pathophysiology. Prerequisites: CHM
123, CHM 124, HS5305. - 3 sem.hrs.
HSS 309: METHODS OF TEACHING HEALTH: Study of the instructional phase of
the school health program with emphasis on the methods of teaching h"ur*., 
,r .n r.
HSS 310. COACHING BASKETBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching basketball. First term, each year. Elective. 2 sem' hrs'
HSS 312. COACHING FOOTBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching football. Second term, each year. Elective. 2 sem' hrs'
HSS 314. COACHING BASEBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching baseball. Elective. 2 sem'hr'
HSS 316. coAcHING SOCCER: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of coach-
ing soccer. Elective. 1 sem' ht '
HSS 317. COACHING TRACK AND FIELD: The theory, skills, strategies, and
methods of coaching track and field. Elective. 1' sem' hr'
HSS 318. TEACHING AND COACHING GOLF: The theory, skills, strategies, and
methods of teaching and/or coaching golf. 1 sem' hr'
HSS 320. ESSENTIALS OF MUSCULAR STRENGTH CONDMONING: A COUTSC dC-
simed to prepare students for the certified strength and conditioning specialist (NSCA)
ex"am. Toiics included will pertain to muscular strength and endurance conditioning,
physiolo$r of strength conditiot ing, muscular strength testing and 
.evaluation, and
or{anizalion/administration of strength training programs. Prerequist 
",nttfi.ru.
HSS 324. METHODS OF TEACHING ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION: BASiC
theory, techniques, and methods for conducting a Program for elementary students.
Prere"quisite: U'SS ZZS, Junior Status. - 3 sem'hrs'
HSS 333. HEALTH, NUTRITION, AND SAFETY FOR THE YOUNG CHILD: ThiS CIASS
is designed to emphasize the physical, nutritional, emotional, social, environmental
health,"and safety of the youn! c-hild. The class emphasizg_s-the teacher's role in the
health/nutritio.,il *uint"r,urrcJof young children. Cllss will focus on nutrition, safety,
and wellness of the young child by creating a healthful school environment' 
3 ,r . hrr.
HSS 334. BASIC TECHMQUES FOR CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION FOR
GHILDREN: Students register for this course in conjunction with HSS 333. No credit
HSS 335. INTRODUCTION TO THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Introduction to body-
work and issues of health and wellness. Laboratory sessions will provide an opportunity
to integrate and apply massage knowledge and skill drawn from a variety of healtlS
system"s; Swedish Maisage, Aiupressure, Reflexolo_gy and Hydrotherapy. Designed for
s'tudents in Exercise Scieice, Athletic Training, and Health Care' Required that students
have had Human Anatomy, Human Physiology. 1' sem' hr'
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HSS 344. OUTDOOR EDUCATION: Action seminar to familiarize teachers and recre-
ation leaders with the curricula, teaching techniques, and skills for good outdoor
education programs. 2 sem.hrs,
HSS 349. FINANCING sPoRT OPERATToNS: The financial concepts and theories and
lngtr ap.ptigtiol in thp professional intercollegiate, recreational ani commercial sportindustries. Topics include revenues and expenses of professional, intercollegiate,^ana
private-sport industries; issu-es affecting these revenues and expenses; fundraiJing at the
intercollegiate level; ownership in sport; and public and privdte funding for nori-profit
sports programs. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 350. PRINCIPLES oF sPoRT MANAGEMENT: Examination of the nature of
management from theoretical and,practical perspectives in a variety of sport settings.
Focus on managerial functions and skills. 3 sem.llrs.
HSS 351. FACILITY MANAGEMENT: The processes of planning, constructing,
equipping, and maintaining sport facilities are investigated inthis course. In additioi,
the multi-faceted nafure of event management is examined in a variety of sport
settings. ' 3 setihrs.
HSS 352. EVENT MANAGEMENT: The purposes, types, organization, administration
and evaluation of events as they relate to spoit, facility and communi9 
"""1.HT1:.
HSS 353. SPORTS MEDIA: This is the study and the appraisal of the media and the role
thatitplaysincontemPorarysports. Attentionisalsogiventopreparationandevaluation
of media sports presentations. - 3 sern. hrs.
HSS 361. HEALTH CONSUMERISM: sorting fad from fact in using health products
and services from the present market-includes fad diets, nutrition no=nsense, s^uwey of
medical hoaxes, misleading advertising and protection that is available to all hdlth
consurners. Research into current fads and frauds and exposure of health mvths and
misconceptions is included. z'sem. hrs.
HSS 367. COMMUNITY HEALTH PRoGRAMS: Development of those skills neces-
sary to perform as a community health educator in a variety of settings. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 371.?RINCIPLES OF FOOD SANITATION & SAFETy: An in-depth study of the
principles of food sanitation, and safety, including food microbiology, foodborne ill-
nes.rys,.an$ Sastroenteric outbreaks. Emphasis will be on the correctla.,itary practices
arrd techniques to ensure quality, food procurement, storage, preparation, sirvice anddisposal. - 2 sem.hrs.
HSS373. STRESSMANAGEMENT: Examinationof life'sstressors,utilizationof reduc-
tion techniques, and assisting others with the m.rnagement of stress. Special attention to
controlling stress in the school setting ^ 2 setn. hrs.
HSs 385. sPoRT MANAGEMENT FIELD EXPERIENCE: This experience is done after
completion of HSS 255. 150 clock hours need to be completed foi the 3 semester hour
experience. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 400. PHYSICAL EDUCATION woRKSHops: various workshops will be
conducted depending upon the needs of the clientele. i-3 sem. hrs.
HSS 401. ADVANCED NUTRITIoN: Extension of the srudent's knowledge of the
science of nutritiory stressing the metabolism of food constitutents and recentidvances
in the field of nutrition. Prerequisites: HSS 295, BIO 403 or HSS 307, CHM 314.
3 sem. hrs.
u2
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admission a full semester in advance.
HSS 402. NUTRITION FOR THE AGING ADULT: The study of the process of aging
through adulthood. This will focus on the changes in nutritional needs during the agrng
p.o"eis. Attention will be paid to the community resonrces available to helP prolde
bptimum nutrition to healthy people as they age. 2 sem.hrs'
HSS 404. COACHING INTERNSHIP: Practical coaching experience workinS in local
schools with interscholastic teams. Elective. 1-3 sem' hrs'
HSS 405. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN SPORT SCIENCE: A direct
relationship of tests and measutements to the field of sport science. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 406. NUTRITION FOR MOTHER/CHILD: Physiologic and biodremical prin-
ciples and results of current research are used to build a foundation for exploration of
r,.rtritiotr from the stages of growth and development, to maturation, and agingThese
serve as the basis fortonsideration of the social, economic, physiologic, and lifestyle
factors that influence nutrition status, food choices, and specific li{e state concelns.
Particular attention is paid to using the principles of nutrition in plaqllS and imple-
menting recommendations for dietlry change. Prerequisites: HSS 302 295. 2 sem.hrs.
HSS 1108. PFIY$OLOGY OF EXERCISE: Detailed study of the effects of exercise on
human functions, as a basis for the study of physical fitness, motor skills, and athletic
training. Prerequisites: HSS 305, 306 or 307. 
- 2 sem' hrs'
HSS 408L. PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE LABORATORY: Course to accompany HSS
408. Weekly two-hour laboratory shessingpractical applications of exercise physiology.
Prerequisiies: HSS 305,306 or 307. l sem.hr.
HSS 409. KINESIOLOGY: Investigation and analysis of human motion based on ana-
tomical, physiological, and mechanical principles. Prerequisites: HSS 305,306 or 307 . 
,.
HSS 409L. KINESIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany HSS 409. Weekly
two-hour laboratory stressing the practical application of kinesiology. 1 sem. hr.
HSS 412, COMMUNITY HEALTH RESOURCES: ThC fUNCtiONS ANd SETViCES Of
various local health agencies. Course members select agencies to visit arrd/ ot invite to
campus. 3 sem.hrs'
HSS 415. HEALTH AGENCY INTERNSHIP: Student works with agency of his or her
choice. Prerequisite: funior standing. 1-6 sern-hrs.
HSS 417. STUDENT TEACHING (Pre K-12 TEACHING FIELD PFfYS. ED): Teaching
under close supervision in the specialized subject area in-both elementary and high
school grades for a minimum of twelve weeks. A seminar is held once a week. Prerequi-
site: Foimal admission a full semester in advance. 12 sem. hrs.
HSS 419. STUDENT TEACHING (Pre K-12 HEALTH): Teaching under close supervi-
sioninthe specialized subject area in elementary, juniorhigh, and hi_ghschool grades for
a minimum of twelve weeks. A seminar is held once a week. Prerequisite: Formal
HSS
1,2 sem. hrs.
IfSS 422. EXERCISE FOR SPECIAL POPTILATIONS: A course designed to PrePare
prospective exercise specialists to adapt physical education and exercise so that all
indiriidnals can t,tcc"tt^fuily participate in activity programs. A study of various disabili-
ties and conditions in ord-ei to organize and administer a Program which will meet
individual needs. - 3 sem' hrs'
u3
HSS 428. HEALTH RESEARCH AND EVALUATIoN; An introduction to statistical
analy-sis and research methodology. Emphasis will be on the use of these in determining
health statistics, designing and evaluating health studies, accessing data banks; collecl
tion, analysis and interpretation of health statistics. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 430. PRINCIPLES AND ADMINISTRATTON OF HEALTH PROGRAMS: Estab-
lishment of the need for health educatiory historical development, survey of various
philosophies, and discussion of specific professional standards, all aimed toward
conceptualization of a personal philosophy by the health educator. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 431. NUTRITION FOR EXERCISE AND SPORT: lnvestigation of current re-
search in the nutritional assessment of the athlete. Topics include dietary needs, fluid
replenishment, pre-game meals, and "fad" diets for th,e attrlete. Prerequiiite: HSS 295.
il?'*^-r?,:#5:f&J*f,:J,ilA';o?:ff ,?'or:J""""erectrocardio"^'#;,lrf
HSS 448. SAFETY AND THE LAW IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS: Study
of the legal aspect! of physical education and athletics. Analysis of specific court cases.
Formulation of safety policies. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 455. SELECTED STUDIES IN E)(ERCISE SCIENCE: Investigating, analyzing, and
reporting on a problem in exercise science. Elective. Prerequisite: Permission of chairper-
son. l4snn.hrs.
HSS 465. PHYSICAL THERAPY SEMINAR: Addresses current issues facing prospec-
tive and present physical therapists in a reforming healthcare industry. 3-sem. hrs.
HSS 470. CURRICULLIM DEVELOPMENT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: principles
andproceduresfor curriculum constructionand revision. Study of philosophies (institu-
tional, professional, and personal) and their relationship to curriculum development.
HSS 485. SPORT MANAGEMENT TNTERNSHTp: Work experience 
"1:rTT:under the auspices and supervision of the sports management staff. Application and
HSS University of Dayton VIII
permission of director of Sports Management program required. 3 sem. hrs.
Management program required. 1-2 sem. hrs.
HSS 490. EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP--ON CAMPUS: Work experience car-
ried out under the auspices and supervision of the university of Dayion wellress
Program staff. Application and permission of director of Exercise Science and Fitness
HSS 491. EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP--OFF CAMPUS: Work experience car-
1ed out under the auspices of an industrial, commercial, educational, government orhealth agency-related wellness program. Application and permission of director of
Exercise Science and Fibress Management program required. 1-6 san. hrs.
HSS 495. MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY: Includes the srudy of professional devel-
opmen_t assessment, nutrition care planning and the appropriate medical nutriton
ghysiology in hrrmans. Designed for those planning to become a registered dietitian
Prerequisites: CHM 314, HSS 401; HSS 307 oi BIO 403. - 4 sem. hrs.
EDI498499. HONORS THESIS: Selectiory design, investigation, and completion of an
independgnt, original research thesis under the guidance of a faculty research director.
Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with permission of the programdirector. 6-seti.hrs.
3M
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TEACHER EDUCATION (EDT)
The mission of the Department of Teacher Education is the development of
competent and humane teachers. It provides students and faculty the opportunity
to serve and learn in prekindergarten through secondary schools. It dedicates itself
to the discovery and transmission of the knowledge, skills, attifudes, and values that
enable teachers to be professional leaders.
To assure the competency of its sfudents, the Deparhnent has established a
selection and retention policy that requires students to demonstrate
before student teaching at least a 2.5 grade-point average overall, in professional
education courses/ and in teaching fields; ability to pass Praxis I; competency in
computers and related technologies; and competency in achieving selected objec-
tives in clinical and field-based experiences. At the completion of their programs to
receive a provisional license, all students are required to pass the Praxis II exit
examination(s) mandated by the State Board of Educatior; verify they are of "good
moral character," and be fingerprinted.
http: / / soeap.udayton.edu/academic,/edt
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (ECE)
The Departrnent of Teacher Education administers the program in Early Child-
hood Education (El-N), which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education and
provisional licensure to teach prekinderprten through grade 3.
A student in the Early Childhood Education program is required to investigate
an area of focus for coursework outside the -school of Education and eilied
Professions.
Successful completion of EDT field experience and a 2.5 cumulative grade point
average is required overall and in professional education courses to continue in the
program/ student teaching, and be licensed. PRAXIS I, the Pre-Professional Skill
Test (PI5T), is required or waived, by the end of the first year. To be recommended
for the provisional licensure, the early childhood education major must also pass the
Praxis II exit examinatiory verify they are of "good moral character" and be
fingerprinted.
Checksheets for each licensure area are available in the Departrnent of Teacher
Education.
PROGRAM EL-N: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (ECE)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional Early Childhood License: prekindergarten-grade 3)
Oept. No. Course Semester nours
First YearEDT 109 PersonalAspectsofTeaching
EDT 110 TheProfessionofTeachingr
ENG 1.0L-702 College Composition I and [I
HST 101 or 102 History of Westem Civilization Since L715HST 251 American Historv
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l-st Term 2nd Term
1
2
3
3
J
J
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PSY 101 or
soc L01
PHL 103
REL 103
VAE 101
CMM 110
cMM 111
Introduction to Psychology or
Principles of Sociology
Introduction to Philosophy
Lrtroduction to Religion
Fundamentals and Materials of Art
Group Decision Making
Informative Public Speaking
Social Science Elective
Sophomore Year
Physical Universe
Childhood Development 0-82
Early Childhood Theory & Practicd
Mathematics Concepts I and II
The Dynamic Earth
Phl or Rel Elective
Arts Study Elective
Elective
Iunior Year
Language Dev. & Emergent Literacy
Educating Diverse Student PoPulation
in lnclusive Settingsl
Organisms, Evolution and Environment
Developmentally Appropriate Practice 3-5r
Music Lit. for the Elem. Classroom
Health, Nutrition and Movement
Teaching Reading w/Literature
Critical Reading in the Content Area
General Education Requirements
Senior Year
Reading/Language Arts Methods (K-Primary)
Developmentally Appropriate Practice 6-83
Working with Leamers with M/M Educational Needs
Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary
General Education Elective
Student Teaching Primary
Student Teaching Kindergarten
Interviewing
1
J
15
J
3
4
3
3
t6
J
a
J
3
16
7
7
t4
J
2
I
A
J
J
J
J
*
I
2
J
5
17
J
5
2
3
c
1
17
n
190-190L
2t1,
2t2
204-205
2'1.0-210L
scl 230-230L
EDT 313
MUS LOA
HSS 333
EDT 350
EDT 452
EDT 341,
EDT 340
scr
EDT
EDT
MTH
T'
EDT 451,
EDT 4I2
EDT 413
EDT 450
EDT 473
EDT 472
cMM 113
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDT 100'
2Field experiences arrangedit the Bombeck Family Leaming Center Register also for 101.
3EDT 45I,412,343 must be taken concurrently.
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MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (EMS)
_ 
Th9 Depaltment of Teacher Education administers the program in Middle
Childhood Education (E2-N), which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education
and a provisional license to teach grades 4-9.
A student in the Middle Childhood Education program is required to have two
concentrations of 24 or more semester hours in two of the following: mathematics,
sciences, social studies and reading/language arts.
Successful completion of EDT field experience and a 2.5 cumulative grade point
average is required overall and in professional education courses to continue in the
program, student teaching, and be licensed. PRAXIS I, the Pre-Professional Skill
Test (PPST), is required or waived, by the end of the first year. To be recommended
for the provisional licensure, the middle childhood education major must also pass
the Prads II exit examination in professional knowledge and the fwo concentration
areas and verifythey are of "good moral character" and be fingerprinted.
Checksheets for each licensure area are available in the Departrnent of Teacher
Education.
PROGRAM E2-N: MIDDLE CHILDHOOD (EMS)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional Middle Childhood License: grades 4-9)
scr 190-190LEDT 109EDT 110ENG 101-102
cMM 110HST 101 or 102PHL 103REL 103MTH 204or'1.'14
SS
scl 2I0-210L
3':
First Year
Physical Universe
Personal Aspects of Teachingt
The Profession of Teachingt "
College Composition I anal II
Group Decision Making
History of Westem Civilization
lntroduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Religion
Math Concepts
General Education SS requirement
The Dynamic Earth
Sophomore Year
Developmentin MC and AYA1
Concentration2
Concentration2
Concentration2
General Education HST requirement
General Education PHL, REL requirement,
Cluster Course suggested
Concentration2
Concentration2
Concentration2
General Education Art
Study requirement, first of two
1st Term 2nd Term
,
1
233
1
3
3
3
J
J
3
3
3
J
HST
PHL, REL
MUS 232
J
4
17 1,6
J
J
J
3
34t]
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ueilg,
-t*EDT 305
PHL,REL
cMM 111
ory' ':
cMM 113
EDT 352
EDT 450
EDT 452
EDT 426,427
428, or 429
EDT 426,427
428, or 429
EDT 474
EDT
n
J
2
EDT 32I
EDT 340
EDT 425
Concentration2
Gen Ed, Art Study, second of two
|unior Year
Classroom Environment for MC13
Ed. Diverse Stud. Pop. in In. Set.3
The Mid. School, Princ. & Practices
Concentration2
Concentration2
Teaching Reading through Lit.
The History and Philosophy Education
Gen Ed PHL, REL Requirement
Informative Public Speaking
Persuasive Public Speaking
Concentration2
Concentration2
Senior Year
lnterviewing
Reading/Language Arts Methods for MClr
Concentrationz
Phonics, Spelling Vocabular5y'
Reading in the Content Area
Concentration #1. Methods a
Concentration #2 Methods a
Student Teachings
n
3
J
J
J
1
3
J
12
15
't6
1
J
J
J
J
J
a
15
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDT 100.
2Fewer concentration hours may be required depending upon chosen concentrations.
3Designates cohort courses to be taken together in the same semester.
aDesignates cohort courses to be taken together in the same semester.
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ADOLESCENCE TO YOUNG ADULT EDUCATION (EYA)
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program in adolescence
to young adult (E-ZN), which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education and a
provisional license to teach leamers ages twelve through twenty-one and grades
seven through twelve.
A student in the Adolescence to Young Adult Education Program is required to
have a single comprehensive teaching field totaling a minimum of 39 semester hours
and a mafmum of 96 hours. Number of semester hours to complete teaching field
requirements is dependent upon the chosen teaching field and the concentration
within the teaching field. Some semester hours may need to be taken during the
summer. Successfulcompletionof EDTfield experience and a2.5 cumulative grade
point average is required overall, for the teaching field in which provisional
licensure is sought, and in professional education courses to continue in the
program/ student teaching, and be licensed. PRAXIS I, the Pre-Professional Skill
Test (PPST), is required or waived, by the end of the first year. Students must verify
"good moral character," be fingerprinted, and pass the state mandated Praxis II exit
exams in Professional Knowledge and the Content area.
Adolescence to young adult education teaching fields include the following:
Earth Science
Lrtegrated Language Arts
Integrated Mathematics
IntegratedSocialStudies Earth/Chemistry
Life Science LifelPhysics
Physical Science LifelChemistrv
Integrated Science Earth/Physics LifelEarth
Checksheets for each field are available in the Departmentof Teacher Education.
PROGRAM E7-N: ADOLESCENCE TO YOUNG ADULT GYA)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional Adolescence to Young Adult License; grades7-l2)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
l-st Tetm 2nd Term
EDT 109EDT 110
ENG 101.-102HST LO2MTlr 1,1,4PHL 103REL It
222or
207
110
111 or
112
First Year
Personal Aspects ofTeachingl L
The Profession of Teachingt
College Composition I and II 3
History of Westem Civilization Since 1715 3
Fundamentals of Mathematics2 3lntroductiontoPhilosophy 3
Introduction to Religion
General Education requirement; Science Suggested'?
Phvsical or health education elective or Science Lab L
General Education requirementsi Science Suggested3 3
General Education requiremenU SS/HS, 
E
Sophomore Year
Development-MC and AYAr
Child and Adolescent in Educationr
Group Decision Making
lnformative Public Speaking
Persuasive Public Sp'eaking
a
3
J
J
J
3
77
1
1
EDT
EDT
CMM
CMM
CMM
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EDT ,y
cMM 113
9
lor2
EDT
15
Lor2
Teaching field2
General Education requiremen! Science Lab
or Physical or health education electivd
]unior Year
Teaching and L,eaming
Teaching field2
General Education requirements A9
General Education requirements REL/PHL
Senior Year
Ed. Diverse Student Pop. Incl. Set.a
History and Philosophy of American Educationa
Reading in Contmt Areaa
Studenl Teaching-Secondar5f
Special methods in teaching field'/
Teaching field and/or electives
Interviewing
15-15 l6-t7
J
12
2
17
12
J
1
t6
T2
2
3
t7
4
J
J
4
3
t7
EDT 340EDT 305EDT 452EDT 475
----rffid experiences are arransed bv the Universitv. Reeister also for EDT 100.
2Some teiching fields have aftemite courses; sedchec'ksheets.
lStudents willhave seminar throughout the semester.
4EDT 340, 305, 452, and special me-thods in teaching field must be taken concurrently.
INTERVENTION SPECIALIST (EMM)
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program for Intervention
Specialist 1E-10N), which leads to licensure to teach leamers ages five through
twenty-one, kindergartenthrough grade twelvewith mild to moderate educational
needs. Students in this program also have an emphasis in the middle childhood
studies.
Successful completion of EDT field experience and a 2.5 cumulative gradepoint
average is required overall and in professional education courses to continue in the
program, student teaching, and be licensed. PRAXIS I, the Pre-Professional Skill
Test (PPST), is required or waived, by the end of the first year.
At the completion of the program, to receive a provisional license, all students are
required to pass Praxis II exit examinations mandated by the State
Boird of Educition, to verify they are of "good moral character," and to be finger
printed.
A checksheet for this licensure area is available in the Department of Teacher
Education.
PROGRAM E10-N: INTERVENTION SPECIALIST (EMM)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional L:rtervention Specialist License: grades K-12)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
First Year
190-190L PhysicalUniversel
lstTerm 2ndTerm
4scl
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EDT 109EDT 110
ENG 10r.-r.02HST LOzHST 25Lor252PHL 103
scl 230REL 103
cMM 110
CMM 1L1 or
cMM 1.72
CMM 113
EDT 305EDT 207/222EDT 347SCI 210 + LEDT 343y* yF20s
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Personal Aspects of Teachingl
The Profession of Teaching
College Composition I and II
History of Westem Civilization Since 1715
American History
lntroduction to Philosophy
Organisms/Evolution2
lrtroduction to Religion
Group Decision Making
InJormative Public Speaking
Persuasive Public Speaking
lnterviewing
Sophomore Year
The History and Philosophy of Education
Child and Adolescent in Educationl
Language Development
Dynamic Earth2
lntroduction to Educ. of Learners Mild/Modl
Mathematical Concepts I and II
Philosophy/Religion Elective (Cluster)3
General Education requirement-Soc. Sci. Elective
Clustef
Adapted Health/PE
Junior Year
Behavior Management
Teaching Reading Thru Literature
Ed Diverse Student Pop. Incl. Setrr
Classroom Environment for Middle Childhoodr,a
Appl Computer & Tech in S.E.
Art Study Elective (Cluster)3
Reading,/Language
Arts K-Primary
Phonics, Spelling and Vocabula4l
M. Sch. Princ. & Prac
Math for Middle Childhood
Science for Middle Childhood
Elective
Senior Year
Assessment Mild /Moderatea
Curriculum Mild/Moderatea
Career EdlSpecial Eda
Critical Read. In Content Area
Collaborating w / Parents
Philosophy / Religion Elective
Student Teaching IS/M:M
lnstructional Strategies/Mild/Moderatea
2
J
J
J
1
1
J
3
J
1
1
1
16 1.6
J
J
?
15 t6
J
J
3
J
2
J
J
4
J
J3
J
3
EDT 342EDT 350EDT 340EDT 32'tEDT M5
EDT 451.
EDT 450EDT 425EDT 427EDT 428
EDT M2EDT M3EDT 4MEDT 452EDT 3M
EDT 476EDT 4M
HSS 220
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDT 100.
2Students should take a lab with either SCI 210 or SCI 230.
3See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some humanities base and thematic
clusters' requirements are specified in the program; others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses. Consult advisor and checksheets.
aMust be taken concurrently. Field experience is required.
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2
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J
3
12
3
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MUSIC EDUCATION
The Departrnent of Teacher Educationcooperates with the Deparhnent of Music to
offer provisional licensure P-12 through the E1lA Program. See MU$ Chapter VI.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS P-12
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program for special
licensure (E0; to teach grades P-12, which leads to the Bachelor of Science in
Education.
A student in the Special P-12 Program is required to have one teaching field
totaling a minimum of 45 semester hours. In order to do student teaching and be
recommended for licensure, the sfudent must have a cumulative grade point
average of at least 2.5 as well as a minimum of a 2.5 in both, professional education
courses and inteachingfield(s),andpass Praxis I. Attheend of theprogram, inorder
to receive a provisional license the student must pass an exit exam, Praxis II, verify
"good moral character," and be fingerprinted.
Special teaching fields include the following:
Visual Art (EAR), with four concentrations available:
VisualCommunication Photography StudioArt ArtHistory
Foreign Language (ELA), with three concentrations available:
French German SPanish
Music Education (P-12) is also available through the E1lA Program.
Checksheets for each field are available.in the Departmentof TeacherEducation.
The suggested four-year schedule of courses is similar to that shown for the
Secondary Education Program, E2.
LICENSURE FOR STUDENTS IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
PROGRAM E11A: B.A. or B.S. WITH TEACHER LICENSURE (refer to
page 243).
Students in the College of Arts and Sciences may enroll in the Department of
Teacher Education's Ad"olescence to Young Adult- Education Progrim without
transferring to the School of Education and Allied Professions. For requirements in
professionll education courses and in teaching fields consult the Dean's office.
- Enrollment, continuations and completions in this program (E11A for sfudents
matriculating in the College of Arts and Sciences) is subject to the same admission
requirementS, counseling,-maintenance of a unified system of records, screening,
anil other professional plovisions standard for regular students of the School of
Education'and Allied Professions workins towari the B.S. in Education. These
include passing Prais I; maintaining an oierall average of 2.5; cornpleting field-
clinical and stu-dent teaching hours and taking the comprehensive Praxis II exams.
In order to finish in four fears, a student in-the Collele of Arts and Sciences will
need to process an application for admission to the Aiiolescence to Young Adult
Education Program nb later than the third semester and begin the qrofessional
education sequence. Failure to enroll on time may necessitate going-beyondJhe
normal four years in order to qualify for teacher licensure and graduation. The
requirements for the College of Rrtiana Sciences (Chapter VI) ind those of the
School of Education and Alfed Professions must be compieted before any degree is
granted.
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When the pJoper course requirements have been completed, the student may
register for student teaching, upon approval of the application for student teaching
that is-processed the semester prior to the one during which student teaching wili
take place.
When all the requirements for teacher licensure are completed, the student
should make application for the standard State Teaching Provisional License
through the recommending officer of the School of Educatibn and Allied Profes-
sions, in the Dean's office.
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FACULTY
Patricia Hart, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Anderson, Frye, Fuchs, Gay, Grob, foseplL Klosterman
Professors: Geiger, Hart, Hunt, Lasley, Losito, Rowlep Sudzina, Watras
Associate Professors: Adams, Biddle, Hunn, Kinnucan-Welsch, Richards,
Talbert-|ohnsor; Tillman, Weaver
Assistant Professors: Bowman, Grogan, Herrelko, Rogers, Seery
Administratiae F aculty : Ferguson, Mathes
Field Experience Coorilinators; Coy, Werbrich
CMC Coordinator: Raney
CTE Coordinafor Oberlander
Bombeck F amily Learning Center Director: Sutton
Other Faculty: Brink, DeMarco, Zahner
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EDT 100. FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES: Planned, supervised, and evaluated
activities in various school settings. Students register for this course in conjunction with
appropriate courses in the professional education sequence. No creilit
EDT 101. FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES: This practicum course is a year long field
experience linked to EDT 211 and EDT 212. Only students who have been accepted to the
Early Childhood Program are eligible. During registratiory students should sign-up for
a weekly time slot at the Bombeck Family Learning Center. Current medical forms with
negative TB test and background check are required. Forms are available at the Bombeck
Family Leaming Center. No creilil
EDT 109. PERSONAL ASPECTS OF TEACHING: General introduction to education
and the university. Identification of students' personal values, goals, motives, and
strengths in light of the qualities and requirements of effective teaching. Introduction to
technology, the professional portfolio and educational issues are discirssed. Field
experience: 10 l..rs. 1 sem. hr.
EDT 110. THE PROFESSION OF TEACHING: Study of the principal teacher be-
haviors that facilitate leaming. Educational issues, developing a community of learners,
cooperative leaming, service learning, the Pathwise/Prats III framework, profesiional
standards, the portfolio, and teaching according to the Marianist traditions are other
topics of the course. Clinical and field experiences: 24 and 20 hrs. 2 sem. hrs.
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EDT 207. CHILD AND ADOLESCENT IN EDUCATION: Study of the empirical
prinCiple of intellectual, moral physical, personality, and social development as related
io perio.rtance in the classroom.Interpretations for appropriate generic teachingbehav-
iors and developmentalcauses of behavior problems, are discussed. Clinical experience:
20 hrs.; field experience: 25 hrs. Prerequisite: EDT 110 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 208. TEACHING AND LEARNING: Study of the empirical principles of learn-
ing such as reinforcement, discovery, motivation, and transfer. Interpretations for
gmeric teaching behaviors especially in diagnosis, prescription, and evaluation are
presented. Clinical and field experience: 10 and 20 hrs. Prerequislte:EDT 207 ot 222.
EDT 211. CHILD DEVELOPMENT BIRTH TO AGE 8: This course .:::t::
the study of typical and atypical physical, social, emotional, linguistic, cognitive, aes-
ttretic arid m6ral development of young children ages preconception through eight.
Students will use this knowledge to reflect on and make decisions about practices that
serve the needs of young children and their families. This course includes 20 clinical
hours tobe completed in class and 40 field hours tobe completed at the Bombeck Family
Leaming Cmtei. Prerequisite: EDT 110. 3 sem.hrs.
EDT 212. EARLY CHILDHOOD THEORY AND PRACTICE: ThiS COUTSC iS AN iNtTO-
duction to the theorybase thatdrives developmentally appropriate practice for working
with young childrin birth through age eight. It extends knowledge of how children
devel-op and leam, to provide opportunities that support the physical, social, emotional,
language, cognitive, and aesthetic development of all young children from birth through
age eight. students will leam the principles of planning and implementing {ev9l,ogr_nen-
tally appropriate curriculum and instnrction based on knowledge of individual children,
faniilies and the comrnunity. Field experience: 40 hours at the Bombeck Family Leaming
Center. Prerequisite: EDT 110. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 22.. DEVELOPMENT IN MC AND AYA: Study of the physical, social, emotional,
intellectual, and moral characteristics of the developmental period of early adolescence
to young adulthood within a framework of human growth and development. Study of
th6 cfranges in family sefting, social/community contexts, threats to health and safety,
and riskbetraviors are covered. Clinical and field experience: 5 and 25 hrs. Prerequisite:
EDT 110. 3 sem. hrs.
r ED|I 303. SCHOOL, SELF, AND SOCIETY: A study of the relationships among institu-
tional reform,personalitydevelopment, and socialchange inrural, urban, and suburban
schools in order to see if the differences found in the different schools derive from
differences in the cultures of the communities they serve. An effort will also be made to
see how local districts respond to national laws and policies affecting students. A 34-hour
field experience is required. 3 sem.hrs.
EDT 305: HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION. Study of
American education as it evolved from the colonial era to recent times. In the historical
overview, attention is given to issues pertinent to educational philosophy. The study of
Catholic and Marianist educational perspectives provides an important component of
the course. Prerequisite: EDT 110. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 313. DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE PRACTICE FOR THE THREE TO
FIVE YEAR OLD: This course will expand the knowledge of how young children, age
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three through five, leam and develop and how to provide opporhrnities thatsupportthe
physical, social, emotional, language, cognitive and aesthetic development of this age of
children from three through age five. Extensive focus on the content areas of art, music,
science, social studies andmath aswell as guidingbehavior and familyculture will occur.
30 hrs. field experience with Miami Valley Child Development Center/Headstart.
Corequisite: EDT 1.10, 272. 7 sem.hrs.
EDT 321. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT FOR MIDDLE CHILDHOOD: Study of the
middle childhood student within the classroom environment. Theories of leaming and
practical applications, motivation, classroom management and discipline, lesson and
unit planning, teaching methodologies and assessment are evaluated, studied and
practiced through clinical and field experiences. (5 hrs. and 60 fus.) Prerequisite: EDT
Il0,oct. Corequisites: EDT 340 ,425. 3 san.hrs.
EDT 331. TEACHING RELIGION: Planning, diagnosis, instructional methods,
materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching religion to students with varied needs
and abilities. Prerequisites: REL courses, junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 340. EDUCATING DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATIONS IN INCLUSIVE
SETTINGS: Study of the characteristics, legal aspects, and educational needs of students
with learning problems. The role of the general educator in making curricular modifica-
tions and accommodations, adaptinginstructionand collaboratingwith other educators
to facilitate learning in the regular classroom for these students is examined. Clinical
experience: 10 hrs.; field hrs. vary by Program. Prerequisite: EDT 110.
3 sem. hrs.
EDT 341. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENTAND EMERGENT LITERACY: Study of lan-
guage development in children with implications for the leamer with special needs.
Clinical experience. Prerequisite or corequisite: EDT 11.0, 340. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 342. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT: Principles and methods of observing, record-
ing, measuring, and managing human behavior with emphasis on students with mild/
moderate disabilities. Clinical experience. Prerequisite or corequisite: EDT 340.
3 sern. hrs.
EDT 343. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION OF LEARNERS WITH MILD/MODER-
ATE LEARNING PROBLEMS: Study of the role and function of the special educator.
Issues in definition, identification and placement procedures are presented. Knowledge
of major researchers and historians, variatioru in beliefs, traditions and values across
cultures, and current practices in the field are included. Field experience:20 hrs.
3 sem.hrs.
2 sem. hrs.
EDT 344. COLLABORATING WITI{ FAMILIES, PROFESSIONALS AND AGENCIES:
Theories and techniques to assist teachers in working with colleagues, parents, and
agency personnel to provide an appropriate educational program, to improve home-
school relationships and to develop parent-professional parkrerships. Historical and
Iegal perspective of parental influence on special education service delivery are exam-
ined. Clinical experiences. Prerequisite: EDT 343. 3 sem.hrs.
EDT 350. TEACHING READING THROUGH LITERATURE: This course will explore
the important role children's literature has in literacy development. It will address
selection of books for specificneeds, interests, and reading abilities ineightgenres as well
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as techniques for use in classroom and home settings for children birth through adoles-
cent/young adult. No field hours. Corequisites (EMS, EMM): EDT 352,450.
EDr 3s2. READTNG/LANGUAGE ARrs METH'DS F.RMTDDLE cHr t":Xr,::
integrated language arts course focusing on the knowledge base underpiruring the
teaching of reading and related language arts processes within the language arts and
acrossthecurriculumtostudentsof variousneeds,andabilities.Topicsincludeplanning,
instructional methods, materials, assessment and evaluation techniques. Field experi-
ence: 60 hrs. Corequisities: (EMS, EMM): EDT 350,450. 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 400. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Study of selected topics in teaching. The student
develops an individual learning plan that includes objectives, schedule of activities,
products, and methods of evaluation. Prerequisite: Permission of chairperson.
1-3 sem.hrs.
EDT 401. ADVANCED COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION: Integration
of computers and related technology into teaching in all subject areas; including the
criteria for effective software and hardware; creation of teaching, evaluatiory and
management instruments. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 402. METHODS-COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION: Planning,
diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching
computer science; PK-12 curriculum in computer/technology literacy; the educational
technologyresourceperson;establishingandmaintainingtechnologyfacilitiesinschools
are all explored. Field and clinical experience required. Prerequisite: EDT 401.
3 sem. hrs.
EDT 4M. CURRENT INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION: Presentation, examination,
and evaluation of recent trends in curriculum and instructional strategies in PK-L2
schools. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 406. SPECIAL TOPICS IN TEACHING. Study of specialized areas in teaching not
normally investigated fully in professional education sequence. Topic are announ6d.
1-3 san. hrs.
EDT 4I2. DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE PRACTICE FOR THE SIX
THROUGH EIGHT YEAR OLD: This course will extend the students' knowledge of
how children ages six through eight years develop and learn in order to provide
opportunities that support the physical, social, emotional, language, cognitive, and
aesthetic development of all young children. Students will learn to use knowledge of how
young children ages six through eight differ in their development and approaches to
Iearning in order to provide individually appropriate opportunities for learning. The
course will emphasize teaching in the content areas to include: Science, Social Studies,
Language Arts, Foreign Languages and Mathematics and will focus on the Ohio
Curriculum Models. Field experience: 60 hours, This begins the senior year experience
and culminates in Student Teaching. Prerequisites: successful completion of field expe-
rience; EDT tl0, 212, 313. 5 sem. hrs.
EDT 413. WORKING WTIH LEARNERS WTTH MILD TO MODERATE EDUCA-
TIONAL NEEDS: This course reviews issues of special education definition, identifica-
tion and IDEA-97. Students will learn to adapt instruction using an inclusive model.
2 sem. hrs.
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EDT 425. THE MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES: This course is
primarily a study of the organization (school structure), philosophy and curriculum of
middle level education (9-14 year olds), grades four through nine. It is designed to
present the theoretical knowledge base about middle childhood education. Issues and
concerns, current trends and the essential elements relating to middle level education
willbe discussed throughout the semester of study. Clinical experience:5 hrs. Prerequi-
site: EDT 222. Corequisites: EDT 321,340. 3 sem.hrs.
EDT 426. READING/LANGUAGE ARTS FOR MIDDLE CHILDHOOD: Study of the
implications of recent research and methodology on teaching reading, writing, spelling,
and grammar in the middle school classroom. The Ohio Model Competency-Based
Language Arts Program will be incorporated. Clinical experience: 5 hrs. Prerequisites:
EDT 32L,425. Corequisites: EDT 474, and EDT Methods. 3 sem' hrs.
EDT 427. MATH FOR MIDDLE CHILDHOOD: Planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, assessment, and evaluation techniques for teaching mathematics to
students in the middle schools with varied needs and abilities. Topics include: under-
standing and use of the Ohio Model Curriculum for gtades 4-9, applications and
instructional techniques that address the Ohio proficiency testing, various resources,
technologies, manipulatives, and other visuals, interdisciplinary connections, various
grouping techniques, current research. Prerequisites: EDT 321,425. Corequisites: EDT
474and EDT Methods 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 428. SCIENCE FOR MIDDLE CHILDHOOD: This course will explore resources
and techniques available to provide all middle childhood students with a holistic,
interdisciplinary understanding of science. Students will design lessons, activities and
assessments which link the national standards, state model, and international goals to
contemporary events and student's daily lives. Pre-service teachers will learn how to
provide developmentally appropriate experiences and will practice Processes, inquity,
and problem-solving skills. Current research findings on adolescent leaming will be
addressed along with major concems of safety, ethical treatnent of living organisms,
classroom management, science, society, and technology issues, as well as professional
and legal obligations of science teaching. Clinical experience: 5 hrs. Prerequisites: EDT
321,425. Corequisites: EDT 474, and EDT Methods. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 429. SOCIAL STUDIES FOR MIDDLE CHILDHOOD: This course is designed to
familiarize the pre-service teacher with a variety of techniques used to teach social
studies/citizenship education in the middle level classroom. A variety of objectives
from the Ohio Model curriculum will be modeled, instructional activities will be
demonstrated and critical reflection will be expected. Clinical experience: 5 hrs. Prereq-
uisites: EDT 321,425. Corequisites: EDT 474, and EDT Methods. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 431. INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS METHODS AYA: Planning, diagnosis,
instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching English and
communication to students with varied needs and abilities in grades 7-12. Field and
clinical experience required. First term. Prerequisite: EDT 208. 4 sem. hrs.
EDT 432. MATH METHODS FOR AYA: Planning, diagnosis, instructional methods,
materials, assessment, and evaluation techniques for teaching all levels of mathematics
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to students ingrades 7-l2withvaried needs and abilities. Topics include: understanding
and use of ttrJOruo Model Curriculum for gtadesT-12, applications and instructional
techniques that address the Ohio proficiency testing, various resources, technologies,
manipulatives, and other visuals, interdisciplinary connections, various grouping tech-
niques, current research. Field and clinical experience required. First term. Prerequisite:
EDT 208. 4 sem' hrs'
EDT 433. FOREIGN LANGUAGE METHODS: Planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching modern foreign languages in
PK-12 schools to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience
required. First term. Prerequisite: EDT 208. 4 sem. hrs.
EDT 434. SCIENCE METHODS FOR AYA: Planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching the biological and physical
sciences to students with varied needs and abilities in grades 7-12. FieId and clinical
experience required. First term. Prerequisite: EDT 208. 4 sern. hrs.
EDT 435. INTEGRATED SOCIAL STUDIES METHOD FOR AYA: Planning,
diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching
history, sociology, political science, psychology, and other social studies to students with
varied needs and abilities in grades 7-l2.Field and clinical experience required. First
4 sern. hrs.term. Prerequisite: EDT 208.
EDT 442. ASSESSMENT: MILD/MODERATE: Study of the multidisciplinary use
of assessment devices and techniques in the diagnosis, planning, and evaluation of
the special needs learner and the development of individual education plans.
Cliniial experiences. Prerequisites: EDT 340, 343. Corequisites: EDT 443,444'
3 sem. hrs.
EDT 443. CURRICULLIM: MILD/MODERATE: Curriculum for development of mo-
tor, cognitive, academic, social,language, affective, functional, life skills and individual
prosra"mming for students with mild/moderate disabilities. Field/clinical experience.
i'relequisite:EDT 343. Corequisites: EDT M2, M4. 2 sem. hrs'
EDT M. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: MILD/MODERATE: StTAtCgiCS, MAtCTi-
als, and evaluation techniques for teaching students with mild/moderate learning
problems. Field experience. PrerequisitetEiT 442, U3. 3 sem' hrs.
EDT 445. APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION: Basic computer application to special education, including instructional
programs, software evaluation, telecommunications, multimedia and hypermedia in
'rp"iiut education, assistive technology, augmentative devices, resources, and legal,/
e'thical issues. Clinical experiences. Prerequisites: EDT 209, 34L,343. 2 sem.hts.
EDT 446. CAREER EDUCATION/SPECIAL EDUCATION: Theory and techniques of
job classification, assessment, selection, placement, and activities related to work expe-
rience from pre-school to adult. Clinical Experiences. Prerequisite: EDT *t. 
, r"_.rrr.
EW 4T.INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: MODERATE: Strategies for teaching and
managing behaviors of students with moderate disabilities. 2 sem' hrs'
EDT 450. PHONICS, SPELLING, AND VOCABULARY: This course provides the back-
ground knowledge necessary for effectively teaching and assessing the role of phonics in
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strategies to improve sfudent behavior for academic success.
thereading process. Emphasis is on developing phonemic awareness, phonics, spelling,
and word recognition/word meaning embedded in the context of^a total rcadn{/
lgggg-":rF plogllT focused_on qlqrng construction. No field hours. Corequisitis(EMS, EMM): EDT 350,352; (ECE): EDT 4s1. 3 sim.hrs.
EDT 451. READING/LANGUAGE ARTS METHODS (K-PRIMARY): This course will
explore developmentally appropriate ways to teach reading,/language arts to young
ghifdqen while.recognizing. diverse learning styles and special lea-miig needs. topiciinclude: planning, instructional methods, materials, assessment and eialuation tich-
ryqlgs.students will also learn how to construct environments that support and value
child-activated literacyexperiences. Field Experience: with 412. prerequisite (ECE): EDT
350. Corequisite (ECE): EDT 450. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 452. CRITICAL READING IN TIIE CONTENT AREAS: Exploration of srrategies
and techniques in the development of prior knowledge skills, study skills, vocabuliry,
technology, and assessment3sthey relate to critical ieading and writing abilities in-a
ygre-ty of gurr!9glum areas. Field experience: (24 hrs). prerequisites GMt ENIN4): EDT
350,352,450; (ECE): EDT450,451. 3 sem.hrs.
EDT 465. DISCPLINE SKILLS IN THE cLASSRooM: srudy of selected theories and
University of Dayton VIII
2-3 sem. hrs.
EDT 471. SruDENT TEACHING-LANGUAGES pK-i.2: Full-time supervised and
evaluated teaching of foreign languages in PK-12 classes. Student is to demonstrate the
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning foreign language teacher
after com-pletion of a 65-hr. on-site clinical experience. Weekly senilnar. Frer"equisites:
formal admission to student teaching a full semester in advante; EDT 433. 12 iem.hrs.
EDT 472. SruDENT TEACHING KINDERGARTEN: Full rime supervised student
teaching in a Kindergarten classroom. The students will demonstrate ihe ECE program
compe_tencies established by NAEC, oDE and NCATE. Prerequisite: formal admiision
to student teaching. 7 sem. hrs.
EDT 473- SruDENT TEACHING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES: The student teaching
experience is a full-time,evaluated experiencein anprimarysetting. prerequisite: formJ
admission to student teaching. 7 sem.hrs.
EDT 474. sruDENT TEACHING-MIDDLE cHILDHooD: Full-time student teach-
ing of at least 10 weeks with the semester in grades 4-9 rn at least one of the two
concerrtration subjects. This field experience will be supervised and evaluated by a
qualified teacherand auniversity supervisor. Prerequisites: Formaladmissiontostudlnt
teaching a full semester in advancef methods courses. 11 sem. hrs.
EDT 475. sruDENT TEACHING AYA: Full-time supervised and evaluated teaching
in the content area in a junior or senior high school classroom. Sfudent is to demonstrate
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, andvalues required of a beginning secondary teacher
after completio. n of a 65-hr. on-site clinicat experience. WeeIly seriinar. Prerequisites:
formal admission to student teaching a full semester in advanie; methods course.
12 sem. hrs.
EDT 476. STUDENTTEACHING: MILD/MODERATE: Full-time supervised and evalu-
ated teachilE^with stu_dents demonstrating mild/moderate learning problems. Prereq-
uisites: EDT 343, 342,344, M2, 4J.3, M5, 446. L2 sern. hri.
EDT 477. SruDENT TEACHING-ART PK-12: Full-time supervised and evaluated
teaching in art classes in elementary schools (P-12). studeni is to demonstrate the
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of abeginning teacher after completion
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*General Education course. See Chapter V.
of a 65-hr. on-site clinical experience. Weekly seminars. Prerequisites: formal admission
to stuaent teaching a full sehester in advance; methods course. L2 sem. hrs.
EDT 47g. STUDENT TEACHING-MUSIC PK-12: Full-time supervised and evaluated
teachine in music classes in schools (P-12). Student is to demonstrate the knowledge,
st ittr, uEtit"a"s, and values required of a beginning music teacher after completion of a
65-hr. on-site clinical experierice. weekly seminar. Prerequisites: formal admission to
student teaching a full semester in advance; methods courses' 
12 sem.hrs.
EDI 498. HONORS THESIS: Selection design, investigatiory and completion of an
independent, original research thesis under guidance of a faculty research director.
Restricted to students in the University Honors ProSram with permission of the ProSram
director. 3 sem'hrs'
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IX School of Engineering
Blake E. Cherrington" Dean
Malcolm W. Daniels, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs
Donald L. Moon, Associate Dean for Graduate Programs, Research,
and Information TechnologY
Carol M. shaw, Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Competitive change
Antionette Letavec, Assistant to the Dean
The School of Engineering has as its purpose the preparatiorr of men and women
for professional careers in engineering and in technology so_that they- may assume
r"rfi."riUi" positions of a telhnical iature in businesi, industry, education, and
eovemment. Of primary concem is the development of professional competencie-s
irra prut,orophiei withirithevarious engineering andtechnology disciplines, aswell
as pio"iditri a broad view of the techniial and social problems that confront society'
e.iJfm."nl', all school of Engineering programs provide excellent background for
other career areas.
As aneducational unit of a private university, the School of Engineering strongly
emphasizes the advising of students so that ihey *ay achieve their educational
oUit.ti""r within the eigineering program. Eaih student is assigned a faculty
ua'"iro.. Academic advising begiis bef6re the students begin their formal course
work and continues as theipro?ress toward their objectives'
The broader responsibiliti"r of th" engineering irrofession demand that the
professional education of an engineer inclulde a significant comPonent of humani-
fi;;;;A;;;;J iocial science tti,di"t so that the si'rdent will become aware of the
urgent problems of society and develop a deeper appreciation of the cultural
u&""ein"r,tr of humanity. Additionally, such studies provide the proper frame-
*orkto insrrre that scientiiic discoveries ind developmentsby engineers may result
inthe true advancementof thehumanrace. The engineeringProgramsare described
U"gi;i"g on Page 369, and the engineering tecFnology programs are described
beginning on pages 394.
OPTIONAL COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
Cooperative education offers the student the opportunity to put classroom work
into prictical use while still in school, resulting in early career identification and
g."ui". motivation as well as providing a source of funds' All students majoring in
E"ei"e".i"e *d engineering iechnolofo may participate in the cooperative educa-
ti;'";;.gt;-. fo UeltigiUt"Ith"y 
-.,sfhave coTpl*d three semesters and have a
**irlufruu grade-poinlaverageof notless than 2.3. Those applying for theproggm
will be u.."it"d on the basis o:f grade-point average, motivation, and attitude' The
n,l*U". of iudents placed depJnds on the availability of jobs. See also Chapter X'
UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
The ensineering program in each of the fields of chemical, civil, computer'
electrical, ina *ecfrunicil engineering is designed to lead to a bachelor's degree in
" 
io"r-V"". period. While stuients pirsue coiricola they themselves have chosen
u..oiai"g td their fields of interest, tfrey all take certaincore courses in mathematics,
.t"r"t"itttf, physics, English, and engineering fundamentals' All of the programs
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permit additional specialization (as an overload) in 16 minors and in two concen-
trations in areas such as aerospace engineering computer engineering, engineering
mechanics, computer systemi, structirres, and indrrit i"l 
"r,irr""riniin fie S.t o"iof,Engineering and in other areas such as music, ranguages,"and poli[ical science in
other units of the University. Although emphasiJ is"on fundimental theories,
continued attention is paid to the solution of practical problems which the student
will encounter in the practice of engineering.
The programs in diemical engu6erllg gr"vilengineering, erectrical engineering,
and mechanical engineering arelccredit6d by the Engineeiing Accreditaiion Cori-
mission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering ana Tedirology.
. $1R.og."ms in electronic, industrial, rianufactiring, and mechTnical engineer-ing technology are accredited by the Technology Accreditation Commissioiof the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
TRANSFER STUDENTS
The engineering programs welcome transfer sfudents from both communitv and
senior colleges and work closely with many schools to facilitate transfers frori pre-
engineering programs. studentsrnay complete the first two years of study in o^the,
accredited institutions and transfer to the University of Dayt6n with little br no loss
of credit provided_that they have followed programs similar to those prescribed by
the University of Dayton School of Engineirine.
__ F" school-of Engineering has drial degr6e arrangements with wilberforceUniversity and the College of Mount st. foseph (ohio) as well as curriculum
agreementswithsinclairCommunityCollegeandEdisonstateCommunityCollege.
MINORS IN ENGINEERING
The sfudent majoring in chemical, civil, computer, electricaf or mechanical
:1gt"9"4$Tay choose a minorarea of technical siudy. Theminors programinthe
school of Engineering provides an opportunity to specialize in a particulir technical
sub-area while still pursuing a major program of study in one ofthe traditional and
well recogni.zed engineering disciplines. The minors program was designed in
response to the needs of industry and govemment and to the educational ne-eds and
career objectives of students. Election of the minor is optional; it may require
additional courses for completion.
The minor is defined as it least L2 semester hours of work. It can be composed of
any number of 1- to 4-semester-hour courses selected from the approved list of
minor areas of study, which currently include the following:
Aerospace Engineering
Bio-Engineeringt
Chemical Processing
Computer Systems
Design and Manufacturing Engineering
Dlmamic Analysis of MedaniJal Systeirs
Energy Conversion
Engii6ering Management
l{l$ough $e-absence of a bio-engineeringspeq+q curriculum prevents the iffering "of a
Engineering Mechanics
Environmental Engineering
Materials Engineering
Mechanics of Engineering Systems
Signals and Systems
Structures
Thermal Engineering
Water Resources Engineering
constifute a preparation for bio-engineerinigraduate woik.
tion" will appear on the student's transcrip-tl PrePara-
School of Engineering
A L2-semester-hour concentration in computer engineering is available to elec-
trical engineering undergraduates. An l8-semester-hour concentration in aero-
space en;neerini is also ivailable to mechanical engineering students. Additional
-inort fr"om outs'ide the School of Engineering are available in many subiect areas'
Students, in consultation with their faculty advisors, normally sele,ct the minor
or concentration in the second semester of iheir sophomore year. The minor or
concentration is designated on the student's transcript'
ENGINEERING FIRST.YEAR REQUIREMENTS
Students who are recent high school graduates or who have eamed fewer than
15 semester hours of collegiatJcredit are classified as first-year-students and must
meet the common engineeiing Program requirements as detailed below' Such credit
requirements maybe-metin a"rium"berof wiys, including (l') advanced collegeJevel
;;it;r;"il;i tn6 U.,i""rrity of Dayton or other collegiate institulons, (2) advanced
olacement examinations, (3idepar[mental examinations during the first term, or (4)
'taking the prescribed courses as part of the first year'
REQUIRED FIRST-YEAR PROGRAM1
Dept. No. Courses Semester Hours
First-Year Student Orientation 0-1'
CHM
CPS
EGR
EGR
ENG
HST History of Westem Civilization2 3
Analytic Geometry and Calculus I, II ...............'... 8
Introduction to PhilosoPhY2
General Physics [3 ....................'........
Introduction to Religion
Basic Science Laborator/
General Chemistry "' r
Programmingr ..............'........... 04
Sori-chment Workshop..........' 0
lntroduction to Engineering Design ................ 2
College Composition I II ...'.............'..... """"""""""" 3 or 6
MTH
PHL
PF{Y
REL
123
100
101
101-102 or
1.14 or 198
101 or 102
or 198
1.68-769
103
206
103
3
J
1
l-J
Total first-year requirements """""" 31-35
lChernical,mechanical and civil engineering students are not requirgd 119!9^TyProgram:dg;;;;;;i"the first-year. Co-p.it"."ttgi-ieering students must take CPS 150 inthe second
semEster; electrical engineering stldents riust taketPs 130 in the second semester; mechani-
caiengineering studeits take tlff fOAl in the second semester of the fust year.
2Cheirical en-eineerinq students must take CHM 124 and CHM 124L in the second semester
and postpone Jne of th'e three Humanities Base courses until the third semester.
3 Computer eneineering students postpone this lequirement until the third semester.
.Cft""i.uf, civfi, and riechanical ingineering students must take CHM 123L; Computer
Eneineerine students postpone this re{uiremeit until the third semester and take PHY 210L;
anff etectri&l en6neeiingitudents may take githel CHM 123L or PHY 210L.
-l d["-i*f u"dZivilend"neeringmajoistake CMM the second semester. Electrical, computer
and mechanical engineering majors postpone this requirement'
35s
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
A student enrolls in the curriculumprescribed for the academic year in which he
orshe is registered as a first-year student at the university of Dayton or elsewhere.
If for any reason it is necessary or desirable to change to a subsequently established
curriculum, the sfudent must meet all of the requiiements of the ne#curriculum.
_ Thg deqr_ees Bachelor of Chemical, Civil, Eleitrical, or Mechanical Engineering,Bachelor of science in Computer Engineering and Bachelor of science ln"Engineei
ing Technology_are conferred at commenc6ment if the general requiremints of
Chapter V have been fulfilled as well as those listed beloi:
L. All prescribed courses outlined.in the respective curricula musthavebeenpassed
with grades of D or better and the student must obtain a minimum grade point
average of 2.000 for the prescribed courses. Although courses may be slheautea in
terms other than as listed, all prerequisites and corlquisites musi be met.
2. All students in the school of Engineering must register under Grade option 1 for
all corrrses in engineering mathematics, and science-except those offered onlyunder
Grade Option 2.
3. The cumulative grade^-point average in all courses which have an engineering
prefix must be at least 2.0 (C average).
4. The student must have attended the school of Engineering at the university
of Dayton during their senior year, carrying at least-30 semeiter hows.
The semesterhours of credit required for graduation in eachengineering curricu-
lum administered by the School of Engineering are as follows: -
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering. 
...... 136
Bachelor of Civil Engineering.....-................ 
............... l3g
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering 
....... 133
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
.......................... l3l
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
.......... 130
The semester hours of creditrequiredfor graduation in each engineering technol-
ogy curriculum administered by the school of Engineering 
"re 
is follows,
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technolow
Computer Engineering Technoiogy Mayorl-......... 
....................... 130
Electronic Engineering Technology Major............ 
........................ 129Industrial Engineering Technology Major............ 
...............,........12g
Man-ufacturing Engineering Technology Major............ 
.....,,,.......12g
Mechanical Engineering Technology Mijo. ................... 
.........,....12g
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s-YEAR COMBINED BACHELOR'S-MASTER'S
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
The School of Engineering offers a combined S-y-ear program leading to both a
u".tt"lor,r degree in"a deparimental major (chemical, civil, computer, electrical or
mechanical eigineering)'and a master's degree. Physics majors.(Collegeof Arts and
Sciences) may"also pariicipate. The progrJm is designed for the qualified student
who wisires to pu.sne either greater speclalization in a maior area or to complement
the undergraduate prograri with J related graduate-level concentraf,on. Most
students #ho select'th"'ptogtu^ have received some advanced placement upon
entry to engineering at the first-year level ol,take occasional summer courses.
1{re foriral reqriest for entr'ance into this program is made. before the fust
semester of the student's junior year. Admission requirements inc-lude a minimum
cumulative grade point airerage of 3.00 and permisjion from the chairperson of the
department"corresponding to"the studenfs-undergraduate major' Selection of the
griduate (master's) Program area is indicated below:
Mechanical Engineering
Gr aduate P r o gr am S ele ctions
Aerospace Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Engineering Management
Management Science
Materials Engineering
Civil Engineering
Engineering Management
Management Science
Materials Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Management
Management Science
Materials Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electro-Optics
Engineering Management
Management Science
Materials Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Engineering Management
Management Science
Materials Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Materials EngineeringPhysics
Undergraduate Program
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
The department chairperson and the grad-uate Program director serve as an
advisory committee to the student in estabhshing the S-year combined program.
;"d;;&;ir. The first-year, sophomore, and junior yearsfollow-the curriculum of
the student,s selected bichelor'i program. The guideline curriculum requirements
for the 4th and 5th years are given below.
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A student who elects the S-year combined program must satisfy both under-graduateand graduate degree requirements as io rJquired cumulatiize grade point
average for graduation. The graduate of the .o-bit ed program wil"l receive a
bachelor's degree in the undergrldu.ate major (e.g., Bacheior Er u".nut i.ul Engi-
neering) and a master's degree in the graduatelrea (e.g., Master of science inMaterials Engineering). A student in the S-year combinei program who chooses
not to complete the program must completeall the und"rg."d.rit" major program
requirements to receive the bachelor,s degree.
s-YEAR BACHELOR'S-MASTER'S PROGRAM
Course Area Semester Hours
Senior Year
Undergraduate department major
Undergraduate department or University requirement or electives
Graduate major (graduate credit)
Fifth Year
Graduate major (including thesis or project)
lst Term
11
3
1?
72
2nd Term
11.
3
J
1?
72
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CME)
Chemical engineering applies the principles of the physical sciences, economics,
uttd h"r"i" t"la'fions to i'esi,drch, design, bdild, and supervise facilities that convert
raw materials into useful products and services.-- 
Tii; ;;|oriW of chemlial engineers are involved in the chemical process indus-
tti"; th;i;;ai;;;fii theinaterials and items needed in everyday life' These
ii-t.fira" t"'"a-f.i"", fo.a,1".titirers, plastics, synthetic fibers, petrolerim, petrochemi-
cals, ceramics, and pulp and paper products. A chemical engineer 1n"y PliT-t:g:
orofessional career-in many bther fields, such as energy converslon/ Pollutron
tontrol, medical research, and materials development in aerospace €rnd electroruc
ina"r#"r. Chemical engineers are employed in research, 4evelopment, design,
productioru sales, consulting, and management positions. lhey are also touno rn
io""*^""t and educationl Many use a chemical engineering education as a
itepping stone to law, medicine, oi corporate manageme-nt'
- -'T{.r;&;;aulum in chemical engineeiing serves as basic training for.positions in
tt 
"r"-ai""riu 
iieas of the manufaituring iidustry or for graduate stu-dY leading to
advanced degrees. The fir-st part of the chemicalenginegling Ernc,ul"T.Pi9It-1Si
a firm foundltion in mathehatics, physics, and chemistry. lhe.chemrstry.DacK-
sround is stressed. The second part of the curriculum otters a balance Derween
8f""ri.*i" 
"iiil"f.t"l..V "*perie'nce in stressing chemical engineering 
topics such
as transport phenomena, the-rmodynamics, kinetics and reactor design, seParahon
processi, flirid flow and heat transfer operations, process control, and Process
hesien. The development of design tools, communication, and rnterPersonal sKllls
G-i.?;;t;t"d throuihout the cu#iculum. The curriculum allows concentrations in
"t"oefie t".h"olofres 
such as environmental engineering and materials engineering.
Th"os6 intereste-d in pursuinS careers in medicine or biochemical enSrneermg
should consult the department chairperson.
BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CME)I
Dept. No. Course lstTerm2 2ndTerm
cME 203
cME 204
cHM 313-314MTH 2I8MTH 219
PHY 207
cME 311
cME 324.325CME 326L
cME 381
cME 36s
CHM
CHM
4443-0-3 3-0-3
0-3-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-34
3-34
3-0-3
2-0-2
Sophomore Year
Material and Enersv Balances
Experimental Methirds in Chemical Engheering
Orlanic Chemistrv I, II
Arialvtic Geometrv and Calculus III
Appfied Differential Equations
Eriri'rneerine Elective3 -
Geieral Phisics II
General Edircation requirementsa
Tunior Year
Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics
Transport Ph-enomena I, [I
Transbort Phenomena Laboratory
Rppli^ed Mathematics for Chemiial Engineers
Separation Processes
Phvsical Chemistrv Electives
Ch6misfi Elective6
Teclrnical Elective6
Communication
General Education requirement'
3-0-3
3-0-33-34 3-3-4
44-4
3-0-3
4-04
3-0-33-0-3 3-0-3
17 17
CMM
76
3-0-3
17
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Senior YearCME 406 Chemical Reaction Kinetics and EngineeringCME r()8 ChemicalEngineeringSeminarCME 465 Flow and Heat Transier processesCME 466L Chemical Engineering Operations LaboratoryCME 430-431. Chemical Engineering Design I, IICME 452 Process ControlCME 453L ProcessControllaboratory
Chemical Engineering Eleitive5
Technical Electives
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-0-3
0-5-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-0-3
0-5-2
J-U-J
34-3
6-0-6
1?
General Educationrequirementsa 3_0_3
17
lAll engineering mathematics and science courses must be taken for grading option 1.2For example:3-0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.3Select from list of approved engineering courses.
alSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
1e srycifig{ in the program; others are to be chosen from the listing of approved courses.Consult advisor.
slSelect from CHM 303 and 303L or CHM 304 and 304L6select courses from list approved by the Department of chemical and Materials
Engineering.
FACULTY
]oryr E. s{iba, Chairperson, Department of Chemical anil Materials Engineering
Professors Emeriti: Lu, Snide
Professors: Eylon, Fladr, Lee, Myers, T. Saliba Sandhu
Associate Professori Ciric
Assist ant P r ofessor : Wilkens
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
cME 101. INTRODUCTION To CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Introduction to the
chemical engineering faculty, facilitieg and curriculum; survey of career opportunities
in chemical engineering. lntroduction to the university first-year experience. 1. sem. hr.
cME 203. MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES: Introductory course on the
application of mass and energy conservation laws to solve problems typically
encountered in chemical process industries. prerequisites: cHM 123, MTH 16{i.-
cME 204. E*PERIMENTAL METH.DS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERIN:,T":::
duction to experimental methods, instrumentatiorg digital data acquisitiory data analy-
lt:,j19^.."!.:lyriting. use of digital computer is emp"hasized. preiequisites: cME 20"3;CHMI24L, EGR 101. 3 sem.hrs.
cME 311. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODyNAMICS: Development of the
tundamental principles of ther^"9,ylult^*: p3{Al*ly with respect to chemical engi_
neering processes. Prerequisites: CME 203, ivm+ Zfg. 4 sem. [rs.
cME 324. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA I: viscosity, shel momentum balances, iso-
thermal equations of changg,-thermal conductivity, jhel e.tergy uala.rces, ,,on-isother-
Tglg-qydg"r of change 
-$l!g"ity, concentratibn profiles.Trerequisites: CME 203;l\/ffI1219. Corequisite: CME 381. 3 sem. hrs.
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CME 325. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA II: Multidimensional transPort, dimension-
less parameterg turbulence, and numerical solution methods. Prerequisites: cME324'
3gl. 3 sem. hrs.
cME 326L. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA LABORATORY: Viscosity, conductivity,
diffusion coefficient measurements, velocity, temperature, concentration profiles, engi-
neering instrumentation, and experimental error analysis. Prerequisite: cME 324.
Coreqriisite: CME 325. - 1 sem' hr'
cME 365. SEPARATION TECHNIQUES: Distillation, evaporation, extraction,
adsorption, dryittg, and filtration. Prerequisites: CM.E 3ll, 324' 3 sem' hrs'
cME 381. ADVANCED MATHEMATICS FOR CFIEMICAL ENGINEERS: Study of
analyticalandnumericaltechniquestosuPPortupper-levelchemicalengineeringclasses'
Vector analysis, matrices, differential equitions, numerical inteEStion and differentia-
tioru root finding and curve fitting. Prerequisites: MTIJ219, CME 204. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 406. CHEMICAL REACTION KINETICS AND ENGINEERING: ChCMiCAI
kinetics, ideal reactoranalysis and design, and heterogeneous catalysis. First term, each
year. Prerequisite: CME 311.. 3 sem' hrs'
CME 408. SEMINAR: Presentation of lectures on contemporary chemical engineering
subjects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration^required of
senior students only. 0-1 sem' hrs'
CME 409. INTRODUCTION TO POLYMER ENGINEERING: INtTOdUCtiON tO thc
chemistry, structure, and properties of polymers; Polymer synthesis and processing.
Prerequisites: CME 311, CAN[314. 3 sem' hrs'
cME 430. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN L Study of the principles of process
development, plant design, and economics. First term, each year. Prerequisite: CME 203'
3 sem. hrs.
cME 431. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN IL Application of the principles of
process developmen! plant design, and economics. Second term, each year. Prereqari-
sites: CME $0;406,4{5,365. 3 sem' hrs'
cME 452. PROCESS CONTROL: Mathematical models, Laplace transform techni-
ques, and process dynamics. Feedback control systems, hardware, and instrumentation.
ttttroa.t"tibtt to frequency resPonse, advanced techniques, and digital control systems'
First term, each yeai. Prerequisite: CME 381. 3 sem' hrs'
cME 453L. PROCESS CONTROL LABORATORY: Project-oriented study of process
dynamics and control using computer-based data acquisition and control systems.
Sicond term, each year. Preiquisites: CME 466L,452. 2 sem' hrs'
CME 465. FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES: FIUid MCC.hANiCS, TTANS-
portationand meteringof fluids, agitationand mixing heattransfer and its applications'
hirst term, each year. Frerequisites: CM8311,324. 3 sem' hts'
cME 466L. CHEMCAL ENGINEERING OPERATIONS LABORATORY: Study of the
equipment and utilization of various chemical engineering Processes. First term, each
y"'urlP."."qnisite: CME 365. Corequisite: CME 465. 2 sem' hrs'
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cME 490. INTRODUCTION To BIOENGINEERING I: overview of Biomedical
Engrneering, Transport Phenomena in Physiologial systems, Kinetic and Reactor Mod-
gling for Physiological systems. overview of Biochemical Engineering Bioreactors,
Bioseparation Processes. First term, each year. prerequisities: CH-M 420 or"45 j., CME 325
and 365. Corequisite: CME 406 or consent of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
cM'E 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: particular assign-
ments to be arranged and approved by chairperson of the department.
7-6 sem. hrs.
CEE
CIVI ENGINEERING (CEE)
The Departrnent of Civil and Environmental Engineering and. Engineering
Mechanicsbffers a Bachelor of Civil Engineering with sufficient elective courses to
obtain a concentration in construction, environmental engineering structureg
water resources, or other related areas such as geotechnical and transportation.
The mission is to graduate broadly educated, technically comPetent individuals
prepared for professional careers or for advanced studies.^ tivit en$neering is the profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical and
physical rden 
"r 
giined 6y study, experience, and practice-is applied with judg-
ment to develop ways to utilize the materials and forces of nafure economically
in improving and protecting the environment and providing struchrres and facili-
ties for community, industry, and transportation for the progressive well-being
of humanity.
Civil engineers, leading users of high technology in wide-ranging applications
in both the public and theprivate sectors, are essential to the continued improve-
ment of soclety. Civil engineers can enter traditional fields such as constructiory
bridge and buiiding design and analysis, highway design and traffic_control, water
treatment and distribution, environmental engineering, hydraulics, and geo-
technics. Theirbroadeducationhowever, alsopreparesthemformaterialsengineer-
ing, engineering management, and the aerospace and automotive industries. Civil
errgineering has applications in conceptual and detail design, field operations,
computers, and consulting.
The educational objectives of the Civil Engineering Program are:
. Provide an educational experience that offers graduates a high level of
professional competence
. i'rovide an environment conducive to scholarship and critical thinking
. Provide opportunities for the development of leadership and team-
building skills
o Develop problem-solving and decision making comPetence 
,
. Promotl contemPorary and practice-oriented methods for solving
engineering problems
o Integrate opportunities to develop communicaton and interPersonal skills
throughout the curriculum
o Provide integration of experimental analysis and design as related to
civil engineering
o Promote multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary concepts
. Promote awareness of professional ethics, social imPacts and contemPorary
practice issues
. Promote a commihnent to service and life-long learning.
Before enrolling in any engineering course required by the Civil Engineering
Program, a grade of C or better must be eamed in all of the prerequisites courses for
students majoring in civil engineering. Also, courses designated CEE or EGM may
be repeated only once by students majoring in civil engineering.
Members of the student chapters of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers/ Chi Epsilon, Institute of Transportation Engineert and National Society of
Professionai Engineers have the opportunity to meet regularly with practicing
engineers in the Dayton community.
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PROGRAM EN2: BACHELOR OF CIVI ENGINEERING (CEE)
Dept. No. Course l.st Term 2nd Term 3rd Term
cEE 213CEE 221LCHM I24
EGM 21.0MTH 218PHY 207CEE 408
cEE 214
EGM 220
EGM 330MTH 2I9
CMM _
CEE 2I5L
CEE/
EGM 304CEE 313CEE 320GEO 21.8PHL 316CEE 408CEE 318CEE 31OL
cEE 3t2
cEE It
CEE
CEE
CEE
CEE
CEE
CEE
CEE
CEE
HST
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III 4-0-4
General Physics Il 3-0-3Seminar 1-0-0
Highway Geometrics
Dviamiis
Mechanics II
Applied Differential Equations
Cirirmunication2
General Education requirement2
Surveying Field Practice
Sophomore Year
Surveyinq -
Civil Coriputation Laboratory
General Chemistrv II
Mechanics | '
funior Year
Adv. Strensth of Materials
Hvdraulics'
Civil Eneineerins Analvsis
Engineefing GeoJosv '
Engineerinf Ethics"'
JEIilNAT
Analysis of Structures
Civil'Engineering Laboratory
Soil Meclanics -
Water Re_solrces Engineering
Technical elective3 -
General Education requiremenf
Senior Year
Transportation Engineering
Desidr of Steel StrIctures
DesiIn of Concrete Structures
Engiieering Economics
Waler & W"astewater Engineering
Civil engineering electivEsxa
>emrnar
Civil Engineering Desisns
History 6f Civil Engine"ering
Technical elective3 "
2-0-2
2-2-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
2-0-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
17
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
L7
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
3-3-4
3-0-3
1-0-0
17
1-0-0
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
L7
6-0-6
t-0-0
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
15
17
403
4t1,
4t2
420
434
408
450
1'
tFor example, 10-3 means 3 class hrs.,0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.2see General Education Requirements, chapter V. some General Education reouire-
ments are specified in the progiam (e.g., GEo 2i8); others are to be chosen from the li'sting
of approved courses. Consult advisor.
ftfect frol list approved by the Departrnent of Civil and Environmental Engineering
au:l(l Engmeermg Mecnafl cs.
oMay be used to concentrate sfudies in the areas of Environmentaf Construction"
Strucfures, Soilq Transportatiory and Water Resources Engineerinq.
sAdmittance into CEE 450 requires successful completi6n of all"required engineering
courses with an average academic unit GPA of no less than 2.Q orthe approvalof"the chairl
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FACULTY
joseph E. Saliba, Chairperson
P rofessors Emeriti: Pa;me, Thomson
Diitinguished Seraice Professor: Ryckman
Profesiors: Bogner, Phillips, J. Saliba, Whitrey
Associate Professors: Safferman, Zoghi
Assistant P rofessors: Farhey, Chowdhury
Lectw er s: Al-Akkad, Chase
Adjunct Assistant Professots: Donaldsory McCrate, Sack
CEE
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
cEE 101. INTRODUCTION TO CML ENGINEENNG: Introduction to the civil engi-
neering faculty, facilities, and curriculum; to the career opportunities offered by the civil
engineiring profession; and to the areas of specialization within civil engineering.
0 sem. hrs.
cEE 213. SURVEYING: Theory of measurements, computation, and instrumentation.
Boundary and constructionsurveys, triangulatiory and level net adjustments. First term,
each yeai. Corequisite: MTH 168. 2 sem' hrs'
CEE 214. HIGHWAY GEOMETRICS: Study of circular and spiral curves, vertical
curves, grade lines, earthwork and mass diagram, slope and grade stakes, and contour
gradingisecond term, each year. Prerequisite: CEE 213. 2 sem' hrs'
cEE 215L. SURVEYING FIELD PRACTICE: Field work and computation in topogra-
phy, highway surveying, triangulation, level net, celestial observations, evaluation of
enbrs, ind pieparation of plans. Five eight-hour days a week for three weeks. Summer,
each year. Prerequisite: CEYZLE. 3 sem' hrs'
cEE 221L. CryIL COMPUTATION LABORATORY: lntroduction to commonly-used
software in the civil engineering profession. Emphasis on the use of spreadsheets to solve
civil engineering probGms. tntroduction to computer aided drawing and design and the
use of lopuluiteOp packages in the civil engineering profession. Corequisite:
EGM 201. - 2 sem' hts'
cEE 304. ADVANCED STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: Stresses and strains at a poin!
shear center, unsymmetrical bending; curved beams; flat plates; torsion of noncircular
bars; beams on elastic suppor! buckling; introduction to mechanics of composite
materials. First and second-terms each year. Prerequisite: EGM 303. 3 sem. hrs.
cEE 310L. CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Experiments and studies relating
the engineering properties of certainbuilding materials to their fundamental nature and
compJsition. Seio"a term, each year. Prerequisite: EGM 303' 1' sem' hr'
CEE 312. SOIL MECHANICS: Principles of soil structures, classificatiorl capillarity,
permeability, flow nets, shear strength, consolidatiory stress analysis, slope stabitity,
iateral presiure bearing capacity, and piles. Second term, each year. Prerequisites: CEE
313, EGM 303, GEO 218. Corequisite: CEE 312L. 3 sem' hrs'
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cEE 312L. soIL MECHANICS LABORATORY: Laboratory tests to evaluate and iden-
tify soil properties for engineering purposes. Design problems are also included. second
term, each year. Corequisite: CEE 312. I sem. hr.
CEE 313. HDRALILICS: 
-Principles of liquid statics and fluid flow including simili-fude, measuring devices, channel and pipe flow, turbineg and pumps. First tein, each
year. Corequisites: CEE 313L, EGM 202. 3 sem.hrs.
cEE 313L. HYDRAULICS LABORATORY: Laboratory experiments and problems as-
sociated with CEE 313. First term, each year. Corequisite: iSE gfg. L sem. hr.
cEE 318. ANALYSIS oF STRUCTURES: Modem and traditional methods for analyz-
ing truss, beam, and frame structures. Modern matrix and computer methods empha-
sized to prepare students to solve comprehensive civil engineering structures. Topics
include: element stiffness matrices and load vectors, assembly of global stiffness ind
Ioad, construction of structural modelt interpretation of computeriesults. Traditional
hand-solution methods emphasized also to piovide students with reliable methods for
verifying the accurary,of computer model predictions. Topics include: shear and bending
moment diagrams, influence lines, virtual work, slope deflection" moment distributionl
First term each year. Prerequisite: EGM 303. 3 sem. hrs.
cEE 320. crvll- ENGINEERING ANALYSIS: Mathematical modeling and numerical
solution of civil engineering problems: basic concepts of probability and statistics with
emphasi-q on applications to structures, transportatiory and hydrauiics problems; appli-
cation of numerical computational methods in civil engineering probiems. First tiim,
each year. Prerequisites: EGM202,303; MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs.
cEE 320L. ctvll- ENGINEERING ANALYSIS LAB: Development and use of custom-
ized software applications that utilize numerical concepts presented in CEE 320 to solve
civil elginssring problems in environmental, geotechnicif structures, transportatiorl
and water resources. Emphasis on the use of popular application development environ-
ments. Corequisite: CEE 320. 1 sem. hr.
cEE 333. WATER RESOLIRCES ENGINEERING: Integrated study of the principles of
water movement and management. Focus areas include hydrology, water distri6utior;
waste water collection and storm water management. second term, each year. prerequi-
sites: CEE 313, 313L. 3 sem. hrs.
cEE 390. ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CoNTRoL: study of environmental
pollution problems relating to air, water, and land resources. causes and effects of
pollution; technologie-s for solving problems. Legal and political considerations. Forjuniors and seniors other,than civil engineering students. Credit may not be applied
toward civil engineering degree. Prerequisite: S6me knowledge of chJmistry. 
,r*. On.
cEE 403. TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING: Fundamentals of transportation engi-
neering, including design, construction, maintenance, and economics of transportati6n
facilities. Design of pavement structures and drainage systems. prerequisites: iEE 310L,
3L3. Corequisite: CEE 420. 3 sem. hrs.
cEE 408. SEMINAR: Practice in the presentation and discussion of papers; lectures by
staff and prominent engineers. Attendance required of all civil engineering sophomoreijuniors, and seniors. No qedit
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cEE 411. DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCTURES: Design and behavior of structural steel
connections, columns, beams, and beams subjected to tensiory compression, bendinp
shear, torsion, and composite action. Prerequisites: CEE 310L,318. 3 sem. hrs.
cEE 4t2. DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES: Design and behavior of reinforced
concrete slabs, beams, columns, walls, and footings subjected to tensiory compression,
bending, shear, and torsion. Prerequisites: CEE 310L,318. 3 sem. hrs.
CEE 420. ENGINEERING ECONOMICS: Basic principles and techniques of economic
analysis of engineering projects. Prerequisite: MTH 169. 1 sem. hr.
CEE 421. CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING: Organization, planning, and control of
construction projects, including a study of the use of machinery, economics of eqg9-
ment, methods, materials, estimates, cost controls, and fundamentals of CPM and PERT
contracts and bonds and legal aspects of contracting. Departmental elective. Corequisite:
cEE 403. 3 sem. hrs.
CEE422. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROIECTMANAGEMENT: Fundamentals
of project management as they relate to the design and construction professional , and
the application of project management techniques to the design and construction of
majoi projects. Prerequisite: CEE 427. 3 sem. hrs.
CEE 434. WATER & WASTEWATER ENGINEERING: Problems of water pollution;
development and design of pubic water supply and waste water disposal systems; llgal
political, ethical, and moral considerations. First term, each year. Prerequisite: CHM 124.
CEE 434L.wArER & *ASTEWATER ENGINEERING LAB'RAT 
"-",:::^:;exercises, demonstrations, and desigrr problems associated with water and wastewater
engineering. Corequisite: CEE 434. l sem. hr.
CEE M7. INTRODUCTION TO HYDROLOGY: Detailed study of the hydrologic cycle
including precipitatio+ precipitation losses, and rainfall/runoff Processes. Concepts
relatingto streamflow, urbandrainage, river and reservoir routilg, hydrologicmeasure-
ment, siubsurface flow, and water quality are also addressed. Unit hydrograph theory,
watershed modeling, and analysis and design of drainage structures. Prequisites: CEE
312,3t3' 3 sem' hrs'
CEE 450. CTVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN: Group design of complete projects, drawing
on the knowledge acquired in a spectrum of civil engineering subjects. 3 sem. hrs.
CEE 463. HAZARDOUS WASTE ENGINEERING: The tundamental principles of the
design and operation of hazardous waste remediation processes. Characterizing con-
taminated sites a1d conducting treatability studies for the selection of the most aPProPri-
ate remediation itrategy. 3 sem. hrs'
CEE 470. CIE COMPUTER APPLICATIONS: INNOVATiVC SOIUtiONS tO COMMON CiViI
engineering problems in structures and water resources through the use of personal
computer applications. Prerequisite: CEE 320. 3 sem. hrs.
CEE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING: Particular assignments to
be arranged and approved by chairperson of the departrnent. Deparhnental elective.
1-5 sem. hrs.
ECEi ELE, CPE
ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING (ECE)
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering offers two undergradu-
ate Programs leading to Bachelor of Electrical Engineering and Bachelor of Science
in Computer Engineering. The Bachelor of Electrical Engineering degree program
also allows the opportunity to take sufficient elective courses to obtain a concentra-
tion in computer engineering or enhanced knowledge in several specific areas. The
dgpartment offers master's and doctoral degrees in electrical engineering and is
closely coupled to the graduate program in electro-optics where both mastEr's and
doctoral degrees are offered.
--Eleclrical engineering is an exciting field within the engineering discipline. It
offersthe ggportunity to enter some of the most rewarding ana chattenging careers
available. The explosion of capabilities in the computer, communicatidn, automo-
tive, and aerospace industries has resulted from advances in the electronics field.
F,lectrical engineers are equipped to 
_enter this dynamic arena as well as equally
challenging and rewarding careers in the fields of electro-optics, computerengineei-
ing, signal processing, biomedicine and m€u1y more. Electrical engineers work in all
phases of technological programs. They are involved from the conception of the
basic ideas tfuough design, fabricatiorl verificatiory manufacturing, and marketing
of the final product.
Computer engineering represents perhaps the most sought-after professional
comPonent of an engineering team which develops the technological possibilities
inherent in the design, construction, and operation of computer systems. The
comp-uter engineer performs a wide variety of tasks involving hardware, software,
periph-erals, computer-controlled systems, and hardware-software integration.
Both eleclrical engineeringand computerengineering arebroad-based engineer-
ing disciplines that provide for a wide range of career choices within the engineering
field as well as providing an excellent basis for careers in such diverse areas as
businest law, and medicine.
- 
The electrical engineering curriculum is designed to provide an understanding
of basic electrical engineering principles with emphasis on the development of
problem solving skills. An extensive laboratory experience is integrated with the
classroom work to assure that the sfudent devblop-s a working knowledge of the
fundamentals. Upper level courses integrate the knowledge base with current
technology and computational tools resulting in a graduate capable of making a
contribution to the engineering profession by either entering -the work forcebr
pursuing a graduate education.
BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (ELE)
Dept. No. Course 'LstTerml 2ndTerm
Sophomore YearECE 201 Circuit AnalysisECE 201L Circuit Analysis LaboratorvECE 211. Probability'
MTH 218 Analytic Geometry and Calculus IIIEGM 213 Statics and Mechanics of MaterialsPHY 207-208 General Physics II & ilECE 202 Signals and SystemsECE 202L Signals and Systems Laboratory
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4-0-4
0-2-1,
1-0-1
4-04
+0-4
3-0-3 3-0-3
44-4
0-2-1,
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ECE 301
ECE 3O1L
ECE 334
ECE 332ECE 315
ECE 31,6
Introduction to Digital Systems
Applied Differential Equations
Communication
Junior Year
Electronic Devices
Electronic Devices Laboratory
Discrete Signals and Systems
Electromagnetics
Random Variables
Random Processes
C,eneral Education requirements2
Applied Electromagnetics
Electronic Systems
Electronic Systems Laboratory
Fundamentals of Computer Architechrre
Mathematics Elective3
ECE/ELE, CPE
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1?
3-0-3
0-2-r
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
6-0-6
1-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
0-2-1,
3-0-3
3-0-3
17
ECE 21,5
MTH 219
CMM
rcr es3
ECE 302
ECE 3O2LECE 31,4
17
17
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
IS'
Senior Year
40L Communication Systems
401L CommunicationSystemslaboratory
4-1,4 Electro-Mechanical Devices
Technical Elective3
General Education requirements3
4L5 Control Systems
Engineering Thermodynarnics Elective3
401 Engineering Economics
3-0-3
0-2-l
3-0-3
6-0-6
3-0-3
IO
6-0-6
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
t6
lFor example:3-0-3 means 3 class hrs.,0lab. hrs',3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See Geneial Education requirements, Chapter V.
lselect from list approved by the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
The computer engineering curriculum is designed-to Provide an_understanding
of basic computer engineering principles with 
_emphasis on the development ofproblem solving skilli. The software aspects of comPuter engineering are intro-
duced in the firdt year, while hardware and hardware-software integration topics
are emphasized st'arting in the sophomore year. An extensive hands-on laboratory
experience is integrated"with the ciassroom work to assure that the student develops
a *orking knowlEdge of the fundamentals.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING (CPE)
Dept. No. Course lst Terml 2nd Term
ECE 20r
ECE 2O1L
cPS 151
PHY 2IOL
MTH 2I8
PFIY 206-207
Sophomore Year
Circuit Analysis
Circuit Analysis Laboratory
Algorithms & Programming II
General Physics Laboratory 1
Analvtic Geometry & Calculus III
General Physics f- II
4-0-4
0-2-1,
3-1-4
0-2-1,
4.0-4
3-0-3 3-0-3
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MTH 219
ECE 202ECE 2O2LECE 215
cPS UL
EGM 273PHL 319
cPs 3s0ECE 31.4ECE 301ECE 3O1LECE 302ECE 3O2LECE 2T1.
CMMCPS 346
MTH 302
Universitv of Davton D(
Applied Differential Equadon
Signals & Systems
Signals & Systems Laboratory
Introduction to Digital Systerns
Discrete Strucfures
|unior Year
Statics and Mechanics of Materials
Information Ethics
Data Structures and Algorithms
Fundamentals of Computer Architecfure
Electronics Devices
Electronics Devices Laboratory
Electronic Systems
Electronic Systems Laboratory
Probability
Communication
Operating Systems I
Linear Algebra & Matrices
Technical Elective3
Senior Year
Computer Systems Engineering
Software Engineering
Systems Programming
General Education requirement2
Advanced Digital Design
Technical Elective0
t?
4-0-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
0-2-1,
15
3-0-3
+0-4
0-2-7
3-0-3
3-0-3
1?
3-0-3
0-2-1.
1-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
t7
ECE M9
CPS 418
cPs 44
ECE 444
U
3-0-3
3-G3
3-0-3
6-0-6 6-0-6
3-0-3
64-6
15
lFor example: 3-0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0 laboratory hrs., 3 sem. hrs. credit
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Consult advisor.
3Select from list approved by the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
FACULTY
Partha P. Banerjee, Chairperson
Distinguished Seruice Professor: Schmidt
Professors Emeriti: Evers, Kee, Rogers,Thiele, Williamson
Professors: Chatterjee, Duncan, Moor; Pasala, Scarpino, Weber
Associate Professors: Hardie, Loomis, Penno, Smari, Subramanyam, Westerkamp
Assistant Professors: Daniels, Ordonez,
Adjunct Professors: Bamard, Berrera, El-Ali, Gauder, Mayhary PiersorL
Riechers, Repperger
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ECE 101. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING:
Introduction to electrical and computer engineering faculty, facilities, and curriculum.
Career opporfunities in electrical and computer engineering and areas of specialization
are discussed. - 1 sem. hr.
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ECE 201. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS: Principles of linear circuit analysis and problem solving
techniques associated with circuits containing both passive and active components-
Analysis of both transient and steady-state behavior of circuits with D.C. and sinusoidal
excitition. Prerequisite: MTH 168. Corequisite: ECE 201L. 4 sem. hrs.
ECE 201L. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS LABORATORY: Laboratory course stressing exPeri-
mental techniques, laboratory reporting, safety, and instrumentation. Experimental
investigation of basic steady-state and transient circuits. Corequisite: ECE 201. 
sem. hr.
ECE 202. SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS: Mathematical framework associated with the
analysis of linear systems including signal representation by orthogonal functions,
convolutiory Fourier and Laplace analysis, and frequenry resPonse of circuits and
systems. Prerequisites: ECE201, MTH 218. Corequisite: ECE202L. 4 sem. hrs.
ECE 202L. SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Laboratory investigation of
signals and systems including signal decompositiorL system imPulse resPonse, convo-
lutiory frequenry analysis of systems, and filter design and realization. Prerequisite: ECE
201L. Corequisite: ECE 202. 1 sem' hr.
ECE 211. PROBABILITY: Study of axiomatic probability, set theory, derived probability
relationships, conditional probability, statistical independence, total probability and
Bayes' Theorem, and counting techniques. Prerequisite: MTH 168. 'L sem. hr.
ECE 215. INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SYSTEMS: Introduction to binary svstems,
logic circuits, Boolean algebra, simplification methodE combinational circuiis and net-
works, programmable logic devices, flip flops, registers, counters, memory elements,
and analysis and design of sequential circuits. Prerequisite: ECE 201. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 301. ELECTRONIC DEVICES: Study of the terminal characteristics of electronic
devices and basic single stage amplifier configurations using bipolar junction transistors
and field-effect transistors. Anllysis of the devices includes a qualitative physical
descriptiory volt-ampere curves, and the development of small- and large-signal
equivalent circuit models. Prerequisites: ECE 201. Corequisite: ECE 301L. 
3 sem. hrs.
ECE 301L. ELECTRONIC DEVICES LABORATORY: Laboratory investigation of elec-
tronic devices: diodes, bipolar junction transistors, field-effect transistors and opera-
School of Engineering ECE/ELE, CPE
tional amplifiers. Corequisite: ECE 301. 1sem. hr.
ECE 302. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS: Study of cascaded amplifiers, feedback amplifiers,
linear integrated circuitg and oscillators including steady state analysis and analysis of
frequency response. Prerequisite: ECE 202,301. Corequisite: ECE 302L' 3 sem.hrs'
ECE 302L. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Design, construction and verifica-
tion of multistage feedback amplifiers, passive and active filters, and oscillators.
Prerequisite: ECE 301L. Corequisite: ECE 302. 1 sem. hr.
ECE 314. FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE: Study of computer
systems organizatiory representation of data and instructions, instruction set architec-
ture, processor unit and control unig high- to lowlevel language mapping system
simulation and implementatiorL applications and practical problems. Prerequisite:
ECE 215 and eitherCPS 130 or 150. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 315. RANDOM VARIABLES: Common random variables and their distribution
functions, transformations of random variables, moments, comPuter generation of
random variables, bivariate random variableq conditional distribution functions, statis-
ECE/ELE, CPE UniversiW of Davton IX
tically independent random variables, averages of functions of fwo random variables,
transformation of pairs of random variables, the Central Limit Theorem, and the Weak
Law of Large Numbers. Prerequisites: ECE2ll, MTH 218. 'l- sem, hr.
ECE 316. RANDOM PROCESSES: Statistical descriptions of random processes/
autocorrelation function properties, power spectral density, cross correlation and cova-
riance, random processes through linear and nonlinear systems, white noise, linear
regressiorq and engineering decision strategies. Prerequsites: ECE 202,315. 7 sem. hr.
ECE 323. BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS: Analysis and design of passive and active
electrical and electronic circuits using time-domain and frequency-domain methods.
Lrcludes amplifierg switches, and other types of electronic circuits. Lectures will be
reinforced with practical and computerexercises. For chemicaf civil, environmental and
mechanical engineering students. Prerequisites: MTH 218, PF{y 207. 4 sem. hrs.
ECE 332. ELECTROMAGNETICS: Study of vector calculuq electro- and magneto-
statics, Maxwell's equations, and electromagnetic plane waves and their reflection and
transmission from discontinuities. Prerequisites: PHY 207,M1'|H2I9,ECE20l.
ECE 333. APPLIED ELECTROMAGNETICS: Electromagnetic theory uppfi"l 
t:r:::
Iems in the areas of waveguides, radiatiory electro-optics and electromagnetic interfer-
ence and electromagnetic compatibility. Prerequisite: ECE 332. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 334. DISCRETE SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS: Introduction to discrete signals and
systems including sampling and reconstruction of continuous signalg digital filters,
frequenry analysis, the Z-transform, and the discrete Fourier transform. Prerequisites:
ECE202. 3 sem.hrs.
ECE 401. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS: Study of amplitude, angle, pulse, and digital
communication systems including generation, detectiory and analysis of modulated
signals and power, bandwid*r" and noise considerations. Prerequisites: ECE 316, 302.
Corequisite: ECE 401L. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 401L. COMMLINICATION SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Design, fabricatiory and
laboratory investigation of modulators, detectors, filters, and associated communication
components and systems. Prerequisite: ECE 302L. Corequisite: ECE 401. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 414. ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES: Properties and theory of electro-me-
chanical devices: nonlinear electrornagnetic acfuators; rotating machine analysis; field
and circuit concepts; rotating fields; direct current, synchronous, and induction ma-
chines; special-purpose machines; and fractional horsepower machines. Prequisites:
ECE202.332. 3 sem, hrs.
ECE 415. CONTROL SYSTEMS: Study of mathematical models for feedback control
systems. Performance and stability analysis. Design topics include pole-placement, root
locus, and frequenry domain design techniques. Prerequisite:F'CF'202. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 4140. PFIYSICAL ELECTRONICS: Introduction to wave mechanics, electron ballis-
tics, theory of metals and semiconductors, electron emissiorL space charge flow, and
modern electron devices. Prerequisites: illfltl2lg, PHY 203. 3 sem. hrs,
ECE4I. INTEGRATED CIRCUITELECTRONICS: Integrated circuit design, construc-
tion and verification including the study of biasing, multistage differential and analog
power amplifiation, and computer assisted designtools for "on-chip" designand layout.
Prerequisite: ECE 302. 3 sem. hrs.
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ECE M2. ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETICS: Processing Maxwell's equations
and applying the predictions to the analysis and design of engineering systems that make
use o?il-ectromagnetic energy from ELF through optical frequencies. Topics include
propagatiory radiation, interictions withmatter, guided waves, and antenna fundamen-
ials. Pierequisite: ECE 333. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 1143. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRO-OPTICS: Introductory overview of electro-
optics starting with Maxwell's equations and leading to lasers, holography, and other
tiilrely applicitions. Prerequisite: ECE 332. 3 sem. hrs.
ECEM4. ADVANCED DIGITAL DESIGN: Systems approach to digital design includ-
ing: strucfured top-down developmentprocessusing simpleand complexlogicmodules
from various logic families; practical aspects ofthe design, constructiory and verification
of digital subsystems; application of microcomputer and / or controller as a flexible logic
device; real-time embedded systems design; and the use of HDL tools and simulation.
Prerequisite: ECE 314. 3 sem' hrs.
ECE 445. SIGNAL PROCESSING: Study of signal conditioning, digital signal Process-
ing and data processing. Topics include transducers, high gain amplifier design, digital
filtering, and spectrum estimation. Specialized application determined by instructor.
Prerequisite: ECE 334. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE M6. MICROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESIGN: Basic integrated circuit design
concepts, system layout, application of design methodology, the fabrication Process,
manufacturinglimitations of the designprocess, and CAD/CAEutilizationtorealizethe
design process. Prerequisite: ECE 302. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 447. DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS: Analysis and synthesis of feedback control
systems including digital compensators. Topics include performance and stability
analysis, regulator and servomechanism design using time and frequenry domain
methods, and digital implementation case studies. Prerequisites: ECE 415, and 334 or
equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 448. FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS: General liSht Suidance principles; ray
optics; dispersion; single mode, multimode, and graded index fibers; basic laser and LED
source principles; photodetectors; error probability in digital optical systems; rise time
analysis; loss budget analysis; local area networks and long haul communication links.
Prerequisite: ECE 333. Corequisite: ECE 40L. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE M9. COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: An introduction to advanced com-
puter architecture and computer systems design. Topics include: exploration of principle
architecture features of modem computers, pipelining, memory hierarchy, I / O devices,
interconnection networks, introduction to pirillel and multiprocessor systems, and the
useofhardwaredescriptionlanguages(HDLs)insystemimplementation. Prerequisites:
ECE 314 and CPS 345, or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
ECE 450L. PROJECTS LABORATORY: Project-oriented laboratory applying engineer-
ing skills in the design, development, and demonstration of electrical and electronic
syitems. Prerequisite: permission of the project advisor. L-3 snn. hts.
ECE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING:
Particular assignments to be arranged and approved by the deparment chairperson.
L-6 sem. hrs.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (MEE)
Mechanical engineers applythe principles of the physical sciences, mathematics,
economics, and human relations to conceive, design, and analyze a wide variety of
products and systems. They may also direct their manufacfure, distribution, and
operation. Mechanical engineers can be employed in govemmental organizations
and a diversity of industries including automotive, aerospace, biomediial, textiles,
raw materials production, and energy conversion. |ob functions range from
researc[ developmen! design, analysis, production, sales, consulting aid man-
agement. Many find that a mechanical engineering education is an excellent
preparation for careers in law and medicine.
The curriculum inmechanical engineering serves as abroad-based educationfor
positions in these diverse fields or for graduate study leading to advanced degrees.
The fir,st part of the mechanical enginebring curriculum provides a firm foundation
in mathematics, physics, chemistry computer-aided drawing and conceptual de-
sign, and the humanities. The second part of the curriculum provides the engineer-
ing science fundamentals and laboratory experiences necessary for testing, design,
as well as continued leaming in the humanities, arts and social sciences. The final
part of the curriculum emphasizes slmthesis of knowledge through major design
projects sponsored by regional industries. The curriculum includes sufficient
elective courses to permit a concentration in aerospace or minors in several other
areas, including digital systems and controls, design, thermal systems, and manu-
facfuring. As well open electives can be used to take courses in any field including
language, business, and the sciences.
The overall eductional experience has been designed to develop graduates who
have the skills, knowledge, and ethical backgroundto leam, lead lnd serve within
their profession and society. Specifically, this means that graduates will: have the
ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering fundamentals;
will have the ability to use techniques, skills and modern engineering tools neces-
sary for engineering practice; will have the ability to design and conduct experi-
ments, and analyze and interpret data; will have the ability to design components,
systems and/or processes; will be able to independently identify, formulate and
solve engineering problems; will have the ability to function effectively on engineer-
ing teams; will be able to communicate their ideas/solutions effectively to both
technical and non-technical people; will have the broad education nec-essary to
understand the social, environmental and economic impact of engineering solu-
tions in a global contexf will exhibit a commitment to ethical behavior, leadership
and service within their profession; will have knowledge of and be able to think
critically about contemporary issues; and will continue their personal and profes-
sional development by engaging in lifelong leaming.
BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (MEE)
Dept. No. Course Lst Terml 2ndTerm
3-0-3
3-0-3
4-0-4
3-0-3
EGM zLO
MTH 21,8
CMM
Sophomore Year
Communication2
Mechanics I
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
General Education requiremenf
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3-0-3
t7
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-3-4
1-0-0
t?
3-3-4
+0-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
MEE
3{-3
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-0-3
3-0-3
1,-+3
2-3-3
3-0-3
IJ
PHY 207-208
MTH 279
MEE 227L
MEE 301
EGM 220
EGM 330
MEE 308
MEE 3'14
MEE 3T2
MEE 32I
ECE 323
Yffi yu
General Physics II, ilI
Applied Differential Equations
Computer Graphics II
Thermodynamics I
Dynamics
Mechanics II
Junior Year
Fluid Mechanics
Computational Methods
Engineering Materials I
Theory of Machines
Basic Elechonic Circuits
Seminar
General Education requiremenP
Open Elective3
Engineering Experimentation
Manufacfu ring Processes
Heat Transfer
Senior Year
Mechanical Design
Dynarnic Systems and Controls
Open Elective
t6T6
nfft i,
MEE 3M
MEE 410
MEE 427
MEE 439
Ethics Elective (PHL 316 or REL 369)
MEE Mechanical Engineering Electives
MEE 4l4A Serninar
MEE 432 Engineering Systerns Design
MEE 460 Engineering Analysis
General Education requiremenf
General Education requiremenf
3-0-3
1-0-1.
2-6-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
-17
lFor example:34-3 means 3 class hrs.,0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See Geneial Education requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
are specified in the program (e.8., pHy ZOS); oth-ers are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor.
3Students opting to receive a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineerqg d:gree with an Aero-
space Concentritioi must take MEE 401, Aerodynamics, MEE 4L& 
-Ggs 
lyryrnlcs, MEE 408,
Aerospace Performance and control+ MEE 413, Propulsion, and MEE 409, Aerospace Struc-
tures in place of MEE 3,14, the two Mechanical engineering elgctives, and the two oPen
electives. Also, MEE 460 may be replaced with an approved Feedback Control course.
FACULTY
Kevin P. Hallinan, Chairperson
Profusors Emeriti: BoehmarL Chuang Eastep, Minardi, Wurst
Professors: Ballal, Brockman, Doepker, Doyle, Eimermacher, Hallinan, Jain,
Sargent, Schauer
Associate Professors: Brau', Endres, Ervin, Kashani, Kissock, Petrykowski,
Zabarnick
Assistant Professors: Murray, Tumer
Visiting Assistant Professor : Pinnell
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Adj un ct P r ofe s s or : Shine
Adjunct Associate P rofusor : Ostdiek
Adjunct Assistant Professors: Benintendi, Cambreros, CoalsorL Pratf price, Sanders
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MEE 101. INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: Weekly meeting of
first-semester, first-year mechanical engineering students. orientation and seleCted
topics. L sem. hr.
MEE 104L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS I: Fundamentals of engineering graphics and the
part that graphical communication plays in engineering. Introduction to computer aided
design (CAD) 1 sem. hr.
MEE227L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS II: Advanced engineering graphics and graphi-
cal communication in engineering; introduction to project design. Prerequisit6: MEE104L. - 1- sem. hr.
MEE 301. THERMODYNAMICS I: An introductory course in engineering thermody-
namics. context and concepts of thermodlmamics. Properties of pure suFstances and
equations oJ state. First and second laws of thermodynamics withapplications to heat
engines, refrigeration rycles, and other energy systems. Introduction to gas mixtures.
Corequisite: MTH 218. - 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 302. THERMODYNAMICS II: Gas and two-phase heating cooling power rycles.Gas mixtures and air conditioning. First and secohd hw anal/sis of relc-ting systems.
Chemical equilibrium. High velocity nozzle and diffuser flow. Prerequisite: f,zrEE 301.
3 sem. hrs.
MEE 308. FLUID MECHANICS: An introductory course in fluid mechanics. Funda-
mental concepts including continuity, momentum,ind energy relations. Control volume
analysis and differential formulations. Intemal and external flows in laminar and
lqlglent regimes. One-dimensional compressible flows. Prerequisites: MEE 301,MTH 219. 3 sem.hrs.
lvIEE3l2 I 312L. ENGINEERINGMATERIALS I/MATERIALSLABORATORY: Atomic
structure andbonding. Crystalstructureof solids. Physicalpropertiesof solids. Strength-
ening methods in solids. Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgp corequisite: EGM 330.
4 sem. hrs.
MEE 313. ENGINEERING MATERIALS II: Ceramic, polymeric and composite materi-
als. Ele-ctli9a!, magnetic, optical, and thermal properties of materials. Corrosion. prereq-
uisite: MEE 312. 3 sem. hri.
MEE 314. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS: Detailed introduction to solving engineer-
ing p_roblems through prog-ramming in the Matlab technical computing softiaripack-
age.Fundamenlalsofalggrithms,indudingiterativeprocesses,arraysand-logicoperahons.
Graphing of 2D and 3D functio-ns. Graphical user interfaces. Focus oi enlneering
applications that utilize the mathematicil techniques of linear algebra, statiitics and
numerlcal methods. Corequisite: MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 319. MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS: Undamped and damped, free and forced
vibrations of single degree of freedom translational and rotational systems; vibration
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isolation and absorption; multi-degree of freedom systems, continuous sylf9m, transient
vibratiort approximate and numlrical solution. Prerequisites: EG}r/4 202, MTH 219.
Corequisite: EGM 330. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 321. THEORY OF MACHINES: Applications and design of mechanisms; use of
graphical and analytical techniques for the-kinematic and dynamicanalysis and synthe-
Jis of machines. Analysis and desigrr of cams, gears and gear trains' Balancingof rotating
3 sem, hrs.masses. Prerequisite: EGM 220.
MEE 341. ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTATION: BASiC SCNSOTS ANd iNStTUMCNtAtiON,
design of experiments, data acquisition and processing, and uncertainty and statistical
anafsis of dita. Measurement of strairu motiory pressure, temperature, flow and sound.
Measurement applications to engineering phenomena or systems. Course will utilize a
mix of lecture-laboratory experiments and demonstrations. Also a term project to
provide design for experiment experience. corequisites: EGM 330, MEE 30& ECE 323.
3 sem. hrs.
MEE 344. MANLTFACTURING PROCESSES: Casfing processes including casting de-
fects and design of castings; metal working processes such as extrusiory forginp rolling
and wire drawing; sheel metal forming; welding Processes; powder rnetallurgy and
design principles for P/M parts, metal removal processes; forming and shaping plastics
andlomposite materials; rapid prototyping. Design principles for manufactability.
lncludes iaboratory. Prerequiiite: MEE 312. 3 sem. hrs'
MEE 401. AERODYNAMICS: Fundamentals of steady incompressible, inviscid aero-
dynamic flows overwings. Emphasis onforce and moment determinationfor airfoil and
finite wings. Prerequisiti: MEE 308. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 408. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL: Elementary development
of aircraft equations of motion; performance in level flighq climbing and descending
performance; tuming performance, takeoff and landing pe{9rman11 slatic and dy-
namic stability and control in all three axes. Prerequisites: MEE 401"EGM220'
3 sem. hrs.
MEE 409. AEROSPACE STRUCTURES: Structural properties of wing and fuselage
sections. Nonsymmetrical bending of skin-stringer wing sections. Shear stresses in thin-
walled and skin-stringer multiple-celled sections. Deflectionby energy methods. Intro-
duction to finite element stiffness method. Prerequisite: EGM 330. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 410. HEAT TRANSFER: Fundamentals of conductior! convection, and thermal
radiation energy transfer. Conduction of heat in steady and unsteady state. Principles of
boundarv lave"r-theorv applicable to free and forced convection heat transfer for intemal
and exte'rnai flows. liadiition analvsis with and without convection and conduction'
Prerequisite: MEE 308. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 413. PROPULSION: Principles of propulsive devices, aerothermodynamics, dif-
fuser and nozzle flow, energy trarisfer in-turlio-machinery; turbojet, turbo-fan, prop-fan-
engines; turbo-prop and tuiboshaft engines. RAM and sCRAM jet analysis and a brief
in#oduction toielited materials and air frame-propulsion interaction. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 4144. SEMINAR: Presentations on contemporary mechanical engineering sub-
iects bv students, faculff, and engineers in active practice; sfudent involvement in
irrofes6ional and service ictivities. Registration requir-ed of all students in their last term
irrior to graduation. 1 sem. hr'
MEE Universitv of Davton IX
MEE 4148. SEMINAR: Presentations on contemporary mechanical engineering sub-jectq by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice; student involvement in
professional and service activities. Registration requirbd of all junior and senior students
not registered in MEE 4144. No creilit
MEE 417. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES: Combustion and energy release
processes. Applications to spark and compression ignition, thermal jet, rockdi and gas
furbine engines, Emphasis on air pollution problems caused by iniernal combustion
engines. Idealized and a"!al rycles studied in preparation for laboratory testing of I. C.
engines. Prerequisite: MEE 301 or permission of instructor. 3 iem. hrs.
MEE 418. GAS DYNAMICS: Application of the basic thermodynamic and fluid
motion laws to the solution of engineering problems in fluid mechanics. Use of differen-
lal and integral equations for internal and external flow of compressible fluids withfriction and heat transfer. Isentropic flow; adiabatic flow; normaiand oblique shocks;
Prandtl-Meyer flow; Fanno and Rayleigh line flow. Prerequisite: MEE 308. - 3 sem. hrs.
l\rEE 420. HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING: Theory and methods of maintain-
ing comfortable industrial and residential environments. Psycluometrics; effects of solar
radiation; heat transmission through solid boundaries and-transparent materials; heat-
ing and cooling load calculations; sizing of equipmen! energy conservation and manage-
ment concepts. Corequisite: MEE 410 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE 423L. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Three-hour laboratory
session and three-hour out-of-class group session each week. Analysis, modeling,
testing and oral and written presentation of studies in power generatiorl heat transfer,
and fluid dynamic systems. Prerequisite: MEE 341. 3 sem. hrs.
lvIEE 424L. AEROSPACE ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Analysis, modeling test-
in& 1"d oral and written presentation of studies in aerodynamics; propulsion, heat
transfer, and controls. Three-hour laboratory session and thrbe-hour out-otclass group
session each week. Prerequisite: MEE 341. S seln. nri.
MEE 425. AEROSPACE DESIGN: Design project in which teams of students ynthesize
an engineerin-g solution to a complex aerospace related problem through the integration
of mechanical and aerospace engineering principles. Prbrequisites: MEE 408, 409;4Ig or
permission of instructor. 4 sem. hrs.
IvIEE 427. MECHANICAL DESIGN I: Three hours lecture and three hours lab per
week. Stress and deflection analysis of machine components; theories of failure; fatigue
failure of metals. Design and analysis of mechanicalcomponents such as gears, shifts,
bearings and springs. Design projects and problems applying principlei covered in
lecture. solution of complex problems with emphasii bn synihesis- and design of
mejchanical systems. Prerequisites: EGM 330; MEE 321. 4 seti. hrs.
MEE 428. MECHANICAL DESIGN II: Advanced topics in stress and deflection
analysis; gSlysjs and design of-mechanical elements such as gears, journal and ball
bearings, belts, brakes, and clutches; principles of fracfure medianics;'failure analysis;
machinery construction principles. Cohtemporary design methods and issues associited
with the product developmenl rycle. Prerequisiie tvtFlf EZZ. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 432. ENGINEERING SYSTEMS DESIGN: Two hours lecture and six hours of lab
per week Focus of the lab and lecture on a design project. Detailed evaluation of the
Product Realization Process (PRP) including splcihcahons, conceptual designs, and
detailed designs. study of project managemeni including project tracking ri"thoar,
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cost estimating, overhead, direct labor, time value of mgney qnd depreciation. Analysis
of design critiria for safety, environmental and sociological impact. Culminates in a
compre-hensive written rePort and oral presentation. Prerequisite: MEE *'' 
n ,r*. rrr.
MEE 434. MECHATRONICS: Emphasis on the integration of sensors, micro-controllers,
electromechanical acfuators, and iontrol theory in a'smart' system for a semester long
design project. Topics include: sensor signal processing electromechanical actuator
funiamentlats, inteifacingof sensorsanda&uatorsto micro-conhollers, digitallogic, and
programming of micro-c6ntrollers, programmable logic corltrollersandprogrammable
io6i ae,riceslEqual mix of lecture ind laboratory. Prerequisite: ECE 323. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 435. FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS: Analyses of automatic feedback
control svstems usins time domain solutions, Laplace transforms, block diagrams,
transfer functions, cha-racteristic equations, stability criteria, and control actions. System
performancebased onNyquist, Bode and root-locus with system comPensation. Prereq-
,ririt"r, MTH 219, EGM i2-0. 3 sem' hts'
MEE 436. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: Ground, air, water, space
vehicles. Development of force, moment, and kinematic eqgglio1s. Advanced applica-
tions including itaUitity, control, performance evaluations. Vehicle simulation. fuu]og
computation. Frerequiiite: MEE 308 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 438. ROBOTICS AND FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING: OVCTViEW Of iNdUStTiAI
robots; physical configuratiory operation, and programming of robots; actuators, drive
mechat isms, settsors,-vision systems, controls, and control methods for robots; economic
considerations; and automated factory concePt. Prerequisite: MEE 321. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 439. DYNAMIC SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS: Dynamic systems modeling with
special emphasis on mechanical systems (one and-two d'eglees oJ freedom)' Covers both
transfer function and state spaie modeling techniques. Analogues drawn between
mechanical, electrical fluid, aird thermal physical domains. System nonlinearities and
model linearization methods are discussed. Analytical solutions of linear ordinary
differential equations using LaPlace transformation and state s-pace theory. Feedback
control theory, including root locus and frequency resPonse techniques. Prerequisites:
MTH 219, EGM 220. - 4 sem' hrs'
MEE 460. ENGINEERING ANALYSIS: Case study approach to engineering problem
solving. Emphasis on breaking dow_n problems to triitable parts, modelin8 ihysical
systeris and selection of solution techniques- Problems related to thermal, fluid, struc-
tural, and dynamic systems. Problems typically involve solution of ordinary andparttal
differential equationq Fourier analysis of periodic behavior, simulation, optimization
and/or statis^tical analysis. Analytical anh numerical solution techniqueq with an
emphasis on selecting the most appropriate leg!$guggnd understanding the limitations
of the analysis. PrerJquisites:neBsis, MEE 312, MEE 410. 3 sem.hrs.
MEE 47L. DESIGN OF THERMAL SYSTEMS: This course integrates thermodynamics,
heat transfer, engineering economicq and simulation and optimiztion techniques in a
design framewoi<. topici include design methodology, exergy analysis, heat exchanger
net#orks, thermal-sysiem simulation ind optimization techniques. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 472. DESIGN FOR ENVIRONMENT: Emphasis on design for environment over
the life rycle of a product or process, including consideration of the mininp processin&
manufaituring, uie, and posl-life stages. Course provides knowledge and experiencein
invention for the purpose of clean design, life cycle assessment strategies to estimate the
MEE Universitv of Davton IX
environmental impact of products and processes, and cleaner manufacfuring practices.
Course includes major design project. - 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 473. RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS: Introduction to the impact of energy on
the economy and environment. Engineering models of solar thermal'and photov6itaic
systems. Introduction to wind power. Fuel cells and renewable sources of hydrogen.
I sem. hrs.
MEE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEER-
ING: Particular assignments to be arranged and approved by department chairperson.
1-6 sem. hrs.
In addition to the courses listed above, students may select as undergraduate
electives mechanical or aerospace engineering (MEE or AEE) courses rrom the soo
series listed in the Graduate Issue of the Bulletin.
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SERVICE (EG& EGM, ISE)
AND INTERDISCPLINARY (ENI)
COURSES FOR ENGINEERING
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-EGR
EGR 100. ENRICHMENT WORKSHOP: A workshop struchlred to Provide collabora-
tive leaming of engineering calculus facilitated with upper-class engineering students'
Required co:rr.re b6th seme;ters for first-year engineering students. No nedit
EGR 101. INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN: A team taught integrated
introduction to engineering design. Emphasizes problem-solving skills, team work,
multi-disciplinury u-"pp.ou.li"s to eigineeiing projects and problems, exPeriential hands-
on experience, #a itmcturat programming. 2 sem' hrs'
EGR 102. SEMINAR FOR UNDECLARED STUDENTS: A seminar to acquaint the
student with the University and the deparhnents of the School of Engineering' Academic
policieis, academic planning, registration procedures, counseling and career placement
L*i."r, and assistance in setecting a major. 0 sem' hrs'
EGR320. SYSTEMS DESIGN-HONORS: Interdisciplinarysystems-designexperience
to emphasize the basic problem-solving aPProach and philosophy of engineering,for
students of varied backgrounds. By permission only. 3 sem' hrs'
EGR 498. HONORS THESIS: Selectiory design, investigation, and completion of an
independen! original research study resulting in a document prepared for-submission
as a iotential pudlication and a completed undergraduate thesis. Restricted to students
in University i{onors Program ' 3-6 sem' hrs'
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-EGM
Ensineerinq mechanics (EGM) courses are taught and administered by the
Depaitment o"f Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics'
EGM 201. MECHANICS I: An integrated presentation of the principles of 
.statics and
strength of materials. Force/momdnt sysietts, free body diagrams, equilibrium of
partiJles and risid bodies; axial strest strain and deformation; stress/strain diagrams,
irot opi. and Jrthotropic materials properties, $eneralized Hooke's law; centroid,
centei of gravity, cent& of mass; secbnd moments of areas; distributed loads, fluid
pressure; inalysis of trusses, frames and machines; friction. Corequisite: *!rlfl. 
rrr.
EGM 202. DYNAMICS: Kinematics, including translation, rotatiory plane motiory and
relative motion; kinetics of particles and bodG by the methods of force-mass-accelera-
tion, work-energy, and impulse-momentum. Preiequisite: EGM 201.. 3 sem. hrs.
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EGM 213. STATICS AND MECHANICS oF MATERIALS: The principles of
mechanics, force systems, resultants and.equilibrium, centroids and ceriter of gravity
and moment of inerti4 application to mechanics and frames. Also the study of sfiessej,
strains, and deflections under different loading conditions for beams and columns.
Not for CEE and MEE majors. 4 sem. hrs.
EGM 303' MECHANICS II: An integrated presentation of the principles of statics and
r.F""sth of materials.- Torsion, powdr transl:mission; shear forcL andbending moment
diagrams; normal and sheer stresses in beams; beam delfections; analvsis of Etress and
strair; Mohr's circle, determination of stresses with strain guge rosettes; thin walledpressure vessels; stresses fr_om combined axial, toryrgnq! fl"eiural loads, buckling of
columns; asymmetric beam bending. Prerequisites: EGMr 202, MTH 169.
3 sem. hrs.
EGM 304. ADVANCED STRENGTH oF MATERIALS: stresses and strains at a poin!
shear center; unsymmetrical bending; curved beams; flat plates; torsion oinonaicutai
bars; beams on elastic supporu buckling; introduction-to mechanics of composite
materials. First and second terms each year. Prerequisite: EGM 303. j sein. hrs.
EGM 445. FINITE ELEMENT APPLICATIONS: Introduction to the tundamentals
of the finite element method;_modeling of engine^e^ring__systems and elements using
computer-aided engineering. Prerequisites: EGM 303, MTH 219. 3 sem. hri
Eclvl 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS: particular
assignments to be arranged and approved by chairperson of the department.
'L-6 sem. hrs.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-ISE
., 
Industrial and systems engineering (ISE) courses are taught and administered by
the Department of Engineedng Manlgement and Systemi
ISE 313. ENGINEERING LAW: Legal principles applied to engineering. special em-
phasis rrs given to the area of Contract'.i.aw due tb theiiriportantanE pervasive interaction
that it has, with,engineering project work. Legal Method and the court system areintroduced. Product liabilitrand business relati-onships are discussed. '3 sem. hrs.
IsE 369. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FoR ENGINEERS: Conceptual and hands-
on development of probability and.statistics with software exercises. Frobability prob-
l-ems, randomvariables, momentg distributions, datadescriptionand analysi+estirnation
ftootstrap) h-ryg$Slp testin& regressiory analysis of vaiiance, and ndn-parametrics.
Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 401. ECONOMIC DECISION ANALYSIS FoR ENGINEERS: Introduction to the
modelsand methods of engineeringeconomicdecision analysis. Fundamentaleconomic
concepts, cost estimates, time-value of money, comparison of altematives, before- and
after-tax analysis, decision making under risk-and-uncertainty, break-even analysis, anJ
linear programming models. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 1_3'sem. hrs.
rsE 421.. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITy: Applicarion of probability and
statistical theoryto engineering reliabilitydesign and analysis; reliability of components
g9 *r_ql!!:s; design-of systemsforreliability andmaintiinability. prerequisites: MTH
368 or ISE 369;CWl32. 3 sem.hrs.
rsB 423. QUALITY ASSURANCE: Principles of statistical quality control. Application
of attributes and variable acceptance sampling plans; contrbl chirts; designbf quality
control systems and procedures. Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE g69; CW IZ2.
University of Dayton IX
3 sem. hrs.
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ISE 428. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTS: Application
of statistical methods to engineering experimentation; analysis of experimental response
through statistical methodi. Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs'
ISE 451. PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY PLANNING AND CONTROL: ANAI-
vsis and design ofsystems ofpersonnel and machines for production processes. Forecast-
ing schedulirg, pioduction and inventory control. Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE 369;
CPS 132. 3 sem' hrs'
ISE 452. DETERMINISTIC OPERATIONS RESEARCH: Introductory course covers
deterministic methods for optimizatiorU with a focus on mathematical programming
(linear, nonlinear, andintegeiprogramming) andnetworkmethods. Prerequisites: MTH
368 or ISR 369; CPS 132. 3 sem' hrs'
ISE 453. PROBABILISTIC OPERATIONS RESEARCH: This is an introductory course
coveringprobabilistic methods formodeling and analyzing the performance of comPlex
systemsl Topics include Markov chain+ queuein& forecasting,discrete event simula-
tion, and inventory modeling Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 455. PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS: Basic concepts of structure in dynamic
systems; starting point for systems approach to dynamic systems in multidisciplinary
cburses in urban, icological, corporate, or other social systems. Prerequisites: MTH 358
or ISE 369; CPS 132. - 3 sen' hrs'
ISE 4gg. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SYSTEMS: Particular assignments to be arranged
and approved. 1'-5 sem' hts'
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-ENI
Information on engineering interdisciplinary GNI) courses is available in the
Office of the Dean of the Sc-hool of Engineering.
ENI 299. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Special problems courses at an introductory level
relative to engineering problems and activities. To be arranged and approved by
the dean. - 1-5 sem. hrs.
ENI 451. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC POLICY PLANNING: INtTOdUCtiON tO
public poliry and program planning the role of engineering in public poliry.formulatiory
iystems approaches to complex decision making introduction to intelpretive structural
modeling^and its poliry-ori-ented uses. 3 sem' hrs'
ENI 455. SYSTEMS MODELING I: Introduction to the modeling of social systems,
emphasizing feedback loops and their behavior; development of methods for under-
standing mJchanisms underlying growth, stagnation, and cyclical fluctuations; formu-
lation oI models for industriaf economic, social, and ecological systems; laboratory
digital simulation. Prerequisites: MTH 358 or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ENI 456. SYSTEMS MODELING II: An individual or group project in guided re-
search with emphasis on modeling of economic, industrial, urban, ecologi.ul, Td
world systems. Prerequisite: ENI 455. 3 sem' hrs'
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
_ Th" _Schoo] of Engineering also offers a Bachelor of Science in EngineeringTec}nology. The programs in which the degree is offered are computer engineerin!
technology, electronic engineering technology, industrial engineering technologyl
Tanufacturing engineering technology and mechanical engineering technology.
The engineering technologist is usually involved in the design, perforinance evalu-
ation, service and sales of products, equipment, and manufacfuring systems or the
management of these activities. The management of process operitions and plant
facilities are also important career paths.
The engineering technology programs provide: (1) specialized technical courses
that emphasize rational thinking and the ipplication of engineering and scientific
principles to the practical solution of technological problemi; (2) couises in applied
mathematics and science sufficient to supporfthe tLchnical courses and to prepare
the studentforfuturegrowttu and (3)educationtoprepare studentstocommunicate
intelligently and to take places in society as responsible, humane, complete profes-
sionals.
TRANSFER STUDENTS
The engineering technology programs welcome transfer students from associate
degree pro€rams in engine.ering technology who wish to pursue the Bachelor of
science in Engineering Technology. Graduates of two-year associate degree pro-
grams in engineering technology should normally expect to undertake atleast-two
additional years of work for the bachelor's degree.
MINORS IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Students majoring in any engineering technology program may eam a minor in
-another engineering technology program by completing 12 approved semesterhours of work in the second discipline. Courses already iequired in the studenfs
program may not be cbinted in the minor. The director of the program in which the
minor is to be eamed is responsible for approving the list of courses for the minor.
Non-engineering- technology majors may earn a minor in an engineering
technology discipline.
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY FIRST-YEAR REQUIREMENTS
students selecting any of the five engineering technology majors should take the
courses Prescribed for the first year as listed in the individrial curricula later in this
section of the Bulletin. undeclared engineering technology students should follow
the fust-year schedule listed below.
School of Engineering
FIRST YEAR PROGRAM_UNDECLARED ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS
Dept. No. Courses Semester Hours
MTH 137-138 Calculus I with Review
MCT t10L TechnicalDrawing & CAD
SET 153L Technical Computationlaboratory
CHM 123 General Chemistry """"""""'
ENG 101-102 College Composition I II """""""""""
or 114 or 198
REL 103 Introductionto Religion
PHL 103 lntroductiontoPhilosophy""'
HST L0L or 102 History of Western Civilization I or II
SET 100 FirstYearSeminar"""""""""
ECT 110 Electrical Circuits I """""""""'
SET 101 Enrichment WorkshoP
Total first-Year requirements .'
8-0-8
0-6-2
0-3-1
3-3-4
6-0-6
3-0-3
90-3
3-0-3
L-0-1
3-0-3
1-0-0
J4t
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ECT/EET, CET
ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (ECT)
The Electronic (EET) and Computer (CET) Engineering Technology programs
prepare students for careers in the electronics and Jomp.rt"ifi"ld, ,"rp?'.ti""t"y. rn"EET curriculum, while including a strong emphasii on computeis, centers on
iPqli:d engineering topics in ciriuit analyiis, el'ectronic design, communications,
ffq:li?iTtts, microprocessors and instrumentation. The CEt curriculum targetsthe held ot electronics towards computer hardware with a strong emphasis on"theintegration of hardware and softwaie. The graduate of both profiru-i i, p."pur"a
9, y3.1k 1" industry at a variety. of tasks-including anarog ufra ai6t"r dlsign,nucroprocessor hardware and software applications, electroinic conh6ls, automa_
tion,. engineering sales and support, product design and development, and elec-tronic communications. the curliculd provide theitrong foundjtion in the basic
P_!1;inre9 netessary, to support any future career studies oidevelopment as dictatedDy cnangmg technology or career roles.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (EET)
DePt. No. Course l.st Terml 2ndTetm
First YearSET f00 Engineering Technology First-year SeminarPHL 103 Introductio-n to philos6phv,SET l53L Technical Computation 'SET 101 Enrichment W6rkshooECT 110-120 Electrical Circuits I, IfENG 1.01,-702 College Composition I, II
or 114 or 198MTH 1,37-138 Calculus I With ReviewHST L01. /102 History of Western CivilizationREL 103 Introduction to Religion2
1-0-1
3-0-3
0-3-11-0-0 1-0-03-0-3 3-343-0-3 3{-3
4-0-4 444
3_0_3
3_0_3
15 17
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-34
3-0-3
0-6-2
0-3-1
3-3-4
3-3_4
3_0_3
3_0_3
3_0_3
77 l7
3-0-3
J-24
CMM 11XECT 206ECT 224
MTH 250
MCT 110L
MFG 1O8LECT 306ECT 357ECT 361
MFG 431,IET 323
Sophomore Year
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Electron Devices I
Digital Computer Fundamentals
Advanced Tedrnical Mathematics
Technical Drawing and CAD
Manufacfu ring Processes Laboratory
Electron Devices II
Microprocessors I
Programming Strucfures
Controls for Industrial Automation
Project Managment
ECT
PHY
funior year
ly Programmable Logic Controllers20L GeneralPhysics
ECTi EET, CETSchool of Engineering
ECT
ECT
CHM
MCT
MFG
YT
3-3-4
3-3-4
15
358
328
123
220
426
207
Microprocessors II
Electronic Communications
General Chemistry
Statics and Dvnamics
Autornated Manufacturing Systems and CIM
Introduction to Statistics
General Education Requirements2
3-U
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
't6
ECT 408
SET A:
ECT 462
ECT 490
Senior Year
Instrumentation & Measurements
Seminar
General Education Requirements2
Technical Electives
Telecommunications
Senior Proiect
't-3-2
1-0-1
6-0-6
6-0-6
6-0-6
G0-6
3-0-3
r-3-2
1715
-;foi-u*"-ple 3-0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0 lab. hrs', and 3 sem' hrs' of credit'
2See General Education requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
rp".ifi"a i" m" program (e.g., ifry ZOf); otheriare to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses,
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN COMPUTER
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (CET)
Dept. No. Course lstTermr 2ndTerm
sET 100PHL 103SET 153L
sET 101ECT LL0-120
ENG 101-102
MTH 137-138HST 1011102REL 103
cMM 1lXECT 206ECT 224
MCT 110L
MTH 250ECT 305ECT 357ECT 361
MFG 431,IET 323
1-0-1
3-0-3
0-3-11-0-0 L-0-03.0-3 3-3-43-0-3 3-0-34-0-4 44-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
15 17
First Year
Engineering Technology,First-Year Seminar
Introduction to PhilosoPhY'z
Technical ComPutation
Enrichment WorkshoP
Electrical Circuits L II
College Composition I, II
Calculus I With Review
History of Western Civilization2
Introduction to Religion2
Sophomore Year
Fundamentali of Oral Communication
Electron Devices I
Disital Computer Fundamentals
Teihnical Orawing and CAD
Advanced Technical Mathematics
Electron Devices II
Microorocessors I
Programming Structures
Controls for Industrial Automation
Project Management
3-0-3
3-34
3-3-4
04-2
3-0-3
t6
3-34
3-H
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
t?
397
ECT/EET, CET
ECT 358
MTH 207
MCT 220PHY 201
cHM 123ECT 362ECT 459ECT 466
1.-3-2
3-0-3
J.U-J
1-0-1
ECT 408
ECT M4
ECT 465SET A:
ECT 490
Junior Year
Microprocessors II
Introduction to Statistics
Statistics and Dynamics
General Physici
General Education Requirements2
General Chemistrv
Computer Operating Systems
Microprocessor Systems Design
Microcomputer Architecture
General Education Requirements2
Senior Year
Instrumentation & Measurements
Programmable Logic Controllers
Digital Data Communications
Seminar
General Education Requirements2
Technical Electives
Senior Project
University of Dayton IX
3-34
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-24
3-0-3
3-34
3_0_3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
Ll to
9-0-96-0-6 ffi-6
1,_3_2
15 t--z
rFor example, 3-0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of credit.
2See General Education requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., PHY 201) otherJare to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses.
FACULTY
Scott Segalewib, Chairperson of Department of Engineering Technology
Scott Segalewi E, Program Coorilinator
Professors Emeriti: Hanneman, Hazen" Rooney
Associate Professors: Ismaif Segalewitz
Assistant P rofessor; Globig
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Ecr 110. ELECTRICAL GIRCUITS I: Practical concepts of DC and AC circuits: current,
voltage, resistance, power, series and parallel circuits, iapacitance, magnetic circuits, andinductance. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 120. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS II: Practical concepts of DC and AC circuits: reac-
tance, impedance, phase, circuit analysis, power factor, resonance, filters, transformers,
and polyphase circuits. circuit calculations using vectors and complex algebra. prereq-
uisite: ECT 1L0. 3 sem. hri.
ECT 120L. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS LABoRAToRy: Experiments in basic DC and AC
circuits to accompany Ecr 120. Three laboratory hours a week. prerequisite: Ecr 110.
1. sem. hr.
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ECT 206. ELECTRON DEVICES L Fundamentals of semiconductor diodes, transistors
06.1;; *e field effect), amplifierq biasing and small sigrral analysis. Prerequisite:
ECT 120. 3 sem' hrs'
ECT 206L. ELECTRON DEVICES I LABORATORY: To accompany ECT 206. Tfuee
hours of laboratory a week. 1 sem' hr'
ECT 22gL. SCHEMATICS AND DIAGRAMS: Procedures, standards and symbols
r*a on electronic circuit diagrams. lntroduction to schematic, caPture using a CAD
;;; Th;hours ot tabo.uii,ry u week. Prerequisite: ECT 120' 7 sem' hr'
ECt 224. DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS: Fund-amental theory and tech-
,,iqrr", or electronic data processing to include binary arithmetic, switching theory
ffi;i;'"i;";"i, 
""J u""i" circuiftry 
(gates, adders, registers, and memory). Pre-
iequisite: gdr rro. 3 sem' hrs'
ECT 224L. DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS LABORATORY: TO ACCOM-
;*ryi|Ct n[ Th""; hotr.s of laboratory a week' 1 sem' hr'
ECT 306. ELECTRON DEVICES II: Fundamentals of integrated circuits, operational
"."ofid"rr,-n-"""istors, 
photoelectric devices, silicon-controll-ed rectifiers, and their asso-
.r"t'"J.".irft- Prereqtrlsite, ECT 206. 3 sem' hrs'
ECT 306L. ELECTRON DEVICES II LABORATORY: To accomPany ECT 306. Three
hours of laboratory a week. 1 sem'hr'
ECT 328. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS: Principles of operation of filters'
modulators, demodulators, and converters. Prerequisite: ECT 306' 3 sem' hrs'
ECT 328L. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORY: To accomp-any ECT
328. Three hours of laboratory a week. 1 sem' hr'
ECT 357. MICROPROCESSORS L Study of microprocessor architecture, hardware,
software, and applicatio". f*i"q"irit",iC"f ZZE. Corequisite: ECT 357L. 3 sem. hrs'
ECTSSTL.MICRoPROCESSORSILABoRAToRY:ToaccomPanyECT35T.Em-
phasis on memory design, I/O design, and software development. Three hours of
iuUo.uto*u*""{ - Lsem.hr.
ECT 35S. MICROPROCESSORS IL Study of microprocessor architecture,hardware,
roJt*u.", and application. Prerequisite: ECT 357. Cor-equisite: ECT 358L. 3 san' hrs'
ECT 358L. MICROPROCESSORS II LABORATORY: To accompany ECT 358. Empfa-
sis on microcomputer programming. Three hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisite:
ECT 352. 1 sem. hr.
ECT 36L. PROGRAMMING STRUCTLIRES: The study of programming language con-
Lp^tr. f-fn"rt on the C fang"age an{rjs_lgplication io microcomputer hardware and
,o?t*-" development. Prere"quiiite: SET 153L' 3 sem' hrs'
ECT g62. CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER OPERATING
sYSTEMS: Introduction to the fundamentals and applications of computer operating
,yrtu^rutrath"interactionofhardwareandsoftware'Opera$8systetsfottalgg sc-af9'
mini-, and microcomputers introduced through case studies. Prerequisite: ECT 357 ' 36I '
3 sem. hrs.
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ECT 400. SELECTED TOPICS: Investigation and discussion of current technical topics in
electronic and computer engineering technology. May be taken more than once. plereq-
uisite: Permission of department chairperson. 74 sem, hrs.
ECT 408. DATA ACQUISffiON AND MEASUREMENTS: Measurement and evaluation
of the characteristics of engineering materials, structural mechanics, electromechanical
systems, and physical systems. Emphasis on data acquisitiory signal conditioning and
mani_pulation, and virtual instrumentation. prerequisite ENG 10i ECT l2}L;MrCr 221
or ECT 361. 2 sem. hrs.
ECt 427. PLILSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS: Design and analysis of circuits relating to
computers and digital conhol. Topics include integrators, differentiators, multivibrat6rs,
f-lip-ft9ns, timg-b.ase g"L".ulolt and programriable logic devices (i,I-O,s). Laplace
transform analysis is utilized. prerequisitei: ECT 206,224. J sem. hrs.
ECT 450. MICROELECTRoNICS: study of the principleg design techniques, and fab-
rication processes utilized in the construction o] thici film, thin rim, and integrated
circuits. Prerequisite: ECT 206. 3 sem. hrs.
Ecr 451. ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATIoN: unstructured laboratory study of
modem instrumentation. Independent projects including CRT system, integ"uti.rg owt,
acoustical equipment and advanced standards. prereqiisite: gcr zog. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 452. FEEDBACK coNTRoLS: 
- 
study of signal flow, circuit stability. NyquistglE i? Bode plotg oscillators, amplifiers, and electromechanical devices. piereguGite:ECT 306. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 453. ANTENNAS: STlt .j!:ri: antenna types and their applicarion to arrays
and other systems. Prerequisite: ECT 328. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 4il. ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CoNTRoL: study of noise, noise measurement,
physiological effects of noise, federal regulations, and design criteria for noise reduction.
Prerequisite: Junior stafus. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 459. MICROPROCESSOR sysrEMS DESIGN: Introduction to industrial design
procedures for microprocessor-based control systems. Emphasis on the integration-of
microcomputer hardware and software. prerequisite: ECT 352 35g. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 460. ADVANCED MICROPROCESSOR SySTEMS: Study of advanced micro_
processor families and their applications to systems, including single and multi-proces-
sor design. Prerequisite: ECT 3SZ. 3 sZm. hrs.
Ecr 461. PowER DISTREUTION AND coNTRoL: study of power distribution
systems including components, basic operatiory and characteristici. Emphasis on thegeneration of electric power, its transmission and control. prerequisite: sbr tzo.
3 sem. hrs,
ECT 462. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEcHNoLocy: study of the theoretical andpractical electronic structures involved in the telecommunica-tions industry. Applica_
tions to data transmissiory satellite communications, telephony, and television. F*.eq-
uisites: ECT 357. 3 sem. hrs.
Ecr 453. ELECTRONIC cAD: Methods and techniques utilizing computer-aided de-
siqlin e]gctronic design, layout, and evaluation. prerequisit es:Ecri06,2i3l. Corequisite:
ECT 4153L. 2 sem. hrs.
400
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ECT 463L. ELECTRONIC CAD LABORATORY: To accompany ECT 463. Three labora-
tory hours a week. 1 sem. hr.
ECT 464. PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS: Study of Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLC's) and their applications in manufacturing. Topics include PLC archi-
tecfure, programming program documentation, system monitoring, automated manu-
facturing systems, and man-machine-interfacing software. Prerequisite: MFG 431.
ECT 465. DrcrrAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Study of the technique 
"t:**:*mission of messages between digital electronic devices separated by short and long
distances. Various data formats used along with hardware, codes, and I/O devices.
Prerequisite: ECT 357 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 466. MICROCOMPUTER ARCHITECTURE: To develop an understanding of the
basic hardware and software architecfure of an industry standard microcomputer such
as the IBM-PC series. Tobecome familiar withthe various terms and conceptsused inthe
PC industry. To research current and fufure developments in PC hardware and software.
Prerequisite: ECT 357 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ECT 490. SENIOR PROJECT: The design, construction and presentation of an original
project. The project may be individual or part of an interdisciplinary engineering
technology team project. Prerequisite: Senior status. 2 sem. hrs.
I
40r
IET
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (IET)
The Industrial Engineering Technology Program has as its objective providing
specialized education to prepare students for management and technical staff
positions in manufacfuring, and service organizations such as health care, banking
transportatioru food service, and govemment. Graduates may be involved in the
economic selection and location of equipment, the planning of work methods and
expected output, and scheduling and controlling the flow of materials. The
curriculum emphasizes courses in time and motion study, production planning and
control, facilities layout, economic analysis, statistical process control, labor and
wage administratiorL and mathematical decision making.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (IET)
Dept. No. 1st Terml 2nil Term
First Year
SET 100 Engineering Technology First-Year Seminar
MCT 110L Technical Drawing and CAD
REL 103 IntroductiontoReligion'z
SET 153L Technical Computation
CMM 110 Group Decision-MakingSET 101 Enrichment Workshop
ENG L01-102 College Compositioni II2
or 114 or 198
MTH 137-138 Calculus I with Review
IET 230 WorkMeasurement
HST 101. /102 History of Westem Civilization2PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy2
1-0-1.
0-6-2
3-0-3
0-3-1
1-0-1
1-0-0
3-0-3
+0-4
1-0-0
3-0-3
4-04
3-34
3-0-3
3-0-3
MFG 2O6L
IET 317
IET 332
ECT 110PFIY 201
MTH 207
CHM L23
MCT 220
MFG 1O8L
CMM 11,1,o1112
cMM 113
IET 318
IET 322
Sophomore Year
Dirnensional Metrology
Industrial Economic Analysis
Facilities Layout
Electrical Circuits I
General Physics
Introduction to Statistics
General Chemistry
Statics and Dynamics
Manufacturing Processes Laboratory
lnformative / Persuasive Public Speaking
Interviewing
Statistical Process Control
Human Factors
|unior Year
Production Management Methods
Industrial and Environmental Safety
lndustrial Mechanisms
lndustrial Materials and Processes
General Education Requirement2
15
0-3-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-24
3-0-3
T?
3-U
3-0-3
0-3-1
1-0-1
L-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
1,6
IET 308IET 420
MCT 313
MFG 2M
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-43-0-3 3-0-3
School of Engineering
IET 323IET 4T8
sET 499
Technical Electives
Project Management
Cost Estimating
Seminar
Senior Year
Programming Structures
Quantitative Methods
General Education Requirements2
Technical Electives
Management of Technical Organizations
Elements of Cost Control
Senior Proiect
64-6
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
6-0-6
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
L-3-2
t6
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
6-0-6
1,6
ECT 36rv1'
IET 41,5
IET 425
IET 490
lFor example, 3-0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0 lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of credit.
2See Geneial Education requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specifled in the program (e.d., pffY 201); oihers are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses.
FACULTY
Scott Segalewi tz, Chairperson of the Department of Engineering Technology
Charlie P. EdmonsorL Program Coorilinator
Professors Emeriti: Courtright, McGraw
P r ofessor s: Summers, Untener
Asso ciate P rofessor : Edmonson
Assistant Professors: Blust, Globig
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
IET 230. woRK MEASUREMENT: Fundamentals of work simplification and motion
""orrotny 
using the techniques of time-and-motion study. setting of labor standards
;*,g ,ft tech?riques of stop watch, pre-determined time, standard data, and work
rr*ititrg. Prereqiisite: MTH 137. Corequisites: IET 230L, SET 153L' 3 sem' hrs'
IET 230L. WORK MEASUREMENT LABORATORY: The application of real-world
time-and-motion-study techniques such as flow procesq man-machine, and operation
process charts. calculations for^time standards, production efficiency, line balance, cost
reduction, manpower, andequipment. A writtenand oral rePortonateam_Pryj99lrhr9e
hours of laboratory each we&. irrerequisite: MTH 137. Corequisites: IET 23O tfr*ll.T
IET 308. PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT METHODS: Study of the principles and
current practices of optimizing production using Lean Manufacturing concepts. |ust-in-
time, Kiizen, set-up reductioin, small lot production, pull systems, focused factories,
standard operations, total productive maintenance, and defect-fre" -u""tt"T*1.rrr.
IET University of Dayton IX
IET 316. QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY: Introduction of the mathematical techniques used to support decision
mSking and managerial analysis. nlobabllltr theory deciiion theory litr"", p.ogru*-
ming and queuing theory. Prerequisites: Vm{ ZOZ, Sgf ISSL. 3 sem. hrs.
rET 317. INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ANAlyslS:,Comparison of manufacturing or
service industryprojects and investments based ontheireionomicvalue. Quantification
of costs and benefits; analysis using present worth, annual worth, and iate of return
methods. study of simple and compound interest. prerequisites: MTH 132 sET 153L.
3 sem. hrs.
IET 318. STATISTICAL PROCESS coNTRoL: statistics and probability theory ap-plied to produce control charts (x-bar, & s, p, u, and c) to monitoi processei. Interpreta-
tionand application of these charts. Sample iize selection, reliability, pareto analysis, and
modern quality management techniques. prerequisites: MTlts,zli,Sff tSSf., 
san. hrs.
IET 319. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT METHODS: study of problem-solving method-
ologie-s and techniques. Team development. Students wili learn to use pareto-cliagrams,
force field T4yris, cause and effect-diagrams, process mapping and other p.Jblem-
::l"lq,qg!.$aity costs, product tiability, and ethics *" ilio Jorr".ed. prerequisites:IET318, SET 153L. 3 iem.hrs.
IET 320. QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNIeUES: students will be exposed to a variety
of current quality assurance topics that companies use to improve quality, increaslproductivity, and reduce costs. Topics include: total preventive mainienance, quality
functiondeployment, relialifif_engineering designofexperiments, andraguchi meth-
ods. Prerequisities: IET 318, MTII207, SET 153L. " 3 u*. hrr.
IET 321. QUALITY MANAGEMENT: provides students with an understanding of
managlng a total quality environment to improve quality, increase product#ity
and reduce costs. An introduction-to Deming ]urary and others. Total euality
YT"q"rylt implementation strategies, requirements of ISo 900o es 9000, and theMalcolm Baldrige award will be covered. prirequisites: IET 31& wrnzoz,t!rrj;i}I;r.
IET 322. HTMAN FACToRS: Methods of irnproving the interface of humans with
their physical work environment. Study of human chaiacteristics to determine the best
designs for tasks, productg work stations, and other environmental features. written
and oral projects. Prerequisite: |unior or senior status. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 323. PROIECT MANAGEMENT: study of the structure, techniques, and applica-
tion of project management induding mathematical models, decision mj<ing sryies or
management, and communications. Analysisof and oral reports onprojectmanagement
problems. Semester team project with written and oral pre^sentations. irrerequisite: SET153L. 3 sem, hrs.
IET 332. FACILITIES LAYour: Design of facilities for the most efficient flow of raw
materials, work-in-process, and completed stock through a work place. Facilities layout,
material handling and warehousing in relation to trends toward reduced inventory
smaller lot sizes, and just-in-time. prerequisites: IET 230, 230L. 3 sem. hrs.
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IET 400. SELECTED TOPICS: A self-paced research course. Preparation of a docu-
mented written research project on an engineering technology subject. May not be taken
more than once. Prerequisites: Junior or senior status; permission of program director
IET 415. MANAGEMENT OF TECHNICAL ORGANIZATIONS: Study of the struc-
ture of industrial and service organizations; study of the duties and responsibilities of a
manager or supervisor in a technical organization in developing an effective Proiect or
produ"ction team. Study of labor administratiory labor legislation and current labor
practices. 3 sem' hrs'
IET 418. COST ESTIMATING: Study of the fundamentals of cost estimating of labor,
material, and overhead for products, projects, operations, and systems. The concepts of
types of costs, ethics, budgels, and profit. Semester team and individual projects, written
und otut. Prerequisites: littl tgz, zOz; SET 153L. 3 sem' hrs'
IET 420. INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY: Application of safety tech-
niques and principles to identify and correct unsafe situations and practices. Study of
sysiem safety, failure rnodes and effects analysis, fault tree analysis,_fault.tree analysis,
preliminary'hazard analysis, hazardous materials and practices, OSHA health and
personal piotection. 3 sem' hrs'
IET 423. TFIE IETINSERVICEORGANZATIONST Casestudies, artilces, guestpseakers,
and projects to provide insight into how industrial engineering-technology skills and
trainingcan be ipplied to service industries including hospitals, banks , and eating and
retailin"g estalibh;;ents. Prerequisite: IET junior status. 3 sem' hrs'
IET 425. ELEMENTS OF COST CONTROL: Survey of the methods of breakdown and
cost analysis of labor, material, and overhead used in manufacturing and service
organizations. Basic financial and cost accounting including balance theets, income
sta-tements, change of financial conditiory ratio analysis, and Activity-Based Costing'
Prerequisites: SEI 153L, MTH 137. 3 sem' hrs'
IET 490. SENIOR PROJECT: Application of IET principles to a real world project using
sfudent teams for analysis and productivity improvement. students will manage a
projec! applying planning, scheduling monitorin& and control techniques. oral and
*.itt"t piq""t proposals, status updates, and final rePorts presented by teams and
studentJto the managment of the sponsoring organizations. Prerequisite: senior status.
2 sem. hrs.
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (MFG)
The lvlanufacturing Engineering Technology program prepares graduates for
professional careers in technical and management positions in a biad range of
industries such as those producing automobiles or consumer goods; the mitals,
paper/ or food process industries; the plastics, metal and wood parts fabricating
industries; and those which produce manufacturing machinery. Career opporfuni--
ties- in manufacturing engineering include: facilities, manufacfuring auiomation,
and tooling design; plan! 9.uafity, and process capability engineering] manufactur-
ing supervisiorL and technical sales.
The curriculum is highly interdisciplinary since the manufacturingprofessional
must Possess extensive technical skills and excellent humanistic skilJin communi-
cations, computers, teamwork, information technology, globalism and
multiculturalism. The technical ineering materials and manu-
facfuring processes; mechanical and fluid power auiomatioi; elechonic controls;
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MFG)
computer integrated manufacturing; manufacturing planning and contro! exten-
sive laboratory experiences; the technical sciences and applied mathematics from
college algebr4 probability, statistics, calculus, and linear programming. The cur-
riculum contains strong components from the humanitiis, Jocial sciinces, and
communications. The technical electives allow the student versatility in developing
technical breadth or depth. The program is designed to prepare thl graduates foi
charlenging careers in manufacturing and a base for a varie$r of continued sfudy.
First-YearSET 100 Engineering Technology First year SeminarMFG 108L Manufacturing Processes LaboratoryMCT 110L Technical Drawing and CADSET 153L Technical Computation
REL 103 Introduction to Religion2SET 101 Enrichment Workshop
ENG 101-102 College Composition I, II,
or 114 or 198
MTH 137-138 Calculus I with Review
MFG 204 lndustrial Materials and processes
ECT 110 Electrical Circuits I
HST 101.I 1.02 History of Western Civilization2
Sophomore Year
Introduction to Statistics
General Physics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
1-0-1
0-3-1
0-6-2
0-3-1
3-0-3
1-0{
3-0-3
+0-4
1-0-0
3-0-3
4-04
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
15
3,0-3
3-24
3-0-3
MTH 207
PHY 20't
CMM 11X
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IET 308
MFG 2O6L
PHL 103
cHM 723
MFG 244
ECT 120
MCT 220
IET 318
MFG 432
MFG 434
MCT 221
MCT 313
MCT 336
MFG 426
MFG 431,
rET 323
Production Management Methods
Dimensional MetrologY
Introduction to PhilosoPhY
General Chemistry
Manufacturing Design
Electrical Circuits II
Statics and Dynamics
Statistical Process Control
Junior Year
Materials & Processes - Plastics & Composites
Computer Numerical Control
Strength of Materials
Industrial Mechanisms
Fluid Power
Automated Manufacturing Systems and CIM
Controls for Industrial Automation
Project Management
General Education Requirements2
Seminar
Senior Year
Instrumentation & Measurements
Quantitative Methods
lndustrial Economic AnalYsis
Programmable Logic Controllers
General Education Requirements2
Technical Electives
Senior Proiect
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-0-3
17
3-0-3
2-3-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-34
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-34
3-0-3
3-0-3
--
499SET
1,-3-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
17
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
6-0-6
1-0-1
-
6-0-6
6-0-6
'1.-3-2
t4
't6
ECT 408IET 3L6IET 3I7
ECT 464
MFG 490
lFor example, 3-0-3 means 3 class hours, 0lab. hours, and 3 sem' hrs' of credit'
2See Geneial Education requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.[., rHv 201); olhers are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses.
FACULTY
Scott Segalewitz, Chairperson of the Department of EngineeringTechnology
Robert L. Wolff, Prcgram Coordinator
P rofessor Emeritus : Simon
Professors: Summers, Wolfi Untener
Assistant Professors: Blust, Dorner
Adi unct P rofessor : Wendeln
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MFG 108L. MANUFACTURING pRocESSES LABORATORy: Application of
metal-cutting theory using single- and multiple-point cutting tools, basic iletal removal
process of toolroom and production machines. Experiencb on conventional milling
machines, shapers, latheg surface grinders, and drill presses. Three hours of laborator|
a week. 1 sem. hr.
MFG 204. MATERIALS AND PROCESSES: Chemical and physical properties of
metals, ceramics, and polymers; castingprocesses; powdered meiallurgy; metaiforming
plastics processes. Oral and written presentation of a team case studyiPrerequisite: SET
153L. Corequisite: MFG 204L. - 3 sem. hrs.
MFG 204L. MATERIALS AND PROCESSES LABORAToRy: Tensile and compressive
testing 9{ metals and non-metals using modern universal testing instrumen! impacttesting-charpy and- Izod; hardness testing-Rockwell, Brinell, sh6re durometer; hear
treating.-annealing, hardening, tempering.hardenability curves determination; plastics
materials processinS] cgld fo_rming; visitsto local industries. Three hours of laboiatory a
week. Prerequisite: SET 153L. Corequisite: MFG 204. 1 sem. hr.
MFG 206L. DIMENSIONAL METRoLoGy: Theory and practice of precision measure-
ment including the surface plate, angle and sine plates; surface texture and roundness;
optical microscope and profile projector; mechanical and electronic gages; co-ordinate
measuring machine; length standards.and height gages; fixed and"fu-nciional gages;
sources of measurementerror; introductionto GeometricDimensioning and Toleraiclng.
Three hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisites: MTIH lgz, MCT 110f . j- sem. hr.
MFG240. MANUFACTURING DESIGN: Manufacturingplanning; advancedGeomet-
rrr Dimensioning and rolerancing using ANSI 14.5mr1994; piper gagmg; process
planning;-advanced cutting tools; wbrkholders; power presses-uiaritin{ f6rrfin}, araw
9i:f {19 b^lgFry_,^g._qyp_technology, gage, jig-and fixture design. pre"requisitei: MFG1.08L,204,206L; MCT 110L. ' 3 sem.hrs.
MFG 400. SELECTED MANUFACTURING TopICS: Investigation and discussion of
current topics in manufacturing engineering technology. May 6e taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of the program coordinator. L4 sem. hrs.
MFG 424. RoBoTICS: study of robotics including history robot geometry, cost justifi-
cation,.end-effector (types, use, and design)sensois, and progranining. Applicaiion of
robotsin industries. RobotplgglaTaTg3rd operationprojec"ts and eni-efieltor design
projects. Prerequisites: SET 153L; l|r4CT 220,913. 3 sem.llrs.
MFG +26. AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING sysrEMS AND CIM: CIM svstems
and interrelationships; group technology, computer-aided process planning, "expert
s,1'stems, local area networks, automated flow lines, data coll'ection, aira mate?at fian-
dling. Team project to plan, design, and make an oral presentation of a proposal for a
complete manufacturing cell. Prerequisites: ECT 110, SET 153L. - '3 sem. hrs.
MFG 431. coNTRoLs FoR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION: Topics include: tunda-
mentals of dig-ital logic, pneumatic power, electromechanical seirsors and actuatorq
pneumatic and electrical control circuit analysis and design, industry safety and design
standards, concep_ts of mechatronics, progrimmable logii controlleis, and networkiilg
I sem. hrs.
communications. Includes lab experiences. prerequisites: ECT 120, sET 153L.
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MFG 432. MATERIALS AND PROCESSES-PLASTICS AND COMPOSITES: INTTO-
duction to the more corunon plastics and composite engineering materials and their
properties. study of processes-including extrusion, iniection molding, blow molding,
iompression arri transfet molding, and forming. Topics on part and toolin-g design.
Preriquisites: MFG 204 CHM 123. 3 sem' hrs'
MFG 434. COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL: CNC programming of turning cen-
ter and machining center; applicationof CAM software to design CNC programg edit
programs, and diiplay tool piths. Parametric part programming concepts to produce
iomlplex surfaces. Maihine set-up and operation. Design, prog1Tl"_tlq3l9 production
of products in extensive cNC la6 facility. Prerequisites: MTH 132 SET 153L, MFG 108L,
MeT 110L. 3 sem' hrs.
MFG 435. ADVANCED NUMERICAL CONTROL: tnstruction in the programming of
complex, multi-axis CNC machines. Extended parametric programming. Programming
language techniques. Prerequisite: MFG 434. 3 sem' hrs'
MFG 490. SENIOR PROJECT: Study and research in a specific area that integrates major
elements from previous design and manufacfuring process courses, culminating in
individual and/or group projects, technical reports, and presentations. Prerequisite:
MFG senior status. 2 sem. hrs.
d
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MCT)
lhe Mechanical Engineering Technology Program emphasizes the practical
application of the principles of the mechanical field. Career opportunities are in
mechanical desigru computer-aided design, product evaluationand development,
manufacturirrg engineerin& computer-aided manufacturing plant engineering
technical sales, technical service, fluid power, automation, and supeiuision. A
significant portion of the graduates are in technical management. Thi curriculum
includes a core of technical sciences; applied courses in design, thermodynamics,
fluid mechanics, and manufacturing; extensive laboratory experiences; and math-
ematics from college algebra through probability, statistics, calculus, and differen-
tial equations. Courses are required in oral and written communication, with
components in the humanities and social sciences to provide insightinto the impact
of technology on society. Concepts from basic education are stressed in technical
courses. The curriculum isbroad to prepare graduates foremploymentand provide
a foundation on which to base continued study of changingtechnology.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MCT)
Dept. No. 1st Termt 2ndTerm
SET
SET
REL
ENG
First-Year100 Engineering Technology First Year Seminar153L TechnicalCornputation
103 lntroduction to Religion2
101-102 College Composition I, II2
1-0-1
0-3-1
3-0-33-0-3 3-0-3
3-24 3-241-0-0 1-0{4-0-4 4-0-4
0-5-2
0-3-1
3-0-3
1,6
0-6-2
$0-3
3-34
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
1-0-1
3-0-3
J.J{
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
0-3-L
or 114 or 198
PHY 201,-202 General PhysicsSET 101 Enrichment WorkshopMTH 137-138 Calculus I with ReviewMCT 110L Technical Drawing and CADMFG 108L Manufacturing Processes LaboratoryHST 101.11.02 History of Westem Civilization2
t7
MCT 111L
MCT 220
MFG 204PHL 103
MTH 250
cMM 110
cMM 11,1.1112
MTH 207
CHM 123ECT 110
MCT 221,
MCT 23t
MFG 2O6L
Sophomore Year
Introduction to Design
Statics and Dlmamics
Industrial Materials and Processes
Introduction to Philosophy'z
Advanced Technical Mathematics
Group Decision Making2
Informative/Persuasive Public Speaking
Introduction to Statistics
General Chemistry
Electrical Circuits I
Strength of Materials
Fluid Mechanics
Dimensional Metrology
1a t7
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1-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
76
ECT
MCT
MCT
IET
CMM
SET
MCT
MCTy"
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-34
3-0-3
1-0-t
120
313
336
323
113
499
317
330
v
funior Year
Electrical Circuits II
Industrial Mechanisms
Fluid Power
Project Management
lnterviewing
Seminar
Machine Dynamics
Design of Machine Elements
Manufacturing Design
Technical Elective
General Education Requiremenf
-
Senior Year
Thermodynamics 3-0-3
Instrumentation & Measurements 1'-3-2
TechnicalElectives 6-0-6
General Education requirements2 6-0-6
Mechanical Engineering Technology Senior Project 
1?
MCT 342
ECT 408
MCT 490
6-0-6
6-0-6
't-T2
t4
lFor example,3-0-3 means 3 class hours, 0lab. hours, and 3 sem. hrs. of credit'
2See Geneial Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., pUy ZOt); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
FACULTY
Scott Segalewi E, Chairpuson of Department of Engineeting Technology
David H. Myszk4 Program Coordinator
P r ofessor Emeritus : MoIt
Professors: Untener, Wolff
Associate Professors: Edmonsory Myszka
Assistant Professofs: Blust, Penrod
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MCT 110L. TECHNICAL DRAWING AND CAD: Interpretation of technical drawings.
shape descriptiory orthographic projection theory, multi-view drawings, necessary
vie*s, sectional views, woiking and shop drawings, dimensioning practices, tolerancing,
thread and fastener represen6tion and nomenclature, assembly and detail drawings,
electrical symbols, wiring and logic diagrams, printed circuit boards. six hours of
laboratory a week using conventional drafting instruments and colrunercial computer-
aided design (CAD) software. 2 sem' hrs'
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MCT 111L. INTRODUCTION To DESIGN: Advanced topics of Computer Aided De-
sign using three-dimensionaf parametrig solid modeling ioftware. LJboratory assign-
ments involving the CAD software are completed through a series of individual and team
design projects. Introduction to design requirements, conceptualization, and design
decisions. Computer drafting topics such as ANSI Y 14.5M-1994 geometric dimensioning
and tolerancing standards, weld symbols, machining and surface finish symbols. Blue-
print reading. Prerequisite: MCT 110L. 2 sem. hrs.
MCT 220. STATICS AND DYNAMICS: Study of forces on bodies at rest and in
motion using Newton's three laws of motion. Vectors, force systems, components,
reactions, resultants, free body diagrams, equilibrium, centroids, moment of inertia,
kinetics, and kinematics. Prerequisite: SET 153L. Corequisite: MTH 137. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 221. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: Analysis and design of load-carrying
members, consideringstress, strain, and deflection. studyof directtension, comp.esiion,
and shear; torsion; shear and moment diagrams; bending; combined stress; analysis of
columns; pressure vessels. Prerequisites: MFG 204,204L;MCT 220; SET 153L; MTH 132.
3 sem. hrs.
Mcr 231. FLUID MECHANICS: Fluid properties, fluid statics including manometry,
submerged surfaces, buoyancy and stability of floating bodies. The priniiples of fluid
flow including Bemoulli's and energy equations, energy losses, and pump power.
Analy_sis and design of pipe line systems and open channels; pump selection. prirequi-
sites: SET 153L, MTH 137. 3 san. hrs.
Mcr 313. INDUSTRIAL MECHANISMS: Design and analysis of linkages and cams.
Graphical solutions to kinematics problems inciuding the ioncept of relative motion.
Development and analysis of motiondiagrams. study of geometrii features of gears and
gear transmission systems. Prerequisites: MCT 110L, 220,SET 153L, MTH 132.
3 sem. hrs.
MCT 317. MACHINE DYNAMICS: Principles of applied engineering mechanics as
theyrelateto madrines; staticforce analysis inUothZ ana S dimensional slstems, kinetics
of machine components by the methods of force-mass-acceleration, work-energy, and
impulse-momentum; machine balancing; introduciton to mechanical vibrations. Fiereq-
uisite: MCT 313, MTH 138. 3 sem. hri.
MCT 330. DESIGN oF MACHINE ELEMENTS: Analytical design tec-hniques used to
evaluate machine elements; stress analysis, working stress, failure theories, fatigue
failure; design methods for spur gears, shafts, keys and coupling+ roller and jouiral
bearings, and springs. Original design project. prerequlsites: MCT l1OL, 22L,
SET 153L.
MCT 336. FLUID PowER: study of hydraulic and pneumatic fluid power components
and systems used inindustrial, mobile, and aerospace applications; siandard symbols in
circuit design; circuit analysis; specification for pump+ valves, rylinders, and circuits;hydraulic fluids; filtration; electric motors; system ifficienciesj proportional control
and electrohydraulic servo control systems; seals; fluid conductori; pneumatic compo-
rylF ""q systems. Library research project. Prerequisites: MCT 221,. Corequisite:MCT 336L. 3 sem. hrs.
Mcr 336L. FLUID PowER LABORATORY: To accompany MCT 336. Evaluation of
fluid power components: pressure, flow, RPIvI, sound level, current, voltage, power,
torque, and time. Graphical design, computational analysis, assembly, and testing of
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typical circuits and systems. Testing of hydraulic fluids for viscosity, pour point, flash
andfirepoinf specific gtavity.Threehours of laboratory aweek. 1 sem. hr'
MCT 3112. THERMODYNAMICS: Energy analysis of engineering systems using the
concepts and laws of thermodynamics. The principle of the mechanical equivalent of
heat, behavior of pure substances, use of thermodynamic property tables, and study of
gas mixtures. Application of the Camot cycle to both heat engines and reversed heat
engines. Prerequisites: SET 153L, MTH 138. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 400. SELECTED MECHANICAL TOPICS: Investigations and discussion of cur-
rent technical topics in mechanical engineering technology. Research report. May be
taken more than once. Prerequisite: Permission of the department chairperson.
14 sem. hrs.
MCT 423. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: Synthesis of mechanical devices and systems'
Emphasis on the integration of various machine elements into a single unit. Activities
include design, scheduling, budgeting purchasing, fabricatioru assembly and perfor-
mance testing of an original team project. Prerequisite: MCT 330. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 430. DESIGN OF FLUID POWER SYSTEMS: Energy efficienry; pressure drop
determinations, variable volume pressure-compensated pumps, accumulators/ ProPor-
tional and electrohydraulic valves, cylinder design, hydraulic motor selection; circuit
design, open and closed loop systems, power unit design; sizing of electric motors; use
of industrial data and National Fluid Power Assn.-JIC design standards. lndividual
design project. Prerequisite: MCT 336. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 432. HEAT POWER: Applications of the principles of thermodynamic rycles'
Analysis of energy transfer systems such as internal combustion and gas turbine engines.
Power generation through steam rycles including reheat and regenerative rycles. Re-
versed heat engine rycles and vapor compression rycles used in heating and cooling.
Prerequisites: MCT 342, SET 153L. 3 sem. hts.
MCT 438. HEAT TRANSFER: The principles of conductiorL convection, and thermal
radiation energy transfer. Conduction through series and parallel walls, pipes, and
containers. Forced and free convection through films, thermal radiation of energy
between surfaces, and the overall transfer of heat. Prerequisites: I&ICT 23'l', 342,
SET 153L. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 4140. APPLIED VIBRATIONS: Free and forced vibration of single degree of
freedom systems with and without damping. Industrial applications including recipro-
cating and rotating machinery, balancing isolatiorL and noise reduction. Demonstra-
tions of vibration sensors and instrumentation. Prerequisites: MCT 312 SET 153L.
MCT 4145. EXPERMENTAL MECHANICS: Principles of experimentt.-": X;;r:
and motion measurement using strain gaugeg photoelasticity, brittle coatings, acceler-
ometers, and computerized data acquisition and analysis. Computer analysis of strain
gauge rosettes to determine principal stresses. Prerequisites: ECT 120L, SET 153L.
Corequisite: MCT 445L. 2 sem. hrs.
MCT 445L. EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS LABORATORY: Installation of strain
gauge rosettes. Experiments to determine the state of strain and stress in structures using
strain gauges, photoelasticity, and brittle coatings. Vibration measurement using strain
gauges, accelerometers, and motion transducers. Written and oral reports. Corequisite:
1 sem. hr.
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MCT 446. APPLIED FINITE ELEMENT MODELING: Introduction to the tundamen-
tals of structural finite element modeling. Geometry creatiory element types, material
specificatiory problem solution and results postprocessing. A focus is placed on model-
ing techniques using commercially available software. Prerequisites: SET 153L,
MCt221.. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 490. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SENIOR PROIECT:
Bringing together analytical and graphical techniques from previous courses to accom-
plish the design of a complete mechanism, machine, or mechanical system. Conceptual,
preliminary, and final design; design criteria; decision analysis; scheduling; electric
motorselectioryfasteningandjoining.Writtenandoralreports. Prerequisites:MCT317,
2 sem. hrs.330.
41,4
FACULTY
Scott Segalewib, Chairperson of Department of Engineering Technology
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
sET 100. ENGINEERING TEcHNoLocY FIRsr YEAR SEMINAR: A seminar for all
engineering technology majors. lntroduction to the University of Daytort the School of
Engineering Engineering Technology, engineering technology programs and careers.
Academic policies, academic planning, registration procedureq counseling and career
placement services. 1. sem. hr.
sET 101. ENRICHMENT woRKSHoP: A workshop structured to provide collabora-
tive leaming for fust year Engineering Technology students. work will focus on math,
chemistry and other fust year courses. Taken both semesters first year. No credit
sET 153L. TECHNICAL coMPurATIoN LABORATORY: Introduction to technical
comprrtation. Use of personal computers, textprocessors, computerprogramming using
QBASIC, and spreadsheets. Programming logiq file managment, use of interiet and
engineering network. 1- sem. hr.
sET 1100. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ENGINEERING TECHNoLoGy: Investigation and
discussion of current topics in engineering technology. May be taken more fhan once.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 7-4 sem. hrs.
sET 499. SEMINAR: career planning for engineering technology majors. The job search
P.rocess, resumd pleparatior; the job interview, professional development. Required of
all engineering technology majors in the junior or senior year. i sem. hr.
SET
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICE
As an integral part of the Office of Human Resources, the Office of Compliance
and Affirmative Action, in St. Mary's Hall, Room 122, provides services to all
employees, includingsfudentemployees. The assistantdirector of humanresources
for compliance and affirmative action is the University's compliance officer for
Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity (AA/EEO), Title IX of the
Education Amendment of t972, Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Section402 of the VietnamEraVeterans ReadiustmentAssistanceActoll9T4,
and the Age Discrimination Act o11975.
AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (AFROTC)
The Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps (AFROTC) program is offered
through the Department of Aerospace Studies at Wright State University. Students
may enroll in Air Force ROTC courses through the consortium cross-registration
procedures (contact the Registrar's Office to obtain a list of course numbers,
scheduled class times and locations). For more information contact the Air Force
ROTC Detachment located in Room 232 of the Frederick A. White Health Center at
Wright State University or phone 775-2730.
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
The Center for International Programs provides leadership, coordination and
administrative support for the development of international understanding among
faculty, staff and students. This is accomplished through organizing intemational
conferences and workshops, hosting visiting scholars, organizing study abroad
programs, maintaining relationships with foreign universities and supporting the
Model United Nations. The Center for Intemational Programs is also committed to
outreachprogramming thatbuilds linksbetwen theUniversity of Dayton, Dayton's
business, culfural andhumanitariangroups, and the intemational community. The
Center for L:rternational Programs seeks to promote the University of Dayton's
involvement in intemational peace building, human rights and cooperation.
The Center for Intemational Programs includes the Office of Study Abroad,
which coordinates the International Summer Study Abroad Program (ISSAP) and
provides international education and travel counseling. The Center for Intema-
tional Programs also includes the Office of International Services, which coordi-
nates international recruitment, admission, advising, orientation, credential
evaluation, immigration and other issues or services for intemational students
and faculty.
4t7
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CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNITY
The Center for Leadership in Community provides an interdisciplinary minor in
family development within the College of Arts and Sciences. It also conducts
research on abroad range of contemporary family and community issues and offers
opportunities for the development of social science research skills through tutorials
and participation in its ongoing research projects. It serves as a resource to local
govemmental, health, religious, educational, and social service agencies in develop-
ing solutions to the problems of families and the communities in which they live. The
center is committed to an integrated perspective on families that draws on both the
humanities and the social sciences. See also FDV, Chapter VI.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FACILITIES AND SERVICES
As one of the nation's premier institutions for technology-enhanced leaming,
information technology plays a central role in both the living and learning experi-
ences of students at the University of Dayton. Beginning in August 1999, all first-
year students are required topurchase a personal computer as part of their entrance
to the University. This requirement is coupled with campus-wide software that
supports leaming, communication and collaboration within and beyond the class-
room. Microsoft Office and Lotus Notes are the two key application suites that
provide thecorurectivity andproductivity forleamers across campus.Inadditionto
anarray of 22on-campus computer-equipped classrooms, the University of Dayton
has one of the most unique "wired neighborhoods" in the nation 
- 
25 city blocks of
UD owned houses fully wired with high speed data connections for every student.
The University also supportswireless coverage in selected areas on and off campus.
Information technology across campus is supported by UDit, a newly formed,
campus-wide team of IT professionals. The iffiastructure at UD includes a gigabit
network backbone with over 50 servers. tr addition to a very robust network, UDit
also houses the Help Desk, Call Center, IT training and E-learning support opera-
tions. Across the entire campus, there are over 150 IT professionals supporting
learning and collaboration.
Students atthe University of Dayton are encouraged tobecome highlyproficient
in using the tools of the information age as they prepare for their chosen careers.
ADULT DEGREE ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM (ADAP)
Specifically designed for students 24years of age and older who wish to attend
college part-time, the University of Dayton Adult Degree Advancement Program,
ADAP, allows you to complete your bachelor's degree at a pace that fits nicely
with your lifestyle. Day and evening classes are available. Tuition for the ADAP
sfudents is very affordable, with cost per credit hour comparable to other adult
degree programs.
ADAP students can select from one of four bachelor degree programs:
Communication Management, Psychology, Engineering Technology, and General
Studies.
Information regarding Communication Management, Psychology, and General
Studies can be obtained from ]ulie Mitchell in the College of Arts and Sciences, 229-
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2605. Information regarding the Engineering Technology program can be obtained
from Scott Segalewitz in the Department of Engineering Technology,229-4276.
cooPERATWE EDUCATION (COP)
Cooperative education is an optional plan of full-time, on-camPus study alternat-
ing with terms of full-time, off-campus paid work experience in industry, business
or goverrunent. Among the expected benefits to the student are on-the-job experi-
ence, career identification, financial assistance, and professional development. The
work terms average seventeen weeks. Three full work terms are considered mini-
mum for the program. Sfudents are encouraged to begin their first co-op work
experience after their third or fourth semester of academic sfudy.
-Qualifications for entering and remaining in cooperative education are (t) to be
admitted to the University as a full-time undergraduate student with the intention
of graduating; (2) to have a declared major in one of the academic departments
participating in the co-op program; (3) to maintain good academic standing as
specified by the particular academic departmen! (4) to engage in full-time study andnr €
tull-timake progress tbward the degree during each study term following each f ll-time
work training term. Placement in a job is not guaranteed since it depends on the
student's qualifications and on the availability of iobs.t'  
Cooperative education is currently ava
jobs.
i v ilable as arn option to full-time under-
graduate majors in the following:
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES: Chemistry (CHM), Computer Science (CI'S),
Computer Information Systems (CIS), Mathematics (MTH), Biology (BIO), Physics
(PHY),Physics-ComputerScience(PCS),Psychology(PSY),EnvironmentalBiology
(EVB), Communication (CMM), English (ENG), and Visual Communication Design(vcD).
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: All majors are eligible to apply.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING: All engineering and engineering technology majors
are eligible to apply.
If the cooperative education option becomes available in other majors, notice will
be released through the admission counseling staff of the University.
Incoming first-year students or transfer sfudents interested in cooperative edu-
cation should attend the Career Services Center presentation during the new
student orientation week in August and informational meeting in April for 1st yr.
students. Incoming sophomore, junior level or transfer sfudents interested in
cooperative education should attend one of the seminars held in September and
|anuary of each year. After each Co-op New Student Seminar, such students may
begin the process of entering theprogram, which includes registering throughWeb
Walkup and having an initial interview with one of the Assistant Directors. Those
who start as first-year students at the University are eligible for placement after
completing three terms of full-time study on campus. Transfer students, whether
from two-year or four-year institutions, spend one full-time study terrn on camPus
after transferring before becoming eligible for the first work-training term.
Further information on the cooperative education program may be obtained by
writing or calling the Career Services Center, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio
45469 -7770 ; telephone (937 ) 229 -39 L 4.
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CORE
The CORE Program offers an innovative, interdisciplinary curriculum that
fulfills the Humanities Base requirements and most of the university's General
Education requirements, These courses address a common theme, "Human Values
in a Pluralistic Culture," and are carefully coordinated with one another so that
students experience the integrated character of the liberal arts.
Annually, CORE accepts approximately 150 studentswith a variety of academic
profiles; it is not an accelerated or honors program. All entering fust-year sfudents
are invited to apply; students in some majors in the College of Arts and Sciences are
enrolled automatically.
DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS (DEV)
Developmental courses are offered by the Office of Leaming Assistance. (See
Chaptertr). Theirpurpose is toassiststudentswhoneed additionalworkinreading,
writing, or mathematics. Although credit is attached to these courses, this credit is
not applicable toward graduation in any academic program. It is counted, however,
in determining class status and eligibility for financial aid.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
DEV 050. CRITICAL READING AND SruDY SKILLS: Instruction and practice in
criticalreadingand thinkingskillsnecessaryto analyze, synthesizeand evaluate college-
level material; also study skills such as time management, note taking, test taking and
textbook reading. 3 sem. hrs.
DEV 060. DEVELOPMENTAL MATHEMATICS: Mastery review of the skills of arith-
metic and basic algebra; math confidence-building, communication of problem-solving
principles, and study skills. 3 setn. hrs.
DEV 070. DEVELOPMENTAL WRITING: Develops student mastery of the reading
and writing skills necessary to succeed in ENG L01. Students will engage in all stages of
the reading-writing process, demonstrating appropriate strategies for editing and revis-
ing their writing, and developing their critical thinking skills. 3 sem. hrs.
GENERAL STUDIES (GEN)
Students who find the traditional programs with departmental majors unsuit-
able to their purposes, needs, or interests may follow pattems of their own design
in choosing courses under the General Sfudies Program, which leads to the degree
of Bachelor of General Studies. See GEN, Chapter VL
GRADUATE GUIDANCE CENTER
Themissionof theGraduateGuidanceCenteristoassistundergraduatestudents
in determining their needs with respect to graduate schools. The Center has an up-
to-date library of graduate school bulletins as well as information on scholarships
and fellowships. In addition, it offers help in filing applications and seeking
nationally recognized fellowships and scholarships. It can inform students whether
they may be eligible for any of these awards and assist them in preparing applica-
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tions. Any UD undergraduate interested in pursuing graduate studies is encour-
aged to visit the Center and take advantage of its services.
HOME-STUDY COURSES
Sfudents who wish to accrue academic credit during the summer but find it
inconvenient to be on campus for classroom courses during either session of the
third term should see the official third-term composite of courses and consult with
their advisors for information about the home-study courses that several depart-
ments offer. These are conducted by mail on a tutorial or semitutorial basis for
students who have proven their ability and their motivation to work alone'
THE INSTITUTE FOR PASTORAL INITIATIVES
The Instifute for Pastoral Initiatives mobilizes the resources of the University of
Dayton for partnership with the church that create and implement innovative
pastoral initiatives designed to meet the needs of the church and to articulate faith
within the context of contemporary culture. The Institute is engaged in education,
consultative services, networking, applied pastoral research and multimedia reli-
gious education production and publication. The Institute is currently focusing on
research and teaching in the following areas: 1.) The Virtual Learning Community
for Faith Formation (Intemet) 2) Catholic Lrclusive Education, 3) Media, Culture &
Faith Formation,4) New Paradigms for Adult Religious Formation, 5) Religion &
Film, 6) Pastoral Communication and Ministry, 7) Forum for Young Catechetical
Leaders, 8) Pastoral Leadership Formation.
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
All interdisciplinary and experimental studies at the University of Dayton must
involve University students and faculty, must be conunensurate with University
resources or resources accessible to the University, and must further the recognized
goals and purposes of the University. Whenthese studies involve disciplineswithin
the College of Arts and Sciences or one of the Schools, they are administered by or
through the offices of the respective deans. \A/hen they are University-wide, i.e.,
inter-school, they are usually administered by the Office of the Provost. See also
Interdisciplinary Studies in Chapters VI (ASD, VII (BAD, IX (END.
UNIVERSITY INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (UDI)
Courses considered suitable for the UDI designation are submitted for
approval to the Committee on Minicourses (COMC), which is accountable to the
Provost. UDI courses are administered through the College of Arts and Sciences.
The following courses have been offered at least once from the first term of
2000-2001 through the second term 2001-2002.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
UDI 158M. INTRODUCTION TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT: Survey of career devel-
opment theories and the world of work. Determining career interests, decision making,
and developing a personal plan of action. Some field experience required.
UDI 178M. THE DINOSAURS: An introduction to the extinct group of reptiles that
dominated the Earthfrom230 to65 millionyears ago. Covers the major dinosaur groups,
what we know about their behavior, and their ulEmate extinction.'
UDI 215M. SEARCHING OUT LIFE/FAITH PATTERNS: This course is desisned to
help students explore their spiritual life within the context of their entire life. TTrrough
class presentations and discussion, daily joumal keeping, and weekly meetings with a
ment6r, the students will have the oppbitunity to rafldt upon theiispirituaiand lifejoumeys and be exposed to practical irieans to continue to grow spirituilly.
UDI232M. RESPONSIBILITY IN A HTINGRY WORLD: This course explores the social
and personal responsibility for solving the problem of world hunger. Students will
identify and analyze hunger problems globally and locally and propose systematic
solutions to these problems.
UDI 243M. SEXUAL DIVERSITY AND HLIMAN DEVELOPMENT: This course ex-
plores the lives and development of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people in contemporary
American society with particular attention to individual, relationship and community
issues and their intersections. Students will be encouraged to examine fears and preju-
dicesasawayof discoveringthatsexualminorityindividualsarebothunlikeand justlike
everyone else. In this way all students-straight or gay---<an learn to be more sensitive
to differences in sexuality that exist in the world around them.
UDI279M. DEMOCRACY AT RISK: BACKDROP OF THE 2000 ELECTION AND
BEYOND: This course tackles issues and problems that form a backdrop for the 2000
election and examines the health of democracy in the United States. Documentary videos
and televised debates by presidential candidates will comprise the course's content.
UDI 321M. BEYOND SERVICE: In this course, theories of critical thinking and church
social documents are used as a basis for reflection on service and for the development of
methods of social analysis. Students will move beyond "Leam, Lead and Serve" to
understand the "critic of society" concept.
UDI 350M. HISTORY AND EVALUATIONS OF WORLD WINES: This course
provides a study of world wines from several perspectives (history, organoleptics,
geography, and economics) to develop in the student a deeper understanding and
appreciation of wine both personally and socially.
UDI 351M. HISTOLOGY: This course will combine lecture, discussions and slide
presentations on basic tissue types including blood, connective tissue, epithelial tissue,
muscles and nervous tissues.
UDI 362M. BUSINESS, MARKETING, AND MUSIC. This course first takes students
through the constantly changing marketing process in the music industry. It then
explores the use of music as a marketing tool, and how it influences consumerbehavior.
The course will utilize lecfure, case presentation, videos, and exploration of the intemet.
UDI 380M. PETER GOMES: An introduction to the life and career of the Rev'd Peter
Gomes, guided study of his two major books, and critical reflection on Gomes' Distin-
guished Speakers Series presentation.
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THE MARIAN LIBRARY/INTERNATIONAL MARIAN
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
The Marian Library/Intemational Marian Research Institute is recognized as
the world's largest and most comprehensive collection of printed materials on Mary
and as one of the world's leading centers for Marian studies.
The Marian Library aims to further study and research and to promote well-
founded devotion to Mary. The library comprises a Marian coUection-theological
treatises, books on shrinel, sermon collections, anthologies of Marian poetry-and
a complementary reference collection in scripture, patristics, systematic and spiri-
tual theology, history, religious art and general bibliographyr 
_
Estabhsfibd in 1943 by-the Marianists at the Universify of Dayton, the Marian
Librarynowholds over 1b0,000books and pamphlets in some50languages, aswell
as extensive collections of clippings from newspapers and magazines, Postcards,
holy cards and Christmas cards. The non-print media collections include video and
audio cassettes, statues, nativity sets, Marian art slides, postage stamPs, recordings
of Marian music and medals.
One of the principal missions of the Marian Library is to be an intemational center
of research arid study in Marian theology and on the role of Mary in Christian life.
Founded n 1975 af the university of Dayton in affiliation with the Pontifical
Theological Faculty Marianum in Rome, the academic Program offers the doctorate(S.T.D.I and licentiate (S.T.L.) in sacred theology; and the master's degree in
religious studies with a Marian concentration (in conjunctiol ryith the Religious
studies Department), a certificate in Marian studies, and a guided studies program.
The academic program is organized in a three-year cycle, with courses laug\t in
three sessions:-surimer, fall and spring. It serves a diverse, intemational student
population: laity, religious and cleigy, both men and women. while most students
ie& advanced iegrees in theology riith specialization in mariology, others simply
wish to satisfy a personal interest in Marian studies.
The Marian Library provides guided tours for SrouPS, a video-loan Program/
circulation of some books, interlibrary loan, reference seryices, conferences, work-
shops, and art exhibits. Four publications originate at the Marian Library: Marlary
Libiary Studies, a scholarly annual of original research;Marian Studies,theioumal of
the Mariological society of America; The Marian Library Newsletter, a newsletter
reporting oi Marian topics of current interest, the center's activities and book
re^views;"and Art and Spfrituality, a series of brief monographs with the purpose of
promoting personal meditation through religious art.^ Taking-a-dvantage of electronic communications, The Marian Library has devel-
oped thel4ary Pagi Intemet website with news, extensive resources on Mary and
related topics, and seasonal meditations.
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
The Office of Educational Services provides assistance to Catholic schools and
public school districts to enable school personnel to reach policy decisions based on
ielevant knowledge and value comrnitrnents. "Relevant knowledge" includes
financial studies, needs assessments, attitude surveys, enrollment Proiections, and
other information necessary for making intelligent decisions about specific policies'
"Value commitments" include consideration of educational aims and ethical ques-
tions inherent in policy decisions. One of the priorities of the Office is service to
Catholic schools. Another is its effort to act as a network linking those who share
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value concems as they relate to educational policy-making. The office is located in,
draws support from, and uses the resources of the School of Education.
PRELAW
The Prelaw Program, designed to serve students from all areas of the University,
provides those interested in law school with the opportunities to acquire the
knowledge and skills necessary for a successful legal career. While students inter-
ested in careers in law should choose their undergraduate majors in accord with
their interests and abilities, they should also contact the Prelaw Program as early in
their undergraduate careers as possible so they can receive effective prelaw advice.
The Prelaw Program, with its six prelaw advisors, provides students with
suggestions for courses that help develop skills needed for legal education, with
information about the law school admission process, and with aid in taking the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT) including simulated tests and prep courses. In
addition, the Program sponsors a prelaw intemship where students work at legal
duties in an attomey's office, a mock trial program where students compete locally,
regionally, and nationally, and personalized advising based on the individual
student's talents, interests, and goals.
For further information conceming the Prelaw Program at the University of
Dayton, students should contact the Prelaw Program secretary in Alumni Hall.
RESEARCH INSTITUTE (UDRI)
The University includes research as one of its stated purposes. ln addition to
faculty members in academic departments, a large staff of research scientists,
engineers, and technicians conduct basic and applied research. Most of these
activities are extemally funded and are conducted in the laboratories of the Univer-
sity of Dayton Research Institute.
Several hundred students are employed in researchprograms in accord with the
University's emphasis on integration of research and instruction. Ir addition to
financial benefits, this research participation provides students with valuable
experience and an exposure to issues at the forefront of contemporary science and
engineering.
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)
The Department of Military Science offers the ATmyROTC training program on
campus,leadingto acommissionas a second lieutenantintheU.S. Army atthetime
of graduation. See MIL, Chapter VI.
STUDY ABROAD
AUGSBURG EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Students in the School of Business Administration are eligible toparticipate in an
exchange program with the University of Augsburg in Germany. About thirty
business sfudents spend eleven weeks each suruner in Augsburg taking courses
from both University of Dayton and University of Augsburg faculty. Classes are
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taught in English, although students are required to take an elementary German
cor.ise beforJgoing to Augsburg. Students may reside in dormitories or aPartment
units or with host Germarifamil-ies. Augsburg and Dayton are sister cities, and the
sistercityorganizationsfacilitateculturalexchangeswhilestudentsareinAugsburg'
Students arJgiven the opportunity to visit and hlve discussions with executives of
German firmi. tn addition, seveial Augsburg students attend the University of
Daytonduring the regular semesters inthe graduate program inbusiness and assist
with the exchange Program.
INTERDEPARTMENTALSUMMERSTUDYABRoADPROGRAM
The Interdepartmental summer study Abroad Program (ISSAP) was established
rnlgZ2toglveitudents from all majors the opportunity to study and experience one
or more f|reign cultures. The program is 
"p"" to anyone attending 
or eligible to
attena the University of Daytor. Tlie progtam sites vary from year to year. Students
,p"rrd orr" *o.,th at a site with University of Dayton-professors and may choose to
aitend o.re or two other sites. Various courses are offered at each site, and a variety
of disciplines are represented each year. A two-site participant can complete a full
semester of course work abroad.
- 
tn ure past, ISSAP students have studied in Athens, Australia, Dublin, Florence,
rriUo*giro"don, Madrid, Morocco, Munich, Paris, Rome, and Vienna, where they
have tafen courses in art history, business, communication, foreign languages,
history, literature, music, philosophy, photography, political,science, religious
studies, science, sociology,ind teicher education. For more information, contact
the Office of Study Abroad.
SUMMER STUDY IN MARBURG, GERMANY
The summer study Program in Marburg, Germany provides a month-long
experienceof livingandstudjirnginaGermansetting' Students taketwoclasses' one
*ih G".^un profissors at i tinguage School in Marburg and another with the
accompanying university of Dayton professor. Proglam participants live either in
u-ao.ti.itoiy Jr with families. one fuil-aay excursion is planned for-the grouP'
Because students are expected to use German exclusively, completion of intermedi-
ate German or the equivalent is required.
SUMMER STUDY IN MEXICO
The summer study in Mexico Program provides an intensive, thirty-day
program of immersion in Cuemavaca, wheri progTam participants live with
ivleiican families. Students take two courses with the accompanying University of
DaytonprofessorandspanishprofessorsatthecemanahuaccomunidadEducativa.
Excursions outside Cuemanaca include a visit to Tepoztl5n, Taxco, Xochicalco,
Teotihuacdn and Mexico City. This Proglam is available to students who have
completed elementary Spanish II or the equivalent'
SUMMER STUDY IN QUEBEC
Summer Study in Quebec offers a five-week Program of total immersion in
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Chicoutimi, situated in the beautiful Saguenay-Lac st. jean region of euebec.Program participants live with Francophone families. The acidemic program
fqatryes intensive language courses at all levels that put emphasis on oraliommu-
nication, as well as classes in Quebec culfure; courses ate taught by faculty from the
universit6 du Qu6bec i Chicoutimi. In addition, studenB p;dcipate in workshops
with qualified instructors that allow them to practice their tinguistic skills while
engaging in social, cultural, and sports activities. This progrim is available to
students who have completed elementary French II or the eqiivalent.
SUMMER STUDY IN SEGOVIA, SPAIN
The summer study in segovia program is a thirty-day program of total immer-
sion in a spanish environment. The academic program irrclude-s intensive language
study as well as courses in culfure and literafuie. To complement their co*se *or-k,
sfudents visit museums, theaters, palaces, and castles in and near segovia and take
tours to such historical sites as Madrid, Toledo, and El Escorial. This program, in
which participants are required to use Spanish at all times, is avaitibte-ony to
students who have completed intermediate spanish II or the equivalent.
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
. 
- 
The Uni-rrersity Honors Program provides unique opportunities for academicallygifted undergraduate students to develop theirikilli and talents in a supportive
educationalenvironment. Eachyearalimilednumberof enteringfirst-yearitudents
from the four undergraduate divisions-Arts and sciences, Bu"siness'Administra-
tion, Education, and Engineering-are selected from the pool of applicants. partici-
pation.in th9 p_rogram entitles these students to numerois benefiii and privileges,
including eligibiJity for honors scholarships.
Thehonors curriculumconsists of a sequence of sixhonors seminars and a thesis.
Inmostinstances the seminars fulfill Universityrequirements and fitwell into each
studenfs regular course of sfudy. The honois thesis is a major research project
selected by the student in the!1 junior year and completed before graduation.
Honors.research grants are available to iover housing e*pe.r"r, travj, and sup-
plies. All honors students are expected to maintain a aT.o giaae-point average.
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
The University-Scholars Program provides curricular offerings, prograrnming,
and benefits to undergraduates whohive superior academic recoids. Stridents earn
the 
-designation "University scholar" in one of two ways. Entering first-year
sfudents with outstanding-credentials are automatically accepted into fie Scholars
lI"s."T. (They are alsoeligible toapply for admission to tire Honors program.)Matriculated students w.hotrave achr&ed a 3.5 grade-point average at the ind oftheir first, second, or third years are also designatei universit! Scholars. ell
Scho_lars are expected to maintain at least a 3.0 gride-point average.
- 
university scholars are offered a wide selection of courses 
""Ih ter-, rangingfrom special sections of General Education courses to senior-level seminars. While
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enrollment in Scholars courses is not mandatory in most instances, first-year
University scholars will usually be placed in English 114. In addition, the ProSram
sponsors numerous speakers, tultiral events, ind at least one symposium each
y!ar. Special housing is avaiiable for a limited number of Scholars' Upperclass
stod"nis *fro have cJmpleted at least two Scholars courses are eligible to apply for
srants to support their professional and academic development'
" U;";;riil scholars completing at least sixty-semester credit hours are eligible to
aoplv to the"Cordell W. HAI Inte"mational Fellows Fund for University Scholars'
Eii#ri51r"a in 1997-98, this fund awards substantial grants to suPPort undergradu-
ate intemational learning, leadership, and service projects'
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GOVERNING AND ADVISORY BODIES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Richard H. Finan, Chair; Joseph H. Kamis, s.M., vice Chairi Daniel J. Curran,
Secretary; Richard A. Abdbo, iho^us G. Breitenbach, William ]' Campbell'
SJ\,I.; i(;t""s A. Cardone, S.M., Annette Casella, Eugene Contadino, S.M.,
Richard p. Davis, Michaei E. Ervin, M.D., David P. Fitzgerald, Thomas F.
ei;;iil", S.M., Siephen M. Glodek, S.M., Francisco T' Gonzalez, S'M" ]ohn
Haley,Jack Hoeft, Slsan Kettering, foseph H. Lacknet.S,Y.tY-u.IC' Mathews,
W"#"u fvfutthews-Shatteen, Gariy'K. McGuire, ]ohn F. McHale, j-r- Charles R.
McNamce, Robert J. Metzger, S.M., Dennis I. Meyer, Colomb.efMaNicholas'
Charles H. Noll, R. Daniel Sadlier, Ratph A. Siefertl S.M., Joseph F. Spadaford,
li., Fr^""ir Marle Thrailkill, O.S.P., Andrew Veres, Daryl Ward, Mary Civille
Wesselkamper, David C. Winch.
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
Daniel ]. Curran, Deborah ]. Bickford, Ted S. Bucaro, Thomas E'B-urkhardt'
Blake E. Cherrington, Brian P. Conniff, Eugene Contadino, s.M., Carol Cummins-
Collier, Steven pY. Dandaneau, Thomas S.-Danford, E. fames_Dunne, Frances W'
Evans, Edward D. Garten,Harry s. Gerla, Heidi E. Good, sam Gould, scott E'
Hail, kevin p. Hallinan, Kathli:en D. Henderson, Valerie Hende,rson, Terri
iott*o", Ted L. Kissell, Lisa A' Kloppenberg, Thomas f' Lasley,,Michael V'
'tvtcCabe, Paul f. Morman, Chris Munblz, Patriik F. Palermo, Leno M. Pedrotti,
Fred P. Pestello, Lisa Rismiller, Donald C. Ross, Gordon A' Sargent, William C'
schuerman, Thomas D. Skill, Patricia f. whitney, Christopher T. wittmann,
SM,-fu"ntiy and student members of the Executive Committee of the Aca-
demic Senaie, the president and vice president of the Student Government
Association.
ACADEMIC SENATE
Brian P. Conniff, Presidenu E. fames Dunne, vice Presidenu Heidi E. Good,
s""."iu.y; David W. Biers, Joseph F. Castellano, Blake E. Ch_errington, \ogerJ.
Crum, Sieven P. Dandaneiu, George R. Doyle, Jr., Harry S'-Gerla, Robert B'
Gortor,, Su^ Gould, Scott E. Hall, K&in P. Hillinan, Linda A. Hartley, Timothy
T. Ilg, Robert Kearns, Lisa A. Kloppenberg, Thomas f' Lasley, Paul f' Morman'ft;;;i;" M. Mullins, Leno M. Pidrotti, fred P. Pestello, Carolyn Roecker-
fn"tpt, ]ohn G. Ruggiero, ]oseph Saliba, Gordon A' Sargent, foseph Watras'
Betty R. Youngkin, Laura H. Yungblut, students'
STUDENT LIFE COUNCIL
William C. Schuerman, Chairperson; Robert j' Brecha, Ro1-I'- Burrows'
fHlp M. Doepker, Peter Good, Gteg.ry D-. 
-H1Yes, Monali:'"1 M' Mullins, |odyO,Nlit, S.p., pltricia polanski, Meg'an'Smith, Kathleen Webb, Shirley|. Wright,
students.
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OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
President 
.......... Daniel j. Curran
Vice President for Educational Affairs and provost.... 
.............. Fred p. pestello
Vice President for Finance and Administrative services. Thomas E. Burkhardt
vice President for student Development and Dean of Students ......... williarn C. schuerman
Vice President for University Advancement.... 
...................... Frances W. Evans
llrecjor, p.amp-us llinigtry ..:................. ........... Christopher T. Witrmann, S.M.Vice President for Graduate Studies and Research and
Dean of the Graduate School 
................... Gordon A. Sargent
Vice President and Director of Athletics 
.... Theodore L. KiJsel
Vice President of Human Resources................ patricia J. WhitneyRector.............. Eugene Contadino, S.M.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
President 
.......... Daniel |. CurranRector.............. 
........ Eugene Contadino, S.M.
Executive Director, President's Office ..................... 
................. Lisa Rismiller
Administrative Assistant to the President.. 
................. Op".
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Senior Vice President for Educational Affairs and provost 
..... Fred p. pestello
Executive Assistant to the Provost..... Kathleen D. HendersonFinancial_Analyst:.................. 
....... Valerie E. HendersonLlrrector, Human Resources for Academics and Research...................... paula L. MillerVice President for Enrollment Management 
.. Chris MufiozDirector, Admission 
.....Robert F. DurkleDirector,Scholarshipsand.FinancialAid.................. 
.....Joycel.Wilkins
Associate Directorbf Student_scholarships liriiiX. HarmonDirector of Marketing for Enrollment Maiagement ..................... Suzanne M. petrusch
Regrsjral .,......=
_ 
As-sistant Registrar-Registration............ pitsy L. MartinVice President for Giaduate Studies and Research and
Dean of the Graduate School 
.............. Gordon A. SargentAssociate vice President for Graduate studies and Research ratv r. rrrr.urreAssociate Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs ............................... patrick f,. F;1";;
Executive_Director, Careir Services Center Greqory D. Haves
Pirector, Flglistr Lut]43g9 u"{Mulricultural Institute ..................... aii*'S.-O"ts,ia;Lrlrecror/ Honors and Scholars l,rogTarns ............ steven p. Dandaieau
Associate Directot Honors and scholars program Iayne B. RobinsonDirector, Center for lntemational programs 
.....:................... . ..........'.{u*W. Shereenqireclgr/ Study Abroad .......................:. 
.................. Ooen
coordinator, lntemational Student Services ....................... Kevin f. O,K6efeAssistant Athletic Director for Compliance and
Academic Services 
...... Donald C. RossAssociate Provost and CIO ..................... 
......................... Thomas S. DanfordAssociate Provost for Educational IT and Associate clo Thomas D. skillpirector, Educational IT Operalions 
. Karen S. BullDirector, Technology Suppbrt Services..1.........j......................... Jacquise y. facksonDirector, Leamin_grinvirbirment Technology services.............'n"ishiL. MatlockDirector, UD Collaboratory and E-Leaminffhidatives ........... renfieth A. Graetz
Electronic Resources Appfopriate- Use poliiy coordinator ......... Barbira A. BelleAssistant CIO for IT Infrastrtictuie and
Director, Network Operations Center.. 
..... Timothy D. HarringtonDirector, Data, Voice and Video Infrastructure.................... ili., W.-H;t"?;iiiDrector,DataNetworkArchitecture...... 
...............DadiE 6ert
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Assistant cIO for University Information systems ................................. Keith A. weber
- ----- 
Director, studeni Information systeirs . ......... victoria L. Adams
Director, s"rird, I"for*ation Systems ...... Robert c. Zinck,Jr.
Director, Lotus Integration ........:......"""""' """ Susan S' McCabe
5*io. Ad-i.irt uto'i, Lot $ Not"s/Domino....... Brian L. Balser
LotusTraininsandSirpportSpecialist.......'..... Kimberly4.'.Kt"g
Network and Svstem"s Securitv .'......:..'......'. """""""' Ronnie L' Wagers
Associate Provost for karning, Leaming
Environments and Pedagogy and Director,
Rvan C. Harris t-eamlnsYiEiching Center . Deborah J. Bic6.ord'fi;;A;;t";-i"g 
sup"pott se*i".es....'....."""""" Lisa B' Rhine
Coordinator, Serv"ice-L[an$g ... Gabrielle R. Williamson
Co-pi."Jo.r of 'Ure feamine Vittlge.................. Deborah J. Bicgord and Thomas D. Skill
o"un, Cotiee" of Arts and*#ie"."t"......'.....'..'.................'....:""' Paul f' Morman"-Xi-.|"E-p-"-"" for-Co""at"a kaming......... ......... Patricia A._Iohnson
Asiociate Dean for rf"-""iti"t and Fifie Arts .'""""""' LindlJ' Snyder
*:trJff 8* ::: :::T:: T1 -:::::I ::::::: ::: :: : : :: :: ::: :: : :: *:H: Bff,":Tii?I
Assistant Dean """""""" Sam-F lgltoP*
Director, Special Programs........'........... """"""""""1':':'Julid' MitchellD;il;;,6i;ifor feadership in Communiry" "' ' ' ' ' """"' Richard T',lergqsgJr
U*""itiry p.ofessor of Faith and Culture & Chancellor fames L. Heft, S.M.
;il";i;;;l'.;;-t;;io' btnittiu" t-eadership Maura s' skillD";^s;h;;f;iB"ii""ti ea^i"istration.......l.... sam Gould
- 
- ett*iui. o"an for Academic Affairs ......"" Charles E' Wells
Director, u"aetgtia"ui" Fiog."-t....... """""' IShl w' Shishoff
Director,MBAP"rogram.......:-..'.........'.'. """""'-faniceMSty,n"
Director,Intematio"nalBusinessPrograms........ WilliamS.Sekely
Director, Assessment .."""""""""""" fayesh Prasail
Director, Center for Portfolio Management
and SecuriW Analvsis ...........'.......:..................... David A' Sauer
Director, L. WilliamCrotty Center for
b"t 
"1it"""*iiii"ua"i6t 
ip .....'..r..r.""""""' "' Robert F' Chelle
Executive Olrector, iluiin"tr O"tr"u',.t 
""d Leadership 
.......,...............$+ard J. Walsh
----_- 
-Oi.ector, C""t* foi S"riness and Economic Rdsearch............ Richard D. Stock
Director, Extemal Relations """""'Susan Barnett
Assistani bean for Administration """"""""" """"""" Carol M' Haenel
Oit".tot, Information Technology .......:....""""""" Arthur R Santoianni
director of rttfoi-iEo" f6chnology-A&S """""""""" Chris-f' Keck
Dii""to., oni." of Informatio., Teihnology-ED{J M. Josh schrank
Manager, Engineering Computing & Information^ -s"#i"j*ucR 
..........'...."""' "" MauriceRiggins
InformationTechnologyManager_LAw...MargaretThomas
Dean, School of Education utta iiliea Pr&essions .......... Thomas I. Laslev
Associate Dean for Administration ....................:""""':"".'"""""""""" C' Dani6l Raisch
Attitt""i p""" for Community Outreach H' Roberta Weaver
Aisistant Dean for Special Proiects.................. """""" William R',Drury
Director, Pducational Flicemeht Servi.es .'....""""""""' "' Roqer r tCo;rDGi;t; Center for Catholic Education. """""' Angela T Lydory S'B's'il;;i;;, eo*u!.t ru-ity Leaming Center """"""'
Dean, School of Engineering ......'.........:......'.. Blake E' Cherrington
Associate Dean"of Graduate Engineering Programs,
Research, and Infoimation Te"chnologf .....:""""""""" Donald L' Moon
et*.iil" deurr f". U"a".ctuauate Proliams """ Malcolm W' Daniels
Associate Dean fot -o"ti"""i.tg Educati6n ...................... Carol M. Shaw
O"uo,-Silioof o1law............... Lisa A' Kloppenber8
- l;to"i;i. Dean for Academic Affairs .......... """""' Kelvin H' Dickinson
a"iitiu"i O"u., Student Affairs ....................... """",'Sidney L' Williams
eriiit""t nuur,, Extemal Relations ....,...,.,............Timothy'P. Stonecash
Assistant Deanand-Diiector, Admission & Financial Aid......................... Janet L. Hein
eiiiit"ot O""t and Oi.ecto., Career Services. Laurel A' Hajek
bitG;.., t"* Library .....'.i....":"""""' Thomas k Hanley
O"uru-U"i"i,oity Libraries and lnJormation Services........ Edward D. Garten"-bffib., Ivi;"ian t-iurary ."Thomas A' Thompson, s'M'
Oirecioi, f"stitute for Pasto'ral 1nitiatives............................ Angela A. Zukowski; M'H.S.H.
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
ChairpersonsAccounting 
........ RonJ. Burrowsbrology .j......:..r.............. Joirnf. RoweChemical and Materials Engineering 
.................. Tbny U. Sulib"Chernistry_....-.................,......... 
.Gary W. Morrow
civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics ............... loJeph E. salibaCommunication Kathleen B. WattersComputer 
*ience...........:....... James p. B;[etCounselor Education and Human Services...................... 
..... Thomas W. RuethEconomics and Finance Elizabeth F. Gustafson
-E*11P,"l p3aerslp .:........................ ......;osephb. Massucci
5l1T'^gaq,c9TP"ter fngt1;ering .......... paiura p. Banerjee
.t1q::Tq $agement and Systems ....Edward F. Mykytka
:lql","*g lechnology..... ..Scottl.Segileivitz1n9xsn............ ... Brian p. conniff
9-*lqgy "'j'r""""':..'...... Donald L. PairHealth and Sport Science.. 
..... Lloyd L. LaubachHistory............ yan6t R. BednarekLanguages..........:..................... Arthur D. Mosher
It{gt1gemenl an{ Marketing ........r.:.............. W;sley C rcrri, i.MIS, Operations Management and Decision Sciences ........................ . .......... feff.ey a. HSiferMathematics .......................... 
.......... 
piul W. Eloe
Yf!.d:"I and Aerospace Engineering.... ...Kevin p. Hallinanvrrurary )clence ....................... 
............ Lt. Col. Ronald G. RaczakMusic ............. 
..... Donna M. CoxPhilosophy 
......... 
paul H. Benson
lhy9lcs...r..,. . J. Michael O,HarePolitical Science ....................... Ctgisioptrei frrf. DuncanPsychology...-;......................... 
.... David W. Biers
r€rlglous 5rudres Terrence W. Tilley
?ociology,Anthropology, and Social Work ....................................... H. F.ances Ceyer pestellirTeacher Education 
..................... 
patricia M. HartVisual Arts 
..................Fred Niles
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Directors
American Studies............. 
........ Una M. Cadegan
Criminal Justice Studies......... James A. AdamitisDietetics.......... 
. 
patricia E. Dolan
ElectroOptics . 
.. Joseph W. HausIntemational Studies and Human Rights Studies ...................... Mark EnsalacoPre1aw............. 
....................Roberta S. Alexander
Premedical Pro9rams.............. 
.......Iohn E. ErdeiTheatre 
....... Darrell F. Anderson
Women's Studies .................... 
......................... Betty R. youngkin
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Dean, University Libraries and Information Services........................... Rev. Edward D. Garten
Head, Client Seryices .............. 
.. Kathy Webb
Coordinator of Access Services ................... Williim Sees
Coordinator of Building Services ..................... Iames Blair
Coordinator of Reference & Instruction .. 
... Sue polanka
Head, CollectionlVlanagement. 
......................... Fred JenkinsHead, Bibliographic Management Emily HicksUniversity Archivist Kerrie Cross
Drector, Marian Library Rev. Thomas A. Thompsory S.M.
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RESEARCH
Director, Research Institute.................'.... "' Michael V' McCabe
Division Head, Aerospace Mechanics Michael P' Bouchard
DivisionHead,MaterialsEngineering.........""""' .'""DennisA'Gerdeman
Division Head, Metals and Clramics """""' john A' Detrio
Division Head, Nonmetallic Materials......... Allan S' Crasto
Division Head, Structural lntegnty ................ Robert J' Andrews
sustainment center ................ |oseph p. Gallagher
Assistant to the Director ""' Karen K' Pettus
Associate Director for Contracts and Grants """ """""" Robert P' Boehmer
Contracts and Grants Administrator """"""""" ' Claudette M' Groeber
Govemment Security """"""""""""' Robert P' Boehmer
PurchasingAgent&PropertyAdministrator """""""IonI'Borgwardt
Controller..."" """"""""" Jotur u' weckesser
Accounting Administrator Karen L' Miller
Research C"omputing Services Administrator Frank R' Beitel
office of Human Resources Mary Ann Dodaro
Director of Technology Partnerships........................ John E' Leland
Technical lnformition services and Grant Information Library ......... catherine E. Collins
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Director ""Rev' Cfuistopher T' Wittmann' S'M'
Assistant Director, Residence Life .'..............'... fody O'Neil' S'P'
Assistant Director, Center for social concems ............. Nicholas Cardilino
Campus Ministers ...'..........'... """"""""""' Phil Aaron' S'M'
Rev. Gerald Chinchar, S.M.
Rev. ChristoPher Conlon, S.M.
Yolanda CoPeland
Bridget Ebbert
Mary Louise FoleY, F.M.I.
MaryTheresa Lauer
Margaret MatleY
Rev. David McGuigan, S.M'
Thomas PiePer, S.M'
Kathleen Rossman, O.S.F.
Andrea Stiles
Allen Stock
Patti Stock
Rev. Kenneth TemPlin, S.M.
]ennifer Violi
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services"""""' Thomas E' Burkhardt
Intemal Auditor......'................. Ann M' Garcia
lnvestment Officer................'... """"""" Delanie S' MolerComptroller """"' Thomas f' Weckesser
Diredtor of Student Accounts/Bursar David Nece-ssary
Director ofPurchases & Business Services KgnRaSouSY
Director of Facilities Management ..'.................' Richard G' Perales
Associate Director Facilities Planning
andConstructionManagement..-'.........."""""' """""BethE'Keyes
Assistant Director for OperXtions ................... .......... Russell A. Potyrala
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Grounds Manag_er- ...... ....... .. E. Roger Banks
Environmental Safety Administrator/Risk Manager ......................... Robin L. Oldfield
Dir9gt91 9f Legal Affairs/University CounselStaff Attomey Lisa A. Sandner
Staff Attomey 
....... 
patricia Bernal{lson
_ 
Staff Attomey....................... 
......................... Mark ZunichDrector of trstitutional Studies .................... 
...................... 
patricia p. Detzel
Research Assistant.................. 
................. Susan K. Sexton
Special Assistant to the Vice President......... 
. 
paul M. Lavin
HUMAN RESOURCES
Vice President of Human Resources................ patricia J. WhitreyHuman Resources Director for Student Development and
Faciljties Management 
.......................... Charles E. Chamberlain
,, 
Staffing Managg ......... ........ Troy Washington
Human Resources Director for Provost, Academics and Research ...............]. paula Miller
Human Resources Manager for UDRI Mary Ann Dodaro
Human Resources Manager for Administratiory
Advancement and Athletics.... 
........................ Lee Morgan
Sr. Benefits Manager Kathy Mofiar
^ 
Benefits.Mallg"t ............... 
.... Beih JacobsCompensatiorr Manager ............. Jeannie perryLeaming and Development Manager ............. 
........................ Celine O,NeiilHuman Resources Information and Records Manager 
.... Linda Nianouris
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
vice President for student Development and Dean of students ......... william C. schuermanAssistant Dean of Students .....:.................... 
................... M".y S"e Hutnig[Assistant Dean of Students 
................. Rogeriu.y f. O,eoii"Assistant to the Vice President ................... Susanh. OempJeyAssociate Dean of Students: Residential programs........ Carol Cummins_CollierDirector, Counseling and Health Services ...]_................. Steven D. MuellerMedical Directoi.......... 
...................Iohn H. Dirckx, M.D.Director, Dining Services........................ 
....... 
paula H. SmithDirector, DverJe Student Populations ..R::p:,1*li._3tuv- oP;;L.rrrector, l(ecreabonal sports 
. Billy R. MiyoDirector, Residential Services ................... 
..CraitA. Scfrmitt
TINTVERSITY ADVANCEMENT
Vice President for University Advancement.... 
...................... Frances W. Evans
Executive Assistant ................ 
........................ Karla T. Brooks
Assistant Vice President, Advancement Services Susan T. Sauer
Director, Alumni Programs William E. Hunt
Assistant Vice President, lndividual Giving 
. Joyce E. DeanDirector, Direct Marketing ....................... 
.................Steph"r,i R. Hut"h".
Drector, Corporate Relations ................ E-. Shelley Outlaw
Assistant vice President for Foundation Relations 
........ fanice I. LivelyAssociate Vice President, Public Relations 
....... Teri T. Rizvi
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ATHLETIC PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES
Vice President/Director of Athletics .................
Secretary to the Director
Senior Associate Director of Athletics ..'.......'.
,.... Ted Kissell
Debra Seaman
TimWabler
Associate Director of Athletics for
Compliance/Senior Woman Administrator...... """""""""Cindy Hartmann
a"riri"i lOir".tor of Athletics """""" Ken Keck
Assistant Director of AtNetics for Academic Services......"""' """""' Don Ross
Academic Coordinator " Christine Kerrigan
Director of Media Relations and Sports lnformation....'.."" "' Doug Hauschild
Assistant pirector of Athletics for'sports Publicity & Technology. fennifer Marshall
Assistant Diector of Athletics ".'""" foe owens
Associate Director of AtNetics/Director of UD Arena....""" "" Tim O'Connell
Assistant to the Director of UD Arena """""" Karen Totaro
Assistant Athletics Business Manager ............. ...................... Margaret Gamtt
Director of Men's Basketball Season Tickets """' GaryIvlcCans
Box Office Manager .....'.......... "' Dawn Mamula
Assistant Directoi of Athletics/Drector of Corporate Development .................._Dave-Harper
Baseball Coach ""' Tony Vittorio
Assistant Coach ..................... Todd Linklater
Men's Basketball Coach........' """ Oliver Pumell
Assistant Coaches .............."....' ........ Frank Smith, Ron |irsa, |osh Postorino
women's Basketball Coach """"""""' Jaci Clark
Assistant Coaches ....................... Tammy Shain, Ellen McGrew, Tasha McDowell
Men's Cross Country Coach """"""' Rich Davis
Wome.r's Cross Country Coach .................'... """' George B19s.e
Women's Track & Field Coach ""'D'Andre Hill
Football Coach ........ Vtfte [etty
Assistant Coaches .......'........... Dave Whilding, Rick Chamberlin, Chris Ochs
Men's & Women's Golf Coach """"""""""""""""" Brad Smith
Men's Soccer Coach ................ "" Dave Schureck
Assistant Coach ..................... ......."""""""" Tama Aondofar
Women's Soccer Coach .. """"""""' Mike Tucker
Assistant Coach ..................... ..... Greg Sheen
Softball Coach 'fodi EickemeYer
Men's Tennis Coach ................. Steve Brumbaugh
Women's Tennis Coach """""""""' Mike Unger
Volleyball Coach..................... """""' Pete Hoyer
Aisistant Coach ..................... "" Sarah Mikla
Head Trainers """""Steve Foster
Assistant Trainer........................ ........'.......... Nate Seymour, Nicole Chimera
Equipment & Awards Manager "' Tony-Caruso
Di'.;Jt". of Athletic Development. """""""""""fames Brothers
Development Officer Liaison to lntercollegiate Athletics """""""""""", Open
Directo'r of Athletic Fund Development ...;..............'....... Jim Paxson
Faculty AtNetics Representative....................... J' Michael O'Hare
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PAST PRESIDENT
Fitz, Raymond L., s.M. (L969), Engineering Management and systems, professor-B.E.8.,
univesity of Dayton,l'964;M.s., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 1962;ph.D.,1970.
DEANS EMERITI
Hoben, WilliamJ. (956), Accounting 
-BS., University of Dayton, 1950; M.B.A., XavierUniversity, 1960; C.P.A., Ohio, 1960.
foseph, Ellis A. (1.96L), Education-A.8., University of Notre Dame, 1955;
M.4.,'1.956; Ph.D., 7962; L.H.D. (Honorary), College of Mt. St. Joseph, 1989.
PROFESSORS EMERITI
Allik, Judith P. (1976), Psychology-8.A., wellesley College, 1958; M.s., university of
Pittsburgh, 197 4; Ph.D., 1978.
Anderson, Gordon s. (1969),Teacher Eilucation-8.A., Bethany college, 1953; M.s., state
University of New York, 1.959; Ed.D., Case Western Reseive University, 1969.
Anderson, Rev. william P. (1968), Religious stuities-A.B., Bloomfield college, 1961;
8.D., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1964; Th.D.,'1,968.
Augrrst, Eugene R. (1'966), English-RA., Rutgers university, 195g; M.A., university of
Connecticut, 1960; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, L965.
Back, Stanley I. 9959), Mathematics-B.S., University of Dayton, t9S7; M.5., purdue
University, 1959.
Beauregard, Erving E. (1,947), History-A.B., University of Chicago, 1942;M.A.,Univer_
sity of Massachusetts, 1945; Ph.D., Union Institute,'1,97 6.
Berger, Robert N. (1'964), Management and Marketing-8.s., university of Dayton, 1960;
M.A., Ohio University, 1963;1.D., Chase School of Law,1,970.
Boehman, Louis I. (1967), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering-8.M.E., university of
Dayton, 1960; M.S.M.E., Illinois Institute of Technology,tgOZ;ph.D.,196Z. Reg.prof .
Engr.
Bohlen, George A.(1980),Managementlnformationsystems andDecision sciences-8.s.M.E.,
Clemso_n University, 1958; M.S.I.E., Purdue University, 1963; M.S.B.A., George Wash_
ington University, 1.968; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1923.
Buby, Rev. Bertrand A., s .M. (1'967), Religious stuilies-B.A., university of Dayton, 1955;
S.T.L., Pontifical Biblicum Institute, 1964;S.S.L.,tJniversity of Fribourg, tgOO;5.f .O.,
Pontifical University of the Marianum, 1.980.
Burns, Rev. Norbert C., S.M. (1959), Religious Studies-8.A., University of
Dayton, 1.945;5.T.L., University of Fribourg, 1954;5.T.D., The Angelicum, 1.955.
Casey, AnthonyL.(1969), Management Information systems anil Decision sciences-M.Ed.,
Wright State University,1,973; M.S., University of Dayton,.l.9T2.
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chuang, Henry N. (1965), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-8.s., National Taiwan
Unilversity, 1958; M.S., University of Maryland, 1.962;Ph.D., Carnegie Institute of
Technology,1966. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Clark, Willard C.,lr. (1963), Accounting-B'5., University of Dayton, 1959; M'B'A', Miami
University, 1960 ; CP. A., Ohio, 1962.
Comer, Orville L. (1950), Marketing-8.S., Washington University, 1948;M'S',1949'
Conard, RobettC. (1967),Languages-v.B.A., University of Cincinnati't956;M'A',7962;
Ph.D.,1969.
Courtright, James F. (1984\, Engineering Technology-B.T., University of Dayton, 1975;
M.B.A., 1982; Ed.S., 1988.
DaPolito, Frank J. Q'970), Psychology-8.A., Bowling Green State University,
1959; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1966.
Deibel, Francis A., S.M. (1954), Library-A.B., University of Dayton, 1929; B'S'L'S',
Western Reserve UniversitY, 1943.
Drees, Doris A. (1956), Heatth B Sport Science 
- 
B'S., University of Dayton, 'l'956;M'A''
The Ohio State Universify,tglg; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1968.
Drury, William R. (1984), Educational Leadership-8.S., University of Dayton, 1958; M'S',
L962; Ed,.D., Wayne State University, 1'97 1.
Eastep, Franklin E. (1980), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-B S,]h: Ohio State
University, 1958; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1963; Pl|r'D', Stanford
University, 1968.
Eid, Leroy V. (1961), History-B.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 1953; M.A., St' John's
University, 1958; Ph.D., 1961; M.A., University of Toronto, 1968.
Eley, Marion I. 0961), Accounting-8.S., University of Dayton, L959; M.B.A., Xavier
University, 1.964; C.P.A., Ohio, 1.966'
Evers, Anthony l. (L966), Electrical Engineering 
- 
B.E.E., University of Dayton, 1953;
M.S.E.E., University of Notre Dame, 1955. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Eveslage, Sylvester L. (1948), Chemistry-8.S., University of Notre Dame, 1944; M'S',
1945; Ph.D., 1953.
Farren, Joseph M. (1966), Engineering Technology 
- 
B.S.' Bluffton College, 1959; B'E'E',
University of Dayton, L96l; M.5., 1'966; M.B.A., 1977. Reg. Prof' Engr.
Fioriti, Andrew A. (1965), Accounting-8.S., University of Scranton, 1956; M'B'A', Uni-
versity of Detroit, 1958; C.P.A., New Jersey, 1964.
Fogel, Normanl. (1'97L), Political Science-8.5., Millersville State College, 1960;M'A',
University of Delaware, 1968; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1975.
Fraker, John R. (1975), Engineering Management and Systems-8.S., University
of Tennessee, 1956;M.5.,1965; Ph.D., Clemson University, 1'971. Reg. Prof. Engr'
Frericks, Donaldl. (L978\,EducationalLeadership-B.s.,university of Dayton, 1956; M.A.,
Miami University, 1958; Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1970.
Frick, Roy K. (1,987), Engineering Management and systems 
- 
B.s.t Clemson university,
1950; M.S., Ohio State University, 1966;Ph.D.,1970. Reg. Prof. Engr.
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Friedland, Eric L. (1968),Religious Stuilies-B.A., Boston University, 1960; M.A., Brandeis
University, 7962; Ph.D., L967.
Friel, J. William (1963), Mathematics-B.S.,Loras College, t9S9;M.A., Duquesne Univer-
sity,1962.
Frye, Helen B. (1967), Teacher Education-8.A., Ohio Wesleyan University,1,944;M.Ed.,
Wittenberg University, 1.962;Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1962.
Fuchs, Gordon E. (1967), Teacher Eilucation-8.5., University of Wisconsin, 1958; M.S.
1961; Ph.D., Ohio State University, L974.
Gantner, Thomas E. (1966), Mathematics-B.S., University of Dayton, 1,962;
M.S., Purdue University, 1964; Ph.D., 7966.
Gay,James E. (1968), Teacher Education 
-F.A., Ohio University,lg1l; M.A., Universityof Wisconsin, 1956; D.Ed., University of Maryland, 1972.
George, Norman (1962), Law 
- 
Ohio State University, L9S0; M.B.A., University of
Pittsburgh, 1954; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1,962;1.D., Salmon Chase College,
't967.
Gilvary, Patrick S. (1955), Communication-Theatre-V.5., University of Dayton, L950;
M.A., Xavier University, 1963; Ph.D., Ohio State Universitp 1975.
Graham, Thomas P. (1964), Physics-8.5., Providence College, '].956;ph.D.,Iowa State
University, 1967.
Grob, M. Audrey (1961), Teacher Education-B.S., University of Dayton, 1942; M.A.,
1948; Ph.D., Catholic University of America, 1961.
Gross, David I. (1981), Chemical Technology-B.Ch.E., Georgia Institute of Technology,
1959; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1965. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Han19m1n, Douglas A. (1956), Engineering Technology-8.E.E., University of Dayton,
1955. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Hater, Robert J. (1981), Religious Studies-8.A., Athenaeum of Ohio, 1.957; M.A., 1959;
Ph.D., St. John's University, 1,967.
Hecht, NormanL. (L974),MaterialsEngineering-B.5., Alfred University, I960;M.5.,t968;
Ph.D., 1972.
Henninger, Francis J. (1965), English-B.A., St. John's University, 1956; A.M., University
of Notre Dame, 1958; M.A., University of Pennsylvania, !962; Ph.D., 1965.
Hopfengardner,Jerrold (7978),EducationalAdministration-B.A.,lJniversityof Dayton,
1959; M.Ed., Miami University, Tg6'l; Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1970.
Huth, Mary Jo (1962), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work- 8.S., University of
Dayton, 1950; M.A., Indiana University, 1951; Ph.D., St. Louis University, 1955.
Kee, Richard J. (1985), Electrical anil Computer Engineering-8.S., University of Tampa,
1971; M.S.E.E., Air Force Institute of Technology,1976; D.E., University of Dayton,
1989. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Kepes, Joseph l. Q,962), Physics-B.S., Case Institute of Technology, 1953; ph.D., Univer-
sity of Notre Dame, 1.958.
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Kerns, Gerald E. (1'967), Political Science-B.A-, University of Wichita, 1961;
Ph.D., Indiana University, 1969.
Kester, fack E. (1966), Computer Science 
- 
B'S., University of Dayton, 1952; M.S., Ohio
State University, 1958.
King, Edwin R.(1953),History-8.S., University of Dayton 
'1949;M.A.,Western ReserveUniversity, 1950.
Klosterman, Rita(1960),Teacher Education-B.A., Immaculate Heart college,1942;M.4.,
St. john's College, 1956; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1968.
Kreiss, Robert A. (1989), Law-B.A., Reed College, 1963; M.A., University of Oregon,
1965; Ph.D., 1968;1.D., Stanford Univetsity, L977.
Kubach, Reinhold w. (1958), Electrical Engineering-V.8.E., Staatliche Ingenieurschule,
Esslingen, 1947;M.S.E., University of Dayton, 1966.
Kunkel, Joseph C. (1964), Philosophy-A.8., Loyola University, Chicago, 1958; A.M.,
L962; Ph.D.,St. Bonaventure University, 1968.
Kuntz, Kennethl. (1969), Psychology-V.A., Washington University, 1955; M.A., Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, 1963.
Labadie, Patricia B. (1959), English-B.A.,lJniversity of Washington, 1946; M.A., Miami
University, 1961.; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1974.
Lapitan, Antonio E. (1969), Political Science-A.8., University of the Philippines, 1'954;
M.A., Lehigh University, 1957;Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1958.
Laufersweiler, Joseph D. (1963), Biology-B'5., University of Notre Dame, 1952; M.Sc',
Ohio State University, 1954; Pll'D., 1960.
Lee, David R. (1982), Management and Mnrketing-B.S., U.S. Air Force Academy,1962;
M.S.I.E., Purdue University, 1'966;Ph.D., 1972.Reg. Prof' Engr'
Leonard, Mary T. (1956), Health and Sport Science, A.B., Radcliffe College, 1948; M.S.,
MacMurray College, 1951; Ed.D., Boston University, L960.
Lestingi, Joseph (1992), Mechanical and Aerospnce Engineeing- B.C.E., Manhattan Col-
lege,1957; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1959; D.Eng.' Yale University,1966.
Lu, Christopher C. (1976),Chemical andMaterials Engineering-B'S.,Chen-Kung Univer-
sity, 196b; M.S., University of Missouri, 1966; Ph.D., University of Texas,1972
Maras, Raymond J. (1959), History-8.A., University of California, 1'946;M.A. Catholic
University of America, 1948; Ph.D., University of California, 1955.
Martin, Herbert W. (1.970), English 
- 
8.A., University of Toledo, 1964; M.A., State
University of New York at Buffalo, 1967; M.1., Middlebury College, 1972; D.A.'
Carnegie-Mellon University, 1979.
Mathias, Frank F. (1963), History-A.B., University of Kentucky, 1950; M'A.' 196'l';
P}r..D.,1966.
McCloskey, John W. (1965), Mathematics-B.S', University of Dayton' 1960;
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M.S., Michigan State University, 1,962;Ph.D., 1,965.
McGraw, JamesL. (1952),lndustrial EngineeringTechnology-8.S.I.E., Lafayette College,
1951; M.B.A., Xavier University, 1,960.
Means, Michael H. (1963), English-B.A., University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, 1.955;
M.A., Ohio State University,l95T; Ph.D., University of Florida, 1963.
Merenski, J. Par:l'(L976), Management anilMarketing-8.S., Wright State University, 1971;
M.B.A., 1972; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1982.
Miller, RichardL. (1968),Management and Marketing-8.5., Ohio State University,Ig4T;
M.B.A., 1959; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1981..
Minardi, fohn E. (1964), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-B.M.E., University of
Dayton, 1955; M.S.M.E., University of Southern California, 1.957;Ph.D.,tJniversiiy of
Cincinnati, 1973.
Miner, George K. (1976), Physics-A.8., Thomas More College, 1.958;
M.S., University of Notre Dame, 1960; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1965.
Monasterio, Xavier O. (1966), Philosophy-8.A.,Instituto Oriente, Mexico, 1944; M.A.,
Ysleta College, 1951; Ph.D., Universite de Paris, 1964.
Montavon, Robert E. (1966), Library-8.A., St. Charles College, 1955; M.A., Catholic
University of America, 1.962; M.S.L.S., 1965.
Morefield, Donald W. (7969), Health and Sport Science-B.S. Ed., University of Dayton,
1,957;M.A. Ed., Ball State University,196T; Ed.S., Universiry of Dayton, 1988.
Morlan, Don B. (1.977), Communication-8.5., Indiana State University, 1,962;
M.S., 1965; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1969.
Mott, Robert L. (1,966), EngineeringTechnology 
-8.M.E., General Motors Institute, 1963;M.S.M.E., Purdue University, 1965. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Murphy, Lorraine M. (1953), English-8.A., Augustana College, 1946; M.A., Miami
University, 1962.
Nartker, Raymond H. (1962), Library-8.A., University of Dayton, 1942; M.S.L.S.,
Western Reserve University, 1955.
Nersoyan, H. James (1.967), Philosophy-Baccalatreate, College Champagnat des Freres
Maristes, 1939; S.T.B., Berkeley Divinity School, 1,949;Ph.D., Columbia University,
7966.
Palmert, Julia Ann (1975), Health and Sport Science-8.5., University ol Dayton, I9S2;
M.S., The Ohio State University, 1953. R.D., L.D.
Palumbo, Suzanne D. (1965), English-B.A., Northwestern University, 1,957; M.A.,
University of Dayton, 1965.
Patrouch, Joseph F. (1964), English-A.8., University of Cincinnati, 1958; M.A., 1960;
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1965.
Patyk, Josef (L963), Political science--4.ertificate, school of Public Administration, po-
land, 1935; LL.M., Jagiellonski University, 1945;Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1965.
Payne, Elmer H . (1961), Cirsil and Enaironmental Engineering anil Engineering Mechanics 
-B.S.C.E., Washington University, 1958; M.S., 1961. Reg. Prof. Engr.
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Ramsey, famesM.,(1964),Biology-B.S.,Wilmington College, 1948; M.S., Miami Univer-
sity,1951.
Rang, jack C. (1979), Communication- 8.S., Northwestern University, 1948; M.A.,
Aquinas College, 1965; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1.972.
Ray, Alden E. (1961), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-8.A., Southern Illinois
University, 1953; Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1959.
Rhee, Tong-Chin (1967), History-V.A., Seoul National University, 1959; M.P.A., 1961;
Certificate (M.A.), University of Wales, 196I;M.A., Lehigh University, 1962;Ph.D.,
Clark University, 1.967 .
Rhodes, Rev. Edmund L., S.M. (1947), Philosophy-A.B., University of Dayton, 1934;
S.T.L., Catholic University of America, 1942.
Rice, Bernard I. $960), Mathematics-B.S., St. Louis Universtty, 7955; M.S., Ohio State
University, 196L.
Ritter, Charles J. (.967),Geology 
-8.5., University of Dayton, 1959; M.S., MassachusettsInstitute of Technology , 7962; Pl:.D., University of Michigan, 1971.
Roberts, CaroleL. (1968), Health and Sport Science-V.S. Ed., Ohio State University, 1964;
M.A., 1968.
Roehm, Harper A. (1992), Accounting 
-8.A., DePaw University, L957;M.B.A.,IndianaUniversity, 1.963; D.B.A., Florida State University, 1972.
Rogers, Dana B. (1982), Electrical and Computer Engineering-8.S.E.E., Arizona State
University, 1962; M.S.E.E., Air Force Institute of Technology,1969;Ph.D., University
of Dayton, L978.
Rooney, Victor M. (1966), Engineering Technology-8.E.E., University of Dayton, 1965;
M.S.E.E., Ohio State University, 1970. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Rosenzweig, Kenneth Y. (1981), Accounting-8.A., University of Texas, 1965; M.B.A.,
University of Houston, 1968; Ph.D., Michigan State University,1977.
Ruff, Lawrence A. (1960), English-8.5., University of Dayton, 1958; M.A., Catholic
University of America, 1959;Ph.D., The Ohio State University,1.968.
Sandness, Marilyn l. (1974), Music-B.M., Eastman School of Music, 1958; M.M., New
England Conservatory of Music, 1960. Reg. Music Therapist. Music Therapist, Board
Certified.
Schleppi, Carroll M. (1984), Mathematics-8.S., Chestnut Hill College, 1963; M.S., Ohio
State University, 1,965.
Schleppi, John R. (1963), Henlth and Sport Science-8.5., Ohio State University, 1961;
M. A., 1,963; Ph.D., 1972.
Schroeder, Elizabeth (1950), Human Ecology-B.S., College of Mt. St. Joseph-on-the-Ohio,
1942;M.5., Ohio State University, 1958.
Siciliano, Carol J. Q964), Health and Sport Science-B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State Univer-
si|y,1.959; M.A.Ed., Western Reserve University, 1962.
Simon, Marvin D. (7987), Engineering Technology 
- 
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati,
1955; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1978.
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Snide, James A. (1974), Chemical and Materials Engineering-8.S., Ohio University, 1959;
M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology , 1965; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1.975.
Staub, Albert E. (1956), Engineering Technology 
- 
A.B., University of Missouri, 1951;
M.A., Miami University, L953.
Steiner, Wilfredl. Q946), History-A.B.,Loras College, 1.936;M.A., Harvard University,
1938; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1957.
Steinlage, Ralph C. (1966), Mathematics-8.5., University of Dayton, 1962; M.S., Ohio
State Universily, 1,963; Ph.D., 1965.
Stockum, Eleanore K. (1,957),English 
-B.A., College of St. Teresa, 1950; M.A., MarquetteUniversity, 1953.
Strange, Jerry D. ('1.958), Engineering Technology 
- 
B.S., Otterbein College, 1958; M.S.,
Xavier University, L964.
Taylor, Amie L. (1.981.), Counselor Education and Human Seraices-8.5., Central State
University, 1957; M.Ed., Miami University, 1.970; M.S.Ed., University of Dayton,
1985; Ph.D., Miami University, 1985.
Taylor, Bruce M. (1967), History-8.A., Dartmouth College, 1957;M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity, 1.962; Ph.D. Fordham University, 1973.
Tewari, Harish C. (1975), Management and Marketing-8.A., Delhi University, 1963;
M.B.A., Central Michigan University, '1.969; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1974;
Ph.D.,1977.
Thiele, Gary A . (1,979), Electrical anil Computer Engineering-B.S.E.E, Purdue University,
7977; M.Sc., The Ohio State University, L964; Ph.D., 1958. Reg. Prof. Engr.; Fellow
IEEE, 1982.
Thomson, Robert A. (L952), Ciail and Enaironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechan-
ics 
- 
B.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 1950; B.M.E., 1954; Ph.D., Illinois Institute of
Technology, 1958. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Tiller, Kathleen (1983), Library-8.5., University of Wisconsin, I97l;8.A., University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1981; M.L.S., 1983; M.A., University of Dayton, 1.990.
Tsui, Susan L., (1,965), Library-B.A., National Taiwan University, 1961; M.S.L.S., Uni-
versity of Illinois, 1954.
Vines, Alice G . (1.969), History-B.A., B.S. Ed., University of Cincinnati, 1960;M.A.,196I;
P]r.D.,1975.
Vlahos, George E. (1,978), Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences-8.5.,
University of lllinois, 1964; M.S., Southern Illinois University,1.957;Pl:..D., University
of Northern Colorado, 1974.
Walker, Mary Ann ('1.970), Library 
- 
B.S.Ed., Kent State University, 7966; M.L.S., 1968;
M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1981.
Weiler, fohn E . (7967), Economics and Finance-8.A., University of Cincinnati,1960;M.A.,
'1.96t; Ph.D.,1973.
Wernersbach, Geraldine S. (1979),LawLibrary-B.M., DuquesneUnivesity,1949;M.A.L.S.,
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Kent State University, 1959.
Wilder, fesse H. (1953), Mechanical EngineeringTechnology-8.S.M.E., Duke University,
1947;M.5., State University of lowa, 1949. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Williamson, Tommy L. (1931), Electrical and Computer Engineering-8.S.E.E., Ohio Uni-
versity, 19 62; M.S.E.E., Ohio State University,'l'9 65 ; Ph.D., I97 5.
Winger, Bernard I. (966), Economics and Finance-B.S., Xavier University, L959; M.4.,
University of Cincinnati, 1960; C.P.A., Ohio, 1965.
Winslow, Leon E. (1981), Computer Science-B.S., Marquette University, 1956;M.5.'1960;
Ph.D., Duke University, 1965.
Wolff, Florencel.(1969),Communication-8.S., Temple University,1941; M.Ed., Duquesne
University, 1967;Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1969.
Wurst, John C., (L957), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering- B.M.E., University of
Dayton, L957 ; M.5., 1968; Ph.D., 1,971'.
Young, Saul (1983), Management Information systems and Decision sciences-B.4., Univer-
sity of Texas, 1962;M.5., University of Wisconsin, 1969;Ph.D., Stanford University,
L975.
Zembaly,JaneS. (1975),Philosophy-B.A.,State University of New York atBfifalo,1971';
M.A., Georgetown University, 1975; Ph.D., 1976.
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSION EMERITUS
Achbach, Myron H. (1970), Office of Ailmission-B.A., University of Dayton, 1958; M.A.,
Western Reserve University, 1966.
REGISTRAR EMERITUS
Palmert, Daniel F. (1977), Registrar-8.5., University of Dayton, 1950;M.B.A.' 1978.
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE PROFESSORS
Bohlen, George A. (1980),Management lnformation SystemsanilDecisionSciences-B.5.M.8.,
Clemson University, 1958; M.S.I.E., Purdue University, 1963; M.S.B.A., George Wash-
ington Universlty,1968; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1973.
Drees, Doris A . (1956), Health and Sport Science 
-F.5., University of Dayton, 1956;M.A',The Ohio State Universily, L959; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1968'
Fox, B. Lawrence (1966), Chemistry-8.S., John Carroll University, 1962;
Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1'966.
Geiger, john O . (1.970),Teacher Education-B.A., Marquette University, 1'966;Ph.D.'1'972.
George, Norman (1962), Law 
- 
Ohio State University, 1950; M.B.A., University of
Piitsburgh, 1954; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1962;1.D., Salmon Chase College,
t967.
foseph, Ellis A. (1961), Education-A.8., University of Notre Dame, 1955;
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M.A., 1.956;Ph.D.,1.962; L.H.D. (Honorary), College of Mt. St. Joseph, 1989.
Kohmescher, Rev. Matthew F., S.M. (1951), Religious Studies 
- 
A.8., University of
Dayton, L942; S.T.D., University of Fribourg, 1950; M.A., Western Reserve Univer-
sity, 1956.
Lucier, John j., S.M. (1945), Chemistry-8.S., University of Dayton, 1937;M.5., Western
Reserve University, 1950; Ph.D., 1951.
Murphy, Harry C. (1950), Marketing-8.8.A., University of Minnesota, 1,948;8.5.,7949;
M.A., 1951.
Noland, George B. (1955), Biology-8.5., University of Detroit, 1950; M.S., 1952;Ph.D.,
Michigan State University, 1955.
Peterson, Richard E. (1957), Mathematics-B.A., Hiram College, 1955; M.S., Purdue
University, 1.957.
Ryckman, Seymour J. (1959), Ciail and Eruironmental Engineering anil Engineering Mechan-
ics-B.S., Michigan State University,1939; M.S., University of Missouri, 1942. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Schmidt, Bernhard M. (L948), Electrical Engineering-8.E.E., University of Dayton,1,942;
M.S., Ohio State University,7957; Ph.D., 1963. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Schraut, Kenneth C. (1940), Mathematics-A.8., University of Illinois, 1936; M.A., Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, 1938; Ph.D., 1940.
Springer, George H. (1946), Geology-A.8., Brown University, 1938; ScM., 1940.
Stick, Henry H. (L975), Economics and Finance 
- 
8.S., U.S. Military Academy, 1945;
M.B.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1951,; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1957.
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING PROFESSOR
Burns, Rev. Norbert C., S.M . (7959), Religious Studies 
-B.A., University of Dayton, 1945;S.T.L., University of Fribourg, 1954; S.T.D., The Angelicum, 1955.
RANKED FACULTY AND INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Aaron, Philip T., S.M. (1979), Campus Ministry, Administrative-8.S., University of
Dayton, 1954; M.S., St. Louis University, 1964;Ph.D., Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity,1973.
Abueida, Atif A. (2000), Mathematics, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S., United Arab Emirates
University, 1987; M.S., East Tennessee State University, 1995; Ph.D., Auburn Univer-
sity, 2000.
Adamitis, James A. (1970), Criminal Justice Studies, Associate Professor-B.A., Kent State
University, 1955; M.A., 1.967;Ph.D., Miami University, 1981.
Adams, Shauna M. (1993), Teacher Education, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S., University of
Dayton, 1.979;M.5., 1986; Ed.D., University of Cincinnati, 1996.
Adkins, Monica \. (2002), Diaerse Student Populations, Administrative-B.A., Miami
University, 1989; M.P.A., University of Cincinnati, t994; Ed.D., 1,998.
Ahern, David W. (1977), Political Science, Professor-8.A., Southern Connecticut State
M
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College, 7970; M.A., University of Maryland, 1972; Ph.D., 197 6.
Ahire, Sanjay L. (2000), Management lnformation Systems, Operations Management, and
Decision Sciences, Associate Professor-B.Chem., The University of Bombay, 1'982;
M.M.S., 1985; Ph.D., University of Alabama, 1992.
Ahoujja, Mohamed (200L), Physics, Assistant Professor-B.A., Kenyon College, 1990;
M.S., University of Cincinnati,7993; Ph.D., 1996.
Al-Akkad, Riad S. (1986), Cioil and Enttironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Lecturer-B.C.E., University of Dayton, 1980; M.S.C.E., 1981.
Alexander, Roberta S. (1969), History, Professor-B.A., University of Califonia' 1964;
M.A., University of Chicago , 7966; Ph.D., 7974.
Altman, Aaron (2002), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor-8.S.E.,
Tulane University, 1990; M.S.E., Univesity of Texas at Austin, I994;Ph.D., Cranfield
University, 2001.
Alvey, Kelly N. (2001), Management Information Systems, Operations Management, and
Decision Sciences, Visiting Lecturer-B.S., Oregon State University,1987; M.S., Indi-
ana University, Bloomington, 1996.
Amin, Julius A. (1989), History, Professor-B.A., University of Cameroon, 1979;M.4.'
West Texas State University,1983; Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1988.
Amsden, Robert T. (1978), Management lnformation Systems, Operutions Management, and
Decision Sciences, Associate Professor-8.A., University of New Hampshire, 1960;
M.S., Rutgers University, 1964; Ph.D., 1969.
Anderson, Darrell F. (1,974), Communication-Theatre, Associate Professor-B.A., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1969;M.F.A., Ohio State University, 1991'
Anderson, Timothy (2001), Music, Artist-in-Residence-8.M., University of South Caro-
lina, Columbia,1987; M.M., New England Conservatory of Music, (1989).
Angel, Mary A. (1988), Communication, Lecturer 
- 
B.A., University of Cincinnati,'l'977;
M.A.,1979.
Apolito, Timothy (1998), Criminal lustice Studies, Coordinator, Community Relations-
B.A., University of Dayton, 1967;M.Ed., Xavier University,1969.
Artz, TheodoraS. (1974),Law Library, Assistant Professor-B.Ed., University of Toledo,
'1.962; M. A.L.S., 197 4.
Avila-John, Karin (1993), English Language and Multicultural lnstitute, Administrative 
-8.A., Instituto Nacional Superior del Profesorado |oaquin v Gongalez, 1979;M.4.'So.
Illinois University, 1982.
Baer, fanine T. (L994), Health and Sport Science, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S., Mt. Mary
College, 1983; M.S. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1985; Ph.D.,
1988.
Ballal, Dilip R. (1990), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineeting,Professor, Hans von Ohain
Professor in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-B.Sc. (Eng.), Maulana Azad
College of Technology , 1967; M.Sc., Cranfield Institute of Technology, 1968; Ph.D.,
t972.
Banerjee, Partha P. (2000), Electrical and Computer Engneering, Professor 
- 
B.Tech.,
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India, 1979; M'5., University of lowa,
1.980; Ph.D., 1983.
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Bardine, Bryan A. (200t), English, Instructor-B.A., University of Dayton, 1990; M.A.,
1993; Ph.D., Kent State University, 2001.
Barnes, Michael H. (1958), Religious Studies, Professor-A.8., St. Louis University, 1961;
Ph.L., 1,962; Ph.D., Marquette University, 1.976.
Baxley, Frank O. (2002), Electro-Optics, Adjunct Assistant Professor-8.S., Miami Uni-
versity, t974;M.5.,1,976;M.B.A., The Ohio State University, L985; Ph.D., University
of Dayton, 2001.
Beal, Kathleen G. (2001), Biology, Lecturer-B.S., Ohio Dominican College, 1,973;M.5,
The Ohio State University,l.975;Ph.D., 1978; M.S., Wright State University,1987.
Becker, PaulJ. (2002), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Worft, Assistant Professor-B.S.,
Indiana State University, 1987; M.S., 1989; Ph.D., Bowling Green State University,
L996.
Bednarek, fanet R. (1992), History, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., Creighton University,
1981; M.A., 1983; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1987.
Bender, Gretchen A. (2002), Laa, Assistant Professor-B.A., Northwestern University,
1982;I.D.,University of San Francisco, 1985; L.L.M., George Washington University,
2001.
Benedum, Richard P. (1973), Music,Prcfessor, Alumni Chair in the Humanities-B.A.,
Concordia Teachers College, 1965;D.M.A., University of Orcgon, 1972.
Benin,Vladimir A. (2001,),Chemistry, AssistantProfessor-B.S., University of Sofia, 1990;
M.S., Vanderbilt University, 1993; Ph.D., 1995.
Benjamin, ]ohn A. (2000), Music, Artist-in-Residence-8.S., 8.M., University of Akron,
1985; M.M., University of Cincinnati, 1987.
Benson, Paul H. (1985), Philosophy, Professor-8.A., St. Olaf College, 1,979;
Ph.D., Princeton University, 1984.
Berney, Rex L. (1978), Physics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Missouri, 1971;
M.5., L973; Ph.D., 1978.
Bickford, Deborah J. (1988), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-B.A., State
University of New York, Cortland, 1974;M.5.B.A., University of Massachtsetts, \976;
Ph.D., 1980.
Biddle, fames R. (1990), Teacher Eilucation, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., Bob jones
University, L968; M.Ed., University of Cincinnati, 1970; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1973.
Biers, David W . (1976), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Lafayette College, 1,966;
M.S., Northwestern University, 7968; Ph.D., 1970.
Bilocerkowycz, faro M. (1985), Political Science, Associate Professor-B.A., Eastern IlIi-
nois University,7973; M.A., University of Washington,'1,975; Ph.D., 1983.
Blatt, Stephen I. $971),Communication, Associate Professor-B.A., Morehead State Uni-
versity, 1,9 64; M. 4., Ohio Universi ty, 19 67 ; Ph.D., 19 69.
Bliss, Mark M. (1999), Political Science, Lecturer 
- 
A.A., Sinclair Community College,
1993; 8.4., University of Dayton, '1.996; M.A., 1998.
Blust, Rebecca P. (1998), EngineeringTechnology, Assistant Professor-8.S., University of
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Dayton, 1987 ; M.B.A., Wright State University, 1'997.
Boehnlein, fames M. (L992), English, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., University of Dayton,
1,97 3 ; M.S.E{., 197 8 ; M. A., 1 988; Ph.D., Miami Univer sity, 1992.
Bogner, Fred K. (L969), Ciztil and Enztironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics'
Professor-B.S.C.E., Case Institute of Technology, 1961; M.S.E.M .,1964;Ph.D.,'l'967 .
Bower, Samuel M. (1965), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Mexico City College,
1.957 ; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1963.
Bowers, Jeanne (1993), English Language and Multicultural Institute, Administrative 
-8.A., Califomia State University, Sacramento, 197 4; M.5., 1977.
Bowman, Connie L. (1997), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., Capital
University, 1975; M.Ed., University of Cincinnati, 1981; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1995.
Brady, Thomas J. (1981), Accounting, Associate Professor-B.S., New York University,
7966;M.8.A., Adelphi University, 1958; Ph.D., St. Louis University, 1981.
Brahler, C. fayne (2000),Health B Sport Scien ce, Assistant Professor-B.S., Montana State
University, 1980; M.S., Washington State University,1993; Ph.D., 1998.
Branick, Vincent P. (1.979), Religious Studies, Professor-B.A., Chaminade College of
Honolulu, 1963; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1964; S.T.B., University of
Fribourg, 1966;5.T.L., 1959; D.Phil., L97I;5.5.8., Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1972;
S.S.L., 1973; S.S.D., 7975; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1983.
Brar, Nahhatter S. (1986), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate Professor-
B.S., University of the Punjab, 1962;M.5.,1965; M.S., Trent University,'l'971;Ph.D.,
University of Western Ontario, L979.
Brecha, Robert J. $993), Physics, Associate Professor-B.S., Wright State University,
1983; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 1990.
Breitwisch, Randall J. (1988), Biology, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Miami,
1973; M.5., 1977; M.5., University of Michigan, 1982; Ph.D., University of
Miami. 1987.
Brenner, Susan W. (L988\, Law, Professor-B.A., Southwestern Oklahoma State Univer-
sity,1968; M.A., Kent State University,1971.; J.D., Indiana University, 1981.
Brill, Mark E. (2001), Masic, Assistant Professor-8.A., Oberlin College, 1987; J.D.,
Loyola University, New Orleans, 1990; M.A., Tulane University,1992;Ph.D', Univer-
sity of California, Davis, 1998.
Brockman, Robert A. (1984), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,Prcfessor 
- 
B.S.M.E.,
Carnegie-Mellon University, 7973; M.M.E., University of Dayton, t974; Ph.D.,
1979.
Browning, Charles E. (1,976), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Professor-B.S., West Vir-
ginia University, 1966; M.S., Wright State Universlty, 1970; Ph.D', University of
Dayton, L976.
Buckley, David M. (1968), Library, Associate Professor-B.A., Miami University, 1966;
M.A.L.S., Western Michigan University, 1968; M.A., University of Dayton, 1'975.
Buckley, James P. (1993), Computer Scienca, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., State University
of New York at Oswego, 1981; M.E., Tulane University, 1990;Ph.D.,1994.
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Bueche, Frederick j. (1961), Physics, Distinguished Professor at Large-B.S., University
of Michigan, 1,944;Ph.D., Cornell University, 1948.
Burkhardt, Thomas E. (1992), Vice Presiilent for Finance and Ailministratioe Serztices,
Administrative-8.S., University of Dayton, 1970.
Burky, AlbertJ. (,973),Biology, Professor-B.A., Hartwick ColIege,I964;Ph.D., Syracuse
University, 1959.
Burnell,Juliann (1991),Psychologist,CounselingCenter, Administrative 
-B.S. Ed., MiamiUniversity, 1,979; Psy. D., Wright State University, 1989.
Burrows, Ron J. (1981), Accounting, Associate Professor-B.S., Northern Illinois Univer-
sity, t965; M.S., 1968; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, L980.
Butter, Beverly I. 0.984), Learning Support Serz;ices, Administrative-8.A., Hunter
College, 1966; M.Ed., University of Massachusetts, 1971..
Butter, Eliot I. Q971), Psychology, Professor-8.A., Brooklyn College, 1.965;M.A.,7969;
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, 1.971.
Cadegan,UnaM.(L987),History, AssociateProfessor-B.A.,UniversityofDayton,1982;
A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1983; Ph.D.,7987.
Cahoon, Melissa A. (2000), Psycholory,Lect\Lrer-B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington,
l99I;M.4., Uniersity of Cincinnati, L994;Ph.D., 1998.
Cameron, Alex f . (1964), English, Associate Professor-A.B., University of Notre Dame,
7959; Ph.D.,1,973.
Carey, Patrick W . (2002), Religious Stuilies,Distinguished Visiting Professor (Fall 2002)-
8.A., St. fohn's Universlty,1962; M.Div., 1966; S.T.M., Union Theological Seminary,
7977; Ph.D., Fordham University, L975.
Carlson, Amanda (20021, Visual Arfs, Visiting Scholar and Assistant Professor-8.A.,
University of Maryland, L991; M.A.,Indiana University, L966; Ph.D., 2002.
Carlson, Marybeth (1993), History, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Maryland,
1979;M.4., University of Wisconsin, 1986;Ph.D., 1992.
Carr, Bruce, Minority Engineering Program, Administrative 
- 
B.S., Bowling Green State
University, 1983; M.S., University of Dayton, 1,990.
Castellano, Joseph F. ('1.999), Accounting, Professor-8.S., St. Louis University, L964;
M.5., 7965; Ph.D., 1.971.
Castro, P6rcio B. de, Jr. (7994),Languages, Associate Professor-Law, Fluminense Federal
University (Rio de Janeiro), 1984; M.A., Temple University, 1989, Ph.D., Temple
University, L991..
Cavour, Isabel J. (,995), Languages, Associate Professor-B.A., Pontificia Universidad
Javeriana, 7979;M.Ed., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1990; Ph.D., 1995.
Chan, Kam C. (1999\, Economics and Finance, Associate Professor-B.S., Chinese Univer-
sity of Hong Kong, 1984; M.A., University of Alabama, 1988; Ph.D., 1990.
Chartoff, Richard P. (1984), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Professor-8.S., Case
Institute of Technology, 196l; M.5., Princeton University, 1962; M.A., 1965; Ph.D.,
L968.
Chase, Donald V. (1993), Cioil and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
M8
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Lecturer- B.S.C.E., University of Kentucky, 1985; M.S.C.E., 1989;Ph.D., 1993.
Chatterjee, Monish R. (2002), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Professor-B. Tech,
Indian Institute of Technology,1,979; M.S.E.E., University of Iowa,7987; Ph.D., 1985.
Chelle, Robert F. (1,9991, Director, L. William Crotty Center for Enterprise Leailership,
Administrative-8.A., Bethany College, 1970;M.B.A., University of Dayton,'1.972.
Chen, Rong-chin Carl (1977), Economics and Finance, Professor, William J. Hoben Re-
search Scholar in International Business-B.A., National Taiwan University, 1.969;
M.S., Auburn University, 1973; Ph.D., University of Geotgia, '1.977 .
Chenoweth, Richard K. (1983), Music, Protessor-8.M., Manhattan School of Music,
1970;M.M., University of Cincinnati, 1984; D.M.A., 1988.
Cherringtory BlakeE. (1997), Electrical and Computer Engineering and Engineering Manage-
ment and Systems, Professor- B.A.Sc., University of Toronto, 1959; M.A.Sc., 1961;
Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1965.
Chiodo, Andria I. 0,968), Languages, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Oregon,
1,966;M.4., 1,968.
Chowdhury, Mashrur A. (2000), Ciztil and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S., Bangladesh Institute of Technology, 1988;
M.S., Morgan State University,199'1,; Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1.995.
Chuck, Leon (1.989), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor-8.S.,
University of Maryland, '1.978;M.5., t984.
Church, Kevin M. (1990), Chemisfry, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Nebraska,
7982;M.5., University of Nebraska Medical Center, 1985; Ph.D., 1988.
Ciric, Amy R. (2001), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Associate Professor-B.S., 8.A.,
Carnegie-Mellon University, 1985; Ph.D., Princeton University, 1990.
Cochran, Rebecca A. (1991), Law, Professor*B.A., Colorado College, 1974;
M.A., Northwestern University,1975; J.D., lohn Marshall Law School, 1984.
Coe, Erica L. (2001.), Library, Assistant Professor-B.A., Ball State University, 1995; M.A.,
1997 ; M.L.S. Indiana University, 1.999.
Columbus, Thomas M. (1,967), Public Relations, Administrative-A.8., College of the
Holy Cross, 1966;M.A., University of Yirginia,'1967.
Conniff, Brian P. {1990), English, Associate Professor-8.A., Rutgers University, 1978;
M.A., University of Scranton, 1980; Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1984.
Contadino, Eugene, S.M., (1984), Rector, Administrative-B.S., University of Dayton,
1962; S.T.B., University of Fribourg, 1968; M.A., St. Louis University, 1970.
Conte, Francis I. G987), Law, Professor-B.A., Pennsylvania State University, 1.964;
J.D., University of Texas, 1959.
Cook, Rebecca Ann (2002), CounselingCenter, Administrative-B.S., Purdue University,
1976; M.S.,Indiana University, 1990; (cand.) Ph.D., University of Memphis, 2002.
Courte, Dale E . (2002), Computer Science, Assistant Professor-8.S., Wright State Univer-
sity,1977; M.S., 1981; (cand.) Ph.D., 2002.
Cox, Donna M. (1990), Music, Professor-B.A., Virginia Union University,1,979; M.M.,
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Washington University, 1982; Ph.D.,'1.986.
Craver, Bruce A. (1978), Physics, Associate Professor-B.S., Purdue University, 1969;
M.5., 197 1.; Ph.D., 1.97 6.
Cris! Maria Perez (1.989), Lazo, Lecttret-B.A., Northwestern University, 1,978; 1.D.,
University of Michigan, 1981.
Cross, Kerrie A., (1993), Library, Assistant Professor-B.A., University olDayton, '1,987;
M.A., Wright State University, 1996.
Crown, fohn S. (1999), Engineering Manaagement anil Systems, Adjunct Professor-B.S.,
Midwestern State University, 1.985; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1991;
Ph.D., Texas A&M University,1997.
Crum, Roger I. 0991), Visual Arts, Associate Professor, Graul Chair in the Arts and
Languages-8.A., University of Michigary 1985; M.A., 1986; Ph.D., University of
Pittsburglu 1992.
Crutcher, Robert J. (2001,), Psychology, Assistant Professor-A.8., University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, L974; M.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1989; Ph.D., 1,992.
Cummins-Collier, Carol D. (1984), Associate Dean of Stuilents: Residential Programs,
Administrative-B.A., Indiana University, L976; M.5., L978; Ph.D., University of
Daytort, 1999.
Curran, Daniel J. Q002), Office of the Presidenf, President and Professor-B.S., Saint
]oseph's Univercity,1973; M.A., Temple University, 1978;Ph.D., University of Dela-
ware, 1980.
Cusella, Louis P. (1985'), Communication, Professor-B.A., Kent State University, 1971;
M.A., Ohio State University,1,974; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1978.
Dandaneau, Steven P. (19921, Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Associate
Professor-B.A., Michigan State University,1986; M.A., Brandeis University, 1990;
Ph.D..1992.
Danford, Thomas S. (2001), Associate Prooost and Chief Information Officer, Administra-
tive-B.A., University of Dayton, 1980; j.D., Ohio Northern University, 1983; M.B.A.,
Rollins College, 1985.
Daniels, Malcolm W. (1989), Electrical anil Computer Engineering, Assistant Professor-
B.Sc., University of Strathclyde, l9T9; Ph.D., 1982.
Daprano, Corinne M. (2001), Health and Sport Science, Assistant Professor-B.A., Cleve-
land State University, 1985; M.Ed., 1994;Ph.D., The Ohio State University,200L.
Darrow, David (1995), History, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Northern lowa,
1986; M.A., University of lowa, 1988; Ph.D., 1996.
Dartey, Doris (2001), Communication, Assistant Professor-B.A. , Cape Coast University,
Ghana, 197 6 ; M. A., Ohio Univeris ty, L992; Ph.D., 1997.
Davis, Richard A. (1993), Geology, Adjtnct Professor 
- 
8.A., Cornell College, 1963; M.S.,
University of Iowa, 1965;Ph.D., L968.
Davis, Susan T. (2001), Psychology, Assistant Professor-8.A., Miami University, Ohio,
1986; M.A., 1989; Ph.D., 1991..
Davis, Thomas I. (1990), Mnnagement lnformation Systems, Operations Management, and
Decision Sciences, Lecturer-B.S., University of Wyoming, 1.964; M.5., Air Force
Institute of Technology, 1970.
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Davis, Timothy L. (2001), Counseling Center, Administrative-8.A., Indiana University,
1989; M.C., Arizona State Universitp Ph.D., University of Maryland, 2001..
Davis-Bermar! |ennifer L. (1986), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Professor-
B.S., Denison University, L979; M.S.W ., Ohio State University, 1982; Ph.D., 1985'
DeConinck, |ames B. (1,992), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S.B.A.,
University of Missouri, 1981; M.B.A., Central Missouri State University, 1984; Ph.D.,
University of Arkansas, 1988.
Deep, Ronald (1989), Engineering Management and Systems, Associate Professor-B.S.,
U.S. Air Force Academy, 1960; M.S.E., Purdue University, 1970; Ph.D., Florida
State University, 1976. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Delgado, Clara S. (1993), Director, English Language and Multicultural lnstitute, Adminis-
trative 
- 
B.A., Murray State University,1974; M.A., Wright State University,7984.
De Luca, Barb araM. (1975), EducationalLeadership, Associate Professor-B.S., University
of Dayton, L97'1.;M.Ed., Miami University,l'975; Ph.D., Ohio State University,1984.
DeMarco, ]r. George M. (1997), Health and Sport Science, Assistant Professor-B.S.,
Bridgewater State College, 1978; M.5., Ithaca College, L992; Ed.D., University of
Georgia, 1998.
Demmitt, Alan (1996), Counselor Eilucation and Human Seraices, Associate Professor-
B.Th., Atlanta Bible College, 1982; M.A., Northeast Louisiana University, 199L;P}l.D.,
Iowa State Universitp 1994.
DesAutels, P.gW I. (2001), Philosopfty, Assistant Professor-8.A., Principia College,
1977;M.5., Washington University, 1988; M.A., 1993; Ph.D., 1995.
Detrio, John A. (1988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-8.S., Spring Hill
College, L959; M.S., University of Alabama, 1961.
Dickey, Irenef .(1992), Management and Marketing,Lecturer 
-B.S., University of Daytorl1982; M.8. A., Wright State University, 1.987.
Dickinson, Kelvin H. (1979), Law, Professor-8.A., Western Michigan University, 1.965;
LL.B., Harvard University, 1968.
Diestelkamp, Wiebke S. (1998), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-M.S., University of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1992; Ph.D., 7998.
Dirckx, JohnH.(1967),MedicalDirector,HealthCenfer,Administrative-B.S.,University
of Daytory 1959; M.D., Marquette University School of Medicine, 1963.
Doepker, Philip E. (1,984), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B.M.E.,
University of Dayton, 1967; M.S.M.E., Ohio State University, 1968. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Dolan, PatriciaE. (1,999), Health and Sport Science, Assistant Professor-B.S., University
of Cincinnati, 1.979;M.5., University of Dayton, 1991.
Donaldsory Steven L. (1998), Ciail and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechan-
ics, Adjunct Assistant Professor-B.S., Purdue University, 1981; M.S., University of
Dayton, 1987 ; Ph.D., Stanford University, 1993.
Donnelly, Patrick G. (1979), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Professor-B.S., St.
]oseph's College, 1974;M.A., University of Delaware, 1977;Ph.D., 1981.
Dorsey, Donald L. (1993), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Adjunct Professor 
- 
B.S.,
The Johns Hopkins University, 1983; M.S., Washington University, 7987;D.5c.,L988.
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Douglas, Leslie M. (2002\, Economics nnd Finance, Lecturer-8.S., The Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1,979; M.B.A., Harvard University, 1984.
Doyle, Dennis M. (1984), Religious Studies, Professor-B.A., LaSalle College, '1.974;M.A.,
Ohio University,1,978; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1980; Ph.D., 1984.
Doyle, George R., Jr. (1982), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B.S.A.E.,
Purdue University, 1965; M.S.A.E., 1967; Ph.D., University of Akron, 1973. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Duncan, Bradley D. (1991), Electrical and Computer Engineering and Electro-Optics, Profes-
sor-B.S.E.E., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1986; M.S., 1988;
Ph.D., 1991.
Duncan, Christopher M. (2001), Political Science, Professor-B.A., University of Michi-
gan, Dearborn, 1987 ; M. A., Wayne State Universi ty, 1989 ; Ph.D., 1992.
Dunlevy, Linda(7994),Communication-Theatre, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., University of
Kentucky, 1970; M.F.A., Indiana University, 1987.
Dunne, E. James (1.982), Management Information Systems, Operations Management, and
Decision Sciences, Professor-B.S., St. Louis University, 1962;M.5., Air Force Institute
of Technology,1964;Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1971.
Durham, f ames Geoffrey (1,980), Law, Professor-A.B., University of California at Berke-
ley,1,973; J.D., University of California atDavis, 1976.
Durham, foyce R. (7980), English, Associate Professor-B.S.Ed., Ohio University, 1962;
M.A., Ohio State University,Ig66; Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1,974.
Dysard, Gina L . (2002), Institute for Technology-Enhanced Learning, ClinicalFaculty-B.S.,
University of Daytory 1.998; M.5., 2002.
Ebeling, Charles E. (1988), Engineering Management and Systems, Professor 
-8.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1965; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1969;
Ph.D., Ohio State University,1973. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Edmonson, Charlie P. (1.993), EngineeringTechnology, Associate Professor-B.S., Tennes-
see State University, 1.964;M.5., University of Pittsburgh, 1968.
Edwards, Stephanie P. (2001,), Mathemafdcs, Assistant Professor-B.S., Miami University,
Ohio, 1991; M.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1,994;Ph.D., 1998.
Eggemeier, F. Thomas (1.986), Psychology, Professor-B.A., University of Dayton, 1,967;
M.A., Ohio State Universi ty, 1.969 ; Ph.D., 1.97 l.
Eimermacher, John P. ('1,986), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-M.E.,
University of Cincinnati, 1963; M.S.M.E., 1967;Ph.D., 1973. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Elhamri, Said (1997), Physics, Assistant Professor-8.A., Kenyon College, 1989; M.S.,
University of Cincinnati, 1991.; Ph.D., 1.995.
Eloe, Paul W. (1980), Mathematics, Professor-B.A., Vanderbilt University, 7975; M.5.,
University of Missouri, 1977;Ph.D., 1980.
Elvers, Greg C. (1990), Psychology, Associate Professor-8.S., Purdue University, 1984;
B.A., 1985; M.5., 1.987; Ph.D., 1989.
Endres, Thomas E. (1.987), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate Professor-
B.M.E., University of Dayton, 1966; M.S.M.E., 1969. Reg. Prof. Engr.
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Enns, Harvey G. (1999), Management lnformation Systems, Operutions Management, and
Decision Sciences, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Winnipeg, 1982; B. Com-
merce, University of Manitoba, 1'985; M.B.A., University of Minnesota, 1'991'; Ph.D.'
University of Western Ontario, 1.999.
Ensalaco, Mark (1989), Political Science, Associate Professor-8.A., State University of
New York at Buffalo, 1981; M.T., Harvard University, 1984; Ph.D., State University of
New York at Buffalo, 1991.
Erdei, John E. (1983), Physics, Associate Professor-B.S., Cleveland State University,
'1.973; M.5., 1,976; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1983'
Ervin, famie S . (1992), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B'S.M.E., Michi-
gan Technological University, 1984; M.S.M.E., 1.986; Ph.D., University of Michigan,
1,991,.
Evans, Frances W. (1993), Vice President for Adaancement, Administrative-B.A., Emory
University, 1976.
Evwaraye, Andrew O. (1995), Physics, Professor 
- 
B.S., University ol Dayton' 1964;
Ph.D., University of Saskatchewan, 1969.
Eylon, Daniel (1986), Chemical and Mnterials Engineering, Professor-B'Sc., Techniory
Israel Institute of Technology, 1966; M.Sc., L968; D.Sc., 1'972.
Fackovec, William M., S.M. (1960), Library, Associate Professor-B.S'Ed., University
of Daytory 1949; M.S.L.S., Western Reserve University, 1959.
Farhey, Daniel (2000), Cioil and Enaironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Assistant Professor-B.S., Technion, 1983; M.S., L986;D.5., L991.
Farrelly, Barbara A. (1985), English, Lecturer-B.A., Good Counsel College, 'l'965;M.4.'
University of Dayton, 1969.
Farrelly, James P. (7967), English, Professor-8.A., Providence College, 1964; M.A.'
University of Daytory 1966; Ph.D., Boston University, 197 4.
Farris, Phillip (2000), Music, Artist-in-Residence-B.A., 8.M., University of Washington,
1980; M.M., University of Cincinnati, 1986.
Farthing, Dori J. (2001), Geology, Visiting Assistant Professor-B.A., College of Wooster,
L995;M.A., John Hopkins University, 1998.
Faruqui, Munis D. (2002), History, Assistant Professor-B.A., Oberlin College, 1990;
M.A., University of Cambridge, 1992; (cand.) Ph.D., Duke University,2002.
Fasano, Julian B. (19S5), Chemical and Materinls EngineerinS, Adjunct Professor-B.S.C.E.,
University of Dayton, 1965; M.B.A., 1974;M.S.C.E, Lehigh University, 1970.
Ferguson, Richard T. (1973), Director, Center for Leadership in Community, Administra-
tive-B.A., University of Dayton, 1'973;M.A., The Ohio State University' 1993.
Ferguson, Susan M. (1990),Teacher Education, Program Coordinator-B.S., University of
Dayton, 197 5 ; M.5., 1982.
Ferratt, Thomas W. ('j.986), Management lnformation Systems, Operations Management, and
Decision Sciences, Professor-B.B.A., University oI Notre Dame, '1,968; M.B'A., Ohio
State University, t973; Ph.D., I97 4.
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Fink, Douglas R. (2001), Accounting, Lecturer-B.S.8.A., Wright State University,1968;
M.B.A.,1972.
Fischer, Marilyn R. (L992), Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., Wheaton College,
1.97L; M.A., Boston University, 1975, Ph.D., 1978.
Fitz, Raymond L., S.M. (1969), Engineering Management and Systems, Professor-8.E.E.,
University of Dayton,1964;M.S., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, L967;Ph.D.,1.970.
Flach, Lawrance (1989), Chemical and Materials Engineering,Ptofessor- B.Sc., University
of Cape TowrU 1980; M.Sc., 1982; Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1989.
Flanagary Melissa T. (1989), Assistant Director of Student Actioities, Administrative 
-B.S., Western Illinois University, t986;M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1988.
Flaute, Richard T. (2001), School of Business Administration, Executive-in-Residence-
B.S.A.E., University of Notre Dame, 1958.
Fleischmanry Ellen L. (1,998), History, Assistant Professor-B.A., Wesleyan University,
L977 ; Ph.D., Georgetown University, 1996.
Flockerzie, Lawrence J. $987), History, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Mass-
achusetts, 1976; M.A., Indiana University, 1,982; Ph.D., 1.987 .
Flynn, Roland R. (2001), Communication, Visiting Assistant Professor-B.A., University
of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, 1982.
Forlani, Victor M., S.M. (1995), Management and Marketing,Lecturer 
- 
8.S., University of
Dayton, 1965; B.S.Ed., 1965;M.5., Syracuse University, 7973;M.B.A, University of
Pittsburgh, 1989; D.B.A., Boston University, 1995.
Forrest, Michael P., Captain (2001), Military Science, Assistant Professor-8.S., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1984.
Fouke, Daniel C. (1,988), Philosophy, Associate Professor-8.A., University of Iowa,1975;
M.A., University of Chicago , 1983; Ph.D., 1986.
Fraga, CynthiaP. (2002), Languages, Visiting Lecturer-8.A., Teacher Training College
for Special Education, Argentina, 1997 ; M.A., University of. Dayton, 2002.
Frasca, Ralph R. (1,972), Economics and Finance, Professor-B.A., C.W. Post
College, 1,967 ; M.A., Indiana University, I97L; P};..D., 7975.
Fratini, Albert V. ('1,967), Chemisfry, Professor-B.S., University of Rhode Island, 1960;
Ph.D., Yale University, 1966.
Friese, Carl F. (1992), Biology, Associate Professor 
- 
8.S., University of Connecticut,
1,982;M.5., University of Rhode Island, L984; Ph.D., Utah State University,1-.991..
Froehlich, Robert J. (2001,), School of Business Administration, Executive-in-Residence-
B.A., University of Dayton, 1975; M.P.A., Central Michigan University, 7926; M.5.,
197 8 ; Ph.D., Calif ornia Western IJ niv er sity, 797 9.
Gadagkar, Sudhindra R. (2002), Biology, Assistant Professor-B.F.Sc., University of
Agricultural Sciences, India, 1978; M.F.Sc., 1981; Ph.D., Dalhousie University, Canada,
t997.
Gallagher, joseph P. (7984), Materials Engineering, Professor-B.S.C.E., Drexel Univer-
sity,1,954; M.S., University of Illinois, 1965; Ph.D., 1968.
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Gannorl Loren S., h.0975), History, Adjunct Professor-B.S., University of Omaha,
1963;M.A., University of Dayton, 1970.
Gardstrom, Susan C. (1'998), Mzsic, Assistant Professor-B.M., Michigan State
University, 1981; M.A., Western Michigan University, 1985.
Garten, Rev. Edward D. (1985), Library, Professor-B.S., Concord College, 1968;
M.A., M.Div., in consortium, Pontifical College fosephinum, Ohio State University,
and Methodist Theological School in Ohio, 1972;M.L.S.' Kent State University,l9T4;
Ph.D., University of Toledo, 1977.
Geary, K. Michael (1976), Accounfing, Associate Professor-B.s., Indiana university,
1,969;M.8.A., Miami University,lgT4; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati'1982; C.P.A.,
Illinois, 1975; Ohio, 197 6.
Geddie, Lane F. (2000), Psychology, Assistant Professor-B.A., North Carolina State
University, 7987;M.A., University of Southern Mississippi, 'l'991';Ph.D.' L993-
Geiger, Donald R., S.M. (L964), Biology, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton, 1955;
M.S., Ohio State University,1960; Ph.D., 1963.
Gerla, Harry S. (1979), Laro, Professor-B.A., Queens College, L970;M.A.' University of
Florida, 1,972;1.D., Ohio State University, 1.975.
Ghere, Richard K.(1984),Political Science, Associate Professor-B.A., Concordia College,
7968; M.A., University of Toledo, 1970; Ph.D., Wayne State University' L97 5 -
Globig, fames E. (1998), Engineering Technology, Assistant Professor-B.E.T., University
of Dayton, \979;M.8.A., Miami University, Ohio, 1.982.
Goldmann, Daniel (1.997), Geology, Lecturer 
- 
8.A., State University of New York at
Buffalo, 1985; M.A., 1987;Ph.D., 1993.
Goldmann, Eyal (2001), Physics, Lecturer-B.S., University of California, Los Angeles,
1992;M.5., University of California, San Diego, L994;Ph.D., 1999.
Gooch, Peter G. (1986), Visual Arfs, Associate Professor-B.S., B.F.A., Eastern Michigan
University, 1978; M.F.A., Western Michigan University, 1984'
Good, Heidi (1998),Library, AssistantProfessor-B'A., University of Dayton, 1990; M.A.,
Purdue University, 1992; M.L.S., Indiana University, 1995.
Gorman, Michael F. (2002), Management lnformation Systems, Operations Management, and
Decision Sciences, Assistant Professor-8.S., Xavier University, 1'987; M'A., Indiana
University at Bloomington, 1990; Ph.D., 1994.
Gortorr, Robert B. (1969), Mathemafics, Associate Professor-8.S., Illinois Institute of
Technology, 1,964; M.5., 1.966; P}lD., 1970.
Gould, Sam (1985), Management and Marketing, Professor-B.S., Ohio University' 1'965;
M.B.A., University of Colorado, 1970;Ph.D., Michigan State University,1975.
Gove, Steven F . (2002), Management and Marketing, Assistant Professor-8.S., Keene State
College, 1990; Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Accountancy, Arizona State Univer-
sity, 1996; (cand. ), Ph.D., 2002.
Gowda, Raghava G. (1983), Computer Science, Associate Professor-B.S.E.E., Banaras
Hindu Univercity, 7971; M.B.M., 'l'973; M.B.|.S., Georgia State University, 1981;
Ph.D.. 1988.
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Graetz, Kenneth A. (1,992), Psychology, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Wiscon-
sin-Madisory L985; M.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1989; ph.D.,
1,992.
Greenlee, Janet S. (1999), Accounting, Associate Professor-B.S., The Ohio State Univer-
sity,1967; M.S.W.,WestVirginiaUniversity, 1973;M.8.A., Universityof California,
Los Angeles, 1978;Ph.D., University of Kentucky, 1993.
Greer, Melinda L. (1997), Chemistry, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., Western Kentucky
University, 1991; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1997.
GriffirU James F. (1985), Chemical anil Materials Engineering, Adjunct professor-B.A.,
Oberlin College, 1951; M.S.Ch.E., Ohio University, L967.
Griffin, Jeffrey L. (1990), Communication, Associate Professor-A.8., University of North
Carolina, 1979;M.A., University of Texas, 1983; Ph.D., University of NortliCarolina,
7990.
Grogan, Patricia (1997), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor-B.A., California State
University, Long Beach, L965; M.S., University of Daytoru 1991; Ph.D., The Ohio State
University, 1998.
Gustafson, Elizabeth F. (1983), Economics anil Finance, Associate Professor-B.A., Duke
University, 1970;Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1.974.
Gustafsorl Steven C. (1988), Electro-Optics, Adjunct Associate Professor-B.S., Univer-
sity of Minnesota, 1967; M.S., Duke University, 1969;Ph.D., 1974.
Hadley, Lawrence H. (L977), Economics and Finance, Associate Professor-8.A., Rutgers
University, 1967 ; M.A., University of Connecticut,'1,969; Ph.D., 1925.
Hadley, Wanda M. (1980), Office of Deoelopment, Administrative-8.S., The Ohio State
University, L97 8 ; M. A., 197 9 ; Ph.D., University of D ay ton, 2002.
Hagel, Thomas L. (1982), Law,Professot-8.S., University of Nebraska,lgT2;!.D.,1,976;
LL.M., Temple University, 1.982.
Hall, scott E. (1996), counselor Education and Human senices, Associate professor-
B.S.B.A., West Carolina University, 1985; M.Ed., Ohio University,l99I; ph.D., Ohio
State University, 1994.
Hallinary Charles G. (1983), Latt, Professor-B.A., University of Dayton, 1969; !.D.,
University of Toledo, 1977;LL.M., Yale University, 1983.
Hallinan, Kevin P. (1988), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, professor-
&S., University of Akro& 1.982;M.5., Purdue Univercity,1984; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins
University, 1988.
Hanley, Thomas L. (1982), Law Library, Assistant Professor-A.B., Earlham College,
1970;1.D.,Indiana University, 1973; M.S.L.S., Western Michigan University, 1925.
Hardie, Russell c. (L993), Electrical and computer Engineering, Associate professor-
B.E.S., Loyola College, 1988; M.E.E., University of Delaware, 1990;ph.D., 1992.
Hart, Patricia M. (1988), Teacher Educatior, Professor 
- 
8.S., University olDayton,1973;
M.S., 1983; Ph.D., Ohio State University, t989.
Hartley, Linda A. (1991.), Music, Associate Professor-B.M., Bowling Green State Univer-
sity,1979; M.M., Kent State University,1987; Ph.D., 1.991.
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Hartrum, Thomas c. (1995), Engineering Management and systems, Adjunct Professor-
B.5.E.E., ohio State University, 1969;M.5]1969;Ph.D-, 1973;M'B'A', Wright State
University, 1979.
Harwood, nhilip I. (1966'), Communication, Associate Professor-B.S., Butler University,
1960; M.S., 1961; Ph.D., Ohio University,1972.
Hary, Nicoletta Mattioli (1964), Library, Professor-Litt.D., Istituto universitario
Srientale, Naples, 1951; Diploma in Library Science, Vatican Library School, Rome,
1952; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1991.,
Hassell Hughes, Sheila M. (1998), English, Assistant Professor-8.A., University of
British C"olumbia, 1988; M.A., Univeisity of Toronto , L99l;Ph.D., Emory University,
t997.
Hatch, Edwar d L. (1972), Languages, Lecturer-8.A., Haverford College, 1951; M.A.,
University of Michigan, 1964;M.A.' 1968.
Hatch, Elke (1985),Languages, Lecturer-B.A., University of Michigan, 1969;M.A.,1970;
Ph.D..1975.
Haus, foseph w. (1999), Electro-optics, Professor-i.s., John carroll university, 1971;
M.5., 1,t72; Ph.D., Catholic University of America' 1974.
Hayes, Gregory D. (1992), Executiae Director, career serttices center, Administrative 
-
-n.S., 
tr,toigu" State College, 1971';M.5., University of Dayton' 1972'
Heft, Rev. ]ames L., S.M. (197 8), Retigious studies,Professor, university Professor of Faith
and Culture and chancellor-s.e., B.s.Ed., University of Dayton, 1965; M.A., Uni-
versity of Toronto, 1971'; Ph.D.' 1977 .
Heitmann, John A. (1,984), History, Professor-8.S., Davidson College, 1970;
M.A., Clemson University, 1974;Ph.D., |ohns Hopkins University, L983'
Henderson, Kathleen D. (1982), office of the Proaost, Administrative 
- 
8.S., University of
Dayton, 1985; M'S., 1993.
Herr, Ranjoo (2002), Philosphy, Yisiting Assistant Professor-8.A., Seoul National uni-
versity, 1988; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo' 1992'
Herrelko, David A. (2000), school of Engineering,YisitingProfessor-B.s'8.8., Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology,igOSrNl.S., Syracuse University, 1970;lvLB.A., Univer-
sity of Dayton, t975;Ph.D.,University of California, Los Angeles, 1976'
Herrelko, |anet M. (L999), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor-B'A., Regis College,
tgZ1; i/1.A., University of Maryland, '1.97t; Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Lowell, 1996.
Hicks, Emily A . (2002),Library, Assistant Professor-B.A., Transylvania univesity, 1991;
M.L.S., University of Kentucky, 1993.
Higgins, Aparna W. (1934), Mathematics, Professor-B.sc., University of Bombay, 1978;
M.S., Uninersity of Notre Dame, 1980; Ph.D., 1983.
Hiller, James M . (2007), Music, Lecturer-8.M., Capital university, 1982; M.M.T., Temple
University, 1994; MT-BC.
Hitchner, R. Bruce (1988), History,Professor-8.A., Pennsylvania state university,l9T3;
A.M., University of Chicago,1976;Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1982'
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Hoffer, ]effrey A. (1995) Management Information systems, operations Management, anil
Decision sciences, Professor 
- 
B.A., Miami univeisity, 1969;M.s., cornelliJniversity,
'1.972;Ph.D., 1975.
Hoffman, Lee E. (2001), Music, Visiting Assistant professor-B.M., California stateUniversity at Sacramento, 1985; M.M., Webster University, 1990.
Hofmann, Marie-claude 
.(199s),,Biology, Associate professor 
- 
M.s., University of
Lausanne, Switzerland,'t 972 ; Ph.D., 1989.
Hovey, Peter w. (2001'), Mathemaflcs, Assistant professor-8.s., university of Daytory
L97 5 ; M.5., University of Kentucky, 1.97 Z ; ph.D., 1980.
Howarth, cooley R. (1976), Lazn, professor-8.A., Michigan state universi ty,1971.;!.D.,
University of Denver, L976.
Hu, Benjamin G- (1'994), Law Library, Assistant professor 
- 
8.A., East China Normal
U,niversity, 1985; M.A., university of Akron, 19gg; M.L.s., Kent state university,
1992.
Huacuja Pearson, Judith L. (2000), visual Arfs, Assistant professor 
- 
8.A., Universitv ofHoustory '1.993; B.F.A., 1993; M.A., Rice University, .!.995; ph.D., University ofCalifornia, Santa Barbara, 2000.
Huff, Rae E. (1991), Assistant Dean, Arts and sciences, Administrative 
-8.A., wright stateUniversity, 197 6; M. A., 1,983.
Hufnagle, Mary sue T. (1969), Assistant Dean of stuilents: Discipline and ludiciaries,Administrative-B.A., Nazareth College, 1960; M.A., Michigan state university,
1,964.
Hume, Brad D. (1998), History, Assistant professor-8.A., university of wisconsin,
Milwaukee, '1.987; M.A., 1,992; M.A.,Indiana University, lggg; ph.D:, 2000.
Hunley, sawyer (1999), counselor Education anil Humnn seraices, Assistant professor-
8.S., Miami University, Ohio, 1976; M.S., 1986; Ed.S., 1.990; ph.D., University ofCincinnati, 1998.
Hunn, Diana M . (1,992), Teacher Eilucation, Associate professor 
- 
B.s., Miami university,
1972; M.Ed., 1973; Ph.D.,Indiana University, 1985.
Hunt, Thomas c. (1'996), Teacher Education, professor-8.A., Loras College, L9E2;M.A.,
c-alholic University of America, i,96s; ph.D., university of wisconlin-Madisorl
1,971.
Ilg,TimothyJ. Q998),EducationalLeadership,Assistantprofessor-B.A.,Malonecollege,
1968; M.A., Ohio State University, 1972;ph.D., 1,982.
Inglis, John A. (1'993), Philosophy, Associate professor 
- 
8.A., university of st. Thomas,
1977;M. Div., University of roronto, r9g2;M.A., university of Ho.rrio.r, 19g9; ph.D.,
University of Kentucky, 1993.
Ingram, fefferson L. (1978), criminal lustice studies, Associate professor-B.s.Ed., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1972;M.A., 1,977;J.D., 1.978.
Inscho, Frederick R. (1976), Potitical science, Associate professor-A.B., university ofDetroit, 1.968;M.A., State University of New york at Buffalo, LgZ2;ph.D., 1976.
Islam, Muhammad (1985), Mathematics,professor-B.s., university of Dhaka, Bangladesh,
1972; M.s., Carleton University, ottawa, 19g0; ph.D., southern Illinois university,
1985.
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Ismail, Amin R. (1981), EngineeringTechnotogy, Associate Professor-8.T., University of
Dayton, 1978; M.C.S., 1981.
|ain,VinodK.(|979),MechanicalandAerospaceEngineering,Professor_j.S.M.E.,Univer-
'- 
,f1y 
"f Roorkee, 
india, 1964;M.S.M.E.; 1970;Ph.D.,Iowa State University of Science
and Technology, L980.
Janney, |ay I. Qo01\, Management ay]vta1-keling, Assistant Professor-B.A., Ball State
" utii""."iiy,'1984; M.B.A; 1986; Ph.D., University of Kentucky' 1999'
fanson, Jolly I. (1998), Educational anil special Prograns, A-dministrative-B.A., wake' 
Forest University, 1988; M.Ed., Kent State University' 1994'
jenkins, Fred w. (1987), Library, Professor 
- 
BA.,,University of cincinnati 1979; A'vt"
University of lllinois, 1981; Ph.D., 1985; M'S', 1985'
fipson, Arthur J. (2001), Sociology, erytlt1oyo-to.gq'1nd Social Work' Assistant Professor-
' ' B.;., Universiiy of MinnesJia, 1984; ivI.A., Bowling Green State University, 1991';
Ph.D.. 1.995.
|ohn, Barbara H .(2002),Economics andFinance, Lecturer-8.A., Dartmouth Co||e9e,7977;
M.A., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1985'
Iohr!Reji(|993),MaterialsEngineering,AdjunctAssistantProfessor-B.T,,IndianInsti-' tute of iechnotogy,lgS2;Ph.D-, Northwestern University' 1987'
Johnsoo David w. (7984), Chemisfry, Associate Professor-B.S., Illinois Institute of
TechnologY, 1979; Ph-D., 1983.
Iohnson, Kelly S. (2002), Religious Stuilies, Assistant Professor-B'A'' University of Notre
Dame, 19fi6; M.A., 1987;Ph.D., Duke University,200l'
fohnso+ Patricia A. (1g7g), Philosophy, Professor-B.A., Eckerd college, t967;M'4"" Columbia University, tSOg;M.e., University of Toronto' 1974;Ph'D'' 7979'
fohnson, sam (1985), Assistant Dean, Arts and sciences, Administrative-8.A., Millikin
University, 1966; M. Div., Union Theological Seminary, 1969'
Jones,RobertB.(Lgg2),Masic,AssistantProfessor-B'M'E',AppalachianStateUniver-' 
,ity, r97Z;M.M., University of North carolina, 1975;D.M.A., University of Miami,
1.99L.
funiewicz-Fogle, Debra (L997), Communication, Lecturer - 8.A., University of Daytory
1990; M.A., 1995.
Kallenberg, Brad J. (2001), Retigious,studies, Assistant Professor-B.S. Ed., University of
Minnes'ota, 1981; M.A., Fufer Theological Seminary , 1992; Ph'D'' L998'
Kanet, John l. (2002), Management lnformation Systems, Operations-Management' and
D/,ciiion iciences, ProfessJr and Niehaus Chair in Operations Management-B'S',
Lehigh Univer slty , |967; M.B.A., Loyola College, 197.]'; Ph,D., Penn State University,
t979.
Karns, Marga ret P . (1'976), Potitical Science, Professor-B.A., Denison University, 1965;
M.A., University of Michigan,7966; Ph'D', 1975'
Karpur, Prasanna ('1.989\, Materials Engineering,-Associate Professor-B.S., University of
ftyro.", 1974;8.5.,1gg0; M.S., University of Alberta, 1g83; ph.D., Drexel University,
't987.
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Kashani, A. Reza (1'994), M-echanicar and Aerospace Engineering, professor, 
-B.S.M.E.,Sharif University,ISTT; M S.M E., Universiiy of Wi]sconsinl'DZg;i.i.,'t588; ph.D.,
University of Wisconsin, 1989.
Katsuyama, Ronald M.^(1929),_ps-ychology, Associate professor_B.S., University ofCalifornia, 1965; ph.D., Vanderbilt Uiiiersity, 1,972.
Kauflin, fohn E. (7966), Mathemafics, Assistant professor-B.S., University of Dayton,
'l'962; M.s., Michigan state Universi ty, 1,964; ph.D., Georgetown Univeis ity, Ld70.
Kearns, Robert J. Q'984), Biorogy, professor-8.s., washington state University, 196g;M.5., 1.975;Ph.D., 1,978; M.T. (ASCP), 1921.
Keb_ede, Messay (1'998), Philosophy, Associate professor-8.A., University of Grenoble,France, 197 1; M. A., I97 3 ; ph.D., 1.97 6.
Keil, R. Gerald, (1'969), Chemistry, professor-B.s., vilranova university, -r.968; ph.D.,
Temple University, 1967.
Kelly, Michael L. (1,98L), Head Football Coach, Administrative_B.A., Manchester College,
1.970; M.5., Ball State llniversity, 1974.
Kenny, wade R. (1'996), communication, Associate professor 
- 
8.A., st. Mary,s univer-
sity,7975;B.Ed., 1.976;M.A., 1979; M.A., Universityof pittsburgh, 1.998;pt.O.,tgS+.
Khobaib, Mohammad (2000), Materials..Enqillyrlng, Adjunct professor _ B.S.Engr.,
Regional Institute of rechnology, India, te6s; vtl tech., Indian Institute of rechnol_
ogy, 1,9 69 ; Ph. D., University of Connec ticut, -197 4.
Kiewitz, Christian(2002), Management andMarketing, Assistant professor-M.A., JohannesGrrtenberg universitat,,Germany, 1,99s; M.i., Auburn University, 199g'; (cand.)Ph.D., University of Alabam a, ZCjOZ.
Kim, chigon (2001'), sociotogy-, Anthropology, anil social work, Assistant professor-B.A.,
f"1f.u"S-^tl1iversity, 1985; M.A., 1982; ph.D., State University of New york atBuffalo, 2000.
Kimble, Charles E. (1979), psychorogy, professor-B.A 
., Bayror university, 1,966; M.A.,
1969; Ph.D., University of Texas, L972.
Kimbrough, R. Alan (L969), Engrish, professor-B.A., Carthage College, 1965; A.M.,Brown Univer sity, 1,966; Ph.D., '1,974.
King_, wesley C., lr. (1996), Management and Marketing, Associate professor 
- 
B.B.A.,Valdosta State College, 1,925;J.D., University of Ge"orgia, 1983; ph.D., 1988.
Kinnucan-wels-ch, Kathryn (1997), Teacher Education, Associate professor 
- 
B.A., uni-
versity of Illinois, urbana, 7921; M.A., western Michigan University, 1988; Ed.D.,
1,995.
Kissell, Theod oreL. (L992),vice president andDirector of Athletics, Administrative 
- 
8.A.,Elmhurst College, 1,969;M.A., Northern lllinois, 1972.
Kissock, John K . (L995), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate professor 
- 
8.s.,University of colorado, L982;M.s., washington-univeriity, 1989; ph.D., iexas A&MUniversity, 1993.
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Klco,DanielL.,s.M.(2001), Biology,Lectwer-B.A.,WesternMichigan|Jniver'sity,1972;
Vf.p.S., Loyola University of 
"Chicago, 1981; M'S' University otDayton' 7992'
Kloppenberg, Lisa A. (200-|'), Law, Professor-B'A., University of Southern California,
1,984;1.D.,1987.
Klosterman, Donald A. (1994), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Assistant Professor-
8.S., University of Dayton, 1989; M'S', 1991';Ph'D', 1'994'
Knachel, Howard c. (1972), Chemistry, Professor-8.S., University ol Dayton, 1963;
M.S., Ohio State Universi ty, 19 69 ; Ph.D'' 1'97 1"
Korte, fohn R. (1973), Psychology, Associate Professor-A.8., University of california,
19 67 ; M.5., Purdue University, 197 0 ; Pt.D', 197 3'
Kowalski, Theodore 1. (2000), Educational Leadership, Professor, 
-Kunt: 
cl."i: in Educa-
tionalieadership-- B.S., Indiana State University,Ig65; M.S., 1968; Ph.D.' 1971-
Kozar, Rev. foseph F., s.M. (1985), Religious studies, Assistant Professor-B.A.' Univer-
- 
,ity of O"ytoti, f gOS; ln4.a. , D73;M.|iv ., University of St. Michael's College, Toronto,
1,976;Ph.D., 1989.
Koziol, Andrea M. (Igg3), Geology, Associate Professor 
- 
B'A" Boston University' 1983;
Ph.D., UniversitY of Chicago, 1988.
Kozlowski, Kenneth (1997), Law Library, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Akron,
tS85;l.D.,ClevelandStateUniversity,Lggl;M'L'S',KentStateUniversity'1995'
Krakowski, Rebecca J. (2000), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-B'S" Allegheny Col-
lege, L986;M.S., North Carolina State University,1995; Ph'D" 2000'
Kramer, stuart C. (L997), Engineering Management and systems, Adjunct Professor-
B.S.E.E., Colorado Stute U"ni,rersiiy, tlZd;tvt.S., Air Force Institute of Technology,
1978;Ph.D., University of California at San Diego, 1984'
Krane, Carissa M. (2001), Biology, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., Marquette university,
1990; Ph.D., Washington University, 1996'
Krieger, Michael T. (1983), Library, Professor-B'S', Central Michigan Univercity' L972;
M.t-.S., Western Michigan University, 1976'
Krisher, Trudy B. (7985), Learning Support Seraices, Administrative 
- 
B'A" College of
William uttd M".y, 1958; M.Ed., Trenton State College, 1972'
Krugh,|anisL.(1987),Languages,AssociateProfessor-B.A.,ohioNorthernUniversity,
igzi;u.e,., university"of ioledo, 7979;ph.D., university of Pittsburgh, 1985.
Krummel, Miriamne A. (2002), Engtish, Assistant Professor-B'A., University of Con-
necticut, 198g; M.A., Hunter college, 1992; (cand.) Ph.D., Lehigh university, 2002.
Kumar, Binod (1980), Electro-optics, Associate Professor 
- 
B. S., Banaras Hindu univer-
slty,7967; M.S., Pennsylvania State University, L973;Ph'D'' 1976'
Lain, Laurenc eB. (1,976),Communication,Ptofessor-B.S., Indiana state university,1969;
fr4.e.f., Ball State University, 1973;Ph.D', Ohio State University' L984'
Lamb, Rebecc a A. (T99g), Computer Science, Lecturer- B.S., Bowling Green State Univer-
sity, L97l; M.C.S., University of Dayton, 1998'
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Lang,_Ioseph E. (19s1), Computer science, Associate professor-A.B., Thomas MoreCollege, 1.964; M.5, University of lllinois, 1965; ph.D., tgl}; M.6., Wright StateUniversity, 1988.
Langhorne, Anna L. (2001,), communication, Assistant professor-B.A., state University
of New York at Buffalo, 1.993; M.A.,199g; ph.D., 2000.
Larsory Robert K., (2001,), Accounfirg, Associate professor-8.s., George Fox College,
1980; M.B.A., Portland state university,1,987; ph.D., University of litah, 1993.
Lasley, Thomas I., il (1983), Teacher Education, professor-B.s., ohio state university,
1969 ; M. A., 1972; Ph.D., 797 8.
Lau, Terence I. Q002), Management and Marketing, Assistant professor-B.A., wright
State University,1,99E; J.D., Syracuse Unviesitt, 199g.
Laubach, Lloyd L. (19s0), Hearth and sport science, Associate professor-8.s., Central
state university, oklahoma, 1961; M.s., university of ore gon,7962;ph.D., ohiostateUniversity, 1970.
Lee, c. william (l99z), chemicar and Materiars Engineering, professor-B.s.,
National raiwan university, 1.976;M.s., University of Akron,tiig;ph.o., ohio stateUniversity, 1982.
Leming, Laura M., F.M.I. (1999), sociorogy, Anthroporogy, and sociar work, AssistantProfessor-8.A., st. JVIary's^University, san Antonio, 1,979; M.A., university ofDaytory 7987;Ph.D., Boston College, 1i99.
Lewis, william F. (1980), Management anil Marketing, Associate professor-B.A., springArbor college,1'967;M.B.A.. Michigan state university, 1,969; ph.D., University oICincinnati, 1976.
L'Heureux, Conrad E. (1970), Re.ligious studies, professor-B.A., st. paul,s colrege,1.962;M.A., Catholic University of America, 1,966;ph.D., Harvard tJniversity, Lgi2.
Lightman" Allan J. (1988), E_tectro-optics, Associate professor-B.A.sc., university ofToronto, 1963; M.A., 1965; ph.D., weizmann Institute of science, Rehovot, 1971.
Linderman, Ion K. (2000), Health & sport science, Assistant professor-3.A., CaliforniaState University,IgB4;M.A., 1,9g7; ph.D., University of California, 1,991,.
Litko, foseph R . (2002), Engineering Management and systems, Associate professor-B.sc.,
Illinois Institute of rechnology,1,969;M.sc., Air Fbrce Institute of rechn ology,1,9g2.;Ph.D., The Ohio State Univeiiity, te8S.
Liu, shiqiang (1'990), Materials^Enqjleerjys,professor-B.s., Beijing university of science
and Technology,1,967; M.S., 1980; ph.D., University of Daito;, 1989.
Lobo, Glen E. (1999), Mathematics, Lecturer 
- 
B.sc., Indian Institute of rechnology,India, 1983; M.Sc., 1985; M.S., Universityof Wisconsin_Milwaukee, 19g7.
Lokai, Clement B. (1980)^Computer science, Adjunct professor-B.s., University ofDayton, 1.963; M.B. A., 1,968.
Loomis, John s. (2002), Elec-trical and computer Engineering, Associate professor-8.s.,
Case Institute of Technology,1966;M.s.,univeisity of Iilinois, 1968; M.s., University
of Arizona, '1,977) Ph.D., l9BO.
Losito, william F. (1994), Teacher Education, professor 
- 
8.A., University of Daytorl
1,964; Ph.D., Indiana Universitv, 1973.
M2
Faculty
Lung, Pei P. (2001), Economics and Finance, Assistant Professor-8.A., Tamkang Univer-
siiy, Taiwan, 1988; M.B.A., Michigan State Universlty, 1992; Ph'D', Texas Tech
University, 2001.
Lutz, catherine I. (1998), Psychology, Assistant Professor-8.S., University of Illinois,
1992; M. A., Wayne State Universi ty, 1995; Ph'D', 1997'
Lydon, AngelaT., s.B.s. (1999),EducationalLeadership, Assistant Professor-8.A., Blessed
' Sacramint College, 196l;M.A., Villanova University, L973;Ph.D.' Louisiana State
University, 1992.
Lysaught, M. Therese (1995), R eligious studies,,Associate Professor 
- 
8.S., Hope college,
' tS{S; M.A., University of Notre Dame, 1986; Ph.D., Duke University, L992'
Maqnuson, Phillip c. (1981), Music, Professor-B.A., Duke University, 1971; M.M.'
Lniversitv of Il'Iassachusetts, 1974; D.M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1977'
Majka,Lindac.(1981,),Sociology,Anthropotogy,and socialwork,Professor-B.A.,College
of Willi"* and Mary, Ig6t;M.A., University of California, 1973;Ph'D"'l'978'
Majka, Theo J. (1983), Sociology, Anthropology, and social work, Professor-8.s., college
'of Willi"- and Mary, tgii;M.A., University of California, 1972;Ph'D" 7978'
Marcinowski, M. Gary, S.M. (1993), Visual Arts, Associate Professor-8.F.A., Boston
University, 1980; M.F.A., Rhode Island School of Design, 1993'
Markland, Geoffrey s. (1999), StudentDetselopment: A.o.D. Coorilinator, Administrative-
B.A., Wright State University,1992; M.S., 1995.
Marre, Katy E . (1966), Engtish, Professor-B.A., University of Bombay, 1958; M.A., 1.960;
Ph.D., State University of New York at Bfifalo, 1967 '
Marre, Louis A. (1965), English, Associate Professor-A.8., University of Notre Dame,
1961; M. A., 1963; Ph.D.' 1972.
Marshall, Paul M., s.M. (2000), Religious studies, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., University
of Daytoo 1969;M.Div., Univeisity of St. Michael's College, 1976;D.Min., Catholic
Theological Unioru 2000.
Martin, Judith G., s.s.J. (1930), Religious stuilies, Associate Professor-8.A., Medaille
college, Lg6g;M.A., Union Theological seminary,1972;M.A., McMaster University,
L975; Ph.D., 1983.
Martorano, Nancy A. (2002), Political science, Assistant Professor-B.A., Clemson uni-
versity, lgg1 ; M. A., Rice University, 2000 ; Ph.D.' 2002'
Marvio williamC.(2002\,Philosophy,Lecntrer-B.A., Kent state university'1977;M.A-,
University of DaYton, 1991..
Mashburn, foe D. (1981), Mathematics, Associate Professor-8.S., Southern Missionary
College, 1976;M.A., University of California, L978;Ph'D', l98L'
Massucci, Rev. Joseph D. (1987), Educational Leadership, Assistant P-rofessor-M.A.,
Catholic Universiiy of Amer ica, 1977; Ed.S., University of Dayton, 1988; Ph.D., 1993.
Matherne, Brett P. (2002), Management and Marketing, Assistant Professor-B.S., Louisi-
ana state University, 1987; M.B.A., 1991; (cand.) Ph.D., Georgia state university,
2002.
Mathes, Constance R. (1939), Teacher Education, Program coordinator-8.A., Wright
State University, 1973; M.Ed., 1980.
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Matsuura, Jeff rey H. (2002), Laar, Assistant professor-B.A., Duke univer sity,1979;1.D.,
University of Virginia, 1982; M.B.A., University of pennsylvania, 1,997.
Mattie, David (1987), Biology, Adjunct Associate professor-B.s., university of Dayton,
1,975; M.5., 1977 ; Ph.D., 1,983.
McClure, Craig s., captain (1'-9_9_8), Military science, Assistant professor-B.A., Bowling
Green State University, 1982.
Mccombe, fohn P. (200r), English, Assistant professor-B.s., university of pittsburglu
1,987 ; M.A., 1996; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 2000.
McCrate, Thomas A. (1'992), Cittil anil Enoironmental Engineering anil Engineering Mechan-
ics, Adjunct Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., University of Dayton, lg7d;M.S.,1gZg.
Mccutcheor; James R., rll (1997), Music, Artist-in-Residence-B.s., university of.Day-
ton,'1,973 ; 8.M., Wright State Universi ty, lgT B; M.M., j.991.
McFarliry Dean B. (1999), Management and Marketing, NCR professor in Global Leader-
ship Management-8.A., Marquette univer sity,ig7rph.D., state university of New
York at Buffalo, 1986.
McGrath, Rev. John A., s .M. (19s7), Retigious studies, Assistant professor-8.A., Univer-
sityof Dayton,1957;M.a.,ohiostate universtty,lg62;s.T.L., university of Fribourg,
1966; Drs.Th., University of Nijmegen, 1968; ph.D., University of 3t. Michaeii
College Toronto,'1,979.
McGrew, Allen J. ('995), Geology, Associate professor 
- 
8.A., Earlham College, 19g3;
M.S., Stanford University, '1,982; ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1992.
McManamory Laura s. (200L), Management Information systems, operations Management,
and Decision sciences, Lecturer-8.A., Notre Dame College,1.9'69;M.s., wrigfrt stateUniversity, 1996.
Merithew, caroline A. (2002), History, Assistant professor-B.A., university of Mis-
souri, Columbia, 1990; M.A., unviersity of lllinois, urbana-Champaign, 1994; ph.D.,
2000.
Mickel, Karen A. (1991), Learning support seraices, Administrative 
- 
B.A., wittenberg
University, 1973;M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1924.
Miller, Dan E. (1'978), sociology, Anthropology, and social work, prof.essor-B.s., univer-
sity of Iowa, 1970;M.A., 1,972;Ph.D., 1.979.
Miller, Tracy K. (2002), Management and Marketing, Lecturer-8.s.B.A., The ohio stateUniversity, 1985; M.L.H.R., 1986.
Mohary Nancy (1987), E conomics and Finance, Associate professor-B.s., Indiana Univer-
sity' 1'975; M.B.A., wright state university, 1972; ph.D., University of Cincinnati,
't986.
Monk, Debra P. (1999), Residentinl Programs, Administrative 
- 
B.A., university of NorthCarolina at Charlotte, 1,993;M.A., University of Dayton, 1995.
Moory Donald L. (1974), Electrical anil computer Engineering anil Electro-optics, profes-
sor-B.s.E.E., west virginia Institute of rechnology, rsos; lrt.s.E.n., University of
Toledo, 1966;Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1924.
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Moore, cecilia A. (1996), Religious studies, Assistant Professor 
- 
A.B., Sweet Briar
College, 1988; M.A., University of Virginia, 1991';Ph.D., 1996'
Moraes, Beatriz B. de (2007),Law, Visiting Assistant Professor-8.A., Cedarville univer-
sity,1989; J.D., University of Dayton, 1998.
Morgenstern, Amy s. (L998), Philosoplry, Assistant Professor-8.A., State University of
N"ew York at Binghamton, 1987;M.A.,1989; Ph.D., University of Memphis, 1998'
Morman, Paul J. (1990), History, Professor-8.A., University of Dayton, 1965; M'A',
Bowling Green state univeisity, 1966; Ph.D., Pennsylvania state university, 1973;
M.S., State University of New York at Binghamtoo 1984.
Moroney, William F. (1990), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Cathedral college,
t964;M.A., St. fohn's University, 1967;Ph.D.' 1968.
Morris, feffrey W.(1981.),Law, Professor-B.A., Providence College, 1'974;1.D.'Washing-
ton and Lee University, 1.977.
Morris III, Willie L. ('1,993), Music, Associate Professor 
- 
B.M.E., East Carolina Univer-
sity, 1982; M.A., Stephen F. Austin State University, 1984; D.M.A., University of
Missouri at Kansas City Conservatory of Music, 1'996.
Morrow, Gary W. (1988), Chemistry,Ptofessot-B.A., Ohio State University, 1984; Ph'D',
1988.
Mosher, Arthur D. (Lgg4), Languages, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., Wheaton College,
1971;M.A., Syracuse Univeriity, 1975;PhD., University of Massachusetts, 1979'
Mosser, Kurt ( 19921, Philosopfty, Associate Professor-B.A., Southern Methodist univer-
sity, 1.97 9 ; M.A., University of Chicago, 1982; Ph.D.' L990.
Moulin, Eugene K. (196,8), Counselor Education and Human seraices, Professor-8.A.,
Mount Union College, 1956; M.E., Kent State University, 1959; Ph.D., University of
Toledo, 1968.
Mueller, Steven D. (1976), Counseling Center, Administrative-B.A., University of Day-
ton, 1974;M.A., 1.976; Ed.D., University of Cincinnati''l'987-
Mullins, Monalisa M. (1989), Teachet Education, Lecturer-B.A', St. Leo College, 1985;
M.A., Universlty of Dayton,'l'987.
Mufloz, chris (1992), Vice President for Enrollment Management, Administrative 
- 
8.A.,
California State Universily,l'970; M.S., University of Oregon, 1'979.
Murray, Andrew P. (L996), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor 
-
8.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, L989; M.S., University of california,
Irvine, 1993; Ph.D., 1996.
Murray, Paul T. (1982), Matefials Engineeing, Professor-8.s., university of cincinnati,
197 4; Ph.D., University of North Car olina,'l'979 .
Mushenheim, Cecilia A. (1991), Marian Library, Assistant Professor- 8.A., St' Mary's
University, 1965; M. 4., 1972.
Mushenheim, Harold G. (1965), Mathematics, Associate Professor-8.s., University of
Dayton, 1955; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1960;Ph-D., 1963.
Myers, Kevin J. (1986), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Ptofessor- B.Cm'E', Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1981; D.Sc., Washington University, 1986.
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Mykytka, Edward F. (1998), Engineering Management anil Systems, professor-8.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1976;M.S., University of Iowa, L978;ph.D.,University of A rizona,
1983.
Myszka, David H. (r989),,Engineering Technology, professor-8.s.M.E., state university
of New York at Buffalo, 1985; M.S.M.E., 1989; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1996.
Reg. Prof. Engr.
Nelsory Peter B. (1,979), Political science, Assistant professor-B.s., Florida state Univer-
sity,1969; B.S., Florida International University, 1,973;M.5.M., l97S;ph.D., Univer-
sity of Mississippi, 1982.
Nielsery Mark G.(2001),Biology,Assistantprofessor-B.A., oberlincollege, i.9gg; ph.D.,
Stanford University, 1994.
Niles, Fred (1985), visual Arts, Professor-B.s., Edinboro state college, 1964; M.A.,
University of Northern Colorado, 1,974;M.F.A., Syracuse University, 19g7.
ober, shirley J. (2000), Mathematics,Lecturer 
- 
B.s., Edinboro university of pennsvlva-
nia, 1,970; M.A., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1972.
o'Boyle, Rosemary T. (1980), Assistant vice president for student Deoelopment,Administrative-8.A., St. Bonaventure University, l9Z2; M.S. 8d,., 1,97g.
O'Gorman, fohn M. (1,999), Library, Assistant professor-B.A., Walsh University, 19g1;
M.L.S., St. John's University, 1983.
O'Hare, J. Michael (7966), Physics, Professor-B.S., Loras College, '1.960;M.5., purdue
University, 1962; Ph.D., State University of New york at Buffalo, 1,966.
oladi, Gholamreza(2000), Economics and Finance, Assistant professor 
- 
8.A., University
of Tehran, 1989; M.A., 1991; Ph.D., McGill University, 2000.
Oldenski, Thomas, S.M. (1994), Educational Leailership, Adjunct professor 
- 
B.A., Uni-
yersity of Dayton, 1972; M.Ed., Boston College, I97S; M.A., Western Michigan
University, 1,978;Ed.S., University of Dayton, 1984; ph.D., Miami University, 1.994.
O'Meara, Maureen F. (1986), Languages, Associate professor-B.A., Trinity College,
'1.971.; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1976.
ord6flez, Rafl, E. (200L), Electrical and computer Engineering, Assistant professor-8.s.,
Monterrey Institute of Technology, 1994; M.5., Ohio State University, L996; ph.D.,
1999.
ostdiek, Francis R., (1996), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Associate
Professor-B.S., University of Nebraska, I9S7;M.5., f S5S; ph.D., Ohio State Univer-
sity,1,975.
oumlil, A. Ben (1983), Management and Marketing, Associate professor-B.s., southwest
Missouri State University,1976; M.B.A., 1,972;Ph.D., University of Arkansas, 1.9g3.
Pair, Donald L . (1997), Geology, Associate Professor-B.s., st. Lawrence University, 19g3;
M.Sc., University of Waterloo, 1,986; Ph.D., Syracuse University, 1991.
Palermo, Patrick F. (1971,), History, Professor-B.A., Fordham College, 1966; M.A., State
University of New York at Stony Brook, '1.967;Ph.D., 1974.
Parker, Darren B. (2001'), Mathemafics, Assistant Professor-B.A., pomona c ollege,L992;
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madisory 1998.
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Pasala, Krishna Murthy (1985), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Professor-B'E',
Andhra University, 1970; Ph.D ', Indian Institute of Science, 1974'
payne, Michael A.(1977), Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., XavierUniversity, 1956;
M.A., Boston College, 1970;Ph. D., University of Georgia,L972'
Pedrotti, Leno M. (L987), Physics, Professor-8.A., WriSht state university, 1981; Ph.D.,
University of New Mexico, 1986.
Pefias-Bermejo, Francisco l. (Lgg1,), Languages, Associate Professor-B.A., Universidad
Complutense, 1984; M.A., University of Georgia, 1986' Ph.D., 1991"
Penno, Robert P. (19s7), Electrical and computer Engineering, Associate, Professor-
B.S.M.E., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology,l97l;M.S.E.E',1'984;Ph'D'' Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1987.
Penrod, James P. (200'].), EngineeringTechnology, Assistant Professor-B.s.M.E., Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, 1986; M.S.M.E., 1987; M.S.A.E., University of Dayton, 1991'
Perez, Victor R. (2000), Dioerse student Populafions, Administrative-B.A., University of
Dayton, 1995;1.D., Case Western Reserve University, 1999.
Perna, Richard P. (1,982), Lazn,Professot-B.A., Villanova University, L97L;l'D', 1975'
pestello, Fred P. (1,984), Sociology , Anthropotogy, and social work, Professor-8.A., John
Carroll University, 1974; M.A., University of Akron, 1981; Ph'D', University of
Akron-Kent State University, 1985.
pestello, H. Frances Geyer (1985), Sociology, Anthropology, and social work, ?rofessor-
B.A., College of Wooster, L973;M.A., University of Akrory 'l'977;Ph'D', University of
Akron-Kent State University, 1983.
petrykowski, |ohn c. (1985), M echanical and Aerospace Engineglng, As::r:late Professor-
B.S., University of Wisconsiry 1,975;M.5., University of lllinois, 1'978;Ph'D', L98I'
Phelps, Andre w W . (1,996), Materials Eng,ineering, Aditnct Professor-B.S., Pennsylvania
Siate Universi ty, 1983 ; M.5., 1987 ; Ph.D., 1 990.
phelps, ]amie T., o.P. (2003), Religious studies, Distinguishedvis_iting Professor (winter
ZbOei-g.e., Siena Heights College, 1969;M.A., St. John's University, 1975;Ph'D,
Catholic University of America, 1989.
Phelps, Kelly E. (200I), Visual Arfs, Assistant Professor-B.F.A., Ball State University,
t996; M.F. A., University of Kentucky, 2000.
Phelps, Kyle E. (2007\, visual Arfs, Assistant Professor-B.F.A., Ball state University,
1996;M.F.A., University of Kentucky, 2000.
phillips, Norman s. (1974), Ciait and Enz;ironmental Engineering an_d_Engineering Mechan-
ics^, Professor-B.A.E., Ohio State University, 1955; M.S.E., University of Dayton,
L968; M.S.Ed., 1983. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Pici, joseph R. (1965), Engtish, Professor-8.S., University of Daytory L962;M'A', 1'964'
Pierce, f ason L . (2002), Political science, Assistant Professor-B.A., Southwestern univer-
sity, 1994; (cand.) Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 2002.
pinnell, Margaret F. (2000), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, vigi-ting Assistant
Professorl B.M.E., University of Dayton, 1988; M.S.,1988; Ph.D., 1995.
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Place, A. william (1994), Educational Leadership, Associate professor 
- 
B.s., universitv
of Dayton, 1976;M.5., 1980; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 19gg.
Poe, Danielle M. (2001), Philosophy, Assistant professor-B.A., seattle university, 1995;
M.A., Catholic University, Belgium, 1997;ph.D., Fordham University, 2001..
Poitras, Marc A. (1998), Economics and Finance, Assistant professor-B.A., University of
Massachusetts/Dartmouth, 1989; M.A., George Mason University, lgg1;ph.D.,IggS.
Polanka, Sue M. (1999), Library, Assistant professor-B.A., University of Dayton, 1990;
M.L.S., Kent State University, 1995.
Polanski, PatriciaJ. (1998), Counselor Education anilHuman Serztices, Assistant Professor-
8.A.,-University of Akron, 1,979;M.Ed., Ohio University,lggT; ph.D., University of
North Carolina at Greensboro, L998.
Polzella, Donald l. G972), Psychology, Professor-B.A., university of Rochester, 196|
M.A., Bucknell University, 7969;Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1924.
Potter, Rebecca C. (2002), English, Assistant Professor-B.A., university of California,
Davis,'1.99L; M.A., Brandeis University, 1998; ph.D., 2001.
Powers, Peter E. (7997), Physics, Associate Professor 
- 
B.s., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1988; M.S., Cornell University, 1990;ph.D., 1,994.
Prasad, Jayesh (1990), Management Information systems, operations Management, anil
Decision sciences, Associate Professor-B.Tech., Indian Institute of rlchnology,
Kharagpur, 1982; P.G.D.M., Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta, 1_9ga; ph.6..,
University of Pittsburgh, 1994.
Price, Byron E. (2002), Political science, Assistant professor-B.s., Texas southern Uni-
versity, 1988; M.B.A., Oklahoma City University, 1991.; M.B.A., Texas Southern
University, 1993; (cand.) Ph.D., Mississippi State University, 2002.
Purnell, oliver G. (1994), Men's Basketball coach, Administrative-8.s., old Dominion
University, 7975; M.5., 1978.
Putka, Rev' John s., s.M. (1991), Political science, Lecturer-B.s., universitv of Davton.
1950; S.T.B., University of Fribourg, 1,967;M.A., St. Louis University,'tSOg;t'h.O.,
University of Cincinnati, 1979.
Quinry John F. (1970), Philosophy, Professor-B.A., Gonzaga University, 1965; M.A.,
1.966;Ph.L.,Mount St. Michael's College, 1966; M.A., University of Wajhington, 1968;
J.D., University of Dayton, 1982.
Quinn, Linda V. ('1,998), Counseling Center, Administrative-8.A., Mt. Mary College,
1,989; M.5., University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, 1991.; ph.D., 1,999.
Raczak, Ronald G., Lieutenant Colonel, U.s. Army (2000), Mititary science, professor 
-B.S., Indiana State University,IgS3; M.S., Central Michigan University, 1994.
Raffoul, Youssef N. (1999),Mathematics, Assistantprofessor-B.s., universityof Dayton,
1.987; M.5., 1989; M.A., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1991; ph.l5., Souihern
Illinois University at Carbondale, 1996.
Raiscfu C. Daniel (199r), Educational Leadership, Associate professor-B.s., wilmington
College, 1961.; M.A., Wittenberg University, 1966; ph.D., Miami Univer sity, 1.9/3.
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Ralph, john N. (1998), Diaerse student Populations, Administrative-B.S., Ashland Uni-
versity, 1976; M.Ed, L986.
Randall, Vernellia R. (1990), Law,Prolessor-A.A., Amarillo College, 1968;8.S., Univer-
sity of Texas, 1'972; M.5., University of Washington, 1'978; J'D', Lewis and Clark
Northwestern School of Law,1'987.
Rapp, John E. (1972), Economics nnd Finance, Professor-B.A., University of Missouri,
1959; M.A., 1'960;Ph'D., 1964.
Reeb, Roger N. (1993), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Westminster College,
r98a; i{.S., Virginia Commonwealth University, 1987;Ph'D., 1993'
Reising, john M. (IggS), Engineering Management and Systems, Adiu_lct Profes_sor- 8.S.,
Xav"ier University,1964;M.A., Southern Illinois University, 1967;Ph'D', T969'
Repperger, Daniel w. (1998), Electrical and Computer Engineering,^Adjunct Assistant
'profissor-8.S.E.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1967; M.S.E.E., 1968; Ph.D.'
Purdue University; 1973.
Reynolds, Patrick A., (1996), Music, Associate Professor 
- 
B.M., University of Michigary
1981; M.M., 1983; D.MA., University of Cincinnati, 1997'
Rice, Frances E. (1.ggg), Library, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., University of Dayton,1976;
M.B.A., 1.987;M.L.S., Kent State University, 1996.
Richards, stephen B. (2000), Teacher Educatioz, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., University of
North Caiolina at Chapel Hill, 1,976; M.A., East Carolina University, 1979; Ed.D.,
Florida Atlantic University, L9990.
Richards, william M. (1970), Philosophy, Associate Professor-8.A., LeMoyne college,
t966; Ph.D., Georgetown University, 1970.
Richey-suttles, stephen ('1.996), Counseling center, Administrative-M.A., University of
Missouri-Kan."r City, 1984; M.S., University of Kentucky, l99I;Ph.D'' 1995'
Ridenour, Carolyn R. (1990), Educational Leadership, Professor-B.A., Indiana Univer-
sity,1,964; M.A.T., 1'967;Ed.D., University of Akron, 1980'
Ritz, Lyn (1.996), Music, Assistant Professor-B.M., State University of New York at
Potsdam, 1974; M.M.Ed., Pennsylvania state University,L976;D.M.A., University of
Kentucky, 1991.
Roberts, H.R.T. (1998), Philosophy, Adjunct Administrative-B.A., Madras, L949;Ph.D.,
1978.
Roberts, william P. (1980), R eligious studies, Professor-B.A., Fordham University, L955;
tl,.L., tgSZ; Ph.L., Loyola Seminary, 1956; S.T.L., Weston School of Theology, 1963;
Ph.D., Marquette UniversitY, 1968.
Robinson, James D. (1982), Communication, Professor-8.A., University of the Pacific,
L978;M.A., West Virginia University, 1'979;Ph.D., Purdue University, 1982'
Robinson, James N. (1997), Engineering Management and Systems, Adjunct_ Professor 
-
B.S., United States Air ForcdAcademy, 1969;M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology,
t976;Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 1987.
Robinson, jayne B. ('1.994), Biology, Associate Professor 
- 
8.s., Bowling Green state
Universitv, 1978; M.5., Ohio State University, 1984; Ph'D " 
'1991"
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Rodgers, Adrian (2001,), Teacher Education, Assistant professor 
- 
B.A., B.Ed., M.A.,
Memorial university, Canada; 1,986; M.A., ohio state university, '1.997; ph.D., 1999.
Roecker Phelps, Carglyl-E. (1'995), Psychotogy, Associate professor 
- 
B.s., university of
Illinois, 1984;M.s.,Illinois state university,1,990; ph.D., university of Iowa, 1994.
Roembke, Kandra M. (2001), Residential programs, Administrative-8.A., Marian col-
Lege, 1999; M.A., Wright State University, ZOOT.
Romaguera, Enrique (1969), Languages, Associate professor-8.A., Universitv of Dav-
ton,'1965; M.A., Ohio University, 1966.
Rosenberger, Andrew H. (1998), Materials Engineering, Adjunct professor-B.s., Michi
gan Technological university,'1.986;M.s., 1.987; ph.D.,-university of Rhode Island,
1,993.
Ross, Donald C. (1994), Assistant Athletics Director for Compliance and Academic Seraices,Administrative-B.A.,,Eastern washington university, 1,927; M.A., University of
Southern California, 1988; Ph.D., 1991.
Roten, Rev. Johann G., s.M. (1,987), International Marian Research Institute, Administra-
tive-B.Ed., Ecole Normales des Instituteurs, sion, 196z;8.A., College of st. Michel,
Fribourg, 1.962;5.T.L., University of Fribourg, 1969; Lic.phil.,1.g72;{.T.D., pontifical
Theological Faculty Marianum in Rome, 1987.
Rowe, John I. G977)' Biology, Professor-B.s., colorado state University, 195g; M.s.,
Arizona state university,1,971; Ph.D., university of Kansas Medical Center,197s.
Rowley, James B. (1989), Teacher Educatioz, Professor-B.s., University of Dayton,1969;
M.S., Miami University, 1,974;Ph.D., Ohio State University, 19g9.
Rueth, Thomas W. (1987), Counselor Eilucation and Human Serzsices, Associate
Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, 1963; M.A.,'1,969; ph.D., Loyola University,
Chicago,1973.
Ruggiero, fohn G. (1'995), Economics and Finance, Associate professor 
- 
8.A., state
university of New York at Cortland, 1988; M.A., syracuse University, 1,992; ph.D.,
1,995.
Ruh, Robert (1998), Materials Engineering, Adjunct professor 
- 
B.s., Rutgers university,
1,952;M.5., 1953; Ph.D., 1960.
Ruiz, Manuel (2002), Residential Programs, Administrative-B.A., Montclair state uni-
versity, 1998; M.A., 2001.
Russo, CharlesI., Q,995), Educational Leadership,Joseph panzer professor of Education-
8.A., st. John's university, rgT2; M. Div., seminiry of the Immaculate conception,
1,978;1.D., St. fohn's University School of Law, 1,983; Ed.D., St. John,s UniversityGraduate School of Education and Human Services, 19g9.
RyeJVIark s. (1998), Psychology, Assistant Professor-B.A., Depauw university, 1992;
M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1995; ph.D., 199g.
Sack, Laurence A. (1986), Cittil anit Enoironmental Engineering anil Engineering Mechanics,
Adjunct Assistant Professor-8.S.C.E., Universily of Da tor; f e.-Sf .
safferman, steven r. (1994), cioil and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Cincinnati, pAZ; U.5., t9g{;
Ph.D., 1994.
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Saintignon, Paula L. (1983), Mathematics, Lecturer-8.S., Bowling Green State Univer-
sity, 1978; M.S., University of Dayton, 1982.
Saliba, Joseph E. (1980), Cioil anil Enttironmentnl Engineering and Engineeting Mechanics,
Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, L979; M.S., 1980; Ph.D., 1.983. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Saliba, Tony E. (1986), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Professor- B.Cm.E., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1981; M.S., 1982;Ph.D., 1986.
Salisbury, William David (2002), Management Information Systems, Operations Manage'
ment, andDecision Sciences, Assistant Professor-B.8.A., OhioUniversity, 1986;M.8.A.,
Miami University, 1.988; Ph.D., University of Calgary, 1996.
Sandhu, Sarwan S. (1980), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Professor-B.Sc., Panjab
University, 1961; B.Sc.Ch.E., 1966; M.Sc.E., University of New Brunswick, 1970;
D.LC., Imperial College, University of London, 1973; Ph.D., University of London,
1,973.
Sandy, Michael Reginald (1987), Geology, Professor-B.Sc., Queen Mary
College, University of Londory 1980; Ph.D., 198a.
Santamarina, fuan C. (1,997), History, Assistant Professor- B.A., University of Wiscon-
sin-Madisoru 1989; Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1995.
Saphire, Richard B. (1976), Law, Professor-B.A., Ohio State University, 1967; 1.D.,
Salmon P. Chase College of Law,l97l;LL.M., Harvard University, 1975.
Sarangary Andrew M. (2000), Electro-Optics, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A.Sc., University of
Waterloo, 1991; M.A.Sc., 1993;Ph.D., 1996.
Sargent, Gordon A. (1985), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering,Ptofessor-B.Sc., Impe-
rial College of Science and Technology, University of London, 1960;Ph.D., 1.964.
Sathish, Samachary (1999), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Associate Professor-B.Sc.,
University of Mysore, L974;M.Sc., 1976;Ph.D., 1986.
Sauer, David A. (1991), Economics and Finance, Associate Professor-8.8.A., Pacific
Lutheran University, 1981; M.B.A., University of Oregon, 1983; Ph.D., University of
Michigan, 1991..
Scantliry Ronda J. (2002), Communication, Assistant Professor-B.A., Bethany College,
1.992;M.A., University of Kansas, 1995; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austiru 1999.
Scarpino, Frank A. (7987), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Professor-B.S.E.E.,
University of Cincinnati, 1963; M.S.E.E.,1970;Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1987.
Schaller, Molly A. (1989\, Counselor Education and Human Seroices, Assistant Professor-
B.A., Ohio State University,1,987; M.S., Miami University, 1989.
Schauer, fohn I. $968), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineerizg, Professor-8.M.E., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1958; M.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1959; Ph.D., Stanford
University, 1964.
Schellhammer, Ulrike B. (2001), Languages, Visiting Assistant Professor-M.A., Rice
University, 1989; Ph.D.,'1.993.
Schenk, foseph A. (7980), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-B.8.A.,
University of Kentucky, 1970;M.B.A., Kent State University, '1.972;D.8.4.,7976.
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Schmitt, Craig A. (200'1,), Residential Seroices, Administrative-B.A., Eastern Illinois
University,'197 5; M. A., 797 6; Ed.D., University of Georgia, L990.
Schoen, Rev. Thomas A., S.M. (1959), Computer Science, Associate Professor-8.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1954; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1959; M. Div., University of
St. Michael's College, 1987.
Schoenenberger, Katherine, R. (2001), Geology,Instructor-B.S., University of Daytory
'1,999;M.5., University of Cincinnati, 2001.
Schoyen, |effrey G. (200'1,), Music, Visiting Assistant Professor-B.M., New England
Conservatory, 1983; M.F.A., Carnegie Mellon University, 1990; D.M.A., State Univer-
sity of New York at Stony Brook, 1994.
Schramm, Christine H. (1993), Associate Director of Residential Programs, Administrative
- 
8.A., Michigan State University,1987; M.A., 1989.
SchuermarL William C. (7985),Vice Presiilentfor Student Deaelopment and Dean of Students,
Administrative-8.A., University of Cincinnati, 1969;M.A., Michigan State Univer-
sity, 1971.; Ph.D., American University, L980.
Schweikart, Larry E. (1985), History, Professor-B.A., Arizona State University, 1972;
B.A.Ed., M.A., 1980; Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara,'1984.
Searcy, E. Dale (1,976), Law, Professor-B.S., General Motors Institute, 1959; J.D., Indiana
University, 1.963; LL.M., New York University, 1966.
Seery, Mary Ellen(1997),Teacher Education, Assistant Professor-8.A., College of Mt. St.
]oseph, 1962;M.Ed., XavierUniversity,l,gTT; Ed.D.,Universityof Cincinnati, 1,996.
Sees, William (2000), Library, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., University of California,
Berkeley, 1978; M.A., New York University, 1993; M.L.S., Long Island University,
2000.
Segalewitz, Scott I. (2000'), Engineering Technology, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S.E.E.,
Rutgers University, 1983; M.S., New jersey Institute of Technology, 1985.
Seielstad, Andrea M., (1996), Lnzr, Associate Professor 
- 
A.8., Princeton University,
1988; J.D., University of Michigan Law School, 1991..
Seitzer, Jennifer (1998), Computer Science, Assistant Professor-B.M., West Chester State
College, 'I..982;8.5., Arizona State University, 1985; M.S., University of Cincinnati,
1.993; Ph.D., 1997.
Sekely, William S. (1976), Management and Marketizg, Associate Professor-8.S., Allegh-
eny College, 7966;M.8.A., Case Western Reserve University, 1970; D.B.A., Kent State
University, 1975.
Shankar, Geeta R. (2001), Accounting, Lecturer 
- 
B.Com., University of Bombay, 1980;
B.A., Wittenberg University, 1,995;M.8.A., University of D ayton,200I; C.P.A., Ohio,
1997.
Shaughnessy, Gerald J. 0967), Mathemafics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of
Dayton, 1963; M.5., Florida State University, 1964.
Shaw, Carol M. (1968), Engineering Technology, Professor-B.S., Ohio University, L963;
M.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 1968; M.5., 7973.
Shaw, Lori E. (1988), Law,Lecturer-8.S., University of Dayton, 1983;1.D.,1987.
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sheng, Qin (200L), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.s., Nanjin University, 1982; M.S.,
1984;Ph.D., University of Cambridge, 1990.
Shereen, Faiza W. (1988), English, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Alexandria,
1967;M.A., University of Dayton, 1975;Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1988.
Shine, Andrew J. (1985), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Professor-
B.M.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1.946;M.M.E., 1947;Ph.D., Ohio State Uni-
versity,1957. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Shiner, Erin W. (1993), Counseling Center, Administrative-8.A., University of Denver,
1981; M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1984; Ph.D., 1,987 '
sidhu, sukhjinder s. (1992), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor-
8.S., Osmania University, 7987;M.5., University of Illinois, 199L;Ph.D.' 1992.
Simmons, Llewellyn E. (2002), Educational Leadership, Assistant Professor-8.A., Ply-
mouth State College of University of New Hampshire, 1981; M.Ed., Howard Univer-
sity, t99l; Certifiiate of Advanced Graduate Studies, 1992; (cand.) Ph.D., Miami
University, 2002.
Simoru Melinda (2000), Visual Arts,Lecturer -8.F.A., Massachusetts College of Art'1997;
M.F.A., Cornell University, 1999.
Simpson III, Wendell P. (1995), Engineering Management and Systems, Adjunct Profes-
Jor- 8.S., United States Air Force Academy, 1980; M.S., Air Force Institute of
Technology, 1984; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1991.
Sims, jason B., Captain (2001\, Military Science, Assistant Professor-B.S., Ohio Univer-
sity,1994.
Singer, Sanford S. (1972), Chemistry, Professor-B.S., Brooklyn College, 1962; M.S.'
University of Michigan, '1.964; Ph.D., 1.967 .
Sink, Damon W . (2001.), Music, Visiting Assistant Professor-8.M., University of Cincin-
nati,'1.992; M.M., 1995.
Siporin, Clifford (1989), Biology, Adjunct Associate Professor-8.S., State University of
New York at New Raltz, 1971.; M.S., University of Dayton, 1973;Ph.D., 1975.
Skill, Thomas D. (1984), Communication, Professor-8.A., State University of New York
at Buffalo, L978;M.A., 1980; Ph.D., 1984.
Smari, Waleed W. (1999), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Associate Professor-B.S.,
Universityof Baghdad, 1978;M.S., SyracuseUniversity, 1983;M.5.'1990;Ph.D.'1996.
Smith, Anthony B. (1999), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-B.A., Boston College,
1985; M.A., University of Minnesota, L989;Ph.D., 1'995.
Smith, Barbara A. (1989), Computer Science, Associate Professor-8.A., St. Louis Univer-
sity,1.976; M.S., University of Missouri, 1980; Ph.D., 1988.
Smith, Todd B. (2001), Physics, Assistant Professor-8.S., University of Notre Dame,
1989; M.A., Miami University, 1990; M.S., University of Michigan, 1995; Ph.D., 1998.
Snyder, Linda fune (1.989), Music, Professor- 8.M., Miami University, 1970; M.M.'
University of Illinois, 1972;D.M.4., 1'982.
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Sparks, John R. (1995), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor 
- 
B.B.A., West
Texas State University, 1988; Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1995.
Srithalan, R. (1999), Computer Science, Assistant Professor-B.Tech., Indian University of
Technology, 1985; M.S., Vanderbilt University, 1988; Ph.D., 1995.
Starkey, Vanessa L. (1999), Computer Science, Lecturer 
- 
B.A. Ed., University of Michi-
gan, 1979; M.S., Wright State University,1997.
Steiner, Thomas L. (1993), Economics and Finance, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., University
of St. Thomas, 1985; M.A., University of Arizona, 1,989.
Steinlage, LesterJ. (2000), Mathematics,Lecturer-8.S., University of Dayton, 1965; M.S.,
1969.
Strairy Margaret M. (1995), English, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., Bellarmine College,
1977;M.A., University of Louisville, 1986; Ph.D., 1995.
Street, Donna L. (2002), Accounting, Professor and Al & Marcie Mahrt Chair in Account-
ing-B.8.A., East Tennessee State Univesity,1981,; M.Acc., University of Tennessee,
1.983; Ph.D., 1987.
Street, P. Eric (1992), Music, Professor 
- 
8.M., Cornell College, l97S; M.M., Indiana
University, L977 ; D.M., 1985.
Stull, Paul A. (I974), Biology, Clinical Associate Professor-B.S., Ohio State University,
1,962; D.Y .M., 1966.
Subrumanyam, Guru (1998), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Associate professor-
8.E., University of Madras; 1984; M.S., University of Cincinnati, 1988; Ph.D., 1993.
Sudzina, Mary- R. (1988), Teacher Education, Professor-B.S., Virginia
Commonwealth University, 1,970;M.A., Villanova University, 1974;Ph.D., Temple
University, 1987.
Sultary Allen (1978), Law, Protessor-A.8., Syracuse University, 1952;1.D., Columbia
U_niversity, 1958; A.M., University of Chicago, 1,96'1,; LL.M., New York University,
1965.
Summers, Donna C. S. (1984), EngineeringTechnology,Professor-B.S.M.E., University of
Cincinnati, L982; M.S.I.E., Purdue University, 1984; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati,
1.991,.
Swavey, Shawn M. (2002), Chemisfry, Assistant Professor-B.S., Edinboro University,
1,991,; M.5., Case Western Reserve University, 1,995; Ph.D., L998.
Sweeney, PatrickJ.Q978),EngineeringManagement and Systems,Professor-B.S., Univer-
lity of Notre Dame, 1957; M.S., University of Missouri, L967; Ph.D., University ofDayton, 1,977. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Sweeney, Paul D. (2001.), Management and Marketing, Professor-8.A., California State
University, 1,978;M.5., University of Pittsburgh, 1980; Ph.D., 1983.
Swierenga, Sarah J. (20q2), Psychology and Human Factors Group of UDRI, Visiting
Assistant Professor-B.A., Calvin College, 1982;M.A., University of South Dakota,
t984;Ph.D.' 1986. Certified by the Boardbf Certification in Profesiional Ergonomics.
Talbert-fohnsory Carolyn (1991), Teacher Eilucntion, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., Ohio
Dominican College, 1.976;M.A., Ohio State University, 1,978;Ph.D., 1991.
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Talbott, Lou E. (1988), Director, student Actiaities, Administrative 
- 
B.s., wright state
University, I97 6; M.5., 1984.
Talwalker, clare v. (2001,), sociology, Anthropology, and social worlc, Assistant professor
- 
8.A., Dartmouth College, 1990; Ph.D., Duke University,2000.
Tay, sze-Poh (2001,), Economics and Finance, Assistant professor-B.sc., Florida state
University, 1989; M.Sc., 1,991,;Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 199g.
Tay_l_or, Annette M. (1988), communication, Assistant professor-B.A., Michigan stateUniversity, 1974; M.A., 1988; Ph.D., Bowling Green State University, 1996.
Taylor, David L. (1'971'), Biology,clinical Associate professor-B.A., wittenberg univer-
sity,1963; M.S., West Virginia University, j.965-ph.D., 1.969.
Taylor, Philip H. (1,988), Ele:tro-optics, Assistant professor-B.s., state university Col-
lege at Oneonta, 1,980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 19g4.
Teare, Elizabeth B. (2000) lnglish, Assistant professor 
- 
B.A., yale University,1,9g5;
M.Phil., 1996; Ph.D., 2000. -
Thebert-Peeler, Deborah (7995), Engineering Management anil systems, Adjunct profes-
sor- B.S., Purdue University,1,977;M.S.,lJniversity of Cincinnati, .l,9Z9il.D.,Salmon
P. Chase College of Law, 1983; Ph.D., University oi Dayton, 1992.Reg. prof. Engr.
Thimme, Melinda M. (2001), Communication, Lecturer-8.A., university o fDayton,7994;
M.A'7997.
Thimmes, Pamela L., o.s.F. (1985), Religious studies, Associate professor-B.s.Ed., ohio
9."t:".lityt 1970; M.A., Canisius College, 1.979; M.A., Vanderbilt University, 19g5;Ph.D.,1990.
Thomp_so+ Teresa L. (1985), communication, professor-B.A., university of wisconsin,
797 5; M. A., Purdue University, 1,97 6; ph.D., Temple University, 19g0.
Thompsory Rev. Thomas A., s.M. (1987), Marian Librartl, Administrative-B.A., Univer-
sity of Dayton, i.958;,M.A., University of pittsburgh, L963; S.T.L., University ofFribourg, 1968; Ph.D., University of Pittsbwgh, J.977.
Tibbetts, Paul E., Ir. (L969),_Philosophy, professor-B.A., Clark University, 1964;M.A.,
Boston University, 1965; Ph.D., purdue University, L973; ph.D., ijniversitv olIllinois. 1985 1, Ph.D., Univer ity f
Tieman, Philip E. (2001), Educational Leailersftip, Administrator-in-Residence-B.s., ohio
s_tate University,7956; M.Ed., University of Cincinnati, 195g; ph.D., The ohio stateUniversity, 1968.
Tilley, Maureen A. (1998), Religious studies, Associate professor-A.B., university of san
Francisco, 1.970;M.A., St. Michael's College, 1985; ph.D., Duke University,1,9g9.
Tilley, Terrence w. (1994),- Religio.us studies, professor 
- 
A.8., University of san Fran-
cisco, 1970; Ph.D., Graduate Theological Union, Berkel ey, 1.976.
Tillman, Beverly A. (L990), Teacher Education, Associate professor-8.s., Miami Univer-
sity' 1'974; M.A., university of Michigan, 1975; ph.D., ohio state university,1.992.
Titlebaum, Peter J., G996), Health anil sport science, Associate professor 
- 
B.s., state
university of New York-at Brockport, 1.982;M.s., ohio state university, 19g5; ph.D.,
Temple University, 1993.
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Torres,AlfonsoR. (1997\,EngineeringManagementandSystems,AdjunctProfessor-B.S.,
University of Dayton, 19 67 ; M.S', 197 1' ; M'5., 1982; Ph.D.' L986'
Trick, Kimberly A. (:.9ga\, Chemistry, Lecturer 
- 
B. Ch. E., University of Dayton, 1984;
M.S., 1.988; Ph.D., 1994.
Trollinger, william Yance, ('1.996), History, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., Bethel college,
1,g7i;M.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1980; Ph'D', 1984'
Tsonis, Panagiotis A. (1989), Biology, Professor-B.s., Patras university, 1977; M.5.,
Nagoya University, 1980; Ph.D., 1983.
Turner,DennisJ. (1974),Law,Professor-B.A.,Georgetownuniversity, 196T;1.D.,1970.
Turner, Michael L. (2001), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor 
-
B.S.M.E., University of Dayton, 1993; M.S'M.E., Stlnford University, 1995; Ph'D"
200L.
Turner, Raina D. (2002), Residential Programs, Administrative-B.S., University of Ken-
lrrcky, L996; M.S.' 1'999.
Tuss, AlexJ., s.M. (1991), English, Associate Professor-B.s., university otDayton,L977;
M.A., L977; Ph.D., Fordham University, 1991.
Twale, Darla J. (1998), counselor Education and Human seroices, Professor-8.A., Geneva
Coit"g", tgZi;U.A.,Otquesne Univer sity,I976;M.A., University of Pittsburgh, 1980;
Ph.D., 1985.
Ullett, filt s. (1994), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Assistant Professor 
- 
B.s., university
of Dayton, 1'979;M.5., 1987;Ph.D., 1992.
ulrich, LawrenceP. (1964), Phitosophy, Professor-B.A., Catholic university of America,
tgSt;tl.e'.,1962;M.Ed., Xaviei University,1964; Ph.D., University of Toronto, 1972;
M.S., University of DaYton, 1985'
Untener, foseph A. (1987), Engineering Technology, Professor-8.M.E., General Motors
Institute, ig9+;Nl.S., Purdue University, 1985. Reg. Prof. Engr.
voevodin, Andrey A. (1.995), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Professor-Dip. Met. Engr',
Tula Politechnical Institute, L986; Ph.D', 1991'
Wagner, Peter G. (1999), Management Information.systems, ?p,:'j:yt- l[otugement, anil-
becision Sciences,Lectur"r-"3.S., Louisiana Tech University, 1970; M.S., University of
Southern California, 1980.
wallace, samuel P. (7982), Communication, Associate Professor-8.A., Ohio state uni-
versity, I97 5; M. A., 1979 ; Ph.D.' 1'985.
walsh, Richar dl. (Igg9), school of Business Administrafion, Administrative-B.S., North-
eastern UniversitY,1984.
walters, Glenn R. (1gg7), communication, Media Executive-in-Residence-B.A., Denison
University, 1952;M.A., University of Dayton, 1986.
watras, foseph L. (1979), Teacher Education, Professor-8.A., Boston University, 1965;
M.Ed., University of Hawaii , 1969; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1972'
watson, Blake A. (1992),Law, Professor 
- 
B.A., Vanderbilt University, 1.978; J.D', Duke
University, 1981.
Watters, Kathleen B. (1989), Communication, Associate Professor-B'S., University of
Minnesota, 1'97 6; M. A., 1979 ; Ph'D.' 1988.
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Weaver, Roberta (1.969), Teacher Education, Associate Professor-B.Sc., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1950; M.Sc. Ed., University of Cincinnati, 7966; Ed.D., 1982.
Webb, Kathleen M. (1993), Library, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., Pennsylvania State
University, 1982; M.L.S., University of California, Los Angeles, 1991.
Weber, John G. (200I), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Visiting Professor-B.S.E.E.,
St. Louis University, 1963; M.S.E.E., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1964;Ph.D.,
1.97't.
Wells, Charles E. (1984), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences, Profes-
sor-A.B., Harvard Univercity,1976;M.B.A., Miami University, 1977;Ph.D.,Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, L982.
Wells, Rebecca M. J. Yates (1980), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati, L973; M.B.A., 1975; Ph.D., 1980.
Wendeln, Donald E. (1965), EngineeringTechnology, Adjunct Professor-B.M.E., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1950.
Wendorf, Thomas A., S.M. (L999), English, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of
Dayton, 1986; M.A., Washington University, 1995; Ph.D., 1999.
Westendorf, Thomas l. (1,982), Registrar, Administrative-B.S., University of Dayton,
1978;M.8.4., 1986.
Westerkamp, John J. (1986), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Associate Professor-
B.E.E., University of Dayton, 1980; M.S.E.E., Purdue University, 1981; Ph.D., 1985.
Whitaker, Jayne K. Matlack (1,993), Visual Arfs, Associate Professor-B.S., University of
Delaware, 1983; M.F.A., Tyler School of Art of Temple University, 1993.
Whitaker, Joel A. (1993), Visual Arfs, Associate Professor 
- 
B.F.A., University of
Montevallo, 1985; M.F.A., Florida State University, 1988.
Whitney, |ames M. (1989), Ciail and Enaironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Professor, Torley Chair in Composite Materials Engineering-B.A., Illinois CoIIege,
L959; B.S.T.E., Georgia Institute of Technology,1.959; M.S.T.E., 1961; M.S., Ohio State
University, 1964; Ph.D., 1968.
Whitney, Patricia J. (2000), Vice President for Human Resources, Administrative-B.S. Ed.,
University of Akron, 1965; M.B.A., University of San Diego, 1985.
Wilbers, Timothy A. (1983), Visual Arts, Associate Professor-B.A.Ed., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1,972; M. A., 197 4; M.F. A., Southern Illinois University, 1981.
Wilhoit, Stephen W. (1988), English, Associate Professor-8.A., University of Kentucky,
1980; M.A., University of Louisville, 1983; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1988.
Wilkens, Robert f. (1,999), Chemical and Matefials Engineering, Assisant Professor-
B.C.M.E,Universityof Dayton, 1992;M.5. 1993,Ph.D., OhioUniversity,l'997.
Wilkinson, Sean (1973), Visual Arts, Professor-8.A., Antioch College, 'l,,970; M.F.A.,
Rhode Island School of Design,1972.
Williams, P. Kelly ('1,973), Biology. Professor-B.A., University of Texas, 1.966; M'5.,
University of Minnesota, 1969; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1973.
Winning, Thomas E. (1,999), School of Business Administraflon, Executive-in-Residence-
8.S., Ohio State University,l97I; M.B.A., University olDayton, 1976.
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Wohl, Laurence B. (1983), Laru, Professor-B.S., University of California,'J..969;1.D.,1,972.
Wolff, Robert L. (1958), Engineering Technology, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton,
1959; M.B.A., Xavier University,'1.967.
Womack, Alton W., Major (2000), Military Science, Assistant Professor-B.S., Bowling
Green State University, 1975.
Wood, Cheryl A. (2002), Residential Programs, Administrative-B.A., Ohio Dominican
College, 1998; M.Ed., Ohio University,1999.
Wright, Benson R. (2002), Languages, Visiting Lecturer-B.A., Xavier University, 1994;
M.U., University of the Basque Country, Spain, 1996; M.A., New York University,
2001.
Wright, David J. Q996), Biology, Assistant Professor-B.Sc., University of Sheffield,
England; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1989.
Wright, fohn W. (1997), Music, Artist-in-Residence-B.M., Maryville College, 1987;
M.M., University of Cincinnati, 1990.
Wright, Shirley Jane (1993); Biology, Associate Professor-B.S., Loyola University, Chi-
cago, L981.; M.S., 1983; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1981.
Yancik, Angela M. (2000), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Assistant Professor 
-B.A.,Universityof Denver, 1992;M.A., Universityof Arizona, 1994;Ph.D.,2000.
Yaney, Perry P . (1,963), Physics, Professor-B.S.E.E., University of Cincinnati, 1954; M.S.,
1957;Ph.D., 1963.
Yocum Mize, Sandra (1.992), Religious Studies, Associate Professor-8.A., University of
Oklahoma, 197 6; Ph.D., Marquette University, 1987.
Yoder, Donald D. (1989), Communication, Associate Professor-8.S., Iowa State Univer-
sity, L973; M.A., University of Nebraska-Lincolry 1975;Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1,982.
Youngkin, Betty R. (L997), Enclisrr, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., High Point College, 1955;
M.A., Northwestern University,1969; Ph.D., Texas A & M University, 1989.
Yungblut, Laura H. (1989), History, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., Western Carolina
University, 1983; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1985; Ph.D., 1993.
Zabarnick, Steven S. (1988), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate Professor-
8.S., State University of New York at Binghamton, 1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State
University, 1984.
Zabinski, ]effrey S. (1993), Chemical and Materials Engineering, AdjtnctProfessor 
- 
A.A.,
Pensacola Junior College, 1979;B.S.Ch.E, University of Florida, 1.982;PF.D., Auburn
University, 1990.
Zahner, Mary A. (1971), Visual Arfs, Professor-8.F.A., Ohio University, 1960; M.A.,
1969;Ph.D., Ohio State University, L987.
Zajac,lo}nnl., Q,998), Residential Programs, Administrative-B.A., University of Dayton,
L991; M.B.A., 1998.
Zamierowski, Edward E., S.M. (1974), Strategiesfor Responsible Deoelopment, Administra-
tive-B.Sc.E., University of Daytory 1955; M.Sc., Ohio State University, '1,960;Ph.D.,
University of Nairobi, 1973.
Zhan, Qiwen (2002), Electro-Opfics, Assistant Professor-B.S., University of Sciencq and
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Technology of China, 1996; M.S.E.E., University of Minnesota, 2000; (cand.) Ph.D.,
2002.
Zoghi, Manoochehr (1986), Ciail and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechan-
ics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Louisville, 1979; M.8., 1981; Ph.D.,
University of Cincinnati, 1988.
Zukowski, Angela Ann, M.H.S.H. (1979), Religious Studies, Associate Professor-B.A.,
University of Dayton, 1974;M.A.,1978; D.Min., United Theological Seminary, 1988.
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Abfalter, Garry H. (1.988), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Detroit,
1968; M.S., Oklahoma State University,1972.
Anderson, David P. (1983), Senior Research Materials Scientist-B.A., University of
Connecticut, L973; M.5., University of Massachusetts, 1977; Ph.D., 1981.
Andrews, Robert l. (1,969), Diztision Head-Structural lntegrity Dioision-B.M.E., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1973; M.5., L986.
Arnold, fonahira R. (2001), Associate Research Engineer-V.5., University of Puerto
Rico, 1989; M.S., University of Akron, t992; Ph.D.,1994.
Ashbaugh, Noel E. (L982), Distinguisheil Research Engineer 
-8.5., Purdue University,'1.962; M.5., 1953; Ph.D., University of California, 197L.
Askins, Donald R. (1954), Distinguisheil Research Engineer-B.Ch.E., University of
Dayton, 1963; M.5.,'1.97 4.
Aulds, f. Michael (7975'1, Part-Time Senior Research Engineer-8.T., University of
Dayton, 1,975.
Azar, Kristi (2001), Assistant Resear ch W eb Deoeloper /Content Specialist-B.S.ED.,
Valdosta State University, 1,995.
Baek, Jong-Boem (1999), Research Scientist-B.5., Kyungpook National University,
'199L; M.5., L993; Ph.D., University of Akron, 1998.
Ballal, Dilip R. (1983), Distinguished Research Engineer-B.5., Maulana Azad College
of Technology,1967; M.S., Cranfield Institute of Technology, L968; Ph.D.,1.972.
Balster, Lori M. (2000), Associate Research Chemist-B.A., University of Dayton, L994.
Barrington, David W. (2000), Senior Coatings Technical Manager-V.5., University of
Illinois, 1964; M.B.A., Northwestern University, 1969.
Beitel, Frank E. (1978), Distinguished Research Computing Seraices-8.5., University
of Dayton, 1,974; M.5., Wright State University, L984.
Bergman, Anthony J. (2001), Assistant Research Engineer-BME., University of Day-
ton. 2001.
Blair, John R. (2001), Distinguished Research Engineer-8.5., Ohio State University,
'1.966; M.B.A., University of Dayton,'1.979.
Blanchard, Robert E. (L977), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, 1975; M.5., Rochester Institute of Technology, 1977.
Blosser, Jami M. (1996), Part-Time Associate Research Enaironmental Specialist-V.5.,
Wright State University, 1996.
Blosser, Philip E. (2002), Associate Research Test Engineer-B.S., Wright State Univer-
sity, 2001.
Boehmer, Robert P. (1952), Associate Director for Contracts B Grants/Facility Security
Officer-B.5., University of Dayton, L962; M.5., 1,972.
Bohun, Michael H. (1999), Research Engineer-8.5., Purdue University, 1,977; M.5.,
Air Force Institute of Technology,798L
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Bouchard, Michael P. (1981), Dioision Head-Aerospace Mechanics Dittision 
-B.M.E.,University of Dayton, 1981; M.S., 1986.
Bowman, Daniel R. (1985), Senior Research Engineer-V.C.E., University of Dayton,
1985; M.S., 1988.
Braisted, William R. (1988), Senior Research Engineer-V.M.E., University of Dayton,
1988; M.S., 1991; Ph.D., 2000.
Brar, Nachhatter S. (1985), Senior Research Physicist-8.S., Panjab University, 1952;
M.S., Punjabi University, '1,966;M.5., Trent University,1.972; Ph.D., University of
Western Ontario,'1.979.
Brockman, Robert A. (197 6), Distinguished Resear ch Engineer-V.5., Carnegie-Mellon
University, L973; M.M.E., University of Dayton,'1.97 4; Ph.D., 1979.
Buchanan, Dennis I. $99I), Research Engineer-V.5., University of Wisconsin, 1989;
M.S.. 1991.
Cerbus, Clifford A. (1984), Research Physicist-B.5., Xavier University, 1982; M.5.,
University of Dayton, 1984.
Cervay, Russell R. (1970), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton,
1967; M.5., L977.
Chen, Chenggang (2000), Research Scientist-B.5., Hangzhou University, 1987;M.5.,
Zhejiang University, 1989; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University, 1999.
Chuck, Leon (1989), Part-Time Research Materials Scientist-B.S., University of Mary-
land,1978; M.S., r984.
Claude, Daniel T. (200L), Assistant Visual Communications Designer-B.S., University
of Dayton, 2001.
Click, William E. (1965), Associate Materials Scientist.
Cothron, Joe F. (2000), Research Engineer-B.5., University of Tennessee, 1955.
Craft, Michael D. (1996), Research Electrical Engineer-8.5., University of Cincinnati,
1,992.
Crasto, Allan S. (1988), Diaision Heail-Nonmetallic Materials Diztision-8.5., Univer-
sityof Bombay,l974,1977;M.5., WashingtonStateUniversity,l9S3; Ph.D., 1986.
Cross, Clarence W., Jr. (1981), Senior Research Systems Analyst-B.5., University of
Dayton, 1980.
Danielson, jack W. (1995), Senior Business Manager-8.S., Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, 1961; M.B.A., University of Southern California, 1969.;Ph.D., California
Coast Univer slty, 1999.
Dante, James F. (1995), Senior Research Engineer-B.A., Johns Hopkins University,
1990; M.S., University of Virginia, 1.993.
Davies, Matthew l. Q.999), Associate Research Engineer-B.M.E, University of Dayton,
't998.
Detrio, fohn A. (1966), Diaision Heail-Metals and Ceramics Dioision-8.5., Spring HiIl
College, 1959; M.S., University of Alabama, 1951.
DeWitt, Matthew J. (2001), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., Ohio State University,
L994; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1999.
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Dieterle, Gordon L. (1,992), Research Mechanical Engineer-B.5., Wright State Univer-
sity,7979; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1989.
Do afgo,. Cg.r_ltqn D.^(2-000), Associate Research Humnn Factors Psychologist-- 8.A.,
Baldwin-Wallace College, 1 998.
Drake, Michael L. (1973), Distinguished Research Engineer/DESP Program Manager-
8.S., University of Cincinnati, 1972; M.5., 1973.
Drodge, Daniel J. 0,995), Research Engineer-B.5., Wright State University,1990.
Dues, john N. (1965), Ass ociate Materials Engineer-8.T., University of Dayton, 1970.
Eapen, Kalathil C. (L978), Distinguished Research Chemist-B.5., Agra University,
1956; M.S., 1958; Ph.D., Loyola College, Madras, 1963.
Fiscus, Ira B. (1954), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 1.963.
Fortener, William G. (1990), Associate Research Composite Materials Engineer-B.M.E.,
University of Dayton, 1997.
Fox, Jeffrey A. (1,974), Senior Research Programmer/Analyst-B.5., Wright State Uni-
versity, L979; M.5., L989.
Frank, Geoffrey l. (1988), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton,
1,987;M.5., Stanford University, 1988; Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1998.
Frock, Brian G. (1985), Senior Research Engineer-8.A., Wilmington College, 1965;
M.S., University of Dayton, 1968; M.S., L981.
Fuchs, Steven P. (1991), Senior Research Engineer-B.8.E., University of Dayton, 1.989;
M.S..1993.
Fultz, George W. (1955), Research Materials Engineer.
Gallagher, Joseph P. (1,978), Distinguisheil Research Engineer-B.5., Drexel College,
L964; M.5., University of Illinois, 1965; Ph.D., 1968.
Gentner, FrankC. (L992), Senior Human Factors Analysf-B.A., University of Florida,
L966; M.5., 1967.
Gerdeman, Dennis A. (1962), Dioision Head-Materials Engineering Dioision 
-8.M.E.,University of Dayton, 1.962; M.5., 1.970.
Gibson, Thao T. (1999), Associate Research Engineer-V.5., Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute and State University,1997.
Goodrich, Steven M. (1984), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., University of Dayton,
1.984,2000.
Gorman, Megan E. (2001), Assistant Research Human Factors Analyst-B.A., Univer-
sity of Notre Dame, 1998.
Graham, John L. (1980), Senior Research Engineer-8.C.E., University of Dayton,
1980; M.5.,1992.
Grant, Dale W. (1973), Associate Research Metallographer-B.A., University of Day-
ton, 1984.
Grant, John T. (L978), Distinguisheil Research Physicist-B.5., University of New
South Wales, 1964; Ph.D.,'1968.
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Grazulis, Larry (1979), Research Engineer-B.E E., University of Dayton, 1984.
Gunderson, Allan W. (7999), Part-Time Senior Research Engineer-8.S., North Dakota
State University, L960.
Gunderson, Stephen L. (1976), Research Materials Scientist-B.5.E.T., University of
Dayton, 1988; M.5., 1997.
Hardy, Gloria f. (1999), Associate Business Process Analyst-B.5.B.A., University of
Dayton, L998.
Hart, Dale L. (1979), Senior Materials Engineer-8.E.E., University of Dayton, 1977.
Hartman, George A., III (1981), Senior Research Engineer-B.S., University of Wiscon-
sin, 7979; M.S., 1981.
Hasen, Gerald A. (2002), Distinguished Research Engineer-8.5., University of Ari-
zona, 1971.; M.5., 1.972; Ph.D., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1,981,.
Hegde, Shrikrishna M. (1986), Senior Research Physicist-V.S., Karnatak University,
1970; M.S., Indian Institute of Technology,7972; M.S., University of Cincinnati,
1974; Ph.D., 1978.
Held, Thomas W. (1981), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Michigan State University,
1,977; M.5., University of Cincinnati, 1,979; M.5., 1,980.
Henderson, Robert E. (2001), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., University of Missouri,
1961; M.S., Ohio State University, 1.959.
Hill, Susan I. (1995), Part-Time Senior Research Engineer-B.Ch.E., University of
Dayton, 1.979; M.5., Case Western Reserve University, 1982.
Hoffman, Ronald I. 0993), Senior Research Physicist-8.S., Southern Illinois Univer-
sity, 7973; M.5., L975.
Holley, Katherine M. (2000), Associate Research Materials Engineer-B.5., University
of Dayton, 1981.
Holthaus, Dennis F. (1979\, Associate Safety Coordinator/Facilities Coordinator.
Hoppe, Wally C. (L997), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., University of Michigan,
L979; M.5.,1981.
Huelsman, Marc A. (1992), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 1992;
M.5.,1,996.
Hufnagle, Douglas J. (2000), Senior Coatings Project Engineer-V.A., Colby College,
t973.
Hutson, Alisha L. (1995), Research Engineer 
- 
B.S., Wright State University, L995.
Iarve, Endel V. (1995), Distinguished Research Engineer 
- 
B.S., Latvian State Univer-
sity, 197 8 ; M.S., 1 983; Ph. D., Leningrad University,'1.989.
John, Peter J. (1988), Senior Research Physicist-8.S., University of Dayton, 1982;
M.S., University of lllinois, 1984; Ph.D., 1988.
Johnson, Iay M. (2000), Part-Time Senior Research Chemist--B.5., Miami University,
1.971.; M.5., Wright State University, 1976; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1981.
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Johnson, Paul E. (1973), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Tri-State CoIlege, '1.972;
M.M.E., University ol Dayton, 1.973.
oseph, Christopher A. (200L), Senior Coatings Research Scientist-B.5., University of
Dayton, 1983, M.S., Northern Illinois University, 1992.
Juhl, Shane B. (2001), Associate Materials Scientist-V.5., Virginia Tech., 2001.
Kancler, David E. (1993), Human Eactors Psychologist-B.A., Ohio State University,
1990; M.A., University of Dayton, 1.992.
Kasten, Linda S. (1.996), Research Scientist 
- 
8.S., Wright State University,1984.
Kauffman, Robert E. (1979), Distinguished Research Chemist-B.5., Bowling Green
State Univers ity, -1.97 6; M.S., Ohio State Univers ity, 1,97 8.
Keller, Michael A. (1980), Part-Time Senior Research Chemist-B.S., Wright State
University, 1975; M.5., University of Notre Dame,'1977.
Kessen, David S. (2000), Associate Research Field Support Specialist-Assoc., Trident
Technical College, 1997 .
Khobaib, Mohammad (1984), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Regional Institute of
Technology, 1965; M.T., Indian Institute of Technol ogy , 1.969; Ph.D., University
of Connecticut,1974.
Kim, Ran y. (1.974), Distinguished Research Engineer-8.5., Seoul National Univer-
sity, L957; M.S., 1960; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1971.
King, Robert D. (1991), Research Engineer-B.5.8.T., University of Dayton, 1996.
Ko, Ray T. (2000), Research Engineer-B.5., National Cheng-Hsing University, 1978;
M.S., Ohio State University, 1.983; Ph.D., 1993.
Konicki, fames P. (2000), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., Wright State University,
L994.
Kramb, Victoria A. (1.999), Research Engineer-8.A., Thomas More College,1980;
M.S., Northwestern University, 1983; Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1999.
Kuhl, G. Edward (1993), Distinguisheil Research Physicist-A.8., Thomas More CoI-
lege, 1.963; M.B.A., Wright State University, 1.972; Ph.D., University of Cincin-
nati, 1968.
Kuhlman, Sarah J. (2001), Associate Research Engineer-V.5., University of Dayton,
200L.
Kumar, Binod (1980), Distinguished Research Engineer-B.5., Rajendra College, 1962;
B.S., Banaras Hindu University,196T; M.S., Pennsylvania State Unlercity,L973;
Ph.D.. t976.
Landis, Gerald R. (1988), Associate Research
1993.
Leard, Ryan R. (2001), Research Corrosion
1999; M.5.,2001.
Engine er-8.5., Wright State University,
Engineer-8.5., Ohio State University,
Leland, John E.(2000), Director of Technology Partnerships--8.S.M.E., University of
Akron, 1986; M.S., University of Dayton, 1989; Ph.D., University of Kentucky,
1994.
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Li, Kezhong (Igg7), Research Materials Engineer-8.5.,_Tsing Hua^Univerc\ty,1967;
' M.S., 1951; M.S., Carnegie-Mellon University, 1992; Ph'D',1995'
Liu, Shiqiang (1987),Distinguished ResearchEngineer-V.s., Beijing university, 1968;
M.S.,-1986; Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1989.
Maartense,Im an(1996), senior ResearchPhysicist-8.E., University of saskatchewan,
1960; M.S., L962;Ph.D., McGill University, L967'
Martin, Richard w. (1976), Research Engineer-8.5., Ohio university, 1970; B'8.4.,
1972.
Mazumdar, Uttara (2001), R esearch Materials (Coatings)Engineer-B.S-. Benares Hindu
University, 1963; M.S., 1965; M.S., Wright State University'1987'
McCabe, Michael v. (1993), Director-Research Institute 
- 
B.S. Capital University,
1,97 | ; M.5., University of Cincinnati, 197 3 ; Ph.D.' L97 6 ; M'B' A " 1980'
McCray, Dan ieIB. (1977), Research Materials Engineer-B.S., Wright state university,
1995; M.S., University of Dayton' L997.
Meyendorf, Norbert G. H. (2000), senior Research Engineer-M.S., University of
i{alle-Wittenberg, Germany, 1'97 6; Ph.D., 1980'
Miedlar, Peggy G. (1986), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., University of Notre Dame,
198L.
Moccia, Heather D. (2001), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Mercer university,
1999.
Murray, Paul T. (1982), Senior Research Chemist-v.S., University of cincinnati, 1'974;
Ph.b., University of North Catolina, 1979.
olding, Robert B. (2001), senior Research systems Engineer--V.T., University of Day-
ton, '1.977; M.C.S. 1985.
olson, steven E. (1992), Senior Resenrch Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton,
1.991; M.5., 1'993.
o,Reilly, |ames w. (2000), Disting,uished Research scientist-B.s., University of Day-
ton,'1956; Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1960'
Pacinda, George t. (Lggg), Associate Research coatings scientist-v.s., university of
Dayton, 1.969.
Papp, Mary L. (1986), Associate Research Programmer/Analyst-8.s., University of
Davton, 1.97 4; M.C.S., 1'981'.
Patton, Steven T. (l9gg), Research scientist-B.A., Wittenberg University, 1988; M.S.,
Ohio State University, 1998; Ph.D., 1998.
pellerin, Charles I. Q,999), Distinguished Pollution Prevention Engineer-8.s., univer-
sity of Oklahoma, 1970; M.5., 1974.
Petry, LeAnne (1989), Associate Research chemist-A.s., sinclair cornmunity col-
lege, t989; B.S., University of Dayton, 1995.
Phelps, Andrew w. (1990), senior Research scientist-8.S., Pennsylvania state uni-
virsity, 1983; M.S., 1987;Ph.D., 1'990.
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Pierce, Jennifer L. (1998), Research Materials Engineer-B.s., wright state University,
1.995; M.S., 1998.
Pierson, Matthew H. (1'997), Associate visual communication Designer 
- 
B.F.A.,University of Dayton, 1,996.
Pinnell, william B. (1988), Research Materials Engineer-8.M.E., university of Day-
ton, L988.
Poormon, K_evin L. (1'987), senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., university of Dayton,
1987; M.5.,'1.988.
Port_er, william J., III (1990),^Research Engineer-B.A., Miami university, 19gg; M.s.,University of Dayton, 1990.
Price, Gary E. (1965), Associate Reseach Engineer-Assoc. Franklin university, 1965.
Price, William A. (L977), Research Engineer-V.T., University of Dayton, 19g1.
Quill, Laurie L. (1'992), senior Research Human Factors Analyst-8.A., ohio wesleyanUniversity, 1981; M.A., University of Dayton, 1,994.
Reilly, Susan C. (1995), Senior Research Project Specialist.
Reinhart,-Thqodore f . (1,997), senior Research proiect specialist 
- 
B.s., case Instituteof Technology, 1955.
Revels, Allen R. (1996), senior Research Engineer 
- 
8.s., USAF Academy,lg}4;M.s.,
National University, 1991..
Rice, Brian Patrick (7986), 
.senior Research Engineer-B.s., ohio state university,1,986; M.5., University of Dayton, 1.990.
Roach, Kevin P. (1993), Research Engineer-8.5., University of Maryland, 19gg.
Ro91^S1r"-r, Stanley J. (2000), Research Engineer-V.5., University of Bombay, India,
1984; M.5., St. Bonaventure University, 1.982; M.9., University of Dayton, 1,993,;
Ph.D., 2000.
Ronde.au, Roger A. (1982), senior Research Materials Engineer-\.s., wright stateUniversity, 1983; M.S., University of Dayton, 1,991,.
Ruschau, Iott" l. $974), senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton,
1973; M.5.,1979.
Rustenburg, f ohn w. (1995), Part-Time senior Research Aerospace Engineer-B.s., westVirginia University, L959.
Sab-ar-!o-st-a1dy^S. (1976),_Di.stinguisheil_Res1gr9h Chemist-B.A., Messiah College,
1,968; M.5., Ohio State University, 1977; ph.D., 1974.
saliba, susan s. (1986), senior Research Materials Engineer-V.s., Auburn university,
1984; M.S., University of Dayton, 1986.
sathish,shamachary (l??0l,senio_r_ResearchEngineer-B.s.,yuvaraja College,'1.974;
M.S., University of Mysore,7976; Ph.D.,7984.
S"\"!!, Norman D. (1993), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, L991,;
M.S., 1993.
scotl-ollif_L. (1986), Asso,ciate Research Engineer-8.s., wilberforce university,
1,982; M.5., University of Dayton, 1997.
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sebastian, |ames R. (1995), R esearch Engineer 
-8.M.E., B.E.E., University of Dayton,1995; M.S., 1998.
Shafer, Linda M. (2002), Research Chemist-8.5., University of Akron, 1986'
Sidhu, Sukhjinder S. (1'992), Senior Researcl !tSine91-V'S', Osmania University,
'1.987 ; M.5., University of Illinois, 1'99 7 ; Ph.D'''l'992'
sihn, sangwook (1999), Research Engineer-v.A., Seoul National university, 1990;
M.S., Stanford University, 1992; Ph.D., t997'
sjoblom, Peter O. (1985), Distinguished Research Engineer-M.s., university of
Linkoping, 7978; Ph.D., 1983.
skinn, Donald A. (Ig7g), Research Programmer-B.A., Ohio state University' 1.975.
smith, steven R. (1976), Senior Research Physicist-8.s., Eastern Illinois University,
L970 ; M.5., Ohio UniversitY, 197 5.
Stouffer, Scott D. (1996), Research Engineer 
- 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University,1985; M.S., 1989; Ph.D., 1995.
striebich, Richard c. (1986), Senior Research Engineer-B.S., University of Notre
Dame,1982; M.S., University of Dayton, 1993.
stubbs, David A. (Igg0), senior Research Engineer-8.s., Miami university, 1980;
M.S.. 1981.
stumph, Herbert E. (2000), Associate Research Engineer-v.M.E., University of Day-
ton, 1998, M.S., 2000
sturgill, Jeffrey A. (1993), Research Engineer-v.s., University of Toledo, 1986; B.S.,
Wright State UniversitY, 1993.
Swierenga, Sarah |. (2002), Senior Human Factgls e1yclAogjs^t- B'S', Colvin College,
L982;-M.5., University of South Dakota, 1984; Ph.D., 1986'
szmulowicz, Frank (1978) , Distinguished Research Physicist-8.s., case western
Reserve University, 1971'; M.S'' 1973; Ph.D.' 1976-
Tandon, Gyaneswar P. (I9gg), senior Research Engineer-B.T.t^Ilt3ll"stitute of
Technol'ogy, 1981; M.S., Rutgers University, 1984; M.Ph., 1985; Ph'D', 1986'
Taylor, Barney E. (Lggg), Senior Research Scient_ist-8.S., East Tennessee State Uni-
-versity, 
1.973; Plr..D., Clemson University, 1978.
Taylor, Philip H. (1985), Distinguished Re_sea.rch Scientist-8.5., Oneonta State Col-
'lege, 19801 Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1984'
Thomas, Ronald L. (1999), Senior Internet/Programmer Analyst.
Tipps, Daniel o. (1995), Part-Time senior Research Engineer 
- 
B.S., University of
Oklahoma, 1964.
Toth, Douglas K. (1990), Research Lubricants Engineer-8.5., Southern Methodist
University, 1987;M.5., Case Western Reserve University, 1989'
Tsao, Bang-Hung (1999), Senior Materials scientist-8.s., National Cheng Kung
Universlty, 1980; M.S., Arizona State University' 1'986; Ph.D', 1989'
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vangsness, Marlin D. (1985), Research Physicist-B.s., North Dakota state univer-
sity, L985.
venkatasubramanian, Narayanan (1999), Research polymer scientist-B.s., univer-
sity of Madras, 1.971.; M.S., Indian Institute of Technology, L973; ph.D., 1979.
voevodin, Natalia N. (1999), Research scientist-B.s., Tula polytechnical Institute,
1985; M.S., 1985.
wang, Chyi-shan (1985), Distinguished Research Engineer-8.s., Tatug Institute of
Technology, 1.975;M.9., National Tsing Hua University, 1927;ph.D., University
of Cincinnati, 1983.
whitney, Thomas f . (7988), P art-Time senior Resear ch Engineer-B.M.E., University of
Dayton, L986; M.S., University of Delaware, 1988.
williams, Theodore F. (1990), Research Engineer-V.T., university of Dayton, 1,9g2.
wills, Roger R. (2002), Group Leader, senior Research scientist-B.s., Manchester
University, England, 1.965; Ph.D., '1.968.
wittberg, Thomas N. (1976), senior Research physicist 
- 
8.s., university of Dayton,
L976.
wolf, ]ames D. (1979), senior Research Materials scientist-B.s., universitv of Davton,
1979; M.5.,1,982.
Yamada, Takahiro (1999), Research chemist-V.s., University of osaka, 19g5; M.s.,
'1,987; M.5., University of New Haven, 1.994; ph.D., New fersey Institute of
Technology, 1999.
zabarnick, steven s. (1988), Distinguished Research chemist-V.s., state universitv of
New York at Binghamton, 1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 19g4.
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Academic Programs,432
Academic Regulations, 51
Academic Scholarships, 44
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Academic Standing,68
Academic Structure, 15
Accotn$ng,279
Accreditation, 19
American College Test (ACT), 33, 35, 52' 273
Admission, Considerations for, 33
Adolescence to Young Adult Education,350
Adult Degree Advancement Program
(ADAP),418
Advanced Placement,36
Advanced Standing 36
Aerospace Enginenng, 16, 364
Affirmative Action, 417
Air Force (AFROTC), 22, 417
Alumni Placement,29
Ambulance Service,2T
American Studies,91
Anthropology,93
Application Fee,39
Appeal Procedure,5T
Application for Admissiory 33
Application for Scholarships, tl4
Applied Mathematical Economics, 182
Archives, lS
Army ROTC, 21, 45, 49, 190, 424
Ar! see Visual Arts
Art and Music Scholarships,45
Art Education,259,265
AttHishory,2ffi,267
Arts and Sciences, College of, 16,81',419
Arts Study Requirement, 54, 55
At-Risk Students, Programs for,36
Athletic Scholarships, 45
Ath]etics,23
Athletic Programs and Facilities, 435
Attendance Policy, 71
Audit Course,39,54
Augsburg Exchan ge P rogram, 424
Awards,72
Biblical Studies; see Religious Studies
Biochemistry, 106
Bio-Engineering Preparation, 364
BioIogy,16,95
Board of Trustees, 429
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88
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273,419
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Cancellation,4l
Career Services Center, 29
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Class Attendance P olicy, 71
Classics,111
College-Level Examination
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Coaches, Athletic,435
College Entrance Examinatioo 33, 36
College-Level Examination Program, 37
Commencement, 40, 70, 89
Communicatiory 1l2
Communication Competencies, 88, 113
Communication Management, I 12
Communication Studies, 113
Commuter Student Services, 30
Competency Program,5L
Computer Engineerng, 16, 379
Computer Engineering Technology, 397
Computer Information Systems, 121
Computer Science, 16, 120
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Computer Systems,364
Counseling Center Fee, 39
Cooperative Ed ucation, 27 8, 363, 419
Cooperative Student Fee, 40
coRE,420
Counseling Center,25
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Criminal fustice Studies, 126
Critical Issues Education, 25
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Curriculum Materials Center, 19
Deans Emeriti,436
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appropriate School or College
Degrees Granted, 16
Design and Manufacturing Engineerng, 364
Developmental Skills, 420
Dietetics,335
Dining Services,23
Director of Admission Emeritus,443
Disabilities, Office for Students with,30
Dismissaf Academic,68
Distinguished Service Professors, 443
Distinguished Teaching Professors, 444
Diverse Student Populatioru, 25
Domains of Knowledge, 54
Dormitories, 23, 42
Drug Awareness,25
Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical
Systems,364
Early Childhood Education, 345
Econorrrict L32,285
Education, Health and Sport Scimce,326
Education, School of Education and
Allied Professions , L6,17,327
Education, Teacher, 346
Educational Leadership, 16
Educational kadership Council, r99
Educational Loans,47
Educational Placement Services, 323
Educational Services, Ofhce of , 423
Elderhostel,90
Electrical Engineerng, 16, 378
Electrical & Computer Engineering, 378
ElectroOptics, 16
Electronic Engineering Technology, 395
Electronic Media, 112
EM Credit,65
Emergency Loans,47
Employment, Student, 30, 48
Energy Conversion,364
Engineering Chemical, 369
Engineering, Civil, 373
Engineering, Combined Master's and
Underyrad,,367
Engineering, Degree Requirements, 366
Engineering Management, 16, 364
Engineering, Mechanical 384
Engineering Mechanics, 16, 364
Engineering minors, 364
Engineering, School of, 16, 17,363,419
Engineering Service Courses, 391
Engineering Technology, 16, 394
Engineering Technology Minors, 394
Engineering Technology Service Courses,
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English, l33
English Requirement, 52, 133
Entrance Unit Recommendations, 34
Entrepreneurship, 299
Environmental Biology, 96
Environmental Engineering, 364
Environmental Geology, 145
Examinations; see Tests
Exercise Science and Fitress
Management,32T
Exercise Science and Pre-Phvsical
Therapy,330
Expenses,43
Experimental Are as, 21,, 417
Experiential Programs, 30
Faculty,436
Family Development, 141
Federal Aid Application (FAFSA), 45
Fees,39,40
Fees, Graduatiory 40
Fees, I^aboratory,40
Fees, Music,40,200
Fees, Photography,40
Fees, Student Teacher, 40
Fees, Visual Arts,40
FERPA,71
Film Studies, Ll2
Finance,290
Finance and Administrative Services, 433
Finance Charge,t()
Financial Aid, Application for, 45, 46
Financial Aid Policy, 45
Financial Information, 39
Fine Arts, 16, 255,'256, 259, 261
First-Year Experience Program, 53
Flyer Express,26
Food and Nutrition,335
Food Service,23,43
Foreign Language Requirement, 34, 83
Foreign Languages; see Languages
Foreign Students; see Intemational students
Founders Grant,46
French,170
Full-time Studenb, 39, 41
General Education Development Certificate
(GED),33
General Education Requirements, 51, 54, 55
General Poliry,39
General Requirements, Bachelor of Arts,85
General Requirements, Bachelor of Science, 88
General Studies ,16,143, 420
Geology,lM
German, 173
Germany, Summer Study Abroad ir;425
GI Bill,48
Goveming and Advisory Bodies, tl29
Grade Alteratioo 67
Grade-Point Averages, 65
Grades and Scholarship, 53
Grading Options, 63, 27 5
Graduate Guidance Center, 420
Graduate programs; see Graduate issue
of Bulletin
Graduate School,18
Graduation; see Commencement
Graduation Competencies, 52
Grants, t[6
Handbook, Student,2T
Health and Sport Science, 326
Health Center, Student, 24
Health lnformation Specialist, 333
High School Credits, 33
High School Scholars, 37
Hindi. 175
Historical Study Requirement 54,57
History, 150
History of the University, 12
Home-Study,421
Honors, Academic, T0
Honors Courses; see departrnent listings
Honors Program, Unletsity, 426
Human Rights Studies, 159
Human Resources, 434
Humanities Base, 55
Humanities Studies, 158
ID/CampusOne Catd',27
Industrial Engineering Technology, 4()2
lnformation Literary General ComPentencies,
52
hrformation Technology Facilities and
Services,4l8
Institute for Pastoral lnitiatives, 421
lnstitutional Membership 20
Lrtegrated Natural Sciencg 163
Interdepartmental Summer Study Abroad
Program [SSAP),425
Interdisciplinary At eas, 417
lnterdisciplinary Majors, 82
Interdisciplinary Studies, 27, 160,294, 427
Intemational Business, 295
Intemational Development Studieq 155
lntemational Marian Research Institute,
1.4,423
Intemational Prograrns/ Center for, 417
Intemational Students, 35, 417
lntemational Studies, 166
Intemship 89,277
Intervention Specialist, 351
Index
Italian,176
Joumalism, 1L2
Junior GI Bill,49
furis Doctor, 16
Kennedy, John F., Memorial Uniory 24
Laboratory Fees,40
Language Requirement, 34
Languages,169
Lat;n,177
Law, School of, 15, 18
Leadership,29T
Leaming Assistance Office, 26
Liberal Studies Curriculum, 113
Libraries, 18,432
Library, Marian,'1,4, 18, 423
Licensure, Teacher, L12, 133, 150, 169, 197,
249,259,324
Loans,47
Logic; see Philosophy
LSAT,227
Magna Cum Laude,70
Major (Academic) Codes, 496
Management,29T
Management lnformation Systems, 306
Management Science, 16
Manufacturing Engineering Technology, 406
Map of Campus,494
Marburg Summer Study iru tl25
Marian Library, 14,78, 423
Marian Research Institute, 14 423
Marianists, 11
Marketing 3L1
Materials Engineenngn 16, 364
Mathematics, 181
Mathematics, Developmental 25
MBA Preparation" 276
Meal Contract,23
Mechanical Engineering 16, 384
Mechanical Engineering Technology, 410
MecJranics, Engine eing, 76, 364
Mechanics of Engineering Systems, 364
Membership, Institutional, 19
Mexico, Summer Study Abroad in, t[25
Middle Childhood Education, 348
Military Science, 190
Minicourses,90
Ministry, Campus, 27, 433
Mission, 1L
Music, 16, 193
Music, Church, 197
Music Composition, 194
Music Education, 796, 353
Music Performance, 195
Music Scholarships,45
Music Therapy, 195
National Guard Tuition Grant,49
New Student Orientation, 26
Nondiscriminatory Policy, inside front cover
Nutrition and Fitness, 337
Office of the President,430
Officers of the University,430
Ohio Instructional Grants, 46
OhioLINK, 18
Ohio National Guard Tutition Grant.49
Ohio, Grants for,45,47
Ohio Safety Officers Grant,49
Ohio War Orphans,49
Online Computer Library Center, 18
Operations Management, 315
Oral Communication General Competencies,
52
Orientation Fee,39
Orientation, New Student, 26
Parent Loan, Federal, 47
Parktng,2T
Part-time Students, 21, 39, 41.
Payment Options,43
Pell Grants,45
Penalties and Procedures. 67
Perkins Loans, Fedenl, 47
Philosophp 209
Philosophy and Religious Studies
Requirement, 54, 59
Photo Credits,491
Photography,258,266
Photography Fees,40
Physical Activities Center, 29
Physical and Life Sciences Requirement,
54,61.
Physical Educatiory 325
Physical Science,22l
Physics,215
Physics-{omputer Science, 220
Placement Service,30
Placement Tests,36
Plagiarism,55
Police, Campus,26
Political Science,222
Post-Secondary Enrollment Options, 37
PrcLaw,227,424
Prelaw for HST majors, 150
Prelaw for POL maiors, 1??
Premedicine, 188
Predentistry, 188
Pre-Payment Plan,43
Presidential Grants, 46
President, Office of the,430
Privacy Rights, 70
Private Altemative l-oans, 47
Professors Emeriti, 436
492
Index
Provost, 16,21,430
Psychological Services, 25
Psychology,229
Public Administration. 16
Public Relations, 1.12
Public Safety,26
Purposes, Statement of, 15
Quantitative Reasoning, General Competen-
cies,52
Quebec, Summer Study in,425
Ranked Faculty,444
Reading and Writing, General Competencies,
52
Records, Studen! 70
Recreational Sports, 28
Refunds,41
Registrar Emeritus, 1143
Rehabilitatiory Vocational, 49
Related University Services, 21
Religious Services,54
Religious Studies, 54, 235
Reports, Grade,64,65
Research Institute, 21, 424, 433
Research Institute Staff, 480
Residence Facilities Policy, rl2
Residence Requirement (Academic), 51
Residential Programs and Services,
Office of,23
Returning Students,274
Roomand Board,40
ROTC Scholarships,45
Russian.177
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), 33 ,35,52,273
Scholarships,44
Scholarship, University, 45
Semester hour unit; see Credits
Senior Fellows,48,90
Skills, Developm ental, 26, 50, 420
Social Sciences Requirement, 55, 62
Social Work,242
Society of Mary, 12
Sociology,2M
Southwestem Ohio Council for Higher
Education (SOCHE),21
Spain, Summer Study in,426
Spanisly 178
Special Admits Pr ogt arn, 36
Special Areas,417
Special Programs, 21, 90
Special Students,4l
Sports, Intramural and Recreational, 28
Sport Management,33l
Stafford Loans, Fedenl, 47
(START) Students Talking about Real lssues,
25
Statement of Purposes, L5
Structures (Engineering), 364
Student Activities, Office of , 24
Student Development, 434
Studmts Disnissed, tl2
Student Handbook,27
Student Life and Services,23
Student Life Council, 429
Student Records,71
Student Teaching,323
Students Suspended,42
Study Abroad, rt24
Summa Cum Laude,70
Teacher Education,346
Teacher Placement,324
Theatre,250
Thematic Clusters,55
Theology, 16
Thermal Engineeing, 3(A
3/+time students, 410, 41
TOEFL,33,35
Transcripts, 40, 72
Index
Transfer Credit (K), 64
Transfer Students, 35, 27 4, 364
Tuition,39, tl()
Tuition Reductions,48
Tutorial Services,25
Union, John F. Kennedy Memorial, 24
University Advancement, 434
University Fee,40
University Honots Program, 49, 426
University Libraies, 432
University Scholars Program, t126
University Services, 21
Veterans,35,49
Visual Arts,254,269
Visual Communication Design, 256, 263
Vocational Rehabilitation, 49
Water Resources Engineering, 354
Withdrawal,41,64
Women's Studies,270
Work-Study,48
Writing Certificate, 133
PHOTO CREDITS
Larry Burgess, pp.31,32,38,50,84. Terry Kasten, p. 90. Larry Burgess,pp.92,94,l04'1l7'149,158,
't62,1&,208,2t9,226,228,253,27r,272,278,282,289,305,310,319,320,3U,345,367,362,368,372,
390, 395, 401, 4M, 41.4, 41.6, 427, 428.
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC CODES
ABM Dud/BSBA/MBA
ACC Accounting
AMS American Studies
ANT AnthropologyART Fine Arts (Arts)ASI Interdisciplinary Studies (Arts & Science)
Business Interdisciplinary Studies
Biochemistry
Biology
CEE Civil EngineeringCET ComputerEngleeringTechnology
CFIA Chemistrv (Arts)
CHM Chemistry(Science)CIS Compute'r lnformation SystemsCIS Criminal fustice Studies -CLA Classics
CME ChemicalEngineering
CMM Communication
COP CooperativeEducationCPE ComputerEngineeringCIjS Computer Science
DEN PredentistryDEV DevelopmdntalSkills
DSC Decisioh Sciences
EAR Art Education (Educaton)
ECA Economics (Arts)ECB Business Economics
ECC CommunitvCounselingECE Earlv Childhood Educa"tion
EDP PhviicalEducation
EDT TeicherEducationEEH Education of the Handicapped/ElementaryEEK Elementary Education and Kindergarten
EES Exercise Sdence and Fitness ManalemmtEET ElectronicEngineeringTechnology
EGM EngineeringMechanics
EGR EnqineeringEHA Fodd and Nutrition 
- 
Dietetics
EHN Nutrition and FibressEHS Health lnformation SpecialistEtA Food and NutritionEKP Kindergarten-PrimaryELA Foreign"LanguageEdhcationELE ElectricalEngineering
EMM lnterventionSpecialist
EMS Middte Childliood Education
ENG EnglishENI EnffneeringlnterdisciplinaryStudiesENT EntrepreneurshipEPT Exercise SciencdandPre-PhysicalTherapy
ESM Sport Manaqement
EVB EhvironmenlalBioloey
EVG EnvironmentalGeolo'iv
EYA Adolescence to Yound-Adult Education
FAE Art Education (Arts)FDV Family DevelopmentFIN FinanceFLM Film Studies
FRN French
GEN General Studies
496
HND Hindi
HMS HumanitiesStudiesHOA ArtHistory
HRS Human Rilhts Studies
HSS Health andSport Science
HST History
IET IndustrialEngineeringTechnologyINB lnternationalBusinessIND IntemationalDevelopmentStudiesINS InternationalstudiesISE Industrial & Systems EngineeringITA Italian
LAT Latin
LDR Leadership
LNG Languages
MCT MechanicalEngineeringTechnology
MED Premedicine
MEE Mechanical Engineering
MFG Manufacturing"Enginee"ring Technology
MGT ManagementMIL Milittv ScienceMIS Managirmentlnformationsystems
MKT Marketing
MTA Mathematics (Arts)
MTE Applied MathematicalEconomics
MTH Malhematics(Science)
MUC Music Composition
MUE Music Education
MUP Music Performance
MUS Music
MUT Music Therapy
OPS OperationsManagment
PCS Phvsics-ComputerSciencePHL Philosophv '
PHO Photography (Arts)
PHY Physics
PLW PrelawPOL Political Science
f'jSC Physical Science
PSS Psichology(Science)PSY Psychology (Arts)PTY Photography (Fine Arts)
REL Religious Studies
RUS Russian
SCI Integrated Natural ScienceSET EngineeringTech.ServiceCourses
SOC Sociology
SPN SpanishSTA Fine Arts (Fine Arts)
SWK SocialWork
GEO
GER
Geology
German
BAI
BCM
BIO
THR
UDI
Theatre
University Interdisciplinary Studies
Visual Arts
Visual Comm Design (Ars)
Visual Comm Design (Fine Arts)
Women's Studies
VAR
VCA
VCD
wsr
